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Set, Go!
Putting nine
popular chips
through their
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Lost in the
Z-80 Fun House?
Find a way out
with this guide to
Z-80programming.
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Stand-alone
Video Terminal
Build it yourself
and save $. P. 94.

Word Sorcery
Exidy word-
processing system
does the job
for less. P. 110.
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W()m ~EfmUM
One-Drive System:

$399. (40-track) & $675. (77-track)
Two-Drive System:

$795. (40-track drives) & $1350. (77-track drives)
Three-Drive System:

$1195. (40-track drives) & $2025. (77-track drives)
Requires Expansion Interface. Level II BASIC & 16K RAM.

• Choose either 40-track TFD-100TMdrives
or 77-track TFD-200TMdriiles.

• nne-, two- an~. three-drive systems im-
mediately available.

• Systems include Percom PATCH PAK
#1™, on disk, at no extra charge. PATCH
PAK #1™de-glitches and upgrades
TRSDOS* for 40- and 77-track operation.

• TFD-100TM drives accommodate "flippy
disks." Store 205K bytes per mini-disk.

• Low prices. A single-drive TFD-100TM
costs just $399. Price includes PATCH
PAK#1™ disk.

• Enclosures are finished in system-
compatible "Tandy-silver" enamel.

Low Cost Add-On Storage for Your TRS-80* •
In the Size You Want.

When you're ready for add-on disk storage, we're ready for you.
Ready with six mini-disk storage systems -f02K bytes to.591K bytes of

additional on-line storage for your iRS-80*. ._.
Whether you need a single, 40- - 197K, 394K and 591 K.bytes fot one-,

track TFD-1 00 ™ add-on or a three-drive two and three-diive systems. I
add-on with 77-track TFD-200™S, you PATCH PAK #PM, our upgrade
get more data storage for less money program for your TRSDOS*, not only
from Percom. extends TRSDOS* to accommodate 40-

Our TFD-100TM drive, for example, and 77-track drives, it enhances
I t t 102 4K byt f d t TRSDOS* in other ways as well. PATCH
e s you sore . es 0 a a on PAK #1 TMis supplied with eacH drive
one side of a disk - compared to 80K I
bytes on a TRS-80* mini-disk drive _ system at no additional charge.

The reason you get more for less
and 102.4K bytes on the other side, too. from Percom is simple. Peripherals are
Something you can't do with a TRS-80* not a sideline at Percom. Selling disk
drive. That's almost 205K bytes per systems and other peripherals is our
mini-disk. main business - the reason you get

And the TFD-200TM drives provide more engineering, more reliability and
197K bytes of on-line storage per drive more back up support for less m9ney.

In the ProductDevelopmentQueue... aprinter interface for using your TRS-SO'with ~ny
serial printer, and ... theElectric Crayon™ to mapyourcomputermemoryontoyourcolorTV
screen- for games,animatedshows,businessdisplays, graphs, etc. ComingPDQ!

r" TFD-l00, TFD-200, PATCH PAK and Electric Crayon are trademarks of PERCOM DATA COMPANY.
'TRS-SO and TRSDDSare lrademarks 01 Tandy Corporation and Radio Shack which have no relationship to PERCO~ DATACOMPANY

r[~EfUl()M)
Toorder add-on mini-disk storage for your TRS-80*,

or request additional literature, call Percom's toll-free
number: 1-800-527-1592. For detailed Technical infor-
mation call (214) 272-3421,

Orders may be paid by check or money order, or
charged to Visa or Master Charge credit accounts. Texas
residents must add 5% sales tax.

Percom 'peripherals for personal computing'

~P7

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
211 N. KIRBY • GARLAND, TX .• 75042



The Honor Graduate
There's been a lot of talk lately

a bout intelligent terminals with
small systems capability. And, it's
always the same. The systems
which make the grade in perfor-
mance usually flunk the test in
price. At least that was the case
until the SuperBrain graduated with
the hi g h est PPR (Price/ Perfor-
mance Ratio) in the history of the
industry.

For less than $3,000*, SuperBrain
users get exceptional performance
for just a fraction of what they'd
expect to pay. Standard features in-
clude: two dual-density mini-flop-
pies with 320K bytes of disk storage,
up to 64K of RAM to handle even
the most sophisticated programs,
a CP / M Disk Operating System
with a high-powered text editor, as-
*Quantity one. Dealer inquiries invited.

sembler and debugger. And, with
SuperBrain's S-100 bus adapter, you
can even add a 10 megabyte disk!

More than an intelligent terminal,
the SuperBrain outperforms many
other systems costing three to five
times as much. Endowed with a
hefty amount of available software
(BASI C, FO RTRAN, COBOL), the
SuperBrain is ready to take on your
toughest assignment. You name it!
Genera I Ledger, Accounts Receiv-
able, Payroll, Inventory or Word Pro-
cessing ... the SuperBrain handles
all of them with ease.

Your operators will pra ise the
SuperBrain's good looks. A full
ASCII keyboard with a numeric key-
pad and function keys. A non-glare,
dynamically focused, twe Ive inch
screen. All in an attractive desktop
unit weighing less than a standard

office typewriter. Soph isti cated
users will acclaim SuperBrain's twin
Z-80 processors which transfer data
to the screen at 38 kilobaud! Inter-
facing a printer or modem is no
problem using Su pe rB ra i n' s RS-
232C communications port. But best
of a II, you won't need a PhD in com-
puter repair to maintain the Super-
Brain. Its single board design makes
servicing a snap!

So don't be fooled by a II the fresh-
man students in the small systems
business. Insist on this year's honor
graduate ... the SuperBrain.

91~~~xTEC
aJl5SVSfEMS®

2300 Broad River Road, Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 798-9100 TWX: 810-666-2115



.•...
Letter-quality or dot
matrix printer

..-..
Horizon I/O flexibility
allows expansion to
meet your needs

.•...
Up to four 18Mb Winchester-
type hard disk drives

.•...
Display terminal

Unsurpassed Performance and Capacity!
North Star now gives you hard disk capacity and process-
ing performance never before possible at such a low
price! Horizon is a proven, reliable, affordable computer
system with unique hardware and software. Now the
Horizon's capabilities are expanded to meet your growing
system requirements. In addition to hard disk perform-
ance, the Horizon has I/O versatility and an optional hard-
ware floating point board for high-performance number
crunching. The North Star large disk is a Century Data
Marksman, a Winchester-type drive that holds 18 million
bytes of formatted data. The North Star controller inter-
faces the drive(s) to the Horizon and takes full advantage

North Star Computers Inc.
1440 Fourth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 527-6950 TWX/Telex 910-366-7001

of the high-performance characteristics of the drive. Our
hard disk operating system implements a powerful file
system as well as backup and recovery on floppy diskette.

Software Is The Key!
The Horizon's success to date has been built on the qual-
ity of its system software (BASIC, DOS, PASCAL) and
the very broad range and availability of application soft-
ware. This reputation continues with our new hard disk
system. Existing software is upward compatible for use
with the hard disk system. And, with the dramatic increase
in on-line storage and speed, there will be a continually
expanding library of readily available application software.
For more information, see your North Star dealer!

HORIZON - HD-1
Horizon computer with 64K
RAM, 2 quad capacity mini
drives and one HD-18 hard
disk drive $9329

SYS-1A
Complete Horizon HD-1 with
80 x 24 display terminal and
Anadex printer $11,319

SYS-1N
Complete Horizon HD-1 plus
80 x 24 display terminal and
NEC Spinwriter printer $13,239

HD-18
Additional 18Mb hard disk drive
for expansion of HD-1. or your
present Horizon $4999
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PUBLlSHER:S REMARKS Wayne Green

As I look at the editorial in the
first issue of this magazine, I note
that the editorial approach dis-
cussed there has remained the
same after three years of publica-
tion, I promised you lots of rela-
tively simple articles so you would
be able to grow to understand all
aspects of microcomputers.

Microcomputers constitute an
extremely technical subject, and
you are to be congratulated for
coming so far in such a short time.
In truth, though the whole subject
is complex, when you break it
down into small parts, no little
piece is too difficult to under-
stand.

One other concept I covered in
that first editorial was publishing
software in bulk so it could sell at
low prices and still pay the pro-
grammer handsomely. When,
over a year later, no firm had yet
emerged as a result of that edi-
torial, I decided to go ahead and
do it myself to get the ball rolling.
By January of 1979, Instant Soft-
ware had its own building and the
beginnings of a staff. Today, ISI
programs are being sold through
several hundred computer stores
in the U.S. and in 'over 20 coun-
tries around the world.
As more microcomputers have

been sold the magazine has
brought you more useful software
... and you haven't seen any-
thing yet.
The advertising, which helps

make the magazine possible and
brings you news of the latest prod-
ucts, has grown steadily. In the
last year the advertising has in-
creased 64 percent. That means
more pages of articles for you
every month.

In addition to software and arti-
cles that help you understand how
microcomputers work, you also
see more reviews of new prod-
ucts ... a service that could save
you a lot of money by steering you
toward the better hardware and
software. There is, unfortunately,
a lot of dubious software being
marketed.

For instance, one chap con-
tracted to have software written.
When the programmer sent him
the first draft to check, he went
right ahead and marketed it,
screwing the programmer out of
his money and doing the same to
buyers because the software did

not yet work. Another outfit
marketed some 'outdated public-
domain programs.
Our microcomputer lab is com-

plete, and you can be sure that you
are reasonably protected when
you buy something that has been
checked out by our staff.

I steered you away from some
bad ideas: paper bits, floppy
ROMs. I looked over the latter
idea and decided that it would
never really fly; it has never flown.
Stick with us and you'll save

time and money.

Why I Like .....

One of the big problems facing
newcomers to microcomputers is
the choice of system to buy. Most
of us have a good answer for that,
though I expect that the answer
from each hobbyist will be differ-
ent. I would like to see a series of
articles about the available
microcomputers, written by hob-
byists who have used them and
understand them.
The series would be aimed at

helping newcomers understand
the differences between sys-
tems-what the benefits of one
particular system are-and why
they should buy a particular sys-
tem. We're looking for compre-
hensive, well-planned articles
that cover both the pros and cons
of a system.

Most of the material available
on systems is from manufactur-
ers, so there is always that nag-
ging doubt that some slight im-
partiality will seep through the
ads and spec sheets. Newcomers
want to get advice from someone
who has bought a system, lived
with it, expanded it and found
some use for it. Let's see some ar-
ticles.
What systems? Anything and

everything that is still available.
What say, you Apple fans ...
you Sorcerer boosters?
We want to know what

troubles you had starting your
system, what help you got from
your dealer or from the factory.
We want to know what acces-
sories you've used with it. We
want to know how you like it. We
want to know about additional
memory, disk units, printers,
software you've tried and liked or
hated, utilities that have helped

or hindered you. Drag out your
notebook and tell all. .

Any Educators out There?

Both Nathaniel Hawthorne
College of Antrim, New Hamp-
shire, and Franklin Pierce College
of Rindge, New Hampshire, are
looking for educators with a solid
microcomputer background to
help them set up and run micro-
computer degree courses. They
will also need several instructors
for technical and lab courses, so
this is a fine opportunity to get in
on the ground floor.

If you are interested, drop these
colleges a line with your resume
and a letter explaining what you
can do for them.

Merle Jones, dean of adminis-
tration for Hawthorne College,
listed what qualifications the coor-
dinator of the microcomputer pro-
gram should have: college degree
(to fulfill academic credibility);
complete background on technical
aspects of microcomputer field;
good, personable image; ability to
speak, project and sell to large or
small groups of people the values
of microcomputers and their im-
pact on the world in the business
field; innovative and tireless ap-
proach to work;· ability to see,
work for, build and realize a
dynamic successful microcomput-
er program for Nathaniel Haw-
thorne College.
Merle also is looking for teach-

ers and technicians for specific
microcomputer courses outlined
in the curriculum. They should not
be as concerned with academic
credentials as with knowledge and
training in the microcomputer
field. As you can see, this is a great
opportunity for computerists to
enter the education field and help
our country produce microcom-
puter engineers and microcomput-
er-oriented businessmen.

The future for anyone teaching
microcomputers has to be a good
one. Tens of thousands of stu-

dents will have to be taught about
microcomputers, and industry is
going to need special courses to
adapt to the enormous changes
microcomputers will bring.

Microcomputers will be used in
virtually every aspect of business
and communications. Micropro-
cessors will be in most appliances,
in homes, in toys.

Businessmen with solid micro-
computer Ibusiness backgrounds
will have to tackle this change in
the world. I think the colleges that
start in this field now will have the
opportunity to grow along with
the field. Wouldn't you like to be
part of that?

Good Publication

As an entrepreneur, enjoy
reading "Computer Opportuni-
ties, The Entrepreneur's Newslet-
ter," published monthly by Data-
search, 4954 William Arnold
Road, Memphis TN 38117. At
$36 a year (U.S. and Canada), it's
worth it.
This computer publication

keeps an eye out for what is hap-
pening in the microcomputer
field. I find George Miller, the
editor, generally on target with
his evaluation of opening micro-
computer opportunities.
A recent issue advises that the

time for the under financed firm
to go into microcomputer hard-
ware manufacturing is over. To-
day you are up against Radio
Shack, IBM, TI, Atari, Apple
and other firms that are able to
invest millions of dollars. The
newsletter also mentions that it is
time for smaller software firms to
team up with one of the big soft-
ware publishers.
This made me think about

larger hardware firms and their
need to team up with larger soft-
ware publishers. If they wait too
long, they may trail in sales be-
cause they do not have enough
applications software.

One of your responsibilities, asa reader of Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING, is to aid and abet the
increasing of circulation and advertising, both of which will bring you the same benefit: a larger
and even better magazine. You can help by encouraging your friends 10 subscribe 10 Kilobaud
MICROCOMPUTING. Remember: Subscriptions are guaranteed-money back if not delighted,
so no one .can lose. You can also help by tearing out one of the cards just inside the back cover and
circling replies you'd like to see: catalogs, spec sheets, etc. Advertisers put a lot of trust in reader re-
quests for information.



OUTPUT FROM ISI Sherry Smythe

Programs for Survival

There are very few business
programs on the market, and
most of those available are get-
ting terrible reviews from the pro-
fessionals. This presents an op-
portunity for programmers. The
programmer with an edge these
days either has a combination
programming and specific busi-
ness background, which enables
him to write programs that will
please even the experts in a par-
ticular field, or else works with a
computer store writing business
programs on contract. The re-
sulting programs are solid gold if
marketed professionally through
a large software publisher.

If you are writing a business
program that may be used by
many other similar firms, be sure
to put in options for other ways
of running the business. The

more flexible you make your pro-
gram, the easier it will be for
computer stores to sell it to their
customers ... and, in turn,
probably sell a complete com-
puter system to support it.

Don't worry as much about
memory or disk requirements as
the completeness of the program.
Dealers will be happy to sell more
memory to accommodate your
program . . . or even an extra
disk system if necessary. Some
programmers cut the frills from a
program to get it under the wire
at 4K or 16K, when everyone
would be happier if it were more
complete, and hang the memory
constraints.
The more complete the

documentation, the faster a
publisher can evaluate and pub-
lish a program. Use a typewriter,
or at least a good word-processor
printer with both uppercase and
lowercase letters, for documenta-

tion. Double-space for editing
and ease of typesetting.

Instant Software programs are
racking up good sales records, so
plans are being made for a special
certificate for authors of pro-
grams that sell 10,000 copies.
Royalties should be over $10,000
when sales reach certificate level.

If we receive a substantially
better program for a particular
business application, it will re-
place the earlier program. To
avoid this, programmers should
constantly improve their pro-
grams to keep them better than
any others submitted.
The lack of good business soft-

ware probably explains the high
ratio of hobby to business sales of
computers so far. More business
programs should spur business-
computer sales to surpass hobby
sales.
Keep those programs coming

in.

ET-POURRI Robert W. Baker

BASIC Switch Revisited

Past columns have mentioned
two models of Small System Ser-
vices' BASIC Switch designed for
8KPETs. TheModel14hassock-
ets for both the old and new
ROM sets, with a switch to select
the desired active set. The Model
15 has an additional 15th socket
for another ROM such as the
BASIC Toolkit.

I reviewed the Model 15 and its
installation on my 8K PET. The
excellent manual provided made
installation easy, and the unit
performed perfectly. The BASIC
Switch warranty, however, does
not cover installation or use of
the ROMs, so you might prefer to
have your dealer install the
ROMs and complete installation
of the BASIC Switch yourself.

Begin the simple installation by
removing the old ROM set from
the PET and installing the ROMs
in the appropriate sockets in the
BASIC Switch. An IC puller and
a small piece of conductive foam
included with the BASIC Switch
make the job easy and safe. You

can buy retrofit ROMs already
installed in the BASIC Switch, or
you can install them yourself. Use
extreme care when handling the
ROMs; they are MOS devices and
can easily be damaged by static
electricity. .
The selection between old and

retrofit ROM sets is controlled by
a single toggle switch on the
BASIC Switch board. Whenever
the toggle switch changes, the
PET resets automatically, and
one of the two LEDs on the board
lights to indicate which ROM set
is active. The Model 15 has two
additional switches for the extra
ROM socket. One switch indi-
cates whether the ROM is a 2716
(2K) or a 2732 (4K) ROM (with a
single 5 V supply). The other
switch enables or disables the ex-
tra ROM. Whenever the extra
socket is disabled, all devices con-
nected to the memory expansion
port should operate normally;
this includes any other ROM oc-
cupying the same address space
selected for the 15th socket of the
BASIC Switch.

Addressing the 15th socket will
pull the READ/WRITE signal on

the expansion port to the WRITE
state (LOW). This disables any
ROM that occupies the same ad-
dress space as the 15th socket.
Other devices that occupy the
same address space need not be
turned off if writing to those ad-
dresses will not cause problems.
Disable the 15th socket before
you insert or remove a ROM.
This also disconnects the 5 V sup-
ply to the socket and avoids any
damage to the ROM.
Following the detailed pro-

cedures and diagrams in the man-
ual, install the connecting cable in
the PET by first attaching a
plastic cable clip with an adhesive
back to the PET cabinet to hold
the wiring harness in place. Insert
a DIP header attached to the
main ribbon cable into the correct
socket where one of the original
ROMs was removed from the
PET. Then insert five color-
coded wires with pin plugs into
various pins of three of the re-
maining ROM sockets, and at-
tach a micro-clip to a resistor on
the main PET board. The Model
15 has three additional micro-
clips attached to various com-
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ponents on the main PC board.
One of these clips selects the 4K
address block of the 15th ROM as
described in the manual.

The Model 15 comes with a
plastic protective case that is op-
tional with the Model 14. Since it
is normal for both ROM sets to
warm up when power is on, you
should keep the case open when
using the PET. Keep the case
open anyway, since the selection
switches are mounted on the PC
board and are not accessible
through the case.

The manual suggests running
the ROM tests after completing
the installation to verify correct
installation. Warm up the ROMs
for about ten minutes before run-
ning the tests. If you have any
problems or questions, call the
company collect for help.

Both models of the BASIC
Switch are available for either
type of ROM used on 8K PETs.
When ordering a unit you should
indicate what type ROMs you
have and/or your PET serial
number to get the correct unit for
your system.

Presto Digitizer Tablet

Ready for something really
new for your PET? Then take a
look at the new peripheral device
from Innovision that lets you
enter data into the PET as easily
as if you were using a pencil and
paper. The Presto Digitizer
Tablet consists of a special writ-
ing surface mounted in a plastic
frame. A wire extending from the
frame is connected to a pen-like
stylus that you hold like a writing
instrument. A separate multicon-
ductor cable terminates at a con-
nector that plugs into the PET

user port, providing the interface
to the PET.

The writing surface of the
tablet is an etched printed cir-
cuit board divided into seven
distinct regions (see Fig. I). Each
region except region 4 connects
to a user port input bit. Re-
gions I through 6 are used for
writing the character to be rec-
ognized, then region 7 is touched
to indicate that a character is
completed. When you enter a
character on the tablet, simply
slide the metal tip of the stylus on
the Presto Digitizer writing sur-
face. The stylus does scratch the
tablet's copper surface, but is
should still last for quite a while,
with care. The surface must be
kept clean.

All letters of the alphabet, as
well as numerals and several
punctuation and mathematical
symbols, are distinguished from
each other by stroke direction.
For example, the letter B can be
drawn using two strokes (see Fig.
2). The PET can be programmed
to recognize the sequence in
which the regions are touched as
being uniquely associated with B.

In this example, the sequence is
13512365.

Because the PET is only watch-
ing for transitions between
various regions, you can change
the size of your letters somewhat
and write quickly or slowly with-
out confusing the PET. How-
ever, you do have to be careful in
composing certain charac-
ters-G, K, M, Q, T, V, W, X,
Y-since there are several ways to
make them. To overcome this,
the PET can be programmed to
recognize more than one se-
quence code for each character.

The Presto Digitizer Tablet can
be used for graphics input with a
set of stroke sequences defined
for horizontal and vertical lines

1 2

I 3 II 4 I 7

5 6

Fig. 1. Top view oj tablet with regions labeled.

and four rounded corners. This
provides possibilities for sketch-
ing-type programs with PET
graphics.

The tablet comes completely
assembled with an instruction
manual and two sample pro-
grams on cassette. The manual
mentions the possibility of future
application programs written for
the tablet and welcomes requests
for special program needs. It de-
scribes how to use and care for
the tablet as well as how to run
the sample programs and write
your own. The sample programs
familiarize the user with the
tablet as an input device. The sec-
ond program can also be used to
teach the tablet to recognize par-
ticular users' printing style.

At a list price of $48.50, the
Presto Digitizer Tablet is well
constructed and nicely packaged;
it should interest any PET user. If
not available locally, it can be
ordered directly from Innovision,
PO Box 1317, Los Altos CA
94022. Include $1.50 extra for
shipping and handling. Califor-
nia residents, add 6.5 percent tax.

New Programs from
NEECO

The new catalog from New
England Electronics, Needham
MA, lists many new programs for
the PET. One is a tutorial system
that allows any teacher to create
computer-aided instruction tapes
without any programming
knowledge. The program pack-
age runs on an 8K PET and can
provide sound effects. Lessons
can be edited or copied. The com-
plete package is only $29.95.

I was happy to see two of my
programs listed in the catalog.

The first is a machine-language
utility for the 8K PET that dis-
plays a symbol table cross-refer-
ence showing all variables used in
a BASIC program. Entering any
symbol will display the line num-
bers of all BASIC statements that
contain the selected variable.
Variables can be selected one
after another, and you can re-
display the complete symbol table
at any time. This program is
helpful for debugging or enhanc-
ing a BASIC program written by
someone else.

Second is a Household Inven-
tory program that records impor-
tant information for all your per-
sonal possessions. It can create,
edit or display tape data files, but
some functions require two tape
drives. The program will work
with only a single drive, but you
cannot edit or copy the files. Each
program is $14.95.

Many other programs are listed
in the new catalog, so be sure you
get a copy. NEECO is one of the
largest dealers for PET equip-
ment and software and gives ex-
cellent service.

New Products for the New
PETs

Small System Services has an-
nounced three new products for
the 16K and 32K PETs. The
Space Maker allows you to con-
nect two ROMs to the same ex-
pansion socket of the PET and
select which one to use. This pro-
vides the capability to install the
Commodore Word Processor
and the PET Toolkit ROMs at the
same time, even though they oc-
cupy the same address space. The
Space Maker can be used in any
of the three ROM expansion

Fig. 2. Two strokes used to draw the letter B.



sockets of the new PETs.
The ROM Driver is a separate

controller board that mounts in-
side the PET and provides soft-
ware selection of ROMs mounted
in Space Makers. A single ROM
Driver can control up to three
Space Makers, or multiple ROM
Drivers can be daisy-chained to
select l-of-4 ROMs in a single
ROM expansion socket. ROM
Drivers can also be used to select
pairs or sets of ROMs.
The User I/O Pack provides

the same functional features as
the ROM Driver but uses the PET
user port instead of a separate
controller board. It consists of a
user port connector with several
jumper wires and a software pack
on diskette.
The Space Maker lists for $27,

the ROM Driver is $37 and the
User I/O Pack is $12.95. A
Computhink option should soon
be available for PET owners with
Computhink disk drives. For
more information on any of these
products, contact Small System
Services, 900 Spring Garden St.,
Greensboro NC 27403.

Date Book Program

This simple program (see list-
ing) records family birthdays and
anniversaries or keeps an ap-
pointment calendar. Important
dates can be listed by individual
months, or the entire list can be
displayed. The program can be

1 REl1
2 REI'l
3 REf'1
4 REf'.
5 REf'!
6:

DAT~ BOOK - 8Y ROBERT W. BAKER

LAST UPDATE: ""'DD/YY

10 PR!NT"I.:.( **** Ii1DATEBOOK!!!****iml
26 PRHlT"DISPLAY l'lmlTH(1-12. Ii1A!!!LL)";
36 INPUT I·J.$
46 t'l=VAUN$ )
56 IF MS="~" THEN 70
66 IF M(l PR M)12 THEN END
76 RESTORE
B6 PRHlT"l.:ju;
96 L=0
160 READ R$
110 IF RS="END" THEN GOSUB 566:GOTO 10
120 IF M=0 OR VAL(LEFTS(RS.2»=M THEN

PRINT R$ : L=L+l
130 IF Le21 THEN 108
146 GOSUB 500 : GO TO 88
500 PRINT".------------
510 PRINT"DEPRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
520 GET CS : IF CS="" THEN 520
538 RETURN
1628 DATA"0l/62
2240 DATR1I02/24
2241 N1TA" 02/24
63066 DATA"END

JOHN E. DOE (1975)
PAUL/SUE ANNIV-1942
HAIRY APE (1899)

Date Book program.

easily modified to print a list of
dates.

Important dates are recorded
in data statements after line 530.
The first two characters of each
entry must be decimal numbers
indicating the month of the entry.
For simplicity, I enter data with a
line number constructed from the

date in the entry, with one entry
per DATA statement. The month
provides the thousands digits
(1000-12000) while the actual day
of the month provides the hun-
dreds and tens digits (10-310).

If multiple entries occur for the
same date, the ones digit iden-
tifies each as shown at lines 2240

COMPUTER CLINIC
I would like to hear from any-

one who has used MZOS on a Vec-
tor Graphic MZ system to load
North Star software. We have ac-
cess to a North Star Horizon 11,
but the MZOS manual gives no
specifics on how the actual process
goes. Has anyone successfully
done this?

Charles W. Lawson
1740 13th St.

Gering NE 69341

For my organization'S use, 1am
seeking the names and addresses
of companies that might specialize
in data conversion. More specifi-
cally, I am looking for conversion
capability from the mini to the

maxi floppy disk; however, any
company that specializes in data
conversion is of interest to me.

Merisue Hazzard
Florida Area 1 Foundation
for Professional Standards

Review, Inc.
PO Box 1758

Panama City FL 32401

Can anyone provide us with in-
formation on the uses of micro-
computers in the classroom, also
on methods of funding their pur-
chase through Federal Title I or
other federal monies? We are es-
pecially interested in the following
areas: Title I reading programs
and possible applications to

teaching junior-high students the
wide variety of reading skills, ap-
plication to programs for the
gifted student, administrative uses
of the microcomputer (scheduling,
record keeping, etc.), in-service
training for teachers using the
computers and methods for writ-
ing Title I grant applications to
purchase hardware and/or soft-
ware.

Robert Israel, Principal
Reed Junior High School

Springfield MO 65802

Got a problem?
Let your fellow readers

help you in Computer Clinic.

and 2241. This scheme makes it
easy to locate data in the program
source for corrections and addi-
tions. The dates are not sorted or
rearranged by the program, so
they should be entered in the
order they are to be listed. It's
also a good idea to include a
REMark statement near the be-
ginning of the program to record
the date when you make changes
or additions to the data (line 4).
This program isn't fancy, but it

works and it's simple to use. I
haven't missed a family birthday
or anniversary since I started us-
ing it.
Next time, I'll POKE around in

BASIC. Please address all corre-
spondence directly to Bob Baker,
15 Windsor Drive, Atco NJ
08004.

In the December 1979 issue, Len Lindsay
reviewed one of our products, a PET Quick
Reference Card. Unfortunately, the price of
the card was erroneously quoted as $2. The
cards are $3.50 (including postage and han-
dling). As a result, we have a problem on our
hands.

Because of our faith in both our product
and our customers, we have decided as a
temporary solution, to fill as many of these
orders as we can. We will inform our cus-
tomers of the error made, and request them
to remit the balance 10 us. In this manner,
the many people that have already ordered
and received our product at $3.50 will nOI

feel "ripped off," and we will receive a
minimum of $2 orders.

Henry R. Martinez
Leading Ed~e Co.

4471 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles CA 90029

CONTEST
Winner of the "best article of

the month" for December is
Leonard Kilian, author of "The
BASICs of Computer Art."
Keep an eye out for the winner

of "best article of the year."

PHOTOS
We're looking for creative color photographs
showing computers in practical applications,
especially good photos to accompany articles.
If you have something you think we can use,
we're interested in looking at it. Any that are
used will be paid for on publication. Unused
submissions cannot be returned without an
SASE. Address submissions to Editorial
Dept., Kilobaud Microccmputing , Peter-
borough NH 03458.
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OHIO SCIENTIFIC MULTIPLE USER SYSTEMS

This article is the first of a two-part series (continuing next
month) on multiple user systems.

A multiple user system is simply a computer (or group of com-
puters) capable of supporting more than one operator at a time.
Ohio Scientific offers two approaches to this function. The first
approach is a timeshared system, and the second is a networked
system. _

Timesharing

A timeshared computer system allows a single CPU (Central
Processor Unit) to be accessed by several independent user pro-
grams. The general configuration of this type of system is one
computer mainframe with multiple terminals. Each user terminal
may be operated independently of the others.

Networking

A networked computer system allows several independent
computers to be tied together. This allows a common or shared
data base to be accessed by all computers in the network. Addi-
tionally, it is possible to configure computers in the network as
timeshared systems.

An example of a timeshared system could be multiple sales
terminals tied into one timeshared 'sales' computer. Each sales-
person could independently access a sales data base. The
'sales' computer of this example could (initially or eventually) be
networked with inventory and/or shipping/receiving computers.
This would give each salesperson independent access not only
to a sales data base, but also inventory, shipping and receiving
data bases.

Ohio Scientific offers timesharing on all systems capable of
supporting Level 3 software. Networking is available on the
above computers, providing that a C3-C or C3-B hard disk system
occupies a Network Node (master position).

This first part of this series will be confined to the hardware
and software used for timesharing systems. The second portion
(next month) will discuss the Ohio Scientific Network System.

Ohio Scientific Timesharing System-
Hardware

To be able to run timesharing on an Ohio Scientific Challenger
3 computer, the following minimum hardware is required:

16-slot mainframe computer
Floppy disk drives / hard disk drive
Multiple partitioned memory
Multiple user terminal interface
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Due to the fact that additional slots of the motherboard will be
required for memory and peripheral cards, it is recommended
that a 16-slot backplane be used. Although 65U Level 3 timeshare
can be run using floppies, it is recommended that a hard disk
based system be used. This will increase the throughput foreach
individual user as disk accesses are many times faster than flop-
py transfers. Another advantage of a hard disk based system is
that all transfers are done throuqh a dual port memory and in-
telligent controller which does not tie up computer time during
the transfer. This is not the case with floppy transfers which can
take hundreds of milliseconds of computer time with interrupts
locked out as transfers are done on the fly with the CPU handling
each byte. As individual users are serviced via interrupts this can
affect response time to individual users.

Memory Requirements

In a Level 3 system each user has his own terminal and his own
memory partition. The base partition is required to have 48 kilo-
bytes of memory. This allows for one user. Each additional user
is required to have a minimum of 32 kilobytes to a maximum of 48
kilobytes of memory. Since each user has his own separate mem-
ory, a common shared memory is required for the executive pro-
gram. This resides at 0000'6 and is 4 kilobytes long. Assuming
four users with user 0 being the base partition and each addi-
tional user having 48 kilobytes of memory then a total of 200
kilobytes of memory would be installed in the machine.

The memory requirements can be met in several ways de-
pending on the number of users required. Ohio Scientific current-
ly has three memory boards available for Level 3 partition use.

The first of these is the CM-3, 16K static RAM board. It has the
advantage of being low power and running at .7 MIPS (million in-
structions per second). Being low power allows up to ten CM-3
memory boards to run in a standard C316-slot computer. A max-
imum of four partitions may be used due to addressing limita-
tions on the memory board.

The CM-9 is a 24 kilobyte static memory board capable of run-
ning at .7 MIPS. Its primary advantages are that its addressing
allows up to 16 partitions to be selected and it offers more
memory per motherboard slot than the CM-3. It does consume
about 2.9A of + 5 volt power which requires the use of a switch-
ing power supply for multiple users.

The CM-6, which is a 48K dynamic memory board, offers the
highest memory density per slot. It also has the advantage of be-
ing able to be addressed for sixteen different partitions. In addi-
tion, it is a low power board allowing the user to fully populate a
16-slot Challenger 3 with CM-6's using the standard power sup-
plies. Also, this board gives the lowest cost per bit for memory.
However, it is limited to running at .35 MIPS.

Depending upon the cost performance requirements of the
user, a system can be configured at less cost with some reduc-
tion in performance or higher performance with some additional
cost.

In addition to user memories, the following additional hard-
ware must be included: four kilobytes of executive memory,
serial ports for user terminals, printer interfaces and the real time
clock.



555 Board

Several of these requirements are met with a new Ohio Scien-
tific 555 board. This board may be populated in a variety of ways
with the maximum configuration being 8K of RAM, baud rate
generator, five serial ports, parallel word processing printer port,
and parallel Centronics printer port. The 555 board can be partial-
ly populated if desired. In particular, it may be strapped for a 4
kilobyte block at 0000" for the executive program. In addition, if
a maximum of four timesharing users are expected, its serial
ports may be used for them. Also, the parallel printer ports may
be populated at the factory as extra cost options. The primary ad-
vantage of this board is that formerly these functions required
four motherboard slots instead of the one slot required with the
555 board. Additional ways of configuring and addressing the
555 board will be covered in the next article under networking.

Serial Interfacing

If the end user will require more than four timesharing users,
then a CA-10-X board may be installed for a maximum of 16 serial
ports for Level 3 operation. Note in this case the ports on the 555
board would be readdressed or not populated depending upon
the intial system configuration.

As each active user requires his own terminal, one serial port is
required for each user. In addition to the user ports, an additional
port is required which is designated the console port. The con-
sole port is located on the CPU board. This port is the one used
normally during OS-65U operation. During Level 3 operation the
console port is not used, instead the serial port used is the user 0
port on the 555 or CA-10-X board. Since the console port and the
user 0 port are never used simultaneously, the outputs are or-ed
together so that the terminal prints the outputs of both ports.
Also, the output of the terminal is fed to both ports. The reason
for this particular configuration is that all user ports are interrupt
driven whereas the console port is not. This is done to maintain
compatibility with earlier Ohio Scientific operating systems.

Real Time Clock

In addition to user inputs and outputs generating interrupts,
two additional interrupts are generated by the system hardware.
These are real time clock interrupts which generate interrupts
every 20 milliseconds and one second. The 20 millisecond inter-
rupt is used to time slice CPU time between the various users.
The one second interrupt is used for the software time of day
clock. The circuitry for the real time clock is located on the floppy
interface board.

Partition Addressing

Since the 6502 microprocessor chip has only 16 address lines
available, additional lines are required for memory partitioning.
This is done by using four output lines of a peripheral interface
adapter to address one of sixteen memory partitions. These lines
are buffered and drive address lines A16 through A19 on the
motherboard bus.

The preceding discussion of hardware requirements for a ba-
sic Level 3 system covers primarily hardware. It should be re-
membered that additional peripherals may be added to the sys-
tem described. These include but are not limited to printers,
modems and tape backup for the Winchester drive.

'" Reader Service-see page 227

Ohio Scientific Timesharing System-
Software

Ohio Scientific's widely used single user operating system,
OS-65U, is also available in a fully compatible timesharing con-
figuration. In addition to the many features this operating system
has traditionally provided for the stand-alone user are these addi-
tional features provided under timesharing:

-Round-robin CPU sharing of up to 16 users with very low
operating system overhead.

-Interrupt driven scheduler clock, real time clock and calen-
dar.

-Interrupt driven terminal input for quick response to user
input.

-Countdown timer per user with user task initiation upon
timer expiration.

-Automatic coordination of peripheral access including
automatic top-of-form on printer between users' reports.

-Complete freedom for each user to customize the
operating system to suit his specific application via
FLAGs and POKEs.

-Automatic coordination of floppy and hard disk access in-
cluding a file layout which minimizes contention.

-BASIC language commands for explicit coordination of
shared resource access where automatic controls are not
provided.

The Level 3 Executive

The OS-65U Level 3 Executive program is the controller of all
timesharing operations. It is invoked by merely running the pro-
gram LEVEL3 after performing a normal boot of OS-65U. The
LEVEL3 program loads the timesharing executive into memory at
hex 0000 (user memory is O-BFFF), enables interrupts and goes
"on-line". The console operator then has the choice of booting all
other timesharing users or selectively booting specific users.

Each user's terminal comes up exactly the same way as in a
single user system and is operated in exactly the same way. With
the exception of some speed reduction when many users are
computing simultaneously and during occasional accesses to
shared peripherals and files, the operation of the system is the
same as the single user version of OS-65U. Consequently, little or
no retraining of users or modification of programs is required for
timesharing operation.

CPU Sharing

As mentioned earlier, each user in the timesharing system has
between 32K and 48K or dedicated memory for his copy of the
system and his application programs. This memory is unique to
each user-it is not shared. The central processor is a shared re-
source. Each active user is given access to the CPU for a few mil-
liseconds then the next active user is given the CPU, etc., in a
"round robin" fashion. A user also gains control of the processor
whenever a key is typed on his terminal. This gives the BASIC in-
terpreter some time to save the input character and echo it back
to the user's terminal. Since the switching from one user to the
next occurs very rapidly with respect to human perception times,
each user appears to have his own processor. If a user's system
requests console input and no key has been typed, that user is
suspended until a character is received from his terminal. Also,
while a user is waiting for a shared peripheral or file he is essen-
tially suspended and receives no processor time. Thus, each user
in the timesharing system has the use of the processor 1/n'th of
the time, where n is the number of users currently executing-
not including those waiting for input or a shared resource.
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Interrupt Driven Clocks
Two interrupt driven clocks are used in the timesharing sys-

te~: The scheduler. clock interrupts at a rapid rate-every few
milliseconds-and IS used to switch from each user to the next.
The time of day clock interrupts at a one second frequency and is
used solely to maintain the time of day and calendar. This design
permits high speed synchronous data transfers to be program-
med with interrupts locked out for a much longer period of time
than would be permitted in a single clock system. Thus even
Ohio Scientific's programmed (non-DMA) transfer floppy d'isk in-
terface can be used under timesharing. However, direct memory
access (DMA) type interfaces-such as Ohio Scientific's hard
disk interface-are more suitable to timeshared use.

Interrupt Driven Terminal Input
.. Each .timesharing user's terminal produces a uniquely iden-
tifiable interrupt whenever a key is pressed on the terminal key-
board. This signals the timesharing executive which momentari-
ly gives control of the processor to the user's system. The user's
system saves the input character in an input buffer and echoes it
bac~ to the terminal for display. In this way, the user is given im-
mediate feedback as to the state of the system, unlike some
timesharing systems which only provide such feedback at the
end of each line of input.

Countdown Timer
A countdown timer capable of timing up to 100 hours is

available to each user for watchdog type functions or any other
such task to be performed periodically or after an elapsed time.
Upon expiration, the timer initiates execution of a specific user
application program. The timer can be set to any value and
started and stopped by the user either directly or in BASIC pro-
gram statements.

Shared Device Access Coordination
Peripheral devices, such as the line printer, are shared

resources the use of which must be coordinated among time-
sharing users. Without user coordination, for example, line
printer output could be a jumbled mixture of a few characters
from one user then a few from another, and so on.

The OS-65U timesharing system insures coordinated periph-
eral device access by reserving a peripheral device for the first
user to actually access it. It remains reserved for that user until
his running program terminates or he explicitly releases it by ex-
ecuting a PRINT#n! statement, where n is the peripheral's device
number. Another user who attempts to access a previously re-
served device has his execution suspended until the device is
released at which time he continues execution with the periph-
eral device reserved on his behalf.

To facilitate shared line printer use. The printer paper is ad-
vanced to the top-of-form position whenever the printer is re-
leased. Thus, each different user's printed output begins on a
new page.

The method used in OS-65ULevel 3 for coordination of shared
device access eliminates the need for any changes to most appli-
cation programs. Only programs which never terminate (e.g., al-
ways return to a menu program) need any modification and then
only the PRINT#n! need be added.

User Customization
As has been mentioned earlier, each timesharing user has a

copy of the BASIC interpreter and operating system within his
own memory partition. Besides providing for very rapid context
switching between users and a high degree of isolation between
users, this feature permits each timesharing user to customize
his copy of the interpreter and operating system to his specific
application needs by using the OS-65U FLAG command and the
BASIC POKE command.
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Since most application software in use on OS-65Usystems to-
day was developed in single user configurations these programs
often include and rely upon the ability to invoke many minor
changes in system operation through the use of FLAGs and
POKEs. Examples of such changes include altering system error
actions, permitting input of commas and preventing the use of a
control-C to escape from the program mode to the direct mode of
BASIC. There are literally hundreds of different POKEs in use to-
day for such purposes. If all users shared a copy of the operating
system either a significant additional context switching over-
head would exist or such user customizing of the system would
have to be disallowed necessitating considerable modification
to much existing application software.

However, with the approach used in the OS-65U Level 3 time-
sharing system each user is free to customize his copy of the in-
terpreter and operating system and no changes are required to
existing application programs that utilize these features of the
Single user version of OS-65U.

Disk Access Coordination

The Level 3 timesharing system provides automatic coordina-
tion of disk drive access. Whenever any timesharing user ini-
tiates a disk transfer, the accessed disk drive is reserved ex-
clusively for his use until the completion of the transfer. Any
other user who attempts to access the drive during the transfer
has his execution suspended until the drive again becomes avail-
able. At the completion of the transfer in progress he continues
executing with the drive reserved for him. The duration of a flop-
py disk transfer is a few tenths of a second. A hard disk transfer
takes only a few milliseconds. Consequently, users' programs
access the hard disk with little, if any, noticeable delay. Floppy
disk transfers are much slower, however, and some users may
notice a delay in the echoing of a character if they're typing at the
time or they may notice momentary slower overall program
response.

One area for potential conflicts exists in a timeshare system
even if files are not shared between users. This occurs when one
file ends and another begins within a given disk sector. As an ex-
ample, user 1 reads the first file and modifies it then user 2 reads
the second file, modifies it and writes it back to disk after which
user 1 writes his modified file back to disk. Since disk data is
blocked by sector, user 2's changes would be lost when user .1
wrote back his modified file plus the unmodified copy of the sec-
ond file within the same sector. This type of access conflict is
completely eliminated in OS-65U Level 3 because all files begin
on sector boundaries.

Another area for potential conflicts exists when data files are
shared by multiple users; that is, a given data file exists that can
be written within the same sector or record by more than one
user at the same time. This type of conflict is not fully resolved by
any automatic mechanism. For this reason, new BASIC lan-
guage commands are provided in OS-65U Level 3 so that users
can easily implement whatever level of coordination is appropri-
ate.

BASIC Commands for Shared Resource
Access Coordination

The two new BASIC commands provided for coordinating the
sharing of resources are:

WAIT FOR nand
WAIT CLEAR n, where n = 1 to 200

The WAIT FOR n command reserves resource n if it is not current-
ly reserved by another user. If it is reserved by another user at the



time then the requesting user is suspended until the resource be-
comes available.

The WAIT CLEAR n command releases a resource which was
previously reserved by a WAIT FOR command.

The number, n, used in these commands is strictly arbitrary
and has no inherent connection to any particular resource. The
various users agree in common on the assignment of numbers to
specific resources and to use the commands to coordinate their
access to the shared resources.

In some applications it is not desirable to wait for a locked re-
source. To support this need OS-65U permits the WAIT FOR
statement to be time limited up to sixty seconds. After executing
the WAIT FOR command the user can then check to determine if
he has reserved the needed resource or must try again later.

Detailed documentation supplied in the OS-65U level 3 pro-
gramming shows specifically how these commands may be used
for various application needs.
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A typical Ohio Scientific timesharing system could be con-
figured as shown in the preceding diagram.

C3·B Triple Processor .7 MIPS CPU, Dual Floppies, 52K
Static RAM and 74 Megabyte Hard Disk

CM·6 48K Dynamic RAM (3 illustrated)
AC·7B CRT Terminals (4 illustrated)

Terminal Interface and Executive RAM (CM-2 and
CA·10·4 or 555 Interface)

The cost of the illustrated system would be as follows:

Ohio Scientific Timeshare System-Typical Setup and Costs

(1) C3·B $12,900
(3) CM·6 1,494
(4) AC·7B 3,980
(1) CM·2 99
(1) CA·10·4 275

$18,748 Total

Recommended accessories include:
AC·5 OKIDATA SLiMLINE 120 lPM Printer (not illustrated)

at $2,900 including Interface
3M Cartridge Tape Backup System available from
AllOY ENGINEERING for approximately $3,500
(CA·10·5 required)

Available software includes:
OS·65U level 3 Timeshare Operating System
OS·DMS
DMS A/R, A/P
DMS G/l
DMS Personnel/Payroll
OMS Order Entry/(Stock) Inventory
OMS (Manufacturing) Inventory
OMS Purchasing
OMS Query

The OS·65U level 3 Timeshare Operating System retails for $400
-all other listed modules are $300.

This article will conclude (next month) with a discussion of the hardware and
software requirements for the Ohio Scientific Networking System.

" Reader Service-see page 227 Microcomputing, March 1980 13



Record keeping problemsi Our CCA Data
Managetnent Systetn solves them easily.

Having information at your fingertips can make your job a
whole lot easier. And that's what the CCA Data Management
System is all about.

With this Personal Software" package and an Apple II'M
or TRS-80'M disk system, it will be far easier to keep inven-
tories, customer lists, accounts receivable and payable records,
patient histories and many more items.

In fact, you can use the CCA OMS for all of your data
management needs, rather than buying (expensive) or writing
(time consuming) separate programs for each applica-
tion. That's because OMS lets you create your own
filing systems, adapting itself to the types of records
you keep. You specify the number and names of
each data field-without any programming.

With OMS keeping all of your records, you only
have to learn how to use one system. That's
easier; too. It's menu driven, with plenty of
prompts to help you create files and add,
update, scan, inspect, delete, sort, con-
dense and print data. Our compre-
hensive DO-page step-by-step
instruction manual even provides
complete "how to" inventory and
mailing list applications so you
can start processing immediately.

OMS is a very powerful sys-
tem, with more file and record
storage capacity than other data
base programs on the market.

And it also gives you greater data handling flexibility. To cus-
tomize OMS, write add-on BASIC programs that read or write
OMS files and perform any kind of processing you want.

You can sort and print your data in nearly any form of
report and mailing label you want. Sort data by up to 10 fields
for zip code, balance due, geographic location or whatever.
And print reports with subtotals and totals automatically
calculated.

The CCA Data Management System, written by Creative
Computer Applications, has two years of field testing on other
microcomputers. Now Personal Software makes OMS avail-
able on the TRS-80 Level II and Apple II and II Plus 48k
disk systems. And at under $100,OMS is also easy to afford.
One demonstration will convince you how easy com-

puterized record keeping is. Ask your Personal Software
dealer to show you. To locate your nearest dealer,
contact Personal Software, Inc., (408) 745-7841. 592
Weddell Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

V'P39

*Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer,
Inc.: TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack
Div. of Tandy Corp.



NEW PRODUCTS Edited by Dennis Brisson

Computer from
Hewlett-Packard

The HP-85 computer system
from Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page
Mill Rd., Palo Alto CA 94304,
features a central processor,
typewriter-like keyboard, CRT
display, printer, tape cartridge and
graphics capability in a fully in-
tegrated system the size of a por-
table electric typewriter. English-
like BASIC language program-
ming makes the new system easy
to use for those without previous
computer experience. A 20-key
numeric pad makes data entry or
performance of routine arithmetic
operations simple.

Although it is designed for per-
sonal use in business and industry
by professionals, it also can be
used in the home by serious hob-
byists and as an instructional com-
puter in secondary schools, col-
leges and universities. All com-
puter parts are in one self-con-
tained unit.

In addition to its built-in in-
teractive graphics, the HP-85 is
equipped with four I/O ports to
hold a wide range of optional in-
terface modules, such as plotters,
printers, disk drives and other
peripherals as they become avail-
able. It comes with 16K of
read/write memory with 14,500
bytes available to the user. The
read/write memory can be ex-
panded to 32K (30,500 bytes avail-
able) simply by plugging an op-
tional memory module into one of
the I/O ports on the back of the
machine.

The HP-85's BASIC interpre-
tive language makes available
12-digit accuracy, string opera-
tions, editing, 42 predefined func-
tions, four levels of program se-
curity and output formatting,
which allows headings, columns
and spaces. The user can plot data
on the graphics display to clarify
complex information in easy-to-
understand pictorial form. Any
display on the CRT can be pre-
served by printing it with the built-
in printer-an operation that can
be commanded simply by pressing
one key.

The five-inch, high-contrast,
high-resolution, black-and-white
CRT can display up to 16 lines of
data at a time, and each line can
contain up to 32 characters. The
HP-85 "remembers" up to 64

lines of data, any of which can be
viewed by "rolling" the display on
the CRT up or down.

The thermal printer, which op-
erates in both alphanumeric and
graphics modes, prints two,
32-character lines per second. In
the alphanumeric mode it can
print the full 128 ASCII character
set, which consists of uppercase
and lowercase letters, numerals
and special symbols. Additionally,
the full character set can be un-
derlined, giving the HP-85 printer
a 256-character-set capability. In
the graphics mode the printer can
reproduce any plot on the CRT
under program control or user
control. When plotting, the print-
er "rotates" the display 90
degrees, giving it capability to
print endless strip charts.

This portable computer (16 x 18
x 6 inches) weighs under 20 Ibs.
and comes with a 350-page user's
manual. Also included is a stan-
dard application software package
that contains 15 useful programs.
Price of the HP-85 is $3250-the
optional 16K byte memory expan-
sion module is $395, the applica-
tion software packages are $95
each, and an optional HP-85 car-
rying case is $120. Reader Service
number H52.

The self-contained HP-85.

nent updating when items are sold.
Invoice processing is designed as
the "front-end processor" for the
accounts receivable system, sup-
porting invoicing of labor services
and goods sold. Billing informa-
tion can either be printed or
displayed on a video terminal.
Reader Service number S46.

Chieftain Applications
Software

Smoke Signal Broadcasting,
31336 Via Colinas, Westlake Vil-
lage CA 91361, announces three
software packages designed to ex-
tend the range of applications for
the Chieftain small business com-
puter system. Payroll Processing,
Inventory Control/Order Entry
and Accounts Receivable/Invoice
Entry systems run under SSB's
random DOS on a 48K byte, 6800
microprocessor with a minimum
of 360K of disk storage.

Common program features in-
clude direct on-line updating and
inquiry of selected items and in-
stantaneous status-data reports,
which can be sorted in several for-
mats and limited to high and low
ranges within categories. In addi-
tion, each package offers pass-
word protection to maintain con-
fidentiality of payroll data and
automatic handling of vacation
and sick hours.

For inventory control, the re-
cording of sales will automatically
reduce inventory on hand. Also,
back orders can be created and
generated, and a Bill of Materials
function allows automatic compo-

Disk Sort/Merge

The SORT System, from The
Software Store, 706 Chippewa-
square, Marquette MI 49855, pro-
vides an easy-to-use sort/merge
system for sequential files. It sup-
ports user-defined file sorts and
merges. Multiple operations, in-
cluding user-supplied programs,
can be linked into a sort-stream to
accomplish complex processing se-
quences without operator inter-
vention.

The DISKSORT System is com-
posed of two programs, SORT-
GEN and SORT. The interactive
SORTGEN program specifies file
names and defines operations to
be executed by SORT. Allopera-
tion modules are saved as disk files
and may be executed repetitively
without modification. Operation



The Rom Writer.

modules can be easily revised us-
ing SORTGEN. SORT allows
fixed- or variable-length records to
be sorted or merged on any num-
ber of fields located anywhere in
the record. Each sort key can be
specified for either ascending or
descending sequence. It requires
an 8080 or Z-80 mainframe with
48K, disk and CRT. Price is $195.
Reader Service number S136.

without having to move the
PROM to another location. An
on-board switch will turn off
power to the PROM so it can be
inserted or removed without hav-
ing to turn off the computer. A
write protect switch protects pro-
grammed EPROMs while RUN-
ing from the RomWriter board. A
$CFFF OFF switch prevents ex-
ecution of this command during
programming or later when RUN-
ing.
The diskette-based software in-

cluded with RomWriter permits
the user to specify a start and end
address in the EPROM and either
a disk file name or a starting ad-
dress in memory. The desired code
will be BURNed, followed by a
VERIFY. Additionally, existing
EPROM code can be merged with
desired changes to facilitate
EPROM debugging. Price is $159.
Mountain Hardware, Inc., 300

Harvey West Blvd., Santa Cruz
CA 95060. Reader Service number
M34.

Apple EPROM

RomWriter is an EPROM pro-
grammer designed to permit the
Apple Computer owner to pro-
gram 2K 2716 (5 V) EPROMs. It
can be situated in any peripheral
slot, except #0. EPROMs to be
programmed mount in a zero-in-
sertion force socket, and all or
part of the EPROM can be pro-
grammed and its contents verified

IPDI's VGIOO.

ors or combinations of both. The
character field is 9 x 16, or 144pix-
els, with a raster scan line of 621
pixels. The maximum vertical pix-
els are 704. The first line of the
character field can be defined on a
line for drawing out lines, under-
lines or mazes. The entire char-
acter field can be changed at one
time, providing fast-acting anima-
tion. Adjoining character fields of
any shape can be combined to cre-
ate large continuous characters.

The VGlOOis configured in 12K
RAM memory and is selectable in
three 4K blocks, i.e, 4K of screen,
4K of attribute and 4K of dot
RAM. When none of these are se-
lected, the board occupies no ad-
dress space.

International Product Develop-
ment, Inc., 1708 Stierlin Road,
Mountain ViewCA 94303. Reader
Service number 152.

8-100 Video Graphics
Board

The VGIOO is a single-card
high-density computer display
system for the S-IOO for text-
oriented applications. The 80-
character-wide VGlOOhas totally
programmable fonts allowing any
character set up to 256 characters
to be defined in on-board RAM
with available software, or you
can create your own musical
notes, -logic and mathematical
symbols as characters. In addi-
tion, every 8-bit character has an
attribute byte, such as blink, dim,
bright, blank, reverse, which
allows the character to be modi-
fied up to 256 different combina-
tions.

Graphics applications can have
a combination of grays or 16 col-

TR8-80 Expansion Module from LNW Reviewed by Kevin Cohan, ISI staff

An expansion interface module from LNW Research, PO Box 16216,
Irvine CA 92714, provides the TRS-80 user with all the features of the
regular Radio Shack expansion interface, including printer and floppy
disk interfaces, 16/32K memory expansion and a serial port with full
RS-232signals. The package includes a bare board and instruction manu-
al; case and cabinet are not provided. The user must obtain all parts, as
well as a standard Radio Shack power supply, or equivalent.
Assembly, configuration and operation instructions, as well as parts

lists and work sheets for parts accumulation, are included in the manual.
The assembly instructions are general, assuming previous kit-building ex-
perience: The builder is expected to match the parts to their respective
locations on the circuit board through the use of the schematic provided
and silk-screened labels on the circuit board. This project is not for the
novice.
All of the functions of the "official" Radio Shack expansion interface

are provided by the LNW expansion module: a four drive disk controller;
memory expansion of up to 32K; parallel printer port, a second cassette
controller; and a second, user-controllable parallel port for interface to
other peripherals or experiments. Available only as a $90 option on the
Radio Shack interface, an additional serial 110 port with full RS-232
signaling is included in the LNW design. This port is configurable to any
standard interconnection, suitable for remote terminals, modems or

serial printers with or without handshaking. A mod is available to con-
vert this to a 20 mA current loop port for driving a Teletype.
Program listings in both BASIC and machine code for printer drivers

are provided to switch LLIST and LPRINT printer output from the stan-
dard parallel to the serial port. Instructions are also given to hard-wire
the serial port to replace the parallel port, enabling the user to use a serial
printer with all standard TRS-80 software without the necessity of run-
ning the driver programs every time the system is used. Installing a switch
permits instant parallel/serial conversion; a fair amount of user
modification of the circuit board is required for this setup.
A machine code listing is also provided to allow the computer to

emulate a standard CRT terminal. Though jumpers determine the con-
figuration of the serial port, switches could be substituted with a little ef-
fort. If using a Radio Shack power supply, the user might also consider
installing an on/off switch.

Modular design of the circuitry permits the user to construct only the
modules needed or, for the user on a tight budget, to start with one sec-
tion, such as the l6/32K memory expansion, and add more modules as
the money for additional parts becomes available. However, the instruc-
tion manual does not give any specifics on building individual sections;
this will have to be determined from careful study of the schematics.
Price is $69.95. Reader Service number L26.



The Bottom Shelf, PO Box
49104, Atlanta GA 30359, has an-
nounced the release of the follow-
ing three programs for the
TRS-80:

System Doctor-a utility pro-
gram that checks the entire com-
puter system, including ROM,
RAM, video memory and display,
cassette recorder's speed, volume
and distortion and printer func-
tions and records the results on
tape, disk or screen. Price is
$28.50.
BASIC Toolkit-an aid in BA-

SIC language programming that
provides the following features:
Variables Map, GOTO X REF,
Recall, Merge, Test Memory,
Search Memory. It works with
both disk- and cassette-based ma-
chines, 16, 32 or 48K. Price is
$19.80.

Information System-an in-
mem data base manager that al-
lows up to ten fields with up to 40
characters per field and up to 200
characters total per record. It re-
quires at least 16Kand is operator
programmable. You can program
your own printouts to any format
to accommodate Rolodex cards,
summary listings or index-card-
type filings. Price is $24.50.
Reader Service number 844.

CP1M Software

Structured Systems Group,
5204 Claremont Ave., Oakland
CA 94618, announces two soft-
ware releases for CP/M-based mi-
crocomputer systems: Statement
of Changes in Financial Position
(SCFP) and Letteright.

The MT-80P parallel interface printer.

SCFP is an enhancement of
SSG's General Ledger accounting
software package and automati-
cally produces two statements: the
Sources and Uses and Changes in
Components of the Working
Capital statement. The subsystem
is selected from the operator menu
and is designed to require no op-
erator input at statement time.
Provisions are included to break
out and label unusual transac-
tions, as specified by the user.
Setup requires only entry of non-
cash expense accounts and their
related contra-asset accounts.

Letteright handles typical office
correspondence needs, such as cre-
ating a single letter or document,
or many documents, and inserting
values that "customize" each let-
ter to the recipient. It, will read
names and addresses from any
SSG NAD Name and Address file,
writing those names and addresses
in the document, as well as on the
envelope. Reader Service number
S137.

failures is one million lines. The
unit weighs 22 pounds and mea-
sures7.3 x 17.7 x 14.8 inches.
The pin feed paper-handling

system can be adjusted to accept
fan-fold forms varying from 4.5 to
9.5 inches wide. Form length is
software programmable in one-
line increments. The vertical for-
mat unit features top-of-form
control, up to ten vertical tab set-
tings and a skip-over-perforation
capability. Paper can be loaded
from the bottom or rear. The MT-
80P Centronics-compatible paral-
lel interface version is $750; the
MT-80S serial (RS-232) version is
$835.
Microtek, Inc., 7844 Convoy

Court, San Diego CA 921\ I.
Reader Service number M139.

Microtek's Printers

The MT-80 series printer is a
125 cps, 80- and l20-column bi-
directional printer that supports
the full uppercase and lowercase
96-character ASCII set in three
software-selectable fonts (5, 10
and 15 cpi) on the original plus
three copies. The microprocessor-
controlled printer contains a 240
character buffer, with additional
data buffers to 4K optionally
available in IK increments. A
comprehensi ve sel f-diagnostic
program is automatically run on
power up. The printer has no duty
cycle limitations. Life expectancy
of the print head is 100 million
characters. Mean time between

Gin Rummy Program

Looking for a formidable gin
rummy opponent? Gin Rummy

2.0, from Manhattan Software,
Inc., PO Box 5200, Grand Central
Station, New York NY 10017,will
challenge a good player and beat
the average player more often than
it loses.
The game program remembers

its opponent's plays, adjusts its
own strategy in response, allows
the player to rearrange his hand
and keeps score to game level or
carries it over. The program
checks each discard against its
hand and decides whether to pick
it up or draw from the deck. It will
knock with ten points or less.
After player or program

knocks, the program checks both
hands for points and calculates a
net score, including bonuses for
gin or undercutting. Possible
layoffs are examined and made, if
proper, and player layoffs are
allowed. The program will run on
the TRS-80 Level II 16K. Price is
$14.95. Reader Service number
M137.

Data Base Management
System

Micro Data Base Systems, Inc.,
PO Box 248, Lafayette IN 47902,
is offering a sophisticated network
data base management system
(DBMS) for microcomputers. The
software is written in machine
language and is available for the
Z-80 CPU. Micro Data Base pro-
vides a full network capability and
generalizes some features of the
CODASYL approach, that is, in-
stead of restricting a set relation-
ship to be one to many, Micro
Data Base permits many to many
set relationships. A record type
can be both the owner and mem-
ber of a set relationship. Full data



The VersaWriter with Apple II.

base security is maintained by pro-
viding read and write access levels
for all record types, items and set
relationships.

By using data base software to
produce applications systems, you
can significantly reduce develop-
ment time and increase flexibility.
Instead of having to do extensive
recording for new reports, you on-
ly need to use a small data extrac-
tion module. A common data base
requires that no data be duplicated
in different files and that different
applications be supported in the
one data base.

DBMS routines are callable
from host languages and have I/O
and host language interface rou-
tines isolated for easy adaption to
user host languageloperation sys-
tem combinations. Interfaces are
available for North Star, CPIM
and TRS-80 operating systems.
Reader Service number M138.

Apple II Graphics Drawing
System

The VersaWriter, a digitizer and
software drawing package, pro-
vides high-resolution, mass color
graphics for the Apple II. When
used as a pointer, it can direct
movements of objects on the video
screen for game playing or creat-
ing graphics. As a digitizer, the
VersaWriter inputs graphical data
for analysis for flowcharts and
diagrams. The user can create
drawings, achitectural plans,
schematics and graphs and store
or change them as desired. Sixteen
commands control movement of
the cursor, permit fill-in coloring
using six colors, horizontal and
vertical scaling, centering on the
screen, storing and recalling to and
from disk.
The complete system consists of

the VersaWriter drawing board,

which plugs directly into the game
I/O, and interface, diskette soft-
ware, calibration chart and in-
struction manual. Users require an
Apple computer with disk II, 32K
of memory and Applesoft ROM.
Normal retail price is $199.

Rainbow Computing, Inc.,
9719 Reseda Blvd., Northridge
CA 91324.

S-100 Mainframe

The S-IOOMainframe, 11-5/8
x 7 x 18 inches, is a 12-slot, ac-
tively terminated device designed
to give system builders a powerful
tool in a small package. It comes
complete with a fan and a circuit
breaker. It supports output volt-
ages of + 8 V de at 20 A and ± 16
V dc at 4 A; input may be 105, 115
or 125V ac. The S-IOOMainframe
is available in five colors-office
cream, black, blue, coffee tan and
silver vein-and comes with a flip-
top cover design. Price is $399.95,
assembled and tested.

California Computer Systems,
309 Laurelwood Dr., Santa Clara
CA 95050. Reader Service number
C186.

Apple II Analog Output
System

The A003 is a latched analog
output card for Apple II available
in 2-, 4- and 8-channel configura-
tions. A program written in any
language can set the output of a
channel with a single operation.
The A003 accepts an 8-bit quan-
tity (0 to 255) and produces either
a 0 to 10volt output (standard) or
a - 5 to + 5 volt range (jumper
selectable).
A003 applications range from

computer generation of musical

The A003 Analog Output System.

tones to control of light or tem-
perature in an industrial process.
The A003, together with the
AI02 analog input system, repre-
sents a complete control and mea-
surement facility for the Apple II
ideal for home sensing and con-
trol, laboratory experiment con-
trol or industrial process control.
Interactive Structures, Inc., PO

Box 404, Bala Cynwyd PA 19004.
Reader Service number 149.

edge. The contacts continue into
the two-ounce copper fields so
that no jumpers are required after
etching. The board, precoated
with positive photo-resist on both
sides, comes with layout paper,
clear Mylar film for artwork, a
heavy plastic bag for etching and
complete instructions.
To complete custom circuit-

board fabrication, a transfer art-
work kit ($2.65), etchant-16-
ounce bottle of ferric chloride
($1.69) or 125-gram package of
ammonium persulfate ($1.30)-
and developer ($2.46) are avail-
able. The Model 8800R2 copper-
clad circuit boards cost $19.95.

Vector Electronic Co., Inc.,
1246Gladstone Ave., Sylmar CA
91342. Reader Service number V8.

S-100 Copper-Clad
Circuit Board

Now designers and hobbyists
can quickly prepare custom circuit
boards for their S-IOO-bussystems
without costly and time-consum-
ing photo-negative processing
with the Model 8800R2, a positive-
resist-coated, double-sided cop-
per-clad circuit board. Form and
bus compatible with the 8-100
convention, this board has 100
gold-flashed, nickel-plated card-
edge contacts (50 each side) on
0.125 inch centers at the lower

CPU and 110 Card with
Disk Controller

The CP/IO-I single 8-100 card
provides all of the CPU and 110

(see PRODUCTS, page 24)



6809 PROCESSING POWER!
The·Percom SIC/9". Only $199.95. I

- '1

-Fully compatible
requiring no modifi

board, memory ~~~~~~t-----------,-~==::==:=~"lSBC/9'" is also
board control rnrnn"lTor

ROM operatin
peripheral ports and a full-range bau
clock generator.

Make the S90/:9'" theheartof your/comput~rand put to work
the most outstanding microprocesso.r available, the 6809.·

the Mighty 6809 ,
Featuring more addressing modes

than any other eight-bit processor,
position-independent coding, special
16-bit instructions, efficient argu-
ment-passing calls, autoincrement!
autodecrement and more, it's no won-
der the 6809 has been called the "pro-
grammers dream machine."

Moreover, with the 6809 you get a
microprocessor whose programstyp-
ically use only one-half to two-thirds as
much RAM space as required for 6800
systems, and run faster besides.

And to complement the extraordi-
nary 6809, the Percom design team
has developed PSYMON '",an extraor-
dinary 6809 operating system for the
SBC/9'".
PSYMON" - Percom SYstem MONitor

Although PSYMON" includes a full
complement of operating system
commands and 15 externally callable
'"1r.?.dem~rkof t=:~com.p~t('LC0!!lpaDY Llnc.

[~EJU1()Ml
PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC.
211 N. KIRBY GARLAND. TEXAS 75042

12141272-3421

Percom 'peripherals for personal computing'

utilities, what really sets PSYMON'"
apart is its easy hardware adaptability
and command extensibility. ;

For hardware intertacino. you
merely use s~mple,specific device
driver routines that reference a table of
parameters called a Device Control
Block (DCB). Using this technique, in-
terfacing routines are independent of
the operating system.

The basic PSYMON'" command
repertoire may be readily enhanced or
modified. When PSYMON'" first re-
ceives system control, it initializes its
RAM area, configures its console and
then 'looks ahead' for an optional sec-
ond ROM which you install in a socket
provided on the SBC/9'· card. This
ROM contains your own routines that
may alter PSYMON'" pointers and
either subtly or radically modify the
PSYMON'" command set If a second
ROM is not installed; control returns
immediately to PSYMON"

,
.• Provision for multi-address, 8-bit bidirec-

tional parallel 1/0 data lines for interfac-
ing to devices such as an encoded
keyboard.

• A serial interface Reader Control output
for a cassette, tape punch/reader or simi-
lar device.

• An intelligent data bus: multi-level data
bus decoding that allows multiprocess-
ing and bus multiplexing of other bus
masters.

• Extended address line capability - ac-
commodating up to 16 megabytes of
memory - that does not disable the 011-
board baud rate clock or require addi-
tional hardware in I/O slots.

• On-board devices which are fully de-
coded so that off-card devices may use
adjoining memory space.

• Fully buffered address, control and data
lines.

ffhe SBC/9 '",complete with PSYMON'" in
ROM, 1K of RAM and a comprehensive
lusers manual" costs iust $199.95.

To place an order or request additional literature
call toll-free 1-800-527-1592. For technical infor-
mation call (214) 272-3421. Orders may be paid by
check, money order, COD or charged to a VISA or
Master Charge account. Texas residents must add
5% sales tax.
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6800 Symbolic Assembler - Specify assembly options
at time of assembly with this symbolic assembler. Source
listing on diskette . $29.95
Super BASIC -a 12K extended random access disk BASIC
for the 6800 and 6809. Supports 44 commands and 31 func-
tions. Interprets programs wrilten in both SWTP 8K BASIC
(versions 2.0, 2.2 & 2.3) and Super BASIC. Features 9-digit
BCD arithmetic, Print Using and linput commands, and much
more. Price . . . . . $49.95
TOUCHUP@) - Modifies TSC's Text Editor and Text Pro-
cessor for Percom mini-disk drive operation. Supplied on
diskette complete with source listing .. $17.95
Operating Systems
NDEX@) - This easy-to-use disk-operating and file man-
agement system for 6800 microcomputers is fast. 1/ 0 devices
are serviced by interrupt request. INDEX® accesses peripherals
the same as disk files - new devices may be added without
changing the operating system. Other features: unlimited
number of DOS commands may be added- over 60 system
entry points' display only those files at or above user-specified
file activity level· versions available for SWTPMF-68, Smoke's
BFD-68 and Motorola's EXORciser*. Price $99.95
MINIDOS-PLUSX@) - An extension of the original
MINIDOSJB>for LFD-40()I"l mini-disk systems, MINIDOS-
PLUSX'~ manipulates files by six-character names. Supports
up to 31 files. Resident commands include Initialize, Save,
Allocate, Load, Files (directory list), Rename and Delete.
Supplied on 2708 ROM with a minidiskette that includes
transient utilities such as Copy, Backup, Create, Packand Print
i Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. $34.95.

- Percom SYstem MONitor for the Percom
single-board/ SS-50-bus-compatible 6809 computer accom-
modates user's application programs with any mix of peripher-
als without modifying programs. PSYMONC®also features
character echoing to devices other than the communicating
device, sophisticated register and memory dump routines and
more. Price (on 2716 ROM) . . . $69.95.

NDEX@) - Described in detail elsewhere on this page.
iness Programs .

eneral Ledger - For 6800/6809 computers using Per-
com LFD mini-disk storage systems. Requires little or no
knowledge of bookkeeping because the operator is prompted
with non-technical questions during data entry. General Ledger
updates account balances immediately - in real time, and will
print financial statements immediately after journal entries. User
selects and assigns own account numbers; tailors financial
statements to firm's particular needs. Provides audit trail. Runs
under Pereom Super BASIC. Requires 24K bytes of RAM.
Supplied on minidiskette with a comprehensive users manual.
Price. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $199.95.
FINDER@) - This general purpose data base manager is
written in Percom Super BASIC. Works wth 6800/6809 com-
puters using Percom LFD-40()I"l mini-disk drive storage sys-
tems. FINDERC®allows user to define and access records using
his own terminology - customize file structures to specific
needs. Basic commands are New, Change, Delete, Find and
Pack. Add up to three user-defined commands. FINDER plus
Super BASIC require 24K bytes of RAM. Supplied on minidisk-
ette with a users .manual. Price $99.95
Mailing List Processor - Powerful search, sort, create
and update capability plus ability to store 700 addresses per
minidiskette make this list processor efficient and easy to use.
Runs under Percom Super BASIC. Requires 24K bytes of RAM.
Supplied on minidiskette with a users manual. Price $99.95.
From the Software Works
Development and debugging programs for 6800 ~Cs on disk-
ette:
Disassembler/Source Generator . $30.95
Reloc'tng Disas'mblr/Segmented Text Gen $40.95
DisassemblerjTrace $25.95
Support Relocator Program. . $25.95
Relocating Assembler/ Linking Loader $55.95
SmithBUG** (2716 EPROM) $70.00

1f2-Price Special on Hemenway Software!
CP/68:j: disk operating system $ 49.97
STRUBAL+:j: compiler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $124.97
EDIT68 text editor . $ 19.97
MACRO-Relocating Assembler $ 39.97
Linkage Editor (LNKEDT68) $ 24.97
Cross Reference utility . . .. $ 14.97



BCDK REVIEWS
The Art of Software
Testing
Glenford J. Myers
John Wiley & Sons, New York
1979, $17.95

I have never met a programmer
whose program worked the first
time (or even the fifth or sixth).
Even with the advent of structured
design and programming tech-
niques, programs and systems still
must be tested before they are put
into service. Glen Myers has writ-
ten an excellent book that helps
bring the same discipline to testing
·that structured programming is
bringing to programming.

The book opens with a self-as-
sessment test that lets you discover
how good you are at testing a sim-
ple program. Lest you be too dis-
appointed, professional program-
mers average less than 60 percent
when they take this test. If the test
makes you doubt your testing
prowess, at least take the time to
read the next chapter, "The Psy-
chology and Economics of Pro-
gram Testing." On page 4, Myers
writes:

" ... the most important
single thing that one can learn
about testing can be said at this
point and it will take only a few
pages to do so ... everything
else that can be discussed about
program testing is merely sup-
portive in nature."
That "simple thing" is Myers'

definition of testing. As far as he is
concerned, "testing is the process
of executing a program with the
intent of finding errors." I always
thought I tested a program to con-
vince myself that it worked, and I
became upset when an error
showed up. Mr. Myers wants me
to be proud of finding errors and
wants to teach me ways of finding
them more efficiently. He argues
effectively for adopting an en-
gineer's approach to testing. His
arguments about the economics of
testing quickly eliminate any
thought of taking a "brute-force"
approach. Testing every conceiv-
able combination of inputs or ev-
ery possible path through a pro-
gram is clearly impractical.

Besides an engineer's attitude,
you need cunning to make your
testing more effective; the rest of
this book can help extend your
cunning. Chapter 3 deals with pro-
gram walkthroughs and reviews

and, as such, is more appropriate
to a programming organization
than it is to an individual program-
mer at a personal computer. Ap-
plying some of this chapter's prin-
ciples, however, could prove effec-
tive for individual programmers.
This chapter is valuable in devel-
oping checklists of common errors
that will benefit all programmers
regardless of whether they can
take advantage of group walk-
throughs.

Chapter 4 is on designing test
cases to improve their effec-
tiveness at discovering errors.
With topics on "equivalence par-
tioning," "boundary-value analy-
sis" and "cause-effect graphing,"
this chapter can be heavy going at
points. I suggest skimming the
details at first and concentrating
on which techniques are most ap-
plicable to which situations. Then,
when you come across a particular
situation, go back and study the
appropriate technique.

The next chapter contains the
best explanation I have read on the
various alternatives for testing and
integrating the parts that comprise
a good-sized program or system.
Myers' discussions of incremental
vs nonincremental testing and top-
down vs bottom-up testing are lu-
cid and convincing.

Chapter 6 describes the testing
that is still necessary after in-
dividual programs have been test-
ed. Before a system can be turned
over to a user, various levels of
system and function testing must
be completed. The user's respon-
sibility for acceptance testing after
delivery and installation testing to
ensure that the system has been
properly installed at the user site
are also covered in this chapter.

The chapter on debugging con-
tains some important lessons for
programmers using current micro-
processors. It is often too easy to
let the computer do your debug-
ging for you. Myers makes a con-
vincing argument that debugging
is essentially an exercise best done
away from the computer. Debug-
ging is a puzzle-solving activity,
and thinking will solve more
puzzles than setting arbitrary
breakpoints ever will.

The book concludes with a
chapter on test tools and miscel-
laneous topics that will primarily
interest professional program-
mers.

I recommend this book to any-
one who is writing programs that

will be used by someone else. Ap-
plying the lessons in this book can
help provide the final touches that
distinguish professional work.
Even if you program strictly for
yourself, this book will make a
valuable addition to your library.

James V_McGee
Boston MA

Problem Solving and
Structured Programming
in BASIC
Elliot B. Koffman,
Frank L. Friedman
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
Reading MA, Menlo Park CA

Koffman and Friedman did not
write this book for the amateur;
their intended audience was made
up of future professional com-
puter scientists.

Their purpose was to take these
professionals in hand before they
developed too many bad habits; to
instill discipline in the early stages
when it would be less painful; to
develop early habits of top-down
problem solving, structured pro-
gramming, crystal-clear documen-
tation, efficient debugging and
planned maintenance of complet-
ed programs. In pursuit of these
objectives, they faithfully fol-
lowed the format they used in their
earlier book, Problem Solving and
Structured Programming in FOR-
TRAN.

I encountered that book when it
was used as a text.at the University
of Maryland, and I was happy to
see it reincarnated here. Some of
its virtues, which improve with
practice and extension to new lan-
guages' are that the authors define
by illustration and example, not
by lexicography. Their "now
diagrams" are much simpler than
many flowcharts, but are easy to
understand and to trace. The se-
quence in which the authors de-
velop the subject is easy to follow.

They illustrate practically every-
thing with three BASICs: the
American National Standard
(ANS) for Minimal BASIC, BA-
SIC PLUS and the new Dart-
mouth BASIC. Programs and ex-
amples show how each command
is handled in each of these ver-
sions; in addition, there is specific
information about other BASICs,
along with information on adapt-

ing programs written in one dialect
to run in another.

Although the authors define
"structure" operationally, it may
be helpful here to point out that a
structured program is organized in
blocks, each block having a spe-
cific purpose, and only one path in
and one out. A structured pro-
gram can be written in any lan-
guage, but some languages have
features that make it easier. The
new BASICs make it easier, but
this book shows how you can do it
in the older ones-and shows why
you should.

Computer scientists, the book's
audience, think in terms of com-
pilers and not interpreters, and the
three BASICs given most of the
space in this book are compiler
BASICs. This makes little dif-
ference to the user; supplement
this book with information about
your own operating system-in-
put -output, file handling, storage
and so on-and you're in busi-
ness.

The good habits and firm
discipline Koffman and Friedman
advocate will work with any
machine and with any BASIC.
This book and a copy of your
operating system manual are
enough to dissolve any incom-
patibility between you and your
computer.

Wallace Kendall

Microcomputers and the
3 Rs: A Guidefor Teachers
Christine Doerr
Hayden Book Co.
Rochelle Park NJ, 1979

Famed psychologist B. F. Skin-
ner once said that "any teacher
who can be replaced by a machine
probably should be." Christine
Doerr thinks that machines should
be in the classroom, helping those
irreplaceable teachers. Doerr
spent an entire graduate program,
including work with the Hewlett-
Packard people, developing and
investigating the classroom use of
microcomputers. Bringing this ef-
fort to a culmination in this book,
Doerr presents a collection of
down-to-earth advice for teachers
who want to bring their schools in-

(see REVIEWS, page 190)



LElTERS TO THE EDITOR
All this stink about Kilobaud

Microcomputing's cover changes!
It's the content of a magazine that
counts, not the cover!

I see nothing wrong with the
changes that have been made. It
takes little, if any, real effort to
flip a page to look at the table of
contents. As far as your polysyl-
labic name is concerned, there are
many other excellent magazines
with polysyllabic titles (e.g.,
Scientific American, National
Geographic, Psychology Today).

So what's the big deal! I'll gripe
when the quality of your
magazine's content drops. Until
then, keep up the good work.

Richard T. Hamper
EuciidOH

Samples ... Savors

I enjoyed James Downey's ar-
ticle in the December 1979 issue
on the Intersil6100. My first ven-
ture into the world of computers
was with a sampler kit, as he de-
scribed. I set it aside in favor of a
TRS-80 about 18 months ago, but
Mr. Downey's article rekindled
the old name for the PDP-8 in-
struction set, and I revived the
unit. Thanks to your fine maga-
zine and Mr. Downey's article, I
will once again enjoy program-
ming an easy and fine CPU.

Peter E. Noeth
San Jose CA

201Cs, BPSs, QAMs, etc.

In commenting (December
1979) on an article from the Oc-
tober 1979 issue of Microcomput-
ing, Lenny Foner refers to some
technical details concerning the
Bell System 20lC modem. He
states that the modem uses 12
phases and two amplitude levels.
The Bell 201 C, as did its ancestors
in the 20 I family, uses differen-
tial 4-phase modulation and no
amplitude modulation.

Mr. Foner says we manage
four bits per signal element
(baud). Again, not so-only two
bits. The 201 uses a 1200 baud,

2-bit-per-baud scheme resulting
in a bit rate of only 2400 bps.
Dibit pairs 00,01, 10, II are en-
coded into tail-to-head epoch
angle changes of 45,135,315 and
225 degrees, respectively.

Bell can achieve 9600 bps as
can others, but Bell uses the 209A
modem, which uses QAM
(quadrature amplitude modula-
tion).

Speaking from some years of
experience in Bell System Datec
organizations, I sincerely hope
Mr. Foner never has to get 12
phases and two levels through
anything.

R. F. Raasch
Big Bend WI

Still More on Morr

When you use the program in
David Morr's "Teleprinter Out-
put for TRS-80" (August 1979,
p. 38) with a non disk-based
system having more than 16K,
three changes must be made.

I. Change 7EA5 (76) to (C3)
2. Change 7EA6 (FF) to (E7)
3. Change 7EA7 (FF) to (00)

This amounts to a jump back to
BASIC, OOE7H, which will not
happen with the expansion inter-
face turned on. The origin can
then be changed to your desired
location in memory.

To have your printer print
what would normally be output
to the screen:

1. POKE 16414,168
2. POKE 16415,126

To exit this mode:
I. POKE 16414,88
2. POKE 16415,4

With the 168D equal to A8H and
126D equal to 7E, 7EA8 is the
origin of the line printer routine.

Keith W. Sherwin
Brandon, Manitoba

Canada

Expansion

I enjoyed the articles by Allan
Domuret on expanded TRS-80
disk operations (October and
November 1979). Part 2 was es-
pecially interesting since I had
already disassembled the Micro-
chess loader and written a ma-
chine-language program to make

a backup copy exactly like the
original. Mr. Domuret did,
however, overlook one problem
in placing the chess program on
disk. In systems such as NEW-
DOS and TRSDOS 2.2, in which
a keyboard debounce routine has
been included, a nasty problem
occurs. Microchess uses the
system's keyboard input routine
at 002BH. This routine expects
the keyboard driver DCB to be
available starting at location
4015H. The driver address in
locations 4016H and 4017H in the
above-mentioned systems points
to an area in the middle of the
chess program. The results are
disastrous!

I suggest that anyone trying to
use the procedure described in the
November issue modify the move
routine in Table 1 to that in Fig.
I. This change will cause the key-
board input routine to call the
keyboard driver in ROM (i.e., the
change will not hurt Microchess
because there is so little input.

Donald G. Crawford
Phoenix AZ

77Et: F3 DI
77E2: 21 00 65 LD HL,6500
77ES: 11 co 40 LD DE,40CO
77D8 : 01 EO OE LD BC,OEEO
77EB: ED BO LDIR
77ED: 21 E1 73 LD HL,73E1
77FO: 11 00 3C LD DE.3COO
77F3: 01 FF 03 LD BC,03FF.
77F6: ED BO LDIR
77F8: 21 E3 03 LD HL,03E3
77FB: 22 16 40 LD (4016 ),HL
77 FE: C3 FD 41 JP 41FD

Fig. 1.

OSI Coverage

I have been enjoying this publi-
cation since issue No.1 and find
the new format much better and
more informative. However, as
an OSI system owner, I find very
little to read about this system.

Nelson G. Bailey
Powhattan VA

With the exception of TRS-80
articles (most of these are being
published in 80-Microcomputing)
the paucity of articlespublished in
Microcomputing on a particular
system reflects apaucity of articles

submitted. The manufacturers of
all known microcomputer systems
have been alerted (repeatedly) that
we areanxious to get articlesabout
their systems. From there on it is a
matter of how interested users are
in writing and how interested the
manufacturer is in encouraging
users to write.

We are looking for material on
uses for the system, improve-
ments, uses with accessories, busi-
ness applications, software and
software modifications. If your
system is being shortchanged on
articles, perhaps it is time you do
something about i/.-Wayne.

I have been a Microcomputing
reader for a short time, but I am
pleased with your coverage of the
microcomputing field. I must ad-
mit, however, that the avalanche
of technical material and pro-
grams on the TRS-80, PET and
SWTP had left me, an OSI own-
er, with mixed emotions.

I had just begun feeling a little
like a bastard on Father's Day
when my new copy of Microcom-
puting arrived, containing John
Aughey's renumberer program
for OSI BASIC (January 1979
issue). I had to try it right away,
and it ran just fine ... just what
I needed.

My thanks to you for produc-
ing a great magazine, and to John
Aughey for his contribution to
OSI.

Ralph E. Sherrick
Harrisburg P A

I have been pleased to see an in-
creasing number of OS] articles
in Microcomputing. The video
article by Richard Lary (Decem-
ber 1979) was helpful, and I also
enjoyed Charles Curley's Jan-
uary 1980 evaluation of the CIP
MF. However, several additions
to these articles might help your
readers.

Reverse video can also be im-
plemented easily on the 600 board
by adding an SPST switch across
pins 4 and 6 of U70. It's best to
run jumpers to the nearest pro-
topad and then shielded cable off
from those (this keeps down stray
video signals).

The evaluation of the IP MF
contained two errors. First, the
conversion from a CIP to a CIP
MF requires the addition of a 610



board 8K-RAM ($299 rather than
$138). Second, several companies
now sell CIP software:

Aardvark Technical Services

1690 Bolton
Walled Lake MI48088

Mountain Software
25600 Village Circle
Golden CO 80401

Bill's Micro Services
210 S. Kenilworth
Oak Park IL 60302
Structured Program Designers and
Dwo Quong Fok Lok Sow
371 Broome St.
New York NY 10013

Aardvark and Bill's also sell in-
structions on hardware conver-
sions. A final hint: if you use
their conversion to 600 baud, do
the switching on-board with a
DIP relay (Radio Shack 275-215)
instead of bringing the wiring off
the board. My Superboard II
wouldn't run with those leads in-
stalled, and the use of the relay

opens up some clever possibilities
for hardware control of baud
rate.

Jerry D. Cohen
E. Lansing MI

IDS Change

This letter refers to Sherman P.
Wantz's article, "Inexpensive
TRS-80 Printer Interface," in the
October I979 issue.

I, too, have used the Small Sys-
tem Hardware TRS-232 to match
my TRS-80 to a printer: The
lP-125 by Integral Data Systems
has software-controllable print
pitch. The problem I had was that·
the printer would not respond to
programmed calls for pitch
changes unless 128 decimal was
added to the code. After two in-

qumes to Small System Hard-
ware, I finally got the answer that
cleared up the problem: change
the eighth data element in line
1920 of the TRS-232 software
from 32 to 01. Now the IP-125 re-
sponds to ASCII control codes
per the IDS IP-125 owner's man-
ual instructions.

Rik Karlsson
Oakton VA

More Power

I've just finished Ron Cowart's
article (October 1979, p. 72) on
adding memory and Level III to
the TRS-80. I hope that you'll
print more technical articles on
the Radio Shack system because
the Shack doesn't seem to want to
share any technical information.

I'd like to caution readers who
are attempting the memory up-
grade about one omission in the
article. The main processor board
of each computer is marked with
a number and a letter for the
board version. The DIP shunt or
switch at Z-3 must be pro-
grammed according to the board
version. The G board must have
an open line at pin 1,16. Also, for
A boards the open pins are 1,14
2,13 6,9 7,8. The article men-
tions the configurations for a 0
board, so I assume that it works,
but according to my copy of the
TRS-80 service manual, the Z-3
shunt must be open at 1,16 6,10
8,9 for operation on a 0 board.
This information is from the Ra-
dio Shack service-manual adden-
dum for 16K RAM expansion
(Cat. No. 26-1101).

Dennis R. Solomon
Des Moines IA

PRODUCTS
(from page 18)

facilities required to construct a
disk-based microprocessor de-
velopment system, business or
hobbyist computer system. This
8080A-based card features fully
vectored interrupts, five program-
mable interval timers, 24 parallel
110 lines, RS-232 serial terminal
port at 100 baud to 76 kilobaud
and an RS-232 pseudo-serial port
for printer interface. On-board
EPROM (2708 or 2716) with pow-
er on vectoring allows user
memory to reside from OOOOHto
DFFFH.

Disk 110 supporting IBM 3740
soft-sectored format is provided
for up to four 8 inch or 5 \14 inch
drives, and auxiliary software-
driven cassette 110 circuitry is in-
cluded on the board. All resident
110 devices may be accessed either
in 110 space or as memory loca-
tions allowing for optimal pro-
gram 110 access.

A CP/M bootstrap and BIOS
EPROM (complete with source
listing) are included with the stan-
dard system, and custom config-
urations are available on special
order. The CP/IO -1 typically re-
quires8Vat.8A, + 15Vat.15A
and - 15 V at .05 A. Price is $499.

Arkon Electronics, 409 Queen
Street West, Toronto, Ontario
Canada, M5V 2A5. Reader Ser-
vice number A118.

Apple Serial and
Parallel Interface

The AIO Serial and Parallel Ap-
ple Interface allows maximum
flexibility for interfacing an Apple
II with peripherals, such as
printers, plotters, terminals,
moderns and other computers.
The software programmable serial
interface uses the RS-232 standard
and includes three handshaking
lines. A rotary switch selects nine
standard baud rates. On-board
firmware provides a driver
routine, so the user won't need to
write any software to utilize the in-
terface.

The AIO's parallel interface
features software programmable
110 ports with enough lines to
handle two printers simultaneous-
ly with handshaking control. The
manual includes a software listing
for controlling parallel printers,
and a parallel driver routine is
available in firmware as an option.

SSM, 2116 Walsh Ave., Santa

Having trouble with advertisers or products? Please write corn-
plete details to firm, and send a copy to Wayne Green, Kilobaud
Microcomputing, Peterborough NH 03458. Be polite, no matter
how badly you're shafted.

Clara CA 95050. Reader Service
number S108.

Pet Word-Processing
Program

Now you can turn your
PET/CBM microcomputer into a
word processor with Textcast, a
program for preparing rough
drafts, finished manuscripts, let-
ters, invoices and data files, from
Cognitive Products, PO Box 2592,
Chapel Hill NC 27514. It contains

2800 bytes of machine-language
subroutines, plus an executive
routine in BASIC. It works with
first- or second-general ion ma-
chines in 8K, creates files with one
recorder, edits files with two
recorders or a Commodore disk
and prints formatted documents
with a printer at the IEEE port.
The keyboard provides bot h up-
per and lowercase, and the pro-
gram makes conversions for ob-
taining both cases on a printer.

Special features include Easy-
Flow typing without hitting return
and expanded screen-editing func-
tions on the keyboard-line de-
letion and insertion, shifting
blocks of text, paragraph refor-
matting for word deletions and in-
sertions, two extra cursor keys.
Printing options include right
justification, line centering and
underlining (or letter enhancement
and reversal with Commodore
printers).

Textcast is available on tape
(early ROM version on one side;
current ROM version on the other
side) or on diskette. Tape plus
manual, $60; diskette plus manu-
al, $65; manual separately, $20.
Reader Service number C185.



At Intersystems,
'trump" is an Instruction.

Not a way of life.
(O~when you're ready for IEEE 5-100.(will your

computer be ready for you?] .

We're about to be gadflies again.
While everyone's been busy

trying to convince you that large
buses housed in strong metal
boxes will guarantee versatility
and ward off obsolescence, we've
been busy with something better.
Solving the real problem with the
first line of computer products
built from the ground up to con-
form to the new IEEE S-700 Bus
Standard. Offering you extra ver-
sati Iity in 8-bit appl ications today.
And a full 16 bits tomorrow.

We call our new line Series
II:MAnd even if you don't need the
full 24-bit address for up to 16
megabytes (!) of memory right
now, they're something to think
about. Because of all the perform-

ance, flexibility and economy.
they offer. Whether you're looking
at a new mainframe, expanding
your present one or upgrading
your system with an eye to the
future. (Series II boards are com-
patible with most existing S-100
systems and all IEEES-100 Stan-
dard cards as other manufacturers
get around to building them.)

Consider some of the fea-
tures: Reliable operation to 4MHz
and beyond. FuU compatibility
with 8- and 16-bit CPUs, pe-
ripherals and other devices. Eight
levels of prioritized interrupts. Up
to 16 individually-addressable
DMA devices, with IEEEStandard
overlapped operation. User-selec-
table functions addressed by DIP-
switch or jumpers, eliminating sol-
dering. And that's just for openers.

The best part is that all this
heady stuff is available now! In
our advanced processor-a full
IEEE Bus Master featuring Memory
MapTMaddressing to a full mega-
byte. Our fast, flexible 16K Static
RAM and 64K Dynamic RAM
boards. An incredibly versatile and

economical 2-serial, 4-parallel
Multiple I/O board. 8-bit A/D-D/ A
converter. Our Double-Density
High-Speed Disk Controller. And
what is undoubtedly the most flex-
ible front panel in the business.
Everything you need for a com-
plete IEEES-100 system. Available
separately, or all together in our
new DPS-1 Mainframe!

Whatever your needs, why
dump your money into obsolete
products labelled "IEEE timing
compatible" or other words peo-
ple use to make up for a lack of
product. See the future now, at
your Intersystems dealer or call/
write for our new catalog. We'll
tell you all about Series II and the
new IEEES-100 Bus we helped
pioneer. Because it doesn't make
sense to buy yesterday's products
when tomorrow's are already here.

DDDG®D~~JY~G®DDD~™

Ithaca Intersystems lnc.,
1650 Hanshaw Road/P.O. Box 91,

. Ithaca, NY 14850
607-257-0190/TWX: 510 2554346



Assembly-Language Benchmarks.:

Allan Flippin
3636 W. Park Central
Orange CA 92668

The purpose of this article is
to compare the popular mi-

croprocessors to each other us-
ing benchmark programs writ-
ten in assembly language. The
benchmarks have been chosen
to represent the needs of the
typical microcomputer hobby-
ist. Assembly language is used
so that the results will truly re-

flect the microprocessor's per-
formance instead of reflecting
the performance of a particular
BASIC interpreter.

The Benchmarks

Each microprocessor is test-
ed with a benchmark covering
each of the following areas: se-
quential table access, charac-
ter manipulation, random table
access and arithmetic process-
ing. These areas are essential
to the operation of most home
computers. If they are not dealt
with directly by the user, they

are undoubtedly exercised by
his BASIC interpreter or other
system software.

I haven't dealt with inputlout-
put processing in this compari-
son since the efficiency of 1/0
operation is greatly dependent
on the external hardware used
for that purpose. My intention
is not to compare specific com-
puters but to compare the po-
tential performance of the indi-
vidual microprocessor CPUs.

Sequential Table Access

In order to test sequential ta-

004000
004000 : 5850 4100
004004: 4180 4100
004008 : 4160 0004
00400C: 4170 4128

004010: 8686 4020

004014: 5550 8000
004018 : 4770 4010

00401C: 5890 8028

004020
004020: 47FO 4020

004100
004100: 00000000

IBM 370 TABLE LOOKUP ROUTINE

109 MICROSECONOS
8 INSTRUCTIONS

32 BYTES

ORG X' 4000'
L 5. WORD
LA 8.TABLEI-4
LA 6.4
LA 7.TABLND-4

SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
LOAD VALUE WE WANT TO SEARCH FOR
POINT TO WORD PRIOR TO SEARCH TABLE
LOAD NUMBER OF BYTES
LOAD ADDRESS OF LAST TABLE ENTRY·SEARCH BXH Brb.ERROR INCREMENT POINTER AND BRANCH IF
PAST END OF TABLE

CL 5.0(8) CHECK FOR MATCH
BNE SEARCH LOOP BACK IF NO MATCH

.--------END OF ROUTINE

9.TABLE2-TABLEU8) LOAD ENTRY FROM
CORRESPONDING DATA TABLE

ERROR EQU *
END BEND·•
.--------DATA AREAS

LOOP

ORG X'4100'
WORD DC A(*-*) CONTAINS VALUE TO BE SEARCHED FOR

TABlNO EQU * END OF TABLE

0000000000000001 TABLEI DC F' 0.1. 2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9' SEARCH TABLE
0000000200000003
0000000400000005
0000000600000007
0000000800000009

004104:

00412C

00412C: ·0000000000000001 TABLE2 DC F·0.1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9·
0000000200000003 CORRESPONDING DATA TABLE
0000000400000005
0000000600000007
0-000000800000009

IBM 370 table lookup routine.

26 Microcomputing, March 1980

ble processing, I have chosen a
table lookup benchmark. The
requirement is to sequentially
scan a search table (TABLE1)
looking for an entry containing
a particular value. If such an en-
try is found, the routine must
get a corresponding entry from
a data table (TABLE2). The
benchmark routine must detect
"not found" conditions, but no
error processing is required.

For example, if the third entry
of TABLE1 contains the value
being' searched for, the con-
tents of the third entry of TA-
BLE2 will be obtained. If TA-
BLE1 does not have an entry
that contains the value being
searched for, the benchmark
will branch to ERROR where
processing is halted.

Most of the microprocessors
tested are able to use the table
lookup technique described by
D. Knuth in his "Art of Comput-
er Programming" series. This
technique involves storing the
value to be searched for in a
dummy entry at the end of the
search table (TABLE1). While
scanning the table, the routine
does not have to check for end
of table because a match will
always be made on the last
(dummy) table entry. After the
match has been made, the rou-
tine then determines if the
match was made on the dummy
entry. If so, the match is a
"fake" and a branch is made to
ERROR. Use of this technique
can result in up to 50 percent
less execution time than the
conventional way of checking
for end of table each time.

In coding the benchmark, the
value to be searched for is ob-



004000
004000' 4150 4200
004004' 4160 4300
004008' 45AO 4100

00400C' 47FO 400e

004200
004300

004100
004100: 4170 0000
004104: 4180 0000
004108: 1898

00410A: 4397 5000
00410E: 4297 6000
004112' 4170 7001

004116: 1598
004118' 4770 410A

00411C' 07FA

1027 MICROSECONDS
13 INSTRUCTIONS
42 BYTES

IBM 370 BLOCK MOVE SUBROUTINE AND CALLING SEQUENCE

.
*--------CALLING SEQUENCE

START ORG X' 4000'
LA 5,FROM
LA 6,TO
BAL 10,MOVE

SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
LOAD ADDRESS OF SOURCE F IEL 0
LOAD ADDRESS OF DESTINATION FIELD
CALL BLOCK MOVE SUBROUTINE

.--------END OF ROUTINE.
END END LOOP

*
*.--------DATA AREAS

FROM EQU X'4200' ADDRESS OF SOURCE FIELD
TO EQU X'4300' ADDRESS OF DESTINATION FIELD

stream of characters from a
source field (FROM) to a desti-
nation field (TO), moving until
an end-of-field character has
been moved. In most bench-
marks, the ASCII carriage re-
turn is used as an end-of-field
character. The benchmark also
determines the number of char-
acters, including the end-of-
field character, moved.

Since a block-move routine is
likely to be used by many differ-
ent programs, the actual block
move is coded as a subroutine

ORG X'4100'
MOVE LA 7,0 CLEAR eYTE COUNTER

LA 8, X '00' LOAD EBCDIC CARRIAGE RETURN
LR 9,8 PRIME R9 FOR MOVE

*MOVE1 IC 9,0(7,5) LOAD A CHARACTER
STC 9,0 (7,6) STORE IN DESTINATION FIELD
LA 7,1(7) INCREMENT INDEX (BYTE COUNTER)

CLR 9,8 010 WE JUST MOVE A CARRIAGE RETURN
BNE MOVEI LOOP BACK IF NOT

BR 10 EXIT SUBROUTI NE

restrictions on the locations of
the source and destination
fields. The benchmark must
work for field lengths ranging
from two to 255 characters, in-
cluding the end-of-field charac-
ter.

•--------BLOCK MOVE SUBROUTINE

IBM 370 block move subroutine and calling sequence.

tained from a memory location.
The benchmark can place no re-
strictions on the address of this
location, since in a normal
case, the value to be searched
for is obtained from a character
stream instead of from a fixed
location. TABLE1 and TABLE2
both contain a fixed number of
fixed-length entries. The entry
length can be any value conve-
nient for the microprocessor.
The two tables can be located
wherever convenient. The rou-
tines written for most of the mi-
croprocessors have TABLE2 di-
rectly following TABLE1, with
both tables contained in a sin-
gle memory page.

Character Manipulation

To test character-manipula-
tion processing, I have chosen
a block-move benchmark. The
purpose of this benchmark is
not simply to move big chunks
of data, but instead to evaluate
the microprocessor's ability to
read an input character stream
and produce an output charac-
ter stream at the same time.

In order to meet this objec-
tive, the benchmark includes a
scan of the input character
stream along with the charac-
ter-by-character move. The re-
quirements are to move a

with the source and destination
field addresses passed as pa-
rameters. The parameters can
be passed to the subroutine
either through registers or
through fixed memory loca-
tions. These memory locations
can be located wherever con-
venient for the subroutine. The
number of characters moved is
passed back to the calling rou-
tine through a register. The call-
ing sequence is included as
part of the benchmark.

The benchmark can place no

Random Table Access

For random-table processing,
have chosen a jump table

benchmark. For this bench-
mark, a table entry number is
obtained from a memory loca-
tion (STATE). This entry number
is used to obtain an entry from
a jump address table (JMPTBL) .
For example, if STATE contains
0, the benchmark will get the
first entry in JMPTBL. If STATE
contains 4, the benchmark will
get the fifth entry. After the en-
try is obtained, the benchmark
branches to the address con-
tained in the entry.

STATE and JMPTBL can be
located wherever convenient for
the benchmark. JMPTBL is al-
ways small enough that it can
be contained in a single mem-
ory page, with STATE in the
same page if necessary. Some
of the jump table benchmark
routines assume that STATE di-
rectly precedes JMPTBL.

Arithmetic Processing

I have chosen a multiplica-
tion benchmark to test arithme-
tic processing. The benchmark
routine calculates double-word
unsigned binary products from
single-word unsigned binary
multiplicands and multipliers.

004000
004000 , 5850 4100
004004: lA55
004006 , lA55

004008: 5865 4104
00400C' 07F6

00400E' 47FO 400E

004100
004100: 00000000

004104' DOD0400E00004DOE JMPTBL DC A(END, END, END, END, END, END) JUMP TABLE
OOQ0400E0000400E
D000400E0000400E

IBM 370 JUMP TABLE ROUTINE

8 MICR()$ECONDS
5 INSTRUCTIONS

14 BYTES

START ORG X'4000'
L 5,STATE
AR 5,5
AR 5,5

SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
LOAD STATE WORD
MULTIPLY BY 4

.
.--------END OF ROUTINE

L 6,JMPTBL(5) LOAD ENTRY FROM JUMP TABLE
BR 6 JUMP WHERE R6 POI NTS

END END LOOP

.--------DATA AREAS

ORG X'4100'
STATE DC A(*-*! STATE WORD

IBM 370 jump table routine.

---------------------------------------------------------- ---- ---
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004000
004000: 5870 400C
004004: 5C60 4010

IBM 370 MULTIPLY ROUTINE

5 MICROSECONDS FOR 8 BITS
2 INSTRUCTIONS
B BYTES

START ORG X' 4000'
L 7,NUMl
M 6, NUM2

SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
LOAD MULTIPLICAND
MULTIPLY

004008: 47FO 4008 END

*
**--------END OF ROUTINE

LOOPEND

D0400C: 00000000
004010: 00000000

*
**--------OATA AREAS
*NUMl DC A(*-*)
NUM2 DC A(*-*)

MULTIPLICANO
MULTIPLIER

IBM 370 multiply routine,

The microprocessor's perfor-
mance on this benchmark gives
a good indication of its arith-
metic capabilities since multi-
plication and division are the
basic building blocks of all
arithmetic calculations, other
than simple addition and sub-
traction.

Since a multiplication rou-
tine is likely to be used by many
different programs, the actual
multiplication takes place in a
subroutine. The calling prog.ram
passes the multiplier and multi-
plicand to the subroutine

through registers or memory lo-
cations as is convenient for the
subroutine. The subroutine
then passes the product back
to the calling routine through
registers. The calling sequence
is included in the benchmark
and obtains the multiplicand
and multiplier from memory lo-
cations. The benchmark can
place no restrictions on thead-
dresses of these locations. I
have utilized multiply instruc-
tions wherever possible. In
these cases, the multiplication
is done by using in-line code

instead of by using a subrou-
tine.

Binary multiplication, as
done with pencil and paper, in-
volves scanning the multiplier
and mentally shifting the multi-
plicand left each time the next
multiplier bit is checked, Each
time a binary digit of 1 is found
in the multiplier, the shifted
multiplicand is added to the
product that is being accumu-
lated. In a computer, scanning
the multiplier is accomplished
by shifting the multiplier right
in a register or memory location
and then examining the bit that
has been shifted out.

Notice that the product re-
quires twice as much room as
either the original multiplicand
or multiplier. Also, the multipli-
cand requires additional stor-
age space, as it is shifted left,
in order to save the high-order
bits. Double-precision addition
must be used to add the multi-
plicand to the product.

Another way to multiply is to
shift the product right instead
of shifting the multiplicand left.
The multiplicand is then always
added to the high-order portion
of the partial product. Since the

LSI 11 TABLE LOOKUP ROUTINE

159 MICROSECONDS
8 INSTRUCTIONS

26 BYTES

000400 , =400 : SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
000400: il3701 000500 START: Move @#BYTE,R! ;LOAO VALUE WE WANT TO SEARCH

; FOR
000404: 110137 000513 MOVB Rl,@OTABLNO ;STORE IN DUMMY ENTRY AT END

; OF TABLE
000410: 012702 000501 MOV #TABLE!, R2 ; LOAD ADDRESS OF SEARCH TABLE

000414: 122201 SEARCH: CMPB (RZ)+,Rl ; CHECK FOR MATCH AND ADVANCE
; POINTER

000416: 001376 BNE SEARCH ; LOOP BACK IF NO MATCH YET

000420: 022702 000514 CMP tlTABLNO+l,R2 ;OID WE MATCH ON DUMMY ENTRY?
000424: 001402 BEQ ERROR ; IF SO, GO PROCESS ERROR

000426: il6203 000012 Move TABLE2-TABLEl-l(R2) ,R3 ;OTHERWISE. LOAD
;ENTRY FROM CORRESPONDI NG
; DATA TABLE

r ,

;-------ENO OF ROUTINE

000432 ERROR:
000432: 000777 END: BR END

;-------DATA AREAS

000500 ,=500
000500: 000 BYTE: .BYTE

; LOOP

; VALUE TO BE SEARCHED FOR

000513: 000

000501: 000001 002003 TABLEl: .BYTE 0.1,2,3,4,5,6,7,10,11 ;SEARCH TABLE
004 005 006 007
010 011

ABLND: ,BYTE ;OUMMY ENTRY AT END OF TABLE

000514: 000 001 002 003 ABLE2: .BYTE 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,10,11
004 005 006 007 :CORRESPONOING DATA TABLE
010 011

LSI 11 table lookup routine.
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multiplicand is not being
shifted, it does not require addi-
tional memory or register space
and the addition process need
only be single precision instead
of double precision.

Now, notice that the high-
order portion of the product is
being shifted into the low-order
portion at the same time as the
multiplier is being shifted out
of its location. A little experi-
mentation using pencil and pa-
per will show that the multiplier
can coexist with the low-order
portion of the product in the
same register or memory loca-

tion. This means that the same
shift process that shifts the
product into its low-order por-
tion also shifts out the next
multiplier bit for examination. I
have used this technique for all
microprocessors requiring pro-
grammed multiplication.

The Rating System

All of the microprocessors
tested are rated in three cate-
gories: execution time, ease of
programming and memory utili-
zation. Execution times are
given in microseconds. These
figures are arrived at by adding
up the individual instruction ex-
ecution times obtained from
the manufacturer's data sheets.
This method has two main ad-
vantages over timing with a
stopwatch. One advantage is
that the resulting figures are
free from variations due to non-
standard clock frequencies,
memory wait states, memory
refresh, timer interrupts or any
other system-specific prob-
lems. The other advantage is
that adding up instruction exe-
cution times, although tedious,
provides exact results. I have
rounded all routine execution
times to the nearest microsec-
ond to simplify calculations.

The execution time calcula-
tions do not include time spent
at the end of the benchmarks
(an infinite loop is used as the
termination of each bench-
mark). For the table lookup
benchmark, the search tables
are assumed to be 32 entries
long. The execution times are
calculated assuming an aver-
age of 16 comparisons before a
match is found. For the block-
move benchmark, a source field



length of 128 characters is as-
sumed for execution timings.

For the multiplication bench-
mark, the multiplier is assumed
to have the same number of 1
bits as 0 bits, since the number
of 1s in the multiplier can affect
the execution time. The total
execution time of the multipli-
cation benchmarks is prorated
to an 8 by 8-bit multiply. This
means that a 12-bit micropro-
cessor will be rated using two-
thirds of its execution time, and
a 16-bit microprocessor will be
rated using one-half of its exe-
cution time. At first, this seems
unfair to the 8-bit microproces-
sors. However, if a double-pre-
cision multiply were required
on an 8-bit microprocessor, it
would obviously take at least
twice as long as a single-preci-
sion multiply would on the
same machine.

Ease of programming is a
subjective category. However,
a good numerical estimate can
be made by counting the num-
ber of instructions required in
order to code each of the
benchmarks. This method is a
derivative of the old rule of
thumb that states that approxi-
mately the same amount of
time (effort) is required in order
to write a line of code regard-
less of the language used or the
computer being programmed.
In most cases, results obtained
by this method correspond
closely to my own perception of
programming ease. Exceptions
are covered in my discussion of
the comparison results.

For my calculations, an in-
struction is considered to be a
line of code that assembles in-
to executable machine lan-
guage. For some microproces-
sors, constants are required in
order to cross memory page
boundaries or do calculations
with literal values. Constants
used for these purposes are
counted as instructions. The
loop at the end of each bench-
mark is not counted as an in-
struction.

Memory utilization is mea-
sured in bytes. These figures
are calculated by counting the
number of bytes taken up by in-
structions in each benchmark.
The same instructions are in-
cluded in the memory utiliza-

LSi 11 BLOCK MOVE SUBROUTINE AND CALLING SEQUENCE

1876 MICROSECONDS
11 INSTRUCTION S
30 BYTES

-------CALLING SEQUENCE

000400
000400: 012700 000600
000404: 012701 000700
000410: 004737 000500

.=400
START; HI)V

MOV
JSR

;SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
;LOAO ADDRESSES OF SOURCE FIELD
;AND DESTINATION FIELD
;CALL MOVE SUBROUTINE

.FROM, RO
nO.Rl
PC. ~*MOVE

;-------ENO OF ROUTINE

000414: 000777 ENO: 8R ·;LOOPENO

;-------OATA AREAS

000600
000700

:ADDRESS OF ~;OURCE FIELD
;ADORESS OF OESTINATION FIELO

FROM=600
TO=700

;-------BLOCK HOVE SUBROUTINE

000500 •'500
000500: 010102 MOVE: HOV Rl. R2 ; SAVE STARTING ADDRESS
000502 : 012703 000015 MOV U5.R3 ;LOAO ASCII CARRIAGE RETURN

000506: 112021 HOVEl: HOVB (RO)+,(R1)+ ; MOVE BYTE AND ADVANCE POINTERS
000510: 121003 CHPS (RO) ,R3 ;IS NEXT BYTE ASCII CR?
000512: 001375 BNE HOVEl ; LOOP BACK IF NOT

000514: 110321 HOVB R3. (R1)-t ; STORE ASCII CR IN DEST. FIELD
000516: 160201 SUB R2, Rl ; CALCULATE NUHBER OF BYTES

;HOVED
000520 : 000207 RTS PC ;EXIT

LSI 11 block move subroutine and calling sequence.

LSI 11 JUMP TABLE ROUTINE

19 MICROSECONDS
3 INSTRUCTIONS

10 BYTES

000400 .=400 ;SET PROGRAH ORIGIN
000400: 013700 000500 START: HOV Q*STATE, RO ; LOAD STATE WORO
000404: 006300 ASL RO ;MULTIPLY BY 2 FOR USE AS

; INDEX INTO JUHP TABLE
000406 : 000170 000502 JMP @JMPTBL(RO ) iJUMP TO ADDRESS CONTAINED

; IN JUMP TABLE ENH:Y

;-------END OF ROUTINE

000412: 000777 BR ENO ; L(IOPENO:

; -------OATA AREAS

000500
000500: 000000

•=500
::nATE: .WORD ;STATE WORD

000502: 000412 000412
000412 000412
000412 000412

JMPTBL: •WORD END, ENO, ENO. END. END, END ; JUMP TABLE

LSI 11 jump table routine.

LSI 11 MULTIPLY' ROUTINE

37 MICROSECONDS FOR 8 BITS
2 INSTRUCTIONS
8 BYTES

000400
000400: 013700 000500
000404: 070037 000502

.=400
START: MOV Q*NUMl,RO

HUL e*NUM2. RO

;SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
;LOAO"MULTIPLICAND
;MULTIPLY

; -------END OF ROUTINE

000410: 000777 END: BR END ; LOOP

;-------DATA AREAS

000500
000500: 000000
000502: 000000

.=500
NUMl . WORD
NUM2 •WORD

;MULTIPLICAND
; MULTI PLI ER

LSI 11 multiply routine.
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9900 TABLE LOOKUP ROUTINE

193 MICROSECONDS
8 INSTRUCTIONS

26 BYTES

0100 START ORG (0100 SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
0100: 0060 0200 !11)VB @BYTE.Rl LOAD VALUE WE ARE GOING TO SEARCH FOR
0104: 0801 020B MOVB Rl.@TABLNO STORE IN DUMMY ENTRY AT END OF TABLE
0108 : 0202 0201 Ll R2. TABLEl POINT R2 TO SEARCH TABLE

•o 10C: 9072 SEARCH CB Rl,*R2+ CHECK FOR MATCH AND ADVANCE POINTER
DlOE: 16FE JNE SEARCH LOOP BACK IF NO MATCH

0110: 0282 020C CI R2.TABLND+l OlD WE MATCH ON DUMMY ENTRY?
0114: 1302 JEO ERROR IF SO. GO PROCESS ERROR

0116: DOE2 OOOA MOVB @TABLE2-TABLE1-l (R2) •R3 LOAD CORRESPONDING ENTRY
FROM TABLE2

··------END OF ROUTINE
•

011A ERROR EQU .
011A: 10FF END JMP END LOOP

•
>------DATA AREAS

0200 ORG (0200
0200 : 00 BYTE BYTE CONTAINS VALUE TO BE SEARCHED FOR

•
0201: 0001 0203 TABLEl BYTE 0.1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9 SEARCH TABLE

0405 0607
0809

020B: 00 TABLND BYTE DUMMY ENTRY

020C: 0001 0203 TABLE2 BYTE 0.1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9 CORRESPONDING DATA TABLE
0405 0607
0809

9900 table lookup routine.

tion byte count as are used for
the previously mentioned ease-
of-programming figures.

The raw data for each bench-
mark in each of these catego-
ries is converted into an index
that is used to calculate bench-
mark and category averages.
This index is like a golf score;
low score wins. Par equals 1 for
all of the index calculations. To
obtain the index, each item of
raw data for a particular cate-
gory of a particular benchmark
is divided by the median of the
data collected in that category
and benchmark.

A median is not the same as
an average. An average is ob-
tained by adding up all the data
and dividing the result by the
number of items being aver-
aged. A median is obtained by
ranking the items sequentially
by value and taking the value of
the item which is the same dis-
tance from the top and bottom
of this sorted list. If the list has
an even number of items, the
median is obtained by averag-
ing the two items closest to the
middle of the list.

Averages work pretty well in
data samples where the values
involved do not vary over a wide
range. However, in samples
containing wide variations of
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data, anyone large value can
change the average consider-
ably. In this kind of sample, a
median gives a better indica-
tion of the normal value in the
sample. The execution time
data is a prime example of a
sample with widely varying val-
ues. In some cases, one of the

microprocessors requires more
than 50 times as much execu-
tion time as another one run-
ning the same benchmark.

The indexes obtained from
the previous calculations are
then used to provide micropro-
cessor averages by category
and by benchmark. In my calcu-

lations, all of the benchmarks
and all of the categories have
been weigher! equally. I have
used averages for these calcu-
lations since the sample size (3
or 4) is too small to obtain a
good median, and because vari-
ation within individual micro-
processors is not nearly as
wide as the variation between
them.

Microprocessors Tested

Nine different microproces-
sors have been included in my
tests, along with a medium-
sized mainframe computer (IBM
370-145), which was tested for
use as a yardstick to measure
the micros. The 370-145 was
chosen as the IBM representa-
tive since it is about in the mid-
dle of IBM's combined 360/370
product line. The 370-145 in-
struction execution time fig-
ures are taken directly from ta-
bles in the 370-145 Functional
Characteristics Manual.

Within the microprocessors,
the test includes two 16-bit
models (9900 and DEC LSI-11),
one 12-bit model (6100) and six
8-bit models (Z-80, 6502, 6800,
8080, '1802 and SC/MP). The
LSI-11 as tested includes an op-
tional extended arithmetic fea-
ture.

Undoubtedly, I have left out

0100
0100: 0201 0300
0104: 0202 0400
0108: 06AO 0200

01OC: 10FF

0300
0400

2342 MICROSECONDS
11 INSTRUCTIONS
30 BYTES

9900 BLOCK MOVE SUBROUTINE AND CALLING SEQUENCE

START ORG
Ll
Ll
BL

(0100
Rl, FROM
R2,TO
@MOVE

SET PROGRAM ORIGIN
LOAD ADDRESS OF SOURCE FJELD
AND ADDRESS OF DESTINATION FIELD
CALL MOVE SUBROUTINE

0200 ORG (0200
0200 : cocz MOVE MOV R2. R3 SAVE DESTINATION FIELD ADDRESS
0202: 0204 0001) Ll R4, (DODO LOAD ASCII CARRIAGE RETURN

0206: DCBl MOVEl MOVB *Rl+,*R2+ MOVE A BYTE AND INCREMENT POINTERS
0208 : 9111 CB *Rl,R4 IS NEXT BYTE A CARRIAGE RETURN?
02GA: 10FD JNE MOVEl LOOP BACI( IF NOT

020C: 0484 NOVB R4.*R2+ STORE ASCII CR IN DESTINATION FIELD
020E: 6083 S RJ, R2 CALCULATE NUMBER OF BYTES MOVED
0210: 0458 B *R11 EXIT SUBROUTINE

9900 block move subroutine and calling sequence.

·.------CALLING SEQUENCE

·.------ENO OF ROUTINE

END JMP END LOOP

*------DATA AREAS·FROM EQU (0300
TO EOU (0400

~;OURCE FIELD
DESTINATION FIELD

·*------BLOCK HOVE SUBROUTINE



MicruNET
It's off and running. And delivering

as promised.
What is MicroNET?
It is the personal computing
service Of CompuServe,
Incorporated. CompuServe is a
nationwide commercial time
sharing computer network with
large-scale mainframes.
MicroNET allows the personal
computer user access to
CompuServe's large computers,
software and disc storage
during off-peak hours (from
6 PM to 5 AM weekdays, all day
on Saturdays, Sundays and
most holidays).

What do I get?
You can use our powerful
processors with X-Basic,
Fortran, Pascal, Macro-1 0, AI D
or APl. You get 128K bytes of
storage free (just access it at
least once a month). Software
includes games-including
networking multi-player games
-personal, business and
educational programs.

In addition, there is the
MicroNET National Bulletin
Board for community affairs,

for sale and wanted notices and
the MicroNET Electronic Mail
System for personal messages
to other MicroNET users. You
can even sell software via
MicroNET.

NEW! MicroQUOTE, a
security information
system for corporate
stocks and public debt.
NEW! MicroNET Soft-
ware Exchange with
dozens of new
programs available for
downloading to your
personal computer at a
specified charge.
NEW! Executive pro-
grams for TRS-80, Apple
II and CP/M systems (so
your machine and ours
can talk to each other
error-free). You can
switch between terminal
and local mode while
on line.

What do I have to have to
use MicroNET?
The standard 300 baud modem.
MicroNET has local phone

service in most major cities (see
below) and a reduced phone
charge in over a hundred others.

What is the cost?
We've saved the best for last.
There is a one-time hook-up
charge of only $9.00! Operating
time-billed in minutes to your
VISA or MasterCharge card-is
only $5.00 an hour.

Want more information?
Good. Write to us at the address
below. We'll send you a full
packet of information about
MicroNET.
CompuServe

Personal Computing Division
Dept. K

••.••C155 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220

MicroNET is available via local phone calls
in the following cities: Akron, Atlanta,
Boston, Canton, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Dayton,
Denver, Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis,
Los Angeles, Louisville, Memphis, West
Caldwell (NJ), New York, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Stamford (CT),
St. Louis, Toledo, Tucson and
Washington, D.C.

Access to the MicroNET service is avail-
able in 153 other cities for an additional
charge of $4.00 per hou r.

V ReaderService-see page 227

i1 ••• but the really impressive stuff is in the bec« room."
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# TABLE LOOKUP *=======+=======
I A I
-+-

I
I

+-------+-------+
GET A

TABLE ENTRY
t-------t-------t

GET VALUE
I TO BE
I SEARCHED FOR
+-------+-------+

I
I

t-------t-------t
I SAVE IN DUMMY I
I ENTRY AT END I
IOF SEARCH TABLE I
+-------+-------+

I

+-------t-------t
POINT TO

NEXT ENTRY
t-------t-------+

+-------t-------+
SET POINTER I

I TO BEGINNING I
IOF SEARCH TABLEI
+-------+-------+

_-- DOES NO
1_ TABLE ENTRY _+---)1 A I

--_ MATCH _--

I A I

# BLOCK MOVE
=======+=======

t-------t-------t
ISET UP POINTERS I
I TO SOURCE AND I
I DESTINATION I

FIELDS I
t-------t-------+

----t----
I MOVE \
1------------- \

( CALL BLOCK I
\ MOVE I
\SUBROUTINE I

----t----

END

_--WAS MATCH--_ YES ===============
I_MADE ON DUMMY _+---)# ERROR

--_ ENTRY _-- •••••••••••••••

I NO
I

I GET CORRE- I
I SP;ONDING ENTRY I
I FROM DATA TABLE I
+-------+-------+

I
I=======t=======

# END *

Flowcharts for table lookup and block move routines.

somebody's favorite micropro-
cessor. In most cases, this was
because I couldn't find any in-
formation regarding the micro-
processor's instruction set. I
would be interested in hearing
from anyone having informa-
tion pertaining to any of the mi-
croprocessors I haven't tested.

Now we come to the question
of microprocessor clock fre-
quency. My first idea concern-
ing clock frequency was to use
the highest possible frequency
for each of the microproces-
sors. However, some micropro-
cessors have reached such
great speeds that expensive
memory chips are required in
order to keep up with them. I be-
lieve that this expense and the
scarcity of these parts on the
hobbyist market rule out their
use for the average hobbyist.
Therefore, I have chosen in
each case the highest possible
clock frequency that allows the
use of memory chips in the 200-
250 nanosecond access time
range.

The actual clock frequencies
chosen were LSI-11, 350 nano-
second micro-cycle; 9900, 3
MHz clock frequency; Z-80, 4
MHz clock frequency; 6502, 2
MHz clock frequency; 6800, 2
MHz clock frequency; 8080, 4
MHz clock frequency; 6100, 8
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MOVE

CLEAR
BYTE COUNT

+-------+-------+

+---------->1
I I
t +-------+-------+
I I MOVE A I
I BYTE
I +-------+-------+
I
I
I +-------+-------+

11\ INCREMENT
POINTERS

+-------+-------+

+-------+-------+
INCREMENT
BYTE COUNT

+-------+------- +
I

+
_--WAS--_

NO _-- ASCII
+(--+_ C.R. JUST _I

--_ MOVED _--

I YES
I

=======+=====:::=
# EXIT

rithms used for the bench-
marks. Since the microproces-
sors have such widely ranging
capabilities, the actual logic
used for some of the bench-
mark routines coded may vary
from the logic shown in the
flowcharts. Readers who wish
to obtain assembly listings of

MHz clock frequency; 1802,6.4
MHz clock frequency; and
SC/MP, 1 microsecond micro-
cycle.

The Flowcharts

I have included flowcharts
for each of the benchmarks to
aid in understanding the algo-

• JUMP TABLE=======+=======

+-------+-------+
GET STATE

WORD
+-------+-------+

+-------+-------+
I MULTIPLY BY I
I NUMBER OF BYTES I
I IN JUMP I
I TABLE ENTRY I
+-------+-------+

+-------+-------+
I SET POINTER = [
I JUMP TABLE I
I ADDRESS PLUS I
I PREVIOUS RESULT I
+-------+-------+

+-------+-------+
I GET JUMP TABLE
I ENTRY THAT
I POINTER IS

POINTING TO+-------+-------+

I JUMP TO
I ADDRESS CON- I
ITAINED IN JUMP I
I TABLE ENTRY I
+-------+------.-+

=======+=======
• END #

MUL TIPLY

+-------+-------+
GET MUL TI-
PLICAND AND
MUL TIPLIER+-------+-------+

MPY/-------------\
( CALL MULTIPLY I
\ SUBROUTINE /
\ I

----+----
I
I=======+=======

# END #

MPY

+-------+-------+
t STORE NUL TI-
I PLIER IN LOW
I ORDER WORD
I OF PRODUCT
+-------+------- +

+-------+-------+
I SET COUNTER I
I • NUMBER OF I
I BITS IN A I
I WORD I-+-------+-------+

+-------+-------+
I SHIFT RIGHT I
I LOW ORDER WORD I
I OF PRODUCT I
I (MULTIPLIER I I
+-------+-------+

I B I

the benchmarks should con-
tact the author.

The Results

The ease of programming fig-
ures conflicts with my own im-
pressions of programming ease
in three cases-the Z-80, 8080
and SC/MP. All three of these
microprocessors are more diffi-
cult to program than the figures
indicate, because of the "spe-
cial case" nature of their in-
structions and registers. The
Z-80 is the worst offender.

Programming the Z-80 in as-
sembly language is difficult be-
cause of the plethora of in-
structions available, each of
them with its own idiosyncra-
cies. For example, the jump ta-
ble benchmark appears to be a
good place to use one of the
Z-80 index registers. However,
an attempt to do so results in a
slower, larger program than the
alternative method using only
8080 instructions. In cases
where maximum efficiency is
desired using the Z-80, it seems
that the solution must be coded
at least three different ways in
order to find the most efficient
approach.

The 8080 has this same prob-
lem, although to a lesser de-
gree because there are fewer

I B I

_-- CURRENT --_ NO
1_ MULTIPLIER _+--->+

--_BIT· L-- I

I YES
I I

+-------+-------+ [
I ADD MULTIPLI- I
I CAND TO HIGH \ I I
I ORDER WORD I
I OF PRODUCT I
+-------+-------+

1(-----------+
I+-------+-------+

SHIFT RIGHT
DOUBLE-WORD I
PRODUCT (AND I
MUL TIPLIERI I

+-------+-------+
I+-------+-------+

I DECREMENT
I COUNTER+-------+-------+

NO
1_ RESULT· D _+--->1 B I

I YES
I=======+=======

# EXIT

Flowcharts for jump table and multiply routines.



instructions and fewer regis-
ters to choose from. The 8080's
main problem is that its gener-
al-purpose register pairs are
not general. The HL pair is the
most useful, but DE,is also use-
ful because its contents can be
exchanged with HL. The BC
pair is the least useful because
its contents can't be exchanged
with any other register pair.
This lack of generality leads to
a lot of data switching between
registers, which complicates
the programming process.

The SC/MP has a few fea-
tures that make programming
difficult, especially for some-
body who has never pro-
grammed one before. Using the
relative addressing mode, the
offset is calculated, not from
the first byte of the next in-
struction (as in other micropro-
cessors), but from the second
byte of the current instruction.

The only way the SC/MP has
to make subroutine calls is by
exchanging one of the pointer
registers with the Program
Counter. This exchange causes
the microprocessor to jump
one byte past the address for-
merly contained in the pointer
register. There is no provision
for branching in response to a
carry or overflow condition. The
only way to do this is to copy
the status into the accumulator,
mask the bit you are interested
in and then branch according to
the zero or nonzero condition in
the accumulator. Altogether,
the SC/MP is not really that
hard to program, but it certainly

34 10 2.12523 14 9 1.647

1
1 EASE OF PROGRAMMING(IN NUMBER OF INSTRUCTlON~:)
1

1 TABLE LOOKUP BLOCK MOVE JUMP TABLE MULTIPLY
1

PROCESSOR1 NO. RANK INDEX NO. JANK INDEX NO. RANK INDEX NO. RANK INDEX_________ 1 _

1 1 1 1
370-145 1 .762 1 13 .867 1 .588 1 .125

1
LSI-ll .762 11 .733 1 .353 .125

1
9900 .762 11 .733 1 .471 .125

1
280 .857 11 .733 1 11 7 1.294 15 .938

1
6502 .857 16 6 1.067 1 8 .941 17 6 1.063

1
6800 12 6 1.143 16 6 1.067 1 6 1.059 14 .875

1
8080 12 6 1.143 14 .933 1 11 7 1.294 19 7 1.188

1
6100 24 9 2.286 33 10 2.200 1 .941 25 8 1.563

1
1802 24 9 2.286 8 1.533

26 9 1.733 14 9 1.647SCIMP 18 8 1.714

15 8.5MEDI AN 10.5 16

is different from the other mi-
croprocessors.

I'm sure one of the big ques-
tions in your mind is "Why
didn't the 370-145 do any better
than it did?" Even though it did
achieve #1 in execution time
and #1 overall, the margin is a
lot narrower than was expected.
The main reason seems to be
that my benchmarks barely
scratch the surface of the 370's
capabilities.

For example, in the table
lookup benchmark, while most
of the microprocessors had
8-bit table entries, the 370 had
32-bit entries. Also, while many
microprocessors had to be con-
cerned with fitting the tables in
a 256-byte page, the 370 pro-
gram would run with table sizes
of 1 million bytes or more. The
same thing holds true in the

block-move and jump-table
benchmarks. The only place
where full use of the 370's capa-
bilities has been made is in the
multiplication benchmark,
where the 370-145's execution
time was about 1/15 of the aver-
age microprocessor's execu-
tion time (when prorated to 8
bits).

The LSI-11 placed #1 in both
ease of programming and mem-
ory utilization. In my opinion,
this is due to the LSI-11's exten-
sive addressing modes and true
general-purpose registers. The
370 also has true general-pur-
pose registers but lacks the
LSI-11's addressing flexibility. I
believe that the LSI-11's' in-
struction set is the best of any
of the microprocessors for hob-
byist applications.

The only thing that the LSI-11

TABLE LOOKUP

MEMORYUTILIZATION (IN BYTES)

BLOCK MOVE JUMP TABLE MULTIPLY

PROCESSOR1 NO. RANK INDEX NO. RANK INDEX NO. RANK INDEX NO. RANK INDEX
--- 1 -------------------------------------- _

1 1
370-145 1 32 8 1.231 42 9 1.377 1 14 6 1.037 .281

1
LSI-ll 26 5 1.000 3D .984 1 10 .741 .281

1
9900 26 5 1.000 30 .984 1 12 .889 .281

1
280 18

6502 21

6800 25

8080 24

6100 36 10 1. 385

1802 33 9 1.269

SetMP 27 7 1.038

MEDIAN 26 28.5

.692 1322 .721

.808 31 6 1. 016 18 8 1.333

.962 29 .951 18 8 1.333

.923 23 .754 13 .963

50 10 1. 639 12

32 7 1.049 16 7 1. 185

38 8 1.246 21 10 1.556

30.5 13.5

.963 26 .912

32 7 1.123

26 .912

31 6 "1.087

.889 38 8 1.333

44 9 1. 54 3

50 10 1.754

32 9 2.000

lacks is speed. Except for the
multiplication benchmark, the
LSI-11 placed #6 out of 10 in the
execution time ratings, well be-
hind the four popular 8-bit mi-
croprocessors.

The 9900's performance
closely parallels that of the LSI-
11. The 9900 also gets high
marks for ease of programming
and memory utilization, and
low ones for speed. The 9900's
instruction set is similar to that
of the LSI-11, except that the
9900 has more registers and
less addressing modes. Lack of
speed in the 9900's case is
clearly traced to its architec-
ture, which places the general-
purpose registers in external
memory. This requires a mem-
ory access each time a register
is referenced.

The Z-80's excellent perfor-
mance in the table-lookup and
block-move benchmarks is due
to specific instructions in the
Z-80 instruction set that deal
with these tasks. The special
block-move instructions didn't
really help all that much, since
the 8080 placed #2 in the block
move without them. The Z-80
did well in the memory utiliza-
tion comparison, due to its reg-
ister-orientedinstruction set,
which includes many 1- and
2-byte instructions. The Z-80
also did well in execution time,
although behind the 6502.

This brings on the question:
"How can a microprocessor
with a 2 MHz clock run faster
than another with a 4 MHz
clock?" The answer is that there
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EXECUTION TIME (1 N MICROSECONDS)

1 TABLE LOOKUP BLOCK MOVE JUMP TABLE MUL TIPLY
1

PROCESSOR 1 TIME RANK INDEX TIME RANK INDEX TIME RANK INDEX TIME RANK INDEX
________ - 1 - _ - - - - - - - -----

370-145 109 .813 1027 .621

19 6 1.086159 6 1.187 1876 6 1.135

23 8 1.314

LSI-11

193 8 1.440 2342 8 1.417

14 .800

9900

98 .731 1200 .726Z80 15 .857

81 .604 1169 .7076502

6800 99 .739 1430 .865

21 7 1.200

16 .914

107 .799 1233 .7468080 16 .914

1802

224 9 1.672 2824 9 1.708

35 9 2.000173 7 1.291 1963 7 1.188

6100

.457 .056

37 .411

14 .156

93 6 1.033

85 .944

87 .967

130 7 1.444

154 8 1.711

709 10 5.291 6988 10 4.227 156 10 8.914 1242 10 13.80

268 9 2.978

SC/MP

MEDIAN 134 1653 17.5 90

is more to microprocessor
speed than clock frequency.
The Z-80 makes a memory refer-
ence once every three or four
clock cycles in most cases,
whereas the 6502 (and 6800)
makes a memory reference
once every clock cycle. There-
fore, a Z-80 running at 4 MHz
makes memory references at
an average rate of 1.2 MHz.

This explains the difference
in execution time performance.
This also explains why a 6502
needs faster memory chips
than a Z-80 running at the same
clock frequency. However, since
the Z-80 has so many registers,
fewer memory references are
necessary than for the 6502.
This factor brings the Z-80 exe-
cution time figures closer to
those of the 6502.

The 6502's strongest point is
speed. This has already been
documented by recent bench-
mark comparisons of BASIC in-
terpreters, which showed the 2
MHz 6502s ahead of the 4 MHz
Z-80s. This speed is partly due
to the 6502's two versatile in-
dex registers. When indexing,
the 6502 calculates an effective
address by adding the contents
of an 8-bit index register to a
16-bit offset. This facilitates us-
ing a table address as the off-
set and varying the index regis-
ter to scan the table. This capa-
bility allows the 6502 to outper-
form the Z-80 in the table-look-
up benchmark, even though the
Z-80 has special block-search
instructions.

The 6502 did not do as well in
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the ease of programming and
memory utilization figures. The
main reason for this is that the
6502 only has three 8-bit regis-
ters (one accumulator and two
index registers). This means
that the 6502 must rely on mem-
ory more heavily than the 8080
or Z-80. This leads to longer pro-
grams since a memory refer-
ence instruction must contain
one or two additional bytes in
order to define the memory ad-
dress referenced. Another
drawback is that the 6502 has
no 16-bit registers. This makes
passing address parameters to
subroutines difficult.

Much of what has been said
about the 6502 can also be said
about the 6800. The 6800 seems
to be a much better micropro-
cessor than most people give it
credit for. Indeed, the poor per-
formance of the 6800 BASIC in-
terpreters currently available is

not so much a reflection of the
6800's performance as it is a re-
flection of the lack of effort
spent on 6800 software. When
indexing, the 6800 calculates
an effective address by adding
the contents of the single 16-bit
index register to an 8-bit offset.
This scheme does not allow a
table address to be used as an
offset. This effectively limits
the index register to simply be-
ing a pointer (like HL in the
8080).

For the table-lookup and
block-move benchmarks I have
used the 16-bit stack poi nter to
augment the index register. No-
tice that the code used for
these benchmarks will not work
if interrupts are enabled on the
6800. These benchmarks could
be coded using only the index
register, but with less efficien-
cy. Even with help from the
stack pointer, the 6800 placed

somewhat behind the 6502 in
the table-lookup and block-
move benchmarks. This is due
to the awkwardness of the
6800's index register. In the
multiplication benchmark, the
6800 placed ahead of the 6502.
The 6800's dual accumulators
give it more versatility than the
6502 in this type of processing.

The 8080 places behind the
6800 in the overall figures. The
8080's strong point is memory
utilization. This is due to the
number of registers and regis-
ter reference instructions avail-
able. Since these instructions
are only 1 byte long, the result-
ing code takes up little mem-
ory. One reason for the gap be-
tween the 8080's and the Z-80's
performance figures is the
bottleneck created around the
8080's accumulator and HL reg-
ister pair.

The Z-80 has Sidestepped
these problems by introducing
index registers to relieve the HL
bottleneck and bit manipula-
tion and shifting instructions,
which give the other registers
some of the versatility previ-
ously reserved for the accumu-
lator. The accumulator bottle-
neck is most obvious in the
multiplication benchmark,
which happens to be the 8080's
worst benchmark.

The 6100 is an unusual micro-
processor that emulates the
old PDP-8 instruction set. It is a
CMOS chip, which means that
power consumption is low, but
speed is not overwhelming.
One problem the 6100 has is
that each word holds two char-
acters, but there is no charac-

AVERAGES BY BENCHMA~'K

BLOCK MOVE JUMP TABU

.756 .930

TABLE LOOKUP MULTIPLY

.948 .961

PROCESSOR [ RANK INDEX RANK .INDEX RANK INDEX RANK INDEX
--- 1 -------------------------------------- _

1 1 1 1
370-145 1 .935, 1 5 .955 .694 .154

1
LS!-ll I .983 .951 .727 .272

1
9900 1 1.067 1.045 .891 .187

1

Z80 1 .760 .727 1.038 5 .961

.955 .811

6502

6800

8080

6100

1802

SCIMP 10 2.681

1.781 1. 849

1.025 1.043

1.615 1. 257

1.102 .918

10 2.402 10 4.039

1.240
1.010 1.536

1. 611 2.215
10 5.851
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ter addressing. This accounts
for the 6100's poorshowing on
the block-move benchmark.

Another limitation is that the
6100 only has two registers,
and only one of these can be
loaded directly from memory.
Considering this limitation, it is
remarkable that the 6100 per-
forms as well as it does. The
6100 has a paging scheme that
complicates programming
somewhat and takes up addi·
tional memory space for ad-
dress constants. The 6100's
best benchmark is the jump
table. Its versatile indirect ad-
dressing is largely responsible.

The 6100's instruction set
has a few unusual features that
make it difficult to learn. In·
stead of a load instruction, the
6100 uses an add. This is possi-
ble because the 6100 store
clears the accumulator after it
stores. After you get used to
these features, the 6100 is fairly
easy to program.

The 1802 is another CMOS
microprocessor, with the typi-
cal CMOS characteristics of
low power consumption and
mediocre speed. The 1802 has
two major problems that are to
blame for its poor showing in
the comparisons: No memory
access can be made unless the
address is contained in one of
the 16 general-purpose regis-
ters, and the only way to get an
address into one of the general-
purpose registers is to move it
there from the accumulator, 8

EXECUTION
TIME

AVERAGES BY CATEGORY

EASE OF
PROGRAMMING

MEMORY
UTILIZATION

OVERALL

PROCESSOR I RANK INDEX RANK INDEX RANK INDEX RANK INDEX_________ 1 _

3 .586 .982 .685

.493 .752 .733

.523 .789 .798

.956 .822 .872

.982 1.070 .939

1.036 1. 040 .982

1.140 .932 1. 016

1.748 1. 312 1. 544

1.898 ·8 1. 262 1. 67 5

1. 774 10 1.399 10 3.744

370-145 .487

LSI-1i .955

9900 1.082

Z80 .837

6502 .764

6800 .871

8080 .976

6100 1. 573

1802 1. 864

SCIMP 10 8.058

bits at a time. This means that
the 1802 needs to execute five
instructions in order to do a
subroutine call or access a byte
of memory in the same manner
as other microprocessors. The
16 general·purpose registers
can only be used as pointers
(like HL in the 8080r No index-
ing capability is provided.

The 1802 seems to have a
problem that is the opposite of
the 370·145's problem in these
benchmarks: The benchmarks
are too complicated to repre-
sent what the 1802 was de-
siqned to do. Just what was the
1802 designed to do? Due to its
low power consumption, the
1802 makes an ideal dedicated
controller. In this kind of sys-
tem, the programs are small
enough that all of the subrou-

5

10

tine addresses and pertinent
memory addresses can be kept
in the 16 general-purpose regis-
ters. After the registers are set
up, they will never have to be
changed. Utilizing the 1802 in
this way allows for the creation
of efficient code. The 1802 was
not designed for use in big sys-
tems or as a number cruncher;
the benchmark results have
simply demonstrated this fact.

The SC/MP comes in last. It
doesn't do well in any category,
but its worst by far is execution

industrial uses, where micro-
processors may be placed in
thousands, perhaps millions, of
products. However, with 6502
and 8080 prices nearing $10,
there is no reason why the
SC/MP should be used in any
hobby applications .•
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. REAL GRAPHICS FOR PET

SHOWNWITH:
K-1007-1 INTERFACE
K-1008-P VISIBLE MEMORY
K1005-P 5 SLOTCARDFILE
K-1008-3C DRIVERSOFTWARE

MICRO TECHNOLOGY UNLIMITED
841 GALAXYWAY

POBOX 4596
MANCHESTER, NH 03108

(603) 627-1464 v-M44

• THE FLEXIBILITY YOU HAVE DREAMEDABOUT IS NOWAVAILABlEI
• 320 WIDE X 200 HIGH RESOLUTION
• EACH DOT INDIVIDUALLY ADDRESSABLE
• SOFTWARESUPPORT- LEVEL 1 GIVESGRAPHICS& TEXT CONTROLAT MACHINE
LANGUAGESPEEDBUT ACCESSABLEFROM BASIC BY GOSUBAND VARIABLE
STATEMENTS.

• DUAL PORT8K BYTE MEMORY ON BOARDALLOWS FULL USEOF MEMORY FOR
OTHERTASKS (SEE YOURPROGRAMSIN THEIR DIGITAL FORM IF YOU LlKEI)

• DOUBLESTHE MEMORY SIZE OF AN 8K PET .
• COMPLETELYTRANSPARENTSCREENRF.FRESH- NO SNOWOR BLINKING EVER-
THE PROPERWAY TO DO ITI

$99.00
$243.00
$80.00
$20.00

CALL ORWRITE FOROUR FULL LINE CATALOGOF PET
EXPANSIONPRODUCTS.
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Personal Information
Management System
For business and for pleasure. Increase your personal
capabilities ... save money •.. improve your ability
to plan ... locate important facts quickly. PIMS is a
ready-to-use information (data base) management
system for computers like the TRS-80, PET, etc. Have
your computer manage tax deductions. department
store charges, plan your day. Use it to keep your
mailing list, do simple accounts receivable and pay-
able. And much more! Includes easy-to-read manual
and source listing. Written by the SCELBI staff.

Only $9.95 No.1 0

Understanding Microcomputers
Accepted as the standard! 300 page
easy reading text. Explains exactly how
a microprocessor works. Intro to pro-
gramming in BASIC. Complete glossary.

Just $9.95 No.90

Introduction to
Low Resolution Graphics
Now you can produce amazing computer graphics -
even if you can't draw a straight line. Literally! Learn
how to draw lines and shapes, make graphs, draw
pictures and even do animations. The simple secrets
of how to do all this are contained in this new book
by Nat Wadsworth. You'll be able to produce a deck
of playing cards ... a clown that winks ... a foot-
ball grid '" and an animated football game. Also
tells how to synchronize computer-generated sounds
to your illustrations.

Just $9.95 No. 65

Microcomputer Potpourri
A pocket-size reference for the begin-
ner and pro alike. Full digest on under-
standing microcomputers. Data and dia-
grams on all the popular chips. Glossary.

Only $2.95 No. 70

Learn Micro-Computers
A new multi-media information package
for the beginner. You get Understanding
Microcomputers book plus high-quality
cassette. Great for self-study.

Just $14.95 No. 40

UNDERSTANDING
.MICROCOMPUTERS

;iod$.!lJ<1Uum1\ml!t
S%R1%~

MICRO
COMPUTER

POTPOURRI
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Calculating with
BASIC
Use your computer to calculate home mortgage pay-
ments, interest rates, payback periods and more!
Shows how to apply the BASIC language to practi-
cal problems and equations. Covers the fields of
mathematics, finance and statistics, mechanical
engineering and electronics. For fun, the games
of Hangman and Space Capture are provided. Written
by Raymond Guido. Ideal for the businessman,
scientist, engineer or student. Complete routines
are worked out and ready for you to use.

Just $7.95 No. 30

zaD Instruction Handbook
Convenient pocket size guide to the
powerful Z80 instruction set. Mac,hine
codespresented in octal and hex format.
Instructions alsoindexed alphabetically.

Only $4.95 No. 20

Free catalog
10 pagesof
books for
businessor
pleasure.

No. AA

zao
INSTRUCTION

HANDBOOK

v·Reader Service-see page 227

Z8~8080,6800&6502
Software Cookbooks
There's one for each of these popular microprocessors.
With the right SCELBI Gourmet Guide and Cook-
book, you'll be able to put together programs without
having to start from scratch. You'll have the most
useful routines at your command - already program-
med and ready-to-use. Search and sort routines. Many
general purpose utility routines. I/O and interrupt
programming. How to control and manipulate stacks.
Code and numeric conversion routines. Plus more!
For 6502, No. 99, $10.95; for 6800, No. 50, $10.95
for 8080, No. 60, $10.95; for Z80, No. 75, $14.95

•..••51 See SCELBI books at your favorite computer or
electronics store, or use coupon for direct mail.r-----------------------C SCELBI Publications;t 20 Hurlbut Street, Elmwood, CT 06110

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFO! Include $1.00 ship-
ping/handling charges for each item. Prices shown are for
North American customers. Master Charge, VISA, Postal
and Bank Money Orders preferred. Allow 4 weeks for
delivery.

DNo.10
DNa. 50
DNo.75

DNa. 20
DNo.60
DNo.90

DNo.30
DNo.65
DNo.99

DNo.40
DNo.70
DNa. AA

Name (pleaseprint) _

Card No.
Bank No. Exp. Date _
Address _
City/State _
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Uppercase/Lowercase
Utility for the TRS·80

This program solves TRS-80uppercase/lowercase problems and offers additional features.

Allan J. Domuret
7825 Willowcrest Way
Fair Oaks CA 95628

After my word-processing ar-
ticle ("A TRS-80/Selectric

Word Processor") was published
in the June 1979 issue of Kilo-
baud Microcomputing, I received
much correspondence that indi-
cated that there is still a good
deal of interest out there for an
upper/lowercase capability for
the TRS-80. Having been ad-
dicted to this microcomputer
hobby for about a year and hav-
ing been exposed to most of the
upperllowercase conversion in-
structions that appeared at one
time or another in a variety of mi-
crocomputer magazines, I was
under the mistaken impression
that upperllowercase modifica-
tion instructions, both hardware
and software, were widely and
readily available. Clearly, I was
mistaken.

I have also become painfully
aware that many of the upperl
lowercase instructions pub-
lished in some magazines con-

tained errors or suffered from
other shortcomings. Among the
most obvious problems were
(and shll are, in some cases)
shift-to-type lowercase and no-
shift-to-type uppercase and ln-
verted printer output where the
printer outputs uppercase for a
lowercase character and vice
versa. The accompanying pro-
gram eliminates <;III of these
problems.

In addition to solving the tra-
ditional upper/lowercase prob-
lems, my software program
(UPRLWR) sports some addi-
tional useful features:

1. Printer Echo as an option.
2. Upper only or upper/lower-

case as options.
3. Automatic line feed (as re-

quired by some printers) as an
option.

4. Each of these three op-

Command Option

Printer Echo
Upper/Lowercase
Automatic line teed

POKE&H4018.1
POKE&H4019.1
POKE&H401A.1

Example 1.

Program listing.

00010 ;UPRLWR/CMD. AN UPPER/LOWER CASE PROGRAM FOR
THE TRS-80 WITH ADDITIONAL FEATURES.

00020 ;IF UPRLWR IS TO CONTROL THE LINE PRINTER
DURING PRINT OUT OF EDTASM (E.G., A/NO/LP), IT MUST BE LOADED TO
RAM BELOW EDTASM'S

00030 ;START ADDRESS OF 6S00H. THIS IS BECAUSE
EDTASM WILL OVERWRITE UPRLWR WHEN IT IS ASSEMBLING A PROGRAM AND
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tions can be turned on or off at
will with a simple POKE xxxxx,y
statement. There is no need to
reload the UPRLWR program to
do this.

5. Limits printer output to 64
characters per line (a carriage
return is automatically inserted
after the 64th character). This
can also be changed with a
POKE statement. The intent
here is to solve the LUST prob-
lem, in which the printer head at-
tempts to print along BASIC in-
struction line as a continuous
line without a carriage return.

There is also a variety of ways
to install the necessary upperl
lowercase hardware cornpo-
nents.ln an effort to standardize
the hardware component re-
quirements, I wrote this pro-
gram to be compatible with the
hardware components as util-
ized by the Electric Pencil. I

POKE16512.1 (inslead 01 &H4018)
POKE16513.1 (instead 01&H4019)
POKE 16514.1 (instead 01 &H401A)

Example 2.

POKE - 32.80 (48K users)
POKE - 16416.80 (32K users)
POKE32736.80 (16K users)

Example 3.

adopted this approach for two
reasons. First, it is probably the
simplest and cheapest modifi-
cation to install, requiring only a
2102A memory chip, an SPDT
miniature switch and a bit of
wire. Second, the widespread
use of the Electric Pencil suq-
gests that its upperllowercase
hardware modification should
be adopted as a standard.

Using UPRLWR

UPRLWR is a system program
that resides in upper memory.
For different memory configura-
tions, change the ORG address
in the accompanying machine-
language listing to BF10H or
7F10H for 32K or 16K, respec-
tively.

When UPRLWR is loaded. it
automatically changes the vec-
tor addresses in the video and
printer device control blocks
(DCB) at memory locations 401 E
hex and 4026 hex, respectively.
Before calling up BASIC, be sure
to set memory size to 65290 for
48K, 48910 for 32K or 32520 for
16K.

To load the program tape
while in BASIC, type,SYSTEM,
followed by the filename, UPR-
LWR. When the tape is loaded
and the prompt appears, hit the
slash. Disk users should call up
UPRLWR/CMD or whatever file-
name they have selected. (Note
that when punching in the pro-
gram with EDTASM, tape users



should put in an execution ad-
dress of 1A 19H for the BASIC re-
entry point, and disk users
should put in an execution ad-
dress of 4EOOH for the DOS exe-
cution point. These addresses
should be put into the last in-
struction line after the END in-
struction, as explained in the
comment at the end of the in-
struction tlne.)

When UPRLWR is initially
loaded, it will not do anything. It
is necessary to turn the three
available options on or off with a
POKE command as shown in Ex-
ample 1.

To turn off any of the options,
POKE a 0 instead of a 1. For ex-
ample, to turn off Printer Echo,
POKE&H4018,0. Follow the
same procedure for turning off
the other options. Note: These
three POKEs are identical, re-
gardless of the TRS-80 memory
configuration (16K, 32K or 48K).

Non-disk users must change
these hex address references
for the POKE commands to deci-
mal form as shown in Example
2.

One of the useful features of
UPRLWR is its solution to the
BASIC LLIST problem. UPRLWR
will automatically insert a car-
riage return after the 64th
printed character, thus eliminat-
ing the LLIST problem in which
the print head travels to the far
right and pounds away on a long
BASIC instruction line. This fea'
ture will be in effect at all times
as long as UPRLWR is function-
ing. If more or less than 64 char-
acters per line are desired, a
POKE to decimal location - 32,
followed by the desired number
of characters per line (in dec-
imal), is required. For exam-
ple, to change printer output to
80 characters per line, see
Example 3.

Putting UPRLWR on Disk

TRSDOS 2.2 users should em-
ploy either the TAPEDISK or
DUMP utility to put UPRLWR on
disk. Follow the instructions in
your TRSDOS manual.The start,
end and execute addresses can
be determined either by reading
them directly when assembling
the machine-language program
with EDTASM or with a suitable
disassembler or monitor such
as RSM2 or TBUG.

To transfer UPRLWR to disk
with NEWDOS (assuming you
do not have the NEWDOS disk
version of EDT ASM, which sup-
ports assembly directly to disk),
use the LMOFFSET routine.
Read the tape in with LMOFF-
SET, which will, in turn, advise
that the start-end-execute ad-
dresses (for 48K users) are 401 E,
FFF8 and 4EOO, respectively_
Disregard these figures and pro-
ceed as follows:

1. Load the object tape in
with LMOFFSET.

2. Do not attempt to modify
the load address as prompted
by LMOFFSET_ Bypass this
LMOFFSET choice by hitting
ENTER.

3. Answer "YES" to suppress
the appendage. The appendage,
which is normally attached to a
machine-language program to
relocate it to low RAM for opera-
tion, is not needed for high RAM
machine-language programs.

4. Do not disable interrupts.
Typically this 01 is not used un-
less the appendage is not sup-
pressed.

5. Create the disk file with
your choice of filename.

If you use or plan to use the
Electric Secretary (ES) BASIC
word processor (put out by The
Peripheral People, PO Box 542,
Mercer Island WA 98040), you no
doubt are aware that the ES
utilizes a hardware mod that dif-
fers from that required by the
Electric Pencil (EP). If you are us-
ing the ES and prefer not to in-
stall the two IC chip modifica-
tion as recommended in its
documentation, the controlling
software to make the ES com-
patible with the EP hardware
upperllowercase modification
can be derived from UPRLWR.ln
other words, it is possible to use
both the EP and the ES, as I do,
in upperllowercase with a com-
mon upperllowercase hardware
installation.

Perhaps it is worth mention-
ing that the ES, although written
in BASIC as opposed to the ma-
chine-language Electric Pencil,
has several capabilities that the
EP does not have. For example,
it has automatic hyphenation
(supplemented by a hyphena-
tion dictionary in memory), auto-
matic insertion of salutations or
name/address blocks for greatly

CRASH THE SYSTEM,
00040 ;THE FOLLOWING SEEMS TO WORK OK: CHANGE LINE

160 TO <ORG S200H),
00050 ;CHANGE THE LAST LINE TO, SIMPLY, <END). THE

UPRLWR PROGRAM WILL NOT HAVE AN EXECUTION ADDRESS, ASSEMBLE UPR-
LWR AND SAVE TO DISK

00060 ;FROM DOS, LOAD UPRLWR/CMD. IMPORTANT!! DO
NOT "RUN" UPRLWR. WITHOUT AN EXECUTION ADDRESS, IT IS .ONLY POS-
SIBLE TO

00070 ;"LOAD UPRLWR/C,\D" FROM DOS. NOTE ALSO THAT
I USED THIS TECHNIQUE WITH NEWDOS. I CAN'T PREDICT HOW IT \JILL
WORK WITH DOS 2,2

00080 ;THIS LISTING WAS COMPUTER-TYPED BY A TRS-80
DRIVEN SELECTRIC, NOTICE THE TYPED OUTPUT IS LIMITED TO 64

00090 ;CHARACTERS MAXIMUM PER LINE.
00100 ;UPRLWR IS A MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM FOR

TRS-80 UPPER/LOWER CASE, USING U/L HARDWARE AS REQUIRED BY THE
ELECTR IC PENC IL-

00110 ;AFTER PROGRAM IS LOADED, TURN ON ANY OF 3
OPTIONS: POKE&H4018,1 FOR PRINTER ECHO; POKE&H4019,1 FOR U/L;

00120 ;POKE&H401A,1 FOR AUTO LINE FEED AS REQUIRED
BY SOME LINE PRINTERS, POKE 0 (ZERO) INSTEAD OF 1 (ONE) TO TURN
OPTI ONS OF F,

00130 ;LINE PRINTER WILL OUTPUT 64 CHARACTERS PER
LINE, CHANGE THE '40H' IN LINE 01190 FOR SOMETHING OTHER THAN 64
CHARACTERS PER LINE

00140 ;TO CHANGE MEMORY RESIDENCE, CHANGE THE ORG
ADDRESS IN LINE 160, 48K USERS, LEAVE AS IS. 32K USERS, CHANGE
TO OBFlOH.
FF 10
FF1D FS
FF11 3A1840
FF14 FEOI
FF16 2006
FF18 79
FF19 C5
FFlA CD3BOO
FF1D C1
FF1E 3A1940
FF21 FEOI
FF23 2804
FF2S F1
FF26 C3S804
FF29 Fl
FF2A DD6E03
FF2D 006604
FF30 OA9A04
FF33 007EOS
FF36 B7
FF37 2801
FF39 77
FF3A 79
FF3B FE80
FF30 D2A604
FF40 FE20
FF42 3011
FF44 3A0838
FF47 E680
FF49 2806
FF4B 79
FF4C F640
FF4E C37D04
FFSI 79
FFS2 C3060S
FFSS FE40
FFS7 DA7004
FF5A FE60
FFSC 3005
FFSE F620
FF60 C37D04
FF63 E6SF
FF6S C37D04
FF68 3A1940
FF6B FE01
FF6D 2014
FF6F 79
FF70 FE41
FF 72 380E
FF74 FE7A
FF76 300A
FF78 FE5B
FF7A 3804
FF7C FE20
FF7E 3802
FF80 EE10
FF82 4F
FF8l 3A1A40
FF86 FE01
FF88 2806
FF8A CDC9FF
FF8D Cl800S
FF90 79
FF91 FEOD
FF93 280B
FF95 FEOA
FF97 CAAOFF
FF9A CDC9FF
FF90 C38DOS
FFAO 110020
F FA3 1 B
FFA4 7A
FFA5 B3
FFA6 20FB
FFA8 3EOD
FFAA CDC9FF
FFAO 32E8l7
FFBO 110020
FFBl 1B
FF B4 7 A
FFB5 B3
FFB6 20FB
FFB8 3EOA
FFBA l2E837
FFBD 110030
FFCO 1B
FFCI 7A
FFC2 Bl

00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00180
00190
00400
00410
00420
00430
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500
00510
00520
00530
00540
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00630
00640
00650
00660
00670
00680
00690
00700
00710
00720
00730
00740
00750
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800
00810
00820
00830
00840
00850
00860
00870
00880
00890
00900
00910
00920
00930
00940
00950
00960
00970
00980
00990
01000
01010
01020
01030

;16K USERS, CHANGE TO 7FIOH
. ORG OFF10H

VIDEO PUSH AF
LD A,(4018H)
CP 01
JR NZ,LwROFF
LD A,C
PUSH BC
CALL 003BH
POP BC

l\;ROFF LD A, (4019H)
CP 01
JR Z,UPRLWR
POP AF
JP 04S8H

UPRLWR POP AF
LO L,(lX+3)
LD H,(IX+4)
JP C,049AH
LD A,(IX+S)
OR A
JR Z,NOCHR
LD (HL),A

NOCHR LD A,C
CP 80H
JP NC,04A6H
CP 20H
JR NC,ASCII
LD A,(3808H)
AND 80H
JR Z,CNTRL
LD A,C
OR 40H
JP 047DH

CNTRL LD A,C
JP 0506H

ASCII CP 40H
JP C,047DH
CP 60H
JR NC,LOWER
OR 20H
JP 047DH

LOWER AND 5FH
JP D47DH

PRINT LD A,(4019H)
CP 01
JR NZ,NOTUL
LD A,C
CP 41H
JR C,NOTALF
CP 7AH
JR NC,NOTALF
CP SBH
JR C,INVERT
CP 20H
JR C,NOTALF

INVERT XOR 20H
NOTALF LD C,A
NOTUL LD A,(401AH)

CP 01
JR Z,AUTDLF
CALL COUNT
JP OS8DH

AUTOLF LD A,C
CP ODH
JR Z,NULL
CP OAH
JP Z,NULL
CALL COUNT
JP 058DH

NULL LD DE,2000H
LOOPI DEC DE

LD A,D
OR E
JR NZ,LOOPI
LD A,ODH
CALL COUNT
LD (37E8H),A
LD DE,2000H

LOOP2 DEC DE
LD A,D
OR E
JR NZ,LOOP2
LD A,OAH
LD (37E8H),A
LD DE,3000H

LOOP3 DEC DE
LD A,D
OR E
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gram (UPRLWR) requires the
hardware modification as util-
ized by the Electric Pencil. For
those of you who do not have
the Electric Pencil and want a
copy of the upperllowercase
hardware installation instruc-
tions, send me $2.50 to cover the
cost of handling. copying and
mailing for a copy. And for those
of you who are not into machine-
language programming. send
$8.00 for a copy of the software.
guaranteed to load and run.
(Specify memory. 16K. 32K or
48K). If you purchase the ma-
chine-language tape. I will in-
clude a free copy of the EP up-
per/lowercase hardware instal-
lation instructions. if re-
quested .•

simplified printout of form let-
ters and automatic modification
of printer format anywhere in
the midst of text (e.g., double-to-
single space and back again
without stopping the printer
and/or indentation of left and
right margins with left and right
justification as is often required
for quotes or for emphasizing
short paragraphs in text).

If anyone needs help in modi-
fying the ES software to corn-
patibility with the EP upper/low-
ercase hardware components,
contact me direct by mail or
phone.

As has already been men-

tioned, the upper/lowercase
software option in the accorn-
panying rnachine-Ianquaqe pro-

FFC3 20FB
FFC5 OEOD
FFC7 C9
FFC8 00
FFC9 79
FFCA FEOA
FFCC 380A
FFCE FEOE
FFDO 3006
FFD2 AF
FFD3 32C8FF
FFD6 18lF
FFD8 FE20
FFDA 381B
FFDC 3AC8FF
FFDF FE40
TRS PER LI NE
FFE1 2010
FFE3 AF
FFE4 32C8FF
FFE7 2A2640
FFEA C5
FFEB OEOD
FFEO COO COO
FFFO C1
FFF 1 1806
FFF3 3C
FFF4 32C8FF
FFF7 79
FFF8 C9
40lE
40lE 10FF
4026
4026 6aFF
4EOO
R DISK ONLY.

01040
01050
01060
01070
01080
01090
01100
01110
01120
01130
01140
01150
01160
011 70
01180
01190
01200
01210
01220
01230
01240
01250
01260
01270
01280
01290
01300
01310
01320
013 30
01340
01350
01360
01370

JR
LD
RET

BUFF OEFB
COUNT LO

CP
JR
CP
JR
XOR
LO
JR

SPACE CP
JR
LD
CP

NZ,LOOP3
C,ODH
00
A,C
OAH
C,SPACE
OEH
NC,SPACE
A
(BUFF),A
PRNT
20H
C, PRNT
A,(BUFF)
40H ;NUMBER CHRC

JR
XOR
LD
LD
PUSH
LD
CALL
POP
JR

COUIHR INC
LD
LD
RET
ORG 40lEH
DEFW VIDEO
ORG 4026H
DEFW PR INT
END 4EOOH

TAPE USERS, REPLACE WITH

NZ,COUNTR
A
(BUFF),A
HL, (4026H)
BC
C,ODH
OOOCH
BC
COUNT
A
(BUFF),A
A,CPRNT

;4EOOH IS FQ
1A19H

CASSETIE
DUPLICATION

TRS-BO USERSI ••IIIIIENII.II
USERS!

REALTIME CLOCK MODULE '529.95
Operate a realtime clock without the Radio Shack
Expansion tnterface. Simple three wire hookup.
Uses a crystal timebase for maximum accuracy.
Also available: RTC-2. Same as above but plugs
into expansion connector. RTC-Z. ". $49.95

TRS-80 (I& 11).PET,APPLE.KIM.ATARI

Quality. software duplication is more
than copying cassettes. Microsette du-
plication uses a proprietary high speed
duplicator designed specifically for
computer program duplication. The fin-
ished products are of consistent quality.
guaranteed to load. Minimum order is
100 with discounts for higher quanti-
ties. Call (415) 968-1604 for details.

Read
,:)"UTODIALER. ~13.95 PEEl II iii

The Unofficial OSI Users Journal

Now your TRS-80 can dial your phone with the
touch of a single key! Stores up to fifty numbers.
Includes software on cassette and all hardware.

LIGHTPEN lIB. $29.95
. User Equipment Reviews

- Hardware Mods

- Software Exchange

. Peeks & Pokes

- Bugs & Fixes

Play games with the TRS-80 without using the
keyboard! Uses include educational packages,
games, etc. Includes demonstration games pack-
age on cassette. and all hardware. More software
will be available soon.

'!<';"';"*WE PA Y ALL SHIPPING IN THE U. S. t~**'l<
N. J. residents please add 5% sales tax

LOS ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 3054 vL29

WAYNE, N.J. 07470MICROSEITE CO.
475 Ellis Street

Mt_View, CA 94043

Send $800 for 12 issues to:

PEEKI65J vP88

62 Southgate Ave.
Annapolis, MD 21401

••••M132

C-10 SHORT 50 IT.

CASSETIES

Apple II 16K Plus. . . ... $995.00
Apple Disk w/Controller. . . . 529.00
Apple Disk wlo Controller. . .... 475.00
Apple Integer Card. . . . 180.00
Pascal Language SYS. . . 450.00
High Quality 16K RAM Set. 89.00
BPI General Ledger SYS 300.00
Plan Modeling System.. . 95.00
MNTN. HDWR. Clock Board.. .175.00
Trendcom 100 Printer.. .375.00
Trendcom 200 Printer. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... 595.00
Centronics 779 Printer

w/ln!. Card. . .. 1395.00
Graphics Tablet. . .749.00
Apple Writer Program. . . .. 69.00
D.C. Hayes Micromodem II.. . 349.00

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
CI·P Personal Computer $329.00
Morse Code Transceive Program

for Challenger CI-P Computer
Send & Receive CWo 14.95

Space Shuttle Simulation
Program for Cl·P
Computer. . 14.95

OLENSKY BROS., INC.
COMPUTER SALES DIVISION

3763 Airport Blvd .• Mobile. AL 36608
(205) 344-7448 v 017

I~I WE PAY SHIPPING III

REVERSE VIDEO
FOR

OHIO SCIENTIFICQty. Price

• 50.-. ""
MICROS-t"Mtco. m~~Cot"'*

r ~ • ...~1.

$1.00

10 $0.75

50 $0.65

vMS7

JOYSTICKS
Two full eight-directional joysticks including fire
button, lor all systems including new C4 and C8

"Please specify system $24.95

Completely Assembled and Tested
Includes Sample Tank Game

REVERSE VIDEO
Software controlled-reverses video display on
screen by poking a value to a memory position
(Some soldering required)

"Cl and Superboard $8.95

Premium tape and cassettes acclaimed
by thousands of repeat order microcom-
puter users. Price includes labels. cas-
sette box and shipping in U.S.A. VISA
and M/C orders accepted. California
residents add sales tax. Phone (415)
968-1604.

I

MICROSETIE CO.
475 Ellis Street

Mt. View, CA 94043

Prices include shipping.
Send $1.00 for complete software catalog.

v A117 (FREE with JOYSTICKS)

AURORA SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
353 S. 100 E. #6, Springville, UT 84663
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'102 SOFTWAA~
BIORHYTHMS
SLOT MACHINE
BLACKJACK
OTHERS

$12.95
$ 9.95
$ 9.95

S.A.S.E. for information. Will work on
any 1802 system with terminal and 4K
memory. Written in machine language
by L. Sandlin.
ELF II cassette and listing. Texas
Residents add 6% Sa. Tx.

SANSOFT PLUS
PO BOX 58170
Drawer 900
Houston, Texas
77058

C.O.D. after 6PM (713) 488·7905

,.,...5132

BASE X
MEANS SPEED!

BASEX is a fast, easy to learn
language for aoao, zao, or
aoa5 microcomputers. Its
commands resemble BASIC,
making translation easy. An
interactive compiler permits

you to enter, list, edit and run programs up to 10x faster than
similar BASIC programs and use half the memory (2K plus pre-
gram).
Powerful features include:

* Text strings
* Versatile I/O Functions
* Block memory searches/

transfers
* Custom commands easily

added
CHOOSE YOU R BASEX ...

* Array variables
* 16 Bit Arithmetic/Logic
* Variable name length
* Named subroutines with

multiple arguments

* 97·Page BASEX manual (pub. by Byte Books)
* North Star Disk/Meca Alpha Tape/Paper Tape
* TRS·ao Level II, 16K tape with graphics commands
* CPM a" Disk, with disk handler commands
* Basex Tape & Disk Guide·provides complete handlers

for North Star Disk and/or Meca Tape
(includes manual with source)

* Add $ .75 shipping (special 4th class) or $1.50 special
handling on all orders.
See BASEX at your local dealer or order direct from

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

•m- Interactive Microw.r.,lnc.

I I P.O. Box 771
V" 150 W .Stete College, P. 16801

(814) 238-8284

V ReaderService-see page 227

$ 8
$25
$25
$35

$35

ATTENTION
ALL CREAJIVEHARDVVARE/SOFllVARE

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
The Milton Bradley Company, located in Springfield, MA, the home of
Simon, Big Trak, Microvision, Comp IV and a host of other highly successful
electronic games and toys, is seeking to fill, due to dramatic growth, a
number of exciting electronic product development positions. If you are one
of those individuals who either in your current position or in your wildest
dreams, has contemplated the desire to utilize your professional and
technical knowledge in a game and toy oriented environment, we ask that
you seriously consider the Milton Bradley Company and the exciting open-
ings described below

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
HARDWARE ENGINEERING
Senior Project Engineer
The successful candidate for this position will have a BSEE and MSEE with
a minimum of 10 years experience in hardware electronic product engineer-
ing preferably in a consumer goods environment

Manager Electronic Design Packaging
The successful candidate for this opening will have a BSME with 10 years
mechanical design in a high volume consumer goods electronics with a cur-
rent working knowledge of micro-electronic packaging techniques. This
should include an understanding of chip and wire bonding 'directly to PC
boards.

Electronic Development Engineer
This position requires a BSEE and 3-5 years experience in electronic con-
sumer product development.

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
Senior Project Engineer
This position requires a highly conceptual electronic product development
engineer who possesses a BSEE, MSEE, or the equivalent degrees in com-
puter science. Experience and knowledge of both micro-electronic hard-
ware and software is essential. This key slot functions in a highly creative
and forward looking atmosphere.

Project Engineer
The incumbent in this position will possess a BSEE or equivalent thereof
and will have had experience in a highly conceptual electronic consumer
goods environment. 3-5 years experience is desirable.

The Milton Bradley Company, as indicated above, is located in suburban
Springfield, MA in the heart of the Berkshire Hills. The quality of life in this
area is extremely high. The area offers significant advantages in terms of
recreational, cultural, social and academic pursuits.

If you feel you have both the necessary qualifications and interest in any of
the above positions, please submit your resume and salary history in con-
fidence to:

Director of Professional Recruiting
Milton Bradley Company
P.O. Box 288 ,.,...M142

Springfield, MA 01101
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MB
MILTON
BRADLEY
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William P. Van Horn
1454 Kelchner Rd.
Bethlehem PA 18018

Income Tax Oonsultant
When tax time rol/s around, you can agonize or computerize. This tax-preparation program
was written in Digital Group Business BASIC, but it is easily converted to other BASICs.

ThiS program will assist you in
completing your 1979 tax return,

particularly if you are unfamiliar with
the procedures. It takes you through
the 1040 form step by step.

The Program
The 1979tax-law changes have been

incorporated in the program. You will
benefit most from this program if you
use the 1040 (long) form and itemize
your deductions: Schedules A, Band D
are also included.
The program calculates your taxable

income, but you must refer to the tax
tables for the actual tax for your in-
come bracket and exemptions. It is

written in Digital Group Business BA-
SIC but is easily converted to other
BASICs. The program requires about
12K of memory in addition to your
BASIC needs.
Although it's a long program, it is an

easy matter to delete those portions
that do not apply to your own tax mat-
ters. The length is determined by how
much you want the program to do for
you. I left out the section on energy-
saving deductions, as they would have
added to the length. They are easy to
do and can be appended to the comput-
er's calculations. The advantage of us-
ing this program for a single tax return
would be hard (if not impossible) to

discern on the basis of time saved.
It does have merit, though, and you

will find that it is worth the effort to
write it. You can quickly compute your
tax in several different ways: If you are
married you can compute it both as a
single or joint return; you can itemize
your deductions versus taking the stan-
dard deductions; or you can plug in
different values and see how they af-
fect the outcome to help guide you.
This program takes the drudgery out

of the job and therefore gives you the
incentive to do it earlier. Did you ever
finish filing your taxes and discover
you forgot a deduction and wonder
whether it is worth doing over? Well,

Table I. Taxes Capital gains nr losses

State and local income BI
Short term

Real estate 83 Sales Price I.I.U

SI3Ie sales B5 CO.\I 12.1.4

Income Personal propen v B7 Net short term gain or loss 1.0

Wages, etc. AI Other 86 Lon!! term
Interest income A3 Total taxes B

Sales price UJ.).5
Dividends QI Interest expense Cost U2.4.6
Dividends exclusion, Q2

Home mortgage CI Net long-term gain or 10\'\ US
Dividends less exclusions A4

Credit and charge cards C2
State and local income {ax refunds AS Total capital gain'> or lo",,>c,, PI

Alimony received
Other C3 One half of long-term g. or I. 1'2A9 Total C5 Short term plus one half of long term P3Captial gains or losses AS

Pension A6 6()070 of line 20 KI

Other income A2 Contributions 60% of line 21 K2

Total income A Cash DI
Lesser of K 1 and K2 KJ

Other
PI-K3 K4

Adjustments to income D2
Total D Dividends and Interest

Moving expenses WI
Dividends from Schedule B Vo.7.X

Employee business expense W2 Casually or thefl losses Nontaxable V9
Interest penalty for early withdrawal W3 Loss before Ins. reimbursement EI Total VO
Alimonypaid W4 Ins. reimbursement E2 Interest from Schedule B 11.2
Total adjustments W Deductible loss E4
Adjusted gross income WO $100 or E4, whichever is less E5

Response to program queues
Do you have any interest income? RO$

Medical and denial expenses Total losses E Do you have any dividend income? R 1$
One half insurance premiums YI Mise deductions Do you have any capital ga(m or losses'! R2$
Medicine and drugs Y2

Union due" FI Do you have any adjustment." to income? R3$
One percent of adj. income GI

Other F2 1)0 you wish to itemize deductions? R4$
Balance of ins. premiums Y3

TOlal F Do you have any medial expenses? R5$
Doctors. 'dentists, nurses, etc. Y4 Do you have any interest expense? R6$
Hospital'> Y5 Total deductions G Do you have any contributions? R7$
Hearing aids, dentures, glasses, transportation Y6 Deduction exclusions H Do you have any casualty or theft? R8$
Total Y Deductions less exclusions Do you have any miscellaneous? RY$
3 percent of adj. income G3 Taxable income W6-1 Do you wish hard copy'! MI$
Total less 3 percent G5 Tax from table TI Do you wish to review? M2$
Total medical and dental JI Amount withheld or paid T Do you have any long term capital gains or lo".~cs? M3$
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Sample run.

T!lis pro qr-an cortp Let.es Form Iflt10 nnd Schedules A,B and D

Enter the appropriate numbers when prompted. Prompts will
<lsk for one ·or more inputs. If you have only one input, enter
Os for the others. Hit RETURN after each input.

FORM 1040

Income
Line 8 Wages, salaries, tips and other 710500
Do have any interest income? (Y for Yes, N for No)Y
Is it over $~OO
?y

SCHEDULE B -- Interest and Dividend Income

Part I Interest income.

Interest income 7350
Interest incone ?2~5

LINC 2 Total. (Enter on FORM 1040 line 9)

FORM 1040

Line 9 Interest income ?57S
Do you have any dividend income ?Y
Is it over $400 ?
?y

SCHEDULE B
Part II Dividend income.

Dividend 7300
Dividend ?250
Dividend 7195

$745.0ni..ine 4=
Line Nontaxable distributions? 165
Line B (Subtract line 6 from line 4)=
Enter line 8 on FORM 1040 line lOa.

$580.00

Line lOa Dividends ?581') lOb Exclusions ?200
Line 10c= $33n.00
Line 11 State and local income tax refunus ?()
Line 12 Alimony received ?O

Do you have any capital gains or losses ? Y

SCHEDULE D -- Capital Gains and Losses

Part I--Short-term Capital Gains and Losses. (I year or less)

Do you have allY ?
?Y
Part I Short-term Capital Gains and Losses.
Line 1 Sales price ?1500
Cost ?1200
Lill~ 1 Sales price ?850
Cost ?1050
Line 8 Net short-tern gain or loss=

Part II--Long-terr:lCapital Gains and losses. (1 year or more)

Do you have allY ?
?Y
Line Sales price ?2200
Cost ?lS75
Line 9 Sales price ?3500
Cost ?3750
Line 9 Sales price ?1800
Cost ?750
Line 20 Net long-term gain or loss= $1,425.00

Part III Summary of Parts I and II
Line 21= CornLine lines 8 and 20.
Line 22a
Line 221;

$1,525.00
$855.00
$670.00

FORM 1040

Line 14 Capital gain or loss? (use minus siryn if 1055)670
Line 17 Pension ?O
Line 21 Other income ?O

Adjustments to income.

DO you have any
?Y

(Y for Yes, N for No)

Line 23
Line 24
Line 27

Moving expenses ?250
Employee business expenses ?lsO
Interest penalty due to early wi.thdrawal ?O

Line 28 Alimony paid ?O

Do you wish to itemize deductions? Y

Medical and dental expense.

SCHEDULES A & B.

Do you have any ?
?Y
Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Line 5
Line 6

Line 7
Line 8
Line 9
Line 10

Taxes

Line 11
Line 12
Line 13
Line 14
Line 15

One half (up to $150) of Ins.premiums ?150
Medicine and drugs ?27s
(1% of line 31 FORM 1040)=
(line 2 minus line 3)=
Balance of insurance not entered on line
Other medical tind dental expenses:

a-Doctors, Dentists, Nurses, etc.?425
b-Hospitals ?215
c-Other (hearing aids, dentures, glasses,

Total=
(3% of line 31 FORM 1040)=
(line 7 minus line B)=
Total medical tind dental expenses=

State and local incone taxes ?225
Real estate taxes ?1235
State sales tax ?165
Personal property ?50
Other ?O

Illterest expense.

Line 17
Line 18
Line 19

Do you have any ?
?Y

Horne mortqaqc ?895
Credit llllCI charge cards ?75
Other ?O

Contributions.

Do you have any
?Y
Line 21 Cash Contributions.sOO
Line 2~ Other than cash ?75

Casualty or theft losses.

DO you have any ?
?Y
Line 2.5
Line 26 Insurance reimbursmcnt ?500
Line '27=
Line 28

Loss before insurance rcimbursment ?750

$250.00
Enter $100 or line 27, whichever is less ?100

Hisc.deductions.

Do you have any ?
?Y
Line 30 Union dues ?175
Line 31 Other ?30

Do you wish hardcopy ?Y

Line 8
Line 9
Line IDe
Line 11
Line 12
Line 14
Line 17
Li11e 21
Line 22

INCOME

Wages, salaries, tips and other.
Interest income=
Dividends=
State and local income tax refunds=
Alimony received=
Capital gain or loss=
Pension=
Other income=
Total income=

RE'fURLJ to continue, please.
ADJUSTMENTS TO INCOME.

Line '23
Line 24
Line 27
Line 23

.Hoving expenses=
Employee business expense=
Interest penalty due to early withdrawal=
Alimony paid=

Line 30 Total adjustments=

Line 31 Adjusted gross income=

RETURN to continue.
Medical and Dental expenses.

1/2 (but no more than $150) of Ins. prem.=
Medicine and drugs.=
1% of line 31=
(line 2 minus line 3)=
Bal. of Ins. prem. not entered on line 1=
Other medical and dental expenses.
a-Doctors, Dentists, Nurses, etc.=
b-Hospita1s=
c-Other=

Line 7 Total=
Line 0 (3% of line 31)=
Line 9 (line 7 minus line 8)=
Line 10 Total medical and dental expenses=
RETURN to continue, please.

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Line
Line

Taxes.

Line 11 State and local income taxes=
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$117.25
$157.75

1 ?135

transp.)?55
$987.75
$351. 75
$636.00
$786.00

~10,590.00
$575.00
$380.00

$.~O
~.01

$67n.01
0.00
:;;.00

$12,125.00

$250.00
$150.00

$.00
$.00

$400.00

$11,725.DO

$150.00
$275.00
$117.25
$157.75
$135.00

$425.00
$215.00
$55.00

~987.75
$351. 75
$636.00
naG.oo

:;;225.no



Line 12 Real estate taxes=
Line 13 General sales tax=
Line 14 Personal property tax=
Line 15 Other=-

Line 16 Total taxes=
Line 20 Total interest expense::::
Line 24 Total contributions=
Line 29 Total casualty or theft losses=
Line 32 Total Misc. deductions=

$1,235.00
$165.00
$50.00

$.00

$l,675.~0
$970.00
$575.00
$150.01
$205.00

Line 40 Schedule A •••• Deductions excluded? 3400
RETURN to continue, please.

SUMMARY OF ITEMIZED DEDUCTIOHS.

Line 33
Line 34
Line 35
Line 36
Line 37
Line 33

Total medical and dental=
Total taxes=
Total interest=
Total contributions=
Total casualty or theft=
Total miscellaneous=

PS6.0~
$1,675.00

$970.~O
$575.00
$150.00
$205.~0

Line 39 Total deductions=
Line 40 Amount of deductionR excluded =
Line 41 (line 39 minus line 40)=
Income less deductions ($11,725.00- $961.00)
Taxable Income=

$4,361. 00
$3,400.00

$961. 00
$10,764.00
$10,764.00

Enter tax from table
?842
Amount "ithheld= ?800
Taxable income==
Tax from table=
Taxes withheld=

Amount of tax still due=

that will never be a tough decision after
you have this program.
Another feature can get as many

copies of your return as you'd like if
you have a printer. Even if you don't,
you can copy the pertinent figures by
hand. Once you have written the pro-
gram you will be able to use it every
year, and it really makes doing your
annual tax chore more pleasant.

$10,764.00
$842.00
$300.00

$42.00

Some BASICs use PRINT USING
! !$###,. ## statements. The INPUTl
'command inhibits a carriage return
and line feed. If your BASIC doesn't
have it, just use INPUT. The OPEN
(PRINTER,X) and CLOSE (PRINT-
ER,X) statements turn the printer on
and off. You will have to substitute
your BASIC's commands for these
functions.

Conclusion
Despite the program's length, it's

easy to write and not complicated to
get running. The extra time you spend
writing this will be saved by the lack of
debugging time needed. I printed the
listing with my Selectric typewriter
under computer control; it should not
require debugging other than the dif-
ferences in your BASIC.
Iran many sample tax programs on

it including the many examples given in
the IRS instruction book, and it
checked out every time. Tax matters
are complicated, however, so it is a
good idea to double-check your
results.
If you have any problems or ques-

tions, please feel free to write to me
and enclose an SASE for a reply .•

Operation
When you run the program you will

notice that it switches from form 1040
to schedules A, B or D as is appropri-
ate. Be alert for occasions when the
program asks you to input numbers
from one of the schedules to a certain
line on 1040. Also note that some que-
ries may repeat. If you have only one
input in a category that asks for more
than one, simply use zeros for the
others. If you have more numbers than
required, you must lump them together
to get to the correct total.

Because of the program's length, I
omitted error-correcting features, so
be careful when you input data. It's a
good idea to have all your figures ready
before you begin, because if you make
a mistake you'll have to start at the
beginning. Make frequent references
to the 1040 form and the sample run.

Different BASICs
This program may be easily con-

verted to other BASICs. # is shorthand
for PRINT. INPUT statements use a
comma before the variable. Maybe
your BASIC rieeds a semicolon. Line
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330 is the formatting line. It formats all
future lines for a field of ten numbers
with dollar signs, commas and dec-
imals to two places. This is a useful
feature. You will have to use your for-
matting procedure.

Program listing.

10 CLOSll (PRIllTllR,K)
20 REM ===== BY BILL VAN lIOR!l1-4-1980 =====
30 #"This prograo COMpletes For:T.l 1040 and Schedules A,a and Oil

4 a #" II : #" II

50 #TAB(5);"Enter the appropiate numbers when prompted. Prompts will"
60 "'''askfor one or more inputs. If you have only one input, enter"
70 #"Os for the others. Hit RETURN after each input.1I

80 #" II : #" II : ~" "

90 REM
100 #TAB (25);"FORM 1040"
110 #
120 #"Iricome"
130 #
140 INPUT IILine 8 Wages, salaries, tips and. other ?",Al
150 INPUT "Do have any interest income? (Y for Yes, N for NO)II,RI')$
160 IF RO$="Y· THEN #"Is it over $400" ELSE GOTO 230
170 INPUT RO$
180 IF RO$="Y" THEN GOTO 3090
190 GOTO 220
200 #TAB (25);"FORM 1040"
210 #
220 INPUT "Line 9 Interest income ?",A3
230 INPUT "Do you have any dividend income ?1I,Rl$
240 IF Rl$=uy" THEN #IIIs it over $400 ?" ELSE GOTO 340
250 INPUT m s
260 IF Rl$="Y· THEN GOTO 3210
270 GOTO 300
280 #TAB(25);"FORM 1040"
290 #
300 INPUTl "Line lOa Dividends ?",Ql
310 INPUT II lOb Exclusions ?" ,Q2
320 LET A4=Ql-Q2
330 #"Line 10c=";TAB(50);%$C?10F2;A4
340 INPUT "Line 11 State and local incor:\etax refunds ?",A8
350 INPUT "Line 12 Alimony received ?",A9
360 #
370 INPUT "Do you have any capital gains or losses? ",R2$
380 IP R2$="Y" THEN 390 ELSE 430
390 GOTO 2600
400 #TAB (25);"FORM 1040"
410 #
420 INPUT "Line 14 Capital gain or loss (use minus sign if loss)",AS
430 INPUT "Line 17 Pension ?",A6
440 INPUT "Line 21 Other income ?",A2
450 A=Al+A2+A3+A4+A5+A6+A7+A8+A9
460 W6=A-W
470 GOTO 650
480 INPUT "Do you wish hardcopy ?",H1$
490 #



50a
510
520
530
540
550
%0
570
530
590
600
Gl0
G20
G30
640
6j0
6G0
G70
680
690
700
710
720
730
740

IF Ml$="Y" THEN OPEN (PRINTER,X) ELSE CLOSE (PRINTER,X)
#TAB (-25):"INCOME"
#11 II : # II "

#"Line 8
#IILine 9
#"Line 10c
#"Line 11
#"Line 12
#"Line 14
#"Line 17
#"Line 21
~IILine 22

Wages, salaries, tips and other.";TAB(SO);%$C?lOF2;Al
Intere.st income=";TAB(SO)jA3
Dividends=":TAB(SO);A4
State and local income tax refunds=";TAB(50);A8
Alimony received=";TAB(SO):A9
Capital gain or lOSS="iTAB(50);A5
Pension=";TAB(50):A6
Other income=":TAB(50)jA2
Total income=lIiTAB(50);A

#
INPUT "RETURN to continue, please.II,R$
GO'£O 808
#
#"Adjustments to income."
#
#"00 you have any? (Y for Yes, N for No)"
IF R3$="Y" THEN GOTO 700 ELSE 950
#

INPUT R3$

INPUT "Line 23
INPUT "Line 24
INPUT "Line 27
#

Moving expenses ?",Wl
Employee business expenses ?",W2
Interest penalty due to early withdrawal ?",W3

750 IiJPUT "Line 28 Alimony paid ?" ,W4
7GO W=Wl+W2+WJ+W4
770 W6=A-W
730 #
790 GOTO 950
800 #
010 IF R3$<>"Y" THEN 1290
32:) #TAB (20); "JI..DJUSTMENTS
a3J #"" : #" "
34~ #"Line 23
8JO #"Linc 24
86\) #"Line 27
870 ~"Linc 28GU3 #
390 #"Line 30 Total adjustments="jTAB(5'J):W
90J
910
9LG
930
9-l'J
950
%.J
970
no
BO
1.)") 1
1010
1020
103J
1040
10SO
lOGO
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
11JO
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
U80
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
13GO
1370
1380
13~0
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
14 :;0
14GO
1470
1480
1490
1,00
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580

TO INCOME."

Moving cxpcn sc s=" ;T_~B(50) iWl
Employee business expense=" ;TAB (50) ;\\12
Interest penalty due to early H~thdrawal=";TAB(50);W3
Alimony paic1="iTAB(SO) :W4

#"Linc 31 Adjusted gross illcone="iTAB(SO) :w6
""INPU'l' "RE'1'UR..N' to continue.", R$
:;OTO 1290
#
INPUT "Do you wish to itemize c.cductions? ",RtI$
IF R4$="Y" THEN 980 ELSE 2420
#"" : # II"

ifTAB(25);"SCHEDlJLES A & R.II
#" " : !"
ff"Medical and dental expense."
##"Do you have any?" : INPUT R5$
IF R5$="Y" THEN 1050 ELSE 1500
INPUT "Line 1 One half (up to $150) of Ins.premiums ?",Yl
INPUT "Line 2 Medicine and drugs ?",Y2
Gl=.Ol*(A-W)
#"Line 3 (1% of line 31 FORM 1040)=";l'AB(50);Gl
G2=Y2-Gl
IF G2<0 THEN G2=0
#"Line 4 (line 2 minus line 3)="iTAB(50);G2
INPUT I!Line 5 Balance of insurance not entered on line 1 ?1I,Y3
#IILine 6 Other medical and dental expenses:1I
#TAB{lO);" "; : INPUT "a-Doctors, Dentists, Nurses, etc.?II,Y4
#TAB(lO);" II; : INPUT lib-Hospitals ?",YS
*TAB (11);
INPUT lie-Other (hearing aids, dentures, glasses, transp.) ?",Y6
Y=G2+Y3+Y4+Y5+Y6
#IILine 7 Total=";TAB(.50);Y
G3=. 03* (A-W)
#"Line 8 (3% of line 31 FORM 1040)=" ;TAB(50) ;G3
G5=Y-G3
IF G5<0 THEN G5=O
#"Line 9 (line 7 minus line 8)=II;TAB(50) ;G5
#-"Linc 10 Total medical and dental expenses="iTAB(SO)iYl+G5
Jl=Yl+G5
#
GOTO 1500
IF R4$="N" THEN 2470
#lIl-ledical and Dental expenses. II
ff
#IILine 1
#"Line 2
#"Line 3
# "Ld n e 4
#IILine 5
#IILine 6
ilTAB(8);"
#TAB (8);"
#TAB (8);"
#IILine 7
#"Line 8
G5=Y-G3
IF G5<0 THEN G5=0
#"Line 9 (line 7 minus line 8)=";TAB(50)iG5
#IILine 10 Total :nedical and. dental expenses=" iTAB (50) ;Yl+G5
INPUT IIRETURN to continue, please.",R$

1/2 (but no more than $150) of Ins. prem.=";TAB(50) ;Yl
Medicine and drugs.=";TAB(50);Y2
1% of line 31=":TAB(50);Gl
(line 2 minus line 3)=";TAB(SO)jG2
Bal. of Ins. prem. not entered on line l=";TAB(50)iY3
Other medical and. dental expenses."
":"a-Doctors, Dentists, Nurses, etc.=";TAB(50);Y4
"; "b-Hospitals=" ;TAB (50) iYS
11;1Ic-Other=";TAB(50);Y6
Total=lljTAB(50);Y
(3% of line 31)=";TAB(50);G3

II
GOTO 1610
it1lTaxes1t

#
INPUT "Line 11 State and local income taxes ?",B1
INPUT "Line 12 Real estate taxes ?",B3
REM
INPUT "Line 13 State sales tax ?",B5
INPUT "Line 14 Personal property ?",87
INPUT "Line 15 Other ?",B6
B=Bl+B3+B4+B5+B6+87

v" Reader Service-see page 227

GETPaid!.(
f01 usin~your
computer~

FUN! Eas'j ~~

RUSH COUPON FOR ~
~ FREE FACTS
V G~t~"'\SPARETIME r~lli"

Send today to DAR-M3
3310 Fulton Ave .. Sacramento CA 95821

Med Systems Software
P.O. Box 2674, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

The Human Adventure
is just beginning

. with Med System's exciting new simula-
tion. Imagine yourself reduced in size and
injected into a human body. The entire car-
diovascular system becomes your highway.
Your computer becomes your eyes and ears,
allowing you to explore all major organ sys-
tems. But beware! The body deals with in-
vading organisms mercilessly.

Combine adventure with education! The
Human Adventure teaches anatomy and
function to anyone who can read.

Med System's Human Adventure is a 16K
TRS-80 machine language program requir-

: ing either Level II or a system tape for load-
ing. It is shipped with a two week money
back guarantee and an extra blank C-10cas-
sette for back-up copying.

TRS-80 16K cassette $9.95 vM119
N.C. residents please add 4% tax.

APPLE
There an

APPLE
Everywhere an

APPLE!
APPLE!

AND GET A LOAD OF
THIS DEAL!

439 Rt. 23. Pompton Plains. N.J. 07444
vC64 CALL TODAY (201) 835-7080
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80-GLEVEL n
and Disk Gfi-ograms

MULTIPLE REGRESSION 2.0-A disk based package of
chained programs that permits model estimation using
thousands of observations. user specified transforma-
tions (write them in BASICduring execution), x-Y ptors.
formatted for screen or printer + all features of Multi-

ple Regression 1.0. . . $45.00
LEVU II 16K PROGRAMS
Multiple Regression 1.0. $Z9.95

Linear Programming. $Z9.95
0·1 Programming .....................•..... $Z9.95
Transportation Algorithm.
Heuristic Line Balancing.

...... $Z9.95
...SZ9.95

Stat. Pack-medium. mode. mean (avg., harmonic,
geometric). variance, histograms. Tests (T,X2,F.) one
variable regression, one and two-way ANOVA .. $9.95
Differential equations-6 methods. . $29.95
Queuing Statistics.. . $14.95
LOWERCASE MOD-Includes excellent documentation
+ all parts (nothing else to buy), compatible with Elec-
trlc Pencil. $14.95

FREE I up to $170. in merchandise
• with purchase of PET-CBM item! ! !

PET 16K u'1le Keyboanl $ 995 SI30
PET 32K u'1le Keyboanl $1295 $170
PET 8K u'1le Keyboanl(New) $ 795 SIOO
PET 2040 Dual Disk (343K) $1295 $170
PET 2023 Printer (pres teed) $ 849 $110
PET 2022 Printer (trac leed) $ 995 $130 ,- _
KIM· I $159 (Add $30 'or Po." Supply) SYM·I $ 209.00
AXIOM EX-801 Printer-PET. S 477.00
Z114l 450 ns 5.35 24/4.95 100/4.45
2716 EPROM (5 Volt) 39.00
6550 RAM !lor 8K Pet) 12.70
PET 4 Voice Music System (KL-4MJ 29.50
All 800ks and Sollware ..... . ... 15% OFF
LeedexVideo 100 12" Monilor 119.00
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1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
lG40
lU~O
lOGO
1870
IJ8J
1390
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2DOO
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2000
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2230
22)0
2300
2310
2320
2330
2J~0
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
24~0
2460
2470
2480
249J
2JOO
2510
2520
2530
2540
2:;50
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670

GOTO 1720
#
#"Taxes.1I
#
#"Line 11
#"Linc 12
REM
#"Line 13
#-"Line 14
#"Line 15
#
'''Line 16
GOTO 1820
#
'''Interest expense. II
#

State and local income taxes=":TAB(50);Bl+B2
Real estate taxes=II:TAB(SO)iB3

General sales tax=II;TAB(50):B5
Personal property tax=";TAB(50);B7
Other=";TAB(50);B6

Total taxes=II:TAB(SO);B

"#"Doyou have any ?II : INPUT R6$
IF R6$="Y" THEN 1770 ELSE 1840
INPUT IILine 17 Home mortgage ?1I,Cl
INPUT "Line 18 credit and charge cards ?",C2
INPUT "Line 19 Other ?",C3
C5=C1+C2+C3
GOTO 1840
#"Line 20 Total interest expense=";TAB(50)iC5
GOTO 1930
#
#"Contributions. II
#
#IIDo you have any?" : INPUT R7$
IF R7$="Y" THEN 1890 ELSE 1950
INPUT "Line 21 Cash Contributions."j-Dl
INPUT "Line 22 Other than cash ?",02
D=D1+D2
GOTO 1950
#"Line 24 Total contributions=";TAB(Sa);D
GOTO 2070
#
IllCasualty or theft losses."
#
#"00 you have any?" : INPUT R3$
IF RS$="Y" THEN 2000 ELSE 2090
INPUT "Line 25 Loss before insurance reimbursment ?",El
INPUT "Line 26 Insurance reimbursment ?",E2
E4=El-£2 : IF E4<0 THEN E4=n
G"Line 27=";TAB(JO);E4
INPUT I'Line 28 Enter $100 or line 27, whichever is less ?II,ES
E=E4-E5
GOTO 2090
#"Line 29 Total casualty or theft losses=";TAB(50);E
GOTO 2190
#
#IIMisc.deductions.11
#
#"00 you have any ?II : INPUT R9$
IF R9$-"Y" THEN 2140 ELSE 2180
INPUT "Line 30 Union dues ?",Fl
INPUT "Line 31 Other ?",F2
#
F=F1+F2
GOTO 480
#"Line 32 Total Misc. deductions=";TAB(50);F
#
IF M2$="Y" THEN 2230
INPUT "Line 40 Schedule l\. •••• Deductions excluded? ",F3
INPUT "RETUR;·1to continue, please. ",R$
#
#TAB(15);"SUMMARY OF ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS."
""#"Linc 33
#"Line 34
IJ"Line 35
#IILine 36
#"Linc 37
"#"Line 38
#
G=B+CS+D+E+F+J1
#"Line 39 Total deductions=";TAB(SO);G
#"Line 40 Amount of deductions excluded =";TAB(50);F3
#1'Line"41 (line 39 minus line 40)=II;TAB(50);~-F3
I=G-F3

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

medical and dental=";TAB(SO)jJI
taxes=" jTAB (50);8
interest=!I:TAB(SO);CS
contributions=II;TAB(50);D
casualty or theft="jT~B(SO)jE
miscellaneous=";TAB(50) ;F

IF 1<0 THEN 1=0
W6-A-W
#"Incorne less deductions (":W6i"-"iIi")"jTAB{50) :W6-1
#IITaxable Income="iTAB(50);W6-I
IF M2$="Y" THEN 2480
#
#"Enter tax from table" : INPUT TI
INPUT "Amount \·lithheld=?",T
IllTaxable incomc=";TAB(SO)jW6-I
ii"Tax fron tab1e=" ;TAB (50);T1
,llTaxes withheld=II;TAB(50};T
#
#"Amount of tax still due=";TAB(50) ;'I'l-T
#
CLOSE (PRINTER,X)
INPUT "00 you wish to reveiw ?",M2$
IF M2,="Y" THEN 480 ELSE 2560
#11 " : #" II
#IIEnd of program---Micro hopes it has been useful to the human. II
#"Please come again.1I
GOTO 3360
II
#
#TAB(14);"SCHEDULE D -- Capital Gains and Losses"
r,
#IIPart I--Short-term Capital Gains and Losses. (1 year or less)"
#
# IIDo you have any ?II : INPUT R$
IF R$-"Y" THEN 2680 ELSE 2730



2630
2690
2700
2710
2720
2"l30
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2320
2830
2d4<l

# "Part I Short-terJ1l CapLt.aL Gains and Losses."
INPUT "Line 1 Sales price ?II, Ll : ItJPUT "Cost 7" ,L2
INPUT "Line 1 Sales price ?",L3 : INPUT "Cost ?",L4
LG=(Ll-L2)+(L3-L4)
#"Line 8 Net shor-t=t.e rm gain or lOSS="iTAB(~O) ;L6

*;f "Part II--Long-terrn Capital Gains and losses. (1 year or raor e) "
#
'''DO you have any?" : INPUT M3$
IF M3$="Y" THEN 2780 ELSE 2860
INPUT "Line 9 Sales price ?",U1
INPUT "Line 9 Sales price ?",U3
INPUT "Line 9 Sales price 7",U5
U8=(Ul-U2)+(U3-U~)+(U5-UG)
#IILine 20 Net. long-term gain or loss:::";TAB(50);U8'
#
#

INPUT "Cost ?11,U2
INPUT "Cost ?" I U4
INPUT "Cost ?",UG

2£:5;1 iillPart III Summary of Parts I and II"
~'''Line 21= Comhine lines a and 2n. II:TAB(50) iL6+U8
Pl=L6+U8 : P2=.5*Pl : P3=L6+.~*U~
REM LINE 21 SHOWS A GAIN
K1=.G*U8 : K2=.6*(Pl)
IP P1<O THEN 29GO
IF Kl<K2 THEN K3=Kl ELSE K3=K2
#"Line 22Cl ="iTAB(JO)jK3
#"Line 22b =":TAB(50}iPl-I~3
IF P1>O TilE;; 4.00
K4=Pl-K3
REM LINE 21 SHOWS ~ LOSS
,IILiIle 23-If line 21 shows a loss-II
iiTAB(4) r"a . Enter one of the following araourrtn e "
IF L6=>Q THEN #1'AB(G);"(i) 50% of line 21=";TAB(,,0);P2
IF UJ~>O THEN U'AB(6);" (ii) line 21~";TAB(50) ;Pl
IF LG<O IIND U8<0 THEN #TAB((,);"(iii) L'i.ne 8 + 50 eLi.nc 20";TAB(50);P3
h
#'fAB(4)i"b. Enter on FORM1040 line 14, the smallest of:"
#TAB(G)i"(i) The amount on line 230.."
"TIIB(6);" (ii) $3000 ($1500 if married and filing a separately)"
iJTAB(G) r " (iii) Taxable income as ad j us t ed c "

=if

GO'1'O400
REM
#TAB(15)j"SCHEOULE B -- Interest and Dividend Income",.
#"Part I Interest income."
# ~
INPUT "Interest income ?1I,11
INPUT "Interest income ?",12
113=Il+I2
#
#"LINE 2 Totnl.(Enter all FORM 1040 line 9)n~TAB(50);%$C?10F2;A3
#
GOrrO20()
#
#TAB(25);"SCHEDULE B"
#"Part II Dividend income."
#
INPUT "f)ividend ?",VG
INPUT "Dividend. ?",V7
INPU'l' "Dividend ?", VB
VO=V6+V7+V8
#
#"Linc 4=" i T}\8 (SO) ; %$C?lOF:d iVO
INPUT "Line G Nontaxable distributions ",V9
1ruLine 8 (Subtract Li.ne 6 from line 4)="iTAB(SO) iVO-V9
#"Enter line 8 on FORM1040 line lOa."
#
GO'l'O ~80
END

2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2nO
2920
~930
29-40
2950
2960
2nO
2930
ZSI:JO
300J
3010
30LO
3030
3040
30~O
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
311.)
3120
3130
3140
31;0
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3221
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3230
329J
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
33-;0
3360

TRS-80@ TRS-80"
SOFTWARE SOFTWARE

S.nd for Free Softwllre Inro Packet.
- O'O{sk SY!ltem Only - TO-Tllpe Dr Oi!lk level II •

Send for Free Software lnro cecxet ,
•. O-Oi!lk Syste" Only - TO-Tape or 01!1k level 11 •

Compress -IT .~ $ 24.95Math / Stat Pac .T.~ .•................. $39.95
7 Programs, linear, multiple, polynomial, geometrical,
B~ponent r e I regress ion ana l ys es , Simultaneous B~uations.
Bar-qra pb with auto awls. Plot any polynomial over any
range (Reduce Dr ~nlarge) with auto e xis.

2 Programs, Remove Spaces oj: R~1!lstatements. Compresses
program into ma~ multiple statemant lines. Reduce RAfli
needs up to 50%.

D15K .~ $14.95 Simplify -IT.?.... ... ..... . .. $ 24.95
3 Programs, lists In s.\ngle statement 11..,es. s ea r onas I:<

finds requested t8~t or key commands. lists all variables
used in program.

The HOWTO ruderlOents of your DiSk System. Interactive
with lots of dynamic examples. Helps a beginner use
the disk system.

TEXT.~ ..... . $49.95Hangman/ Hangfile .TO .•••...••..• $19.95
2 Programs, E:ducatlonal. Crea-te your o.••n dynamic
.••ord Files. User option multiple clues oj: subjects
with graphics. Really fUN.

A Combination 'l ax t Processor &; ELECTRIC fiLING CAliINET.
WRITE EDIT fILE: Reports, Information files, auto u Lr e ct oe v ,
OISK store with auto Iji!lckup options. rile searches hy
THIe or Content 011 1 to " IrLsk Drives. formats 4: Prints.
A Snf INDEXINGOUE:RYSYSTEmand word Pr oc as ao r .

Secret Words-Game :~ $17.95
:3 Programs, E:ducatlonal &; fun 4: fI1ind l;Ioggling. Guess
e 2,3,",5 letter word. Raview.!< Status options. 3
Version!!, E:l!I'iest gives lots of clues. Hardllst no
clues.

All ProgulIIs supplhd on TAPE:or OATADISk(lH
Indicate your prefer.nceand RAlllsllll.

Listri File: Names & Things ? $34.95
t r ee t a and maLnt e I n NAfI1((customer) files. Sort using
IIny information category. Print lists or kebe l e ,

All programs lIupplhd on TAPE:or DATAOISI«(lH
Indicate your preference and RAil!e t ee •

iVfS.1·- i Bluebird'S Inc. I_
I 1441 Greenview- Ave. __

East Lansing. ML 48823 •....B50

1- ~~. I Bluebird'S .Inc. •
. I 1441 Greenview- Ave. _._

East Lansing. ML 48823
J!Hcnigan residents I'Idd 4j(.'eles ti!lw. fIl1chigan r,sidentlllldd 4j(..lIle, taw.

Y"" Reader Service-see page 227

CUDDLY SOFTWARE
Unbreakable Systems/Support Software

for any 1802 system.

CSOS Series (Operating System) _ aids development and
modification of user programs with software tools, like
Add/Delete Byte, which also expond/contract the remainder
of the memory page. User Programs 01 so interface via Std.
Call/Ret. for video routines, I/O drivers, etc. 1861 alpha-
numeric output via Screen Driver{10 lines,ave.17 char/line,
cutc-e cro lf }, User graphics also mode easy.

CSTP Series (Troce Program) _ 1802 CPU in softwore!
Disploys internal status as it simulotes user programs for
debugging, improvement, or learning 1802 operation. A must
for ev.ry programmer! Intervene to alter simulation dynami-
cally, by changing parameters, overriding pragram branch
decisions, etc. Memory pret ec ted! CSTP cermet be bombed
by the worst test program or user key-in errors! Needs 2.5K
RAM, plus user program area.

COMING SOON: Assembler; Text Editor; Text Formatt&r:
I/O for 1802 PILOT!

TAILORED to your system! Write for detoils and low prices.

CUDDLY SOFTWARE
Dept. K38

98 THORNDALE TERRACE

ROCHESTER, NEWYORK 14611

,---_._--_._--------,
Datapoint CRT Terminals

Fully-Assembled - Guaranteed

#3360 $649.50
• Add $1 5 packing. refurbished
• Shipped FOB Washington. O.C Terms cneck. M 0
or charge
• gO-day guarantee • Scrolling version $695.00
Model 3360 speeds nom 300-4800 Baud. numeric
keypad. cursor controls. Edit. Block-Transmit, search
modes. ASCII Keyboard with codeabte options
Green phosphor. 24 80 ch lines. addressable cursor.
RS-232C serial interface; other speeds available
Manual $10: cable kil $995 Dalasharo/lBM-2260
compatible version $1.10000. Model 3000 $495.00.
M-33 ASR Teletype $895. KSR $725: All M-2B. 35
components available. also Modems. readers
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. Leasing. ser-
vice at low prices

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES CO.
Box 4117, Alexandria, v«. 22303 •.••.T26

703-683-4019 I TLX 89-623

Key _>$EI Electronics
L_ )

<&®<i>~
Full ASCII Professional ~
Keyboard Kit. Model 758 _

Model 756 Keyboard Kit $64.95
Model 701 Plastic Enclosure 14.95
Model 702 Steel Enclosure 2995
Model 710 Numeric Keypad 9.95
2376 Keyboard Encoder IC 9.95
15 pin Dual edge connector* 195
-(FREE with ALL keyboard orders)

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS,
SN76477N Complex Sound Generator $295
TL4B9C Analog Level Detector 121
LM317T Adj. Volt. Reg. 1.5 amp 275
ICM7555 Low Pwr. CMOS Timer 1.25
LF351N High Speed JFETOp Amp 75
NE565 Phase Locked Loop 1.10

FREE:CA3140 wlth orders of $5.00 or more
Please include $1.00 lor postage and handling

N.Y.S. Hesidents Add 4% Sales Ta.e
Send to: Key Electronics

P.O. Box 3508
Schenectady, NY 12303
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TBS-SO
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS.

ONE STEP BEYOND.
If you thought the TRS-80™ microcomputer was just a

toy, think again. These TBS-80 software systems will turn that
computer into a powerful data processor.

INFORMATION SYSTEM by Dale Kubler is simply the best
in-memory, data base manager on the market. It allows you to

create files with up to ten fields per record, up to 40 characters
per field and 200 characters total per record. Data from the key-
board is entered directly onto a screen display of one entire file.
Once entered, you can sort or search your entire data base by

any category and have the information desired displayed on the
screen. INFORMATION SYSTEM provides a thorough editing
mode allowing changes by line without rewriting an entire file.

This program allows you to program your own printouts to almost
any form you desire for line or serial printers. Screen prints from

anywhere in the program are also available INFORMATION
SYSTEM creates either disk or cassette files depending upon

the version you use. From mail lists to recipes, this program is the
ideal small system information manager. The price for this program,

32K up disk is $34.50. For systems 16K up tape it's $24.50.
DATA MANAGER by Dale Kubler starts out where INFORMA-

TION SYSTEM leaves off. Requiring 32K and one disk, it accepts up
to ten user-defined fields with up to forty characters per field and
255 characters per record. As with all TBSsoftware, data entry
and editing is professional and simple to use. What makes this

program stand apart from "in-mem" data managers is that it uses up
to four disks on line as memory, or as much as 320K of memory
storage. Because disk sorts take more time than in-mem sorts,

DATA MANAGER enables the user to create and maintain up to
5 "key" sort files for quick access of data. A utility program

is provided to calculate the number of records possible since
the amount of records you can maintain is dependent on a

number of variables. This program also supports the upper/
lower case modification, and printouts can be programmed

to almost any format and sent to line or serial printer.
Background printing is provided enabling the computer to

search and print at the same time. If you already have INFOR-
MATION SYSTEM, DATA MANAGER will accept those files.

A necessity for organized people, this program sells for $49.50.
BUSINESS MAIL SYSTEM by Dale Kubler is designed

for large-scale business users. Requiring 32K, two disks and
printer, this program will store up to 150,00(}names in a single

file spread out over multiple disks. Each data disk holds 500 names.
After data entry, BMS automatically sorts the data by zip code

and alphabetical order within the zip code. The program tells you
when and which data disk to insert, expanding your files automati-

cally until you've reached 300 disks. Data is input directly onto
formatted screen display with the option to use Company Name/
Attention instead of Last Name/First Name. Three numeric and

one alpha code fields are provided to help you use the search
and printout mode. BUSINESS MAIL SYSTEM allows you to

48 M' ™ TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation.
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program the number and spacing of your labels.
With more features than can be described

here, this high-powered program sells for $125.00.
TEXT MERGE is the program that puts it all together. If you

have the ELECTRIC PENCIL from Michael Shrayer, 32K and one
disk drive, then this program is a must. It will merge your data

base from any of the above programs with an Electric Pencil file.
For example, when you write a letter that is going to several hun-
dred people, you can "code" it by entering a field name from the
above programs in place of the actual information. Then, when

TEXT MERGE is run, it will print out your Pencil file and substitute
the "code" with the actual data. In other words, you can print out
1,000 personalized letters without stopping the computer. This
program will also enable you to selectively search out only the

records from your data base that you wish to use. Also included
is the ability to set left, right, top and bottom margins, set page

numbers anywhere on the page, and print out-right justified if you
so choose. TEXT MERGE will turn your computer into a powerful

data processor and it sells on disk for $49.50.
TBS has other incredible software for Tandy's microcom-

puter. Intent on making it a powerful tco; we have large scale
business accounting systems, general accounting systems,

system utilities and the Library 100. Wehave the only
DISK HEAD CLEANER (for APPLE tool) and GRAN MASTER

DISKETTES, the best on the market.
TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and we build systems, not

just software. The above products are available now, nationwide.
Visit your local Computer Dealer or Associate Radio Shack Store

and demand the best, demand TBS. For more information, contact
us through the numbers below

J.;3>003~OO~1~,,!;
............



TIS-'O
UTILITIES.

If you thought your TRS-80™ microcomputer
was just a toy, think again. Enhance your system with these

powerful TBS-80 system utilities.
TERMINAL CONTROL by F Barry Mulligan is a machine

language utility that enables you to use all the potentials of RS-232
tele-communications without hassle. Requiring 16K or more, it can
interface to any Level II BASIC or assembly language program, or
may be used as a stand-alone system to send and receive entire
programs or data. The beauty of this program is that it turns your

computer into a truly smart terminal. All RS-232 features can be set
from the keyboard and the current values can be displayed or
changed at any time. Basic programs can be sent in Level II

compressed format for high-speed exchange. Whether you want to
send or receive data from a BASIC program, or talk with the

computer networks and bulletin boards or with any other terminal or
computer or try any of the possibilities that computer communica-

tions has opened up, TERMINAL CONTROL is your answer.
Only briefly described here, this remarkable program sells

for only $19.130 on tape and $29.80 on disk.
SYSTEM DOCTOR does a thorough diagnostic check of your
entire computer system. It lets you know if something is wrong

before you spend time programming or entering data. The program
checks the ROM to ensure that every bit is functional and checks

the RAM six different ways. The disk drives are tested in a variety of
ways to ensure reliability. The cassette recorder is also tested

for speed, volume and distortion with the help of a calibration tape
provided with the program. The video memory and display are also

checked as well as the line printer. SYSTEM DOCTOR also does a
12-hour check of the entire system and records the results on tape,

disk or the screen. As a bonus, this program also includes the DISK
DRIVE HEAD CLEANER. The card insert that cleans the head

can be obtained free by maijing in the coupon provided. For
$28.50, SYSTEM DOCTOR is the first complete diagnostic

program for the TRS-80. A disk version is available for $38.50.
LINE PRINTER by Dosse Segbeaya is a machine language

program that accelerates printing on Centronics printers by making
it a background task. Requiring 32K and a disk drive, this program
enables the user to set aside up to '16K of memory as buffer which

when filled is sent to the line printer while your Basic program
continues to run. Any Basic program that uses LPRINT's will run
significantly faster with this program. Also included is the ability
to set the number of characters per line, the number of lines per

page, the spaces between lines, and the left, top and bottom mar-
gins. Page numbers can be placed anywhere on the first line starting
at any given number. Printouts of anything that is on the screen can
also be made by hitting shift/break. If you do programming and you
use multistatement lines, LINE PRINTER enables. you to LLIST

your program with single statement lines. This rather amazing pro-
gram is resident in high memory as it interfaces with almost any

Basic program. It sells on disk for $24.50:

BASIC TOOLKIT by F Barry Mulligan is a basic programmer's
dream come true. Requiring 16K or more, this program has the follow-

ing features. Variables Map-Gives an alphabetical listing of each
variable used, a list of the lines the variables appear on, and shows

the number of times the variable appears on the line. Goto X Ref-Lists
in numerical sequence the destination of each GOTOand GOSUB
statement and the line number that it appears on. Recall-Allows

you to recall a program after you have /7it reset, accidentally typed
NEW or have booted back to DOS. Merge-Enables you to merge tape

or disk programs. Test Memory-Does a thorough check of memory
to be sure every location is operable. Search Memory-Search for
every occurrence of a tWO-byte combination and list the location

where it occurs. BASIC TOOLKIT is resident in memory while pro-
gramming and is accessed by hitting shift/break. A must for basic
programmers, this utility sells for $19.80 on tape, $29.80 on disk.

TBS has other incredible software for Tandy's microcomputer.
Intent on making it a powerful tool, we have large scale business

accounting systems, general accounting systems, data
processing systems and the Library 100. Wehave the only

DISK HEAD CLEANER (for APPLE too!) and GRAN MASTER
DISKETTES, the best on the market.

TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and we build systems, not just
software. The above products are available now, nationwide. Visit
your local Computer Dealer or Associate Radio Shack Store and
demand the best, demand TBS. For more information contact us

through the numbers below
™ TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation
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Frank J. Derfler, Jr.
PO Box 17283
Montgomery AL 36117

Author's note: TheDallas system listed
last month has closed down.

Dial-up Directory

Have you been hooked on the "dialing-up" habit yet?

Dialing-up can become ~ddictive!
The number of users on the

Computer Bulletin Board Systems
(CBBS) is growing daily. This article
reviews and comments on a modem
system-it is much more than just a
modem-that will really hook you.

Micrornodern II
This modem board from D. C.

Hayes (PO Box 9884, Atlanta GA
30319) plugs into your computer and
does nearly everything. I have hesi-
tated to buy one, however, because I
thought there might be some. fancy
programming involved in interfacing
into my S-100 system.

D. C. Hayes has taken the worry
out of this interface for Apple II users.
The Micromodem II includesa board,
which plugs right into the Apple II,
all of the cables and a direct access ar-
rangement (DAA), which keeps un-
wanted tones off the phone company's
lines. A 1K ROM mounted on the mo-
dem board is set with just the right
program to turn the Apple into an au-
tomatic communications device.

The manual that comes with the
D. C. Hayes Apple II modern includes
easy-to-understand instructions writ-
ten in a pleasant style and well illus-
trated. I am sure my nine-year-old
CQuid install the modem board and
operate the system with no problem
using the manual.' Several excellent
sections of background material de-
scribe the modem actions, telephone
systems and digital communications
systems. .
. I do have one complaint, however.

The manual discusses local keyboard
control and remote terminal control
of the computer. It never relates this
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to the originate or answer mode of
modem operation. These are basic
and essential terms that a user might
need in talking to people with other
equipment. Otherwise, the manual
really sets the standard for others to
shoot for.' .

The D. C. Hayes Apple II modem
system provides for three modes of op-
eration: it will turn the Apple II into a
dumb terminal for work with a host
computer system or for data calls; it
will allow it to operate as a host (re-
mote console. control) ; it will allow it
to operate under the control of a BA-
SIC program. It has automatic an-
swer and automatic dialing. The
baud rates (300 or 110), out-dial and
hang-up are all under software con-

The Micromodem II package is complete and
ready to plug into your computer and phone
iack. The board contains high-qttality audio fil-
ters, tone generators and receivers, and 1K of
ROM firmware that ties everything together ..

trol. It is possible to save a BASIC pro-
gram entered by a remote terminal
while your Apple II is operating as a
host, but more extensive saving of text
or data must be done under BASIC
programs.

The Dow Jones Stock Market Re-
porter package will run with the
D. C. Hayes modem with only slight
modification. I have seen advertised
software that makes the Apple II and
D. C. Hayes combination into a
CBBS. Check the San Diego Apple
systems (714-582-9557 and 714-449-
5689) or the Original Apple Corps
(213-340-0135) for more information.

An acoustical modem would prob-
ably be less expensive, but it would
not provide nearly the same inte-
grated capability.

Smart Software
As I use the term, a smart terminal

is one that will both transmit pre-
stored data and save transmitted and
received data on some medium for fu-
ture recall. A nice feature would be
the ability to later manipulate or edit
the data you have received. This abil-
ity is usually provided by software
running on a microcomputer.

The Telestar program gives you this
capability. This 8080 assembly-lan-
guage program is available from
Leonard E. Garcia (3517 Herschel
Ave., Dallas TX 75219) for only about
$30. It is set for North Star disk sys-
tems, but you Micropolis users should
know how to run North Star disks by
now. It needs a minimum of 8K of
RAM starting at 2AOO.

Telestar has three modes: file trans-
fer, write or read. File transfer pro-
vides two Telestar users with the ca-



The following list provides the location, phone number and other information about sys-
tems around the country. Unless otherwise shown, all systems operate 24 hours a day. Hit at
least three carriage returns to set the speed. I have personally checked into all of these systems.
That is my only guarantee. These were verified from my list of over 110 "reported" systems.

LOCATION PHONE NO. COMMENTS

Arizona

Phoenix 602-957 -4428 Mail function for frequent
users. Msgs by categories.

California

Buena Park 714-739-0711 Nonbusiness hours only.
Hawthorne 213-675-8803 May not be 24 hr. ABBS
Hughes Acft. 213-679-0591 Mainly Hughes employees.
Huntington Beach 714-962-7979 Not 24 hr. Not heavily used.
Irvine 714-751-1422 ABBS
Los Angeles 213-:Wl-5728 Nonbusiness hours.
Marina Del Ray 213-821-7369 ABBS
Orange County 714-526-3687 COMM 80. Different soft-

ware.
San Jose 408-263-0248 Billboard 80. Different too.

District of Columbia

Washington 202-337 -4694 Forum 80. Selective msg sort.

Florida

West Palm Beach 305-689-3234 ABBS (erroneously

Illinois
listed in CA last month).

Naperville 312-420-7995 Nonbusiness hours. ABBS

Kansas

Wichita 316-746-2078 Forum 80.

Massachusetts

Dunstable 617-649-7097 Forum 80. Program
transfers.

Missouri

Springfield 417-862-7852 ABBS

New Jersey

Pompton Plains 201-835-7228 Nonbusiness hours only.
ABBS

New York

Staten Island 212-448-6576 ABBS

Texas

San Antonio 512-657-0779 ABBS

Washington

Seattle 206-524-0203 ABBS

Special Listing

Potomac Micro Magic has a special modem test service open on an "as available" basis.
They will echo and send a test message at various baud rates. This will allow you to test
without tying up other systems. Dial them in Virginia at 703-750-0930.

pability of exchanging actual pro-
gram and data files. The write mode
puts all of the transmitted and re-
ceived data into RAM. When RAM is
full or your call is done, the data is
transferred to disk. Read allows you
to locally read or print out files.

The write mode is convenient for
CBBS use. You can ask the CBBS for a
quick summary of messages, get the
ones you want and store them without
running up costly phone bills. You

can later recall the messages and
make notes about phone numbers,
equipment for sale, etc., at your lei-
sure. You can list programs from a
host computer. But because Telestar
puts everything on disk file in ASCII,
the tokens will be wrong to actually
run the program. Only the transfer
mode can save a program that will
run, but you must have a Telestar at
each end to do it.

Telestar has a uniqueself-adaptive

feature. You can enter the program
and use its own internal prompts to
tailor your own port, memory and
character bits. The program will then
save itself in its new tailored form.

Telestar users who have Electric
Pencil can enter the ASCII files, edit
out all of the unwanted data and save
the important information from a
data call session in a concise form.

Telestar is a real bargain that can
make North Star and other similar
disk-based systems into sophisticated
smart terminals. Be sure to mention if
you have a Telestar capability when
you send your listing to the Dial-up
Directory.

CBBS Spotlight
There is a new system in the spot-

light this time. The CBBS Northwest
in Beaverton OR (503;646-5510) is
run by Jim Willing and Bill Marx. It
became operational on May 8, 1979.
They are using a single disk with a Po-
tomac Micro-Magic modem card.
The system and software follow the
pattern of the CBBS in Chicago devel-
oped by Ward Christensen and Randy
Suess.

The friendly "natives" on this sys-
tem have discussed several interesting
topics, such as movie reviews and a
need for old pinsetting machine parts.
The summary (S) command on this
svstern includes information about the
length of each message. A message
may be up to 16 60-character lines, so
it is helpful to know the size of the
message you are calling out. The rou-
tine that allows you to enter (E) a
message also lets you edit it line by
line, but then you must remember to
save it on disk or else it will not be
retained.

Bill and Jim also maintain a voice-
answering machine so users can re-
port system problems verbally. CBBS
Northwest is a pleasant meeting place
for people of diverse interests. It is a
welcome addition to the CBBS roster.

Listings
We want to list the name, number,

available times, equipment capabil-
ities and interests of anyone who
would like to exchange data calls. We
would also like to keep a current list of
the Computer Bulletin Board Systems
operational and any special features
they provide. If you run a CBBS,
what are your plans? How about
TELENET linking'? What are your
problems? Drop me a line at PO Box
17283, Montgomery AL 36117. Please
include an SASE..
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ALARM CLOCK KITS:
4 Digit .5"

Here it is' The first of several quality kits we have been asked
for: Here is what you get - unbelievable as it may sound ..

1 National - 5375AA Clock Chip
Bowmar Clock Stick Readout (L.E.D.) 4 digit - 1/2"

'

We bought 350
And you get the savings.

Reds, greens, yellows, orange, small, medium, large.
Bags of 25 - mixed $2.75. That's only 11<t:each. Compare
this bargain up to twice our price.

FACTORY PRIME
81 - Polar LED 59¢ ea. or 10 for $5

13 Transitors
2 Push Buttons for time set
2

NE'H\

$9.99

The Computer Stop MON. - SAT.
16919 Hawthorne Btvd.
Lawndale, CA 90260 10 • 6

(213)371·4010

Toggle Switches for alarm
1 Filter cap
4 1N4000 series diodes ~

1N4148 " O~O:
1<0\'

cl<o_,OOI'C2 Disc caps
29 Resistors

Transducer (Speaker) for Alarm
LED Lamp for alarm indicator

LAB-BENCH VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY KIT
5 to 20 VDC at 1 AMP. Short circuit protected by current
limit. Uses IC regulator and 10AMP Power Darlington. Very
good regulation and low ripple. Kit includes PC Board, all
parts, large heatsink and shielded transformer. 50 MV. TYP.
Regulation. $15.99 KIT

Sonalert® on P.C. Board
Direct from a radar detector manufacturer! 4-741 on a board

C B $2 25 - plus 12 capacitors, trim pot and many usable componentsP . oard .
plus a Mallory Sonalerte - well worth the price of the board

Plug In alone - while they last - $2.50 ea.
Transformer $1.50 f----------------------;;:---- ..•

Case $3.50

Same as above except it includes 60 Hz timebase.
This Kit Includes:

1 National 5375AA Clock Chip
1 Bowmar Clock Stick Readout - (L.E.D.) 4 digit - 1/2"

12 Transistors
2 Push Buttons for time set
2 Disc caps

27 Resistors
MOV

D.C. MODEL

NE'H\

$12.7560 Hz time base
P.C. Board $2.25 Case $3.50

The Paper Tiger:

$950.00
With Graphics $1090.00

.DISK II $545.00 16K RAMS for
with controller APPLE II $65
withoutcontroller $465.00 IRS-80
MICROMODEM $325.00
PASCAL $425.00 VERBATIM

S27ROMPLUS $149.00 DISKS
with keyboardfilter 10 for
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EACH

MICRO MINI
TOGGLE SWITCHES 99¢

6 for $5 with hardware.

16K DYN
WORKS IN TRS-80 OR APPLE II

VERY LIMITED STOCK' "MAGAZINE SPECIAL" - 8/$79.50

esearch: arts
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401247K GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461
we pay i

No C.O.D. We accept Visa, MasterCharge and American Express cards. Tex.
Res. add 5% Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P&H. 90 Day Money
Back Guarantee on all items. Write for our free catalog full of many useful
bargains .

• apPIe!compute!r .apPIe! compute!r

Don't Lose Sight at 40!
GET

DOUBLEVISIONTM
Qu9x ~N~ Video Display
with Upper and Lower Case

California residents add 6% sales tax.

• Works with Apple II, Apple II Plus & PASCAL'
• Full 96 ASCII Character Set
• Fully programmable cursor: 1-9 lines any direction,

along with blinking at two rates or non blinking.
• All software included for BASICS (optional for PASCAL~)
• Full cursor movement and inverse video
• 50/60 Hz operation.

*Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

Introductory Sale Price $19500"
••.PASCAL software available for $25 additlonal.
••For all orders received before midnight April 30, 1980. Reg. $295.00.

Deliveries start end of February. Allow up 104 weeks for shipment.
All mail orders add $3 00 for postage insurance and handling

The Computer Stop MON. - SAT.
....C147 16919 Hawthorne Blvd.

Lawndale, CA 90260 10·6
(213) 371-4010



G. W. COMPUTERS LTD.
This is how your business appears on the screen

Approximately 60-100 entrieslinputs require only 2-4 hours
weekly and your entire business is under control.

•PROGRAMS ARE INTEGRATED-
01 = ENTERNAMES/ ADDRESS. ETe.
02 = 'ENTER/PRINT INVOICES
03 = 'ENTER PURCHASES
04 = 'ENTER A/C RECEIVABLES
05= 'ENTER A/C PAYABLES
06 = ENTER/UPDATE INVENTORY
07 = ENTER/UPDATE ORDERS
08 = ENTER/UPDATE BANKS
09 = EXAMINE/MONITOR SALES LEDGER
10= EXAMINE/MONITOR PURCHASE LEDGER
I I = EXAMINE/PRINT INCOMPLETE RECORDS
12= EXAMINE PRODUCT SALES

SELECT fUNCTION BY NUMBER
13 = PRINT CUSTOMER STATEMENT
14 = PRINT SUPPLIER STATEMENTS
15 = PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS
16= PRINT TAX STATEMENTS
17= PRINT WEEK/MONTH SALES
18 = PRINT WEEK/MONTH PURCHASES
19 = PRINT YEAR AUDIT
20= PRINT PROFIT/LOSS ACCOUNT
2 I = UPDATE END MONTH FILES
22 = PRINT CASH FLOW FORECAST
23 = ENTER/UPDATE PAYROLL (NOT YET AVAILABLE)
24 = RETURN TO BASIC

WHICH ONE? (ENTER 1-24)

Each program goes to sub menu, e.g.:
(9) allows A. LIST ALL SALES; B. MONITOR SALES BY STOCK CODES;

C. RETRIEVE INVOICE DETAILS; D. AMEND LEDCER fiLES;
E. LIST TOTAL ALL SALES.

Think of the possibilities and add to those here if you wish.
Price for current package Version 1 is $550. or Version 2 (including aged debtors analysis. etc.) is $750. or full listing. $300.

All programs in BASIC for SWTP 6800/Pet 16/32K Systems/Z80 Stroke CPM Systems/Package includes 31 programs.

Z80 Inquiries = Distributor
John D. OWENS ASSOCIATES, Inc.

12 SCHUBERT STREET (new address)
STATEN ISLAND, NEW YORK 10305

DAY, EVENING, WEEKEND, HOLIDAY CALLS WELCOME!
!J.... (212) 448·6283 (212) 448·6298

Mr. Tony Winter
G. W. Computers Ltd.

89 Bedford Court Mansion
Bedford Avenue .>G35

London, England WC 1

Pet Inquires = Distributor
Grass Valley Computer Systems
P.O. Box 678
Ruff and Ready, Calif., 95975
Ph. 916·272-2793 ~

UP TO 25% OFF~
YOUR OWN lRS-80 SYSTEM AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

Visit our new Store at 20th & _~.'ftl'._
TRS-80 MODEL II $3626.00
• 64K RAM
• Va MEG DISK

ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVE (1ST)
ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVE (2ND + 3RD) s 55800

VRD.t.'.1.t Drive $899.00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Model II
$199.00
$199.00

Payroll
General LEDGER
(inc. AP. AR. etc.)
DATA BASE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM $249.00 $149.00

Documentation only (each Package) $5.00

GENERAL SOFTWARE

777 Hendn80n Boulevard N-fJ

Folcroft Ind.,.trfal Parle
Folcroft PA 19032
(215) 461-5300 •.....V28

REG. OUR
ITEM PRICE PRICE

$619.00 $575.70
$849.00 $789.60
$299.00 $278.00
$ 495 00 S 38500
'1599.00 '1175.00
'1595.00 '1400.00
'1295.00 , 99500

Memory Klt..(16K)fHu INSTALLA.TION S 149.00 S 98.00
Verbatim Diskettes ea. S 595 s 495

3 S 17 89 S 1200
10 S 5900 s 3700

C·10Ca_n•• 5 s 495 5 450
25 S 2475 s 1875

s 35.00 $ . 29.95

There are new developments every da,-
40 tk. writ. or alII for the lat.11 Information.

$110.00~
Disk ".."$150.00

NEW DOS+ 35 tk.
$99.00
Tape

$99.00
Upper/Lower Case Conversion

Tape $19.95
Diagnostics Tape/Disk $34.55

Electric Pencil

Disk $24.95

Household Inventory

Loan Amortization Schedule
Disk $19.95

$19.95
$850.00
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on computers, peripherals, software and other Radio Shack" products.

Offered Exclusively By

Pan Am.erican lIadlo lIIaeR
Electronics, Inc. A Authorized Sales Center

1117 CONWAY MISSION, TEXAS 78572

Toll Free 800/531-7466
•.•••.R34 Texas & Main No. 512/581-2765

FOR THE VERY BEST IN
TRS-80 COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE

'Tiny' Pascal FOR TRS·80
Now you too can have Pascal! The fam~us ChungfYuen 'tiny' Pascal has been specially

designed for the IRS-80! The full power and elegance 01 'tiny' Pascal is at your command. Pro-
grams written in "tiny' Pascal run atleast 4 limes taster than the same program in BASIC! 'Tiny'
Pascal is also a great way to learn Pascal programming. & fun 100.

Best of all, you only need a 16K Level II TRS-80! No disk is required. The 'tiny' Pascal operating
system is self-contained and very easy to use.

'Tiny' Pascal is a subset of standard Pascal & includes: RECURSIVE PROCEDURE/FUNC·
TION, IF·THEN·ELSE, REPEAT/UNTIL, 'PEEK' & 'POKE', WHILE DO. CASE, MORE! (Plus full
graphics for your TAS-8Q).

You can save and load programs to and from tape in both source and compiled form.
You get all this and more, plus a user's manual for $40.00
DISK VERSION NOW AVAILABLE $45.00

Energy·Miser
Energy-Miser is a complete heating/cooling analysis program lor your home, office or

business! With Energy·Miser you can calculate heat loss because of poor insulation. leaky
doors and windows, poor planning and more. With Enerqy-Miser you can predict the annual sav-
ings on your utility bills for various improvements or modifications, including: use of solar
power, better insulation, opening and closing drapery, etc.

But there is even more: Enerqy-Mtser can also calculate your Return on Investment. That is,
you can find your break point for converting to solar, for insulating better, etc. Enerqy-Miser even
takes into consideration the Energy Tax Credit! Enerqy-Mlser is a program designed to save
your money!

Energy·Miser is a proven program written by a professional and includes a complete user's
manual for $22.50. (Minimum System 16K Level II, No Disk Required)

Anglophone
At last you can take complete advantage of your TAS·80 voice synthesizer. Forget about

cumbersome phonetic codes. With 'Anglophone' you can simply use ordinary English. corn-
pletely interfaces with BASIC, or just about any other programming language. 'Anglophone' ap-
plies sophisticated pronunciation rules to transform normal English spelling into speech using
the TRS·80 Voice Synthesizer. Minimum hardware: Level II, 16K, Voice Synthesizer. Comes corn-
ptete with user's manual and test program. $45.00

Talking Terminal
The 'Talking Terminal' program turns a TAS-BO into a talking computer terminal. The 'Talking

Terminal' program receives input from a remote computer and converts it to spoken words. lis
many user options include: Instant Replay, spelled speech. silent or pronounced punctuation
and more. Minimum hardware: Level II, 16K, Voice Synthesizer, RS·232c board and expansion
interface. $145.00

(217) 344·7596

Vs1UPf~/Off
All orders prepaid or C.O.D. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax.

P.O. Box 1628. Champaign, IL 618
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*,WP6S02 *
Pro WordProcessing for

OSI - ATARI - PET - APPLE

• Text insertion of up to 100 text blocks for simple
form letter preparation.

• Both global editing, featuring echo-checking and
cursor controlled screen editing.

• Intelligent tabbing featuring space-over or dot-
over.

• One version supports disk and/or tape.
• All in assembler; runs on even a 4K machine.

• Has exclusive "AP" option: every page can start
with -a new paragraph.

• And much more.

OSI65U.&.D. . $100
APPLE IV and" TBA
Complete Operations Manual . $2

$75
TBA
TBA

Specify Tape 8" or 5" NY: Add 8Il7o-C.O.D. Orders Accepted

Dwo Quong Fok Lok SOW
371 Broome St.
NY, NY 10013
212-431-3296 v067

VERBATIM® ATHANA® GEORGIA MAGNETICS®

noppy Diskenes for
ANY COMPUTER SYSTEM
8 " Floppies only $32~.

HUNDRED LOTS

10for $3.65 ea. • 50 for $3.40 ea.

We reserve the right to ship either of the name brands that we carry.

51f~'Mini-floppies only $2:~
HUNDRED LOTS

10for $3.10 ea. • 50 for $2.85 ea.

SPECIFY SIZE, TYPE, & COMPUTER
5'1." Soft Sector, 10Sector, 16Sector-8" IBM Compatible, Hard Sector

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HRS. TO ORDER
800-824-7888
OPERATOR 814
CALIFORNIA 800-852-7777

or

DC SOFTWARE & COMPUTER PRODUCTS
POST OFFICE BOX 503
SAN BRUNO, CALIF. 94066 ".027

FOR INFORMATION 415-348-2387



SoftlNare

DOMINOES $ 6.95

HPN MATHPACK $19.95

SPACE WARS $ 9.95

FORECAST $ 9.95

DEPTH CHARGE $ 9.95

[tH[~ " lr, v ,,"'N'
1'lfI1HAlION

(Ml(P II (""E~~[

M"E A O[POSIT
LE~~ rsr DATA

""'1>r)ATA

LAD THl MIA

hDlrF[R[NIDfll[

!0(Xlf I
HOME ACCOUNTING $ 9.95

V Reader Service-see page 227

for the PET

SUPER NIM $ 6.95

GRAND PRIX $ 6.95

$ 6.95

-BASKETBALL $ 9.95

VISA

All orders include 3% postage and handling with a minimum of
$1.00. California residents include 6% Sales Tax.

MASTERCHARGE

. PET IS A TRADEMARK OF
COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES, INC.

PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL,lnc, vP48
3400 Wilshire Blvd,
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384·0579

384·1116
384·1117

Dealer Inquiries Invited

LETTER SQUARES $ 6,95

E.S.P, S 9.95

BLOCKADE $ 9.95

SLOT MACHINE $ 6,95

••ENTER LETTER,NU"S[R or YQUR SHOT, •

BATTLE SHIP $ 9,95

Z-AP,:
•• , : t ~.:: •• t •• ':,'

of • :. ,I:' I', • " :.: ',I
o I I' • 1. '... ..-.::':.

•• •• • • •.•• to •

ZAP $ 6,95
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Gregory Yob
PO Box 354
Palo Alto CA 94301

The Comprint Printer

Tired thumbs prompted this author to buy the Comprint printer, which he reviews here.

About 18 months ago, I was
asked to write some code

to test the interface between a
PET and a new printer under de-
velopment. I liked what I saw, es-
pecially the simplicity of the
printer's mechanism and the
speed (over 200 cps).

I eventually became tired of
thumbing my way through the
orders pile for a book I am writ-
ing and decided there had to be
a better way. Perhaps it was
time to spend some money for
disks and a printer for myoid Im-
sai, which had sat on the shelf
gathering dust for the last two
years, and thus let my computer
do the thumbing for me. At least
I could call this a business ex-
pense and get a new toy if it
didn't work out well.

Several years ago, I spent
much time working with a TI Si-

lent 700, and before that, a Tele-
type. It was clear that a printer
that dozed along at 30 or 60
characterslsecond would leave
me fidgeting in my chair waiting
for my printouts.

I called the printer company
and learned that the Comprint
could be provided in two forms:

a serial interface with a Teletype
current loop or a parallel inter-
face that could work in 8-bit par-
allel handshake or be a listener
on the IEEE 488 bus. Since my
other computer is a PET, one
printer could be used for both
machines. So I decided to pur-
chase the Com print printer.

What Makes
This One So Special?

The Com print is a non-impact
printer that uses a special elec-
trosensitive paper coated with
black dye and a thin layer of
aluminum deposited on top.
When a column of styli (similar
to the styli in a dot-matrix print-
er) is swept across the page, an
electrical pulse vaporizes the
aluminum and reveals the black
dye. Suitable timing of the elec-
trical pulses will produce letters
on the paper.

Since this process has no
moving parts other than the mo-

Photo 1. With the cover off, the simplicity of the Comprint mechan-
ism is revealed. The oval belt slides the stylus head past the paper,
which is friction-fed continuously during printing. When the printer
is idle, the printhead is to the right.
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tion of the printhead and the
paper, the printing rate can be
quite rapid. The speed is at least
ten times that of a thermal print-
er, and there are no ribbons or
stylus solenoids to consider,
which makes the mechanism
simple and lightweight.

The Comprint mechanism is
further simplified by the elimina-
tion of the stoplstart paper feed
mechanism that most printers
use. As the stylus head moves
across the page, the paper is fed
upward at the same time. To
make a level line of print, the car-
riage is tilted upward. Fig. 1
shows this method schemati-
cally, and Photo 1 shows the
Comprint's mechanism.

The Com print's stylus is 12
dots high and staggered so the
dots overlap in the letters. Fig. 2
shows a sample of the Com-
print's output, and you will no-
tice that the lowercase letters
have real descenders, which
make the print easy to read. (The
character matrix is 9 x 12.)

The printer buffers up to 256
characters and prints one line at
a time (80 characters). Since
there is no direct carriage re-

PAPER

turn, spaces are added to the
end of short lines. The total rate
is 170 lines per minute, or about
225 characters per second for
full lines. This is nearly three full
pages per minute, or about half
the speed of a commercial 300
Ipm printer (that costs five times
as much).

Interfacing to the Comprint is
by two basic options: serial or
parallel. The serial option costs
a little more than the parallel
one. My experience is with the
parallel model, since both of my
computers have parallel inter-
faces.

The serial option provides an
RS-232C standard serial inter-
face and a 20 mA current loop
for Teletype-like devices. A set
of jumpers on the serial 1/0
board is used to select the mode
of operation and the details of

the 1/0. These include:
110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400
and 4800 baud data rate.

Received or transmitted data to
be printed.
Data Set Ready or Clear To Send
as the busy signal.
Seven or eight data bits.
One or two stop bits.

Fig. 1. The stylus head is mounted on a tilted carriage. As the paper
advances, the stylus head moves up at the same rate, resulting in a
level line of print. This eliminates the start/stop mechanism found in
most printers.



RS-232 or 20 mA loop as data
source.
Choice of polarity and current!
no current for mark/space in the
20 mA current loop.

The current loop is optically
isolated by passing the current
through an LED and a resistor
incorporated in an optocoupler.

The parallel option provides
for either the IEEE 488 bus pro-
tocol or a parallel data with
Strobe/Acknowledge handshak-
ing. I used the IEEE 488 option
for connection to my PET. The
parallel options are:
IEEE 488 device addresses of 3,
4,6 or 28.
Print all characters, including
those with ATN set low, as an
aid for debugging.
" Narrow" Strobe/Acknowledge
parallel-a narrow active low
strobe is used.
"Wide" Strobe/Acknowledge
parallel-timing is less critical.

Some of the IEEE lines are
used for Strobe/Acknowledge,
which requires the Comprint to
use an "active low" voltage pro-
tocol. Those with "active high"
interfaces should take note ..

My printer arrived with two ap-
plication notes that told how to

interface the Comprint to the
Apple II Parallel Printer Inter-
face Card and to the TRS-80 PC
board 1184 Rev C for the TRS-80
Expansion Interface. For the
PET, the Comprint interfaces di-
rectly to the IEEE 488 bus. Com-
print also offers a Centronics-
Compatible interface.

If you have a CRT terminal
and wish to dump the entire
screen on the printer-and while
the printer is printing, to do
something else on your CRT-
there is an expansion buffer
memory card that provides a
2048 (2K) byte buffer for the
Comprint. With this option, you
can send up to 2K characters to
the Comprint before the printer
tells your computer that it can't
accept any more characters.

Packing,
Documentation and Setup

The printer arrived in a double
box-an outer box that held an
inner box with foam-rubber cor-
ner holders. The inner box con-
tained the printer and the in-
structions. The unpacking in-
structions stated loudly and
clearly that a specific order of
unpacking was required. As I un-
packed, it became apparent why
this was so. The instruction

manual (64 pages) was very
clear and included drawings and
photos as needed.

I had to supply my own con-
nector for the end of the Com-
print's I/O cable, and initially I
selected an edge connector that
fit my PET. The tables in the in-
struction manual were clear, ex-
cept that I couldn't find the
ground wires! I called the Com-
print Company, which informed
me that the errata sheet indi-
cated where the grounds were.

After wiring the cable, I set
the jumpers on the I/O board for
IEEE 488, using device 'address
#4. Though the instructions in-
sisted that you should remove
the I/O board, I noticed that a
pair of needle-nose pliers were
sufficient to pull and replace the
jumper pins. (Removal of the I/O
board is quite tricky, as it is con-
nected to the main board with 20
wire-wrap pins. I am glad I took a
look at this before trying it!) Any-
way, I set the jumpers as indi-
cated, and never had to remove
the I/O board.

I hooked the printer to my
PET, turned everything on and
initialized the printer. When the
Com print is turned on, you must
set it to "test" for a few lines for
initialization. Then I opened an
IEEE file in the PET and entered
PRINT#4, "HELLO THERE". It
all worked!

Performance and Control

The Comprint has an F-8 mi-
croprocessor with an on-chip

Photo 2. The author's home base,

ROM that does all the functions . some control of the printer via
for the printer. This gives the
printer a moderate amount of in-
telligence.

On the top of the printer are
two switches. The upper switch
has three positions-On Line,
Off Line and No Print. The On
Line position accepts charac-
ters and prints them. Off Line
dumps the contents of the buf-
fer, and the printer refuses to ac-
cept more characters. By switch-
ing to Off Line and back to On
Line, you can test the printer,
etc., without lOSing any trans-
mitted characters. No Print ac-
cepts characters and does not
print them. (In programming
terms, this setting is a "bit buck-
et" into which the data van-
ishes.)

The other switch is also a
three-position switch with two
marks, Test and Paper Advance.
Test prints a line of characters,
shown in Fig. 3. Paper Advance
doestlne feeds.

When the Comprint is turned
on, you have to set it to Off Line
and do a few Test lines. If you try
Paper Advance first, the printer
will not stop doing line feeds
(until you set the switch to Test).

the computer. Carriage returns
pad the rest of a line with
blanks, and line feed will pro-
vide 80 blanks to simulate a line
feed. Bell will beep a speaker for
about .3 second;

If you want some data to be
ignored, you can use a Stop
Print and Start Print character
(US and GS). The Comprint will
ignore all characters after a
Stop Print ... until a Start Print
is received.

Two printing modes are al-
lowed. The Paginate mode will
print seven line feeds after every
58 lines, or will print enough line
feeds to finish the page if a form
feed is received. The Contin-
uous Print mode does not pagi-
nate and ignores form feeds.
When the printer is turned on, it
is in Paginate mode.

. Reliablility and Such Matters

, After using the printer for a
while, I noticed that the asterisk
seemed to have a dot or two out
of place. When I mentioned this
to the Comprint people, they
verified an error was present in
the F-8's ROM. Since F-8s are
ordered in quantities of 1000 or

It took me a few tries to learn more, it will be a while before
about this one!

Several of the ASCII control
characters are used to provide

perfect asterisks will appear.
However, the goof on the aster-
isk is very small, and I was told

About 18 months ago, I was asked to write some code to test the
interface between a PET and a new printer under development. I liked
what I saw, especially the simpl icity of the printer's mechanism, and
the speed (over 200 characters/second).

Fig. 2. Sample Comprint output (full size).
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0123456788: <->?~ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR5TUVWXYZ[']~_'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz( }-0
0123456788: <->?~ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR5TUVWXYZ[']~_'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz( }-0
0123456789: <->?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[']~_ 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz( }-0
0123456789: <=>?~ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR5TUVWXYZ[']~_ 'abcdefgh i'jkImrio pqr-e t uv urxqz f }-0
0123456789: <->?~ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ['],~ _ 'abcdefgh ijk I mnop qr-e t uv urxqzL }-0
0123456789: <->?~ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR5TUVWXYZ[']~_'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvUJxyz( }-0

!·t$~&'()*+,-./0123456789:;<=>7
~ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUUWXYZ[']t
'obcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{:)-

Fig. 3. Comprint test pattern and character set. The upper pattern is generated when the printer is
set to the Test mode. The lower pattern shows the entire 96-character set of the Comprint. (The
lower pattern shows type at full size.)

that I was the first customer to
notice it.

My first project with the Com-
print was to write a program to
make listings from my PET that
indicated what was really in the
PET's program. A LIST only pro-
vided some of my program list-
ing, as all the special PET char-
acters were ignored or appeared
in uppercase when a graphics
character was listed. (If you own
a PET and are interested in this
program, which workS for all
ASCII printers with lowercase,
drop me a note.)

When I had my program work-
ing, I used it for a long program
and discovered that the Com-
print "hung up" in the mi9dle of
the program run. I took the print-
er back to Comprint, where they
replaced the main board. My
printer now works just fine!
(There was some concern at
Comprint whether my bug meant
that there was a design flaw.
The engineers were quite re-
lieved that the replacement
board cured the problem. So
was I!)

warning tag in red and to tape it
to the top of the case as a per-
manent reminder.

Good Points

Ilike the Comprint ... at least
I have no intention of returning
it. I intend to use it for program
listings, some letters and mas-
ters for mailing lists. (The alumi-
nized paper copies very nicely.)
Its good features are:

1. Speed-225 charactersl
second is hard to beat.

2. No ribbons!
3. Lack of noise. When it's on

standby, it's really quiet, and the
printing noise is just the sound
of the carriage moving.

4. Lightweight-15 pounds.
When it's running, only 55 Watts
of power are used, so it doesn't
get warm.

5. The lowercase has descen-
ders, and the 9 x 12 matrix
makes readable characters.

6. Price-$660 is quite rea-
sonable. (The serial 1/0 option is
priced at $690. The 2K buffer is
about $200 more.)

Some inquires on lifetime and Annoyances
failure rate yielded the follow- Most of these annoyances
ing:

1. The Comprint is good for
about 50 million characters, or 5
years' "average" use. This
works out to 30 rolls of 300 foot
paper.

2. The main failure was the
destruction of the stylus.
Though there are many warn-
ings to be careful when the the
printer is operating with the top
off, most of the returned units
had damaged styli. When the
cover is off, the paper tends to
bend towards the front and
catch in the printer stylus head.
My solution was to mark my

,
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were cured one way or another.
My main objection is that many
small points were ignored to re-
duce the costs or to simplify
things for the engineers, at the
cost of standards. For example,
the printer prints 11 characters
per inch-elite type is 12 per
inch, and pica i~ 10! The 80 char-
acter line is 7 1J. inches long,
which leaves almost no margins
(3f4 'inch on the left, and '12 inch
on the right). The vertical value
is 5.83 lineslinch instead of 6. (I
am anticipatinq some problems
with mailing labels because of
this.) Disadvantages of this

printer are:
1. There is no cover provided

for the paper holder, though
slots for the cover are included
in the case. I made one out of
cardboard covered with vinyl
shelf-paper. To hold the cover in
place, I used some duct tape on
the inside in the rear. Fig. 4
shows the pattern for the cover.

2. Without the cover, the pa-
per tends to curl under the roll,
and sometimes it will even feed
through back to the printer.

3. The cable that came with
the Comprint left about 20
inches free. I eventually had to
make a separate cable and two
more connectors to place the
printer about 3 feet from my
PET.

4. To change from parallel to
IEEE 488 operation requires
changing two jumpers. This

means removal of the case.
Since my Imsai uses the parallel
strobe mode, I installed a DPDT
switch on the case to rapidly
switch between the Comprint's
two modes.

5. Once a connector is placed
on the cable, it isn't possible to
disconnect or remove the cable.
The cable is connected to the
1/0 board with a connector that
is soldered in place. The cable
f.eeds through a ventilation slot
that is too narrow for a connec-
tor.

6. I miss (but not too much)
the ability to do a true carriage
return.

Availability

Comprint does not sell the
printers on a retail basis. How-
ever, most computer stores
should be able to order the Com-
print through their distributors.

Summary

All in all, I like the little beast!
It will serve my needs quite ade-
quately. If you need to do a lot of
printing, get another brand, as
the Comprint is rather lightly
built.

Comprint is planning to pro-
duce a graphics version with
programmable characters. The
present model cannot place the
characters on the line accurate-
ly enough for good graphics, but
it does zip right along!.

1---------------10 1/8"-----------~

1--------------- 10 1/2" ----------------1

Fig. 4. Pattern for the rear cover of Comprint. Make the cover from
heavy non-corrugated cardboard. Score with a sharp knife at the
fold. After folding, put some vinyl shelf paper on the cardboard. At-
tach at the rear to the inside rear cover with adhesive tape. The cover
prevents the paper from curling back into the printer mechanism,



TIS-ZB[] APL
* Stand alone APL for zao occupy-

ing 28k (includes OS & DOS)

* File and system functions avail-
able within user funchions

* 3-D Matrix, inner and outer
products

* Catenate, scan, compress, reduce
and rotate along specified ax is.

* Use AP L character set or ASC II
substi tutes

U.S. $700.00 including manual
U.S. $ 25.00 manual only

TELECOMPUTE INTEGRATED SY'STEMS INC.
251 SPADINA AVE.,

TORONTO, ONTARIO CANADA M5T 2E2
•.••T79 PHONE: 416·363·9295

We have developed a coding program for the TRS-80
disk that guarantees ABSOLUTE SECURITY for your
data ..

Now you can computerize your sensitive information
and be sure that it is safe from anybody, even if they get
possession of your disk and program. YOU choose the
coding base so that even we can't break your personal-
ized code!

Our system CODES THE DATA ITSELF. Don't be fooled
by other coding systems that offer password security; all
password systems can be easily circumvented! In our
system, even if someone reads the disk, they won't be
able to decode the data.

We are offering the coding program, with disk and in·
struction manual at an incredibly low introductory price
of $34.95.
Order yours today. Send check or MO to:

Compleat Systems Consultants
Small Business Computers &. Services

9551 Casaba Ave., Chatsworth CA 9t31 1
•.••C193 213-993-1479

Minimum system is TRS-80, 16K, and one disk. Other
versions available soon. CA residents add 6% tax.

We offer total consultation services; from service
bureau to turnkey systems, hardware & software, at rea-
sonable rates. Call or write for more information.
"All cryptographic systems, except one time only keys,
are theoretically breakable. However, we are so sure that
our system is unbreakable that we are offering a $500
rebate to the first customer who can decode a sample
message included with the program. We'll even give you
a few hints!
TRS·SOis a registered trademark of Radio Shack. a division of Tandy Corp.

V Reader Service-see page 227

P~SCAL/MTM PASCAL/Mlsanlmplementa
tion of the Standard Pascal
programming language de

A CP/M' COMPATIBLE PRODUCT Signedby NiklousWirth

PASCAL/M does all Input/output and tile manipulation via calls
to CP/M. The tile interface intrinsics were chosen to promote Pas-
cal program transportability and to I'lovlde a bridge between
CP/M and the Standard Pascal language definition. In selecting
and defining extensions to PASCAL/M. heavy weight was given
to compatibility with other existing Pascal implementations.
Over 40 extenslons to Standard Pascal support:

• Console Cursor
Controls

• Type String

• Untyped files (for
memory Image 1/0)

• Segment procedures (memory
sharing)

• String and Character procedures
to support insertion, deletion and
replacing of character data.

PASCALIM provides single precision floating point (Type Real). Both
integer (16blt) .and langinteger (32blt,9 digit) arithm.eticqres!,)p-
ported. An optional version will 5upportihe AMD 9511 A or 'the Intel
8231 math chips.

·CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research PASCAL(M requires 56K RAM
and one floppy disk. The package
includes diskette with P Code
Compiler, Interpreter, and Run-
time Library: Pascal User Manual
and Report by Jensen and Wirth;
and' PASCAL (M User's
Reference Manual. The cost 'is
$350. For manuals only - $35.
Dealer inquires welcomed.
Visa/MC.

AVAILABLEVERSIONS

CP/MType CPU Type Disk Size

1.. 8080/85 8"
1.. l80 8"
Crom.meo
CDOS l80 8"

Northstar 2D
(Lifeboat) l80 5·1/4"

2.0 8080/85 8"
2.0 l80 8"
MP/M1.0 8080/85 8"
MP/M1.0 l80 8"

2670 Cherry Lane
Walnut Creek.
CA 94596

Digital (415) 938-2880

Marketing

GET WITH OUR
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM
BEFORE THEIBS
GETS TO YOU!

APPLE & TRS-80 diskette versions
* RENTAL INCOME PROGRAM

• Renter Information Report
• Rental Income Tracking
• Late Rent Reporting

* RENTAL EXPENSEPROGRAM
• Expense Analysis By Building
• Comparative Utilities Reporting
• Yearly Totals For Tax Reporting

(All reports may be printed)
EITHER PROGRAM: $125
TOTAL SYSTEM: $225

Ask About Our
Realty Analysis Modules

At Computer Stores everywhere
or call (213) 372-9419 for C.O.D.

oftware .

E™ 2045 Manhattan Ave.,
Hermosa Beach,mpany ....R33 CA 90245_.
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We have a FREE program just for you. IDEA SEEDS: a new concept
in software from CECDAT. Each month you can receive a FREE program
for your TRS-Bo, ready for use andior customization, for just a self
add res sed-stamped enve lope.

ACT AT ONCE... Send your self addressed-stamped envelope NOW----
before it 51 ips your mind! It could be the best thing you have done
for your TRS·80 Library.

FREE IDEA SEEDS-! ONLY FROM CECDAT! •••.•C128

••

CECDAT, Inc. P.O. Box 8963. Moscow. Idaho 83843

TRS-80 OWNERS!

s

I

Call about our fantastic price on
4-drlve complete system.

114K 5557.10
Level II 16K 5750.00
(w/o num. keyp.d)
ExpansionInterface S269.00
ExpAnsionjntertece 16)( $403.20
Expanslonlnterf.ce3ZK 5537.30
16K Memory Kit for IRS-SO or Apple

589.95

TRS-80 & NORTH STAR ADD-ON DRIVES

CABLE

INCLU.DED
CUSTOM

ENCLOSURE

Shugort SA 400 or DASF6106 single drive system in custom enclosure 54. 5.00

Double drive system in custom enclosure... . ,$825.00

DASF610640 trock. eetv e only. . .............•.•...... 1299.00
Shugart SA 400. . . . ... 1315.00
S••omon 8" drlve. . . 1399.00
HAZELTINE 1400. WHILE SUPPLYLASTSI(18 MONTH WAR1\ANTY) 5649.95
C••ntronics Pi print ••r (f1\S·80 odd-co). . 1396.95.
C••nrronlcs 779·2 tractor (T1\S·50 odd·on).... . .. 11049.95

TI printer .. 11599.00

Horizon 1 Kit. . . . . . . . . . . $ 1339.00
Single tier walnut Formica enclosure for SA 400 or BASFdrive. . $'27.00
Two tier walnut enclosure for SA 400 or BASFdrive. . . $45.50
SPECIAL! Mini floppy disks. box of 10(wlthplostlc box)only... . .. 126.00

Dox of 10. 8" disks.. . .
Atori 400 •••.•....•.....•..... 1546.49
Atori 600 .•••.......•..•. 1994.49

13.95 p••r disk

* * MAIL ORDER ONLY * *
INTERTUSE TERMINAL

5784.00

HEATH ® COMPATIBLE

DG-32D 32K RAM FEATURES:

D.G Electronic Developments Co.
brings you a totally compatible, fully
assembled and tested 32K RAM for
Heath" H8 computers. The DG-32D
has less than 6 watts power con-
sumption. This allows you to add a full
32K bytes of Random Access Mem-
ory without taxing or replacing your
computer's power supply. Engineer-
ed to plug -in and run without any user
modifications, the DG-32D can be

V Plugs into Heath" H8 Computer.
V Ready to use. Fullyassembled, tested &.

burned in.
v Operates with existing Heath" memory.
v Protected memory Output Buffers in the

event of Address error.
v Utilizes popular 4116 RAM devices.
v Memory Address DIPswitch·changeable.
v Arranged as4 Independent 8K Blocks.
v Low Power Consumption: Less than 6 watts.

typical.
v Transparent Refresh.
v One year guarantee.
v Compatible with all current H8 peripherals.

used with orwithout existing H8 RAM
without modification. Protection of
the memory output buffers is provid-
ed in the event of assigning two
blocks to the same address space.
The DG-32D is the ideal answer to
expansion of the Heath" H8 com-
puter. . . Low power consumption,
low price, high capacity. total engi-
neering and exacting production
methods.

Heath ~ and H8 are registered trademarks of the
Heath Corporation. Benton Harbor. Michigcl.n.

BURNED IN 16K MEMORY CHIP SET
H88-H89 $89.00

ORDERING INFORMATION: DG·32D RAM available only from DG Electronic Developments Co .. P.O. Box
I 124. 1827 South Armstrong. Denison, Texas 75020, Check, money-order. VISAor Master Charge. Phone
orders accepted on charge orders. NO COD's, foreign orders add 30%. Texas residents 'add 5%. For VISA
or Master Charge orders call 214·465· 7805. $479.00 freight prepaid. Allow three weeks for personal
checks to clear banks.

C·Ei ELECTRONIC V' 070

DEVELOPMENTS CO.
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• 1169- The Giant Handbook of 1062 - The A to Z Book of 1053-Microprocessor Cook- II-How To Design, Build & 1088 -Illustrated Dictionary 1016-Artificial Intelligence I
• Computer Projects This MAM- Computer Games 26 exciting book A chip-by-chip comparison Program Your Own Working of Microcomputer Terminology An exciting, thought prOVOking.

MOTH 504-page step-by-step and instructive game pro- of the most popular modern Computer System THE complete Here are clear, concise, encyc- guide to the sophisticated I
I guide to building modern com- grams-all tested and ready microprocessors-the Intel computer build-it book, includ- lopedic definitions of nearly techniques used to make

•
puters and accessories-CPUs, to run, and designed to illustrate 8080, Motorola 6800, Fairchild's ing design, construction, prog- 4,000 computer terms, "buzz" machines "think." It carefully.
memones, 1/0 hardware, the fine points of computer pro- F8 family, Zilog Z80, Il's TMS ramming, testing and de- words, and jargon used in mic- defines artificial intelligence,

I
etc.-is a builder's dream, with gramming! Each sophisticated 9900, National Semi SC/MP, In- bugging! This 2-in-1 volume rocomputers. But it's more than explains the theory behind ad- I
projects and schematics, parts programincludesfulldocumen- tel's 8021, etc.-including combines hardware and soft- just a dictionary-it's a vancedcomputerprogrammlng,.

• lists, and step-by-step con- tation on how the game works, programming, architecture, ad- ware so you can homebrew your thorough update on what's hap- and shows you how to program

•
struction instructions to enable what the program contains, and dressing, instruction sets, func- own customized computer sys- pening in computers and related your computer to assume the.
you to build your own systems. how to alter or modify it plus tions, structures, and applica- tem at 113 the cost of an equiv- penpheral systems Includes ta- rudiments of humanlike intelli-

1
504 p., 217 il. Only $15.95 h; programming gems!. 308 p., 73 tions! 266 p, 124 II Only alent commercial unit! 308 p, bles, codes, etc 322 p, 150 II. gence. 252 p., 118 il. Only I

$9.95 p. II. Only $12.95 h; $1.95 p. $10.95 h; $5.95 p. l38 II. Only $14.95 h; $8.95 p. Only $12.95 h; $1.95 p. $12.95 h; $1.95 p.

11201- The Complete Microcomputer Systems Handbook. A complete gUide,1141-HOW To Build Your Own Working Robot Pet. Astep-by-step guide tOl861-Display Electronics. An experimenter's guide to optoelectronic CircUits.

I
to microcomputers-how they operate, how to use them, how to program building and operating ,a ,robot pet. Includes tech~lc.al d~ta ~nd inle on plus over 7~ proJe~ts usmg arra,Ys and .d,~plays, light-emitting d.IOdeS'1
them, and how to troubleshoot and repair them ...plus data on applications interfacing the body, b.ulldlng the power system, building circuits, etc. 138/ infrared-emitting diodes, phetediodes, liquid crystals, photetransisters,
and the latest state-of-the-art concepts like magnetic bubble memories, p., 86 II. only $10.95 h; $6.95 p. light-activated SCRs, fiber optics, electrolumlnescence, and a host of otherlI computers in networks, teaching machines to learn, etc. 311 p., 147 il. only 1099-How To Build Your Own Working 16-Bit Microcomputer. A step-by- exotic display devices. 151 p., 195 il. only $8.95 h; $5.95 p.

I
$15.95 h; $9.95 p. > step description of howtoconstruct a working 16-bit microcomputer, USing[752-computer Pro,ramming Handbook. A complete guide to computerl

1055- The Basic Cookbook. A step-by-step guide to writing and using the 9900 CP~ microproce~sor. Covers every type of interface required, and programming and data. pmcessing, ~jth score~ of wor~ed out exampl~s ..An

I
micro- and mini-cornputer programs for everyday household, pastime, and how to use It. 96 p., 73 II. only $3.95 p. extremely comprehensive, informative, and interesting work on dlgltall
business applications. Shows how to understand BASIC and write instruc- 971-Miniprocessors: From Calculators To Computers. Shows how to as· computer programming, and data processing in general, This GIA,NTtext

I
tions, enter them into the computer, and interpret results. 140 p., 49 il. only semble and program a usable calculator system, from a simple arithmetic covers all ~hree types of computer languages-machine, symbolic, andl
$7.95 h; $4.95 p. . calculator to a fully programmable system with a randomly addressable problem-orrented whICh focuses on FORTRAN IV. If ever there was a

1
952-Microprocessor Programming For Computer Hobbyists. A modern, 156-step memory. 196 p., 67 il. only $9.95 h; $5.95 p. one-book course on computer programming this is it! 518 p., 114 il. onlYI

up-to-date handbook of intermediate and advanced programming 955-Modern Digital Communications. Covers the latest techniques of $12.95 h; $9.95 p.

I
techniques for hobbyists, Begins ~he~e manufa~turer instructions usu.ally transmission, coding, d,ecoding, modulation, equalization and line condi- 709-Modern Guide To Digital Logic-Processors, Memories, And Inter-I
stop-and covers everything, with Important Info on program design, tioning, time division multiplexing, channel services, and all conversion faces. This modern guide contains up-to-date data on the most advanced

I
number systems, high-level languages, data structures, program adaption' methods involved in digital computerized communications. 308 p., 122 iI. logic circuits used in today's digital systems, and emphasizes the problem I
from machine to machine, etc. 378 p., 119 il. only $12.95 h; $8.95 p. only $10.95 h; $6.95 p. ofintertacing high-speed logic with lower-speed logic and memorysy stems.

1
'050- The Most Popular Subroutines In BASIC. A programmer's manual to 874-Master Handbook Of Digital logic Applications. A modern sourcebOOk[194 p., 111 il. only $9.95 h; n.95 p. I

the most useful and versatile BASIC subroutines and how to use them on of the latest design info on digital devices and logic systems, both discrete 548-Beginner's Guide To Computer logic. Without any prior knowledge

lI
any floating point BASICintegrator or computer to avoid tedium, economize and IC. 391 p., 308 il. .nly $12.95 h; $7.95 p. you'll quickly grasp such seemingly complicated subjects as computer
on compute~ time, and make your program,s run faster. Includes sample llU7-Computer;st's Handy ",anua!. Srings together a wealth of data'i code~, digitallogicoperations, num~er systems, and switchi~g circuits.

I runs and fall-safe, programs. 181 p., 349 II. only $9.95 h; $5.95 p. techniques and useful suggestions. Oetails all the facts needed to make a Also Includes logIC circuits you can build, and thereby learn by dOing. 191 p.,1
1045-Programmer s GUldeIoUSP. A.questron-and-answer guide to learn- decision about bulk memory, keyboards, displays, hard-copy printers, etc., 100 II. only $5.95 p. I

ling the language of artificial lntelligence-i-with actual programs. and 64 p., 39 II. only $2.95 p. 538-Computer Circuits' How They Work. Here's the book to get you started
routines. GUides y~u throug~ the baSICSof al,gebralc functlo~s, expresslo~s, 1101-How To Design And Build Your Own Custom TV Games. A complete in learning about modern computer circuits and how they work, In step-by-I atoms, symbols, lists, .subIIStS, s~bexpres~lons, LISP fu~ctrons a.nd logic. guide to all kinds of TV games-how they work, how to them, and step fashion, you become acquainted with the various parts of a computerl
LISP parameters and lISt proeessrng, predicates, recursive functrons, dot to design and build them. A number of complete game and its terminology. 191 p., 109 il. only $5.95 p.

I notation, Irst recursien, etc. 110 p., 117 II. only $9.95. h; $5.95 p. with flowcharts, is included. 546 p., 244 il. only $14.95 i Computer Programming-Including The Easy RPG way.1
101.1- The Complete Handbook .Of RobotiCS. How t,~ desrg~ and build ANY984-CMOS Databook. Everything you need to know about This really makes computer programming simple, and includes eightlI ~rnd of robot...rncl,udrng ones With ~Icroprocessor brains -PLUS ~ow to theory, all the circuits, all the practical applications! A sample programming problems, complete with blank RPGforms and filled-

Interface ~obots wl~h computers! It ,s a single ~ourceb.oo~that contains .all course in understanding, using, and interlacing CMOS i in answer forms. 240 p., 177 il. only $6.95 p. •
I the techniques you II need forereahng, des~nrng, building, and operatrng everything from CMOSlogic operations to basic analog Circuits! Digital Electronics-Understanding Humber Systems, B.olean

I
your own robot. 364 P:, 137 II. only $12.9. h; $7.95 p. .. usual math treatment in favor of the day-to-day info used in actual Algebra, , logiC Systems. An extremely easy-to-understand "self-I

1066- The Illustrated DIctionary Of Electronrcs. Comple1e, modern deftni- work. 180 p., 173 II. only $9.95 h; $6.95 p. learning" guidebook to digital circuits, logic applications, number codes

I
tlons for well over 10,000 electronICs/computer terms! It s an all-inclusive 975-The "Compulator" Book-Build Super i and systems-and a sensiblecomparison of the various logic families. 1101
dlCtronary 01 technical terms that IS up-to-date, well-organized and con- Hardware With Calculator Chips. A "build-it" book that shows p., 117 il, only $4.95 p.

I
crse, and designed to convey a clear meanrng to any term. 881 p., 472 II. modify and greatly expand on what those inexpesnive calculator chips D' 't I/l . EI t . H db k l d"t I I ctronl b I
only $19.95 h; $14.95 p. . ,d~. Includes scores, ~f proj~cts .rangin.g !rom simple math functions sy-;;e~g~,~Ogi:,~~d :~~::~c:lg::ra :~ile :ta~;Yi~~' ~o~e~nd~~~~!i~~r~uif~

1
1085-24 Tested, Ready-To-Run Game Programs In BASIC.A rrch collectron microccmputer aUXIlrary unit With unlimited programmrng steps. 311 for a clock, calculator, thermometer, multi meter, and interval timer in thisl

of challengrng and Interesting computer games, complete With detailed 114 II. only $7.95 p. down-to-earth book on logic and digital electronics ...without the mass 01

I
descriptions and flow charts for the computer hnbbyist. 156 p., 31 II. only 1241-How To Build Your Own Self-Programming Robot. Complete formulas and equations found in many books, but with practical info. 3081
$9.95 h;. $6.95 p'. . . . . the-shoulder instructions on how to use the 8085 micropr?,essor to' p., 116 il. only $9.95 h; $6.95 p.

•
'070-0Igltallnterfacrng With An AnalogWorld.Aguldetodlgltal.-to-analog Rodney Robot,. a robot capable of thinkingand learning. It s a . Programs In BASIC For ElectroniC Engineers, Technicians'

a~d ~nalo~·tG--dlgltallOterfaclng -including t~e deslgnrng of ~Ircults that ward ,ho~·tG--l~troductlon to the s,ophlstlcated subject of robotics perimenters. A broad range of problem- solving programs in

I
wlllirnk microcomputers and larger systems With external devices. Covers machrne rntell~gence. 139 P·'. 103 II. only $12.95 h; $7.95 p. BASIC, including Beta Distribution, Chebyshev High-Pass and
energy COnVerSiOn,transducers and transduction, digital circuits. digItal 995-Begrnners 6ulde To MIcroprocessors. An rn-depth rntro to Oesigners, Fourier Analysis, Op-Amp Circuits, etc. 140 p.,16 il. only .

I
data acquisition, etc. 406 p., 177 II. only $12.95 h; $8.95 p. microprocessor-how they work, and how they are programmed to $4.95 p.

9B5-Programmin, Microprocessors. Gives a basic understanding of desired functions. 181 p., 106 il. only $8.95 h; $5.95 p. .

I
micr~processor configuraticns and functio~s, and o~fers us~ful data on the 1069-Computerist's Handy Databook/Dictionary. Organizes and I
requirements of programming them. Descnbes the Interaction of hardware data, terms and computer talk, with clear explanations of all that

I
and software systems, the fundamentals of processor arithmetic, and computer terminology-words, symbols, terms, abbreviations, charts, TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit"Pa. 17214 I
numerical conversions. Plenty of diagrams, examples and problems are bles, codes, etc. 96 p., 41 il. only $3.95 p.

I
included. 180 p., 101 il. only $9.95 h; $6.95 p. . 554-Computer Technician's Handbook. How to check, troubleshoot, andl Please send me the books indicated below. [specify I

1000-5JPractical Programs Hames In B~SIC. A storehouse of useful and maintain computer systems ... from thesmallesttothe most complex. This edition desired (p) paper or (h) hardl I

I just plain fun game programs for everything from, computing c~mpou,ndl giant volume is comparable to a lOOO-hour course on computer mainte-I
Interest to I Ching to Craps. Each program contains a description of Its nance. 480 p., 428 il. only $14.95 h; $10.95 p. 0 I enclose $ . Send postpaid.

I capabilities and includes a fypical program se~uenceand flowchart. All Willl'574-Beginner,s Guide To Computer Programming. A primer for learningl 0 Invoice me on 10-day trial (plus shipping) I
run on anYfloat~ng point BASIC. 110 p., 64 IL only $10.95 h; $7.95 p. computer programming from the ground up. Instead of working backward •

110U-A Begrnner s.Gulde To Computers And MIcroprocessors. ThIS well- from a language, the book begins by developing a simple programmingl Book # Book # Book # Book #

I
w~ltten volume ,Introdu~~~ you to the fascinating worl~ of the language of its own, determines a need, then gives the instructions. 480 p" I
micrcprncesscr c-its capabilities, parts, functions, and program ming.lt's a 364 il. only $9.95 p. I _ _

I
plain-English introduction to understanding, building, and programming a 785-Microprocessor,Microprogramming Handbook. An authoritative; •
micreprocessor. 308 p., 107 II. only $9.95 h; $6,95 p. practical guide to the construction, operation, programming and apPlica-1 _

1
1077-HandbOOk Of Remote Control And Automation Techniques. A com- tions of microprocessors. Covers every aspect-inside and out, and illus- •

plete guide to the application of electronic techniques to thesolution of any trates microprogramming techniques to build up program loops, sub-I

I
remote control problem Shows how to Interface a minicomputer to control routines. and handle Interrupts from other peripheral devices 294 p , 176 il Name Phone I
household devICes 194 p, 250 II only $1295 h; $795 P , only $995 h; $6.95 p. I

I
TRS-l- TABComputer Tape. An exCIting, ready-to-run collectron of computer [1012 -How To Design' BUIld Electronic Instrumentation. Shows how tO

I

Company •
fun games for a standard TRS·80 computer Anyone With access to this design special circuits or adapt existing ones to perform a host of functions

I
machine can use the ClOAO command and get hours of challenging fun from Simple ampllficatlen to sophisticated sensing 410 p, 110 II onlYI Address I
Contains 12 fun games-Wumpus, Sub Hunt, Sink the BISmark, MOUSr$14.95h; $9.95 P

I
Hunt, Capture theAhen, Star Warp, Bomb Disposal Squad, Biorhythm, leap 585-Dllital Electronics Pnnclples And PractIce A read-and-dO-lt-type. City State ZIP --- I
Frog, Computerrzed Hangman, Your Cheating Computer, and Auto Rallye lab/workbenCh handbook of practical basic theory and construction pro- Pa add 6% Sales tax All orders outstce USA

••
• nIY $995. jects and experrments 191 p, 191 II only $895 h; $5.95 p •• must add 15% shipping and be prepaid Me·380 •••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••
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Programming the Z·80:
Easy Does It!

A five-point advisory plan guides you through a complex task: Z-80 programming.

Pat Macaluso
Applied Data Sciences
9 Church Court
White Plains NY 10603

tcz:comedy of the early
18th century by the Abbe

D'Allainval carries the expres-
sive title "An Embarrassment of
Riches," with the subtitle "The
more alternatives, the more diffi-
cult the choice." Anyone who
has taken a close look at the in-
struction set of the l-80 micro-
processor will recognize this as
the perfect description of the
problem that plagues would-be
l-80 programmers. Faced with
about 700 distinct machine
codes, ranging in length from
one to four bytes, with ten ad-
dressing modes, served by 22
registers and conditioned by six.
flags, you can easily get "lost in
the fun house."

Most of us microcomputer
programmerlusers are not gung-
ho machine-language types.
Our bag is BASIC, PASCAL, APL
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and other high-level languages.
For my part, I was ready to give
up the whole thing. After all,
who needs it?Well, I did, for one.
I had an application written in
BASIC that needed a little ma-
chine-language assist.

Sooner or later it happens:
You have a handy, dandy, high-
level language application that
is just the thing except for one
troublesome item: one part of
the program executes much too
slowly or uses too much stor-
age. Perhaps it could use some
machine feature not available to
your application language. You
need a little machine-language
routine that can, for example, be
called by your BASIC program,
do its thing and then return con-
trol to the calling program.

At first glance, we appear to
have three choices: we can limp
along with what we have, hire an
assembly-language program-
mer or invest a lot of time mas-
tering machine language or as-
sembly language or both. None
of these choices are appealing,
especially the last one. Why
spend a lot of time and effort on

a programming chore that
comes up occasionally and then
have to learn it all again the next
time around, if there is a next
time?

Assembly and machine lan-
guages are quite simple, though
tedious. What, then, is the prob-
lem? The answer to this ques-
tion resulted in an easy, yet
practical (would you believe
quick and dirty?), solution. It al-
lows you to write simple l-80
programs in a minimum amount
of time without trying to master
the language. These programs
may not be the most elegant or
efficient possible, but they work
and are produced with an ac-
ceptable amount of effort. If you
are in a similar situation, then
this article is for you.

This article will not teach you
assembly language. Rather, it
offers an overall approach along
with practical aids to allow you
to immediately learn and use
those parts of the language
needed for your application.
This collection of concepts and
rules actually works, and we'll
tie them up in a series of sum-

mary statements, or "ad-
visories," as we go along.

Machine Language or Assembler

Before we get into details of
the method, it may help to clear
up a widespread confusion
about the difference between
machine language and assem-
bly language. These two lan-
guages are different, yet they
can look exactly alike. The ex-
pression ADD A,B means add
the contents of register B to the
contents of register A and store
the result in A. Is ADD A,B a ma-
chine-language or an assembly-
language expression? Most
people would say assembly. In
some sense, it is both. No won-
der there is confusion.

The distinction is this: ADD
A,B is a mnemonic representa-
tion of a machine-language in-
struction, but it is also an actual
assembly-language statement.
The l-80 cannot read, accept or
process it. On the other hand,
the assembler will accept ADD
A,B directly and convert it into a
pattern of binary bits, 10000000.
The latter is machine language



Assembler translates

Monitor converJS
hex to binary

.......-----.
80'------'Instructions:

Representation: binary hex Mnemonic

Processed by (ex.]: machine (Z-80) Monitor (T-BUG) Assembler (ASM)

Fig. 1. Distinction between machine language and assembly lan-
guage. A language instruction is a representation or name for an op-
eration on data. In the case of the Z-80, as with most processors,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between a binary machine in-
struction and its hex or mnemonic representation. Depending on the
language selected, an instruction is processed, or understood, by a
machine (binary), a monitor (hex) or an assembler (mnemonic). An
assembler does much more than translate mnemonics to binary; it
relieves the programmer of tedious error-prone address calculations
and allows the use of variables, among other things.

and is acceptable to the proces-
sor for execution.

Mnemonics are much easier
to grasp and remember than bi-
nary codes, but an assembler
does much more than accept
mnemonics. It permits the use
of symbolic names or labels for
addresses and data. The assem-
bler calculates the actual ad-
dresses the machine requires
and substitutes actual values
where and when required. Ex-
cept for very short programs, the
use of labels and an assembler
saves a great deal of work and
minimizes errors.

Putting a Hex on the Byte

For very short programs,
"hand-assembly'" by entering a
hexadecimal version of binary
codes through the keyboard
may be simpler and faster than
using an assembler. It is quite
common to represent machine
instructions in hexadecimal
(hex) form. Thus, 1000 0000 bi-
nary is conveniently expressed
as the two-digit hex number 80.
Strictly speaking, this is not ma-
chine language. You might call
it monitor language, since most
Z-80 monitors kccept the direct
entry of hex nLmbers and con-
vert them to bi~ary machine lan-
guage.

Octal representation is some-
times used to represent binary
machine codes, perhaps under
the belief that it is easier to han-
dle than hexadecimal. Octal has
its virtues, and hex does look a
little strange with its use of the
letters A through F along with

the familiar decimal digits. If
you are new to this and intend to
hand-assemble, then use hex.

For technical reasons we
won't go into here, hex is more
direct and is universally used by
Z-80 texts, Z-80 manufacturers
and most assemblers and disas-
semblers. If you insist on octal,
you will find yourself doing dou-
ble translation from one base to
the other. Fortunately, with the
aids put forward here, you won't
need to get involved with num-
ber bases beyond using conver-
sion tables. This brings us to our
first advisory.

Advisory No, 1 ------,

Don't get hung up on hex,
octal or mnemonics. They're
just alternate names for an
instruction. You can look
them up in a table as needed
once you have the key (see
part 2). The important thing
is to know where you're at.
Do you plan to use machine
language (hand assembly) or
assembly language? Learn
the difference. See Fig. 1.

Caveat Mnemonicor!

Before we get into the won-
derful world of painless pro-
gramming, let's go over some

pluses and minuses, the good
news and bad news, of the ap-
proach we'll be unfolding here.
First the good news. Although
this article does not teach Z-80
programming, it does offer a
sound learning tool for self-
study. This approach is far more

effective than reading manuals
and trying to absorb everything
at once.

By actually writing and using
Simple programs from the start,
you will learn the best way of all.
When you tackle a specific task,
you will be exemplifying the pro-
gramming equivalent of "it is
better to light a candle than to
curse the darkness." Our em-
phasis, however, will be the
need of the once-in-awhile ma-
chine-language programmer,
the one who wants to get in and
out fast without investing a lot
of front-end effort.

The bad news is that there is
no such thing as easy program-
ming in any language, unless
the problem and the program
are simple. That's the escape
hatch. There is a place for sim-
ple machine-language pro-
grams: somewhere inside your
BASIC program where it han-
dles a Simple task, but fast!

The difficulty of programming
rises exponentially with the gen-
erality, complexity and usually
the size of an application. If
you're out to tackle a machine-

language "biggie," you had bet-
ter master assembly language,
or you'll be wasting your time
and someone's money.

So the bad news is not really
that bad as long as you don't let
your first success with a simple
Z-80 program go to your head. I
am sure there is some law of hu-
man nature that entitles all pro-
grammers to have that marvel-
ous "control the world! I can do
anything!" feeling at least once
in their lives-when they've run
their first successful program. If
you still have that feeling after
program 1234, then you are
either a genius or you have writ-
ten 1234 simple programs.

Let's relate this to machine
language and languages in gen-
eral using the metaphor of a
picket fence for three languages
of differing levels.

APL: Build a picket fence
around the property.

BASIC: Build a picket fence
around the property, starting at
the northeast corner. Go south
for 50 fifty feet, etc.

Assembly: Locate the nearest
survey marker, take a picket in
your left hand, take a mallet in
your right hand, drive the picket

into the ground, measure four
inches, take a picket, etc.

As long as the above repre-
sent meaningful collections of
operations and objects, the lan-
guages differ only in the degree

of their fragmentation, that is, in
the amount of work a single
statement performs. There are
deeper, more subtle differences,
but they can be ignored for our
present purpose. Shifting from
metaphor to simile, we can liken
these languages to a giant pow-
er shovel, a mechanical ditch-
digger and a hand shovel, re-
spectively.

None of these differences re-
lieve us from the usual require-
ments of good programming
practice. We must still devise an
algorithm, plan our data flow,
specify correct branch and con-
trol logic.

Advisory No_ 2 -------,

If you're out to master as-
sembly language by the
method of this article, be pre-
pared to write many short,
simple programs before you
tackle a heavy application. If,
however, you want to aug-
ment a BASIC program with
a simple machine-language
assist, have a pad and pencil
on hand for your second
reading of this article. You'll
be on your way to immediate
solution of your problem.

Getting Ready

On your second, or program-
writing, pass of this article, you
will already have done several
things. Just as important, you
will also have not done certain
things. For example, you must
not read or try to understand the
instruction set of the Z-80 pro-
cessor. It is not only unneces-
sary, but it will also probably de-
lay or even kill your chance of
accomplishing anything with
machine language.

This rule is easy to remember
if you believe that anything
more than a glance at machine-
language code: a) is a step back-
ward for a high-level language
programmer, b) may cause irre-
versible brain damage or c) will
turn you to stone. The first rea-
son is enough for me. I don't
really believe band c, but why
take chances.?
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Alternate set accessed by swap

May be
paired or
may be used
individually

A (accum) F (flags)

B C

D E

H L

S·bit registers

May also
be used for
data storage
i.e., fast 1-----------1

• memory

IX index register X

IY index register Y

SP stack pointer

16·bit registers

I or IV I R (refresh)

PC (program counter)

Special registers

Flags (Set = I, Reset =0)

instructions
Accumulator A, used by arithmetic/logical

C register holds device address if IN/OUT
instruction

DE pair may be swapped with HL

HL pair used by many instructions

Normally points to memory location,
often with displacement, e.g., for tables

Normally points to top of stack in
memory

I = the interrupt vector register, holds the
high order byte of interrupt handling

table address

F·bi! Code Name Usual Action or Use

S Sign Set if result is 7FFF

negative
6 Z Zero Set if result is zero

H Halt-carry Used for BCD
arithmetic

3 PIV Parity/Overflow Set if overflow or 6200

parity even

N Add/Subtract Used for BCD
arithmetic

0 C Carry Set if carry, or no
borrow; reset
after logical
instruction 42E9

2FFF

lA19

0000

TRS·80 Level II
Memory Map

Top 01
·16·K"
System

User's

ML Ram
~7.5K

User's

BASIC
RAM
~SK

System
RAM

System
ROM

Set by
User

Lowest
User
Locn.

BASIC
Entry
Point

Power-up

Fig. 2. Sample chart summarizing key features of programming in-
terest. Your own chart should be tailored to your actual Z-BOsystem
and be written in your own style. This example is for my TRS·BO sys-
tem A reserved area for machine·language programs is shown stert-
ing at 6200 hex. Most extended BASIC interpreters provide for link-
age with a protected user's mechine-tenqueqe program area. The
notes suggest normal usage of registers and flags.

Advisory No.3 ------,

Do not, repeat, do not try
to read, study, understand or
memorize the Z-80 instruc-
. tion set. It is not necessary
and is counterproductive.

Among the things you will
have done are:

1. Outline the problem to be
solved; for example, to move
(copy) a block of data from here
to there in memory. Perhaps it
might be to read every nth value
in a table in memory and send it
to an output port, until a given
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test is satisfied. Use whatever
methods you find useful in your
high-level language program-
ming-methods such as narra-
tives, diagrams, tables, equa-
tions. You will also have decided
whether you want to optimize
storage space or running time or
simply use special features.

knew it was too good to be true."
But wait, you have been spared
the necessity of grappling with
hundreds of instructions, and
besides, there is an easy, actual-
Iy pleasurable, way of learning
what you need.

Parallel Reading

This easy method of studying
and absorbing new subjects is
called parallel reading. It simply
means you don't rely on just one
book or article for information.
Look for the same subject in
two, three, perhaps a half dozen
different sources. Try it! You will

be amazed. Points that are over-
looked or unclear in one source
will be beautifully and simply ex-
plained in another and vice ver-
sa.

By thus hopping back and
forth and not letting yourself get
hung up on some point, you will
.become an "instant expert"
with lots of related information
and a good conceptual over-
view. I have used it successfully

TRS·80 include a built-in disas-
sembler.

Advisory No_ 4 ------,

Get several references on
Z-80 programming and study
them in parallel for informa-
tion on particular subjects.
These include the names,
size and function of reqls-
ters; the meaning of operand
forms such as HL versus
(HL); where data and ad-
dresses come from and how
they are stored; the use of la-
bels and the meaning of the
Z-80 flags. Addressing modes

can be glossed over at this
point. Don't try to plan the
use of registers in detail.
These points can be resolved
more efficiently after your
program has taken its initial
form.

preliminary way how you will
use the registers, memory and
external devices.

"Aha!" you are thinking. "I

Advisory No.4 may seem like
a tall order, but it is not. Most of
the material can be summarized
by a few diagrams and notes on

on such diverse subjects as mi- a single page. If you prepare
croprogramming, game theory, such a summary, it will confirm

quantum mechanics, damp
basements, active filters, etc. It
is practically guaranteed to
work.

In the case of Z·80 program-
ming, I have found Barden's Z·BO
Microcomputer Handbook (How-
ard W. Sams & Co., Inc., lndian-
apolis IN, 1978) and Osborne's
Programming for Logic and De-
sign (Osborne & Associates,
Berkeley CA, 1978) particularly
useful. Also useful is the man-
ual that comes with the TRS-80
Edltor-Assernbler (TRS·80 Edi-
torlAssembler, Operation and
Reference Manual, Cat. No.
26·2002, Radio Shack, Tandy
Corp., Ft. Worth TX, 1978).
Among its many tables is a
cross-assembler table that al-
lows you to convert a mnemonic
to machine code or vice-versa.
Such a table is indispensable if
you plan to do hand assemblies.

Another great aid for hand as-
semblies is a program called a
disassembler. It will read ma-

2. You will have read enough . chine-lanquaqe code and con-
about the Z-80 processor and as- vert the instructions to rnne-
sembly language to decide in a monic form. It's a great help in

debugging your programs. Some
monitors, such as that of Small
Systems Software (PO Box 366,
Newbury Park CA 91320) for the

your understanding and provide
a convenient working reference.
A simplified sample chart is
shown in Fig. 2. It is strongly rec-
ommended that you adapt this
chart to your own needs.

Advisory No.5 ------,

Outline the specific pro-
gramming problem that is to
be implemented in machine
language. Use your normal
program design tools such
as charts, diagrams, tables,
narratives. Define the princi-
pal variables, sequence of
operations, tests and limits
peculiar to your problem.
Don't worry about machine-
language constraints at this
point. Any operation not sup-
ported directly by the Z-80
can be broken down later in-
to separate steps.

At this point, if you have done

your homework (Advisory No.4),
you will be ready to write your
machine·language program irn-
mediately after a once-throuqh
familiarization scan of part 2 of
this article, which discusses the
classification of instructions
and provides an example of pro-
gramming the Z·80 "the easy
way.".



Buildyour own microcomputer
, a5~ulearn

computer at home.
New from NRII

The First Interdisciplinary
Home StudyCourse EverOffered

Asthe microprocessor revolutionizes
the computer world and microcomputers appear
almost everywhere, NRIbrings you a neW,con-
venient, and effectiveway to keep up with this
expanding technology. It's NRI'~courses in
Microcomputers and Microprocessors, created
and designed excluslvely for learning at home
in your spare time.

Designed for the New Breed
of Computer Technician
It's no longer enough to be just a pro-

grammer or technician. With microcomputers
moving into the fabric of our lives as low-cost,
easily available tools for business and home,
both the programmer and technician must
become total professionals. With practical
knowledge of hardware, the programmer can
design simpler, more effectiveprograms. And
with advanced programming skills, the tech-
nician can test and debug systems quickly and
easily.The NRI course gives you simultaneous
training in both skills ... makes you one of this
rare new breed.

Build Microcomputer,
Test Instruments

NRI goes far beyond book learning to give
you practical, "hands-on" experience. Asyou
learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-
for-learning microcomputer. It performs like
the finest of its kind, and features both assembly
and basic language capabilities.

Every assembly step's a learning step.
Using the NRI DiscoveryLab® plus the NRI
transistorized volt-ohm meter and CMOSdigital
frequency counter you also build, you perform
meaningful experiments throughout your
course ... trace circuitry, interface components,
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introduce and correct problems, design your
own programs, and more.

The Proven Wayto Learn
at Home

Youdon't have to worry with travel, classes,
or time lost from work when you learn the NRI
way.Asthey have for more than 60 years of teach-
ing technical subjects, NRI brings the material
to you. Youstudy in your spare time, at your
convenience, using "bite-size" lessons that
program material into logical segments for easier
assimilation. Youperform experiments and build
equipment using kits we supply.And your per-
sonal NRI instructor is always available for con-
sultation should you have questions or problems.
Over a million students have already shown
theeffectivenessofNRI r - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - _.
training. I~Sch Is,Choice of ~raw-H:ContinUing

Education CenterCourses ~,~. 3939 WISCOnsinAvenue
Several courses c- Washington, D.C. 20016

l'rlM
e
l", NOSALI!SMANWILLCAU

are available, depending _. Please check for one free catalog only.
upon your needs and
background. NRI's
Master Course in Micro-
computers and Micro-
processors starts with
the fundamentals,
explores basic electronics
and digital theory, the
total computer world,
and the microcomputer.
The Advanced Course,
for students already

versed in digital electronics, concentrates on
software and the world of the microprocessor
and microcomputer. In both courses, you build
all instruments and your own computer.

Send for Free Catalog...
No Salesman wm can

Get the details on these exciting new
courses in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. Shows
all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and full
information, including facts on other electronics
courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush
your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keepup
with the latest technology as you learn on your
own computer. If coupon has been removed,
write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,
3939Wisconsin Ave.,Washington, D.C.20016.

All career courses
approved under GI Bill.
o Check for details.

o Computer Electronics Including
Microcomputers

o 1V/Audio;VideoSystems Servicing
o Complete Communications Electronics

with CB• FCCUcenses • Aircraft,
Mobile, Marine Electronics

o CBSpecialists Course
o Amateur Radio. Basic and Advanced

Digital Electronics' Electronic
'lechnology s Basic Electronics

o Small Engine Repair
o Electrical Appliance Servicing
o Automotive Mechanics
o Auto AirConditioning
o AirConditioning, Refrigeration, & Heating

Including Solar 'lechnology

Name Af,e(Please Print)

Street

172·030
City/State!Zfp

Accredited by the Acaediting Commission of the National Home Study Council
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Multiple Page Graphics
for the Apple II

You can use this program to "flip through the pages" in your Apple.

John Rowe
401 Winslow Ave.
Long Beach CA 90814

Chris Grossman
6791 Westminster
Westminster CA 92683

The Apple II can alternately
display two pages of low-

resolution graphics by direct
POKE commands. When in the
graphics mode, POKE -16299,0
displays page 2 and POKE
-16300,0 displays page 1. It is
possible to draw additional
pages, store these in memory
and then recall them sequential-
ly to produce flashing or
animated graphic effects.

One page of graphic display
requires 1K of memory. Using a
simple machine-language sub-
routine entered at $300, a page

*300L

0300- A9 00 l.Dfl #$60
03:02- 85 02 5TH $02
03:04- 85 04 5TH $04
0306- A9 04 LDH #$['4
0302- 85 03 5Tfl $01
030A- A9 08 WA #$08
030C- 85 05 5TH $05 ..
030E- A2 04 LN:: #$04
031Q- A0 00 WI' #$0l1
0312- 81 (12 LC'H ($02}, I'
0:14- 91 04 5TA ($04),'r'
03:16- C8 INV
03:17- DO F9 SNE $'3312
0319- E6 ((~ HIe $03
0318- E6 (15 we $05
031D- CA DE);
031E- D[' F2 BNE :1'·0312
03:20- se RT5
0:21- 00 SRI(
0322- 00 SRK

*

Machine language program.
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drawn in page 1 may be trans-
ferred to page 2 or to any loca-
tion in memory. When needed, it
is transferred back by the same
subroutine. LOMEM must be set
above the end of the last page
stored.

Two POKE commands are
entered prior to calling the
subroutine-POKE 775,X, where
X is the high-order byte (in
decimal) of the address in
memory of the donor page, and
POKE 779,Y, where Y is the
high-order byte of the address
of the receiving page. POKE
775,4:POKE 779,8:CALL 768
transfers page 1 to page 2.
Subsequent convenient loca-
tions in memory are pages start-
ing at 12, 16,20,24, etc. (i.e., $OC,
$10, $14, $18, etc.). POKE
775,12:POKE 779,4:CALL 768
transfers the page of graphics
starting at $OCOOto page 1 for
display.

If page 1 is displayed while
the donor page is moved directly
to the page 1 memory, there will
be a brief overlapping of por-
tions of the images, which may
be distracting. The best tech-
nique is to display page 2 while
writing to page 1, then to display
page 1 while writing to page 2,
and so on. This technique can
"turn" pages as fast as every 25
msec. A delay loop must be in-
serted between page turns to
slow the rate of display.

This demonstration program
draws a checkerboard display
and then produces a sequential
reversal of the individual four
quadrants of the checkerboard.

. The program draws eight pages
of graphics and runs in a 16K
system.

Program Design

Machine-language program.
$300-$321- moves $400 bytes
of memory in a block.

Integer BASIC program.
5-Set Lornern,
10-45-Enter variables.
100-180-0raw eight pages of
graphics, each V. field different
from the others.
300-345-Sequential display
routine.
400-425-Exit display routine.

1000-1145-Subroutine to draw
V. checkboard field with any
combination of check height
and width.

For those interested in ex-
ploring the possibilities of the
technique, a Programma Inter-
national program titled "3-D
Animation" uses it to draw and
animate complex graphics us-
ing 24 pages. Because of the
memory and data-storage re-
quirements, a 48K system with
disk is needed for proper use .•

140 FOR 'r=1 TO PL'L ((:) NE.-~: 'T'

345 NEXT A
350 IF F'E::,( .;-162::'4)12;: :~:~~. 4('~)

BASIC program.

3:55 GeT:} 3\)~J
399 REM EX I T D: SF'!...~'T;
400 peKE -163('l~.' e POkE: -:tS16~',

0: TEXT : CALL -9J6
405 •...•TA£; 10: F'PINT "E, R~:f:::;::FP~; T'T':-'

E 1"
410 PRINT: PRl:NT "TO RESTF!PT C'IS~':..r,

'-I T'T'PE 2"
415 n:PUT '{ IF '{a OR 'r'Y2 THEN

400
420 IF '1'=1 THH; 1(;
425 GR POi(E -1£:?'0~, (1: GC:::~ .?(!0

100(1 FOR X=Xi TO 19+Xl: COLOfi:=~:
'ill N ','1, 2J +'11 AT :1" tiE>:T :"

1005 FOR '1':'T'1 TO 22+'T'1 STC-' H:t:;;:'
1e10 2=(1
101S FOR X=X:1.TO 19+Xl STI::!"" i,~:t2
102(, P=W+X-l
1£125 IF P)l:3+i{:l THEN P=19+:":::'
1020 IF >D19+,~';1 THE~iX=19+~·(:!'
1035 COLO~:=~:
1040 HUN x, P AT '1'+2
1045 NE~~T::<
1e50 IF 2+1=11 THO; le7:2:
iess :=2+1
1060 IF 'T'+2)=24+Yl TH~N 1(170
11365 GOTe 1015
lfj{1;;! NEXT 'T'
1£175 FOR 'T'=H+','f TO 21+.,.'1 S;[F' H:t:

'0

1080 2=0
1085 FOR )~=~j+~~1 TC' 19+~<1 S:[F' Wi'

2
103fJ P=>iHJ-i
1095 IF P)19+:-::1 THE~~P=19+><1
1100 IF 'D'23+'ll THEN 'T':23:+'r'1
1105 IF X)19+!a THE:'~ ){=19+ :'<1
1110 HL!N x, P AT 'r'+Z
1115 NE:>:T x
112(1 IF Z+l=H THH4 l14f~
1125 :=2+1
1130 IF '1'+:)=.24+'1'1 THe·j 1.14~j
1135 GCTO 1(185
1140 t·JEXT 't'
1145 PEi:JR!~

LIST
5 POKE 74,0: POKE 75 ..44: POKE

204, (1: POKE 205J 44: REi') SET LQ
NEM FO~ 8 PAGES OF GPP.PH!CS

10 CALL -926: PRINT "t1UL TIPLE F'RGE:
GRAPH r C5 FOR THE APPLE r r "

15 TAB if:: PRINT "B'T'"
20 TAB 10: PRINT "J RO~IE ~': C G~:ossn

AW
25 'I,'TAS 6: PPINT "PAC'DL[ 0) CONT~::j

LS THE SF'EEE:' OF DI:';P;"'A'l'"
30 VTA8 8: PRINT "WHEN THE DISP'_A'7'

IS RUWHNG HIT AN'y"': PF:INT
"KE'r' TO STOP AND CHAW3E THE PAr:
ERN"

35 VTA8 12: INPUT IIE~n~f:::SQUHF:~ l~IC'
TH (1-20, TR'-I 5)"}l~: IF ~j=(t ::;:~
1<>20 THU, :;5

40 PRINT: INPUT "E!HE:~ St;URF:E H[IG
HT (1-24,TR'1' 6)" ..H: IF H=(t O~'
H)24 THEN 40

45 PRINT . WPI)T "ENTEI-; 2 COLO~:S (0
TO is)H, C1 .. C2

99 RE~ DRAI·; 8 CHEC~;:R80:1;:~'~
1013 GF: : POK::: -16202, fl
105 8=<:1' 8=C2
11(1 FOR Xl =0 TO 20 ST!:? 20
115 FOR 'r1=0 TO ~4 STE? 24
120 GOSU::: 1u:::u]
125 NE:~T .,.'1: NE;::;: Xi
130 POKE 775,4: POKE 7?:~ .. 12: CAL;...

76:3
135 8=C2: 8=C1
140 N=16
145 FOR :~~1=~:1 TO 2(' ST£:~' 2(~
150 FG~: 'r'1=0 TO 24 STE::' 24
155 GOSU910~J(~
160 POKE 779, N: CALL 76:::
165 N=N+4
170 IF N)40 THEN3;X~
175 rlDT Yl NE>:7 Xl
1B0 A=Cl: 8=C2- GC';C 14.::
299 F:£!'1 SEGUD·."~K ~'A':/:::j:SF'U:';','
200 FOR >~=1 TD :::.
305 POKE 779, 4
3:10 IF x t10C' 2 THE~; ?O!<:: :7~:',::'
~15 POKE 775, >~*4+:::: CH~L 76:;
320 IF X ~1:X' 2 THE:. :::~
325 POKE -16J~}~~'.'(1
33(: GOT:j 1*3
BS PO~:E-162:?~~.'~::.



Hardly a day passeswithout the computer having some effect on millions
around the world. The world of microcomputing is changing every day,
and there's one way you can keep up to speed in this dynamic field:
Subscribe to Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING. MICROCOMPUTING magazine
is the forerunner in small businessand home computing, loaded with ar-
ticles on the most popular microcomputers available: the TRS-SO,Apple,
PET,Heathkit, Imsai and Altair, to name a few. In addition, the articles
cover a whole range of subjects, from businessapplications to educa-
tional uses, from product reviews in the latest in software.

Canada: same as US, in US currency.
Other foreign: $23, one year only, US currency or checks drawn on US funds.

Please allow 4·6 weeks for delivery.

ENTER A WHOLE NEW WORLD WITH
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING FOR ONLY $18

DOne year-$ 18
o Two years-$30
o Three years-$45
o Payment enclosed 0 Bill me later
o Visa 0 Master Charge 0 Amex

Card # .. Exp. Date, _

Signature _

-Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

30387

Kilobaud Mlcrocomputlng. Subscription Dept. PO Box 997. Farmingdale NY 11737
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As energy costs rise month-
iv. many hobbyists are

looking to do something tanql-
ble to reduce their power costs.
In the field of solar energy, ln-
dustry and hobbyists are rapid-
Iy building various types of so-
lar heating, COOlingand electric
systems. Collectors of all
shapes, types and sizes are ap-
pearing on the roofs of homes
and businesses alike. However,
no matter how different one so-
lar system may be from another
or what type of collector is
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1.1=

-~~olar Specs
f

~!?flJJlPptessolar-he~tpetefJtial.

Program listing.

REM ******************* SOLAR. BAS:IC ****************************RE.M WRITTEN 12/15/77 BY DAVID C KLEM
REM
REM THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM CALCULATES: AND COMPILES DATA ON SHORTWAVE SOLAR
REM RADIATION GIVEN A MONTH OF THE YEAR IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPERE, THE LATITUDE
REM OF THE COLLECTION OF SUCH RADIATION AND THE INCLINATION OF THE COLLECTION
REM S:URFACE.
REM
REM ***************************************************************************
DIM GSllBN(6). ZENITH(6) I MONTH$( 12). BETA( 12), DECL( 12). ASUBO{ 12)
DEF FNRAD(A)=(A*3. 141659)/180
[lEF FNASN(B)=ATN(B/(SQR( 1-ABS(B)"2»)
DEF FNAC3(C)=ATN( (SQR( 1-AB:3(C) .....2) )/C)
DEF FNLIEG(D)=INT( ([1*1::::0)/3. 1416~59)
DFF FNTRC(E)=INT(E*100)/100
200 PRINT: INPUT "LATITUDE IN DEGREES"; lAT
IF LAT<l OR lAT>)"'O THEN 200

. LATi=LAT
lAT=FNRAD(LAT)
205 PRINT" INPUT' "MONTH FOR TEST CASE"; MO
IF MO-(l OR MO>12 THEN 205
220 IF R2=1 THEN 250
FOR 1=1 TO 12
READ ASUBO(I),BETA(I)
NEXT I
FOR ·J=1 TO 12
READ DECL. ( ...J)

DECL( J) =FNRAD (DECL (.J) )

NEXT J
FOR 1=1 TO 12
READ MONTH$(I)
NEXT I
250 PRINT: INPUT "WILL COLLECTOR TRACK BY ALTITUDE (Y/N)"; QW$
IF G1W$="Y" THEN TRACK=l GOTa 255
PRINT: INPUT "COLL.ECTOR Tll T FROM HORI Z " j TILT
TILT1=TILT
TIL T=FNRAD( TlL T)
255 HRANGLE=105
LPRINTER
PRINT
PRINT TAB(5); "SOLAR COLLECTOR EVAL.UATION FOR "; LATli" DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE"
IF TRACK= 1 THEN 260
PRINT: PRINT "COLLECTOR ANGLE "; TIlTl;" DEGREES"; TAf;(55); "MONTH OF "; MONTH$(MO)
GOTO 265
260 PRINT: PRINT "COLLECTOR TRACKING ::::UN,ALTITUDE"; TAB(55); "MONTH OF "; MONTH$(MO)
265 PRINT: PRINT
PR INT "-----------------------------------------------------------------------"

PRINT "~ SUN TIME! SUN POSITION ~ DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION ~ DIFFUSE ~ TOTAL~"
PRINT ,,-----------------------------------------------------------------------"
PRINT "! AM PM ~ AZ I ALT ZEN ON INCID GL 0[1 ! GD+GL ~"
PR I NT ••---- - --- - ---------------------- --- -------------------------- ----------- ••
FOR'I=(I TO 6 STEP 1
AM=6+ I PM=6- I
IF PM=O THEN PM=12
HRANCiI_E=HRANGLE -15
ANGLE=FNRAD (HRANOLE )
OBTUSE=O
ARc·a=(i::oS(DECL(MO) )*CO:::(ANGLE>*COS(LAT) )+(SIN(DECL(MO) )*:3IN(lAT»
ALT=FNASN(ARGI )
IF DECL(MO»O AND (1. 570:3-ANGLE)<OECL(MO) THEN OBTUSE=1
ARG2=( COS(DECL (MO) ) *SIN(ANGLE) )/CQ:;:(AL T)
AZ=FNASN(ARG2)
IF OBTUSE=1 THEN AZ=3 141659-AZ
ZENITH( I )=1 5708-ALT



used, each solar system is de-
pendent on the shortwave solar
radiation incident on the sur-
face of its collector for energy
input.

The amount of available
shortwave solar radiation (per
unit area) dictates the size of
the solar system's collector,
given an energy need the solar

(

system must supply. While you
can easily find the theoretical
amount of shortwave solar radl-

\ ation available inside our at-
mosphere in most physics

~ books, it is hardly practical to
l J use this figure in designing a
. solar collector since large vari-

ations in solar radiation do oc-
cur.

On the other hand, you can
use a pyrheliometer to measure
actual solar radiation at a given

: location at a given time. This is
-. ~. a good method for determining

.'-.- .?

the amount of shortwave solar
radiation present but gives us
no insight into how diffuse sky
radiation and shortwave radia-
tion not incident normal to the
collector's surface act upon a
collector's surface. Nor does it
give us any information about
areas other than the one we are
currently considering.

The Program

The program goes beyond
the limitations of these meth-
ods of estimating available so-
lar radiation. Given the month
of year, latitude of the collector
and the inclination of the col-
lector's surface from horizon-
tal, it provides you with the fol-
lowing data:
1. Sun position
2. The amount, per square foot,
of shortwave solar radiation in-
cident on a collector surface

eo

.70

.60

.50

.40

.30

.20

.10

TRANS" .77

,
: TRANS:(cos«I-.5236)X 2.57)X.I7)+.6
I
I
I
I: \
L . _

TRANS" .6-{( I -1.1345) x 1.637)

o 10
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)

90

Fig. 1. Transmittance of window glass.

facing due south (northern

GSUBN< I )=A::;UBO(MO)/EXP(BETA(MO)/SIN(ALT) )
IF ALT<FNRAO(2) THEN GSUBN( I )=0: OOTO 290
SUMON=SUMGN+GSUBN(I):GCOUNT=GCOUNT+l
290 IF THACK=i THEN ARG3=COS(AZ): GOTO 295
ARG3=( (COS( ZENITH( I) ) *COS(T!L T) )+(SIN( ZENt TH( I) ) *SIN(TILT» ) *COS(AZ)

295 INCID=FNACS(ARG:3)
I F I NC I D<O THEN TRANS=O: GOTO 300
GOSUB 2000
300 GSUBL=GSUBN(I >*cose INCID)*TRAI\lS
IF OBTUSE=l THEN QSUBL=O
ETA=t.l«(:·*SIN(ALT) )
GSUBD=(;SUBN{ I ) *COS< ZENITH( I) ) *. 75*ETA
SUMGL=SUMGL+(2*GSU8L)
SUMGD=SUMGD+{2*GSUBD)
AZ=FNDEG(AZ): ALT=FNDEG( ALT): ZENITH( I ) =FN[lEG ( ZENITH( 1»
GSUBN ( I )=FNTRC ( GSUE:N ( I ) ) : G:3IJBD=FNTRC < (;S;UBD) GSUBL..=FNTRC ( GSUBL )
INCI[I=FNDEG (INCID)
PRINT TAS(3) i AMi TAB(S); F'MiTAB( 14) i AZi TAB( 19); ALT; TAB(24); ZENITH( r » \
TAB(30); GSIJBN( I); TAB(41); INCID; TAE:(48); GSUBL; TAB(56); GSUB[I; \.
TAB (66); I NT (G~=;U8L+GSUBD )
PRINT
NEXT I
PRI NT ,,- ..----- --------------------.- - -------------------- --------------- ------- ••
PRINT TAB<:3:3); "DAILY TOTALS";TAB(48); INT(SUMGL);TAB(5(:.); INT(SUMGD);TAB(66);\.
1NT (SUMOL +SUMGD)
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "LEGEND:"; TAB( 1:3); "ENTRY"; TAB (22); "DESCRIPTION"; TAB(60); "UNIT:3"
PRINT "------"; TAE:( 13); "-----"; TAB(22); "-----------"; TAB(60); "-----,,
PRINT TAB(14); "AZI";TAB(22); "SOLAR AZIMUTH",TAB(60); "DEGREES"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(14); "ALT";TA8(22); ":::;OLAR ALTITUDE";TA8(60); "DEGREES"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(14); "ZEN";TAB(22); "SOLAR ZENITH";·TAB(60); "DEGREES"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(14); "GN";TAB(22); "DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION"
PRINT TAB(22); "INCIDENT ON A ~;URFACE";TAF;(60); "8TU.l80. FT. -HR.
PRINT TAB(22)i "NORMAL TO SUNS RAYS:.••
PRINT
PRINT TAB(13)i "INCID"iTAB(22), "SOLAR ANGLE OF INCIDENCE"
PRINT TAB(22); "ON COLLECTOR SURFACE"; TAB(60); "DEGREE::;"
PRINT
PRINT TAB( 14); "GL"i TAB(22)j "SOLAR RADIAATION TRANSMITTED"
PRINT TAB(22); "THROUGH COLLECTOR (GLASS). "; TAB(60); "BTU/SQ. FT. -HR.
PRINT
PRINT TAB(14)i "GD";TAB(22); "DIFFUSE SKY RADIATION TRANSMITTED"
PRINT TAB(22); "THROUGH COLLECTOR. "; TAB(60); "BTU/SQ. FT. -HR. "
PRINT
CONSOLE
R2=1
PRINT: INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO RUN ANOTHER EVALUATION? "; RUN$
IF RUN$="Y" THEN SUMGL=O: S:UMGD=O: SUMGN=O: TRACK=O: GCOUNT=O: DFLAG=O GOTO 200

GOTO 5000
DATA 392. 142.386. 143,378,. 153.364 •. 175.351.. 195.340,. 205,335 •. 2.345,. 195
DATA 362,. ier. 376,. 163,386, 151,391. 143
DATA -21. 2,-12. 9,-2. 4.9. 6. 18. 7,23. 5. 17.1.10.4.3.3.-8.3.-18.3.-23.2
DATA JANUARY, FEBRUARY,MARCH,APRIL. MAY, JUNE, JULY, AUGUST,SEPTEMBER,OCTOBER
DATA NOVEMBER,DECEMBER
2000 REM GET TRAN:SMITTANCE FROM LOOKUP TABLE
IF INCIDC. 523/0· THEN TRANS=. 77: GOTD 2100
IF INCID)1. 1345 THEN 2050
INC=( INCID-. 5236)*2. 57143
TRANS=(COS( INC)*. 17)+.60
GOTO 2100
2050 TRANS=. 6-( < INCID-l. 1345>*1.637)
IF TRANS<:OTHEN TRANS=O
2100 RETURN
5000 END

hemisphere)
3. The angle at which this radi-
ation is incident
4. The amount of diffuse sky
radiation available to the col-
lector per square foot.
5. The total amount, per square
foot, of shortwave radiation
transmittable through normal
window glass.

The program provides this
data by hour of the day based
on the 15th day of the month se-
lected and also provides daily
totals of the hourly information.

This program is written in
CBASIC and was originally run
on an Imsai 8080 with a CP/M
system. Line numbering was
optional on all but addressed
statements. Five user-defined
functions at the beginning of
the program allow degree/radi-
an conversion, arc sine and arc
cosine functions and trunca-
tion. The program's input state-
ments prompt the user for the
month desired for his test case,
the latitude of the solar collec-
tor, the nature of the solar col-
lector (tracking or fixed) and, if
fixed, the inclination of the col-
lector face from horizontal.

The program uses four fields
of data stored in data state-
ments. These are the months of
the year, the corresponding dec-
lination values for each month,
the theoretical available short-
wave radiation for each month
and the atmospheric extinction
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coefficient for each month.
Using the program inputs

and the data statements, the
program solves the following
equations in which these ab-
breviations are used.

horizontal
D-Declination of earth's axis
L-Latitude of solar collector
H-Hour angle of the sun
Z-Zenith angle of the sun
AZ-Azimuth angle of the sun
T-Inclination of solar collec-
tor from horizontal
Gn-Direct solar radiation avail-

able normal to the surface of a
collector (Btu/sq.ft. x hr.)
Gd-Diffuse sky radiation avail-
able (Btu/sq.ft. x hr.)
GI-Direct solar radiation trans-
mittable through normal win-
dow glass (Btu/sq.ft. x hr.)
B~Atmospheric extinction co-
efficient (dimensionless)

Abbreviations

ALT-Altitude angle of sun from

SOLAR COL.LECTOR EVALUATION FOR 35 DEI3REES' NORTH LAT ITUDE

COLLECTOR ANGLE 50 DEGREES MONTHOF APRI L

~ :E;UN TIME! SUN POSITION ! DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION ! DIFFUSE ! TOTAL!

! AM PM ! AZ 1 ALT ZEN ! GN INCID (·L GD ! GO+GL!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

6 6 97 5 84 58. 39 83 0 7. 29

7 89 17 72 204. 95 89 0 25. 61 25

8 4 80 29 60 256. 41 80 b. 77 32. 05 38

'? 3 69 41 4B 279. 97 69 47. 11 c:4 99 ::':2

10 2 54 52 37 292. 08 55 111. 38 36 51 147

11 31 61 28 298. 07 37 In. 35 37. 25 216

12 12 0 64 25 299. 89 24 209. 95 37 4<: 247

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DAILY TOTALS 1109 422 1531

LEGEND: EN-fRY OEseR I PTI ON UNITS
-----------

AZI SOLAR AZIMUTH DEGREES

ALT SOLAR ALT I TUDE DEGREE:3

ZEN SOLAR ZENITH DEGREES

GN DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION
INCIDENT ON A SURFACE BTU/SQ. FT. -HR.
NORMAL TO SUNS RAYS.

INCID SOLAR ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
ON COLLECTOR SURFACE DEGREES

GL SOLAR RAD I ATI ON TRAN:3M I TTED
THROUGH COLLECTOR (GLASS) BTU/SQ. FT. -HR

GD DIFFUSE SKY RADIATION TRANSMITTED
THROUGH COLLECTOR. BTU/SQ. FT. -HR.

Sample run.

MEMOR,EX
Floppy Dises

I-Incidence angle of solar ra-
diation on the collector's sur-
face
TRANS- Transmittance factor
of window glass. TRANS is de-
rived from the curve displayed
in Fig. 1. I use three equations
to approximate the curve. The
value of I at entry to a subrou-
tine determines which equation
+s used. This subroutine is lo-
cated at line 2000.
Ao- Theoretical shortwave so-
lar radiation available inside
earth's atmosphere (Btu/sq.ft.
x hr.)
C-Clearness factor (assumed
to be 1.0 on a clear day)
ETA-Ratio of diffuse sky radi-
ation to direct solar radiation

Equations

ALT = acr sin (cosD cosH
cosL + sinD sinL)
AZ = acr sin (cosD sinH)/(cos-
ALT)
Z=90-ALT
Gn = (Ao x C)/e(B/SinALT)
I = arc cos ((cosZ cosT) + (sinZ
sinT cosAZ))
GI = Gn x cosl x TRANS
Gd =.75x Gn x cosZ x ETA

For each hour's calculations,
the program prints the results
in a table shown in the sample
run. Hourly totals are given and
are summed so daily totals can
be displayed at the bottom of
the hourly table. A legend is
then printed below the table de-
scribing each table entry and
giving its unit of measure .•

MAILROOM PL(JS© ~

Make Your TRS 80 Work Like A Mini-IBM!

Mailroom Plus was developed for the National Hille Association membership mailings. It features
smtiH!! by last name or member number in addition to zip code. The program will sort .500 names
ill 30-40 minutes, kill duplicates, and close up the fill'. Mailroom Plus will also search all records
for cate~ory, name, state, zip (or any other search code) and print these records on labels or in
tabular form. It separates large files into-smaller ones by state or zip or merges small files into one
large om.'. Mailroom Plus is available on 32-48K disk for $75.00 by first class mail. Order vourx to-
day postpaid. '.

Lowest prices. WE WilL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD!I Buy any
quantity1-1000. Visa,Mastercharge
accepted.Call free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. All
orders sent postage paid.

• THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE v P52

PO Box 524, Mercer Island, WA 98040
206·232·4505

Master Charge and VISA cards welcomed
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CP/M· VERSION 2 FOR TRS.aO* MODEL II NOW AVAILABLE

o BA~C..aO 'r- Disk Extended BASIC,ANSI ~ompalibl~

~ :~tl~\~~~~~i::~~~~d~e~..~~~~~~~~.~'.~j3O%/S;;
o BASIC COMPILER - Language compatible with
@ BASIC·eO and 3-10 times faster execution, Produces

® ~:~~~edo.~~g~?~~:~~t~~~~~:~_80:6d~L~:~
code modules . .. . . . .. $3501$25

o FORTRAN-80 - ANSI '66 (except lor COMPLEX)
@ pk.is man.Y extensiolis. tndud,as relocatable object com-
@) piler, linking loader, library With manager. Also mocoes

MACRO-SO(see below) S4001S2So COBOL·80 -1 ever t ANSI 74 standard COBOL plus
@ most Of Level 2. Full sequential, re/ative, and indexed liIe

® ~~'tT~~~~~~J)5N¥:r.e~J~r:J~~J1Li~~R~~:
SEARCH. 3·dimensionaJ arrays. compound and ab-
breviated conditions. nested IF. Powerful interactive
screen.handling extensions. Inetudes compatible as-

!:~~se~:~i~d~~~Rng.~~~.~I~~~ .I~~r~.$e~~i}~

o MACR0-80 - 8080/laO Macro Assembler. Intel and
@ Zllog mnemonics supported. Relocatable linkable output.

@ ~~~?e~in~~!d ~~~~?~r .. "". ~r~.s.s.. Re~~S~"::'ll~~

o XMACRO ••86- 8086 cross assembler. All Macro and
<9 utiliI)' teatures of MACRO·80 package. Mne:monics

slightly modified from Intel ASM86. Compatibility data
sheet available. . $2751$25

o EDIT -eO - Very tast random access text eotcr for text
<D with or withoul line numbers. Global and intra- line corn-

mands supported. File compare utility included SSSll1S

MICRO FOCUS
o STANDARD CIS COBOL - ANSI '74 COBOL

® ~~Sf~;~e~~$:~ r:::~~~~~~u~lsYo~ev~alint~~~~
dynamic loading Of COBOL modules and a fulllSAM Ide
lacility. Also, progra~ segmentation, interactive ~bug
and powerful interactive extensions to suppor1 protected
and unprotected CRT screen lormatting Irom COBOl
programs used with any dumb terminal , .... 185011SO

o FORMS 2 - CRT screen editor. Output is COBOL data
® descriptions lor copying into CIS COBOL programs.

AutomaticaRy ereeres a QU9fY and updale program 01in·
dexed files using CRT protected and unprotected screen
lormats, No programming experience needed. Output

~~r.a.~. ~~~~ .~~~ .~~. ~.t~ ..~.~~=:;:
o HDBS-

oriented with
are all user d
and TRAVE
sorted. FIFO

:~~~.h~u~~~rt~·E:~~~~~~e~O~e;;i~~u~:iptl~efl~~~;
or hard disk devices.

o

to meny. and many to one SET relationships. Supports
multipl,. owner and multiple record fypes within SETs.

o ~~s:~~a~e~~~~mp;~ '1Restructuring Sys.

~~ol~~;h:~~~r ~~~~~d~~~e~=
changing existing data.
HOIS-Z80 version '2101131
MoeS.Z80 version. .. . . . $'1011:11
MOIS-ORS-zao version "IOIln

8080 Version available at $75. extra.

ZOOversion requires 20K RAM. 8080 version requires

~

~ 24K RAM. (~emory requirements are ad(jitiOl'lalto CPtM
and application program.)

7' When ordering HDBS or MOBS please specilyil !he ver
sion reQuired IS lor 1)Microsoft lBO i.e. FORTRAN·80
COBOl·80. BASIC COMPilER. 2) MBAS1C 4. XX. or J)
BASIC·SO5,0.

RIOOS SYSTEMS
o KISS - Keyed Index Sequential Search. OHers com-
® plele Multi.Keyed Index Sequenti~1and Direct Access lile

management. Indudes buill·in utility lunctions lor 16.or
32 bil arith~tic. slringlint&gef conversion and stnng
compare. Delivered as a relocatable Hnkable module in
Microsott lormal lor use with FORTRAN·SO or COBOl·
80, etc. . 53351123o KBASIC - Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC with all

(!) KISS. facilities, integrated by implementation of nine
eooucnar commands in language. Package includ~s
KISS.REL as described above. and a sample mail list
program , lsaIlM'
To licensed users 01 Mrcrosott BASIC·80(MBASIC)

$4351545

MlCROPRO
o SUPER-SORT 1- Sort merge extract Ulltlty as abso-
@ lule executable program or ~nkable module In ~lcrOSOft
® formal. Sorts lixed or variable recorcs Wlthdatam binary.

sqO. Packed Decimal, EBCDIC. ASCII, lloating. fixed
pcert. exponential. field justified, ete. etc. Even variable
number of fields per record! 1225/12S

~ :'~!~~S~~ .I~.: ~~ .~~~~~~:.~~.~~~~~12OS
o SUPER-SORT "1- As II without SELECT/EXCLUDE

@(9 , $1251125

o WORD-STAR - Menu doyen Visual word processing
@ system for use WIth standard terminals Text formattu"19
® perlormed on screen. Facilities for text paginate, paqe

number. justily. center and underscore. User can pont

o
~
o

All Lifeboat programs require CP/M,unless otherwi.e stated.

lIem list. Stock Activity. Stock V uateo and ge-croer
List, Requires CBASIC·2 and 48K CP/M ... $445/$2:5

o ANALYST - Customzed data entry and reporting sys-
tem. User specifies up to 75 data items per record. inter-

~n~~~~a~~~'e;;!~~~:::;;~:I'e:~. u~~~Slfi~~tW~ ~:p~~
generator. provid~s customized reports using sele~ed
records 'Mth multiple level break-points for surnmerua-
tion. Requires CBASIC-2. 24 x 80 CRT, printer and <18K
system. . , , 122151115

o LETTERIGHT - Program to cr.e~te.edit and typo let·
ters or other documents. Has tecaues to enter. display.
delete and move text. with good video screen cresenta-
non. Designed to integrate with NAD lor form letter men-
ings. ReQuiresCBASIC-2 $17.'$25

o NAD Name and Address selection system - interactive
mail list creation and maintenance program wit~ output
as full reports WIth relerence data or restricted Inlorma·
tion for mail labels. Transfer system for extraction and
transler 01 selected records to create new fires. Requires
C8ASIC-2 1781120o QSORT - Fast.sortImerge program for liles with li~ed
record length, vanable. lield length information. Up to five
ascending or descending keys. Full back·up 01inpul liles
created. . , $951S20

G~~d(p'V.vfoc#p~
ORAHAM-DORIAN SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

o GENERAL LEDGER - An on-hne system: no tatcn-
@ ing is required. Entries to other GRAHAM·DORIAN ac-
@l counting packages are automatically posted. User estab-

lishes customized C.OA Provides transaction register.
record 01 journal entries. trial balances and monthly ctcs-
ings. Keeps 14 month history and provides comparison of

~~~li!J~a~:~he ~r:.v.i~:~. ~~.a.r:.~~~.u.i~~~.~~i3\
o ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - Maintains vendor list and
<!) check ragister, Perlorms cash flow analysis. Flexible _
@ writes checks to specific vendor for certain invoices or

can make partiat payments. Automatically posts to
GRAHAM·DORtAN general ledger or runs as stane aiOne
system. Requires CBASIC·2. Supplied In source.
........................................••• '51.35

o ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - Creates trial balance
cD repor1s,prepares statements, ages accounts and records
@ invoices. Provides complete information describing ccs-

tomer payment aClivity. Receipts can be p?sled 10differ·

~~A~~ft~OJ~~:ne~~~~~~:~:~t~~a~:~nd~=:
system. Requires CBASIC·2. Supplied in source.
....................................... S4es1S3S

~ ~: ~~~u~e:~~~:t~~~~s FiCA.Io~~e~r:J
@ State faxes. Prints payroll register, checks. quarterly reo

~;t~~e~:r~r~~ie~:n~e~!11 al~::fs.r~~i~~
CBAStC-2. Supplied in source code.. , ..... $48151135

o INVENTORY SYSTEM - Captures slock ievers.
<D costs, sources, sal.es, ages. turnover. markup:. etc.
@ Transaction inlormallon may be entered lor reporting ~y

salesman, type of sale, date of sale, etc. aepcrts even-

~~:~~2:05uap~I?~d:~n~0~~ d~~~n. ~~~i~.~4~e~~:

o JOB COSnNG - Desiqned lor general corwactors.
@ To be used interactively With other GRAHAM·DORIAN

@l ~~~~.Ii~sfra;~~~~~~~~ ~;t~~z:~dc;S~dZ:I~30~:~
and joO phases. Permits comparison of actual versus
estimated costs. Automatically updates GRAHAM·

~~:e~ ~~":s~t~~~~P~i:~~ :u~~ae~ ~~~:~~e~
o APARTMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - Fi·
@ nancial management system lor receipts and security

@ ~:e~~~~I~tr~=lsir~~u,!!~~~~~/~~
shows late rents, vacancy notices. vacancies, income
Iosl through vacancies, etc. Requires CBASIC-2. Sup-
plied in source code. . .. . .....•••• 5IS35o CASH REGISTER - Mainlains files on daity sales.

@ ~l9s data by sales person and item. Tracks sales. o~or·
® nngs. refunds, payouts and lolal net deposits. ReqUiles

CBAStC·2. Supplied in S01XC8 code ,$4.151135

o tiny C - Interactive interpretive system lor leaching
® structuredprcqrarnrninq techniques. Manualmcludes lull

source listings .. . $711$40
o BDS C COMPILER - Supports most major features
® 01 tan.guage, .including Structcres, ~rrays. Pointers,

® ~~~~I~~:~~t~tL;c~~a~~~~~gitl~I~~~il~n~lt~~~bS:~~~1~~~~
and static & register class specifiers. Documentation m-

~~~~i~"~:·.~r.:.r~.~~i~. ~~n:.u.~~~.~~ ~:.~r~~~~~~
o WHITESMrTHS C COMPILER - The ultimate in
@ systems software toots. Produces faster code than Pes-
® car with more extensive facilities. Conforms to the ful!

~~X~:t~~:~~: 7m~~;;~~~T~b!~e~:~a:5 b'~n~~~~h~
perlorming I/O, stliog manipulation and storage aKoca·
tion. Linkable to Microsoll RElliles. Requires 60K CP/M
..................................... '.301130

~ ~~~~~~i;;i~~U I~~~ ~~~c~j a~~o~;;:~
scrolling, inleractive search and replace, automatic text
wrap around lor word processing. operations for manipu'

t~:i~. ~.~.s. ~ ~~~I:~.~~~~~~~v.~ :~.~~i;~~stj
~ ~L!f!~!~fi-;S!:t~7n~,::~~~r~e~~~~'l

gaoorate form letters wilh custom fields and COnditiol'lSl
prOCtlssing. Support for Daisy Wheel printers includes
variable pilch justilication and motion optimization.

........................... , 1.5/S15

S_"e
,.,'" III••••••,

o zao DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE _ ~is~;ft~l:
@I (1) disk file tine editor, with glObal inter and inlra·jine lacili·

ties; (2) 280 relocating assembler, ZiIo9'Moslek mne-
monics, conditional assembly and cross reference lable
capabilities; (3) linking loader producing absolute Intel
hex disk file 1151120o ZOT-Z80 MOnitor Debugger 10break and examine

@> registers with standard ZiloglMostek mnemomc crsas-
sembly displays $35 when ordered With Z80 oevercc.
ment Package . $501$10

o DISTEL - Disk based disassembler to Intol 8080 or
TDUXitan Z80 source code. listing and cross reference
files. Intel or TDUXilan pseudo ccs optional, Runs on
8080. . . .. 1.51,'0

o TEXTWRITER III - Text formatter to j~stity and PlQi·
® nate letters and other documents. SpeCIal teewres In·

clude insertion of text d.uring execcnon Irom other disk
Illes or console, permitting recipe documents tl? be
created Irom linked fragments on other lites. Has laC/lities
lor sorted index, table 01 contents and footnote insertions.
Ideal Jor cont-acts. manuals -;etc. Now compatible WIth
ElectriCPencn prepared files 11251120

~~?!~~,!~~F-;a~~~c:~~~a~:,~ f~~t:~!
tion and label production. A form tetter program IS in·
cluded which provides neaueners on Singlesheet or con-
tinuous forms. Requires CBASIC·2 ,. ,$1501115

o WHA:TSIT7- Interactive data-base system USing
assccrauve tags to retrieve Information by SUbject.Hash·

~~;g~~~n~~~.~~~~~~.~~~.I~.r .f~~~~~~~.s.j,R2e~~~~

o XYBASIC Interactive Process Control BASIC - Full
disk BASIC features plus unique commands to h'!lndle
bytes, rotate and shift. and to test and set bits, Available
in Integer, Extended and ROMabie versions
Integer Disk or Integer ROMable . .12951125
Extended Disk or Exlended ROMable $395/$25

o SMAUSO Structured Macro Assembled language _
text macro proc·

.. ' $751115
o SELECTOR 1II-C2 - Data Base Processor to create
@ and maintain multi Key data bases. Pflnts lormalled,

sorted reports with numerical SU.mmar.lesor mailing
labels.Comes With sample app~cahons, mduding Sales
AClivity.lnventory, Payables. Receivables. Check RegiS'
rer. and ClienllPalient Appomlmenls. etc. ReQuires
CBASIC-2 verseo 2.Supplied In source code.IH15I120

o CPM/374X - Has full range 01 ~unctions to creaie or
re-name an IBM 3741 volume. display directory Infor.
mation and edit the data set contents. Provides tu" file
transfer facilities between 3741 volume data sets and
CP/M files . . .... S1151$10

o BASIC UTILITY DISK - Consists 01: (I) CRUNCH·
@ t 4 - Compacting utility to reduce the size and increase

the speed of programs In Microsoft Basic and TAS·80
Basic. !2) DPFUN - Double precsrcn subroutines tor
computing nineteen transcendental ruocncns Including
square root. natura/log. log base 10. Sin. arc sin. hyper.
couc sin. hyperbolic arc Sin. etc. Furnished In source on
diskette and documentation .. .. . ... . ... 150/S35

o ~E STRING BIT - Fortran character Slnng nen-

@ g~~egria~e"~~~e~d~~~r~'~~~fa~~~;~~~~s.s~~~;~:Ckc~;~
completely eliminates the problems aseccretee With
character string handling in FORTRAN. Supplied With
source ,.S451115

o BST AM - i~ty to 0f'Ie computer 10 another also
Si equipped . ~IoWS III .. rensrers at tull data

speed (no c to. ~C block contrOl
check tor v re r n nd automatIC re-
try. w. e use it.~~~WI rd expansions 10
send" .COM..It~ wife. 300 baud With
phone connectIOn.Both eed one. Siandard and M
versacns can talk 10one another. Compatible TRSOOS
version atso available S150115******SUNDRIES
&NOTIONS

o

o WORD-MASTER Text Editor - In one mode has

~:~~~i~~~~~~~~,~O:';d:~~a~~~~~~n ~:~~
video mode, provides lull screen editor tor users with
serial addressable·cursor terminal .. . .... 11251125

o CBASJC-2 Disk Extended BASIC - Non'interactive
@ BASIC Withpseud9·code compiler and runtirr'p. interpre-

ter. Supports. lull fll~ control, chaining. Integer and ex.
tended preciSion vanables, etc. . ..... 110./$15

o PASCALIZ - Z80 native code PASCAL compHer.
® Produces optimized, ROMabie re-entrant code. All inter.

lad~ to CP/M is through the ~upport Ntlrary. The pack.
age Includes compiler, compamon macro-assembler and
source for the library. Requires 56K and ZSOCPU.
versona Includes an 01 JenserVWirth except variant re-
cords. . _ 12751U5

~:2~8~r~ ~.~ .~~~~~~.r~. ~~.S~~I~~

o PASCAUMT - Subset of standard PASCAL Gen-
8 eretes ROMable 8080 machine code. SymboNcde:bug98r
® included. Supports mterrupt procedures and BCD artttr-

metic lor real variables. CP/M lite 110 and assembly Ian.

A:c~~nJ:~aa;:~~~all:~I~i~~fsltmtb~~~~
conversion. ReQulres32K 1.51130
Source for PASCAUMT run lime package. Requires
MAC. (See under Digital Research.) ISO

STRUCTUR.D SYSUMS GROUPo GENERAL LEOGER-lnteractiveand nexttne eys.
tem providing proof and report outputs. ccstomuauon
of COA created interactively. MultIple branch account·
ing centers. Extensive checking per/ormed at data
entry lor prool. COA correctness. ere. Journal enmes
may be batcbeo prior 10posting. Closing procedure
automatically backs up input files. Now includes State-
ment 01 Changes in Financial Posttron. Requites
CBASIC·2. . .... 580DIS25o ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - ()pen ilem system
with output lor internal ~ged repor1s and customer.~.
,nled statement. and billng purposes. Oo·Une EnqUIry
permils informatIOn for Customer Service and Cr~t de·
partmenlS. Interface to General ledger provided II both
systems used. Requires CBASIC·2 S8e8I12S

o ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - ~rovides age::l. stale·
menlS 01 accounts by vendor With check writing for
selected invoices. Can be used alone or with General
ledger and/or with NAD. Requires CBASIC·2H • .,,2S

,~-cleansthed"ve
I xeue aosorbsroose

'~:;;:~~~;~~~~,~~'bl er loreign particlesthat might r ce ortne or.ve neao
lasts at least 3 months With dally use spec.t, 5" or 8

520 .••. 1$45. 'or 3
o Fllppy DIsk Kit r- Template and instructions to f!1Odify

si.ng.leSided 51;." diskettes lor use ot second Side In sin-
gle sided drives . .. 112.50

o FLoPPY SAVER Protecnon lor center holes Of 5Vt'
Hoppy disks. Only I needed per diskette. 1<11contains
centering post. pressure 1001, tough 7'1011mytar remlOfc,
I(Ig nngs. Inslallallon tools and nngs for 25 dlskenes.

............. 114 ••5
... S7.t5o

******Prices and speCillcalions subject to change Without nollce.

ListNo.9
Software for most popular BOBO/ZBO computer disk systems including
NORTH STAR, iCOM, MICROPOLlS, DYNABYTE DB8/2 & DB8/4, EXIDY
SORCERER, SD SYSTEMS, ALTAIR, VECTOR MZ, MECCA, 8" IBM,
HEATH H17 & H89, HELlOS, IMSAI VDP42 & 44, REX, NYLAC,
INTERTEC, VISTA V80 and V200, TRS·80 MODEL I and MODEL II,
ALTOS, OHIO SCIENTIFIC and IMS 5000 formats.

'''The Software 'Supermsrket is a trademark of Uleboat Assoclatos

Orders must speCify disk
systems and formals
e.g, North Star Single.
double or quad density,
IBM single or 20/256.
AlIal(, Hellos fl.
Micropohs Mod Ior II.
5'/.:! w soft sector (MICIO
ICOM/SO Systems
Dynabyle). etc.

Pnces F.O.B. New York.

~~~F).n~h~~ne~i~~t~~d

Manual cost applicable
agamst pnce of
subsequent software
purchase.

TI1e sale 01 each
propnetary software
p 3ckage conveys a
license for use on one
s\lstem only.

Ufeboat Associates, 2248 Bmadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10024

(212) 580·0082 Telex: 220501 (,A:~ ,u~"".~.:,t./)



If you enjoy driving, you're going to get a
COMPUCRUISE. Once you see what it can
do, you just won't be able to live without it.

Processor Tech Video
Display Module-Memory
mapped video lor S-100, ex-
cellent condition.
#0009-$144 each.
Processor Tech ROM/RAM
card-Conlains 1K RAM,
empty slots for 12K ROM,
S-100, excellent condition,
#0007·$76.
Processor Tech 3P +S I/O
card- Three parallel ports,
one serial port, S-loo, ex-
cellent condition.
#0008·$116 each.
Processor Tech 16K Static
RAM card-450 nanosec-
onds, S-100, excellent con-
dition. #0010-$199 each.
Processor Tech 2K ROM
card (kit)- Empty board,
S-100, new. #0011-$17.20
each.
Processor Tech 2K ROM
card-Empty board, S-100,
excellent condition. #0012-

Processor Tech Extended
Disk BASIC-This is full
disk BASIC on 8" disk for
HEllOS II disk controllers
with PTOOS and greater
than 16K. #0015-$80 each.
Extended Disk BASIC on
cassette- This is the same
as previously mentioned for
the Oisk BASIC from Pro·
cessor Tech. Needs more
Ihan 16K. #0017-$72.
Extended Cassette
BASIC- This includes all
file operations, advanced
functions for doing more
than playing games; for
SOLOS, CUTIER, and CON·
SOL Monitors. #0016-$22
each.
BASIC 5 from Processor
Tech-This is a simple
BASIC for a SOLOS, CUT-
TER, or CON SOL Monitor
and 8K of RAM. #0013-
$11.60 each.
Processor Tech GAMEPAC-
for above BASIC-Various
simple games. #0014-$11.60
each
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This gadget fits into most dashboards ... no strain even in a tiny sports car like the Mazda RX-7 ... and
once you have it, every trip is like flying a 747. The darned thing tells you the time, how fast you're going, how
far you've been on this trip or since the last regassing, how many mitesper gallon you're getting, either at the
instant or the average on the trip ... or gallons per hour at the moment'or for the trip ... temperature outside
.. , inside (or coolant temperature, if you prefer) ... on, it has an elapsed time for the trip, a stop watch, lap
time, an alarm, .. how much further for your trip, how many gallons more the trip will take, how much longer
for the trip at your present average speed ... yes, it gives you your average speed for the trip. You prefer it in
metric, no strain, . , liters remaining, etc. Did we mention that it also has cruise conlrol either al a speed set
on the control board or at whatever speed you are traveling? The Compucruise will keep you busy and enter-
tained during any trip ... telling you more than you will ever want to know.

The Compucruise is not difficult to install ... though it does connect to everything except the cigarette
lighter. Until you've tried computerized travel, you haven't found out how much fun driving can be. It will work
on any car nol having fuel injection, , , and there is a front-wheel drive accessory gadget available for only
$4.40-#POOI (regularly $5.50).

The price for the Compucruise is regularly $199.95 ... and a bargain at that price. We'll sell you one of these
fantastic gadgets for $159.95 with cruise control (Model 44-#P002), and $127.95 without (Model 41-#P003).Send
money, , . and starthavinq fun!

Ever had your car stolen?
The first reaction is one of disbelief ...
. . . you know it was right there!

What you want is a modern combination lock on your igni-
tion ... The Steal Stopper. It's easy to install and almost im-
possible to defeat. You can by-pass it, if you want, for parking
attendants or a car wash. Other than that, you set up a secret
four-digit code and only you will then be able to start the
car ... even if you leave the keys in the ignition. Of course, if
you forget the number.

This protection retails for $50 ... but we have a special for
you at $39.95. Don't procrastinate. Order #P004.

SOL Computers-8K
Memory, S-100, excellent
condition. #0004-$980 each.
TREK·SO on cassette for
SOL- This is one of the
best real time space games
available today; needs 8K.
#0005-$11 each.
Electric Pencil on cassette
for SOL-Word processor,
needs 8K. #0006-$80 each.

POL YMORPHIC
HARDWARE

PolyMorphic Video Terminal
Interface-Memory mapped
video for S-100 bus, good to
excellent condition.
#S044-$150 each. SPECIAL
PRICE
PolyMorphic Video Terminal
Interface (used)-As above.
#S045·$100.00. SPECIAL
PRICE.
PolyMorphic CPU-8080
CPU for s-roo with Poly
monitor in ROM, excellent
condition. #S046-$loo each.
SPECIAL PRICE.
PolyMorphic Cassette Inter-
face-Plugs into Poly CPU
only, new. #0047-$29.60
each.
PolyMorphic Printer lnter-
face-Plugs into Poly CPU
only, new. #0048-$29.60
each,
PolyMorphic S-100 Cabl-
nets-Nice 5 slot S-100 COMPUTER TRAINER

IASIS COMPUTER·IN·A·
BOOK-8080 Microcomput-
er, comes built into training
manual, excellent condi-
tion. #0020-$240

up to 2 hours, off the air, or records
one program while you watch
another. Camera input to make
your own tapes, pause control for
editing. These $1,000 VTRs were
demonstrated and come with new
warranty. SPECIAL PRICE is
$475-extra bonus-free $100
worth of new tape with each order.
Limited supply. Order #P005.

MICRO TERM
ACT TERMINAL
MlcroTerm ACT Terminal
-Need a video monitor, up
to 600 Baud, good condi-
tion. #S035·$2oo each.
SPECIAL PRICE.

MUSIC
Software Technology S·100
Music system on cassette
-This is an S-100 Music
system: conlains the proper
hardware. #00058·$19.60
each.

COMPUCOLOR
HARDWARE

Compucolor Computer 8001
(use as computer or 75
MHZ Color Monitor)-8K
RAM, BASIC and DOS in
ROM, good condition.
#S025-$15OO each. SPECIAL
PRICE.
Compucolar MiniFloppy
_5'/. inch, good condition.
#S026-$525 each. SPECIAL
PRICE.
Compucolor SK RAM card
-Static RAM, good condi-
tion. #S027-$200 each.
SPECIAL PRICE.
Compucolor Floppy Tape
Drive-Uses eight track car-
tridges, good condition.
#S028-$70 each. SPECIAL
PRICE.

ICOM
DISK DRIVE

ACCESSORIES
ICOM Dual Disk Drive-
Single density, 512K
storage. S-100 controller, in-
cludes CP/M ROM, good
condition. #S030-$1500.
SPECIAL PRICE.
ICOM PROM and 8" Disk
for SOL FDOS- This disk
requires an ICOM S-100
Disk Controller installed in
an stoo. #0031·$160.
ICOM CP/M an S" Disk far
S·100-Requires an ICOM
S-100 controller in an S-100
cabinet, #0032-$100.
ICOM FOOS·II on 8" Disk
for S·100- Requires an
ICOM S-100 controller in an
5·100 cabinet. no documen-
tation. #0033-$180 each.
ICOM FDOS-II on 5 'I." Disk
fa~ S·100-Requires an
ICOM S-100 Mini-Floppy
Controller in an S-100
cabinet. #0034-$168.

North Star Floating Point
BASIC card-With spectal
BASIC, new. #00059-$287.
North Star Floating Point
BASIC card (kit)-With
special BASIC, S-100, new.
#00060-$207.

8 North Star Floppy Disk Con-
troller card-Single density,
s-ioo. new. #00061-$248.
S·100 Edge connec-
tor-Gold Contacts, new.
#0050 - $2.00 each.
Extender Card for S·100
(klt)-New. #0051-$24 each.

PANASONIC
TAPE DECKS

Panasanic RS261 US Stereo
Cassette Decks-with
record level adjust, VU meters,
used condition; all have had
heads replaced and aligned.
#T001-$50.
Panasonic RS260 US Stereo
Cassette Decks-same as'
but also has bias switch for
chrome tapes. #T002-$50.



IMSAI HARDWARE
IMSAI 8800 Mainframe
S-loo-Excellent condition.
#D0047-$839.
IMSAI80115 s-roo Develop-
ment System-Partially
assembled, needs a CPU
card, excellent condition.
#50048-$525 as is. SPECIAL
PRICE.
IMSAI 80/15 s-roo Develop-
ment System-Kit, main-
frame cover missing, needs
a CPU card, excellent con-
dition. #50049-$500 as is.
SPECIAL PRICE.

2 IMSAI4K RAM card-S-l00,
good condition, #00055-
$89.60

• •
Novation Modem
#3102A-Connects to any
phone, originate only, good
condition. #5021-$165 each.
SPECIAL PRICE.
Nov~tionModem
#31 SOLD --'< to any
ph.. OUT ite,
good conditio". "_. 2-$200
each. SPECIAL PRICE.
Novation Modem #43-Con·
nects to any phone,
originate only, good condi-
tion. #S023-$165. SPECIAL
PRICE.

Vector Graphic ROMIRAM
card-12K empty ROM
sockets, 1K RAM, excellent
condition. #00078-$119.60.
Vector Graphic Analog In-
terface-Allows hobbyist to
interface analog expert-
ments, S·100, new. #00079·
$79.20.
Vector Graphic Analog In-
terface (kit)-As above,
S·100, new. #00080-$55.60.

TDLZAPPLE
TDL Z-80 8K BASIC-This is
for a Z-80 system with a
ZAPPLE Monitor, #00071-
$30.
TDL ZAPPLE 2K Moni-
tor-Nice monitor to start a
system with. #00072-$16,
TDL ZAP 1K MonItor-Sim-
ple monitor, #00073-$12.

TDL HARDWARE
TDL ZPU Z-BO CPU-S·l00
CPU with adjustable clock
0-4 MHz, good condition.
#00062-$159.
TDL Systems Monitor
Board-Contains system
software including monitor,
S-100, good condition.
#00063-$140,

Enclosed $ _

Bill: t: AE r.: MC l: VISA

Inventory

CJ2lQlB 200/0 OFF
MAIL ORDER MICROS~Ml36

Oept MKB • PO Box 427 • Marlboro NH 03455
Phone; (603) 924-3041

IMSAI
SERIAL 1/0 CARDS

IMSAI Serial 110 card
2-2- Two serial ports, full
RS-232 control, S·100, good'
condition. #00050-$188.

5 IMSAI Serial 110 card 2-2
(kit)- Two serial ports, full
RS-232 control, S·loo, new,
#00051-$124.

2 IMSAI Serial 110 card 2-1
(kit)-One serial port, full
control RS-232 control,
S-100, new. #00052-$100.

HONEYWELL
15 Honeywell ASR-33 Communi-

cations Consoles with Tf'Y,
paper tape reader and punch.
USed, working when removed
from service. Shipped freight
collect or you pick up. Weight
300 Ibs. $395. Order #POO6.

TOL Text Output Pro-
cessor- Text processor.
#D0074·$16,
TDL Text editor-Nice
editor. #00075-$12.
TDL Memory Test-Simple
utility, #00076-$4,

I; UPS

TDL FDOS & SuperBASIC
on 8" Disk-This requires
an ICOM Oisk Controller
and at least 20K of memory,
plus a ZAPPLE Monitor in
an S-100 Cabinet (Altair, IM-
SAI, etc.), #00065-$137,
TDL System Software on
5'1<" disk-This set of
system software requires a
North Star Oisk Controller,
a TOL Systems Monitor
Board I, and consists of
12K BASIC, RelocatorlLink-
ing Loader, Z-80 Editor, and
Text Processor. #00066·
$183.
TDL System Software on
5114" disk-This is the same
as above, but does not re-
quire the Systems Monitor
Board I. #00067-$200,
TDL System Software on
Sif4" disk-Again, as above,
but requires a HEllOS Disk
Controller and the TOL
Systems Monitor Board II

#00068-$183.

Q2)Ql0
MAIL ORDER MICROS,.,,,

Cept MKB • POBox427 • M.rlboro NH 03455
Phone:(603) 924-3041

1.1 Insured mail

TDL 12K BASIC V2.1 on
cassette-Same as disk
version. #00069·$22,
TDL System Pack-This is
the same as the Oisk Pack.
#00070-$136.

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE

Mounlain Hardware AC
Controller-Remote AC out-
let control, S·100, new.
#0040-$100 each.
Mountain Hardware remote
outlet-Remote module for
above, two channels, new.
#0041-$72 each.

HEURISTICS
SPEECH LAB

Heuristics Speech Lab-
S-100, used, fair condition.
#5042·$100 as is. SPECIAL
PRICE.
Heuristics Speech Labs-
S-100, new. #0043·$151
each,

Shugart MiniDisk Drives
-With case and power
supply, includes cable for
North Star, good condition,
#5036·$320, SPECIAL
PRICE,
Shugart MiniDisk Drives
-No cabinet, good condi-
tion, #S037-$3OO each,
SPECIAL PRICE.

IMSAI
PARALLEL 1/0 CARDS

IMSAI Parallel 110 card
4-4-Four parallel ports,
S-100, excellent condition.
#00053-$186.
IMSAI Parallel 110 card 4-1
(kll)-One parallel port,
s-ioo, new. #00054-$74.40.

IMSAI SOFTWARE
IMSAI IMDOS V2.02 on 8"
Oisk for S-100-No
documentation, but this is
apparently IMSAl's version
of CPIM for S-100 systems
with an IMSAI Disk Con-
troller. #00056·$96 each.

2 IMSAI BASIC 9A- This
BASIC is for an S·100
system with a TARBELL
cassette interface. #00057-
$22.
TARBELL Cassette Inter-
face (kit)-Kansas City In-
terface, Tarbell Phase en-
coding, S-100, new. #00064-
$96.

Quantities are limited, immediate refund if
ordered item is no longer available, Please
read terms below,

j/ Reader Service-see page 227

Signature . Exp Date _

Shipping & Handling _

Credit Card (+ 4%)

TERMS; FOB Marlboro, NH USA. Limited
stock; everything quaranteed as described;
you pay postage on returns. PRINT orders
clearly. Minimum order $10 plus $2.50 ship-
ping and handling charge in USA only,
OOUBLE THAT ELSEWHERE. Orders over
$50 add 5% for shipping in USA; 10%
elsewhere (we will refund excess). Orders
shipped UPS or insured mail only. Send US
funds by check or money order. For credit
card purchases, add 4%, list AE, MC or
VISA, number, and expiration date, Mail to
MOM's, Oepartment MKB, PO Box 427,
Marlboro NH 03455

Total

Condition of Inventory:
New = original container
Excellent = new, but nolin original

container
Good = tested or used in store

Name _

Address _

City Slate' Zip' _

Ship:
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Improved Sorcerer
Graphics Resolution

We've been running a compendium of graphics applications for Sorcerer users.

Dr. Colin S. L. Keay
Dept. of Physics
The University of Newcastle
New South Wales, 2308
Australia

The Exidy Sorcerer personal
computer has a flexible

graphics capability that may be
exploited to yield virtually one
percent screen resolution for
function plotting and pictorial
representations, including ani-
mation. In terms of area, this is
six times smaller than the
coarse graphics ability based
on the character block size, but
it is still somewhat coarser
than the fundamental dot size
on the screen. Full-screen
graphics built up from these
dots is not possible, except for
highly repetitive patterns, be-
cause the presence or absence

(a)

of all 122,880dots cannot be in-
dependently specified in the
amount of memory available.

The Sorcerer manual shows
how the dots may be individual-
ly specified to form 64 totally
new patterns that reside in the
512 bytes of memory from FEOO
to FFFF described as the user-
graphics area. It is quite
separate from the screen re-
fresh area of 2K bytes located
in memory from F080 to F7FF.

However, the Sorcerer
manual supplied with the ma-
chine gives no information on
the creation of symbols suitable
for general graphics and pic-
torial use in scientific, business
and recreational programs. This
article aims to show how a sub-
stantial improvement on charac-
ter-size block resolution may be

I 2

4 8

16 32

(b)

(d)

Fig. 1. Practical subdivisions of the Sorcerer character matrix for
graphics purposes: (a) For independent point-piottinq. Screen
resolution 128 x 90. (b) For creating "filled" areas. Black/white fills
unequal. (c) For creating "filled" areas. Fill ratio nearly equal. (d) For
vertically single-valued point plots. Screen resolution 128 x 120.
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achieved for general use over
the whole screen area.

Sorcerer Display

The area in RAM dedicated to
user graphics may be used to
specify 64 different, indepen-
dent, graphics symbols. Since
64 is two to the power of six, it is
possible to subdivide the area of
a character block into six
smaller areas, which can be
specified in any combination-
64 in all.

The Sorcerer's VDU display
consists of 30 lines of 64 charac-
ters, which usually has a verti-
cal-to-horizontal size ratio of
around 2/3, depending on the
video monitor characteristics. If
each character block is divided
by six on the basis of three ele-
ments vertically by two horizon-
tally, each elemental area will be
approximately square, and the
screen display will consist of 90
elements vertically by 128
horizontally, giving an average

resolution of one percent.
That the elemental areas are

approximately square is quite
important because it preserves
an aspect ratio of unity. In other
words, a square is not trans-
formed into a rectangle or a cir-
cle into an ellipse.

The problem of subdividing
each block consisting of 8 x 8
dots into six equal elements is
not so easy, since eight is not
evenly divisible by three. Some
acceptable solutions are de-
picted in Fig. 1. The first (1a) is
easily generated and is fine for
graph plotting, while the next
two (1band 1c) are essentially
for creating "filled" areas for
histograms, diagrams and draw-
ings (see Photo 1).

The six elements are weight-
ed in powers of two so that the
64 numbers from 0 to 63 repre-
sent all possible combinations
of elements. For example, the
combination representing a
solid, right-directed arrowhead

7eo REM ••• SET UP USER-GRRPHIC 3K2 POINT-PLOT COMBINRTIONS
718 P=-S12
720 FORN=O TO 1: FOR M=B TO 1: FOR L=O TO 1
730 FOR K=O TO 1: fOR J=O TO 1: FOR I=a TO 1
740 a-224ol+14*J: nosus 789: nosus 790
750 Q-ZZ"K.n*L: GOSUS 789: sosus 798
769 Q=Z24*M+14*N: GOSUB 7SB
770 NEXT I: NEXT J: NEXT K: NEXT L: NEXT H: NEXT N: RETURN
780 fOR R=O TO 1: POKE P,Q:P=P+l: NEXT R: RETURN
790 POKE P,9: P=P'I: RETURN

Listing 1. Subroutine for creating the point-plot subdivisions of
Fig. 1a as independent character blocks in the Sorcerer user-
graphics area.

709 REM ••• SET UP USER-GRRPHIC 3X2 BLOCK-fILL COMBINRTIONS
710 P=-SI2
720 FOR N=O TO 1: FOR H=B TO 1: FOR L=O TO 1
738 FOR K=8 TO I: FOR J=O TO 1: FOR I=a TO 1
740 Q=240"I+IS'J: GOSUB 789
758 Q=24SoK.IS'L: nosue 780
7BO Q=24B'H+1S0N: P=P-l: GOSUS 7S8
7]8 NEXT I: NEn J: NEXT K: NEXT L: NEXT H: NEXT N: RETURN
780 fOR R=O TO 2: POKE P,Q: P-P.l: NEXT R: RETURN

Listing 2. Subroutine for creating all possible combinations of
filled areas as defined in Fig. 1b.



Addr ObjCode Mnemonics
0000 3EQQ LDA,Q Put Q in accumulator
0002 F6 RR ORR OR accumulator with R
0004 320001 LO (0001H), A Replace Q with result
0007 C9 RET Return to BASIC program

Table 1.

will be represented by the
number 29 (16 + 8 + 4 + 1)and is
given the ASCII character code
221 (192+ 29) from the range 192
'to 255 allocated to the 64 user-
graphics characters.

Routines

Subroutines suitable for gen-
erating these three sets of
graphics characters are pre-
sented in Listings 1-3. In each
case, the six nested FOR-NEXT
loops generate the 64 combina-
tion of elements in ascending
order with the binary-weights
shown in Fig. 1. In the first
subroutine (Listing 1) the num-
bers poked are
2240; EOH; 11100000
140 ;OEH ;00001110

or their sum
2380; EEH; 11101110

The second subroutine (Listing
2) uses similar numbers, while
Listing 3 uses:
2400= FOH; 11110000
150=OFH ;00001111
800 = 50H = 01010000
50; 05H; 00000101

1600; AOH; 10100000
100;OAH ;00001010

which correspond to the shaded
(0)or intensified (1)dots in each
block line according to the bi-
nary value poked in the user-

graphics area. Note that in pro-
gram line 790 of Listing 1 a zero,
. and not the value of 0, is poked
in order to create a completely
shaded line where it is needed
within the block.

The jigsaw, or castellated, ef-
fect in the Fig. 1c block subdivi-
sion reduces the unevenness
caused by the overlap of the
middle and lower block ele-
ments in Fig. 1b. Although a
slightly fuzzy edge appears on
some elements, the shaded
regions between blocks are
more equal in area than in the
Fig. 1b subdivision. The Fig. 1c
block elements were employed
to generate the picture of
Snoopy shown in Photo 1.Close
inspection of the VDU screen re-
veals the fuzzy edges of some el-
ements, but the overall effect is
quite acceptable.

In graph-plotting programs
any subsequently generated
points may lie within the bound-
ary of a character block contain-
ing a previously generated
point, which will be obliterated
unless the two blocks are com-
bined. This is achieved by form-
ing the inclusive OR of the bit
patterns of the ASCII character
codes of the two graphic blocks.

780 REM ••• SET UP USER-GRRPHIC IX2 BLOCK-FILL COMBINRTIONS
'719 P=-512: FOR N=8 TO 1: FOR H=9 TO 1: FOR L=9 TO 1
728 FOR K=8 TO 1: FOR J=O TO 1: FOR 1=8 TO 1
730 Q=240oI0150J: GOSUS 790: GOSUB 798
748 Q=sa*I+5*J~160*K+l0~L: nosus 790
750 Q=248oKoI50L: GOSUB 790: GOSUS 798
760 Q=S6*K+5*l+16e*M+!9*N; GOSUS 798
778 Q=240'M+15+N: GOSU8 790: GOSUS 790
786 NEXT I: NEXT J: NEXT K: NEXT L: NEXT M: NEXT N: RETURN
790 POKE P.Q: P=pol: RETURN

Listing 3. Subroutine for creating al/ possible combinations of
filled areas as defined in Fig. 1c.

168 HM ••• SET 'UP INCi.usivE~OR RDUTINE IN MRCHINECOi)[
118 POKE 0.62: REM" 62 = JEH = LD A.Q
128 POKE 2.246: REM •• 246 = F6H • OR R
130 POKE 4,50: POKE 5.1: POKE 6.8: REM." 50 = 12H = LD 0081. A
148 POKE 7.281: REM'O 201 = C9H = RET
ISO POKE 268.8: POKE 261.8: REM" DEPOSIT USR FN ADDRESS

Listing 4. Z-80 machine code routine for combining new block
elements with previous ones rather than substituting them when
updating displays.

Photo 1. Snoopy (with apologies to C. Schultz) showing off his new
Sorcerer. The routines in Listings 3 through 6 were used.

808 REM ••• VDU SCREEN UPDATE SEQUENCE
810 R=PEEK(P)-192
Bao IF (R(e OR 1)6]) THEN R=8
B38 POKE 1.Q: POKE J.I: REM" DEPOSIT VALUES TO BE Ol-ED
B48 V=USR(6): REM" OBTAIN (Q.OR. R)
B5e b=PEEI(1)0192: POKE P.Q
S6B RETURN

Listing 5. Routine for combining previous graphics character R
with new character Q.

96e REM ••• SAFETY MEASURE TO ENSURE PLOT-POINT IS WITHIN SCREEN
918 IF P)-3968 THEN 91B
9.28 P;;P+192fJ; GOTO 910
938 IF P(-2649 THEN 956
946 P=P-1926: GOTO 9Ja
956 RETURN

Listing 6. Safety routine to avoid damage to memory contents
outside the screen area.

It is a messy operation in BASIC
code because the BASIC ORop-
erator deals only with the truth
values of logical expressions.

The better approach is to
utilize the USR function avail-
able in Microsoft BASIC on the
Sorcerer and obtain the required
operation using Z-80 machine
code. This can be set up within a
BASIC program by making use
of the POKE command. The
machine code, which can conve-
niently be located in the free
RAM area starting at address
0000, is shown in Table 1.

This is set up by the BASIC
program segment listed in
Listing 4 and is called by the
subroutine used to update the
screen display given in Listing 5.
In this subroutine, R represents
the previous content of screen
location P, and if it is not a sym-
bol within the user-graphics set,
it is erased by the statement in

line 820, The remainder is easy
to understand.

A full program for curve plot-
ting is not given because, with
help from the routines present-
ed here, its development is not
difficult and can be tailored to
suit any particular require-
ments, However, the inclusion
of a protective subroutine to
confine all POKE addresses
used for plotting to within the
screen boundary is a safety
measure that should always be
included to prevent corruption
of the program, stack, video
scratch area or other vital areas
of memory. A subroutine to set
the plotted point within the con-
fines of the screen RAM is given
in Listing 6.

The "bouncing ball" curve
plotted in Photo 2 employed the
dot-generation subroutine of
Li~ting 1 together with the sub-
routines of listings 4 and 5.
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Photo 2. Bouncing-ball curve is actually the function
Y= SIN(X)*EXP( - XI15)*SGN(S/N(X)). The routines in Listing 1 and
Listings 4 through 6 were used to produce this plot.

Photo 3. Mousetrap sales statistics for all weeks of the year. The
histogram used the routines of Listing 6 and Listings 8 through 10 in
its production.

Note that the axes were drawn
before the points were plotted,
thereby producing deliberate
gaps wherever a point fell close
to an axis.

It is possible to obtain a ver-
tical graphics resolution better
than 1percent by sacrificing the
ability of these routines to per-
mit any number up to six points
within the character block size
to be present together. For
monotonic functions of X, this
feature is not required because
no two points may lie aboveone
another (provided "filled"
curves are not required), so the
subdivision of the character
block into eight points as shown
in Fig. 1(d)can be used to yield a
vertical resolution of 120points
with only slight distortion of the
screen aspect ratio. A subrou-

Addr Obj Code Mnemonics

0010 Cd 18EO CALL KEYBRD Monitor keyboard 1/0 entry
0013 320FOO LOOF, A Get ASCII key value
0016 C9 RET Return to program

Table 2.

tine for generating the 25neces-
sary block symbols is given in
Listing 7. The symbols are
called by using ASCII codes 241
through 255.

High-resolution histograms
with better than half a percent
accuracy may be generated very
easily for up to 64 vertical col-
umns. The character block is
simply incremented line by line
for a total of nine user-graphics
symbols containing from zero to
eight intensified lines. The sym-

700 REM ••• SET UP USER-GRAPHIC 4X2 POINT-PLOT COMBINATIONS
710 IF PEEK(-B)-102 THEN 790
720 P--200
730 FOR L-a TO 4; FOR K-B TO 4; FOR J-1 TO 4
740 M-B: IF J=S-L THEN M-l
750 N=O: IF J-S-K THEN N=1
766 Q=96*M+6*N
no FOR I-I TO 2: POI(E P.Q: P-P+1
7S0 NEXT I: NEXT J; NEXT K: NEXT L
790 RETURN

Listing 7. Subroutine for creating the point-plot subdivisions of
Fig. 1d as semi-independent character blocks in the user-
graphics area.

700 REM ••• SET UP USER-GRAPHIC HISTOGRAM BLOCKS
710 P=-S12; FOR K-O TO S; FOR J-l TO B
720 Q-170; IF I(=)J THEN 0-0
730 POKE p, Q: P-P+l
740 NEXT J: NEXT K: RETURN

Listing 8. Subroutine for creating line-by-line incremental blocks
for drawing histograms with better than 0.5 percent resolution.
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640 REM ••• HRITE STRING Xf AT LOCATION P (VERTICALLY FOR V-1)
650 V-l+63*V: L-LEtHX$)
660 FOR 1=1 TO L: O-RSC(MIDtlX$,I.1)
670 IF P(-3968 OR P)-2049 THEN 698
688 POKE P,O: ·P-P+V: NEXT I
690 RETURN

Listing 9. Subroutine for writing strings horizontally or vertically
on the VDU screen without scrolling.

bols are given the ASCII codes
192 (completely filled block) to
200(empty block), leaving the re-
maining user-graphics codes
free for other uses.

A suitable subroutine to gen-
erate the histogram blocks is
given in Listing 8, and the
results appear in Photo 3. Label-
ing the axes is direct, and any re-
quired titles, descriptions and
so on may be inserted quite
readily by using the subroutine
shown in Listing 9, which in-
cludes protection against writ-
ing outside the screen area.
It may be desirable to have a

provrsron for writing on the
screen from the keyboard with-
out scrolling the graph. The
Sorcerer has no INKEYfunction
as has the TRS-80, but here
again the USR function comes
to the rescue by making use of
the monitor keyboard servicing
routine located at address
E018H. The required machine
code is shown in Table 2.lt is set
up and called by the routines in
Listings 10a and 10b, respec-
tively.

With the help of the various
program routines presented
here, the Sorcerer has a
graphics capability as good or
better than the majority of per-
sonal microcomputers. Only
systems costing around three
times as much can offer better
resolution because of the un-
avoidable expense of providing
increased video bandwidth in
the display system.•

...... ....

~ 160 REM ••• SET UP USR FUNCTION TO RERD KEYS
170 DATR 205,24,224,50,15,0,201
lBO FOR P=16 TO 22: RERD Q: POKE P,O: NEXT P

b) 87B REM ••• GET KEI'STROKE IN RSCII CODE AS VALUE OF 'A'
8B0 POKE 260.16; POI([ 261.0: R-USR(16): R-PEEK(lS): RETURN

Listing lOa and b. USR function and calling subroutine for enter-
ing keyboard data without scrolling the display.
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DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

Ever heard these words? If
you're a professional you know
what they mean. If you're a per-
sonal computing enthusiast not
otherwise tied into compu ters
or data processing, the phrase
may be somewhat overpowering.
Let's simplify the words with-
out detracting from the sub-
stance: let's call it an APIP
instead of a DBMS -an All
Purpose Information Program.
Or to bring it closer to home,
why not HIH-Home Informa-
tion Handler. Enough already!
What's important is that a DBMS
for your computer gives you,
ready-made, two very useful
things. First, a structure for or-
ganizing all kinds of information
for almost any purpose, and sec-
ond, procedures for manipulat-
ing this information in ways that
are useful to you.

Let's look at an example.
How about a Christmas card
mailing list. To use some con-
ventional terms, the FILE is the
mailing list. It's made up of
many RECORDS, each of which
is normally the information
abou t one of the individuals on
the list. The entry for each in-
dividual in turn consists of sev-
eral FIELDS. These are at least
the name and address, and if you
have a reason for making geo-
graphic distinctions, the address
might be in several fields for
street and number, city, state,
and ZIP code. Depending on
What's important to you, you
migh t have separate fields for the
years when you sent a card to
this individual, years when you
received one, a code word for
priorities, one for other corres-
pondence during the year, one
if gifts were exchanged, etc.

So much for structure. As to
the procedures or functions for
manipulating the data in the file,
you must be able to make a new
entry, to add to or change an ex-
isting record, to delete a record,
to sort out a group of records by
some characteristic you're in-
terested in, and to display or
print a selected record or group
of records. These procedures

Secretary, Fred Waters

would be useful for the Christ-
mas card mailing list.

Suppose that you wanted to
set up and maintain a file of
household and personal effects
for estate or insurance purposes.
Beyond the fields listed above,
you might want to list for each
item a cost, an appraised value,
or a depreciated value. Or the
quantity of identical items. Add-
ed functions might then be sum-
ming up similar fields such as
current value, and applying de-
preciation formulas to selected
items.

You get the idea. If you have
a general purpose program with
the STRUCTURE and FUNC-
TIONS already set up, you can
very easily find many useful ap-
plications to suit your own
personal requirements. Catalog-
ing a stamp collection or a record
collection; keeping track of your
family tree; advance planning for
vacations and travel; home li-
brary card file and acquisitions;
general or special-purpose recipe
files; and a couple of old stand-
bys, nonetheless very useful-
checkbook reconciliation and in-
come tax data.

What's he leading up to, you
say. Well, if you are the owner
of an Exatron Stringy Floppy,
you are automatically a member
of the Exatron Stringy Floppy
Owners Association-ESFOA-
and goodies like the DBMS pro-
gram above are readily available
to you on ESF wafer. So you
don't have to go through the
cassette procedure. ESFOA has
turned out to provide some re-
markable benefits, and one of
the most significan t has been the
enthusiastic creation and im-
provement of useful programs
for Stringy Floppy owners. The
DBMS was produced by a very
talented professional programm-
er who relaxes at home, after a
day with some giant system, by
programming his TRS-80.

THE STRINGY FLOPPY

Jfyou haven't been following
this column in months past, you
may not have learned what the
ESF is. In simple, it's a mass
storage subsystem for micro-
computers. In the scale of values,

Bob Edmonds, pictured above, joined ESFOA shortly after the
TRS-80 Stringy Floppy came on the market. He writes about the
TRS-80 and ESF as one of his retirement hobbies. An amatuer pro-
gramming in BASIC, he is helping ESFOA arrange for a variety of
software packages (written by others) to be made available on wafers
through Exatron. Software Evaluation Reports from ESF owners
and indications of their software interests help guide him in shaping
Exatron's software assistance.

it does for your personal com-
puter- TRS-80, S-100, or SS-50-
much of what a disk system does,
with comparable quality and re-
liabili ty , at a cost much closer to
that of a cassette storage device.
The Stringy Floppy consists of
one· or more Drive modules, a
Controller, power supply, all nec-
essary cables and connectors, and
miniature digital-quality tape car-
tridges called wafers. The ESF
for the TRS-80 will load or save
a 4K program in six seconds,
with an extremely low error
rate. The load and save rate is
7200 baud. The S-100 and SS-50
versions use double-density, and
have a baud rate of 14,400, with
of course twice the capacity on
one wafer. The 50-foot wafer can
hold 40K bytes in the TRS-80
version, and 80K bytes in the
other two. For more detailed
general and technical data, call
the toll-free num ber below and
ask for the data packet.

WORKSHOP CHAIRMEN

If you haven't already, go
back and read abou t the amazing
success of the ESFOA Work-
shops on Saturday morning in
Santa Clara. And about the need
for and benefits of ESFOA Work-
shops everywhere. Next look to
your right at the facing page.
This is our first pu blished list of
volunteer Workshop Chairmen.
These are all Stringy Floppy
owners and enthusiasts who are
willing to participate in local

If you have any questions about these products, about Exatron, or I HOT LINE
about ESFOA, call the Hot Line. Address letters to ESFOA, 3559 I
Ryder Street, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Stringy Floppy is a trademark of Exatron Corporation. ""E48 IWITH IN CA

workshops for ESF owners. They
are also willing to talk to pros-
pective ESF owners with ques-
tions beyond what is presented
in the information packet, or
with a desire to see a Stringy
Floppy in action. Get the infor-
mation packet first, and then
check with your local Workshop
Chairman on meetings, demon-
strations, or what have you. Be
assured that the owners on this
list are not there purely out of
altruism. We know that when
owners and prospective owners
get together, everyone benefits
from the exchange of informa-
tion, tips, techniques, program
material, and anything else of
common interest.

HOWTO ORDER

The ESF is assembled and
tested at the factory, with a 30-
day money back guarantee and a
l-year full warranty, and is nor-
mally in stock and ready to ship.
For the fastest delivery, phone
in your credit card or COD
order, using the toll-free line
below.

Base price for the TRS-80
ESF is $249.50 (ask about the
Starter Kit); for the S-100 ESF,
$289.50;. for the SS-50 ESF,
$250.00. The 2-for-l Bus Ex-
tender is $15.00; the ESF-80
Monitor is $9.95. Users Manuals
for all versions of the ESF and
complete information packets
are available at no charge. Add
$3.00 for handling.

800-538-8559
408-737-7111



It's Time
to Draw the Line

Drawing a straight line with a computer is not as easy as it first appears. Here's how.

Nat Wadsworth
PO Box 3153
Milford CT 06460

What could be simpler than
drawing a line? Lots of

things, it turns out! Drawing a
line by computer (yes, a plain
old straight line) is not quite so
simple as it might appear at
first glance.

Now drawing a perfectly ver-
tical or perfectly horizontal line
on a screen is not difficult. The
procedure for creating a hori-
zontal line is simply to set Y to
the value on which the line is to
reside. Then X is stepped over
the length of the line. For in-
stance, on an Apple II you could
draw a horizontal line across
the screen by invoking the
statements:
FOR x = 0 TO 39 STEP 1:PLOT X.Y:NEXT X

On a Radio Shack TRS-80
system, you could use an
equivalent statement, with
modified parameters, such as:
FOR x =OTO 127 STEP 1:SET X,Y:NEXT X

Let's not forget the Com-
modore PET either. On a PET
system you could program:
FOR x =0 TO 39 STEP 1:POKE A + X +
Y.40,Z:NEXT X

In this statement A represents
the constant value 32768, and Z
stands for the code of the
graphic symbol that is to be
displayed by the PET.

To draw a vertical line on
those machines you can set X
to a fixed value and then vary Y
over the desired range for the
line that is to be drawn.
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It turns out, however, that the
cases of a perfectly vertical or
perfectly horizontal lines are
somewhat unusual. It is a little
harder to draw a line using a
computer when the end points
are not on the same X or Y coor-
dinate.

Application

Why don't you load the pro-
gram shown in Listing 1 into
your machine?

(Please note that from here on
out in this article listings will be
shown for the Apple II system.
I'll assume that you can make
the minor changes necessary to
incorporate the routines on a
TRS-80, PET or similar system. If
you are using a TRS-80 Level II,
this generally, requires simply
substituting the SET (X,Y) direc-
tive in place of a PLOT X,Y state-
ment. If you have a PET unit,
then you will want to substitute
something like POKE A +X +Y
*40,Z in place of PLOT X,Y.
Remember that A is equal to
32768 for a PET in the POKE for-
mula and Z represents whatever
graphics code you want dis-
played. The code 32 may be
used if you want the display
turned off at a point on the PET.
Don't forget to invoke the proper
"clear the screen" directive for
your system in place of the GR
command that does the same
thing on an Apple II.)

Once you have Listing 1 load-
ed, modify it slightly by inserting
a statement line numbered 45,
which contains the directive
RETURN. This little change will
enable you to see something of

interest related to the current
discussion.

Refer to Fig. 1. Suppose we
wanted to have the computer
draw a line on our display
screen from position 0,0 to posi-
tion 39,39_ How could we go
about giving it directions to do
such a task?

(Notice that I am using the
convention typically used with
video display systems of num-
bering the y-axis from top to bot-
tom. Thus, the position X = 0
and Y = 0 corresponds to a
point at the extreme top and
left-hand corner of the display
screen.)

The first half of Listing f
gives one possible way to draw
a line such as that shown in
Fig. 1_ The algorithm used is
based on an old high-school
algebra formula for the equa-
tion of a straight line in Carte-
sian coordinates. Do you re-
member it?
Y=mX+b

The variable m in the formula
stands for the slope of the line
being drawn. The variable b is
the y-axis offset value. For the
time being, we can forget about
b, as I shall initially restrict the
discussion to lines that origi-
nate at 0,0. In such cases, there
is no y-axis offset.

The slope m in the formulas is
simply the change in units
along the y-axis over the
change in units along the x-
axis. For instance, if a line
starts at the point X1,Y1 and
ends at X2,Y2, then the slope of
the line is determined to be
(Y2 - Y1)/(X2 - X1). Line 20 in

Listing 1 uses precisely that
relationship to calculate values
of Y at each value of X along the
line. Only integer values are
used because we can only plot
locations at integral points on a
CRT screen.

If you execute the program in
Listing 1 with a RETURN state-
ment inserted at line 45, the
program will draw a nice
diagonal line. That could lead
you to think that the program
works just fine. You might be
tempted to use it to draw a line
between any two points on the
screen.

Unfortunately, if you were to
change line 4 of the calling se-
quence to X1 = 0:X2 = 2, you
might be a little disappointed
with the line drawn. As fhe dot-
ted line in Fig. 1 illustrates, you
would only see a few points dis-
played along the line! You
might call that plotting a line,
but you could hardly call it

X1-0,X2=39

Yl-O, Y2-39

GOSUB 10

END

10 FOR X=Xl TO X2

20 Y=INT«(Y2-Yl)/(X2-X1))*X)

30 PLOT X.Y

40 NEXT X

50 FOR Y=Y1 TO Y2

60 X=INT(Y*(X2-Xl) / (Y2-Y1))

70 PLOT X,Y

80 NEXT Y

90 RETURN

Listing 1.



1y

Fig. 1. Lines drawn by routine in Listing 1
when a RETURN statement is inserted at
line 45.

drawing a line.
Restoring line 4 in Listing 1

to its original value, X1 = 0:
X2 = 39, and then changing line
5 to read Y1 = 0, Y2 = 2 would
yield the nearly horizontal line
shown in Fig. 1. That line is not
exactly perfect. For one thing,
the proper end point of the line
does not get displayed by the
routine!

The reason a very good line is
not drawn is that with a RE-
TURN statement at line 45, the
program only calculates and
displays points along the Yaxis
at discrete values of X.When X
only goes from 0 to 2,only a few
points are displayed, regard-
less of how far the line goes in
the Y direction.

We can improve the situation
somewhat by removing the RE-
TURNstatement at line 45.Now
the program will effectively fill
in the gaps between points
because it will also plot loca-

Fig. 2. Lines drawn when complete routine
in Listing 1 is executed. Note that some of
the lines do not appear "balanced."

Fig. 3. Properly balanced lines drawn by
routines shown in Listings 2 and 3.

tions along the x-axis for
discrete values of Y. Fig. 2 il-
lustrates the improvement you
can obtain when the entire pro-
gram in Listing 1 is utilized.

Modification
The line shown in Fig. 2

might be considered satisfac-
tory by some, especially since
the actual end point of the line
is properly displayed. Further-
more, the display seems to
show a pretty good approxima-
tion to the path of a line be-
tween the two end points. How-
ever, there is still a little prob-
lem with the line. Can you see
something amiss?
The problem is a resu.ltof an

anomaly that arises from using
digital computer techniques.
The algorithm being used in
Listing 1 does not plot a point
until a discrete integer value is
reached. Thus, for the line that
goes from X1 = ° to X2 = 39 (the

GOSUB 10

END

10 FOR X-Xl TO X2

20 Y-INT( « (Y2-Yl) / (X2-Xl) )*X)+O. 5)

30 PLOT X. Y

40 NEXT X

50 FOR Y-Yl TO Y2

60 X=INT«Y*(X2-Xl)/(Y2-Yl»+0.5)

70 PLOT X, Y

80 NEXT Y

90 RETURN

Listing 2.

nearly horizontal line in Fig. 2),
the line will be displayed along
the y-axis with Y = ° until Y
reaches the value 1. It is then
held steady at the value 1 until
Y reaches 2.

Y reaches 2 just at the point
that the line ends. This causes
the line to appear improperly
balanced. It is "weighted" in
the example towards the lower
values of X.

A smoother line can be
drawn by slightly modifying the
algorithm of Listing 1 so that it
appears as shown in Listing 2.
Compare lines 20 and 60 in
those two listings. The simple

technique of rounding off
values to the next higher coor-
dinate, by adding 0.5 to the
product of the slope and the op-
posite axis' value, results in the
i~provement shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3 is about the best you
are going to be able to do when
drawing straight lines on a low-
resolution display device!

What about Perfectly Straight
lines?

Are we finished yet? Not
quite. The routine shown in
Listing 2 is only good for a
limited set of lines, i.e., those
starting at the coordinate X= 0,

5140 RETURN

Listing 3.

GR, COLOR=13

Xl=INT(RND(l)*38) ,X2=INT(RND(l)*38) ,IF Xl=X2 THEN 2

XI-INT (RND (l) *38) ,X2-INT(RND(l )*38)

Yl=INT(RND(l )*38) ,Y2-INT(RND(l )*38)

GOSUB 5000

COLOR=RND(l) *14+1

5040 Y-INT( « (Y2-Yl) / (X2-Xl» * (X-Xl) )+0.5 )+Yl

5050 PLOT X, Y

5060 NEXT X

5070 IF Y2,Yl THEN B-1

5080 IF Y2<Yl THEN B=-l

5090 IF Y2=Yl THEN 5140

5100 FOR Y=Yl TO Y2 STEP B

5110 X-INT( «Y -Yl)* (X2-Xl) / (Y2-Yl) )+0. 5)+Xl

5120 PLOT X,Y

5130 NEXT Y

GOTO 2

END

5000 IF XZ,Xl THEN A-I

5010 IF X2<Xl THEN A--l

5020 IF X2=Xl THEN 5070

5030 FOR X=XI TO X2 STEP A
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black and white units into pro-
viding an interesting display by
changing the calling sequence
so that lines are alternately
drawn in white and black. For in-
stance, on a TRS·80 system add
a similar llne-drawinq subrou-
tine that utilizes the RESET (X,Y)
statement to draw black (blank)
lines. With a PET you can get in·
teresting displays by changing
the character being POKEd on
the screen each time a new line
is drawn.

I am sure you can come up
with your own ideas using
BASIC's RND (random) function
to create such artistic patterns.
Of course, the real value of the
algorithm lies in its general tine-
drawing capability .•

Y = O. It also has a critical
weakness in that it cannot han-
die the cases of lines that run
perfectly horizontal or vertical!
(Can you see why?)

What we really want to end
up with is a general procedure
that can display a straight line
starting and ending anywhere
on a screen. To accomplish
this, it is necessary to pick up
that offset variable "b" that I
said we could forget about
a while earlier in the discussion
of the formula Y = mX + b. In
order to enable the algorithm
to handle the special cases of
perfectly horizontal or vertical
lines, it is necessary to add a
few conditional tests.

(Did you spot the problem

here? If X or Y does not change
value at all over the length of
the line, the divisor of the slope
variable "m" in the equation
will be zero in one part of the
program. You know better than
to attempt to get your computer
to divide by zero!)

Listing 3 shows a general·
purpose llne-drawinq routine
that fills the bill. The general
case algorithm starts at line
5000. It expects the starting and
ending coordinates of the line
that is to be drawn to have been
established as the values X1,Y1
and X2,Y2. Fig. 3 illustrates the
improved lines that this routine
draws.

You can use the subroutine at
line 5000 as the starting point

for more complex graphics pro-
grams. It will draw any straight
line you want. Just tell it the
starting and ending points.
Think you can use such a sub-
routine in your personal corn-
puting system?

To get you started on enjoy-
ing your new capability, take a
look at the calling sequence I
have shown in Listing 3. You can
use it on an Apple II system to
continuously draw lines of ran-
dom length and direction in ran-
domly selected colors. Run the
program as shown and watch
your display screen fill up with a
continuously changing pattern
of colors.

Don't have a color display
system? You can still coax

Put SARGON ilIon disk
Send a stamped self-addressed

envelope and $5.00 to:
RCV CONS(JL TANTS,

9459 Taylorsville Rd. Dayton, OH 45424

For complete instructions enabling you to copy
your Hayden tapes to disk. Implementation
relocates the tape-loaded rnachlne-lanquaqe code
from low to high memory during DOS operation.
and during game play disables the monitor vectors
which would point into SARGON II code. thus
avoiding critical memory conflicts.
All you have to do is type in and run a 4·State·

ment BASIC program and it doeseverything nee-
essary to make the tape-loaded SARGON lI"Code
ready for disk storage, retrieval and game-play.
As a bonus, you get to keep the DOS 2.2 key-
board debounce feature during SARGON II
operation!
Requiresa TRS·80· Model I Level II 32K with

one disk drive, and DOS 2.2 diskette.

'copyright 1979 HaydenBook Co.
'" trademark Tandy Corp.

16 KUPGRADE

$6695
TRS80, APPLE II,
AND SORCERER

16K UPGRADE KIT FOR TRS·80, APPLE, PET,
SORCERER $70

Mostek 4215·3 200ns 16K x 1 RAMS

MICROPOLIS 8" HARD DISK DRIVE with
Power, 5·100 controller

9 Megabyte $3995
27 Megabyte $4495
45 Megabyte $4995

HIGH QUALITY PRIME 16K RAMS FOR MEMORY
UPGRADE. THE KIT INCLUDES, THE RAMS,
SHUNTS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO ALLOW EASY
UPGRADE IN MINUTES. ALL PARTS CARRY 12
MONTH WARRANTY.

TO ORDER, SPECIFY KIT AND ENCLOSE CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER. ADD $2.00 POST AND
PACKING; TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES
TAX.

APPLE II PLUS 16K 5995.00

DISCOUNTS on EXIDY SORCERER, PET, most
other systems, peripherals, and software.

IAN ELECTRONICS ,.....147

P.O. BOX 14079
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78761

MICROCOMPUTERS, ""..M134
PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE

TAS..eo 15a trademark 01 the Radio Shack
1015 NAVARRO SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS 78205

5121222·1427 Ol";slon 01Tandy Corporation. Y'" R23

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS
. -

" - -.~ ~\~

ASCII ASCII

Complete on two 8-1 DOboa rds,
CAT-1DD is the original 16-color
imaging system with high
resolution video frame grabber.
FREE CATALOG Stock.
request yours today 72 HR. SHIPMENT

DualCassette110
SerialandParallelliD
30 x 64 Character Display
240 x 512 Graphics Resolution
64 User Defineable Characters
5·100Compatable

zao Processor
Full-size ASCIIKeyboard
Calculator Style Numeric Pad
8K RAM (upto 48K RAM)
Resident 4K Monitor ROM
Interchangeable ROM Pacs

IBM SELECTRIC
BASED I/O TERMINAL

WITH ASCII CONVERSION
INSTALLED $645.00

• Tape Drives • Cable'
• Cassette Drives • Wire
• Power Supplies 12V15A, 12V25A,
5V35A Others, • Displays
• Cabinets • XFMRS .' Heat
Sinks • Printers • Components
Many other items. SEND $1.00FOR
CATALOG. REFUNDABLE FIRSTORDER
WORLDWIDE ELECT, INC. ,.....W16
130 Northeastern Blvd.
Nashua, NH 03060

Phone orders accepted using
VISA or Master Charge

call 603·889·7661

~etst Price
$ 995.with 8K RAM

Receive FREE Cassette Recorder Value $67

with 16K RAM
Receive FREE 12" Video Monitor Value $149

with 32K RAM
ReceiveFREE Monitor and Recorder Value$216

with 48K RAM
ReceiveFREE Monitor and Recorder

PLUS Extended BASIC Value$265

1145.

1295:

1445.

WE PAY ALL SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES.
Shipment stock to 30 days. Connecticut residents please add 7% sales tax.

JIAI~((~3\O.o~~(lC)lWJ~IJ~~~3 \jj(~
198 General Lyon Rd" Eastford, CT 06242

203·974·1214 ,.....M116
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Our Latest Arrivals~\
Education, games, business, . J~

electronics-you'll find what you have _~sottWOJe-
been looking for in this batch of new \~~-~ .
programs from Instant Software.

( TRS-80' ) ( APPLE "
GRADE BOOK Teachers, now you can use the
speed and accuracy of the TAS·aOto help you
calculate student grades. Just type in the grades
for tests, quizzes, homework, classwork, or
special projects. The Grade Book program will
calculate and display individual grade averages.

The program permits you to weigh student per-
formance scores and convert raw score totals to
a 100·points·equals·perfect·score basis.

You can also average students' quarterly
grades with grades for the previous quarter,
semester, and final exam to obtain an average
grade for the year.

When grading time comes around, don't chain
yourself to a calculator. Go modern with the
Grade Book package. It requires a TAS·aOLevell
4K or Level II 16K.Order No. 0050R$7.95.

TYPING TEACHER This complete seven-part
package takes you all the way from initial
familiarization with the keys, through typing
words and phrases, to complete mastery of the
keyboard. Your computer can evenbecome a bot-
tomless page for typing practice. Aequired: a
TAS·aOLevel 14Kor Level II 16K.Order No.0099R
$7.95.

WHO·DUN·IT? Criminal elements have com-
mitted five dastardly crimes. As the investigating
detective, you must solve them.

You can compete against either Detective
Nybbles, a computerized sleuth, or up to four
other human detectives. Aequires aTAS·BOLevel
II 16K.
•Deduction - Guess the order of four symbols
out of six or seven different ones. To make things
evenmore complicated, you can let the computer
repeat symbols and have a range of 2401 possi-
bilities. You'll need a TAS·BOLevel II 4K. Order
No. 0047R$7.95.

WORDWATCH This package combines four dit-
ferent programs to entertain and educate .
•Word Race- Here's a game for two would-be
Grand Prix drivers who can define words ac-
curately. The more you get right, the closer you
come to the checkered flag.
.Hide N Spell- First you must find the rnts-
spelled word, then correct it. The faster you find
it, the higher your score will be.
•Spelling Bee- This program is unique in that
the student types back a spelling word in
response to hearing it from your tape recorder. If
the response is incorrect, hints and clues are
given. Aeview up to 40 words in each session.
.Spelling Tutor- Load a spelling lesson, then sit
back and observe as the computer does the rest.
For variation the words are presented in different
fashions, including reverse-order, with letters
missing, and with altered letters.

There you have it: Wordplay x four = Word·
watch.
Aequires a TAS·BOLevel II 16K.Order No. 0111R
$7.95.

J/ ReaderService-see page 227

SAHARA WARRIORS Now you can enjoy all the
gritty realism of desert warfare with the Sahara
Warriors package.
·Commando - You must send your cornrnan-
does to trap a German general and cut him off
from his troops. You'll have the choice of two
levels of difficulty.
·French Foreign Legion- The battalions of the
French Foreign Legion are in a race with the
Arabs. Which side will get its battalions into the
oasis in the shortest time? You and a friend can
find out. This game has four different versions,
which even include an occasional sandstorm.
.NOTE: Both programs in this package require

an Apple BK and Integer BASIC. The French
Foreign Legion program requires the use of the
game paddles. Order No. 0080A $7.95.

MIMIC Test your memory and reflexes with the
five different versions of this game. You must
match the sequence and location of signals
displayed by your Apple. This one-player pro-
gram includes optional sound effects with the
Apple 24K. Order No. 0025A $7.95.

MORTGAGE WITH PREPAYMENT OPTION/Fl·
NANCIER These two programs will more than
pay for themselves if you mortgage a home or
make investments:
·Mortgage with Prepayment Option - Calculate
mortgage payment schedules and save money
with prepayments.
=Flnancler c-Calculate which investment will
pay you the most, figure annual depreciation,
and compute the cost of borrowing, easily and
quickly.
All you need to become a financial wizard with an
Apple 20K.. Order No. 0094A $7.95.

••

(PET'" )
PET DEMO I You can give yourself, your family,
and your friends hours of fun and excitement
with this gem of a package.
·Slot Machine - You won't be able to resist the
enticing messages from this computerized one-
armed bandit.
·Chase - You must find the black piece as you
search through the ever-chanqinq maze.
·Flying Pheasant - Try to shoot the flying pneas-
ant on the wind.
·Sitting Ducks - Try to get your archer to shoot
as many ducks as possible for a high score.
-craps -It's Snake Eyes, Little Joe, or Boxcars
as you roll the dice and try to make your point.
·Gran Prix 2001- Drivers with experience ranq-
ing from novice to professional will enjoy this
rnulti-leveted race game.
·Fox and Hounds -It's you against the computer
as your four hounds try to capture the computer's
fox.
For true excitement, you'll need a PETBK.Order
No. 0035P $7.95.
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C_P_E_T_***_)
ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT This package will
help any businessman solve many of those day-
to-day financial problems. Included are:
-Loan Amortization Schedule-This program
will give you a complete breakdown of any loan
or investment. All you do is enter the principal
amount, interest rate, term of the loan or invest-
ment, and the number of payments per year. You
see a month-by-month list of the principal, in-
terest, total amount paid, and the remaining
balance.
-Depreciation Schedule - You can get a depre-
ciation schedule using anyone of the following
methods: straight line, sum of years-digits,
declining balance, units of production, or
machine hours. Your computer will display a list
of the item's lifespan, the annual depreciation,
the accumulated depreciation, and the remain-

ing book value. This package requires the PET
8K. Order No. 0048P $7.95.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER'S ASSISTANT Now
you can use your computer to analyze designs
for filter circuits and microstrip transmission
lines.
-Network Analysis- Your computer can help
you design and analyze four-terminal AC net-
works. Just enter the input load impedance, corn-
ponent values, and the frequency range. Your
computer will analyze the circuit and display the
gain, the real input impedance, and the imag-
inary input impedance throughout the entire fre-
quency range. There's even an optional plotting
routine for graphing frequency response.
-Mlcrostrip- This program can help you design
microstrip transmission lines for printed circuit
boards and other mediums. You can get either
the dimensionless width-to-heiqht ratio of the
supporting medium or the impedance of the
system. For the PET 8K. Order No. 0085P $9.95.

(HEATH ....)
MENTAL GYMNASTICS Pit your mind against
the challenge of these ancient games:
-Reversi - As you and a friend or the computer
place your pieces on the board, you must each
try to capture your opponent's pieces. The score
can fluctuate wildly, and nobody can tell who'll
win until the last move.
-Warl - You can playa friend or the computer in
this simple yet intriguing game. The two players
take turns removing pieces from one cup and
placing them in the other cups. As play con-
tinues, the number of pieces decreases. The last
player who has a piece to move wins the game.
To enjoy these ageless games, you'll need the
Heath H·8 with BK. Order No. 0087H $7.95.
•A trademark 01 Tandy Corporation
•• A trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
•••A trademark of Commodore Business Machines Inc.
••••A trademark of the HEATH Company

PHASE II DISC SOFTWARE
FROM ISI

Something new is coming to ISI, and
something new will be coming from ISI
to you: software on floppy disc! We are
moving to this medium because it en-
ables you to store a large volume of in-
formation and to load programs and
search files rapidly. And in a business,
time is money.

In response to this need, we'll be re-
cording PHASE" Software on 5'!.-inch
floppy discs, which will be compatible
with TRS-80systems.

Our first disc release is a block-
buster: a complete Accounts Receiv-
able/Accounts Payable system. This
package is ideal for the owner of a
small business who wants to maintain
and monitor an orderly cash flow. Re-
markably flexible, the system can han-
dle up to 760accounts and 1500entries
per month, for both Accounts Receiv-
able and Accounts Payable.

The Accounts Receivable section
generates four reports: (1)a Daily Sales
Report, (2) a Month-End Report, (3)
Customer Statements, and (4) a Cus-
tomer Activity Report. It will also print
address labels from the master ac-
count file and (optionally) an invoice for
each order.
The Accounts Payable section also

generates four reports: (1)a Month-End
Recap Report, (2) an Individual Account
Report, (3) a Check Report, and (4) a Dai-
ly Activity Report. All reports can b.e
printed on plain fan-fold paper,
because the program supplies you with
a printout letterhead.
In addition to our Accounts Receiv-

able/Accounts Payable maxi-package,
we will soon have three more packaqes
available for the TRS-80disc system:

a. A Residential Energy-Audit pack-
age

b. A Geography Tutorial package
c. A Bowling League Statistics Sys-

tem package.
And in the works for release shortly

thereafter:
a. More modules for our AR/AP pack-

age
b. A Single-Drive Mailing List pro-

gram
c. A Data-base Management System.
For serious computing, PHASE II

Software, from ISI. All disc programs
will be available in the near future from
your local Instant Software dealers.

If the store nearest you does not stock Instant Software, use this order blank to purchase your software
directly, or call Toll-Free 1·800·258·5473.

1--~-------------, -
I
I
I
I Name _

I
I Address -------------------------

I City _

I
I

Order Your
Instant Software today!

Ou.ntity Order No. Program name Unit Cost Total cost

Shipping $1.00

Mail to: Total order

o Check o-=--o Money Order

Credltcardll _ Exp. date _

Instant Sof1vIare'·
Peterborough NH 03458 USA Dept. 40COI Signature date _L _
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Ask for Instant Software at a computer store near you.

Alabama
Anderson Computers
3156 University Dr., Huntsville

The Computer Shack
913 Shadyvtew Lane, Adamsville

Computer land of Huntsville
3020 University Dr.. Huntsville
Olensky Bros.
3763 Airport Blvd .. Mobile
Arizona
Ham Shack
450 6·A N. 16th 51.. Phoenix

Millets TV & Radio
621 East Broadway. Mesa
Resalem Electronics
16610 Meadow Park or., Sun City

CaUfornia
Amco Elect. Supply
635 E. Arrow Hwy., Azusa

Byte Shop of Fairfield
87 Marina Center st., Suisun City

Byte Shop of Mt. View
1415West EI Camino Real, ,Mt. View
Byte Shop of Sacramento
6041 Greenback Ln., Citrus Heights

Capital Computer Systems
3396 EI Camino Ave., Sacramento
Computer Components of Burbank
3808 West Verdugo Ave., Burbank

Computers Made Easy
819 East Ave. a·9, Palmdale

Computer World
5791 Westminster Ave., Westminster

Computerland
157205, Hawthorne. Lawndale

Computerland of San Francisco
117 Fremont St .. San Francisco

Computer land of W. LA
6840 La Cienega Blvd .• Inglewood

Coast Electronics
3118 No. Main si., Morro Bay

Hobby World
19511 Business Ctr. Dr., Unit 6
Borthridge

I.C.E. House Inc.
398 North E. St., San Bernardino

Marfam Co.
6351 Almadin Rd .. San Jose

Microsun Computer Center
2989 North Main St., Walnut Creek

OpamplTechnical Books
1033 N. Sycamore A.ve .. Los Angeles

a.1. Computers, Inc.
15818 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawndale

Radio Shack Dealer
8250 Mira Mesa Btvd., San Diego

Santa Rosa Computer Center
604 7th St., Santa Rosa

Silver Spur Elect. Comm.
13552 Central Ave., Chino

The Computer Store
820 Broadway, Santa Monica

Colorado
Byte Shop
3464 S. Acoma 51., Englewood

Colorado Computer Systems
311 w. 74th Ave., Westminster

Computerland of North Denver
8749 Wadsworth Btvd., Arvada

The Computer Store
2300 Welton St.. Denver

Connecticut
American Business Computers
454 Thames St., Groton

Computerlab
130 Jefferson, New London

The Computer Store
43 South Main SI., Windsor Locks

D.C.
The Program Store
4200 Wisconsin Ave., N.W ..
WaShington, D.C.

Florida
Adventure International
200 Bald Cypress Ct., Longwood

Alvarado Export
8525 NW 56th si., Miami

AMF Electronics
11146 N. 30th St .. Tampa

Boyd-Ebert Corporation
1328 West 15th 51.. Panama City

Computer Center
6578 Central Ave .. St. Petersburg

Computerland of Boca Raton
500 E. Spanish River Blvd.
Boca Raton
Computerland of Ft. Lauderdale
3963 N. Federal Hwy .. Ft. Lauderdale

Computerland of Jacksonville
2777·6 University Blvd. W.
Jacksonville

Computer Shack
3336 Beach Blvd.. Jacksonville

Curtis Waters Enterprises
236 Talbot Ave .. Melbourne

Heat'h Kit Electronic
4705 W, 16th Ave, Center. Hialeah

Sound Ideas
2201·C N.W. 13th. Gainesville

Ukatan Computer Store
Airport Rd .. Destin

.Georgia
Atlanta Computer Mart
Atlanta

Computerland of Atlanta
2423 Cobb Parkway. Smyrna

Hawaii
Cornputertand of Hawaii
567 N. Federal Hwy .. Honolulu

Radio Shack Assoc. Store
1.712 S. King St.. Honolulu

Idaho
Electronic Specialists
8411 Fairview Ave .. Boise

Illinois
Bloomington Normal Computer
Works
124 E. Beaufort. Normal

Computer Station
3659 Nameoki Rd.. Granite City

Midwest Micro Computers. Inc.
708 S. Main St.. Lombard

Indiana
Computer Center of South Bend
51591 US 31 Nonn. South Bend

Iowa
Cyberia. Inc.
2330 Lincoln Way, Ames

Memory Bank
4128 Brady 51.. Davenport

Kansas
Central Kansas Computers
6 S. Broadway. Herington

Louisiana
Computer Shoppe Inc.
3225 Danny Park. Suite 222. Metairie

Maine
Radio Shack
315 Main Mall Rd .. So. Portland

Maryland
Computers. Etc
13 A. Allegheny Ave .. Towson

Jack Fives Electronics
4608 Debilen Circle, Pikesville

The Comm Center
9624 FI. Meade Rd .. Laurel

Massachusetts '
ComputerCity
5 Dexter Row, Charlestown

Computer Packages Unlimited
244 W. Boylston St., West Boylston

Lighthouse Computer Software
14 Fall River Ave., Aehobath

New England Electronics Co.
679 Highland Ave., Needham

The Computer Store
'?O Cambrtdqe St .. Burlington

, Tufts Radio & Electronics
206 Mystic Ave .. Medford

v'132

Instant Software" Inc.
Peterborough, N.H. 03458 603-924-7296

Michigan
Computer Center
28251 Ford Ad .. Garden City

Computer Connections
38437 Grand River, Farmington Hills

Computertand of Grand Rapids
2927 28th St. S.E" Kentwood

Computerland of Rochester
301 S. Livemois. Rochester

Computerland of Southfield
29673 Northwestern Hwy., Southfield

Computer Mart
560 W. 14 Mile Rd .. Clawson

Golden Anvil
259 Broadway. South Haven

Hobby House
1035 W. Territorial Rd .. Battle Creek

Minnesota
Zim Computers
5717 Xerxes Ave., N. Brooklin Center

Mis~issippi
Dyer's, Inc.
200 E. Main 51.. West Point

Missouri
corncurervan.tnc
51 Florissant Oaks Shopping Center
Florissant

Consolidated Software
16501 Greenwald Court. Belton

Montana
Intermountain Computer
529 So, 9th St.. Livingston

Personal Computer
121 Red Oak Dr .. Carl Juncnon

The Computer Store
1216 16th SI. W. #35. Billings

Nebraska
Computerland of Omaha
11031. Elm St.. Omaha

Midwest Computer Co. Inc.
8625 I SI.. Omaha

Midwest Computer Co. Inc.
4442 S. 84th SI.. Omaha

Midwest Computer Co. Inc.
4403 S. 87th SI.. Omaha

Nevada
Century 23
4566 Spring Mountain Rd .. Las Vegas

Home Computers
1775 Tropicana #2. Las Vegas

New Hampshire
Bitsnbytes Computer Center
568 Pleasant St.. Concord

ComputerCity
1525 S. Willow. Manchester

Computerland of Nashua
419 Amherst 51.. Nashua

Portsmouth Computer Center
31 Aaynes Ave .. Portsmouth

New Jersey
Computer Encounter
2 Nassau SI.. Princeton

Radio ShacklJ&J Electronic
Mansfield Shopping Ctr.
AI. 57 Allen Rd .. Hackettstown

The Computer Emporium
Bldg. 103. Avenues of Commerce
2428 Aoute 38. Cherry Hill

The Bargain Brothers
Glen Roc Shopping Center
216 Scotch Road. Trenton

New Mexico
Legey and Associates
2903 Tahiti Ct. N.E .. Albuquerque

South West Computer Center
121 Wyatt Drive. Suite 7. Las Cruces

New York
Aristo Craft
314 Fifth Ave., NYC

Automatic Systems Developers
Industry St., Poughkeepsie

Bits & Bytes
2800 Straight Rd., Fredonia

Computer Corner
200 Hamilton Ave .. White Plains

Computer Factory
485 Lexington Ave .• NYC

Computer House, Inc.
721 Atlantic Ave., Rochester

Oomputertand
225 Elmira ao., Ithaca

Computerland of Nassau
79 Westbury Ave., Carte Ptace

Computer Shop
Rte. 28. West Harley

Computer World
519 Boston Post Rd., Port Chester

Comtek Electronics. Inc.
2666 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn

Comtek Electronics, Inc.
Staten Istand Mall
Store 220A, Staten Island

Digibyte Systems
31 E. 31s1 si., NYC

Home Computer Center
671 Monroe Ave.! Rochester

Key Electronics
Schenectady

Me Computer
Imp. Plaza. Hte. 9, Wappingers Falls

Softron Systems
308 Cotumbia Turnpike, Rensselaer

The Computer Tree Inc.
409 Hooper Rd., Endwell

Upstate Computer Shop
629 French Rd. Campus Plaza
New Hartford

North Carolina
Byte Shop of Raleigh
1213 Hillsborough St .. Raleigh

Ohio
Astro Video Electronics
504 E. Main St., Lancaster

Cincinnati Computer Store
4816 Interstate Dr., Cincinnati

Computerland
1288 Som Rd .. Mayfield Heights

Computer Store of Toledo
18 Hillwyck Dr .. Toledo

Forbees Microsystems Inc.
35 N. Broad. Fairborn

Heath Kit Co.
2500 Mors! Rd .. Columbus

Microcomputer Center
7900 Paragon Rd .. Dayton

Mtcto-Mini Computer World
74 Robinwood, Columbus

Micro Processor Systems
Wadsworth

Modern Communications
681 Hamilton Cleves Pike. Hamilton

21st Century Shop
16 Convention Way. Cincinnati

Oklahoma
Vern Street Products
Radio Shack Dealer
114 W. Taft SI.. Sapulpa

Oregon
Computerland of Portland
12020 S.W. Main SI.. Tigard

Computer Pathways Unli(,.ited, Inc.
2151 Davcor SI. S.E .. Salem

Pennsylvania
Artco Elect.
302 Wyoming Ave .. Kingston

ArICO Elect
Back Mountain Shop. Ctr.
Shavertown

Computerland of Harrisburg
4644 Carlisle Pike. Mechanicsburg

Erie Computer Co.
2127 West 8th St.. Erie

Personal Computer Corp,
2!1·26 West Lancaster Ave .. Paoli

Personal Computer Corp
Frazer Mall. Lancaster Ave .. Frazer

The Computer Workshop of
Pittsburgh
4170 William Penn Hwy .. Murrysville

Rhode Island
Digitat Wortd tnc
329 Bald Hill Rd., Warwick

South Carolina
Seely Communications
1084 Broad SI.. Sumter

South Dakota
CB Radio Shack
21st and Broadway. Yankton

Tennessee
Computerlab
671 S. Menden Hall Rd., Memphis

H & H Electronics Inc.
509 N. Jackson St .. Tullahoma

Texas
Computercrafl Inc.
3211 Fondren. Houston

Computer Port
926 N. Collig, Arlington

K.A, Elect.
9090 Stem mons Frwy .. Dallas

Pan American Elect. Ine
1117 Conway, Mission

Ram Micro Systems
6353 Camp Bowie Blvd .. FI. Worth

Heb's Mail Order Electronics
5439 Deliver. Houston

Virginia
Home Computer Center
2927 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach

Southside Radio Comm.
135 Pickwick Ave., Colonial Heights

Washington
American Mercantile Co. Inc.
2418151 Ave. 5., Seattle

Personal Computers
S 104 Freva. Spokane

Ye Old Computer Shop
1301 G. Washington. Richland

West Virginia
The Computer Corner Inc.
22 Beechurst Ave., Morgantown

The Computer Store
Municipal Parking Bldg., Charteston

Wisconsin
Byte Shop Of Milwaukee
6019 West Layton Ave .. Greenfield

Wyoming
ComputerConcepts
617 W. 16th sr.. Cheyenne

Puerto Rico
The Microcomputer Store
1'568 Ave. Jesus T. Pinero
Caparra Terrace

Guam
The t:,un Factory
851 Marine Dr., Tamuming

Canada
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:
Micron Distributing
409 Queen St., W. Toronto, Ont.
M5V 2A5

Computerland of Winnipeg
715 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

Compumart
411 Roosevelt Ave., Ottawa; Ontario

Computer Mart. Ltd.
1055 Yonge St., Suite 2~8
Toronto, Ontario

Gatactia Computers
103rd Ave., Edmonton, Alberta

Micromatic Systems Inc.
1018136 Park Rd., Richmond, B.C.

Micro Shack of W. Canada
333 Park Street, Regina. Sask.

Orthon Holdings Ltd.
12411 Stony Plain Road
Edmonton, Alberta

Total Computer Systems
Ajax. Ontario

England
Tamays & Farr Ltd.
4 Morgan St., London

France
Sideg
45 Rue de ta Chapeue. Paris

Sivea s.a
20, Rue de Leningrad, Paris

Italy
HOMtC S.r.1.
Piazza De Angeli 1. Milano

West Germany
Etectronic Hobby Shop
Kaiserstr. 20. Bonn

MicroShop Bodensee
Markstr. 3, 7778 Markdorl

Australia
Computerware
62 Paisley si., Footscray VIC

Deforest Software
36 Glen Tower Drive
Glen Waverly, VIC.

Softronics Micro Systems
lindlield

Sure-Load Software ,
. P.O.'Box·26, Weston, A.C.T.

South Africa
Eddie Talberg
P.O. Box 745. Johannesburg
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An Operator-Oriented
Data Base

Management System

This three-part series concludes with programs to sort and print the data.

Joel Shapiro
491 Kenilworth Court
Des Plaines IL 60016

Inthe last installment of this
three-part article, we exam-

ined several of the BASIC pro-
grams that make up an operator'
oriented data base rnanaqe-
ment system. This month, we
conclude the series with a look
at the remaining programs,
which are used to sort and print
the data.

Sorting the Data

The SORTFILE program (Llst-
ing 1) provides the sorting tunc-
tion. This program is called from
PROGRAMS, but no variables
are passed to it through the sys-
tem. Instead, the information reo
quired for the sort is read from
the first five records, and addl-

! 84 Microcomputing, March 1980

tional information is supplied by
the operator. The reason for this
is that variables passed by other
programs in the chaining action
still occupy memory and may
not be used. I wanted as much
available memory as possible
for this program.

The program will generate an
index file, which will have the
record numbers of the master
file sorted into the required se·
quence. Rather than write a full
sort-rnerqe disk program, where
the data must be transferred
from the master file to the index
file as a part of the sort routine, I
elected to use the system memo
ory (array A%) to retain the data.
This allows the sort to be ac-
complished in a much shorter
period than it would with the
disk sort-rnerqe.

The Micropolis disk system
verifies all file data when a rec-
ord is written. Although this is a
good system (I've never lost a
bit!), it does take time. This, plus
the head access time, could
make the sort a nuisance rather
than a desirable feature. The
sort is completed and then the
index file is written. There is
enough memory to accomplish
this.

Up to ten levels can be sorted.
The fields and their sequence
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844 X=O! Y$ (I) =RIGHTS (G$, 2) : G$=LEFT'I (Gt, LEN( GS) -2)
946 X~INDEX(G$,BS(l»:X$(I)=LEFT$(G$,X-l)
848 Z$(I)=MID$(G$,X+l,l.EN«(3$)-X)
849 RETURN
850! l.OAD Y ARRAY WITH FIELD DATA
851 Y(1)=2:IFVAL(F$(2»(2THENRETURN
852 FORI=2'fOVALCF$(2»!Y(I)=Y(J-l)tVAL(Z$(J-l»:NEXTI!RETURN
924 FORI=lT05:G$(I)=":NEXTI:RETURN
990 INPUT-' Y OR N )·~A$:JFA$<>·Y·ANDA$<>·N·THEN990
991 RETURN
995 ~RINTREPEAT$(CHAR$(13),25):RETURN
996 PRINTREPEAH (CHAR$ (61) ,39): RETURN
997 PRINT: INPUT' PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE', A: RETURN
998 PRINTREPEAT$(CHAR$(13),9l:RETURN
999 PRINTREPEAT$(CHAR$'13),7):RETURN
1000' READS PARAMETER DATA AND SETS ARRAYS
100! GOSUB302:GOSUB500:0PENiN$ERROR1002:ATTRS,!)=0:GOTOI003
1002 GOSUB612:GOTOIOOl
1003 GOSUBlll0:GOSUB302:GOSUB1030:GOSUB302:GOSUB850:RETURN
1010' DISPLAY RECORDS 2-4 TITLE DATA
1011 L=0:FORI=lTOVAL'F'(2»:L=Ltl:IFL=15THENL=0:GOSUB997
1012 IFI=ITHENPRINTTAB(10)'RECORD 12'
1013 IFI=IITHENPRINTTAB(10)'RECORD 13'
1014 IFI=21THENPRINTTAB(10)'RECORD 14'
1017 F'RINTI ;TAB, 6)X$( I) ;TAB, 25)Z$ <I) ;TAB(31) YS' I)
101B NEXTI: IFL=OTHENRETlJRN
1019 GOSUB997:RETURN
1030' DISF'LAY FIl.E HEADING
1032 PRINT'HEADING DATA FOR FILE - ',RIGHTS'NS,LEN'N$)-2):PRINT
1034 PRINT'CODE = ',F$(l):F'RINT'NUMBER OF FIELDS = ',F$(2):PRINT'SPECIAL FILENAME = ',F$(?>
1036 PRINT'DATE CREATED = ',F$(6):PRINT'LAST UPDATE = ',F$(8):PRINT:IFG$'5)="ORG$'5)='O'THEN1038
1037 PRINT'RECORD IS MESSAGE':PRINTG$(5)
1038 IFVAL'F$(3»>ITHENPRINTF$'3),' RECORDS CODED FOR DELETION'
1039 PRINT'DATA RECORDS IN FILE',SIZE'l)-S:PRINT'RECORDS REMAINING ON DISK ',U16:PRINT:GOSlJB997:RETURN
1050! DISPLAY DATA 'G$'I»
1052 FORI=lTOVAL(F$(2»
1054 G$(2)="" :G$(2)=MJDS(G$( 1) ,Y( I) ,VAL(Z$( I»)
1055 F'RJNTIiTAB(S)X$(I) iTAB(25)G$(2)
1056 IFI=150RI=2*15THENG05U8997
1058 NEXTI:RETURN
1060! PULLS OUT SPECIFIC FIELD FOR SEARCH
1061 G$(2)="·:G$(2)=MID$(G$(1),Y(A),VAL(Z$(A»):RETURN
1065 J$(2)="":JS(2)=HIDS(J$(1),Y(A),VAL(Z$(A»):RETURN
1100' READ RECORDS 1-5 FROM FIL.E
1101 FORI=lTOS:GET1RECORDIG$'I):NEXTI:RETURN
1110! READ GS( l-S)fROM FILE:LOAD ARRAYS
1112 GOSUB1100:GOSUB607:Rl=1:FORI=lT030:GOSU9834:FS,I)=G$:NEXTI
1114 Rl=2:FORI=ITOVAl.'F$(2»:GOSU9830:GOSUB840:NEXTI
1119 RETURN
1300' WRITE G$'1-5) TO DISK
1301 FORI-IT05:PUT1RECORDIG$'I):NEXTI:RETURN
2000 GOSUB302:PRINT'ENTER NAME OF NEW FILE':INPUTN$:IFLEN,N$»10THENGOSUB603:GOSUB997:GOT02000
2010 PRINT'ENTER DISK DRIVE I FOR FILE':INPUTAS:IFVAL'A$»ITHENGOSU9603:GOSUB997:GOSUB302:GOT02010
2020 N$=B$(3)tB$(S)+A$tB$(5)tN$
2030 OF'EN1N$ERROR2060:CLOSE1:GOSUB99S:PRINT"NEW FILE CREATED":GOSUB998:GOSUB997:GOT080
2040 IFA5=5THENA5=O:GOT02200
2050 GOT080
2060 GOSUB330:PRINT"DI5K ERROR! ":PRINTERR$:PRINT"CORRECT AND;":GOSUB997:GOT02000
2070 A3=0:GOSUB302:PRINT'ENTER NAME OF MASTER FILE':GOSUBSOO:OPEN1N$
2080 GOSUB1003:GOSUB924:GOSU81050
2090 PRINT:PRINT'SEl.ECT FIELDS FOR SORTING. THE FIRST':PRINT'FIELD SELECTED WIll..BE THE PRIMARY'
2100 PRINT"FIELD; OTHERS, IN ORDER OF SELECTION":PRINT"WILL DETERMINE THE OTHER SORTING"
2110 PRINT'l.EVELS. ENTER A \ AFTER THE FINAL FIELD' :PRINT'SELECTION WHEN 'FIELD' IS REOUESTED'
2120 PRINT:PRINT'UP TO 10 LEVELS CAN BE SELECTED'
2130 GOSU8997:PRINT"DO YOU WISH TO REVIEW FIELD SELECTION·:PRINT·~GAIN":GOSUB990:IFAS~"Y·THENGOSUB1050:G05U8997:GOT02090
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2140 GOSU8302:FORI=lTOIO
2150 PRINT"LEVEL";I:INPUT-FIELD·;AS:IFA$=B$(1)THENK1=!-1:GOT02180
2160 IFVAL(A$)(00RVAL(AS»VAL(F$(2»THENGOSUB603:GOSUB997:GOT02150
2170 Bi::(I)=VAL(A~):NEXTI:Kl=I
2180 6()T02340
2190 Kl=SIZE(l):CLOSEl
zzoo GOSUB302:F'RINT'INSERT DISK WITH INDEX FILE INTO DRIVE' :GOSUB997
2210 A3=0:GOSU8S00:0F'ENIN~ CLEAR ERROR2330
2220 ATTR5(1)=O:IFINT«(Kl/25)/16)tl»FREETR(1)THENCLOSE1:GOT02290
2230 G$=":ll=0:FORI=ITOK1:G$=G$tSTR$'AZ,I»tB$'l)
2240 Il=Il+l:IFI1=25THENGOSUB2710
2250 NEXTI:60S1J82710
2260 ATTRS(I)=3:CLOSEl
2270 1l0SUB302:PRINT'INIlEX FIl.E COMPLETED' :F'RINTlPRINT'ANY HORE FILES TO SORT' :GOSUB990:IFA$='Y'THENPLOADG'SORTFILE:'
2280 60102720
2290 GOSUB302:F'RINT 'NOT ENOUGH SPACE ON DISK FOR YOUR' :PRINT' INDEX FILE. DO YOU WANT TO CREATE'lF'RINT'ANOTHER INDEX FILE': GOSUB990
2300 IFAS='Y'THENA5=5:GOT02000
2310 GOSUB302:PRINT'DO YOU WISH TO RETURN TO THE INDEX":PRINT'FILE WRITE PROGRAM':GOSUB990:IFA$='Y'THEN2200
2320 GOT080
2330 GOSUB302:GOSUB330:PRINT'DISK ERROR!':PRINTERRS:GOSUB331:PRINT'CORRECT ERROR AND':GOSUB997:GOT02200
2340 GOSU9607:FORI=ITOI22S:AZ'I)=I:NEXTI
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sort required for a report, it's no
problem, but the multitude of
sorting options can increase the
time involved in getting the re-
port if used without enough dis-
cretion. I make it a habit to up-
date the file as much as possi-
ble before sorting.

Producing Printed Reports

The REPORT program (Listing
2) is probably the most cornpli-
cated to understand, as it uses
the resu It of the other programs
to provide its function. Additlon-
al arrays (line 68) are used for
the program, and no data is
passed from PROGRAMS for its
operation.

In this program, once the field
sequence and basic options
have been chosen, they can be
retained on the disk and don't
have to be reentered for each
new report unless there are
changes. Line 1510 detects a
previous format and asks if this
is to used. If it is, then the por-
tion of the program that obtains
the format data from the opera-
tor is skipped. Lines 1540-1790
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get the input from the operator;
array variable F$(4) retains the
fields to be printed and their se·
quence.

Having up to 30 field numbers
retained in a variable with a
maximum string length of 30
characters presented a prob-
lem; however, it can be done by
using the ASCII equivalent of
the number. Lines 1640 and 1650
provide this conversion for both
the fields to be printed, F$(4),
and the fields to be totaled,
F$(9).

The options desired are the
result of yes and no answers in
lines 1690-1790. Each yes an-
swer is converted to 2, and each
no answer is converted to 1. This
information is converted to a
string and retained in F$(5).

If the operator elected to use
the format previously used in a
report, the aforementioned ar-
ray elements will have been
filled with the file information,
and operation can continue
from line 1800. The operating ar-
rays are filled with the parsed
data exactly as if it were new in-

put. The F$(X) array now has all
the information, which can then
be transferred to record 1 of the
file for future use.

Lines 1860-1890 format the
dollar fields and retain the infer-
mation in the C$(X) array. It is
done here rather than in the data
input program so less space is
required in the data file. Array
E%(X) retains the field numbers
for the fields to be totaled. This
is determined by the subrou-
tines in lines 1610-1640. The
C%(X) array holds the field se·
lection and sequence.

The subroutine in lines 1400-
1416 provides the tabs for the
print routine. These are deter-
mined by lines 1413 and 1414
and are retained in array D%(X).
Lines 1910-2090 allow selection
of a few more options. Data reo
garding these is retained in varl-
abies X1-X9, which have been
allocated for this purpose. Not
all of them are used at this time.

After all of this has happened,
control is transferred to the
PRINTER program.

The PRINTER program (t.ist-

ing 3) has the final word in the
system's operation. It is not a
complex program, as most of
the decisions have been made in
previous programs, but it has
some lines of note. Two addi-
tional arrays are dimensioned in
line 100.

The A%(X) array is used to reo
tain the record numbers of the
master file as read from the in-
dex file. If an index file isn't
used, then the records will be
accessed sequentially. The E(X)
array is used to total the fields
as determined in the E%(X) ar-
ray.

The subroutine in lines 1420-
1429 takes care of reversing the
first and last names if that op-
tion is used. Line 3090 bypasses
the print routine if the line is
coded for deletion.

Variable X4 contains the field
used for limits if this option is
used, and line 3110 checks to
see that the data is between the
upper and lower limit before
printing. If it isn't, the print rou-
tine is bypassed. If a field total is
required, it is done in line 3130.



EPROM PROGRAMMER - Model EP-2A-79

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FOR F-8, 8080, 6800, 8085, Z-80, 6502, KIM-
1, 1802, 2650.
EPROM type is selected by a personality module which plugs into
the front of the programmer. Power requirements are 115 VA(,
50/60 HZ at 15 watts. It is supplied with a 36 inch ribbon cable for
connecting to microcomputer. Requires 1112 I/O ports. Priced at
$155 with one set of software. Personality modules are shown
below.

Part No.
PM-O
PM-l
PM-2
PM-3
PM-4
PM-5

Programs
TMS 2708

2704,2708
2732

TMS 2716
TMS 2532
TMS 2516, 2716, 2758

Price
$15.00
15.00
30.00
15.00
30.00
15.00

Optimal Technology, Inc.
Blue Wood 127, Earlysville, VA 22936

Phone (804) 973-5482 v- 010

v' Reader Service-see page 227

MULLEN Computer Products

EXTEND·YOUR·MICRO
8-100 EXTENDER/LOGIC PROBE -----

TB-2 ($49 kit)

"Everyone who builds kits or
original boards for the S-lOO bus

needs an extender board and logic probe.
This is a fine combination. I only wish I

had mine two years ago. "
Robert L. Leffert
Kilobaud Microcomputing
August 1979

S-100 CONTROL BOARD a simple to use interface board
for all S-100 buss computers. Let your computer listen to the

outside world thru 8 opto-
isolated inputs, make
program decisions, and
issue open/close orders to
8 reed relays. Complete
programming and opera-

tion instructions included. If you have a higher power ap-
plication we offer a 500 watt AC POWER MODULE ($15
each).

"',.. "-

~ r :~/!\ \ -, ! (((((11

J .e ~ ): IfA .' 1 1

( ~\.~'\. 1"1 •

~ , "

II I I II! I If

CB-1 ($129 kit) ($179 assm/tested)

H8* EXTENDER BOARD lets H8 owners
troubleshoot their boards faster and easier.

Each board
can be ex-
tended above
the computer
for complete
access to all
circuits and
components.

HS- is a trademark
of Heath Company

($39 kit)
v-M32

MULLENComputer Products ----_
BOX 6214, HAYWARD, CA 94544, OR PHONE (415) 783-2866.

VISA/MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED.

PLEASE ORDER KITS BY NAME (H8 OR S-100).

NO CHARGE FOR SHIPPING WHEN PAYMENT IS INCLUDED.

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD TAX.

---- Order direct or contact your local comeuter store. --'
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836 G'=lEFTs,<Gs,<R1) .X-1) :G$<Rl )=RIGHT$(Gs,(R1), J-X)
838 RETURN
840! PARSE G$ (TITLE, FIELD, CODE)
844 X=O: ys, (I) =RIGHTS (Gs" 2): GS=LEFT$ (G$, LEN(G') -2)
846 X=INDEX(G$,B$ (1» :X$( I )=LEFT$( OS ,X-I)
848 Z$(I)=MID$(G$,X+l,LEN(O$)-X)
849 RETURN
850! LOAD X&Y ARRAYS WITH FIELD DATA
B51 Y (1) =2: IFVAL (F$ (2) ) <2THENRETURN
852 FORI=2TOVAL (F$ (2) ) : Y (I) =Y (1··1 >+VAL (ZS (I-I) ) : NEXTI
854 FORI=1 TOVAl( F$ (2» : X( I) =VAL< Z$ (I) ) : NEXT I : RETURN
900! COMPOSES [lATE STRING (G$(2) »
901 X=3: FORK;;: 1TOLEN( OS< 2) ) : A$=MID$ <6$ (2) ,1\,1) : IFASC (A$ hABORASC (A$) >57THEN904
902 B$=B$+A$
903 NEXTK
904 0$ <X) =B$: X=X+l: fI$=" " : IFK<LEN (G$ (2) ) THEN903
905 IFLEN(G$(S) »2THENG$(5)=RIGHTS(G$(5) ,2)
906 FORJ=3T05: IFLEN (G$ (J» <2THENG$ (J) ="0" +G$ (J)
907 NEXT J: G$( 2) =0$ (3) +8$ <7) +0$ (4) +8$ (7) +G$ (5) : RETURN
924 FORI=l T05: GS (I) =" " : NEXT I : RETURN
990 INPUT"( Y OR N )";A$:IFA$<>"Y"ANDA$<>"N"THEN990
991 RETURN
995 PRINTREPEAT$(CHAR'f( 13) ,25) :RETURN
997 PRINT: INPUT" PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE·; A: RETURN
998 PRINTREPEAT. (CHAR$ (13) ,9) : RETURN
999 PRINTREf'EATS (CHARS< 13) ,7> : RETURN
1000! READS PARAMETER DATA AND SETS ARRAYS
1001 GOSUB302 :005UB500: OPENIN$ERRORI002: ATTRS( 1)::::3: GOTOI003
1002 GOSUB612: GOTOI001
1003 GOSU8111 0: GOSUB302: GOSUB1030: G05U8302: GOSUBBSO: RETURN
10~-";0' DISPLAY FILE HEADING
1032 PRINT"HEADING DATA FOR FILE - ";R..i:.:JriT$(N$,LEN(N$)-2):PRINT
1034 PRINT"CODE = ";F$(l):PRINT"NUMBER OF FIELDS = ";F'(2):PRINT"SPECIAL FILENAME = '-;FS(7)
1036 PRINT"DATE CREATED <: ";F$(6):PRINT·LAST UPDATE = ";F$(S):PRINT:IFG$(5)=""ORG$(5)="0"THEN1038
1037 PRINT" RECORD .5 MESSAGE" :PRINTG$ (5)
1038 IFVAL(F'(3»>lTHENPRINTF'f(3);" RECORDS COOED FOR DELETION"
1039 PRINT"DATA RECORDS IN FILE";SIZE(1)-5:PRINT"RECORDS REMAINING ON DISK ";T*16:PRINT:GOSUB997:RETURN
10501 DISPLAY DATA (G'f(1)
1052 FORI=1 TOVAL(F$(2»
1054 6$(2) =".: G$(2)=MID$(G$( l),Y (I) ,X< I»
1055 PRINTI ;TAB(S) X$ (I) ;TA8( 25) GS< 2)
1056 IFI=150RI=2*15THENGOSUB99?
10S8 NEXT I :RETURN
1060! PULLS OUT SPECIFIC FIELD FOR SEARCH
1061 G'f( 2)="" :8$ (2)==MID$ (G$ (1), Y (A), X (A»: RETURN
1100! REA[l RECORDS 1-5 FROM FILE
1101 FORI=l T05: GET1RECORDIG$ (I) : NEXTI: RETURN
1110! READ G$(1-5)FROH FILE:LOAD ARRAYS
1112 GOSUBI100: GOSUB607: Rl=l : FORI:::1 T030: GOSUB834: F~; (r) =-"G$:NEXTI
1114 Rl=2: FORI=l TOVALe F$ (2) ) : GOSUBB30: GOSUBB40: NEXTI
1119 RETURN
1350 IFA'="Y"THENC$=="2"
1351 IFA$="N"THENC$="l"
1352 D$=DS+C$:C$="" :RETURN
1400' SETS UP TABS IN Dr. ARRAY
1405 FORI1::1 T031 :Dr.( 11 )=999 :NEXTll
1410 Tl=1: T2=0: FORI 1 =1 TOX3: IFTl+X (11 +1 »Xl THENT2::::T2+5: T1 ==T2
1412 DX(11)=T1:T3=0
1413 T3=MAX( X(C:>!( 11) ) ,LEN(X$ (cr.( 11»» : T3:::::HAX<T3 ,LEN( C$(C7.( I 1) »)
1414 T1=Tl+T3+2
1416 NEXTIl :RETIJRN
1500 GOSUB302:A=1
1510 GOSUft1000: 80SUB924! IFLEN( F$ (4) ) <""1 THEN1540
1520 PRINT"DO YOU WISH TO USE FORHAT FEATURE AS·
1530 PRINT"IN PREVIOUS REPORT FOR THIS FILE":GOSUB'"/90:IFA$=·Y"THEN1800
1540 OOSUB302:PRINT"ALl. FIELD TITLES WILL BE DISPLAYED" :PRINT"SEl.ECT FIELDS Y()U WISH PRINTED IN THE"
1550 PRINT"ORDER YOU DESIRE. ENTER \ WHEN DONE":PRINT:PRINT"£NTER 'ALL' IF ALL FIELDS ARE TO BE·:PRINT"PRINTED IN FILE ORDER"
1560 PRINT:PRINT"ENTER 'T' DIRECTLY AFTER FIEUJ NUMBER":PRINT"IF YOU WANT TOTAL fOR FIELD"
1570 GOSIJB997: GOSUB302: GOSUBI0S0: GOSU8997
1580 GOSU£l302: [1$= " ":V$="" :FORK=lT()VAL(F$(2» :PRINT"COLUHN" ;1( .•:INPUT"-·FIELD t" ;C$
1590 IFK=1ANDC$=" ALL· THEND,=C': GOT01670
1600 IFCS=S'f (1) THEN1670
1610IFRIGHT$(C$,I><>"T"THEN1650
1620 U$=RIGHT$ (C$, 1) : Ct=LEFT!5 (C$ d.EN (C$) -1)
1630 IFLEFT. (Y$ (VAL (C.) ) , 1) <>8$ (2) ANDLEFT. (Y$ (VAL< C$» , 1 ><>8$ (3) THEN1650
1640 U$=CHAR'f (60+VAl (C$) ) : V$=V$+U$: U$=" "
1650 CS=CHAR$ (60+VAL (C'f» : £I'f=D$+C$: C$=·"
1660 NEXTK
1670 FS(9)="0" :IFVS<>" "THENF'f(9)=V'f
16BO FS (4) ""D'f: GOSUB302: PRINT" OTHER OPTIONS-ENTER DATA AS REGUESTED": GOSU8997
1690 C'f="": D$="·: 60SU8614: PRINT" DOUBLE SPACED LINES": 00SU8990: GOSU81350
1700 GOSUB614:PRINPSTANDARD LINE LENOTH( 132 CHARACTERS)" :GOSUB990:GOSUB13S0
1710 GOSUB614: PRI NT" PAGES NUMBERED·: GOSU8990: GOSUB 1350
1720 GOSUB614 :PRINT" REPORT DATED": GOSUB990: GOSUB1350
1730 009UB614: PRINT" FILENAME PRINTED" :00SUB990: GOSU£l1350
1740 GOSUB614: PRINT" SPECIAL FILENAME OR PURPOSE PRINTED": GOSU8990: GOSU81350
1750 GOSUB614: PRINT "NUMBER OF ENTRIES PRINTED": GOSU£l990: GOSUB13S0
1760 005UB614: PRINT" FILE CREATE DATE PRINTED": GOSUB990: GOSU91350
1770 GOSUB614: PRINT· LAST FILE UPDATE PRINTED": GOSUB990: GOSU81350
1780 00SUB614 :PRINT"FILE CODE PRINTED" :GOSU8990:00SUB1350
1790 F$(S)=DS:GOTOIBOO
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1800!
1810 FORI::! TOlEN( F. (9) ) : EX(I) =ASC(HID' (Ft (9) , 1,1) ) -60: NEXTl: X5=1
1820 FORI""! TOLEN( Ft (5) ) : BX( I )=VAL (HIDt (Ft (5) , 1,1» : NEXT I
1830 IFFt ("') = -ALL ·DRLEFT$< F$( 4),1 )=8$ (9 HHENFORI=l TOVAL(F. (2» :CX (1)=1: NEXTI: X3=1: Ft (4) =REPEAT' (8$(9) ,VAL (FS (2» ) : GOT01850
1840 FORI=! TOLEN( F. (4) ) : C7. (I) =ASC (HID' (F' (4) , I, 1) )-60: NEXT I : X3=I
1850 FORI=1 TOLEN(FS (4»: IFLEFTS(YS(C~( 1»,1 )<>BS(2HHEN1900
1860 CS (C~ (1»::1· V. 99· : K=O :PS=REPEAT' (CHARS( 32), X( C~ (I) ) t5)
1870 IFK=3ANDLEN( CS (C%;( I» )<LEN( PS) -2THENCS (CX( I» z:::-, - tCs (CX( I» :K=O
1880 IFLEN(CS(C~( I) ) )<LEN(P$)-l THENCS(CX<I) )="Z"tC.(C:>!( I» :1\=l\tl :60T01870
1890 C$(C%<I) )='$"tC$(C7.(I» :P$="
1900 NEXTI
1910 IFB7. (2 )=2THENX 1=132: 60T01940
1920 X1=132:60SUB302:PRINT"NORMAL LINE LENGTH IS 132 CHARACTERS" :PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE"
1930 G05U8990: IFA$=" Y" THEN INPUT "NEW LINE LENGTH"; Xl
1940 FORI=-1 TOX3: IFLEFTS (XS (C~ (1»,4) =BS (14) THEN1960
1950 NEXT I :60T01970
1960 X2=I:GOSUB302:PRINT·YOU HAVE A 'NAME' FIELD IN FILE":PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PRINT FIRST NAME FIRST":GOSUB990:IFAS="Y"THENX2""2
1970 0$="": GOSU8302 :PRINT "ENTER TITLE FOR REPORT IF YOU WISH" :PRINT· (50 CHARACTERS MAX.)"
1980 PRINT "OTHERWISE JUST TYPE RETURN": INPUTOS: IFLEN (OS) >SOTHENGOSUIl603: 60T01970
1990 GOSUll1400 :IFB%: (4) =2THENGOSUB302: PRINT "ENTER DATE FOR REPORT·: INPUTGt (2) : GOSU8900: HS=Gt (2)

2000 X4""0:GOSUB302:PRINT"YOU MAY ELECT TO PRINT YOUR REPORT" :PRINT"WITHIN MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM LIMITS OF"
2010 PRHn"A SELECTED FIELD. DO YOU WISH TO USE" :PRINT"THIS OPTION" :GOSUB990:IFAt="N"THEN2100
2020 GOSUB1050!?RINT"SELECT FIELD FOR WHICH YOU WISH TO· :PRINT"SET LIMITS· :JNPUTX4
2030 GOSUB302:PRINT'ENTER DATA FOR LOWER LIMIT OR \ IF YOU':PRINT'WISH TO DISREGARD LOWER LIMIT' :INPUTL$:GOSUB2040:PRINT:PRINT
2035 PRINT-ENTER DATA FOR UPPER LIHIT OR , IF YOU" :PRINT"WISH TO OISREGARO UPPER LIMIT": INPUTUt:GOSUB2060!GOT02100
2040 IFLS=BS (1 )THENLt="" : GOT02050
2045 IFLEFT. (Xt (X4) ,4) =[t$ (13) THENG. (2) =L$! GS (3)="" : 6' (4) ="" : Gt (5)=·" H30SU[t900: L$=G$ (2) :RETURN
2046 IFLEFTt (VS (X4) ,1) =BS (3) THENLS=REPEAT' (CHAR' (32), X (X4") -LEN( LS) >+L$: RETURN
2050 IFLEN(LS )<X (X4 )THENL t=Lt+REPEATS <CHARt (32) , X( X4' -LEN<LS»
2055 RETURN
2060 IFUS==9S (1) THENUS=REPEAT$ (CHARS( 255', X (X4) ) : 80T02070
2065 IFLEFTt (X$ (X4) ,4) =9S (13) THENGt (2) =Ut :G$ (3) =" " ! GS (4) = •• : Gt (5) ="" : GOSUfl900: U'=G$ <2): RETURN
2066 IFLEFTt (V$ (X4), 1 )=8t (3 )THENUt=REPEATt (CHARt (32), X (X4) -LEN (Ut» tUt :RETUF<N
2070 IFLEN (Ut) <X (X4) THENUt=UttREPEAT. (CHARt (32) , X (X4) -LEN( US) )
2075 RETURN
21001
2110 CHAIN"PRINTER"
2500 GOTOI00
3000 GOT0100
5000 GOTOI00
99:50 PLOA[IG"DATA8ASE"

Listing 3" PRINTER"

10' REPORT GENERATOR-PRINT PROGRAM
20! BY JOEL SHAPIRO 6/79
30!
40! FILENAME-PRINTER
50!
80!
100 DIMA~(25),E(30):GOT03000
302 POKE( 16R6B8 )=65: D=FAA :POKE<t6R6B8)=41: D=FM: RETURN
500!
520 FORN9=OT01:A$=MIDS<STR$(N9),2,l':OPENAA.+":"+N. ERROR540
~530 N$=AH':' tN' :T=FREETR (A) :CLOSEA: RETURN
540 IFERR=40RERR=7THENNEXTN9
550 GOSUB995: PRINTERR$ :PR INT'STOPPED' :F"RINT'MAKE CORRECT! ON' :GOSU9999: GOSUB997: GOT0520
560 GOT0520
570 GET2G$(1):I=ltK=1tAS="·:IFG$(I)="·THEN3240
571 B$=MH,$ (G$(1),K,1):IFB$<>B$( 1)THENM=AH9$ :K=Ktl :GOT0571
572 AZ(I)=VAL(A$):A$=··:K=Ktl:IFI=25THENRETURN
573 IFK<LEN(G$(1»THENI=It1!GOT0571
574 RETURN
810! BUILD G$(1)
812 FORI=lT030:G$(1)=G$(1)tF$(I)tY$:NEXTI:RETURN
924 FORI=ITOS:G$(I)="":NEXTI:RETURN
990 INPUT"( V OR N )·'AS!IFA$<>"Y"ANDA$<>"N"THEN990
991 RETURN
995 PRINTREPEATS(CHAR$(13),2S):RETURN
997 PRINT:INPUT'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE'iA:RETURN
999 PRINTREPEAT$(CHAR$(13),7):RETURN
1061 G$(2)="·:GS(2)=MID$(GS(1),Y(A),XeA»:RETURN
1420' REVERSES NAME (FIRST NAME FIRST)
1421 FORI5=LEN(G$(2»T01STEP-l!IFMJD$(O$(2),I5,1)=CHAR$(32)THENNEXTI5
1422 G$(2)=LEFT$(G$(2),x5tl)
1427 G$(3):·"!E=INDEX(G$(2),BS(6»:JFE=OTHENRETURN
1428 G$(3)=LEFT$(GS(2),E-l)
1429 G$ (2)=RIGHT${ G$e 2) ,LEN(G$ (2» -( E+l) ) tG. (3) :RETURN
3000! PRINTER SIR
3010 GOSlJB302:PR:tNT'DO YOU WISH TO USE AN INDEX FILE":GOSUB990:M$=NS
3020 XB=0:A=2:IFA$='Y'THENX8=1:GOSUB3230:PRINT'ENTER NAME OF INDEX FILE':INPUTN$:GOSUB520:0PEN2N$END3240:ATTRS(2)=3
3030 GOSUB302:0PENIM$END3240:ATTRS(1)=3:M$=RIGHTt(MS,LEN(M$)-2)
3040 GOSUB302:PRINT'SET UP PRINTER":GOSUB997:K2=0:GOSUB3470
3050 GOSU8924:GOSUB3310:GETSEEK(1)=6
3060 IFX8"lTHENGOSUB570:N=I:FORK1=lTON:IFA%(K1)<=5THEN3210
3070 IFX8=1 THENGETl RECORDA7-(K1 )G$(1):GOT03090
3080 GETIGS(l)
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3090 IFLEFT$(/3S(1),1)=B$(9)THEN3210
3100 1FX4"OTHEN3130
3110.A=X4:GOSUBI061:1FGS(2»=LSANDGS(2)<=U$THEN3130
3120 GOT03210
3130 FORI=l TOX3: A=C%( 1):GOSIJB1061:FOR13=l TOX5: IFE% (I3)=ATHENE(A)=E (A)tVAL<G$(2»
3140 NEXTr 3: IFX2=2ANDLEFT$ (Xi (ex (I) ) ,4) =Efs (14) THENGOSUEl1420: GQr03170
3150 IFI.EFT$(Y$(C%(!»,1)<>B$(2)THEN3170
3160 PUT3TAB ([1% (I» FMT(VAL (G$( 2» ,CS (CX( I) » ; :GOT03180
3170 PUT3TAEI([I%(I»G$(2);
3180 IFD7.(1»['7.(J+llTHENPUT3
319~ NEXTI:IFB7.(1)=2THENPUT3
3200 PIJT3
3210 IFX8=lTHENNEXTKl:GOT03060
:3220 GDT03080
·:l23()PRINT:PRINT"PLACE DISK WITH INDEX FILE INTO DRIVE' :GOSU9997:RETURN
3240 IFASC(LEFT.(F$(9),1»<>48THENGOSUB3480
3250 ENDPAGE3:PUT3:PUT3:PUT3:CLOSE3:IFX8=lTHENCLOSE2
3260 GOSUB302:PRiNT'REPORT COMPLETE':PRINT:PRINToDO YOU WISH TO RECOR[I OPTIONS IN USE':PRINToFOR FUTURE REPORTS':GOSUB990
32"70 IFA$=oyoTHENG$(1)=":ATTRS(1)=0:GOSUB810:PUT1RECORD1G$(1):ATTRS(1)=3
3280 CLOSE1;PLOADG"REPORT":! END
3290! HEADING SIR
3300 F~T3:PUT3:PUT3:CLOSE3:GOSUB3470
3310 F·UT3:PUT3:PUT3
3320 K2=K2+1:IFBX(4)=2THENPUT3H$j- OJ
3330 IFLEN(O$»lTHENPUT30$;
3340 IFB%(3)=2THENP\JT3TAEHXi-10) "F'AGE";K2j
3:550 F'UT3
:3360 JFB%(S)=2THENPUT3"FILE "iM$;· ",
3370IFB%(6)=2THENPUT3F$(7);" 'j

3:580 IFB%(10)=2THENPUT3"FILE CODE ",F$(l);
3390 PUT3
3400 IFB%(8)=2THENPUT3"FILE CREATED" ;F$(6);" ';
3410 IFB%(9)=2THENPUT3"FILE UPDATED" ;F$(B);' ';
3420 IFB% (7) =2THENF'UT3(SIZE (1)-5)-VAl..(F$(3));•ENTRIES· ;
3430 pun:PUT3
344() FORll-ITOX3:PUT3TAB(D7.(Il»X$(C%(Il»)'
3450 IFI1<X3ANDDX(Il)DX(Il+1)THENPUT3
3460 NEXT! 1:PUT3: PUT3: RETURN
3470 OPEN3'*poPAGESIZE63ENDPAGE3290:RETURN
3480 PUT3: t='lJT3:D$:::·$ZZZ, ZZZ, ZZZV. 99' :FORI=1 TOX5
]490 PUT3"TDTAL. ";X$(E%(!»;' = ";
3500 [FL.EFT$(Y$(EX(I»,1)=Bt(2)THENPUT3FMT(E(EXCI»,D$):GOT03520
351() PUT3 E(E7.(I»
3520 NEXTI: RETURN

Listing 4. RECOVERY.
10! DISK FILE RECOVERY PROGRAM
20! BY JOEL SHAPIRO 6/79
30!
401 FILENAME-RECOVERY50 ,
60 SIZES(5,3,2~O)
70 STRINGCHAR$(255)
80 GOSUB510:GOT01000
510 GOSUB99~:PRINT'ENTER NAME OF FILEo
512 PRINT-OR' TO EXIT PROGRAM-
515 GOSUB999:INPUTN':IFN$=0,oTHEN1130
520 FDRN9=OTD1: A$==MIII$(STR$( N9) ,2,1): OPEN1A$+" :"+N$ ERROR540
530 N$=A$t':OtN$:T=FREETR(1):CLOSE1:RETURN
~j40 IFERR=4DF<ERR=7THENNEXTN9
550 GOSUB995:PRINTERR$:PRINToSTOPPED':PRINToMAKE CORRECTION°:GOSUB999:GOSUB997
560 GOT0510
990 !NPUT"( Y OR N )";A$:IFA$<>"Y·ANIIA$<>"N"THEN990
991 RETURN
995 PRINTREPEAT$(CHAR$(13),25):RETURN
997 PRINT:INPIJT"PRESS RETURN TO CON-TINUEo'A:RETURN
998 PRINTREPEAT$(CHAR$(13).9):RETURN
999 PRINTREPEAH (CHAR$ (13).7) :RETURN
1000 OPEN1N$:S=SIZE(1)
1010 GOSUB99S:PfUNT"ENII OF FILE MARKER IS AT RECORD .";S:f'RINl
1020 PRINT"ENTER STARTING RECORD NUMBER FOR":F'RINT"SEARCH FOR TRUf END os· FILE":INF'UTK
1030 IFK<lTHENGOSUB99S:PRINT"ILLEGAL RECORD NUMBER":GOSUB9Y9:GOSUR997:GOT01~20
10AO K=K+l: GOSUB995: EOF (1)=K:GETIRECORI)K""1G$
1050 PRINTG$
1060 PRINT"nOES THIS RECORD SEEM TO BE CORRECr":GOSUB990
1070 IFA$=oyoTHEN1040
1080 PRINT:PRINT"IIO YOU WISH TO SET THE END OF FILE":PRINT"MARKER AT THIS f'LACE":GOSUB990
1090 IFA$=·Y"THENEOF(1)=K-l:CLOSE1:GOT01110
1100 GOT01020
1110 GOS!JB99S!PRINT"END OF FIl,E MARKER HAS BEEN SET":PRINT
1120 PRINToANY MORE FILES TO WORK ON°:GOSUB990:IFAI='Y'THEN80
11-30 PLOADG" DATABASE"



TRS-80 MOD I TRS-80 MOD I TRS-80 MOD I
Businesssoftware you can depend on.
CPA/ ATTORNEY
CLIENT WRITE-UP 48K, 2 Drive System $750.00
More than just a general ledger package. Designed to operate
from an accounting service aspect ... 4 digit COA, 150
accounts, 10 departments with consolidation capability, Allows
800 transactions per update and 40 updates per month,

Balance Sheet Payroll Register
Transaction Report Payroll Joumal
Comparative P & L General Ledger
W-2 " Quarterly Tax Reports
Change in Components of Working Capital
Change in Financial Position

) r-

'TIME ACCOUNTING/PROFESSIONAL BILLING 32K RAM,
2 Drive $200.00
time accounting for law or CPA firm, Maintains records of time
spent on client and employee productivity System takes "hours
in progress" and creates accounts receivable file, Generates
statements, client file listing, employee file listing, transaction
ledger, client, activity ledger, employee activity report and
activity file listing, .

ASSETDEPRECIATION SYSTEM, 32K RAM, 1 Drive $200.00
Designed to aid accountant with clients' assets' & subsequent
depreciations. Up to 900 individual assets per disk accepted.
Methods of calculating depreciation are Straight Line, Sum-of-
the-years-Digits and Declining Balance. Reports generated are
Fixed Asset Ledger and Asset Depreciation Schedule,

COLUMNAR PAD 48K RAM, 1 Drive' $ 55.00
Converts TRS-80 to programmable calculator that works on
columns of figures at a time, Prints out needed format. Label
columns and rows, then enter the informalion ,needed into the
proper columns: Using the mathematical processing power of

, your computer, total across, total down, multiply whole col-
umns, and much more.

TOTAL CPA/ ATTORNEY PACKAG~ $950.00

$1,500.00

SURVEY/CIVIL ENGINEER/CONTRACTOR
SURVEY PACKAGE 48K RAM, 2 Disk Drive $1500.00
Store up to 3685 Double Precision coordinates with which to do
the following: field traverse, angle adjustment. balqnce
traverse, coordinate traverse, convert to coordinate form, con-
vert to angle distance form, rotate data, translate data, traverse
area, geometry for intersections (line x line, offset x offset. line x
circle, circle x circle), curve computation (intersecting lines), 3
points on a curve, point of curvature and radius point. point of
incidence, reference angle and two scalars and much more,
The edit feature provides a complete display of all data asso-
ciated with a point and allows any of that data to be modified.

PLOTTERROUTINES 48K RAM, 2 Disk Drive,
Plotter $300.00
Designed to interface the Houston Instruments Hi Plot to the
TRS-80, These routines are industry standard routines:
PLOT draws straight lines, FACTOR changes plot size, WHERE
retums the current pen position, SYMBOL prints strings or special
symbols, SCALE determines scale factors for graphic plots, AXIS
draws annotations and labels axes, LINE plots vectors of data
using scale factors, All routines are called from Basic using
Fortran style subroutine argument lists,

JOB CONSTRUCTION LEDGER 32K RAM,
3 Disk Drive $200.00
Aids contractor Ibuilder in maintaining an accurate record of
the costs incurred in any building project, Maintains COA, Ven-
dor File and Job File, Reports generated are: COA Listing,
Vendor Listing,Job Listing, Job Cost Ledger. Job Cost Summary,
Checking Account Report. This system can maintain 100
accounts with descriptions, 10 jobs with estimates, 90 vendors
with YTD amounts, and up to 3000 transactions (checks),

TOTAL SURVEY/CIVIL ENGINEER/CONTRACTOR
$1700.00

MEDICAL BILLING 48K, 4 Drive System, IBM Selectric Printer
This package provides complete billing and accounts receivable management for any medical or dental office mailing up to 500
statements a month,

iNSURANCE FORMS, Generates standard medical insurance forms accepted by Medicare, Medicaid, and all third party private
insurance carriers,
STATEMENTS,Patient's statements may be printed at any time, The Operator may choose balance due, zero balance, or credit
balance statements,
DAILYJOURNALS, Daily Joumal includes day's activities, listing by patient of the day's charges, payments, adjustments, and updated
ledger balances:
DISPLAYAND EDITING. Any patient ledger can be quickly called to the video display or printer. Editing of clerical information can be
done while the ledger is on display. Editing of dollor values is not allowed, thus maintaining the integrity of the double entry system.
CHARGE LOCATIONS. Provides forthe optional designation of up to five different locations atwhich the charge services were provided.
AGING REPORTS.All accounts are automatically aged into five 30 day categories. The report lists patient's name, telephone number,
total charges to date, total payments to date, date of last payment. current balance, and signifies whether or not insurance forms have
been printed for that patient,
DELINQUENT LETTERS.The programs provide for the printing of delinquent letters. There are four different letters, one for each aging
category. Operator is able to exclude any chosen patient(s) from batch printing. Delinquent letters, though basically form letters, are
highly personalized by the computer by using information from each patient's ledger.
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS. Tabulates all charges, payments, adjustments, and write-offs for the month-to-date and year-to-date.

HMCT also has TRS-80s in stock. This means we can provide not only professional software, but also fully tested hardware with much
improved reliability and flexibility We provide only the finest quality hardware and peripherals for your system and can customize to your
specifications, We represent: Centronics, Texas Instruments, Pertec, MPI. Micropolis, Selecterm, NEe, Houston Instruments, 3M. Verbatim.

We are more than happy to spend time with you either personally in the Houston area or on the telephone. We are here to help you maximize
the capability and flexibility of your TRS-80 System.

TRS.aO is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corporation.

Toorder by phone or for local dealer information call: 713/661-2005
Texas residents add 6% sales tax· MasterCharge •Visa

HOUSTON MICRO-COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES, INC. vH45

5313 BISSONNET •BELLAIRE· TEXAS· 77401 • 713/661-2005
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PETOwners
New Product
Announcement

Spacemaker
If you're the owner of The Basic Programmer's

Toolkit and Commodore's Word Processing pack-
age for new PETs or the Computhink disk drive for
new PETs, you'll need Spacemaker. Spacernaker is a
utility device for new PETs that allows user selection be-
tween ROMs that occupy the same address space, such
as The BASIC Programmer's Toolkit and the
Commodore Word Pro II ROMs, or the Toolkit
and the Computhink DOS in ROM.

Spacemaker is designed for maximum expansion.
With the three empty ROM sockets currently in the
new PETs, you can install three Spacemakers ... and
you don't have to wait for ROM addressing conflicts to
use them. Spacemakers are designed to work alone or
in tandem, so each Spacemaker can serve as a resident
device for a pair of ROMs, allowing user selection of 1
ROM from each pair. This method of use would enable
user selection of one of each pair of ROMs at the
address space defined by the socket where Spacemaker
resides.

The second mode of use of Spacemaker provides
even greater flexibility: with our User I/O kit, you can
control ROM switching and selection from software
control. User I/O uses a simple PET user port connec-
tion and our utility package, Spacectl, to provide the
software capability. For users whose user port is already
dedicated, we've added a mini-controller board called
ROMdriver. As with User I/O, PET owners can
daisy-chain Spacemakers together, selecting (under
software control) one of two, one of four, even one of
six ROMs.

Additional Items:
User lIO This option for Space maker allows the

user software selection and switching of ROMs. User
110 consists of a user port connector, specially designed
Space maker jumpers for connection to Spacemaker,
and our utility software Spacectl supplied on Commo-
dore diskette. Retail price for User 110 is $12.95.
Order part # UlO· Primary.

ROM [10 This option for ROMdriver owners
provides the utility software, Spacectl, on Commodore
diskette. Retail price for ROM lIO is $8.95.
Order part # RIO-Cdisk.

ROM 110 Pack This pack is for connection of a
Spacemaker using ROM driver CO a second or third
Spacemakcr. Retail price, $3.95.
Order part # RIO·Exp.

ROM PLUS This option contains the necessary
cables and hardware to allow ROM driver owners
Switch controllable jumps into Spacccrl, thus bypassing
completely the necessity of an initializing SYS call.
ROM Plus users can do a full PET reset without erasing
the program currently in memory. Retail price: $6.95.
Order part # RIO-PLUS.

COMPUTHINK option.
Inquire for more information regarding pricing

and availabilitv. Part # will he COMP·IO.

Prices
Spacemaker
(Part # Sp-O1)

$27.00

ROMdriver
(Part # ROM-Ol)

$37.00
Inquire at your Commodore dealer:

Small System Services, Inc.
Post Office Box 5119
Greensboro, North Carolina 27403
(919) 272-4867
All prices, FOB Greensboro, NC.

Spaccmaker, ROMdrivcr, and the Basic Switch are trademarks of Small System Services, lnc.
The BASIC Programmer's Toolkit is a trademark of Palo Alto IC's.
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THE ULTIMATETRS-80 SPEED-UP!
Mumford Micro Systems announces the release of the SK-2: The most versatile clock modification
for the TAS-SOavailable. It features three speeds: normal (1.77MHz), 50% faster, or 50% slower;
selectable at any time without interrupting execution or crashing the program. It may be
configured by the user to change speed with a toggle switch or on software command. It may be
tied to the expansion interface and will automatically return to normal speed anytime a disk drive
is active. It even has provisions for adding an LEQ to indicate when the computer is not at the
normal speed. It mounts inside the keyboard unit with only 4 necessary connections forthe switch
option (switch not included), and is easily removed if the computer ever needs service. The SK-2
comes fully assembled with illustrated instructions for implementing the various options and
complete satisfaction is guaranteed .... $24.95

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITH "CLONE"
This machine language program makes duplicate copies of ANY tape written for Level II. They
may be SYSTEM tapes (continuous or not) or data lists. It is not necessary to know the file name or
where it loads in memory, and there is no chance of system co-residency. The file name, entry
point, and every byte (in ASCII format) are displayed on the video screen. Data may be modified
before copy is produced. CLONE .... $16.95

RAM TEST FOR LEVEL II
This machine language program tests memory chips tor open or shorted address ordata lines as
well as intermittents. It tests each BIT for validity and each BYTE in the execution of an actual
instruction as in real program execution. Bad addresses are displayed along with the bad data and
proper data. One complete test of 48K takes just 14 seconds. Also includes a test for errors
induced by power line glitches from external equipment. AAMTEST .... $9.95

PROGRAM INDEX FOR DISK BASIC
Assemble an alphabetized index of your entire program library from disk directories. Program
names and free space are read automatically (need not be typed in) and may be alphabetized by
disk or program. The list may also be searched for any disk, program, or extension; disks or
programs added or deleted; and the whole list or any part sent to the printer. Finally, the list itself
may be stored on disk for future access and update. One drive and 32K required. INDEX .... $19.95

EDIT BASIC PROGRAMS WITH ELECTRIC PENCIL
This program allows disk users to load Basic programs or any other ASCII data file into the disk
version of Electric Pencil for editing. Now you can edit line numbers, move program segments,
duplicate program segments, and search for the occurance of any group of characters.
PENPATCH .... $9.95

SPOOLER FOR PARALLEL PRINTERS
This program is a full feature print formatting package featuring user deflneable line and page
length (with line feeds inserted between words or after punctuation), screen dump, keyboard
debounce, and printer pause control. In addition, printing is done from a4K buffer area so that the
LPRINT or LLiST command returns control to the user while printing is being done. Ideal for
Selectric or other slow printers. Allows printing and processing to run concurrently.
SPOOLER .... $16.95

Include 75¢ postage. California residents add 6% sales tax.
Complete satisfaction or full refund.

MUMFORD MICRO SYSTEMS
BOX 435-C Summerland, California 93067 (805) 969-4557

The VersaWriter is a digitizer drawing board that lets you create
ANY picture in full color, with high resolution graphics on your Apple
monitor. Ideal for mass graphics, you can trace, edit, save and recall
what you draw. It can be a pointer in games, or a digitizer for charts
and diagrams. It's a simple-to-use system for students, artists, engineers
and graphic programmers.

The VersaWriter plugs directly into the Apple's game I/O and re-
quires Disk II, Applesoft ROM and 32K of memory.

We're offering the Versawriter at an introductory price of only
$179.95 while current supply lasts. The normal price is $199, so take
advantage of this opportunity by ordering your VersaWriter today. Ask
for our FREE catalog of software and products for Apple.
©Copyright Rainbow Computing 1980 Dealer inquiries welcome.

RAINBOW COMPUTING,INC., Dept. Km2 (213) 349-5560
9719 Reseda Blvd., Northridge, California 91324



I made the TRS-80~into a serious computer.
Now I've made the Model D into a spectacular one.
I'm Irwin Taranto, and I've helped almost a

thousand businesses get their first computers up
and running.
I've done it primarily with the TRS-80,because it's

a really elegant piece of hardware. Given the right
programs, it can do substantially the same work as
the traditional minicomputers that cost four times
as much.
I proved it with four on-line, interactive programs

adapted from the genuine Osborne & Associates
systems, originally designed for the $30,000 Wang
computer. Then I added two of my own and made
them all work on a $4000 TRS-80.
Now I've done the same thing for the new TRS-80

Model II. It's an $8000 computer that works twice as
fast and has four times the memory - up to two
million characters.
My new systems are fully documented, and

because I'm working with a much more powerful
computer, they're a night-and-day advance over the
Model I programs. They'll turn your Model II into a
complete business computer, set up and ready to go.

THE TRS-80 MODEL II PROGRAMS
General Ledger/Casb Journal: handles up to 7000 transactions
on 500 different user-defined accounts. It keeps track of them by
month. quarter and year, makes comparisons to the prior year,
and does departmentalization.

Accounts Payable/Purchase Order: generates the purchase order
and posts the item to payables when the goods are received.
Invoice-linked, it calculates and prints checks and aged ledger
reports and links fully to the general ledger.

Accounts Receivable/Invoicing: keeps track of billed and
unbilled invoices, open and closed items, aging and service charge
calculation. It prints statements, links to the general ledger, and
can work within either an invoice-linked or balance-forward
accounting system.

Payroll/Job Costing: computes regular, overtime and piecework
pay, keeps employee files, figures taxes and deductions, prints
checks, journal, 941-A and W-2 forms, and breaks out individual
job costs.

•A trademark of the Tandy Corporation.

V Reader Service-see page 227

When I say set up and ready to go, I mean just
that. If you're not quite sure on that point, call the
number below and we'll give you the names of some
of the people who've already bought all over the
world. Call them up and hear what they have to say.
These Model II programs are completely custom-

tailored, which explains their $249.95 price. Before
we'll send you a disk, you have to fill out a detailed
questionnaire that tells us your precise business
requirements. Then we send you the disk, all the
instructions you need, and my phone number. If you
call, we answer all your questions. If your questions
are tough enough, I'll talk to you personally.
Because that way I'll make sure that Model II of

yours turns into a spectacular computer, just like
I promised.r--------------------,
o Please send me the custom questionnaires for the following

$249.95 Model II programs:

o General Ledger/Cash Journal
o Accounts Payable/Purchase Order
o Accounts Receivable/Invoicing
o Payroll/Job Costing

o Please send me information on t',e TRS-80 Model I programs at
$99.95 each

o Please send me information on other Taranto business programs

yourname _

Companyname _

Address _

I City/State/Zip -------------------------------------

I
I
I
I PO Box 6073, 4136Redwood Hwy., San Rafael CA 94903 •(415)472-2670L ~

V"T57 Taranto
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Stand-alone
Video Terminal

This terminal uses a large-scale integration CRT controller from American Microsystems.

Bonaventura Paturzo
1929 Trudie Drive
San Pedro CA 90732

Anew breed of LSI chips-
the CRT controllers-has

emerged, promising to lighten
the design load not only for peo-
pie in industry, but also for the
hobbyist, especially as prices
plummet into the practical
range of the home experimenter.
Several manufacturers - includ-
ing Intel, Motorola and Standard
Microsystems:- now offer these
devices. This article does not
intend to provide an overview
of all these devices. We will
only be concerned with their
use in the design of a stand-

alone video terminal.

Introduction

Together with an ASCII-
encoded keyboard and either a
monitor or, with the addition of
an rf modulator, an ordinary
television set, the circuit pro-
vides for a two-way (send/re-
ceive) communication with any
computer that has provision for
a serial input/output. Many com-
puters have this feature, usually
specified as RS-232 or 20 mA
current loop (for Teletypes).

The design is stand-alone in
the sense that it doesn't rely on
the microcomputer it is con-
nected to for updating and re-
freshing of the characters (infor-
mation) being displayed. The

94 Microcomputing, March 1980

The TV screen says it all in this picture.

terminal features the following:
Two pages of 16 lines, with 32
characters per line

Carriage return decoding
"White box" cursor
Cursor home
Page zero/page 1 select
Screen clear
Video invert (white on black or
black on white)

Direct-to-TV writing provision
All of the above features have

been implemented in hardware
so no software is needed to

operate the unit - this ultimate-
ly relieves the microprocessor of
these tasks. The direct-to-TV
writing ability illustrates the ter-
minal's independence from the
host microcomputer.

This design was originally for
my SYM-1 microcomputer board
when I found out that it wasn't
practical for me to spend two to
four times the board's price for a
new (or used) Teletype or for one
of the so-called "dumb" CRT ter-
minals. That left me with the

Finished terminal on a 6 x 8 inch perfboard mounted in an 8 x 10
inch chassis box. Note that there was enough room to mount most
of the switches on the perfboard. J2 goes to my keyboard, while J3
goes to the SYM-1. Next to "VID OUT" is C3, which adjusts the line
width. I recommend using labels for all devices and terminals.



FROM
ASCII
KEYBOARD:

TCP

KEY
PRESSEr STROBE

(ASCII KBD)

+5V

DB7 DBG 085 084 DB3 OB2 081

12+5V
le4

PARALLEL DATA IN
TO TRANSMITTER

Msa LSB SEA
OUT7 DATA

BITS

IC22

RECEIVER OATA
MS6 LS6

1210

RD7 ROG RD5 RD4 RD3 RD2 RDI

Fig. 1. IC22.

+5V +5V

SER
DAV IN

19 2017 IS

RCP RDAV DAV SIN

I MHz IN
(E-CONN_ PIN U)
[>- 115CT UP

Fig. 2. 300-baud clock circuit.

video interface boards offered based. I found some video
by quite a few manufacturers. boards that were stand-alone or
Most of the boards were S-100 designed for the KIM-based bus,

IC1,IC25 7408 TTL
IC2,IC7 7400 TTL
IC3 7432 TTL
IC4 7404 TTL
IC5 74123TTL
IC6 7474 TTL
IC8,9,12,13 74193 TTL
IC10 74LS125 TTL
IC11 74LS367 TTL
IC14·20 2102L·4 MOS
IC21 S68047 (AMI)
IC22 UART: AY·5-.1013A (G.!.)
IC23,24 7485 TTL
IC26 7486 TTL
S1,S2,S3 SPDT (Momentary) Switches
S4 SPDT (ONION) Switch
S5 DPDT (ONION) Switch
S6 DPDT (Momentary) Switch
R1,R2 10k 5% '!.W
R3,R4 470Q5% '!.W
R5 3k 5% 'I,W
C1,C2 0.001 uF 20% 25v
C3 Variable Capacitor-15·60pF
MISC. 3.5795 MHz Xtal, rf Modulator,

1 MHz Osc., Pert-board, etc.

Power Supply Connections

IC1,2,3,4,6,7,10,25,26 14 = +5
IC5,8,9,11,12,13,23,24 16 = +5

; 7 = GND
; 8 = GND

All other chips have specified P.S. pins in the figures.

Parts list.

L------------c> TCPI RCP

but at that point I was confident
enough to try my hand at a home
design. Besides, it was less ex-
pensive, and the challenge it
presented seemed surmount-
able.

So, armed with Don Lancas-
ter's book, TV Typewriter Cook-
book, plus numerous articles
from Kilobaud and Byte, I set to
work. I am tempted to call the re-
sult TVT-3 R2 (for revision 2) or
Bugs-Out 12, because of all the
changes made in the original de-

+5V

r MHt IN

(E-CONN. PIN U)

TCP/RCP
c}------------"l6 COUT

sign. As for that surmountable
challenge mentioned before,
imagine trying to climb a moun-
tain that turned out to be
gelatin. However, I recommend
that anyone interested in the
hardware aspects of microcom-
puters try his or her hand at a
similar design task.

System Components

The LSI CRT controller-
called the S68047-is a unit
made by American Microsys-
tems, Inc. They call it a video dis-
play generator (VDG), and, actu-
ally, the abilities of this device

go much further than the "TV
Teletype" requirements detailed
here. In fact, anyone interested
in color graphics generation
should investigate this device
since it has the ability to pro-
duce up to eight colors. If you're
interested, write AMI (3800
Homestead Rd., Santa Clara CA
95051) for their spec sheet, IEEE
article reprint and their applica-
tion note. (See Microcomputing,
Feb. 1980, p. 148.)

The VDG has a fixed matrix of
16 lines of 32 characters when in
its alphanumeric mode. It has
an on-chip 64 ASCII-character
generator (in a 5 x 7 dot matrix
font) and all the high-frequency
timing circuits to squirt out the
characters to your monitor (or rf
modulator/TV), including the
synchronization signals to keep
everything on your screen sta-
ble. I used an ex-TV game rf
modulator and one of the
world's cheapest tube-type
black and white sets (its insides
are done in early transistor
radio), with quite legible results.

The UART (IC22, Fig. 1) pro-
vides the parallel-to-serial (and

+5V
IC 13

CT DN~4 J

Fig. 3. 600-baud clock circuit.
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KBD TO
TV I ~C
(SHOWN:,..C)

TO SERIAL SOUT
INPUT OF uc 22)
MICRO-
COMPUTER

FROM
SERIAL
OUTPUT
OF ~C

S'N
(IC 221

Fig. 4. Switch S5 wiring.

vice versa) interface. The paral-
lel input is from your ASCII
keyboard; this is serialized and
sent to the microcomputer. Usu-
ally, the microcomputer (if it has
a serial interface) has an "echo"
feature, in that the data you just
sent it comes back from its
"serial out" port. This goes to
the UART's serial input, is
changed to parallel form and
displayed on the screen. In the
same way, any data sent by the
microcomputer is output
through its serial out port to the
UART ... you know the rest.

The clock going to the UART
is shown in Fig. 2. You will note
that it needs a 1 MHz input,
which naturally the SYM-1 pro-
vides on its expansion connec-
tor, pin U. I hope your microcom-
puter has a 1 MHz clock or
something dividable to 1 MHz.
The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is for
operation at 300 baud; for 600
baud, use the circuit in Fig. 3. I
don't recommend using any-
thing faster than 600 baud.

Words of Warning

If your keyboard has a nega-
tive-going "key-pressed" strobe,
delete the inverter going to
IC22's pin 23; otherwise, keep it
in. Also, determine what type
(TTL level, RS-232, 20 mA current
loop) of serial interface you do
have. Then, if you have a SYM-1
(VIM-1) you'll be able to use TTL
logic levels; however, the serial
out (pin 25 on IC22) must be in-
verted before it is sent to the
SYM-1's RS-232 input. Also, the
SYM-1's RS-232 output must be
inverted before going to the
UART's serial input (pin 20,
IC22).

If you have a microcomputer
that uses TTL levels, you should
be able to use the existing de-
sign; if you have an RS-232 serial
interface that actually uses
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RS-232 logic levels (bipolar),
then you'll need a TTL-to-RS-232
interface between IC22, pin 25,
and your microcomputer's serial
input, and an RS-232-to-TTL in-
terface between your microcom-
puter's serial output and pin 20
of IC22. Similarly, for the 20 mA
interface you'll need a TTL to 20

mA loop interface and a 20 mA
loop to TTL interface.

Electronic Systems (Dept. B,
PO Box 21638, San Jose CA
95151) provides interface
boards for the above at a
modest price; for additional in-
formation, check Don Lan-
caster's TV Typewriter Cook-
book. Note that whatever serial
interface you do use, Fig. 4's wir-
ing still holds. That is, Sout and
Sin are wired directly to IC22's

UP CT-C

___ ICIO{

MEM BUFF

C/R

·5V

NC

S3
(PAGE I) 1
MOM. ~

MI M2 M3 M4 MO ROI DO M9

TCP/RCP

Fig. 5. Interfacing address and select lines.

UP CT-L ·5V

TO 51
(POLE)

M4 M5 MG M7 M8

·5V C"~'-----
NC

S2 "- .,1 ClR

(PAGE 0) 1
MOM. ~

l C 6

M9

Fig. 6. Interfacing address and select lines.

ICl5 IC 17 IC20rc IB ICI9IC 16

RD2 01 RD3 02 RD4 03 R05 04 ROG 05 RD7 06

Fig. 7. Memory address select MO-M9 are tied to all seven memory chips as is the memory Read/Write
command (MEM W). All chip enable (CE) pins must be tied to ground.



pin 25 and pin 20, respectively.
The remaining two connections
of switch S5 in Fig. 4 are then
wired to the serial interface
(TTL-to-RS-232, etc.) used or
directly to the microcomputer's
serial ports.

Operation

Figs. 5 and 6 show the decod-
ing circuitry, character and line
counters and the Tri-state buf-
fers needed to interface the re-
fresh memory's (IC14-20, Fig. 7)
address lines to the VDG's mem-
ory address select lines (MO-
M8) and the character and line
counters' memory address se-
lect lines (MO-M8). The page se-
lect line M9 (Fig. 6) goes directly
to the refresh memory's "high"
address pin.

When the UART (IC22) signals
that it has data ready for
display, its DAV pin goes high;
IC2 (Fig. 5) waits until the TV or

video monitor is in vertical re-
trace, that is, the FS pin of the
VDG goes low, before triggering
IC5 for a write to refresh memory
operation. If the data from the

UART (RD1-RD7) indicates it
is a carriage return, it will
not be written into the refresh
memory.

After the data are written into
the refresh memory, pin 8 of IC2
clocks IC8 (up CT-C) to incre-
ment it to the next character lo-
cation. If the data on RD1-RD7
has been a CARRIAGE RETURN
code, IC25's pin 3 would have
gone high, clearing the charac-
ter counter (IC8 and half of IC6),
and IC2, pin 11, would have
clocked the line counter IC9 up
to the next line.
. Regardless of the type of

data, after the circuit has di-
gested it the other half of IC5
goes low (RDAV) and resets the
UART's data available pin.
When the VDG is displaying the
contents of the refresh or video
memory, buffers IC10 and IC11
are placed in their "discon-
nected" state so that the VDG
can sequentially address the re-
fresh memory. The VpG has in-
ternal Tri-state buffers going to
the refresh memory's address
pins-these buffers are "Tri-
stated" when data is to be writ-
ten into memory (DAV high) and
the TV/monitor is in vertical
retrace (FS low) through IC2's

IC 9

PIN 7

leg rc 9

M8 PIN 6 M7 PIN 2

IC9

M6 PIN3 M5

rc s 1GB

PINg M4 PIN?

ICB

M3 PIN 6

ICB

M2 PIN2 MI

15 I 13 12 II 10

6.3 63 A2 62 AI Bt AO BO

15 I 13 14 12 It 10 9

IC23

A3 63 A2 62 AI B I AO BO

rc 24

pin 3 labeled "MS".
As shown in Fig. 8, IC23 and

IC24 (together with IC25 and
IC26) compare the charac-
terlline counters' current ad-
dress selection with the VDG's
sequentially changing address
selection and generate a pulse
when the counters and VDG
agree. This pulse goes to the
VDG's video invert pin and is
used to create the box cursor,
since the character line count-
ers are in the memory address
location where the next data are
to be written.

Fig. 4 shows the direct-to-TV
feature - the UART's output be-
comes its input, so whatever
you type on your keyboard is
written into the refresh memory.
Fig. 9 shows the color clock

FS M5 M6 M7 MB

~

40 3. 38 31
Fs

+5V

54 (VIDEO INVERT)

J

Fig. 8. ICs 23-26.

needed by the VDG to develop
most of its internal and external
(horizontal and vertical sync)
timing.

Conclusion

Switch S6 is a momentary
DPDT, and when the screen is to
be erased (both pages will be
cleared), you must hit the space
bar then push S6. Thus the
UART's output (seen on RD1-
RD7) will "hold" the code for a
space so that when S6 is
pressed the 16X clock going to
the UART will also clock IC5 so
that "spaces" are written into all
locations of the refresh memory.
Since this 16X clock is relatively
fast, a quick push on S6 does
the trick.

M4 M3 M2

+5V

CRYSTAL
r-r-__ ---I13.5795MHZ

R3 R4
470n 470n

Fig. 9. VOG color clock.

Other than that serial inter-
face, you shouldn't have any dif-
ficulty with this circuit. I built
mine on perfboard, which had
enough room for most of the
switches. If you plan to modify
this circuit, I suggest you also
wire-wrap it. I purchased the
S68047 from Intermark Electron-
ics (1802 E. Carnegie Ave., Santa
Ana CA 92705); it arrived after
about 1 week .•

R5
3K

MI MO Ms 00 01 02

C3

rc 21

TO
RF

INV MODULATOR

NOTE:C3 ADJUSTS CHARACTER
LINE WIDTH.

26 25 24 23 22 21

CC

Fig. 10. IC21.

16 17 18 19 20

D6 D5 04 03
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CAT MODEM
Open up a. whole new world of
data and program exchange over
thetelepbonc. Allows one computer or
terminal to talk to another. Can.communicate
with any Bell 103 compatible .modem. RS232
interface and TRS-80 compatible.

$ 29.50

COMPUTERS
................. 132KI $2945 ..164KI $3295

Superbrain -. The most cost effective machine on the market
today. Intertec has combined their excellent video terminal with
a sophisticated Z-80 computer and has come up with a totally
integrated package. This beauty includes a 4MZ Z-80 computer
system, 2 double density Mini-Floppies with 320K of disk storage,
64K of RAM memory, CP/M disk operating system with
utilities, and a complete BO character X24 line video smart ter-
minal: This machine boasts two Z-80 processors to handle pro-.!1111------ ...cessinq & I/O. A serial and parallel interface for the I/O is
included. A $-100 edge connector is provided; so upgrading to
10-300 MB hard disks is available. If you need more info, call us.

TERMINALS
$ 797.00

(Terminal) Z-80 controlled, 80 Char. by 24 lines, 128 upper and
lower case, ASCII Char., graphic symbols, reversible video, half
intensity video, special 25th display (status) line, 12" screen,
operating mode: conversational, message, page, Char. insert!
delete, line insert/delete, half or full duplex, keyboard with 18
key numeric pad. fill! cursor control, RS232 and 20/60 Ma loop
auxiliary printer port, 75-9600 baud and a lot more special
features all' software controlled, no little mini-dip switches
to bother with

PRINTERS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PRINTER #810 IUp. & low. easel $1689.00

The Paper Tiger is Here!

Up to·198 characters per second
132 columns
6 or 8 lines per inch
Eight software selectable character sizes

• 1.75' to 9.5" adjustable feed.
Parallel (Centronics] and serial interface.

PAPER TIGER : $899
W/Graphics Option ; $1125.00

SUPERBRAINTM in stock!
This is the most cost-effective computer system available. FREE
DISKETTES. With every order for a SUPERBRAIN received before
December 31, 1979, we will include 20 free diskettes. And don't forget
- our price of $2895.00 includes U.S. shipping.

Or, if you prefer, send $100.00 deposit and we will ship COD, freight
collect. . . .

SUPERBRAIN , ...•..... $2895.00 ppd.

BCD CLOCK- Here's a novelty item that's also practical. It's an actual
clock that" really tells time. Only this clock reads out in Binary Coded
Decimal (BCD). Features 24 hour, 6 "diqit" display. Amaze your friends
- only you can read it!

BCD·1 Complete kit with instructions .........•........ $24.95
BCD·2 Wood case and plastic bezel for above ....•....... $ 5.95

PROTOBOARD,with over 1300
holes on 0.1 centers for designing
your own circuits.
APB·1 Protoboard .... $17.95

APPLETIME,a Real Time Clock
for theApple II. Plugsdirectly into any
slot and keeps time even when
computer is off. Features 12/24
Hour, BCD/ASCII data format, and
AC/Crystal time' base selection.
Includes software examples for
machine language and BASIC pro-
grams. Completely assembled and
tested.
APT·1 Real Time Clock $79.95

VERBATIM 5'!." DISKETTES
Soft-Sector Box of 10 ... $34.50

(plastic file case included)

~

west side electronics
. P.O. Box 636, Chatsworth, CA 91311

We pay all shlppmg In Cornmentot USA
Others add 10%. Cehtorme res.oerns acid 6'Y(t {ax

'7 .TEXAS INSTRUMENT COMP
TI 99-4 COMPUTER
TI 810 BASIC PRINTER
TI 820 BASIC PRINTER
TI SOFTWARE

CENTRONICS PRINTERS·
779-2 TRAC. FD
779-1 FRIC.FD
730-1 NEW PRNTR
730-3
MICRO PI $390.
ANADEX BP-18,OOO
COMPRINT 912 PAR
KIM-l W/MANUALS
SYM-I W/MANUALS

COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES
PET 2001-8K
PET 2001-16N,B
PET 2001-32N,B
PET 2040 DUAL FLOPPY
PET 2022 TRAC.FD PRINTER
PET 2023 FRIC.FD PRINTER

FREE SOFTWARE WITH PURCHASE
PET ($7.5.00VALUE)
NORTH STAR COMPUTERS

BIG $$ SAVINGS
INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN

THE HONOR GRADUATE COMPUTER
DISPLAY TERMINALS

INTERTUBE II $ 77.5.
HAZELTINE 1400 $ 690.

1410 $ 78.5.
1,500. $ 990.
1.510 $1149.

MULTI-BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
28 MARLBOROUGH STREET
PORTLAND. CONN. 06480

(203) 342-2747 V'M33

$ D9.5.
$1,590.
$1990.
$SAVE

MICRO SI

$ 999.
$ 890.
$ 799.
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 6D,5.
$ IHlH.
$1090.
$IODO.
$ 899.
$ 79D.

OF CBM,

$2990.

~
~ __ JI

•

849.
47.5.
799.
469.
1.5.5.
229.



JNSEQ..aO .•....Prof~sional ,Ie aCl:;eSs (I
;rRS..aD* mi~rocomf>uterr' ,

ComputerCity Sampler
Disk Drives

. When you're ready to add disk storage to your TRS-80*, we're here to help.
Our CCI_lOO™and -200'" drives offer more capacity than Radio Shack 35-Track (85K Bytes) drives.These drives
are fully assembled, tested and ready to plug-in the moment you receive them. They can be intermixed with each
other and Radio Shack drives on the same cable. 90 day warranty.
CCI-100TM40 Track (102K Bytes) $399.00 CCI_200TM-17 Track (197K Bytes) $675.00

Printers
Letter Quality High Speed Printer
NEC Spinwriter: ln-
eludes TRS-80* inter-
face software, quick
change print fonts, 55
CPS, bidirectional,
high resolution plot- .iiiiii_-'~;"d"
ting, graphing, pro- '
portional spacing and
tractor feed assembly. 90 day warranty $2979.00
Also: Centronics, Paper Tiger, HI Plot Digital Plotter
16K Memory Up-grade Kits
Fast and ultrareliable

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
NEWDOS by Apparat"
NEWDOS "PLUS" byApparat"

$99.00

$49.95
$110.00

DISKETTE TRS-80*
BOSINESS SOFTWARE BY SBSG
Free enhancements and upgrades to registered
owners for the cost of media and mailing. 30 day free
telephone support. User reference on request.
Fully Interactive Accounting Package:General Ledger,
Accounts Payable,Accounts Receivable and Payroll.
Report generating.
Complete Package (requires 3 or 4 drives)
individual Modules (requires 2 or 3 drives)

Inventory II: (requires 2 or 3 drives)
Mailing List Name & Address II
(requires 2 drives)

Intelligent Terminal System ST-80 III:
TheElectric Pencil from Michael Shrayer
File Management System:
Systems Integration Test
The Source

$475.00
$125.00
$ 99.00

$129.00
$150.00
$150.00
$ 49.00
$29.95

$100.00

Cornputerflity
A division of CPU Industries. Inc. v Cl08

175Main Street,Dept. K-3 Charlestown, MA 02129

H()Urs: lOAM - 6PM (-eST) Mon.-Fd.~Sat. tiU!)}
For detailed Information, ~al. 617/242 -3350
~ch~ re add5%sa~ Tax ,~
TM :eCHOO &-ZOO are C Iire.lrade"m.,rks> . .
*TRs.<IO iSafrade"iriark Of RlliIiOStUICk; aTat\dY<;otpOrilUon tRiiji.liil!SR4iIlOSnack i'Rsoos' .•+~
. Prk::es .subject to.:h""o" Wltbout notlc:~

V ReaderService-see page 227

TOORDER CAfLTOl.l. FREEt-8M:'3A'a-6S22
. Massaclhusetts residentll call 617i~'42-33'50
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I
Rod Hallen
State Dept.-Accra
Washington DC 20520

Read a Parallel Port

This routine reads a parallel
port in line 50 (port 24 in my

case) and then prints messages
(lines 60 to 140) depending upon
which of the data lines in that
port are active. Lines 30 and
170 turn my printer onand off,
and line 150 slows down the
loop so that it is read approxi-
mately once each minute. The
actual loop time will depend on
how many print statements are
required. "I," therefore, is only
a rough indication of when an
event occurred.

For example, data line zero
(DOO) could be tied through a
contact closure in a garden
humidity detector to + 5 V dc.
(See Fig. 1.) When the humidity
level dropped below a given
point, the contact would close
and a statement such as "180
The grass needs water." would
be printed. This would indicate
that the contact closed approx-
imately 180 minutes after the
program was started.

This routine could also read
your sense switches to provide
external control to programs
that were in progress. It was
written in Processor Technol-
ogy's Extended BASIC .•

DEVICE
NO.8

DEVICE
NO.6

F'r----.....--'o--------o + 5VOC

DEVICE
NO.5

f=~~--.....--,o---------o+5VDC

DEVICE
NO.4

F'r---_....._-'o--------o + 5VDC

DEVICE
NO.3

F~---.....--(o------o +5VDC .

DEVICE
NO.2

Fig. 1.

10 REM-ROUTH~E TO HEAD POSITIVE CLOSURES TO A PARALLEL PORT
20 REM-ROD HALLEN TOMBSTONE. AZ 21 JUNE 1978
30 SET OP=I
40 FOR 1=0 TO 1440

60
70
80
90

100
110
120
130
140
150
160

LET X=INPI24J
IF X=0 THEN F'RINT I,"ALL DEVICES INACTIVE": GOTO 150
IF X>127 THEN PRINT I,"DEVICE "8 'IS ACTIVE": LET X=X-128
IF X>63 THEN PRINT I,'DEVICE V IS ACTIVE": LET X=X'-64
IF X>31 THEN PRINT I,"DEVICE "6 IS ACTIVE": LET X"X-32
IF X>15 THEN Pf:INT I,"DEVICE "5 IS ACTIVE": LET X=X-16
IF X)7 THEN PRINT I,"DEVICE "4 IS ACnVE": LET X=X-8
IF X>3 THEN PRINT I,"I'EVICL"3 IS ACTIVE": LET X=X-4
IF VI THEN PRINT I,"!lEVICE "2 IS ACTI'!E": LET X=X-2
IF X=I THEN PRINT I,"DEV!CE "I IS ACTIVE"
F'AUSE 590
F'RINT

170 NEXT I
180 SET OP=0
190 END

Program listing.
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I
James Garon
920 West Romneya, #6
Anaheim Ca 92801

Screen Printer for TRS·SO

As you may know, Radio Shack has two printers-a screen-
printer, which makes a copy of the screen when a button is

pressed, and a line-printer, which is controlled by l.evel ll software.
I have a Centronics Microprinter P-1, which costs less than either
of the above, and plugs directly into the TRS-80 expansion box.

My only complaint had been that when I wanted a copy of
whatever was on the screen, the line-printer was helpless! So I
wrote the accompanying subroutine to do the job_.

.: T :---;;--!_....!...-= ••§

-:-~-, -.-.--::~..-..-..-..-
f~; ij'-'':,UC'J'::''':'':;

::-,::;-..-. ~--.""--. ,-, ".-.- ::-.
~·'_~.:X.: .-'.

.',.-"".~.•..-".,.. .-.

.".'""!'.' ',,--'

Program listing.



Ray Tully
Boyce Thompson Institute
for Plant Research
Cornell University
Ithaca NY 14853

Unambiguous Hex Display

Anyone using a seven-segment lED to display hexadecimal
knows that the 6 and the lowercase b are easily confused. My

Elf II microcomputer, which uses 936B hex decodersldrivers to
operate the lEOs, is a typical example.

One way to clear the ambiguity is to use the method delineated by
Dave Maciorowski ("Displaying Hexadecimal,"Kilobaud, April 1978,
p. 104), in which a decimal point is used with the b, but not the 6. This
method requires the use of a PROM. There is, however, a simple
modification of a 9368 circuit that will produce the same effect and
can easily be added to an existing circuit.

The idea is to decode the segment-driver outputs of the 9368 to
turn on the decimal point during b display. An examination of an
lED's segment assignment (Fig. 1) shows that when b is displayed,
segments a and b are kept low, and that this is the only character for

point, the a and b outputs of the 936B (or actual segment pins of the
display) are connected to a 7402 NOR gate (Fig. 2). When a b is
displayed, the two inputs are pulled low by the 1k resistors, giving a
high output that drives the decimal point lED. With any other char-
acter, one or both lines are high, giving a low output and extinguish-

ing the lED.
To add the circuit to my Elf microcomputer, I epoxy-cemented the

7402 against the underside of the board and soldered the resistors
and wires directly to the pins. Because there were two digits, two of
the 7402's gates were used. I also used this method of hex display
when I constructed the address display circuit described by Robert
Cotter in the December 1978 Kilobaud ("Interfacing the Elf II," p. 40).

With both devices, there is now

no question as to which
character is 6 and which is b. II

} Ib

·1 · I'
--d- ODP

Fig. 1. Segment assignments of
display LED. Segments a and b

which this is true.
are extinguished during lower-

In or-der to decode this to the high necessary to drive the decimal'
case b display, while a is on dur-
ing 6 display.

Charlie Heath
110 Cherokee Circle
Chapel Hill NC 27514

Z-80 Dynamic
Memory Refresh

Iam developing a l-BO CPU card as a radio-telescope controller
but have plans to put it to my personal use in its spare time. Here

is an idea that can reduce power-supply requirements for dynamic
memory utilizing the loBO's internal refresh.

My memory chips are 2107B-4s, which require 2 ms refresh
cycles on Ao-As. The l-BO supplies the required cycles but does it
more often than is necessary, thus drawing more power. This cir-
cuit (see Fig. 1) reduces power requirements for refresh by nearly a
factor of 4 by eliminating three out of four refresh cycles.

The circuit still requires a high peak power since all dynamic
memories are simultaneously refreshed. To solve this problem,
you can bring Oc and ODonto spare S-100 bus pins and decode
them into four states, alternating refresh cycles to different RAM
boards (see Fig. 2).

A note of caution: With any l-80 refresh, beware of DMA opera-
tions longer than 1 ms, which will wipe out your dynamic
memory! •

RFSHM
MODI FIE 0
REFRESH

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Circuit configuration for
decimal point with b.

D. C. Shoemaker
720 Ottawa #100
Leavenworth KS 60048

Speed up Loading BASIC
on Heath's H8/H17

If you have a Heath HB with an H17 floppy-disk drive (or two)
and you have sufficient memory that you normally load the HDOS
Operating System's overlay (using the CNTRl 4,1 command from
the terminal), then you are doubtlessly aware that you must do
that operation manually. It cannot be embedded in a BASIC pro-
gram without causing an error when that program is loaded.

Relax, there's a simple way around the problem. Recall that you
can freeze BASIC (and whatever file you're working on) and store
it all in absolute form (.ABS extension). Just load BASIC, type
CNTRl 4,1, freeze BASIC and rename the BASIC.BAF as
BASIC.ABS (first deleting the original BASIC.ABS). You now have
a BASIC interpreter with the overlay "built in," and it even takes
one sector less!

load time is down to about two seconds on my particular sys-
tem (partly due to writing the BASIC file first so it's "all together"
instead of forcing the drive to "hunt" through several sectors scat-
tered allover the disk). This was first pointed out to me by Dave
Cobets, manager of Heath's retail store in Kansas City .•

TO I RAM, RF$H
INPUT .

RFSH

Fig. 2.
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16K STATIC RAM

with

$275 450 ns
$300 250 ns

memory chips

Assembled, Tested and Guaranteed

Static TMS 4044 or equivalent - Fully Static 4Kx1 Memory Chips
for full DMA capability, no tricky timing problems.

Fully S-100 Bus Compatible - All lines fully buffered, Dip Switch
Addressable in two 8 K block, 4 K increments. Write Protectable
in 2 blocks, Memory Disable using Phantom, Battery back up
capabil·ity.

Bank Select - Using output port 40H (Cromemco software
compatible)-addressable to 512KB of Ram for time share or
Memory Overlap, also has alternate ports BOH, COHo

Guaranteed - Parts and labor for one year. You may return the
undamaged board within 10 days for a full refund.

Orders - You may phone for Visa, MC, COD ($4 handling charges
for COD) orders. Personal checks must clear prior to shipping.
Shipping-Stock to 72 hours normally. Will notify expected
shipping date for delay beyond this. Illinois residents add 5%
tax. Please include phone number with order.

,....S129

S. C. GDigital P.O. Box 906 Phone:
Aurora, Il60507 (312) 897-7749

NOTICE
NEW PRODUCT WITH $30 REBATE
Direct from factory the world's finest custom all wood CF-80 series furni-
ture for the built-in TRS-80, we are proud to announce a new low price
CF-90 series unit, made from forrnica, for only $129.95. Further, all
orders received prior to April 15, 1980. will receive an unbelievable S30
rebate. That's right, for $99.95 you will receive a custom corner desk con-
sole that provides total built-in capability of TRS-80 keyboard, interface.
monitor, and cassette. Absolutely no cables visible. To be eligible for re-
bate, all orders must be by check or money. No COD's or charge cards.

SPECIAL NOTE: Our high quality, real wood furniture
is now available thru VISA, or Master
Charge, or our new low price series
without rebate.

AV5

ORDER NOW
---24 HOUR---

PH 408-946-1265

~
-~""'A115

AUDIO-VIDEO SYSTEMS

2485 Autumnval Ave.

San .lose, CA 95132

By adding SPECIAL DELIVERYto Electric Pencil
you can realize the full potential of your TRS-80!

A 100% machine language word processor!!
MAILFORM - Create MAllFllE: A MAILRITE - Print letters written
complete Name and address list en- with the Electric Pencil inserting
try/editor program. Instant search information from a MAllFILE into
on any field, complete cursor con- the letter for personalizing and ad-
trol, optional beeper to let you know dressing, True typist quality using
something is wrong, active file always your printer. Features: Indents, un-
displayed, search can include nurn- derscore, end of page stop, unlim- CONVERT - Transform your
eric only as well as don't care charac- ited insertion from address list, ad- Radio Shack Mailing list into a

S~;~~~~'l~';:I~~:~M~DiSk) :~~s~~nvelopes and MOREl MAllFllEI ~.

Electric Pencil (Disk) 150.00 __ OFTWARE, ETC ...
Phone Orders (214) 357-8357 1839 CHAMBERLAIN DRIVE
Or write for brochure of our complete line CARROL TON, TX 75007
of fine software!

SORT - MAILFORM will sort an
entire address list in seconds using
any field as the key,
LABEL- MAllRITE prints mailing
labels from MAILFILE,

,....S131
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.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~
~ PET PRODUCTS ~r' Program. - Worttbook. ~
• tor Floppy DI.k - tor Ca••eHe ••·~~·Iii••·

~••••·~••••·~••••·~••••·~••••·~••••·~••••·~•• TI S••
Put your PET to worttl r·• Iii

: 'W~1" MAILII m::~:~::tem WB·1 Q.:n~As~~~~th Your PET $395!
• 8W.Z" CHECKBOOK record WB·2 PET SIring .nd AM"Y H.ndllng $395 w
•••8W-3· ACCOUNTS keep track ot who owes you hOw much W8-3 PET QraphlQ $495 A.
~ 8W... "EDIT create and maintain data files WB-4 PET C••••ft. 1/0 $4.95 •
~ 8W-5· CALENDARappointments. meetings at • glance ~:~ :~:I=::d~~:tu," :;::~ ~

~ 'Thea. programs ere special purpose data baae management systems. They all can: •

• • Sort numeric or string fields ~
••• • Select based on numeric or str!ng (=) _
~ • Select based on substring match
• • Select based on range of entry number
ti Prices: $9.90 each for programs using cassette storage for data
Do $12.95 each using sequential floppy disk storage for data.
:. Pticllnctudft 40 •80 p-sre InItruction manulll E
r Add $2.00 for shipping and handling TIS •

:. Money back guarantee ~~·A~.:a.~~::f~KB E
!::E ~ On bank card orders, give all numbers ••••T41 ~

r PET II a trademark of Commodore Business Maehines •
•PET. PET. PET. PET. PET. PET. PET. PET. PET. PET. PET. PH •PET. PET

D Send me one year of
80 Microcomputing for

just $15. (I save over 37%.)

D I prefer 2 years for $24. (I save 50%,)

D I prefer 3 years for $36. (I save 50% off the newsstand price.)

80 MICROCOMPUTING
The magazine for today's
biggest selling computer.

D New subscription
D Payment enclosed $.,-----------;
DVisa D Master Charge

DRenewal
DBilime

DAm Express

Card #
Signature ~--

Name --------------------
Street -----------------------
City State __ Zip _

__________ Exp. date _

Canada: same as US rates, in US funds.
Other foreign: $20 one year only. US funds, 303B7

80 M'eroeomputlntr·POB 982:·Farm'ntrdale NY 2:2:737

", Reader Service-see page 227

Iii••·Iii••·~~·Iii••·

WILL IT HAPPEN THIS TIME?
... no one knows! As you move to the switch
you hesitate, then press the button. It's there!
WI LD BALL flashes on your screen and your
speed-controls lock. The point counter jumps
to 500 and play begins! The co~er reacts
coolly to each move ... bU~ I slowly
accelerates to top s~ee , 0 remain ~
calm? 4IIl~
COURTBALL, a n 'on gamc~r~,e
TRS-aON

, lets u fin uti ~
COURTBA udes: ~

ersion evels of
'Ifi Ity. e

.•••...·""'Il."'iiIii!dl\'rnament I offering 5 goal
es, 9 -pr med and 1 user-

defin l5 acle types, 3 levels of
dif . tournament scoring.

s include player controlled
~~~n~., ously variable ball speed,

er-fast machine language graphics,
onus points, computer opponent.

capability, and WILD BALL condition.
Written for the level 2, 16KTRS-80N computer,
COURTBALL is being offered at the special
low price of $7.95 plus $1.00 postage and
handling. (Pa. residents add $054 sales tax)
Send a check or money order today to:
MARANATHA SOFTWARE
74 Park Ave.
Chalfont, Pa. 18914 •...M130

·~·

Has renumberer, Variable table

er )id"arr.. OSI 051
S:9~1

~~OSI
~Sl

••••A121
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Peter A. Stark
PO Box 209
Mt. Kisco NY 10549

Thoughts on the
SWTP Computer System

Installment number 10 checks out the chips in SWTP's 64K dynamic RAM board.

Did you know that SWTP
has been making a 64K

dynamic RAM board for almost
two years? I have been using
that board-with just 48K of
chips-in my system for the last
few weeks, and it works great. I
had to move all of my I/O out of
the 8000 address range, but now
I have memory from 0000 all the
way to BFFF-on one board!

.The SWTP 32K
DYnamic Memory Board

In the first installment of this
series (March 1979), I mentioned
my quest to find out what ICs
this board used. This 32K board
is available from SWTP in two
versions. The older versions
used thirty-two 8K x 1 RAMs,
while the newer board uses six-
teen 16K x 1 RAM chips. All the
memory chips are made by Mo-
torola. You may remember that
Motorola doesn't make any
8K x 1dynamic RAMs. However,
the 16K dynamic RAM is the
same 41161C that is used in the
TRS-80, Apple II and many other
systems. It is now made by
some IC manufacturers under
different numbers; the same
RAM is numbered a 2116, 416,
4116 or 6116, depending on who

104 Microcomputing. March 1980
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U42 74551

V.A
74511

VMA
ill

GP 4
AI5 +5V E4

~~K GP3

GP2

AI4 @!
Ai4

MUX. ADDRESS

(BIT #6

}
7 BITS TO

1---~'----------------6"'B:-CIT:::S-'>.-<--:---'\ MEMORYARRAY~---------------------=~--~\~
MUX. ADDRESS BITS #"0-#5

A7- )
A 12

A6

A5-)
AO

RAE

is the manufacturer.
When the 4116 was first pro-

duced, it was expensive. The IC
manufacturers had a lot of trou-
ble making it and had to throw
away much of the production lot
because only a small percent-
age of the ICs worked.

The 4116 memory IC was built
with the memory array split into

8K SELE

I BIT

Flq 1. Block diagram of SWTP 32K dvnamic RAM been).

two parts and with some of the
support circuitry in the middle of
the chip. Often a defect in the
chip-most often produced by a
small pinhole in the negative
used to make it or a fault in pro-
cessing-would disable half of
the memory array but leave the
other half and the support cir-
cuitry working. This 16K RAM

then only had 8K of good
memory.

Since the 4116 was so expen-
sive, several manufacturers de-
cided to use these "8K" RAMs
rather than throw them out. This
led to, among other boards, the
SWTP 32K dynamic RAM board.
It had 32 of these "bad" memory
chips and was made for SWTP



A7-}
A 12

A6

Fig. 2. Address path during Column Address Enable.

by Motorola.
As production facilities im-

proved, the yield increased and
the proportion of 8K ICs dropped,
so at some point Motorola rede-
signed the board to use only 16
"good" memory chips. That's
the current board.

The old board with 32 ICs
(let's call it the 32-IC board) was
available with only 16K of mem-
ory installed (only 16 ICs) at
$400, and an expansion kit of 16
more ICs to expand it to 32K was
avai lable from SWTP for another
$250. The new board with 16
"good" ICs (let's call it the 16-IC
board) is apparently only avail-
able in the full 32K version at
$650.

If you have the new 16-IC
board, you might as well stop
reading right here. The rest of
this article applies to the old
32-IC board. Sorry.

If you have the old 32K board,
which has 32 "bad" ICs, what do
you think will happen if you re-
place the "bad" ICs with "good"
ones? Absolutely right! You'll
have a .64K board! (Don't rush
off yet. You have to make some
other changes too.)

It makes sense. If you replace
the thirty-two 8K x 1 RAMs with
thirty-two 16K.x 1 RAMs, you
will double the storage capacity
of the board to 64K bytes.

There are other variations.
You can replace the 32 "bad"
ICs with 16 "good" ones and
keep the board at 32K but cut
the current consumption in half.

Another alternative for those
who have a partially populated
32K board with only 16K of mem-
ory installed is to expand to 32K
by adding just eight more ICs,
instead of 16.

I chose a third way. By using
16 "bad" chips and 16 "good"

board to 32K by adding only
eight ICs occurred to me when I
wrote the first installment of
this series, but at that time I al-
ready had my board at 32K and
didn't yet have a diagram of the
board. I quickly forgot the idea
until I had a discussion with a
friend who had an unexpanded
32K board.

After making the old 32·IC
memory board for awhile, Mo-
torola's IC production improved
enough that the 8K x 1 "bad"
ICs became scarce. At this point
Motorola redesigned the board,
but it seemed there was a point
where the old board was sup-
plied with at least some "good"
ICs. So you may have a 48K or
64K board now and not know it.

That was the case with my
board. The original board came
with 16K of ICs, and all of these
were "bad" by virtue of having
just 8K locations. The add-on kit
I bought to expand the board to
32K had all "good" ICs, so I was
able to expand my board from
32K to 48K at almost no cost.

SWTP 32K Board Operation

Fig.1 is a simplified block dia-
gram of the 32K board, showing
only those parts of the board
that concern addressing. Let's
see how it works.

A 16K x 1 IC chip requires 14
address bits, since 2" = 16384.
But the 4116-type chips have a
multiplexed address that uses
only seven address pins. Since
the 4116 was designed for dense
packing on printed circuit
boards, this approach kept the
IC in a small 16-pin package,
rather than a larger 24-pin pack-
age. Thus, a 14-bit address must
be combined externally onto a
7-bit bus and fed into the 4116
memory ICs in two chunks. As

ones, I have a 48K board. you can see in the lower-left cor-
The idea of expanding a 16K ner of Fig. 1, a whole .batch of

address bits is combined in sev-
eral 8T97 ICs onto seven ad-
dress llnes, I show them sep-
arately in Fig. 1 as six bits and a
separate single bit, since they
are treated differently.

Since the memory bits inside
the 4116 RAMs are physically
stored in an array of 128 rows
and 128 columns, seven of the
address bits are used to select
one of the 128 rows, while the
other seven select one of the 128
columns. The two timing signals
that control the multiplexing of
these two address parts onto
the same seven memory IC pins
are called CAE, Column Address
Enable, and RAE, Row Address
Enable.

In normal operation, the CPU
puts a 16-bit address, consisting
of bits AO through A15, on the
address bus. Of these 16 bits, 14
(AO through A13) are separated
into row and column addresses.
When the low CAE Signal comes,
bits 6 through 12 are gated
through ICs U49 and U51 to the
memory; this is the column ad-
dress circuitry shown in Fig. 2.

A fraction of a microsecond
later, the RAE Signal arrives and
lets bits AO through A5 go
through U48 to become the row
address (see Fig. 3). It looks as
though the bits get scrambled
on their way to the memory
chips, but this doesn't matter. If
a number is stored in a "wrong"
location, it will later be read
back from the same "wrong"
location, so the order of address
bits doesn't matter as long as
the same order is used during
reading as during writing.

The 4116 ICs require 14 ad-
dress inputs, but only 13 are ac-
tually supplied from the address
bus because the les hold 16K.
This requires 14 address bits

+SV

~.I

LOW
8KSELE

(since 214 is 16K), while this

board uses them only as 8K
memories (and 213is 8K).

Although only 13 bits are avail-
able, the les still require 14 bits,
even if they are defective. So an
extra 14th dummy bit is gener-
ated on board, using one of two
jumpers: jumper E1, if used, will
always make that bit a 1; while
jumper E2, if used, will always
make it a O. This bit is fed
through another part of U51,
gated by a signal called 8KSELE,
and becomes the seventh bit of
the row address. 8KSELE is a
Signal that goes on (low) most of
the time CAE is not on.
This is also shown in Fig. 3.

Why two jumpers, and how
are they chosen? I mentioned
earlier that the 8K chips are real-
ly defective 16K chips. Only half
-either the upper 8K or lower
8K-is good. These chips are
sorted out by Motorola, which
makes sure that all the chips on
a given board have the same
half good. The extra bit gener-
ated by the jumper determines
which half of each chip is actu-
ally used on that board. On my
board, jumper E1 was in and
made that extra bit a 1 ... upper
half good.

If your board had chips with a
good lower half, then jumper E1
would be missing, and jumper
E2 wou Id make that extra bit a O.
By looking at E1 and E2, you can
tell which half of your memory
res is good.

When I bought my board with
just 16K installed, jumper E1
was installed. When r got the
16K add-on kit, nobody asked
me which jumper I had! I rea-
soned that all the add-on les
had to be good. That way, re-
gardless of where the jumper
was, the additional les would

"------'-" B::..:IT---+17 BITS TO

f--- --".6.!CBI-'-'TS'---_•••~ MEMORY ARRA YAS-}AO

LOW
RAE

Fig. 3. Address path during Row Address Enable.
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still be using a good half. (There
was a period when the 16K add-
on was installed at the factory
and you had to send the board
back for a retrofit if you wanted
to change from 16K to 32K. It is
possible that these added chips
were bad ones.)

To tell whether you have good

Fig. 4, is controlled by a REF,
Refresh, signal, which is present
during phase 1 of the clock
when the board is not being
used for reading or writing.
Thus, refreshing is squeezed be-
tween actual reading and writ-
ingof memory data.

Now note that the refresh ad-
or bad chips on your board, sirn- dress from the refresh counter
ply move the jumper, wherever it
is, to the other position and run
a memory test. If all of your 32K
tests OK, all your chips are
good. If 16K tests OK while the
other 16K makes errors, you
have some good and some bad
ICs; If all of it fails the memory
test, then all the ICs are bad (i.e.,
only half bad).

Continue to look at Fig. 1. Dy-
namic memory ICs must be re-
freshed at periodic intervals.
The 4116 needs refreshing at
least once every two millisec-
onds by addressing each row of
the IC, one at a time. A program
that was active enough to race
all through memory fast enough
to touch each row at least once
every two milliseconds would re-
quire no additional refreshing.
In general, though, our pro-
grams can't be guaranteed to do
that, so special refreshing cir-
cuitry is needed.

The SWTP board has two bi-
nary 7493 counters, U45 and
U46, which continuously count
up during operation. Six of their
outputs are fed through U47, an-
other 8T97, to six of thelC ad-
dress lines. This path, shown in

REFRESH
COUNTER

only consists of six bits; the sev-
enth bit comes from jumper E1
or E2 via U51 and is always ei-
ther 0 or 1. Thus, on this 32K
board, only one half of each IC is
really refreshed. The "bad," or
unused, half is not. This has to
be changed to extend the board
past 321<.

Continue through Fig. 1. In
the upper left of the diagram is
the. board selection circuitry,
which generates a board select
signal called BRDSEL. This cir-
cuit starts with three inverters,
which invert VMA (valid memory
address) and address bits A15
and A14. Going through another
set of jumpers, they go to an
AND gate in U42, which gener-
ates the BRDSEL signal.

Fig. 5 shows what the jumper
does. When in the 16K position
(see Fig. 5a), BRDSEL is gener-
ated only when VMA is high and
A15 and A14 are both high; this
requires that A15 andA14 both
be low, which means that only
addresses starting with 00 bits
will generate BRDSEL. This
covers hex addresses from
$0000 up to $3FFF, or the first
16K.

LOW
REF

Fig. 4. Address path during refreshing.

U42

VMA~4SII 13

AI5 ~ 12 BROSEL

Ai4

(A) 16K 80ARD

VMA~. i3

_. I 12 BRD~EL

Ai5

Fig. 5. BRDSEL Board Select logic for 16K and 32K.

(8) 32K 80ARD
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+5V NO CHANGE

ill FROM
U43 PIN9

AI4FAOM
U43 PIN 7

NO CHANGE
{JUMPER E4,32KJ

(A) 48K MODIFICATION

NO CHANGE

BADSEL AI5 FROM------1(
U43 PIN 9 !

BREAK
PATH

NO CHANGE
(JUMPER E4. 32K)

Fig. 7. BROSEL modification.

(8) 64K MODIFICATION

Modifications

Up until now, we have just
looked at how this board works.
From now on, I'll discuss how to
change it. Do not make any
changes to this board unless
you fully understand what's in-
volved and are thoroughly famil-
iar with digital circuits and the
operation of your system. I don't
want to get a batch of broken
memory boards in. the mail to
fix'

Once again, you are on your
own. I do not guarantee any of
the following modifications. I
have only made the one modifi-
cation to extend my board to
48K; all other changes de-
scribed are based on an analy-
sis of the circuit diagram fur-
nished by SWTP, not on actual
experience with this board.

BRDSEL modifications. The

BRDSEL circuit is set up for
either 16K or 32K addressing. If
you are extending the board to
48K or 64K, see the mods shown
in Fig. 7.

Break the path bringing A15
from U43, pin 9, to U42, pin 1. For
48K, add a 74LS32 OR gate as
shown, and for64Kjust connect
U42, pin 1, to pin 2. In both
cases, use jumper E4, set for
32K operation.

In Fig. 7a, pin 1 of U42 will be
high whenever either A 15 or A14
is high, which means that either
A14 or A15 must be a O.This cor-
responds to all addresses from
$0000 through $BFFF. Both of
these address bits are 1 only for
addresses above $COOO.

In Fig. 7b, A14 and A15 are
both disconnected from U42,
and pins 1 and 2 are both held
high through jumper E4. Thus,

CONNECTOR the board will be selected all the
time, regardless of the address.

Fig. 6. Ie placement on the GP (group) select modifica-

With the jumper in the 32K po-
sition, A14 is taken out of the cir-
cuit, to give the result of Fig. 5b.
Now bit A14 is no longer impor-
tant, and only A15 has to be O.
This enables the board for all ad-
dresses starting with a 0 bit, or
hex addresses $0000 through
$7FFF. Extending this board
past 32K means modifying this
circuit too.

Finally, look at the top right
corner of Fig. 1. This circuitry
generates four signals, which
SWTP calls -RAS1,RAS2, RAS3
and RAS4. I think a better name
would be GP1 through GP4, for
Group 1 through Group 4, since
these signals select a group of
eight ICs on the board. As Fig. 6
shows, the 32 memory ICs on
the board are placed there in
four vertical groups oi.eight. The
GP1 signal selects the eight ICs
of Group 1, and so on. In this.
way, any memory read, write or
refresh only affects one group
of ICs at any given time.

When a board is used with
just 16K of memory, 16 ICs are
installed in Group 1 and 2 sock-
ets; Group 3 and 4 sockets are
empty. In this case, the board is
disabled when A14 is high, so
the A14 input to U40B, which
eventually winds up at U50 to
generate the GP signals, does
nothing. Only GP1 and GP2 sig-
nals are generated. In a 32K
board, A 14 is used, so the board
generates all four GP signals.
This is another circuit that may
have to be changed if we modify

'" "a. a. a. a.
OJ => => =>~ ffi ffi ffio

board.

the board for a nonstandard
memory configuration.

tions. Modifications to the GP
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Fig .. 8. Modifying the GP cir-
cuits for a 32K board using 24
ICs.

circuit are more complicated be-
cause they depend on exactly
how you configure the board.
Let's discuss a couple of possi-
bilities.

1. 32K board using only 16
good ICs. Plug all the good les
into Group 1 and 2 sockets,
leave Group 3 and 4 sockets
empty. Break the path from
U40B, pin 6, to U50, pin 3, and
ground pin 3. Doing this dis-
ables the GP3 and GP4 signals
and selects Group 1when A 14 is
a 0 and Group 2 when A14 is a 1.

2. 32K board using 16 bad res
and eight good les. Plug the 16
bad les into Group 1 and 2 sock-
ets, plug the eight good les into
Group 3, then cut the paths to
U50, pi ns 11 and 12, and insert
an AND gate as shown in Fig. 8.
Pins 11 and 12 formerly pro-
duced the GP3 and GP4 signals.
Now whenever either of these
signals is low, the AND gate will
produce GP3 and enable the
good les plugged into the Group
3 sockets.

3. 48K board using 16 bad lCs
and 16 good lCs. Plug the 16
good lCs into Group 1 and 2 and
plug the 16 bad les into Group 3
and 4 sockets. Don't change any
wiring in the Group selection cir-
cuitry.

4. 64K board using 32 good
les. Plug the good les into all
sockets and make no changes
in the Group selection circuits.

Upper/lower half bit selection.
Jumpers E1 and E2 select which
half of the memory les you use.
With a standard board, only the
upper or lower half is used. For
this reason, the jumper at the in-
put to pin 12 of U51 normally al-
ways supplies either 0 or 1 as
the selection bit. As soon as you
start using some good memory
lCs and want to use both the up-
per half as well as the lower half,
you must remove this jumper
and supply an address bit there

possibilities, depending on ex-
actly what board configuration
you use.

1.' 32K board with 16 good
les.Remove jumpers E1 and E2,
and instead connect U51, pin 12,
to U43, pin 7. This connects A14
to this bit and uses one half of
memory in the lower 16K (when
A14 is 0) and the other half in the
upper 16K (when A14 is 1).

2. 32K board with 16 bad ICs
and eight good lCs. This modifi-
cation is done in two ways, de-
pending on whether your bad
les have a good lower half or
good upper half.

a. Good lower half (jumper E2
was originally installed). Re-
move both E1 and E2 and con-
nect a NOR gate as shown in
Fig. 9a. With this mod, if either
A14 or A13 is 0, this extra ad-
dress bit will be 0 and the lower
half will be used. If both A14 and
A 13 are 1 (which includes ad-
dresses $6000 through $7FFF),
then we will use the upper half
of the good les.

b.Good upper half (jumper
E1 was originally installed). Re-
move both E1 and E2 and con-
nect an OR gate as shown in Fig.
9b. This does the opposite of the
above and uses the upper half
everywhere except between ad-
dress $6000 and $7FFF.

3. 48Kboard with 16 good les
and 16 bad les. This again de-
pends on which half of the bad
les is good.

a. Good lower half (jumper E2
originally installed). Remove
both E1 and E2 and connect pin
12 ofU51 to A15 at U43, pin 10.
This selects the lower half of all
les for the first 32K and then se-
lects the upper half of the good
ICs for the last 16K.

b. Good upper half (jumper
E1 originally installed). Remove
both E1 and E2 and connect pin
12 of U51 to A15 at U43, pin 9.
This does the exact opposite of
the above.

4. 64K board using 32 good
les. Remove both E1 and E2 and
connect pin 12 of U51 to A15 at
U43, pin 9. This uses the upper
half of all les for the first 32K
and the lower half for the sec-
ond 32K.

Another interesting possibil-
ity is to configure the 64K board
as two 32K boards with bank

instead. Again, there are many switching under program con-

trol, If you remove bothEl and
E2,and instead connect pin 12
of U51 to a PIA output pin, then
you can switch from the lower
32K to the upper 32K under pro-
gram control. This allows you to
hold a different program in each
32K, and under program control
switch from one to the other.

One use is time-sharing. One
32K"board" could hold a BASIC
interpreter and user program;
while the other could hold PILOT,
for instance. A timer could gen-
erate interrupts at periodic inter-
vals, and an· interrupt service
routine in high memory-an 8K
board at address AOOO-BFFF,
for instance-could switch from
one to the other at every inter-
rupt. This is similar to what
SWTP does with their multi-user
board, except they switch only
the lower 4K of memory. By
swapping an entire 32K block,
we could 'switch not only users,
but also languages. If this were
done right, both users could ac-
cess disk files or run programs
without even being aware of
each other's presence on the
system.

Refresh circuit modifications.
As I mentioned before, the orig-
inal SWTP 32K circuit only re-
freshes the "good" half of mem-
o~.Assoonasyouexpandthe
board in any configuration other
than its standard one, you must
change the refreshing circuitry.

Forgetting to do this gives
some interesting effects. Al-
though dynamic memory IC
spec sheets specify refreshing
every two milliseconds, in most
cases the 4116 RAMs will re-

Ai4~ _TOU51

Ai3~PINI2

(A) GOOD LOWER HALF

member data for a second or
two. It's' strange to use the M
command of the monitor to load
something into a location, see it
there and a few seconds later
find it's gone.

To make this modification,
first disconnect the 8KSELE sig-
nal from U51, pin 15, and con-
nect pin 15 instead to RAE at
U48, pin 1. Substituting RAE in-
stead of 8KSELE lets the seventh
bit from U51 provide an actual
memory address, but discon-
nects it from tbe memory lCs
during refresh.

Then add the circuit of Fig. 10
to provide this bit during refresh-
ing. This circuit adds a 7473 flip-
flop to the refresh counter; this
lengthens the refresh counter
so it can provide a seven-bit row
address. The 74367 (or equiva-
lent) Tri-state buffer then con-
nects that bit to the seventh
memory address line during re-
freshing.

If you are using 16 good les to
provide 32K of memory, then
this circuit is simpler. As you
can see in ·Fig. 1, breaking the
path from U40B, pin 6, to U50,
pin 3, takes U40B out of the cir-
cuit; in essence, this prevents
one bit of the refresh counter
(pin 9 of U45) from being used.
This bit can now be used instead
of having to add the 7473 flip-
flop shown in Fig. 10. Simply
omit this flip-flop and connect
directly from U45, bit 9, to pin 2
of the 74367 (or equivalent) IC
that you are adding.

How to Make These Changes

have found several useful

Ai4~TOU51
m~PINI2

Fig. 9. Bit selection lor 32K board WIth 24 ICs

(B) GOOD UPPER HALF

7473
OR
74LS73

+5V

74367, 74 LS367.
74368, 74LS368,
8097, 8T97. OR 8098

+5V

TO E4 SIDE
OF .IK RESISTOR

TO U51
PIN 7

REF

FROM U47 PIN r

Fig. 10. Refresh counter addition
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tricks in modifying this board. I
cut a circuit trace in two spots,
about 1/8 inch apart, by cutting
through with a razor blade.
Then, to make sure that the
break is really there, I scrape off
the disconnected piece of cop-
per between the two cuts with
the hot tip of a soldering iron.
This leaves a clean break that is
easy to see if you want to repair
it at some later time.

There is a spare 16-pin IC po-
sition in the upper left corner of
the board into which you can
·mount an extra new IC you may

want. As to the others, I general-
ly put a pot of hot-melt glue on
the top of an IC and then tack it
down, pins up, against the un-
derside of the board. In this
case, I tacked them down right
under an existing IC, making
sure to position them in the
same direction as the ICs they
were under. The 74367 (which is
pin compatible with the 8T97 it
was mounted under) had its pin
7 and pin 14 (ground and Vcc
power) connected with short
wire jumpers to the same pins of
the IC just above. This pro-

cedure makes power connec-
tions a breeze.

For wiring, I use a combina-
tion of wire-wrapping and sol-
dering. I use a hand wire-wrap
tool and some pre-cut wrap-type
wire (available in a combination
package from O.K. Machine and
Tool Corp., 3455 Conner St.,
Bronx NY 10475). I wind two or
three turns of the wire around
one of the IC pins with the tool,
cut off the excess and then put a
spot of solder on to hold it. I then

. tack-solder the other end of the
wire to the appropriate spot on

the board. This has worked out
well in a lot of projects.
(Although many people like the
kind of wire whose insulation
melts when you solder it, I feel
that it takes too much heat to
melt it ... too dangerous to
fragile boards and com-
ponents.)

Now that we have examined
the various ways to modify your
32K memory board you may
wonder what you can do with it.
Next month we will look at the
many factors that determine its
operation .•

Forgot to renew?
Need a gift in a hurry?
Want to order a book?
Remed~ the situation
immediatel~ at our e~pense.
Call us toll-free and let us help ~ou.

is HARD COpy STORAGE G problvm?
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTlNG, as
thick as it is. is more like a floppy
when it comes to standing on the
bookshelf. Try the KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING Library Shelf
Boxes ... sturdy corrugated white
dirt-resistant cardboard boxes
which will keep them from flopping
around. We have self-sticking labels
for the boxes. too. not only for
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING, but
also for 73 Magazine, 80 MICRO·
COMPUTING ... and for CQ, QST,
Ham Radio, Personal Computing, Radio Electronics, Inter-
face Age, and Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want
with your box order. They hold a full year of KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING, 80 MICROCOMPUTING .... or 73
Magazine. Your magazine library is your prime reference:
keep it handy and keep it neat with these strong library
shelf boxes. One box (BX-I 000) is $2.00. 2-7 boxes (BX-
100 I) are $1.50 each. and eight or more boxes (BX-I 002)
are $1.25 each. Be sure to specify which labels we should
send. Have your credit card handy and call our toll-free
order number 800-258-5473. or use the order card in the
back of the magazine and mail to:

kilobaud TM

MICROCOMPUTING
peterborough nh 03458
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Microfilm copies of
Kilobaud Microcomputing
are available and may be
purchased from University
Microfilms, a Xerox com-
pany, 300 N. Zeeb Rd.,
Ann Arbor MI 48106_

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your
order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

MICROCOMPUTING BINDERS • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

~6~ <BINDERS~ --.- --_ ..

Keep your library of Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTINGfrom loss or
damage in these handsomely appointed binders with rich blue
covers and gold lettering. Each binder holds 11 issues, making
an EXCELLENTREFERENCEHAND800K. Several binders form a
quality library you can be proud of.

Order yours today ...

only $6.50 each (8N1011) ... 1 for $11.00 (8N1011)



RONDURE COMPANY DAi5~1s~~~;~~~~235ttll~cemoufer room
214-630-4621 ~
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SPECIAL GE TERMINET
Printer for your Microcomputer 300 PRINTER

Pin feed-9" paper

• 80 Print positions
• Receive only
• ASCIIcode
• RS-232interface
.30 CPS
• Upper& lowercase
•Shipping wt. 75#

Shipping containers $15_00.
(used)

(good working condition)

Will run on serial RS232 port of most
micros including TRS·80.

$450.00

ASCII Keyboard
(used)

with enclosure

SALE $15.00

New
RS232 Connectors

WE HAVE FLAT-PACK
ACOUSTIC

Male-3.50
Female - 4.50
Covers -1.75

DATEL SELECTRIC
(IBM Selectric Mechanism)

ASCII SELECTRIC

$925.00
INCLUDING CABLE FOA
TAS·80 & SHIPPING BOX

Printer Mechanism: Heavy duty
188, Series 745.
Weight: 60 Ibs.
Print Speed(8characters persee-
ond)
Platen: 15"wide, pin feed or form
feed device optional (132 print
pesittons).
Parallel output only 8 characters
per second accepts 7 bit ASCII
parallel w/strobe & prints on
Selectric. Theunit still worksas a
typewriter in off-line mode.

TESTED WITH
NEW
ASCII

ELECTRONI CS

4" Muffin - 8.00
3" Sprite - 3.00

ASCII Selectric with ASCII parallel electronics.

$40.00

Modem pickup

*SALE
USED FANS

MICRO SWITCH KEYBOARD

USED BUT LOOKS VERY NICE

USED
POWER SUPPLY

$15.00

$1950

(WITH PRINT)

NEW
CAT
MODEM
195.00

USED OMNITEK
MODEM

USED MI2
ANS./ORIG.
149.00

V 5,12, ·12
A 3, 6, 3

ORDERING INFORMATION,
We ship the same day we receive a certified check or money order.
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Please call if you have a question.
Write for our CATALOG of many parts, terminals, printers, ete.
All items subject to availability. Your money returned jf we are out
of stock.

V 5, 16.5, 6,-3
A 12, 6, 2, 1

NEW
POWER
SUPPLY
25.00

SHIPPING INFORMATION,
Modems, $2.00 each, 2 for $4.00 UPS.
Large Items & Parts, Specify Freight or Air Freight Collect
Foreign Orders, Add appropriate freight or postage.
We now take Master Charge and Visa orders. Specify full number,
bank number and expiration date.
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Do the Job for a Lot Less

Use an Exidy word-processing system. (This one has a Comprint printer; see review, p. 56.)

Steven Guralnick
Kyriakis & Guralnick, Attorneys-at-Law
15 Southgate Ave., Suite 246
Daly City CA 94015

This article describes how we acquired,
set up and put into operation an excel-

lent word processor for a modest price:
about $3000 plus the cost of a typewriter.

We are attorneys engaged in general
practice in a small community south of San
Francisco. There are two attorneys and one
secretary. We turn out about 2000 letters a
year and hundreds of pages of wills, leases
and contracts.

Our biggest problem in document pro-
duction is drafts. A seven- or eight-page will
may go through two or three versions be-
fore the client approves it. Worse, a client
may have given us erroneous information
(such as misspelling an heir's name), and
the majority of the will may have to be re-
done.

Certain agreement documents such as
contracts and leases almost always require
several versions before the parties are will-
ing to sign them. We were increasingly ty-
ing up our secretary on retypings.

Over a year ago, we started looking for a
word processor for our office. We dis-
covered that the large companies wanted
what seemed a fortune for an office system.
We also discovered that earlier models of
word processors were just starting to go on
the used market for reasonable prices, but
to our way of thinking, they were just type-
writers anyway.

Another, essential, consideration was
user control of the system and quality of the
documents it was producing. We had to
have a system that we could rely on to pro-
duce the same, error-free text on each oc-
casion. The horror for any professional us-
ing a word processor is that a line may drop
out somewhere or a word suddenly disap-
pears, producing what is euphemistically
referred to as a "scrivener's error," but what
is better described as a potential malprac-
tice action.
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I had absolutely no experience with com-
puters, but I did have an HP-97 program-
mable calculator for which I had written
several programs. I also started reading
magazines with an emphasis on microcom-
puters. The prices seemed right, but most
software required a disk operating system,
which would automatically run up the initial
price.

With all of this in mind, we started the
"great hunt," and, finally, we have our sys-
tem in. It is probably the most inexpensive
word processor available, and, best of all, it
works! A secretary can quickly learn to op-
erate it.

The Hardware

We have installed the following:
1. A 32K Exidy Sorcerer with the Word

Processor Pac (Exidy, Inc., 390 Java Drive,

Sunnyvale CA 94086).
2. A Leedex monitor (Video 100).
3. A Comprint 912 printer, equipped with

a parallel board designed for the Exidy.
(Computer Printers International, Inc., 340
E. Middlefield Road, Mountain View CA
94043).

4. A Sanyo Memoscriber cassette dicta-
tion machine, model 8000A.

5. An IBM Selectric II typewriter, equipped
with an Escon typewriter interface unit
(Escon Products, Inc., 171 Mayhew Way,
Pleasant Hill CA 94523).

The Exidy Sorcerer is a production-line
model, equipped with 32K RAM. For those
of you who have never heard of the Sorcer-
er, here is a quick summary.

The Sorcerer has a Z-80 CPU that is in a
common enclosure with the keyboard. It
will handle dual cassette units, with or with-
out motor control, at 1200 or 300 baud. It is
equipped with a parallel port and a serial
port stated by Exidy to be RS-232. We found
that the Comprint would not run on the seri-
al port at a speed in excess of 300 baud.
Also, the Escon typewriter interface would
not run on the serial port. We suggest that
you check out any serial peripheral before
you buy it.

The system outputs the full ASCII set, up-
percase and lowercase. In addition to using
it as a word processor, you can also pro-
gram it in BASIC and other languages, de-
pending on the peripherals. The unit also
accommodates an S-100 bus. We contem-
plate the purchase of the bus to increase
the memory capacity to 48K. We are told
that Exidy is coming out with a 48K unit
shortly. That extra memory will be helpful
on long documents.

The Comprint is a compact, fast printer
that prints a fully formed (9 x 12) dot matrix
character readout on aluminized paper; we
have heard that a white-surfaced paper will
become available. (Meanwhile, the alumi-
nized paper makes excellent photocopies
on a xerographic or electrostatic copier.) It
comes with a parallel board that has been
modified for the Exidy. It will plug directly
into the Exidy parallel port upon fabrication
of a cable, a task most computer shops can
perform.

It runs at incredible speed. We ran 450
lines through it in a few seconds short of
three minutes. We use it for all draft work,
and the copies have been acceptable to all
reviewing parties. In fact, we have used a
photocopy of the Comprint printouts as an
original on more than one occasion. The
Comprint can be leased or rented from
Leasametric (1164 Triton Dr., Foster City CA
94404, 1-800-227-0280); the monthly rent-
al is low, and it keeps down the initial in-
vestment.

In the office we already had a Sanyo
Memoscriber, a cassette dictation machine
that has worked well with the Exidy. It is ex-
pensive, about $400, and I am not suggest-
ing that this has to be used. However, it is
essential to get a machine that works un-
failingly with the Exidy, and not every cas-
sette does. Be sure to check this out before
committing yourself to buying a tape unit.

The Escon typewriter interface sells for
about $600, depending on the length of the
cable, etc., including installation. It con-
sists of an external, 12 x 8 x 5 inch inter-
face box that plugs into the parallel port of



The Exidy Word Processor at work. (Photo by Ctein Photography)

the Exidy. Solenoids are installed inside the
typewriter. The exterior dimensions of the
typewriter are not changed, and no modifi-
cation of the typewriter is required. Escon
has a letter from IBM, which states that
new-machine warranties and service agree-
ments are not voided by the installation.

The interface recognizes the full ASCII
set and converts it to the language code of
the Selectric. (Escon tells me that it is also
compatible with the Remington SR-101
typewriter.)

The output rate has been set low: 12.5
characters per second, or about five sec-
onds per line. The key matching has been
set for the American Standard keyboard, al-
though Escon will furnish special PROMs
for $25 for special Selectric elements, such
as foreign languages.

The printer turned out to be one of our
biggest problems in setting up the system.
For one thing, the price for so-called "daisy
wheel" printers is high. For another, we
wanted to be able to manually add some
text to a machine-printed document, if nec-
essary, which meant that a full keyboard
was a must. (Our typewriter is fully operable
manually.)

Also, there was thematter of service. We
have been able to persuade our local type-
writer house to service the typewriter for us.
However, with the print output so low, we
need a high-speed printer for drafts, and
having the alternative printer keeps down
the wear and tear on the typewriter.

The Selectric II is better suited for this ap-
plication than the Selectric I. You can print
more pages without changing the cartridge

on the Selectric II than you can on the older
model.

The Software

The word-processing program is con-
tained in a "word-processing pac," which
looks a little like the cartridge in a video
game. It plugs into the side of the CPU; no
additional interfacing is required.

The WP works in two modes: EDIT, the
most frequently used, and COMMAND. In
EDIT, a blinking cursor travels across the
middle of the screen on an edit line. The text
is typed at the cursor point, and as the text
appears on the screen the cursor travels
across with it. When the end of the line is
reached, the cursor drops a line, goes to the
left and continuously brings in the next line
of the text being typed.

The user has total control over editing.
The text can be scrolled up or down, past
the cursor, and changes can
be made quickly. The text
can be easily expanded to in-
sert new material, or old text
can simply be typed over.
The insertion of a new para-
graph, for example, requires
pressing only one key. All
text to the right and below
the cursor is pushed down,
and any amount of material
can be added. When the text
is closed, all text moves up
and wraps around the inser-
tion.

Deletions are accom-
plished by pressing a delete

key, which places a mark over the text to be
removed. Pressing the clear delete key
wipes all text so marked. All old text wraps

around to fill in the gap.
A brilliant touch is that most of the text-

editing functions are performed on the
touch pad in the right-hand corner of the
console. (See Fig. 1. Note that, unlike many
other systems, no dual-key operation is re-
quired. The control key never has to be used
in this system.) Arkay Engravers, Inc., 2073
Newbridge Road, Bellmore NY 11710, sells
a set of replacement keys with the editing
commands engraved on them. The keys
come in red, black, beige, blue or gray and
cost $9.50 for the complete set or $6.50
without the arrows, postage paid.

COMMAND Mode Functions

At the top of the screen is a continuous
readout of the line number and character
count for the line. Available memory can be
determined by typing "m" in the COM-
MAND mode. The system does handstands
when it is in the COMMAND mode. In that
mode, overall control is obtained, gross
changes can be made and the format is set
up for printing. A partial list of functions fol-
lows.

SEARCH AND REPLACE: This function
enables the user to hunt for an existing
string in text, for example, "JOHN J.
JONES," and replace it, for example, with
"JOHN R. JONES." Two options are avail-
able: the user can automatically replace the
old string with the new one or, by inserting
an asterisk in the command, the search
stops at each find of the old string. If the us-
er wishes to replace the old string, he can
press the RETURN key. The old string is re-
placed and the hunt continues for the next
"find." If the user does not wish to repl,ace
the old string, he can press the space bar,
and the old string will be left intact and the
hunt will continue. If the asterisk is omitted,
the old strings will all be replaced automati-
cally, with no opportunity for the user to in-
tervene. Without user intervention, the sys-
tem will replace dozens of strings in a split

t
INDENT CURSOR UP

EXPANDI
CLOSE CURSOR CURSOR

TEXT LEFT RIGHT

SCAN CURSOR
CURSOR DOWN

t
EDITI SOFT CLEAR DELETE
COMMAND HYPHEN DELETE TEXT

Fig. 1. Numeric pad as used with the word processor.
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second; we then have to figure out where
the changes have taken place.

The total number of combined characters
for search and replace is about 120, and the
system will search over 200 times without
the necessity of having to reenter the com-
mand.

DELETE: By entering a "d" in the COM-
MAND mode, followed by the number of
lines to be deleted (or no number if all text
below the cursor is to go), you can remove
the text below the cursor. If more than
about 1000 characters are to go, the pro-
gram gives the user an opportunity to
change his mind. This function is extremely
helpful in removing several lines at a time
and does not require use of the rubout key.
The DELETE routine is a valuable function
in wholesale editing. We use it for setting
up customized documentation where, for
example, 5000 characters on a master doc-
ument will not be needed for the particular
job we are doing.

KILL FILE: To kill a file of text, the user
types "k" in the COMMAND mode. The pro-
gram causes "really?" to come on, and if
"y" is typed, the entire file is killed. How-
ever, text that is placed in the holding buffer
remains and can be brought out of hold po-
sition and worked with.

HOLDING BUFFER: Built in is a holding
buffer that will hold and separate from the
editing buffer any amount of text up to the
total memory of the system. To use it just
type "hn" in the COMMAND mode, where
"n" is the number of lines below the cursor
to be held. (If no "n" is entered, the hold will
be of all text below the cursor to the bottom
of the file.)

When the RETURN key is pressed, the
text to be held disappears from the screen.
It can be brought back anywhere in the text
by positioning the cursor, typing "u" and
pressing the RETURN key. Most important,
it can be brought back repeatedly, if the
amount of text in the holding buffer does
not exceed 50 percent of the available mem-
ory. If it does exceed this amount, the buffer
will empty itself.

We use the hold routine for duplicating
clauses. The routine also has potential for
multiple copies of form letters and mail
merge routines. "HO" clears the holding
buffer.

PAGE TITLING: The page titling, includ-
ing page numbering, is one of the weak
points of the system. Page numbering is at
the top of the page, not the bottom. This
means that if the first page is not num-
bered, the menu has to be changed in text
to eliminate the numbering for page 1. How-
ever, as a practical matter, it is of no conse-
quence. On the typewriter print, the opera-
tor only has to strike the page number as
the page is taken from the machine. The
Comprint can be set to automatically spit
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out eight blank lines between every 58 lines
of print, and the paging can be quickly done
manually at that point.

TAB SETIINGS: To set tab stops, the us-
er only has to press "z" in the COMMAND
mode, and the tab matrix comes onto the
screen and looks much like a typewriter tab
line. Tabs can be set across a 120 character
line, and 60 tab stops are possible. (CR es·
capes back to text.) Pressing TAB key
moves the cursor just as the same key
would move the typing element on a type-
writer. (The movement of the cursor by the
TAB key places space marks in the indenta-
tions.)

SOFT HYPHEN: There are two hyphen
keys in the system. One is the regular hy-
phen in the upper-right portion of the key-
board and is referred to as a hard hyphen. It
is used to hyphenate words that should al-
ways be hyphenated, such as mother-in-
law, irrespective of the position of the word
in the text.

The soft hyphen is on the edit pad and
sets up an optional hyphen. Suppose, for
example, that the user is typing the word
"ambidextrous" and that word is likely to
end up near the end of the line. If the word
will not fit within the line length in the final
edition, the processor will normally pick up
the entire word and move it to the next line.
If it is only one character too long, there will
be a hole at the end of the previous line elev-
en characters wide. If the soft hyphen key
has broken the work at "arnbi," the program
will break the word at that point if it has to
break the word at all. If the word ends up in
the text so that it does not have to be bro-
ken the program will remove the hyphen.
This is an extremely useful device for clean-
ing up the right edge of text, with or without
the use of the right-edge justification tor-
mat. The soft hyphen can be entered at the
time the text is being entered, or it can be
done later.

LINE LENGTH: The line length can be
changed at any time. (Default is 63 charac-
ters, which size conveniently happens to be
the screen width and also matches a typical
typewritten line.) All that is necessary to im-
mediately change the line length is to type
"In" in the COMMAND mode, where "n" is
the desired length (up to 120). A special ver-
tical dashed line appears at the right edge
of the screen and reflects the new length.
(The character counter also counts any
longer line.)

This feature would seem to have special
application for professionals such as ac-
countants and statisticians working with
figures. Financial statements or tables ot-
ten use printing on the long side of an 11
inch or 14 inch page; if the typewriter platen
will accommodate that length, this feature
can be of great value to such persons.

PRINT FORMATTING: The format for

printing can be adjusted in numerous ways.
Space between the lines, right-edge justifi·
cation, spaces at the end of a page can all
be set on the print menu. In addition, many
of the format options can be set (or
changed) in text.

GRAPHIC MARKS: There is a series of
graphic marks, which .are laid down in text
by means of pressing the graphic key and a
number from 1 to 9. Some of them are used
for special purposes, and I will omit refer-
ence to them here. However, some are so
fundamental that we would not have pur-
chased the system if their functions had not
been available.

Graphic 5 is the instruction to set up a
change of format during execution of a
print. For example, all that is necessary to
change from single to double space during
the print lc to expand the text and insert on
the left edge (GR5) I I I I 02(CR). When the
print reaches that line, it reverts internally
to the print menu, skips the first four items
(because those are shown as slashes), and
when it encounters the "02," it changes the
setting for the number of returns between
the lines from whatever it was to "2." From
that point forward you get double-spaced
text until you want to change it again. Other
changes that can be made are lines per
page, number of returns at page end, page
titling (on or off), indentation, right-edge
justification (on or off). The mark is saved
on tape and, once inserted in text, stays
there until deleted, but it is not printed.

Graphic 9 places a stop mark in the text
for stopping a long deletion and putting
special holds into the holding buffer. This is
helpful when the deletion or hold is to the
middle of a line or is in the middle of text
and is so long that it is not practical to
count lines.

Other graphic marks are designed for
form feed, merge routines and so forth.
However, a couple of them are useful for
print control. Graphic 8 will stop the print
completely. Graphic 3 will stop the print
temporarily, and it can then be started
again by tapping the space bar. (It is my un-
derstanding that Exidy is coming out with
an updated manual that should explain the
workings of all the graphic keys in more de-
tail.)

MACRO-PROGRAMMING: It is possible
to write in a program at the end of text that
will cause the system to go into automatic
execution of a series of commands. All that
is necessary is to key in a series of instruc-
tions, each followed by a press of the RE-
TURN key. When they are finished, they can
be placed into a special macro-buffer and
then executed repeatedly. This is valuable
for two-column printing and multiple prints.
The possibilities are endless, and the sys-
tem, according to the manual, will take up
to 512 characters.



CASSETTE READIWRITE: Our system
stores and plays back text on cassette. The
process is quite simple but requires some
attention to detail.

There are two methods of cassette read/
write: with and without motor control. We
are using only non-motor control. If the user
wishes to save text on tape, the tape unit is
turned on in the record mode, and the user
types "W/c2" in the COMMAND mode and

presses the RETURN key. The program then
asks for a filename and, in non-motor opera-
tion, the digit "0" is entered, and a filename,
if desired, followed again by the RETURN
key. The text then starts down the pipe
to the cassette unit. When it is finished, the
screen will show the number of characters
of text saved and return the text to the
screen. The cassette can then be turned off.

To play text back to the computer, the us-
er types "r" in the COMMAND mode, fol-
lowed by the RETURN key and, when the
program asks for a filename, types a slash
(/) and the RETURN key. Then the cassette
unit is turned on in play mode and the text
comes into the computer. When the text is
fully loaded, the phrase "END OF FILE" ap-
pears on the screen and the text comes up
on the screen. If there is an error on the
tape, the read stops and "DEVICE ERROR"
appears, followed by whatever text was
loaded .

To make all the above happen, the user
must have a good, reliable tape unit. It must
be well shielded. When tape is being re-
corded, static-producing equipment may
place a glitch or two on the tape, and on
playback, "DEVICE ERROR" may show up
instead of "END OF FILE." (Don't turn on a

. buzz saw while you are recording tape.)
To protect ourselves from losing text, we

use the holding buffer to hold a short docu-
ment and then make sure the tape comes in
error-free. If not, we pull it out of the buffer
and rerecord it. For a long document, we
type "1/" when the computer asks for file-
name and then record it. The user then
types "100 r5/d20" when reading the tape
back and presses the RETURN key when
there is a request for a filename. After the
cassette is turned on and starts to play
back the text, the computer continuously
reads the text back five lines at a time, de-
letes it and signals "END OF FILE" if the
tape is error-free. It also askstor a filename,
which is ignored (if not in motor operation)
by pressing the ESCAPE key. If there are
some glitches on the tape, "DEVICE ER-
ROR" will appear and we rerecord.

Good maintenance of the cassette trans-
port is essential. We have eliminated a lot of
problems by regular cleaning and demag-
netizing of the heads. Obviously, a disk sys-
tem eliminates a lot of problems. We have

not put one in yet and do not plan to do so
for some time. For one thing, we want to see
what develops with the technology, espe-
cially storage capacities. A single page of
text, 8 1/2 x 11 inches. typed with narrow
margins, is only about 2000 characters, or
less. We do not believe, at present, that a
multl-rneqabyts disk system for our pur-
pose is economically sensible, since we do
not plan to write the "great American
novel."

For the moment, we have thousands of
characters of text on cassette tape, which
come into the computer any time we want
them. So, we will wait before deciding about
disks. (Remember: The whole idea of this
system was to get it functioning at a low
price.) "

Summary

This has been a long article, and a good
deal more could be added. Suffice it to say
that, in my opinionj-the Exidy Word Proces-
sor is one of the begt bets around for word
processing for the professional. office.
There have long been very expensive. sys-
tems for the professional, requiring a large
capital investment and specially trained
personnel. This system requires neither and
brings to the business office a capacity
which has, for too long, been exclusively for
the big operation .•

•1.~~~f:;~ ~ RACET COMPUTES1DIIK IDRT MERlE 'DIM' FOR MOD I AND MOD 11**TRS-80™
Now you can sort an 85K disketteFAST - in less than 3 minutes* - FAST 00 BASIC for Level II and Disk Systems $49.95

Full MATRIX Functions - 30 BASIC commands!!
Mathematical and common matrix functions. Change arrays in
mid-program. Complete array handling_ Tape array read and write
including strings. Common subroutine calls. '
Over 50 more STRING Functions as BASIC commands!! String
manipulation, translation, compresslon, copying, search, screen
control, pointer manipulation and utility functions. Includes
multikey multivariable machine language sorts. Load only machine
language functions that you want! Where you want in memory!
Relocating linking loader! More than you ever expected!!
00 BUSIN ESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95
20 Business oriented functions including:
Printer Automatic Pagination with headers and footers!
Packed Decimal Arithmetic (+ ,-, *,1) 127 digits!
Binary array searches and hash code generator!
COM PROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95
Auto your disk to perform any sequence of DOS commands
machine la~guage loads, BASIC, memory size, run program:
respond to Input statements, etc. Single BASIC command file
defines execution! Includes auto key-debounce, screen print and
lower case software driver.
REMODEL + PROlOAD SpecIfy 16, 32, or 48K Memory $34.95
REnumber any portion or all of BASIC program. MOve any portion

and of program from one location to another. DELete program lines.
MERGE all or any portion from tape. Save and verify portion or
all of combined merged programs to tape.
GSF (Specify 16, 32, or 48K) $24.95
18 Machine language routines. Includes RACET sorts.

Perfect for your multi-diskette RANDOM file mailing lists, inven-
tory, etc. Ideal for specialized report generation, sort, merge or
c0f!1~ination. All machine language stand-alone package _
EffiCient and easy to use. No separate key files required! Physical
records are rearranged on diskette! Supports multiple sub records
per sector including optional sector spanning. Sorts on one or
more fields - ascending or descending. Sort fields within records
may be character, integer, and floating-point binary. Provides
optional output field deletion, rearrangement, and padding.
*Sort timings shown below are nominal times. Times will vary
based on sort and system configurations. Nominal times based
on Mod I 48K 4-drive configuration, 64 byte records, and 5 sort keys.
TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME

(Bytes) (Sec) ~ (Sec)
SORT 16K 33 SORT 340K 1081
SORT . 32K 49 SORT 680K 2569
SORT 85K 173 SORT and 85K SORT + 1757
SORT 170K 445 MERGE 1275K Merge

DSM for Mod I (Minimum 32K, 2-d rives) $75 On· Disk
DSM for Mod II (Minimum 64K, 1-drive) $150 On-Disk**
Mod II Development Package $100··
Machine Language SUPERZAP, plus Editor/Assembler
Disassembler patches.

Mod II Generalized Subroutine Facility 'GSF' $50··
**For Mod II Programs, Include Mod II DOS diskette with order

For Development Package, also include copy of Apparat
NEWDOS + 5'/. diskette.

CHECK, VISA, MfC, C_O.D.
Calif. Residents add 6%

Telephone Orders Accepted (714) 637·5016
WHENORDERINGPLEASE

ADVISEPUBLICATIONSOURCE

TRS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION

••••R24 ~ RACET COMPUTES1
702 Pllmdll., Orlng. CA92165
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CHEAP BOOKKEEPER
A GENERAL LEDGER SYSTEM

See to Believe
Sold by Sturdivant and Dunn, Inc. for Radio Shack TRS-80*
Model I Level II 32 or 48 K systems with 2 drives and at least

an 80 character per line printer.
Send $1.00 for information and sample printouts (14 pages)

to Sturdivant and Dunn, Inc., Box 277, Conway, NH 03818.
...-:S138 Price is $175.00 .

, TRS·80 is a Trademark of Radio Shack, a Division 'of Tandy corporation.

.~() ~<v VIDEO
~ 0~.<.. 'i?-V TERMINAL

Now, a completely self-contained video terminal card for less than $150.00.

Requires only an ASCII Keyboard and TV set to become a complete mteracuve
terminal for connection to your computers serial 10 port. Two units available,
common matures are: Single 5V supply, crystal controlled sync and baud rates
1\09600 baud!' computer ami keyboard operated cursor control, parity error
and control, power on Inltialilatlon, forward spaces, Ime feed, rev. tme feeds.
home, return cursor, and clear to end of line. Power requuernen t s are 5V at
900mil, output SId IV p-p video ann serial TTL level data

Features: TH3216 TH6416
Display 32 characters 64 cha racters

by 16 lines by 16 lines
2 pages scrotlinq

Characters Upper case ASCII Upper/lower case
optional

Baud Rates 300-9600 110-9600

Controls Read to/from Scroll up or
memory down

Price (kit) $149.95 $189.95

Above prices include all IC sockets

OPTIONS:

Power supply (mounts on board) $14.95
Video/RF Modulator, VD-1 6.95
Lowercase option (TH6416 only) ., '.14.95
Assembled, tested units, add 60.00 nTH 6416 shown dhow"

MINI·KITSFrequency Counter
$89.95 KIT

FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT
Transrrut up to 300' 10any FM
radio. Sensitive rmke Input ru-
quires dvnamtc. crystal or cerarn
c mike Runs on 3 10 9 volts.

You've requested II. and nowtts here! The CT·50 Fre-
quency Counter Kit has more features than counters
selling tor twice the price. Measuring frequency is now
as easy as pushing a button. the CT·SO will automatically
place the decimal point in all modes. giving you quick,
reliable readings. Want to use the CT·5Q mobile? No
problem. tt funs equally as well on 12 VDC as it does on
110 VAC. Want super accuracy? The CT-SO uses the
popular TV COlor burst Ireq. of 3.79545 MHz lor time base
Tap off a color TV with our adapter and get ultra ac
curacy-.OOI ppm! The cr-saoners professional quality
at the unheard 01 price 01 $89.95. Order yours today!

FM·'. S2.95
SPECIFICATIONS

TONE DECODERKIT
A complete lOne de«Hj&r on a smgle PC
Boao-d Features. 400 to 5COJ Hl adlustable
kequencyrange.vollage'egulatoon 5671C
l.be!"I.l:lrlo:)Uch··ont1eo;odl"" lOIIP.t""SI
(Jete<:llon. FSK demod. Signahng. aM many
otheruMs.Use7fo.'2butlontouchtone(Je.
co(Jmg. ~uns on 5 tc 12~ol1s

COfTl9I.t. Kit. TO·l $4.96

SenSltllllty tes s than 25o\o1V
Frequency range SHl to 60MHz Iyplcally 6SMHz
Gale ume I second. 1 10 seccoc. wllh autcmenc cecnnat

pomt pcsruorunq on both cnrect and c-escaie
Display 8dlgltred LED <I 'helght
Accuracy 2 ppm. 001 ppm With TV t,me base'
Inpul BNe. I meg ohm direct 50 Ohm wllh cresce'e cpncn
Power 110VACSwausor12VOCJt.'t4mp

,S,;:e Appro" 6 • 4 "2". high Qualrly aturmoumcase
LED

BLiNKY KIT
A g.eal attenllon gel.
te< ""nich Ithemately
flashea2JumboLEDs
Use tor name badge5.
buttonS or warnIng
Iypepanellighls.

Compl.l. Kit, BL·l $2.86

PRICES

CT·50, 60 MHz Counter Kit. $89.95
CT·50WT, 60 MHz counter, wired and tested $159.95
CT-600, 600 MHz prescaler option for CT-50, add .. $29.95 SUPI'R·SNOOI' AMPlifiER

A super.II.ef1Sm"e ampl,h,r which w,1I pIck
upapln (J.opal 15 teet! Geeat tor 'I1OOIto"ng

~~:~i:r~:lIo; Wa~l: o~~U~~a~l.p.,::~~ ~el~
12V01lS. usasanytypeolmlke. Requlfes8-45
ohm speake<

Compl.t. Kit, 8N·' $4.96

VIDEO TO RF
MODULATOR

LINEAR REGS TRANSISTORS
555 .50 309K .99 NPN 2N3904 type 101$1.00
556 .75 340K·'2 .99 PNP 2N3906 type '01$1.00
566 1.49 7805 .99 NPN Power Tab 40W 31$1.00
567 '.49 78'2 .99 PNP Power Tab 40W 31$1.00
324 1.49 7815 .99 FET MPF·l02 type 3i$2.00
'451\ .49 78MG 1.50 UJT 2N2646 type 31$2.00
380 1.49 723 .49 2N3055 NPN Power 75

IC SOCKETS

RS232/TTL 8 pin low profile 5/$1.00
TTLlRS232 14 pin low profile 5/S1.00
Converter kIt 10 Pill low prairie 5/$1.00
Complete kit $7,95 40 pin low profile 2/S1.00

14 pin Wire wrap 3/$1.0Q

Convert any TV set to a
v.deo monitor. Super stable
ClrCUH IS qtuch.f ree, tunable

OVfH channels 4·6. Runs on
S·15V. Recommended hv
many computer manuf actur-
ers. Sid. Video Input. Corn.
otere kit, VO·l .56.95

MUSIC LIGHTS KIT
See music come abvel 3 d,ne,ent l'ghl5
flicker WIth mus'c or VOice. One \'9hl tor
Iows.Olle tor Ihem,d.,anl\le and one tor Ihe
highs. Eaeh channel ondlvl(Juallya(JluSlable
all(J(Jrl"esuplo 3O(lwatiS Great to. parties.
ban(J music. ntte clubS all(J mo.e

Compl.t. Kit. ML-l $7.96

SIREN KIT
Pro(Juces upwa.d a(l1jdownward wa,1 r,1I•••..
acle.islicotpohces,ren.2OO"nwaud,00UI
PilI. tuns on J..g WOltt. uses 6...45 ohm
speak",.
C'IITIDI.t. Kit. SM·3 $2.95

7410P·AMP
MINI DIP 10/$2.00

r~rnstllJ alannmlas
••••R8

Box4072K ROCHESTER NY 14610 (716)271.6487

POWERSUPPLY KIT
Complete t.iple .egulated pow •••.supply pro-
v,des vaflable ±lS volis al 2(X)ma WId .•.~
volts at I amp. 5I)n~ load 'agulahon. good
tllte,ing anu small sue Krt less Iranslormels
Requi.es 6-3V at I amp and 18 to 30VCT

Compl.t. Kit, PS·3L T $6.91i

EXIDV SORCERER USERS
Increase Usability Of

Your Word Processing Pac
With Custom Key tops

ONLY $9.50 PER SET OF 11

INDENT E:l t rn
7 9

HOME
EXPAND - 5 -
CURSOR BJ ! td
SCAN 1 3
EDIT/ SOFT CLEAR DElETE
COMM HYPHEN RU80UTS TEXT

ARKAV ENGRAVERS, INC .
2073 Newbridge Road
Bellmore, N.Y. 11710 A~20

516.781.9859. v
-DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-

We want to import

PET-LInes, floppies
or other computers.

Computer Center
Cologne
K. Adams

5202 Hennef·ROttgen
DorfstraBe 8
w. Germany

Phone 02248 3961

CARRYINGAND
PROTECTING THE APPLE COMPUTER. CONSTRUCTED
OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY LUGGAGE MATERIAL.
WILL ACCOMMODATE COMPUTER. TAPE RECORDER.
ORDISCDRIVES PLUS TAPES, OR DISCS AND ALL MANU,
ALS. NEVER A NEED TO REMOVE COMPUTER FROM CASE.
SIMPLY REMOVELID, CONNECTPOWERAND MONITOR CA·
BLES. AND OPERATE, UDCAN BE REPLACED AND LOCKED
FOR SECURITY AND PROTECTION WITHOUT DISCON·
NECTINGCABLES.

DELUXE CASE. •.. •.. $ 109.00
DELUXE CASEl2 DISC DRIVES. . ..... $ I 19.00

CASES ALSO AVAILABLE fOR THE TRS 80, ATARI
CEN TRONICS 7)0 AND PAPFR TIGER AS WELL AS
MAICHING ATTACHE CASES

OTHERS IN DI::VELOPMENI

CGMPUT~R CRS~ ~~MPRNY
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT .•COLUMBUS. OHIO
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ExatronStringy Floppy Workshops are being organized by the following
individuals. If you already own a "Stringy Floppy" or are thinking of
acquiring one, contact one of the Program Chairmen listed below. The
program chairmen can arrange a demonstration, answer questions and
help you locate other ESF owners in your local area.
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"Please refer to our ad on page 77 this issue."
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If you have any questions about these products, about Exatron, or I
about ESFOA, call the Hot Line. Address letters to ESFOA, 3559 I
Ryder Street, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Stringy Floppy is a trademark of Exatron Corporation.
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Is it Dungeons and Dragons
or Dragons and Dungeons?

Did you read about the fellow who
became so enchanted playing D & D,
he disappeared for a month?
Chances are, when you play the

Duejonqueaf" version, the greatest
of all the role-playing fantasies, you'll
be able to hold on to reality just a
little better.
You're the hero. Enter into the Dunjonquest
"Temple of Apshai" and into the greatest fantasy
adventure you've ever experienced. The Temple
has over 200 rooms and catacombs in which lurk
more than 30 kinds of monsters and beasts ready
to do you in-in real time-before you can reach
any of the 70 or so treasures waiting for the hero.
You may spend days, weeks, months ... the rest
of your life ... striking at the forces of evil, or
running from them, or calling on powers you can
never completely understand. Always, always
demonstrating in varying degrees your strength,
constitution, dexterity, intelligence, intuition, the
force of your ego.
Unlike chess or bridge or monopoly, this role-
playing game -like other good role-playing
games-'is an experience rather than a game: It
is not played so much as it's lived or experienced.
Your alter ego goes forth into the world of demons
and darkness, dragons and dwarves. Your char-
acter will do. whatever you want him (or her or it)
to do.
"The Temple ... " comes complete with a superbly
illustrated 56-page rule book and cassette program,

Actual photo of screen during a Dunjonquest game.
In Room 3 in the Temple of Apshai, our hero observes
two treasures unattended by dragons, monsters or
demons ... for the moment. He is completely free of
wounds; he is not at all fatigued. He carries 44 pounds
of armor and 19 arrows in his quiver. He has already
slain five demons. Willhe capture the treasures before
moving on ... or before the f,?rces of darkness intercept him?

designed to operate with the Level II 16K
TRS 80, the PET 32K or the Apple II 48K (Micro-
soft) computer. Only $24.95 complete, including
shipping and handling on orders placed within the
next 30 days. (Apple disk available for $29.95).

Dunjonquest's "The Temple of Apshai" is
guaranteed to be the best version of Dungeons
and Dragons/Dragons and Dungeons. It's a
product of the two guys who are Automated
Simulations: Jim Connelley and Jon Freeman. Jim
is a Dungeon Master, running continuous D & D
campaigns. He's been a data processing profes-
sional with Westinghouse, GTE Sylvania, Logisti-
con ... an expert in computer-based math-
modeling and in simulation of complex phe-
nemona. Jon is a game player, designer and
author. He's a frequent contributor to Games
magazine; ... and this brings us to our un-
believable offer:

FREE: The Playboy Winner's
Guide to Board Games the
bestselling paperback by our own
Jon Freeman. How to win at
Monopoly, Scrabble, Dungeons and
Dragons and almost 100 other
board games. Order your Dun-
jonquest Temple of Apshai
now, get the book free ... and
you keep it even if you don't
choose to keep the guaran-
teed Dunjonquest.

As we said, guaranteed: Guaranteed to be the
best version; guaranteed that you'll be happy with
it. Order now, use it for two weeks. If you don't
enjoy completely this fantasy adventure ex-
perience that goes beyond all others, send it back
to us. We1l refund your money in full; no ques-
tions asked.

Master Charge or Visa card holders:
charge "The Temple of Apshai" to
your credit card. Just call our toll
free number: (800) 824-7888, oper-
ator 861 (In California, call operator
861 (800) 852-7777. In Hawaii and
Alaska, operator 861 (800) 824-7919)
and you can begin enjoying your D &
D game in days. Or send your check
for $24.95* to

Automated
Simulations
Oept. K3

P.o. Box 4232
Mountain View, Ca. 94040

vA71

'Californiaresidents,pleaseadd 6.5% tax.



TRS-80 to S-100
Adapter

This evaluation of the Mini-8100 follows up an earlier article on its "big brother."

Rod Hallen
State Dept.-Accra
Washington DC 20520

Whereas the HUH 8100 that
I described in "HUH?"

(Microcomputing, July 1979, p,
40) is one of the largest printed
circuit boards that I've seen,
the Mini-8100 is tiny by compar-
ison. The completely optioned
full-size 8100 contains, in addi-
tion to the TR8,80 to 8-100
adapter; a serial I/O port, a par-
allel I/O port and sockets for
16K of RAM.

The Mini, which is shown in
the accompanying photo, has
only the 8-100 adapter circuitry,
but it should be suitable for
many applications. As you can
see, it has room for four 8-100
sockets. If you don't need the
I/O and RAM options of its big
brother, the Mini is for you.

One interesting note and a
word of caution are in order.
The adapter circuitry is the
same as on the full-size 8100,
but because of a unique feature

Editor's Note: The Mini·8100is now being
sold by California Computer Systems.250
Caribbean.SunnyvaleCA94086.

of the Mini, the 8-100 boards
plug in backwards. The word of
caution is because the Mini
does not use card guides, and it
would be easy to plug in a card
or two facing the wrong direc-
tion. 8trange, mysterious and
potentially disastrous things
can result from such action.

I have been known to attempt
to insert boards backwards in
my Z-2 card cage, but because
of the card guides and the off-
set edge connectors, it can't be
done. The Mini does not come
with an enclosure, but if one
does become available, it
should incorporate card guides.
A dexterous hobbyist could
easily fashion his own wood or
metal enclosure.

The Mini lacks card guides
because it is really two circuit
boards in one. In the middle of
the board, just below the first
8-100 socket, is etched a stan-
dard 8-100 card edge. 81icing
the board in half along the line
of the socket results in a card
that will plug into an 8-100
socket.

That is the explanation of the
difference between the Mini-
8100 and Mini-81008 versions
shown in Table 1, each of which
comes in kit and assembled

Assembled

Maxl-8100-Baslc unit

Kit

$185 $245
RAMsupport option 45
110 option 85

Five extra connectors and guides 45
Total If purchased separately $360
Total If purchased together $295

Minl·8100Kit-Includes one S·100connector
Mlnl·StOOAssembled-includes four S·100connectors
Mlni·B100SKlt-S·100 plug-in board
Minl-BtOOSAssembled-S-100 plug-Inboard

75
115
75

$510
$375
-$115
-$155
- 95
-$125

Tab/e 1. The various versions of the HUH 8100 and their prices.

forms. The 81008 is the one
that plugs into an 8-100 socket.

The Mini·8100

The Mini-8100 supports all of
the 8-100 cards described in my
previously published review of
its big brother. As mentioned
above, the adapter circuitry for
both boards is the same, and
various memory, I/O and spe-
cial applications cards are
plug-in compatible. The prohi-
bit ion against cards. that call
for DMA and cards that cause
the processor to wait for more
than a millisecond or so still ap-
plies. This is because of the
TR8-80's dynamic memory re-
fresh requirements.

The 8-100 cards face to the
rear in order to allow the edge
connector contacts etched on
the board to be on the correct
sides of the Mini-8100. I would
imagine that the Maxi-8100
could have had its 8-100 sock-
ets oriented in the same direc-
tion, but unless you have both
versions, the difference won't
present any problems.

An external, unregulated + 8
and ± 16 volt power supply is
needed, and the current re-
quirements of the Mini will de-
pend almost entirely on the
hunger of the cards plugged in-
to it. A specific commercial sup-
ply is recommended by HUH,

haven't even seen the manual
yet, but if it follows the line of
the full-size 8100, it will be com-
plete and easy to understand.

Mark Garetz, the president of
HUH Electronics, 1429 Maple
8t., 8an Mateo CA 94402, as-
sured me in a phone conversa-
tion that all factory-assembled
boards are tested 100 percent
and that none are shipped un-
less they pass all tests. This
should be reassuring to poten-
tial purchasers. I have not had
any problems with either my
Mini or Maxi-8100.

Physically, the board is well
made. Solder masking helps to
eliminate solder bridges during
construction, and component
identification is silk-screened
on the top of the board. All ICs
are socketed, and there are no
options to worry about. The
bare board stands on four rub-
ber feet; there isn't any flex
when 8-100 boards are plugged
into it.

All you have to do is connect
your power supply, run the rib-
bon cable between the Mini and
your )'R8-80 expansion port
and plug in your 8-100 cards.
You can use the expansion port
on the back of the keyboard
unit or the one in the Radio
8hack expansion interface. It is
easy to get the ribbon cable
turned over on one end or the

but you can build your own if other, so care should be taken
with its installation.

The Mini·8100S

Although the Mini-8100 and
81008 are identical except for
the 8-100 connectors on the
8100, the way they are used is
different. The 81008 is designed
to plug into a regular 8-100
socket. Inserting this into any
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you like. Mine is left over from
my first personal computer.

Although my version was fac-
tory assembled, I don't think
that putting it together from a
kit should be much of a prob-
lem (121Cs and a couple of doz-
en other components shouldn't
take more than an hour or so to
install). The Mini is so new that I



The Mini-8100 TRS-80 to S-100 adapter with its ribbon cable plugged into the TRS-80 keyboard-CPU
unit. The power connector can be seen in the upper right-hand corner.

S-100 mainframe card cage and
removing the present CPU card
would allow the TRS-80 to ac-
cess any of the boards installed
in the mainframe. This is, of
course, subject to the same
DMA limitations mentioned
above.

Or. you could get a mother-
board from Godbout, Thinker
Toys, Artec or Vector and make
your own mainframe. In either
case, the 8100S derives its pow-
er from the S-100 bus; no direct
power connection to the board
is necessary.

I have the Mini-8100 with four
S-100 connectors on it. One of
the first questions that came to
my mind was, "If I wanted to
convert the board to the S mod-
el at some later date, could it be
done?" At first glance, it ap-
pears to be only a matter of
carefully cutting the board in
half. A fine-toothed hacksaw
should do it.

After a second, more
thorough, examination, I de-
cided that the modification was
not practical. The S-100 card
edge contacts etched on the

HOW TO MAKE MONEY
WITH YOUR PERSONAL

COMPUTER
NEW 224-page research report, HOW TO MAKE MONEY
WITH COMPUTERS - by Jerry Falsen, Ph.D. - shows
you more than 30 high·proflt computer business and in-
vestment opportunities:

• How to use personal computers tor stock market and option
trading

_27 start-at-home computer businesses including consulting,
contract programming, software packages, free-lance writing,
systems houses, seminars, service bureaus, software houses,
marketing computer supplies and accessories, repair and
maintenance services, the independent sales representative,
used computer dealerships, finder's fee opportunities, cor-
respondence courses, computer stores, grant supported ven-
tures, newsletters ... and 10 more

e How to invest in securities of the Computer & Information In-
dustry for above-average returns

e How to predict future direction of stock market trends with
80% accuracy advanced investment decision models for
market timing and stock selection based on artificial in-
telligence techniques

e How to double your money in less than one year by trading in
listed options

e Plus - computer technological forecasting, marketing . and
much, much more .

EXAMINE FREE FOR 10 DAYS. Write for this mtormatlcn-peckeo
handbook today. Shipped postpaid with a 10-day money-back
guarantee. Enclose this ad and your check for $15.95, together
with your name & address. and mail to MAN-COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, INC.; Suite K2; 84-13 168th St.; Jamaica, N.Y. 11432.
(New York residents please add sales tax.)

board are covered with the
solder masking material, which
would have to be removed. The
card edge would also have to
be cut narrower to fit into an
S-100 socket. And finally, it
does not appear that the card
edge contacts are gold plated
under the solder masking. It
WOUld, therefore, be best to de-
cide which version fits your

. needs before you make your
purchase.

Conclusions

For a more complete discus-

EXTRAORDINARY

sion of the 8100 adapter cir-
cuitry and the types of S-100
boards that I've found work well
with it, see the 8100 review
mentioned at the beginning of
this article.

At the present time my
TRS-80 and my Cromemco Z-2
are talking to each other
through back-to-back RS-232
serial ports. But this method of
inter-computer communica-
tions has its limitations. Both
machines must be tied up run-

ning interface routines while
the information exchange
takes place. This does, how-
ever, give the TRS-80 access to
my full-size CP/M disks and
high-speed line printer.

My next experimental step is
to use the 8100 to tie the two
buses together. Each computer
should then be able to directly
access the memory of the
other. Some hardware and soft-
ware synchronization will be
necessary so the two proces-
sors don't interfere with each
other, but that type of chal-
lenge is what makes personal
computing so fascinating!

Between the HUH Maxi-8100,
Mini-8100 and Mini-8100S, com-
puter hobbyists (and business-
men, too!) who want to in-
crease the versatility of their
TRS-80s have a wide range of
options to choose from. And
the almost limitless variety of
S-100 compatible hardware is
easily within their reach .•

FOOTBALL
SIMULATOR SYSTEM

14 years development on large-
scale computer --- 3 years of use
in computer football leagues

For Your

NEED HELP WITH TRS-80 MACHINE LANGUAGE ?

SUPeR MAP TO THE RESCUE!

SUPERMAP contains hundreds and hundreds of
comments and explanations arranged in a long
detailed memory map. Dccuree nt a keyboard, video.
tape I LEVRL II commands and func tions. SUPF.RMAP
even reveals the mysterious reserved RAM areas.
An essential tool for the expert and a valuable
guide for the beg1nner.

NEVER BE LOST AGAIN WITH SUPERMAP ••• only $18.95

FULLER SOFTWARE
6)0 E. SPRINGDALF.
GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS 75051 v' F20
Tel. 214-642-0441

Note: 'texas residentsadd 95ct: for sales tax.
Mastercharge & Visa accepted

For additional information, or to order, write:

* Statistical analysis of teams, utilizing
player abilities

Complete offensive and defensive playbook.
10 offensive, 10 defensive

Frightening realism of executed games --
fumbles. penalties, interceptions, field
goals. and much MU C H more

* Exciting graphic display of scoreboard
and play results on a playing field

Abilities and averages for kick-off man,
field-goal kicker, punter, etc.

* Careful analysis of opponent is essential,
player mismatches and opponent
tendencies, if properly coached. can
mean winning or lOSing I

COMREC SYSTEMS CORP.
3701 KIRBY - SUITE 876
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77098

V'C1S0

Dealer inquiries invited.
To order sefid $ 19.95check or money order plus applicable

t ax , and receive playbook. statistical analyzer,
game simulator. and two teams
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andil1~
is the printer that varies speed
you want. At its fastest speed (200 cps )-with a single pass
print head -the characters look similar to those of a typical wire
matrix printer. But, the quality is better because the dots are
more closely spaced. '

Typefaces are also produced with two or more passes of the
print head for each line of characters. As the number of passes
increases, the shape and quality of the characters improve. Sin-
gle pass typefaces are ideal for producing drafts at high speed,
and four pass fonts produce fully-formed characters of type-
writer quality.
Intermix typefaces without skipping a beat. Under software
control, the Media 12/7, with its built-in Zilog Z80 microproces-
sor, can intermix a variety of typefaces. Changes in fonts can be
accomplished by a single operator command. No balls or daisy
wheels to replace. As many as 11typefaces can be stored in ROM
within the printer.

Capable of reproducing signatures in anyone's handwriting
(option), the Media 12/7 can also generate proportionally-
spaced characters for printed documents and reports.
Media 12/7 control functions. Afew simple commands will con-
trol a wide variety of text handling functions. The highly sophisti-

are easily controlled by the operator:
Text Format
Ragged right
Justification, with or
without letter spacing

Parameter Controls
Typeface selection
Form selection
Line length
Left margin
Indentation
Ribbon usage
Insert sequence
Insert character
Print Positioning
Line feed
Half line feed
Form feed
Absolute vertical tab
Forced leading

Flush right
Centered Text

Set/clear underline
Form length
Word space
Letter space
Line height
Repeat character
Draft mode

Negative line feed
Negative half line feed
Absolute horizontal tab
Forced escapement

$399400
Actual Print Samples
Helvesan Draft (one pass font)
HEl'iE~J..N DR.AfT !~. THE DRAFT i~.u.t..llr{ VER~:·li)N OF HElVE~-AN

::'F'EEO or THE REGULt..R ["{PEF'ACE. A.::. v·nTH ;':".ll THE DF:.t:FT EG.U!

Helvesan Regular (four pass font)
Helvesan Regular is one of the proportional typefaces
high quality font which is ideal for the production of

Helvesan Italic (four pass font)
The Helvesan Italic typeface is part of the Helvesan

also includes Helvesan Regular and Helvesan Draft. The

Options
Automatic Sheet feed
Power Driven Forms Tractor
Roll Paper Feed

ComputerCity
vC194

A Division of CPU Industries, Ine.
175 Main Street, Dept. K-3, Charlestown, MA 02129
IHours: 10 AM-6 PM (EST) Mon.·Fri. (Sat. till 5)1

V Reader Service-see page 227

Signature Printing
Graphics Output

To order call Toll free 1-800-343-6522
Massachusetts residents call 617/242·3350
Franchise and dealer inquiries invited
Prices subject to change without notice.

VISA'
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Esco'n's
Selectric Interface

The author sees this interface as "an inexpensive solution to hard-copy hassles."

Stephen Gibson
PO Box 38386
Los Angeles CA 90038

Itisn't easy to find an inexpen-
sive, but dependable, Selectric

printer. By now you've read all
the ads you'd care to see for
some time. Perhaps you've
been confused by the some-
times incredible price spreads
ranging from a paltry $350 to
well over $3000! The apparent
fact is that nearly all the ads
claim to have a new or used Se-
lectric that should simply "plug
in." But why the price spread?
Well, it seems, if you haven't al-
ready guessed, that the little
secret "gotchas" are a cross
between your having to do a
phenomenal amount of hard-
ware and software interfacing
or leaving it all up to someone
else.

Is It Too Late?

I hope you haven't already
succumbed to one of those
marvelous ads extolling the ut-
ter simplicity of converting an
old Selectric to work with your
particular computer. If, by
chance, you've already taken
the plunge, you may have. dis-
covered that your "cheapo"
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deal on a " just removed from
service" unit wasn't such a
good deal after all.

The type ball wasn't anything
like those on the Selectrics
you've seen, was it? And that
serial-interface thingy they told
you was included turned out to
be a UART alright ... but you
realize now that you must write
some software to include car-
riage return nulls before it will
really work! Or how about that
kit that has you mounting a big
plate of goodies between the
top and bottom or, even ~orse,
cutting holes in your brand new
Selectric! Had enough? Then
consider for a few moments a
discovery I made that may be
the inexpensive and simple
solution for you.

Make the Conversion Yourself?

But do it wisely. That is to
say, find an ultra-simple soft-
ware and hardware way to do it.
Perhaps you already have a
Selectric or know where you
can get a "deal" on a recondi-
tioned one. But you've still got
to find that super-simple inter-
face.

Enter ESCON with their sole-
noid assembly and little "blue"
box (see Photo 1). Inside is a
6502 micro that's programmed

Photo 1. Two manuals, a little blue box and a bag of goodies make
up the ESCON Selectric interface package.

to do the right thinking for
those solenoids. The code con-
version and character buffers
are all taken care of. All you do
is mount the solenoids (easy),
solder a cable at both ends
(easier) and plug it into the blue
box (easier still). Any model -I,
II or even the correcting model-
Selectric can be modified. Fur-
thermore, you don't have to cut
or drill holes to mount big, ugly
plates that change the appear-
ance of your Selectric. In fact,

you'd never know that it had
been interfaced unless you
noticed the extra cable at the
back.

How It's Done

ESCON has figured out a way
to use the existing screw holes
to mount the solenoid assem-
bly. It's probably a stock IBM
item! No drilling or tapping is
necessary. The solenoids sim-
ply do the business your fin-
gers do topside. A hefty 30 volt



4.

Key

1. Power Supply
2. Interface Electronics
3. Universal Interface
4. Computer
5. Typewriter

A. Function Solenoids

B. Select Solenoids

C. Shift Solenoid

Photos used with express permis-
sion of manufacturer.

5.

Universal

4.
5.3.

Fig. 1. An S-100 plug-in card and a universal terminal model are offered. The S-100 card has a 64-byte buffer. The universal model has a
6502 microprocessor and a 512-byte buffer.

power supply back in the little
blue box drives the solenoids
with the added logic of knowing'
when the Selectric is fully pow-
ered-up before typing, there-
fore obviating the possibility of
permanent damage to your ma-
chine. Note: Not all interfaces
have this feature. It may not
seem important now, but later
on, after you've suffered a
walloping repair bill, it will!

The blue-box electronic sec-
tion converts the ASCII code to
feed the solenoids. It is here
that you interface your comput-
er. ESCON offers a number of
options (see Fig. 1). They have a
less expensive S-100 board (no
6502) that simply plugs into
your Imsai, Poly, Altair or what-
ever. You select the status and
data port you want with DIP
switches. A 64-byte buffer is in-

eluded with all the timing and
code-conversion logic.

The universal interface mod-
el allows you to treat the Selec-
tric as a normal terminal-output
port. You can wire the unit up to
a parallel, RS-232 or IEEE-488
port. 01P switches are used for
handshaking. The 6502 micro-
processor uses an on-board
512-byte buffer to make your
serial-software interfacing a
piece of cake! You even have a
test mode that prints all the
characters ... very handy if
you ever need to do trouble-
shooting.

Getting Started

The very idea of digging into
the guts of a Selectric gave me
an uneasy feeling ... at least
until I opened the instruction
book. If you've ever done any

modification or construction or
even a simple installation of
anything even remotely related
to microcomputers, you know
that most documentation is

poor. Not so with this conver-
sion. Large drawings and sim-
ple language are what I found
(see Photo 2).

I beqan by soldering wires to

Photo 2. Large drawings and simple language make the solenoid ,
installation easy. No other assembly is necessary.
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the solenoids. Then I followed
the detailed instructions on
how to remove the top of the
Selectric. You lift the entire unit
up to work on the bottom. Vari-
ous parts are removed to make
way for the solenoid assembly.
If you drop a screw or washer
on the floor, don't worry.
ESCON has provided 100 per-
cent spare parts for just about
everything you touch. Next, I
mounted the solenoid assem-
bly in the existing holes. It
didn't seem all that difficult af-
ter I'd done it (see Photo 3). Inci-

morning! Naturally, I began
dropping things. Screws and lit-
tle metal parts were every-
where. Then I remembered the
spares. It was a simple matter
to simply replace the few parts
now buried somewhere in the
rug.

Finally, I had to solder the in-
terface cable to the solenoids.
ESCON labeled every wire. The
color code on the cable was
easy to follow. Tying the wire
bundle in place was difficult,
though. Positioning the wires
within the mechanism must be

dentally, they include an up- done carefully, because vari-
grade part for very old Selec- ous pulleys and levers can be
tries. jammed. All that was left for me

Replacing the parts I had re-
moved became .somewhat of a
chore. An hour and a half had
passed since I'd begun, and I
was waiting for the really hard
part. Could I get the job done in
one evening? Would the type-
writer still work, even if the con-
version didn't. Even worse, I
needed the typewriter in the

to do was to snake the cable
out the back after splicing two
wires to the motor line. I spliced
a .1 uF/600 V capacitor in paral-
lel with the motor leads to stifle
an annoying glitch that used to
occur on the line whenever I
turned on the Selectric. I don't
know if the ESCON unit or the
capacitor cured the glitch. It's
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Photo 3. Exisiting screw holes are used to mount the solenoid as-
sembly seen between my thumb and index finger.

gone, though. And so was a
mere three hours total for the
conversion.

Testing It

I plugged in the unit after go-
ing through the ohmmeter
checks called for in the instruc-
tions. Too bad the book is not
specific as to where to look or
what to do if you do have a
short. The idea of unraveling
a lot of twine and electrical tape
was not too appealing. For-
tunately, the unit worked the
moment I plugged it in.

Later, I noticed a couple of
mistyped characters. Turning to
the meChanical-adjustments
section of the book, I found a
helpful procedure for determin-
ing the source of the problem. I
needed to bend a bar on one of
the solenoids ... simple; it
worked. The book is specific as
to the kind of adjustments nec-
essary. Solenoid travel dis-
tances and clearances are
spelled out so you can "make it
work" no matter what the prob-
lem might be.

Handshaking is carefully
covered so that you can oper-
ate at maximum speed. You
can use the direct method
where a line such as Ready to
Send (RTS) is enabled. Or you
can choose to use a software
method where the ESCON in-
terface sends a character back
to your computer when the
512-byte buffer is full. You can
choose what that character will
be with DIP-switch settings. Or

your computer can send hand-
shake characters to the ESCON
interface.

Having a microprocessor in
the unit does improve your op-
tions. Naturally, you can opt for
the simple way and set your se-
rial baud rate for 10 to 15 char-
acter per second (top end for
most Selectrics) and let the
byte buffer handle the over-
load. The RS-232 serial port
supports baud rates from 50 to
19,200 baud.

My unit has been dutifully
typing letters, reports and
threatening notes for nearly
eight months with no prob-
lems at all! By the way, I later
learned (after the fact) that the
installation of the solenoids, if
done with reasonable care,
does not void your new-ma-
chine warranty. It seems IBM
reviewed the interface and gave
ESCON its blessing. That alone
is testament to the design.

Price was my reason for buy-
ing. The S-100 version is $496.
The parallel-port version is
$525. And the RS-232 version is
$549. I was surprised when I
sawall the spare parts and
goodies that were included.
They even included electrical
tape. I'm very happy with my
unit simply because it was easy
to install, did what it was sup-
posed to do and saved me a lot of
grief .•

ESCON Products, Inc.
171 Mayhew Way, Suite 204
Pleasant Hill CA 94523



THE MOST POWERFUL MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE EVER DEVELOPED IS ALSO
THE EASIEST TO USE •••• \\

,s1¢ .-'1>~US..
lA\Ci\OilAl-'t\O~ pI.' II-..II-P \t{~l-GElAr:}Il\)." J. ••?'C~G

MICROSYSTEMS INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT PACKAGE

PUTS ANY OR ALL YOUR BUSINESS FILES INTO A POWERFUL
DATABASE.
CREATE VIRTUALLY ANY RELATIONSHIP YOU CAN THINK OF.
ENGLISH-SPEAKING REPORT GENERATOR.
POWERFUL USER COMMANDS NORMALLY FOUND ONLY IN
LARGE COMPUTERS. SELF-EXPLANATORY, EASY TO USE,
SUCH AS "INPUT," "OUTPUT," "LIST," "PRINT," "CHANGE,"
"DELETE," "EXCLUDE," "INCLUDE," AND, PERHAPS MOST
IMPORTANT OF ALL, "HELP!"
STRAIGHTFORWARD INPUT AND EDITING ROUTINES- "IDIOT-
PROOF."
OPERATOR'S MANUAL WITH FULL USER INSTRUCTIONS IS ON-
LINEWITH HELP COMMANDS. PROBLEMS? JUST TYPE "HELP!"
COMMANDS CAN BE USED CONDITIONALLY ON ANY RECORD
OR ON ANY FIELD WITHIN A RECORD.
IN-MEMORY SORT, OR, (FOR BIG FILES) DISK SORT.
ALL DATABASE FUNCTIONS ARE SUBROUTINES- CUSTOM
PROGRAMMING SIMPLIFIED.
OPTIONAL CASH REGISTER POLLING AND CONTROL PACK-
AGE AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED BUYERS (REQUIRES INSTAL-
LATION CONSULTATION).
OVER TWO YEARS' IN-FIELD TESTING. MIMP WORKS-
FLAWLESSLY.
ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO APPLICATIONS NEWSLETTER
FREEWITH PURCHASE.
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: INVENTORY, CUSTOMER FILES,
CASH REGISTER CONTROL (OPTIONAL EXTRA), DOCTOR/-
DENTIST/LAWYER APPOINTMENTS OR CLIENT/PATIENT FILES,
SALES RECORDS, MAILING LISTS.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
$295

FOR USE ON

IIIBlTIFII

BUS-II
BOOKKEEPING/ACCOUNTING

SYSTEM

CPA-APPROVED COMPLETE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM: GENERAL
LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE.
BRANCH ACCOUNTING HANDLES UP TO FIVE DIVISIONS.
COMPLETELY INTERACTIVE. SELF-UPDATING.
BATCH ACCOUNTING INSISTS ON BEING "IN BALANCE."
USER MENU. OPERATOR PROMPTING FOR CORRECT ENTRIES.
HIGHLY FLEXIBLEFORMATTING OF FINANCIAL REPORTS.
NO KNOWLEDGE OF DEBITS AND CREDITS REQUIRED (EXCEPT
RECURRING JOURNAL ENTRIES- ASK YOUR ACCOUNTANT).
EXAMPLES OF REPORTS (FROM GENERAL LEDGER MODULE)

CHART OF ACCOUNTS
DETAILED GENERAL LEDGER
CASH RECEIPTS JOURNAL
CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES JOURNAL
PROFIT-AND-LOSS JOURNAL
BALANCE SHEET

IDEAL FOR ACCOUNTING FIRMS AS WELL AS SMALL
BUSINESSES.
PROVEN THROUGH YEARS OF USE.
THIS ACCOUNTING PACKAGE REQUIRES ONLY A HIGH
SCHOOL-LEVEL UNDERSTANDING OF BOOKKEEPING.

ONLY

$295

MIMP & BUS-II OPERATE ON ALL OHIO SCIENTIFIC 8-INCH OR WINCHESTER DISK MICROCOMPUTERS W/48 K RAM.

USER-ORIENTED SYSTEMS NO PROGRAMMING REQUIRED

CREDIT CARD ORDERS
CALL

(304) 291-5400

SEE YOUR OSI
DEALER FOR
DEMONSTRATION

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED PREPAID WITHIN CONTINENTAL U.S. PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH.
OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE INCLUDE POSTAGE- 5 LBS. SORRY, NO C.O.D.

vD74 digit.al ~echnDIDgq
Inc.

ROCKLEY ROAD MORGANTOWN, WV 26505



Telephone Bill
Analysis

Anyone who makes extensive use of the telephone will be able to use this program.

Walter K. McCahan, CPA
PO Box 3314
Shiremanstown PA 17011

One of the most important
parts of any business to-

day is the telephone, Every
business relies heavily upon it
to take orders, call for merchan-
dise and take care of the hun-
dreds of small problems that
beset the businessman every
day.

Depending on the type of
business, the telephone might
represent a major expense or
might just be buried along with
the other expenses of operat-
ing a going concern. 'In any

case, it will pay most managers
to step back and take a long,
hard look at the reduced cost

monthly flat rate, unlimited
calls, up to 240 hours per month,
are allowed. Calls beyond 240

than 44¢. That's quite a bargain
compared to the direct-dial toll
rates. Also keep in mind that

lines available from Ma Bell. hours per month are billed in calls can be made at any time
The function of this discus- addition to the flat rate, but are of the day or night with no

sion and accompanying pro-
gram is to help the manager re-
duce his telephone bill by ana-
lyzing the toll calls that are
made and compare them to the
alternate reduced-cost toll
lines available from the tele-
phone company.

WATS Lines

The first of these lines to be
discussed is the Wide Area
Telephone Service, or WATS,
line. WATS lines are available
to cover several different geo-
graphical areas and are billed
at a flat rate per month. For this

still less expensive than direct-
dial toll calls.

To illustrate how a WATS line
works, let's look at WATS area
2 out of the Harrisburg PA area.
The flat monthly charge for this
line is $1325, plus tax, and the
line covers all calls into the
area codes listed in Fig. 1.

As you can see by a little ele-
mentary arithmetic, if you make
enough calls into the covered
areas, you really do have a "tele-
bargain." For instance, if you
made 3000 four-minute calls a
month (well within the 240 hour
limit), each call would cost less

Program listing.

20
30 ,--------------
40

5 ~ -----------------------------------------------------------.
10 TELEPHONE BILL ANALYSIS

TRS-80 LEVEL II
~ALTER K. MCCAHAN

AUGUST 1978
45 -----------------------------------------------------------
50 DIM A( 250 ), D( 250 ), E( 250 ), N( 250 ), M( 250 ), C( 250 )
60 CLS
70 PRINT"
80 PRINT"
90 PRINT"
100 PRINT"
110 PRINT
120 INPUT"WHEN READY TO PROCEED PRESS ENTER"iX
130 CLS:PRINT:PRINT
140 PRINT"FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE"
150 PRINT" 1. TO BUILD FILE OF TELEPHONE CALLS"
160 PRINT" 2. TO CORRECT A CALL ALREADY ON THE FILE"
170 PRINT" 3. TO LIST CALLS BY AREA CODE"
180 PRINT" 4. TO LIST CALLS BY AREA CODE & EXCHANGE"
190 PRINT" ". TO LIST ALL CALLS TO ONE NUMBER"
195 PRINT" 6. TO LIST ALL CALLS MADE ON ONE DAY"
200 PRINT" 7. TO SAVE THE DATA FILE ON CASSETTE"
205 PRINT" 8. TO LOAD A DATA FILE FROM CASSETTE"
210 PRINT
220 INPUT"TYPE THE NUMBER OF YOUR CHOICE AND ENTER"ie
230 ON B GOlD 300.1600.550.800,1100.1900,1400.1500

THIS PROGRAM WILL ANALYZE TOLL TELEPHONE CALLS"
TO ENABLE THE USER TO MAKE A DECISION"
AS TO THE LEAST EXPENSIVE WAY TO MAKE"
TOLL CALLS"
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change in rates.

Foreign Exchange Trunks

The next type of line to be
considered is the foreign ex-
change trunk. This type of line
provides a number outside of
your local call area. For in-
stance, if you are in New York
City and want to have a local
line in Baltimore, you simply
buy the local service in Balti-
more plus a flat mileage rate
between the two cities. Then
when you pick up your phone in
New York that is connected to
this line, you have the same
local dialing area as all the
other phones connected to that
Baltimore exchange.

Here again, we can make a
mathematical comparison be-
tween the cost of a foreign ex-

201 304 609
202 315 617
203 401 703
212 413 716
216 419 802
301 516 804
302 518 914

603
607

Fig. 1. Area codes covered by
the WA TS area 2 line for calls
originating from the Harrisburg
PA area.



change line and the cost of all
direct-dialed toll calls into that
local call area. Once again,
rates and information are avail-
able from your local telephone
company.

Tie-Lines

The last type of line to be dis-
cussed is the tie-line. This type
of line connects two locations
only. Each location can only
call the other location, and no
other numbers can be called.
This kind of line is used when
there is a need for long-time
communications between two
points. This line is often used to
connect branch offices with the
home office, warehouse to
warehouse and computer to
computer. As with all lines dls-
cussed, information and rates
can be obtained from your local
telephone company.

Information Required to
Make a Decision

In order to make a decision
as to whether the WATS line
would be an expense-saving de-
vice, you need two sets of infor-
mation. The first set, which is
supplied by the telephone com-
pany, tells, by WATS line, what
calling areas are covered and
the cost of the WATS service.
The second set, which is sup-
plied by the accompanying pro-
gram listing, tells you the his-
torical total cost of your calls
into each area. Then by com-
paring the total costs of calls
into all covered areas with the
WATS line cost that covers
those areas, the savings to be
gained by renting a WATS line
will be readily visible.

The same kind of compari-
son is made regarding the for-
eign exchange line. Here the
cost of renting the line is com-
pared with the cost of calls into
all exchanges covered by the
line, as provided by the pro-
gram.

The Simplest comparison of
costs is made when you con-
sider the tie-line. In this com-
parison you need be concerned
only with calls to and from two
numbers. This information is
also provided by the program
and is easily compared to the
cost of a tie-line. Illustrations of
these comparisons are given in

240 END
300 CLS:PRINT:PRINT
310 PRINT" THIS FUNCTION IS USED TO ENtER CALLS INTO"
320 PRINT" THE DATA FILE. WHEN f(EADY TO
330 INPUT" ENTER CALLS PRESS ENTER";X
340 CLS
350 PRINT"
360 PRINT"
380 F'RINT
390 FOR 1=1 TO 500
400 INPUT" DAY OF MONTH";D(II
405 IF mI ~9999 GOTO 470
410 INF'UT" AREA CODE" ;A( I I
420 INPUT" EXCHANGE";U I I
430 INPUT" NUMBER";N(I I
440 INPUT" MINUTES" ;M( I I
450 INPUT" COST" ;'C(I I
460 CLS: NEXT I
470 PRINT:F'RINT
480 Pl=I
490 PRINT"
500 INPUT"
510 GOTO 130
520 END
550 CLS
560 PRINT"
570 PRINT"580 PRINT
590 PRINT"
600 PRINT"
610 PRINT"
620 PRINT"
630 PRINT" WHEN YOU ARE READY TO ENTER THE FIRST AREA"
640 IN~'UT" CODE. PRESS ENTER" rx
650 CLS:PRINT:PRINT
660 INPUT" ENTER AREA CODE";F
662 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
663 O=O:R=O
664 LPI,INT TAB( 20 I"LISTING BY AREA CODE"
665 GOSUB 3000670 FOR I = 1 TO P1
675 IF F=A( I I GOSI.IB 4000
680 IF F=A( J i (l=lHC( I I
685 IF F=A( I) THEN R=RtM( I I690 NEXT I
695 LPRINT TAB( 20 )"TOTALS" ;TAB( 40 I RiTAB( 48 I USING "ULU";(l
700 PRINT" DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER AREA COD~ TU EHlER"
710 INPUT" YES OR NO"iGI
720 IF GI="YES" GO TO 650 ELSE GOTD 130
800 CLS:PRINTIPRINT
810 PRINT" THIS FUNCTION LISTS ALL CALLS INTO ONE"
820 PRINT" EXCHANGE. rHIS FUNCTION IS USED F'RIMAf<ILY"
830 PRINT" TO STUDY THE FEASIBILITY OF FUREIGN EXCHANGE"
840 PRINT" LINES"
850 PRINT" LISTS OF EXCHANGES COVERED AND COSTS ARE"
860 P'RINT" AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE C(]MPANY"870 PRINT
880 PRINT" WHEN READY TO ENTER ~REA CODE AND EXCHANGE"890 INPUT" NUMBERS PRESS ENTER";X
900 CLS:PRINT:PRINT
910 INPUT" ENTER AREA CODE";H
920 CLS:PRINT <
930 INPUT" ENTER EXCHANGE";K
932 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
935 CLS:[l=O:R=O
938 LPRINT TABI201"LISTING BY AREA CODE' EXCHANGE"
940 GOSUB 3000
950 FOR I -I TO PI960 IF H=A(II AND K=E(II GOSUB 4000
964 IF H=A( I I AND K=EI I I THEN O=OtC( I I
968 IF H=A(II AND K=E(I) THEN R=RtM( I)
970 NEXT I
975 LPIUNT TABI 20 I"TOTALS" ;TAB( 40 IF:;TAB( 48 IUSING" tu. U" ;a
980 PRINT" DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER EXCHANGE AND AREA CODE"
990 INPUT" YES OR NO";G$
1000 IF G$="YES" GOTD 900 ELSE GOTD 130
1100 CLS:PRINT:PRINT
1110 PRINT" THIS FUNCTION LISTS ALL CALLS TO ONE"
1120 PRINT" NUMBER AND IS USED PRIMARILY TO DECIDE"
1130 PRINT" THE FEASIBILITY OF INSTALLING A TIE"
1140 PRINT" ~INE."
1150 PRINT" lNFORMATION AND COSTS ON TIE LINES ARE"
1160 PRINT" AVAILABLE FROM YOUI;,LOCAL TELCO."
1170 REM
1180 PRINT
1190 INPUT"
1200 CLS:PRINT·
1210 INPUT" ENTER AREA CODE";A
1220 INPUT" ENTER EXCHANGE";E
1230 INPUT" ENTER NUMBER";N
1235 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
1240 CLS: (1=0:R=O
1245 LPRINT TAB(201"LISTING OF ALL CALLS TO ONE NUMBER"
1250 GOSUB 3000
1260 FOR 1= 1 TO PI
1270 IF A=AI I I AND E=EI I I
1274 IF A=AI I I AND E=E( I I
127& IF A=A(I) AND E=EIII
1280 NEXT I
1285 LPRINT TAB( 20 I"TOTALS" HAB( 40 IRiTAB( 48 IUSING "*U.U" ill
1290 PRINT" DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER NUMBER TO ENTER"
1300 INPUT" YES OR NO"iG.
1310 IF G$="YES" GO TO 1200 ELSE GOTO· 1301400 REM
1410 CLS
1420 INPUT"WHEN THE CASSETTE RECORDER IS READY PRESS ENTER";X
1430 'CLS!'PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" NOW f(ECORDING FILE ONTO CASSETTE"1432 PRINTt-1.P1
1435 FOR I=lTOP1
1440 PRINU-1 ,[I( I IoA( I I.E( I I.N( I I,M( I I.C( I I
1450 NEXT I
1460 CLS:PRINT:PRINT
1470 PRINT" RECORDING NOW COMPLETE TO SEE FUNCTIONS"
1480 INPUT" PRESS ENTER";X
'1490 GOTO 130
}igg ~~~~f7~~I~T:PR~~~~ CASSETT~O~SL~~~~~GP~~E~ ~~b~R~~~SETTE"
1503 INPUH-1. P1
1505 FOR I=lTOP1
1510 INPUTt-l,IH I ),A( I ),E( r ),N( I hM< 1 hC( I)
1520 NEXT I
1530 PRINT:PRINT
1540 PRINT" LOADING NOW COMPLETE - TO SEE FUNCTIONS"
1550 INPUT" AVAILABLE PRESS ENTER";x
1560 GOTO 130

TO CLOSE THE DATA FILE ENTER 9999 FOR
!lAy.OF MONTH."

oK - DATA FILE IS CLOSED"
TO SEE FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE PRESS ENTER";X

THIS FUNCTION LISTS CALLS INTO ALL AREAS COVERED
BY A WATS LINE
A LIST OF AREAS COVERED BY THE VARIOUS WATS"
LINES IS AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE"
COMPANY

WHEN READY TO PROCEED PRESS ENTER"iX

AND N=N( I I GOSUB 4000
AND N-NI I I THEN Q=Qte( II
AND N=N(I I THEN R=RtM( II
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1600 CLS:PRINT" ENTER THE INFORMATION FOR THE CALL TO BE CORRECTED"
1610 PRINT:INPUT" DAY OF MONTH"in
1620 INPUT" AREA CODE"iA
1630 INPUT" EXCHANGE"iE
1640 INPUT" NUMBER"iN
1650 INPUT" MINUTES";M
1660 INPUT" COST" iC
1670 FORI;1TOF'I
1680 IFD;D( I) AND A~A( I) AND E;E( I) AND N;N( I) AND M;M( I) AND C;C( I) GOTD 1740
1690 NEXT I
1700 PRINT" CALL NOT FOUND IN FILE"
1710 INPUT" TO TRY AGAIN ENTER YES - TO SEE FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE ENTER NO"iGI
1720 IFG$;"YES" GOTO 1600 ELSE GOTO 130
1730 REM
1740 CLS:GOSUB3000
1750 GOSUB4000
1760 PRINT" ABOVE IS THE CALL AS IT APPEARS BEFORE CORRECTION"
1770 PRINT:PRINT " ENTER THE CORRECTED INFORMATION"
1780 INPUT" DAY OF MONTH" i D( I )
1790 INPUT" AREA CODE" ;A( I)
1800 INPUT" EXCHANGE" i E( I )
1810 INPUT" NUMBER" iN( I)1820 INPUT" MINUTES" iM( I)
1830 INPUT" COST"iC(II
1840 PRINT" THE CORRECTED CALL NOW READS" ;PRINT
1850 GOSUB4000
1860 PRINT" DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER CALL TO ENTER"
1870 INf'UT" YES OR NO" iG$
1880 IF G$a"YES" GOTO 1600 ELSE GO TO 130
1900 CLS;PRINT:PRINT
1910 PRINT" TO LIST ALL CALLS MADE ON ONE DAY"
1920 PRINT" ENTER THE DAY OF THE MONTH YOU"
1930 INPUT" WOULD LIKE TO SEE"iD
1935 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT
1940 CLS:a=O;R=O
1945 LF'RINT TAB( 20 I" LIST OF ALI._ CAl.LS MADE ON ONE DAY"
1950 GIlSUB 3000
1960 FOR I = 1 TO PI
1970 IF D=D( I) GO:WB 4000
1974 IF D=D( I) THEN O=OtC( I I
1978 IF D=Ii(I) THEN r,'=R+M(I )
1980 NEXT I
1985 LF'RINT TAB( 20 I"TOTALS" iTAB( 40 )R;TAB( 48 I USING"Uf.U" iO
1990 PRINT:PRINT
2000 PRINT" DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER DATE TO ENTER"
2010 INPUT" YES OR NO"iG.
2020 IF G$="YES" GOTO 1900 ELSE GOTO 130
30 00 LPL<l NT: LPR INT: LPRINT TAB( 1.0 I"DAY" ;TAB( 38 )" NUMBER" i TAE« 48 )" COST"
3010 lfKlNT TAIl( 10 I"OF";T.'B( 16 I"AREA" ;TAB( 41 I"OF" ;TAB( 49 1"01""
3020 LPRINT TAB( 9 I"MONTH" ;TAB( 16 )"CODE" iTAB( 21 )"EXCHANGE" iTAB( 30 )"NUMI<ER" iTAl« 39)
"MINS" iTf)B( 48 )"CALL"
3030 LPRINT"---------------------------------------------------------------"
3040 RETURN
400·) LF'RINT TM« 10 )D( I )iTA£« 17 )A( I ) iTAB( 23 )E( r » TAB( 30 )N( I )iTAB( 40 )M( I Ii TAB( 48) USING "oUt-if" ;C( I)
401.V I<ETURN

that a savings can be made by
installing a tie-line to 717-555-
0111, 803-555-1616 and 609-766-
2330, while it would be more ex-
pensive to rent a tie-line for 717-
555-1215. Remember that the
cost of toll calls must be the to-
tal number of calls going to and
coming from the number.

The Program

The program is a TRS-80 Lev-
el II application, designed to
hold one month's data in 16K.
Lines 10 through 240 initialize
the program and print the menu.
If you ever want to change the
program, keep in mind that the
branches from the menu to the
various parts of the program do
not follow in order. For in-
stance, function 3 branches to
line 550 of the program, while
function 2 branches to line
1600.

Starting with line 300, each
block of program lines serves
the function as called for by the
ON-GOTO statement at line
230. The subroutine at 3000
prints the headings, and the
subroutine at 4000 prints the
data.the three tables provided.

Table 1 shows that savings
can be effected by renting a
WATS line for areas covered by
examples 1 and 2; however, it
would not be of any benefit to
rent one for example 3 since it
would be more expensive than
the directly dialed calls.

By using Table 2 we see that

a savings could be made by
renting a foreign exchange line
for the exchanges covered by
example 2, but renting lines
covering exchanges in exam-
ples 1 and 3 would result in a
higher cost. You should take in-
to consideration the ability to
accept incoming calls from the
exchanges covered by a foreign

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3
Areas Covered Cost Areas Covered Cost Areas Covered Cost

215 278.56 201 101.12 201 101.12
717 212.28 212 97.64 202 12.16

301 93.20 203 9.23
302 112.14 212 97.64
315 88.99 216 ·0·
516 109.09 301 93.20
518 124.16 302 112.14
607 99.80 315 88.99
609 89.89 413 17.37

914 97.76 516 109.09
518 124.16
603 12.12
607 99.80
609 89.89
716 4.3~
914 97.76

Total cost of
toll calls 490.84 1,013.79 1.069.01
WATS line
cost 400.00 700.00 1,200.00
Savings
by WATS 90.84 313.79 (130.99)

Table 1.
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exchange line and any benefit
gained should also be taken in-
to consideration.

Using Table 3, you can see

Using the Program

The program has been de-

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3
Exchange Exchange Exchange
Covered Cost Covered Cost Covered Cost

111 13.88 220 34.55 331 43.12

112 12.12 221 37.37 332 43.34

113 14.02 222 40.12 333 41.41

114 13.73 223 35.09 334 17.36

115 13.97 224 34.34 335 54.19

116 14.04 225 41.41 336 47.72

117 11.97 226 37.87
227 36.54
228 31.19

Total cost
of calls 93.73 328.48 247.14
Cost of
foreign
exchange line 120.00 190.00 400.00
Savings (26.27) 138.48 (15286)

Table 2.

Cost of Cost of
Number Toll Calls Tie-line Savings

717-555-0111 273_12 240.00 33.12
717-555·1215 208.71 312.00 (103_29)
803-555-1616 416.97 355.00 61.97
609-766·2330 303_16 237.00 66.16

Table 3.



T.M.

Give 'lour TRS-80
mainlrame power

and give your whole family a world of information, education,
entertainment and communication with the first information utility.

Enhance your TRS-80 to give you
and your family more use and value
of your current hardware than you
thought possible through THE
SOURCE ... the world's first infor-
mation and communication utility
for microcomputers.

As Near As YourTelephone
With a simply accoustical connec-

tion to your telephone, your TRS-80
can become a part of a vast informa-.
tion and communication network
which now serves thousands of home
and busi ness computers. . th rough
a local phone call in over 300 U.S.
cities.

FromUPI, New YorkTimes
to Local Entertainment

Guides
With THE SOURCE's on-line key-

word access, you can have important
information sources in your own
home ... the United Press Interna-
tional wire service, over 5,000 infor-
mational abstracts from the New
York Times Consumer Data base,
stock market reports, restaurant and
entertainment information, dozens of
sophisticated computer games, edu-
cational programs, travel information
and reservations, a discount buying
service ... and hundreds of other
information and entertai ni ng services.

Instant Nationwide
Communication with Other
Personal and Business

Computers
With your SOURCE network sub-

scri ption, you wi [[ have the capabi Iity

V ReaderService-see page 227

of instant nationwide communication
with thousands of other microcom-
puter users on THE SOURCE network.
Use it to transmit programs and data,
to relay business information, or
simply to chat with friends ... at a
fraction of the cost of other message
systems.

Expand YourCapacity for
Programming and Storage
Through Mainframe Power
For your larger or more compli-

cated programs, THE SOURCE offers
you the abi litv to upload and down-
load information to a large majnfrarne
with unlimited storage capacity. You
can program in FORTRAN, COBOL,
EXTENDED BASIC, and RPC II with
your TRS-80 and you'll never have a
capability or a capacity problem
again.

The Source ... Easy to Use
for YourWhole Family

You don't have to be a computer
whiz to enjoy THE SOURCE's many
information, entertainment, and com-
munication advantages. A[[ SOURCE
services and information resources
can be accessed in plain English with
absolutely no prior knowledge re-
quired of computer programming so
the whole family can enjoy full use
and value.

The Source ...
An Affordable Compliment

to YourTRS-80 System
You'd pay thousands of dollars to

duplicate the information and en-
tertainment programs THE SOURCE

offers. But THE SOURCE costs as
little as $2.75 per connect hour (non-
prime time), giving your family a
val ue wh ich is impossi ble to beat.

Find Out How The Source
CanGive More Power and

Value to YourTRS-80
To find out how THE SOURCE's

many features can expand and com-
plement the value of your TRS-80
and how easy it is to connect to the
world's first information utility, simply
complete the coupon below, or cal [
our toll-free information hotline.
There's no obligation.

3/80 t1f\
mill_a >,5142

InformationUtility

Free Information Request
Please send me your free guide to THE
SOURCE Information Utility for personal
computers. I understand that I am under no
obligation.

o I currently have a home computer.
MAKE. , MODEL. _

o Please send me information on com-
patible home microcomputers including
the special low-cost equipment packages
offered by THE SOURCE.

K

NAME _

AIJiJRESS _

CI1Y: _

SlATI.: ZIP: _

Pleas" mail this coupon to:
THE SOURCE

1616 Anderson Road - Mclean, Va 22102
Toil-free hotline: 800-336-33301_-- -------------------
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signed to analyze one month's
data at a time. This is because
that period is the telephone
company's billing cycle. All toll
calls and line rentals are billed
on a monthly basis.

Using function 1, all neces-
sary data is entered by re-
sponding to the various
prompts. All other functions
then perform on the data
entered by this function.

Corrections are made using
function 2. All data for a specif-
ic call is displayed as it is re-
corded on the file. The user is
then prompted through the vari-
ous call elements and given the

chance to correct any errors.
The correct call is then again
displayed in order to see that
the corrections were made
properly.

Functions 3, 4 and 5 list the
calls in various formats that al-
low comparison with the tele-
phone company's reduced rate
distance lines. Function 3
prints all calls into an area code
and is used to make the WATS
line comparison. Function 4
lists all calls to one exchange
within an area code and is used
for the foreign exchange line
comparison. The data for mak-
ing the tie-line comparison is

provided by function 5.
Function 6, which lists all

calls made on one day, .is not
used for a direct comparison of
reduced rate lines, but merely
provides a tool for the user to
further analyze his telephone
needs. Functions 7 and 8 are
provided to save and enter a
month's data using a cassette
file.

When comparing the data
provided with the telephone
company rates, several months'
results should be considered
before a definite decision is
made .. This is required to en-
sure that the savings will be of

a permanent nature. See the
output of the various functions
in the sample run.

Conclusion

There are almost as many
uses for microcomputers as
there are microcomputers.
Some are pure entertainment,
while others are directed at re-
ducing costs and increasing
profits. Few of these uses in the
last category produce such in-
stant and positive results and
the reduction in telephone
costs that can be attained us-
ing the TRS-80 and this pro-
gram .•

Sample run. Function 4
Day Number Cost

FUnction 1 ot Area of of

Day Number Cost
Month Code Exchange Number Minutes Call

of Area ot of 717 716 3362 4 1.12
Month Code Exchange Number Minutes Call 717 716 3362 0.98

717 716 3362 4 1.12
717 716 3362 1.28

717 373 7878 8 3.12
3 717 716 3362 12 3.74

717 716 3362 .98
TOTALS 20 7.12

717 373 7878 17 4.12
Function 5

707 555 1213 .87
717 716 3362 1.28

Day Number Cost

3 717 716 3362 12 3.74 of Area ot of

3 707 808 1212 16 12.29
Month Code Exchange Number Mins Call

707 373 7878 8 3.08 717 373 7878 3.12
717 373 7878 17 4.12

Function 3 TOTALS 25 7.24
Day Number Cost
of Area of of

Month Code Exchange Number Mins Call Function 6

717 716 3362 1.12
Day Number Cost

717 373 7878 3.12
of Area of of

717 716 3362 0.98
Month Code .Exchange Number Minutes Call

717 373 7878 17 4.12 717 373 7878 17 4.12
717 716 3362 3 1.28 2 707 555 1213 1 0.87
717 716 3362 12 3.74 2 717 716 3362 3 1.28

TOTALS 45 14.36 TOTALS 21 6.27

$25.
$22.
$35.

CI·68A CONTROL INTERFACE

•8 opt a-isalated inputs
• 8 reed relay outputs
•Relay status register
•/IRQ and /NMI jumper
selectable

•Complete
documentation

• $79.95 kit
•$95.00 assembled
and tested

CONVERTER

• 8 Analog inputs
(0-2.5v)
:Single ramp. software
driven conversion

• 8bit; 9.6 ms maximum
•Complete
documentation

•$39.95 assembled
and tested

I Advanced Scientific Software for
TRS-SO and NORTH STAR

MATH LibrafY_1
22 quality programs (req. 16K) including root of

equations, integration, differentiation, simulta-
neous equations, matrix operations, interpola-
tions, regression analysis (linear, polynomial,
multiple), ordinary differential equations, partial
differential equations, statistics and plotting;
with manual.

TRS-80disk
TRS-80, Level II tape
North Star disk (single density)

ODE Master
Solves single and simultaneous ordinary differ-

ential equations; can handle even 'stiff' prob-
lems; error control and formatted output to CRT
or printer; with manual.

TRS-80 Level II, 16K tape
North Star disk (single density)

Custom Software for education or professional
use is available.

$25
$30

for SWTpe 6800 type computer. Write for more
information v 124
Terms USand Canada odd 5% shipping Others odd
15%USfunds only TXresidentsceo 5% tax. VISA and
..,. MCok.

.,..". INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOC;Y .

510Oxford Park· Garland. TX75043 • (214)270-8393
It.-. l.4ee v L3

L 5819 Thomas Ave., Philadelphia PA 19143. (215) 748-4558
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Commodore PET CBM
SOFTWARE BREAKTHROUGH

CDM WORD PROCESSOR
6502 Machine language software based in ROM and disk
3~~n~~t Full text editing and printer formatting for 16K or

ONL y -------------.----.----.-----------------------.-----------------.--- S99.00

DISKDA5£OMNESS SOFTWAREFOI\ ::12KPET.DISKAt() PIIltlTIR.

GENERAL LEDGER- Prints all financial statements and up-
dates accounts file. Comprehensive documentation.
PAYROll- You enter the hours, this program then tells you
the payroll COSts,prints the checks (with proper forms), and
prints all tax reports.
ACCOUNTSRECEIVADLE-Ageing and updating. Pull reports
for late accounts.
ACCOUNTS PAY ADLE- Pay on discount dote or allot once.
Prints checks.
INVENTORY - Very Complete. Holds up to 800 items per
disk.
CUSTOMER INFORMATION. MAILING LIST-Print labels. Up-
date by any field.
JOD COSTING- Find OUt the true cost of a job DEFORE bid-
ding it.

W'It&fO'OUoMOpuj[~u'ii5\

ONCEPTS 1104 Logan Ave .
Cheyenne, WY 82001

BUSINESS SYSTEM CONSULTANT (307) 632·9132

vC167

EACH MOOULE---S 119.95 All7--·S795.00



BASIC SOFTWARE LIBRARY
NOW * 10 * Volumes and Growing

We have over 100,000 in circulation since 1975 and we are still around and That's more than Anyone else can say. We
used to sell hundreds of programs individually, the programs in Volume X were sold for several years at over $10,000,
in Volume III for over $6,000 but a few years ago we decided to promote software to the mass public and it was an
instant success. We are still several years ahead of our time in our marketing concepts as well as our products and we
are going to be making another major change in the market. We are going to offer our programs in cassette form. NOT
just one of two programs on a tape like everybody else. But a book full of programs for just $9.95.
For Homeowners, Businessmen, Engineers, Hobbyists, Doctors, Lawyers, Men and Women·
We have been in business for over nine years building a
reputation for providing a quality product at nominal prices-
NOTwhat the traffic will bear. Our software is:

• Versatile - as most programs allow for multiple modes of
operation.

• Tutorial - as each program is self prompting and leads you
through the program (most have very detailed instructions con-
tained right in their source code).

• Comprehensive - as an example our PSD program not only
computes Power Spectral Densities but also includes FFT's,
Inverse-transforms, Windowing, Sliding Windows, simultane-
ous FFT's variable data sizes, etc.

Bond
Building
Compound
Cyclic
Decision 1
Decision 2
Depreciation
Efficient
Flow
Installment
Interest
Investments
Mortgage
Optimize
Order
Pert Tree
Rate
Return 1
Return 2
Schedule 1

Vol. 11$24.95

Animals Four
Astronaut
Bagel
Bio Cycle
Cannons
Checkers
Craps
Dogfight
Golf
Judy
Line Up
Pony
Roulette
Sky Diver
Tank
Teach Me

APPENDIX A

Beam
Conv.
Filter
Fit
Integration 1
Integration 2
Intensity
Lola
Macro
Max. Min.
Navaid
Optical
Planet
PSD
Rand 1
Rand 2
Solve
Sphere Trian
Stars
Track
Triangle
Variable
Vector

Vol. III
$39.95
Billing
Inventory
Payroll
Risk
Schedule 2
Shipping
Stocks
Switch

• Virtually Machine Independent - these programs are written
in a subset of Dartmouth Basic but are not oriented for anyone
particular system. Just in case your Basic might not use one of
our functions we have included an appendix in Volume V which
gives conversion algorithms for 19 different Basic's; that's right,
just look it up and make the substitution for your particular
version. If you would like to convert your favorite program into
Fortran or APL or any other language, the appendix in Volume II
will define the statements and their parameters as used in our
programs.

Over 85% of our programs in the first nine volumes will execute in
most 8K Basic's with 16K of free user RAM. If you only have 4K
Basic, because of its lack of string functions only about 60% of our
programs in Volumes I through IX would be useable, however they
should execute in only 8K of user RAM.
AVAILABLE AT MOST COMPUTER STORES
Master Charge and Bank Americard accepted.
Our Software is copyrighted and may not be reproduced or sold.

Vol. IV
$9.95
Bingo
Bonds
Bull
Enterprise
Football
Funds1
Funds2
Go-Moku
Jack
Life
Loans
Mazes
Poker
Popul
Profits
Qubic
Rates
Retire
Savings
SBA
Tic- Tac-Toe
Vol. VI
$49.95
Mini-Ledger

Vol. V
$9.95
Andy Cap
Baseball
Compare
Confid 10
Descrip
Differ
Engine
Fourier
Horse
Integers
Logic
Playboy
Primes
Probal
Quadrac
Red Baron
Regression 2
Road Runner
Roulette
Santa
Stat10
Stat 11
Steel
Top
Vary
Xmas

APPENDIXB

Vol. VIII Vol. IX Vol. X
$19.95 $19.95' $69.95'
1040-Tax Auto Intro.

Cypher AIR
Balance Hurrtrac AlP

10 Mer Inv
Checkbook Lorana Check

Map Assets
Instol78 Navigate Payroll

Omega BalSh
Deprec 2 Patterns P/L

Radar Year End
APPENDIXC RDF Data Base

Tax Up
Favorites Basic St.

• Readable - as all of our programs are reproduced full size for
ease in reading.

Vol_ I $24.95
Business & Games &
Personal Pictures
Bookkeeping
Programs

Pictures
A. Newman
J.F.K.
Linus
Ms. Santa
Nixon
Noel Noel
Nude Payroll
Peace AIR
Policeman Inventory
Santa's Sleigh Peprec.
Snoopy Ledger

Add $1.50 per vO~~~~nhandling,all domestic shipments sent U.P.S. except APO V' K22 KE MCO, LTC. 804-520-4634
and P.O.Box which go parcel post. Foreign orders add $6.00Ivolume for air PO, Drawer 2208
shipment and make payable in U.S. dollars only. Petersburg, VA 23803
To help start the NEW decade off on the right foot we are sponsoring a $10,000.00 "Give Away". You are eligible NOW! Follow our upcoming
ads for more information. (Dealers excluded, we have a separate event for them),

Binomial
Chi-Sq.
Coeff.
Confidence 1
Confidence 2
Correlations
Curve
Differences
Dual Plot
Exp-Distri
Least Squares
Paired
Plot
Plotpts
Polynomial Fit
Regression
Stat 1
Stat 2
T-Distribution
Unpaired
Variance 1
Variance 2
XY.

Vol. VII
$39.95
Chess

Medbil

Wdproc

Utility

Volume III-Part1-Billing, Inv. Pyrl
- available on TRS-80 level II
compatible cassette $9.95
"10%Discount-Offer good til April 30. 1980
Volume VI - Disk programs are
compatible with TRS-80 disk basic
The disk programs in Volumes VI, VII andXare
written in (CP/M) M Basic and Disk Extended
Microsoft Basic. Other programs written in 8K
Basic.





Teamwork!

When you add the Selectra-
Print System 9710 to your com-
puter or terminal, you've got the
winning team working for you!
Selectra-Print gives you letter-

quality hard copy for your
system plus the versatility and
efficiency ofIBM's world-famous
Selectric II.TM.At a fraction of the
price you would expect to pay for
a conventional printer alone.
Just plug it in to any computer

or terminal. Selectra-Print is
compatible with all serial and
parallel ports. No program mod-
ification or additional interface
is required. If you own a .
TRS-80,TMthere's a special
Selectra-Print to meet your needs.
Using standard ASCII code,

Selectra-Print brings all avail-
able keyboard characters under
computer control. You can now
mail, copy or file your com-
puter or terminal outputs. They
are even camera-ready for your
local offset printer.
In your office,you can use

Selectra-Print to take over the
typing chores. Just program
your computer for the desired
output, and Selectra-Print de-
livers forms, correspondence
and other documents, letter-

perfect. Addresses, dates and
other variables can be simply
typed either manually or by your
computer or terminal.
Your Selectra-Print can be used
as a high quality office type-
writer, too. Choose either an
easy-reading 10 characters per
inch or a space-saving 12 char-
acters per inch. Oryou may order
your System 9710 'with dual
pitch, which incorporates both.
For maximum versatility,
correction is available as an
option for all systems.
Selectra-Print comes complete

with an IBMwarranty on the
typewriter. Micro Computer
Devices warrants the rest. If,
after the warranty period ex-
pires, you would like an annual
service contract, you may pur-
chase one for a nominal charge.
So why pay more for less? If
you own a computer or terminal,
why not really put it to work?
With Selectra-Print and IBM,
you've got the hard copy team!

IBM standard warranty on
SelectriC IFMtypewriter
MCDstandard warranty on
Selectra-Print
Finest printed copy available
ASCII typing element
130 characters per line at 10
per inch, or 155 characters at
12 per inch
Full upper and lower case
alphanumeric characters
Switch-selectable rates to
9.6 kbaud (serial port only)
Tab command
Backspace
Index
Bell
Computer cable set
Parallel interface
All necessary software in PROM
Choice of IBM colors

Optional Features
Dual pitch
Correction
Noise reduction
RS-232 serial interface
Pin feed
Tractor feed
All available typing elements
Annual IBM service contract for
SelectriC IFM
Annual MCDservice contract fOI
Selectra-Print

MICRO COMPUTER DEVICES, INC. e'M30

3156 East La Palma Avenue, Suite H, Anaheim, California 92806 . (714) 630-8206
v' Reader Service-see page 227 Microcomputing, March 1980 131



Keyed-up PET

You "old PET" users can add a keyboard to your PET for less than $60.

Timothy L. Bramblet
11981 La Pan Dr.
Boise ID 83705

HOw many times have you
wished that your PET had a

bigger keyboard? This problem
appeared to me in reverse. I can
get along just fine on the PET
keyboard, but while typing on a
typewriter or another computer,
I continually hit the wrong keys.
I added a keyboard that plugs in-
to the side of my PET. Either key-
board can be used, and it only
cost me $25 to add a keyboard.

First, you need an unencoded
keyboard. Many keyboards and
kits are equipped with circuitry

that puts out the appropriate
ASCII code for the key selected.
This is not what you want. The
PET keyboard consists simply
of switches. When you push a

key, you short out two wires. The
PET sees this and figures out
what key you selected. Com-
modore must have had a lot of
calculator keys left over and
figured here was a place to get
rid of them.

A new keyboard should not
cost more than $30. Jameco
Electronics has them advertised
for $29.95 (see their ad in
Microcomputing, March 1979, p.
166). I found mine in a computer
store for $25. Surplus electronic
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stores are a good source for
used ones, which quite often
will still be mounted in a case.

Computer keyboards have the
normal typewriter configuration

plus extra keys for special pur-
poses. The PET keyboard has
the numbers and punctuation
on separate keys, making it im-
possible to combine them on
the upper row of keys as most
keyboards have. I assigned each
key the value of the lowercase
symbol painted on it and used
the extra keys for special punc-
tuation and commands. For in-
stance, the "here is" key is
aSSigned RETURN; the "repeat"
key is assigned =. I suggest
that you decide what each key
will be assigned and then label
each of them on the back of the

the whole top of the PET swings
up like the hood of a car. Tucked
up in the back-left corner is a
convenient little brace that
swings down, fits into one of the
screw holes and holds up the
top.

Notice the 18 wires that run
from the keyboard to a 20-pin in-
line plug on the main logic
board. The connections are
labeled on the board A through
Hand 1 through 10. If the PET
sees a connection between A
and 7, it will print a Z ... be-
tween Hand 3, it will print a 9.
This is what the PET keyboard
does and what you are going to
do with your external keyboard.
Fig. 1 shows the cross connec-
tions for all of the unshifted
characters. F-2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 are

when you start wiring it.
keyboard so there is no mix-up not used.

Inside the PET

Opening the PET is easy.
Remove the four screws under
the front (two on each side), and

Construction

I attached my keyboard to the
internal keyboard printed circuit
board by means of a connector
added to the left side of the PET.

Internal view showing added wiring (note speaker for internal
sound).



A B C 0 E F G H
1 # % & ( home :::;

2 $ \ ) II del
3 Q E T U 0 9
4 W R Y P I
5 A 0 G L ret 6
6 S F H K 5
7 Z C B M ret 3
8 X V N +
9 shift @ I space > shift 0
10 rvs [ space < stop

Fig. 1. Cross connections for all unshifted characters.

This was the neatest and eas-
iest way to do it. [did not want to
splice into the wire run or solder
directly to the main logic board.
If you ever have to remove the
main board for servicing, you
don't want to unsolder a bunch
of wires to do it.

Remove eight small Phillips
screws (four on top and four on
bottom), and the whole key-
board assembly-numeric pad
and all-will come out in one
piece. Unplug it from the main
board (carefully), and the unit
will be free for easy soldering.

If the idea of drilling a hole in
the side of your computer
makes you sick, then attach the
socket on ribbon cable routed
between the upper and lower
half through the front of the PET
and let it dangle. My PET gets
hauled around a lot, so I con-
sider a mounted socket a neces-

,..~ity; neither does it look like an
add-on.

Any 18-pin or more socket and
plug will work. I used the 25-pin
subminiature plug and socket
as shown in the Jameco adver-
tisement.

Before you start drilling and
filing, remove the main logic
board to protect it from metal fil-
ings. It is held in by three screws
and three plastic clips. Every-
thing unplugs from it, and it re-
moves quite easily.
The display and recorder can

be protected by pulling a plastic
garbage bag over the entire top
and taping it to the inside back.
A small sack can be taped over
the power supply. Do not let
your family see the PET at this
time, or you will spend a lot of
time assuring them that the pa-
tient will live. Vacuum out the
PET well when done. Even one
small metal filing bridging two
runs or between two chip pins

can have interesting results.
Solder 18 wires between the

socket and the connections on
the upper-left corner of the inter-
nal keyboard. Be careful not to
bridge the gaps, and use a low-
wattage soldering iron. Make
sure the wires are long enough
to reach with the top up. These
connections are not labeled, so
remember that, starting on the
left, they are A-H and 1-10. Use
color-coded wires so you can
keep track of this and still have
everything in order by the time
you get to the external key-
board.

If you know what each key is
assigned and which wire is A, B,
etc., then wiring the external
keyboard should not be difficult.
Start with wire A and solder it to
one of the pins on key!, then key
" and Q, etc. After you have
wired up wires A through H,
start with wire 1 and solder it to
the other pin on key!, then key #
and %, etc., until wires 1
through 10 are connected (see
Fig. 1). Every key should have
two wires connected to it when
you are finished. One should be
a letter and the other should be
a number.

The PET has two shift keys
and two space keys; beneath
the return button are two return
keys. In Fig. 1 you'll see that
space is represented at 9-0 and
also at 10-C.Shift and return are
also represented at two places.
The PET will recognize either
one. Don't wire (as a friend of
mine did) 9-0 and 10-Cup to the
same space key. It doesn't work.
Just wire one space location
(9-0 or 10-C)to one space key. It
doesn't matter which. The same
goes for return and shift, al-
though you will probably have
two shift keys, then you can wire
9-F up to one shift key and 9-A

up to the other.

The Case

Before a friend gave me a
metal case for the keyboard, I
had a problem with organizing
the wires leaving it. On one end
there is about one inch of plastic
overhang. I drilled 18 small
holes and stuck my wires
through these, then held the
whole thing in place with silicon
rubber. I also placed a blob of
silicon rubber in each corner to
act as feet. A tube of silicon rub-
ber is convenient to have in any
construction project. My key-
board is glued into its case with
silicon rubber.

Wire the plug to match the
socket, thoroughly clean the
PET,plug everything back in and
test it. Any errors should be ob-
vious and easily corrected.

My keyboard case has two
switches on it. I wired one

across the shift so I could lock
the shift on. I am still trying to
find a good use for the other
switch.

Since my junk box supplied
the wire and connectors, this
project only cost me $25. Had I
bought everything, the cost still
would not have exceeded $40. If
you are going to make your own
case, I suggest adding a keypad,
which would free your numbers
row for punctuation.

I have not experienced any
key bounce with the external
keyboard. The PET must have
debounce circuitry inside and
take care of that for us.

My keyboard works well and
is a real pleasure to operate. It
can be plugged in or out of the
PET with the power on. I have
nonced that TV interference
goes up slightly with the key-
board plugged in, but only if the
unit is close to the TV.•

Internal keyboard detached to show how external keyboard is
wired to it.

Underside of external keyboard (note silicon rubber holding the
keyboard in case).
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ORDER
READERS!

THE
RECREATIONAL
PROGRAMMER TODAY!

*YOU get 100% QUALITY SOFTWARE
*YOU get EXCITING PROGRAMS world-wide!
* YOU get NEW RELEASESbimonthly!
* YOUR check, VISA or MASTERCHARGEis welcome !

"The EAGLE has landed."

SPECIAL! Subscribe for TWO years
and receive any TWO of the issues shown
for only TWO DOLLARS!

THE RECREATIONAL PR:lGRAMMER is a
32-page blironthly jow:nal. It con-
tains articles, puzzles, and many
programs in BASIC.

FOREIGN
U.S. AIRMAIL

ONE YEAR $12 $24

TWO YEARS $24 $48

WITH SPECIAL $26 $50

CHECK CHOICE OF ISSUES:

DMAY-JUN DSEP-OCT DNOV-DEC

MAIL THIS ORDER or
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1---------------------------
1 RHECREATIONAL P.O. Box 2571 l
1 PROGRAMMER Kalamazoo MI 49003 I
1 I
1 ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION FOR YEARS AT DOLLARS. I
I PLEASE SEND TO I
: 0 MY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER IS ENCLOSED. I
I 0 BILL MY VISA MASTERCHARGE CARD. (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE) I
I' MY CARDNUMBER IS I
I EXPIRATION DATE I
L ~

CALLOUR 24- HR HOTLINE (616) 344·9323



JPC PRODUCTS FOR

6800 COMPUTERS

High Perfonnance Cassette Interface
• FAST· 4800 Baud Loads 4K in 8 Seconds!
• RELIABLE· Error Rate Less Than 1 in 1.0" Bytes.
• CONVENIENT· Plugs Directly Into The SWTPC .
• PLUS· A Fully Buffered 8 Bit Output Port Provided.
• LOW COST· $59.95 For Complete Kit.

• OPTIONAL· CFM/3 File Manager.
Manual & Listing $19.95
(For Cassette Add) $ 6.95

TERMS: CASH. MC or 't'ISA; Shipping & Handling $3.00

Order Phone (505)294-4623
P.O. Box 5615
Albuquerque, N.M. 87185

FAST - FLEXIBLE
DAT A MANAGERNOW

JINSAM
• CUSTOM DATA FILES

• CUSTOM REPORTS - LABLES

• KEYED RANDOM ACCESS

• MULTIPLE SEARCH KEYS

• PRIVATE ACCESS CODES

• WILD CARD SEARCH
CBM 2040 OR COMPUTHINK DISK

DISKETIE $150.00
DEMONSTRATION

USER'SGUIDE$25.00
CASSETIE $5 DISKETIE $8

(REFUNDABLE WITH PURCHASE)

SEND CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. ADD $2.00

SHIPPING. NY. RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 8% TAX.

JINI MICRO-SYSTEMS, INC.
BOX 274-K • BRONX, N.Y. 10463

V' J16

- DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED-

",. Reader Service-see page 227

THE DATA BASE SO SIMPLE
EVEN YOU CAN OPERATE IT!
FILE·IT the quick-and-easy data-base you can use
on yourTRS·80 with absolutely no prior computer ex-
perience. Use this powerful program and one or
more disk drives to keep inventories, sales records,
menus, lists, tables, indexes; in short, just about
anything you can store in a file system you can store
in FILE·IT. Dynamic formatting power means files
from one to 16 fields, files up to 300 records long;
even multiple files. Global search, partial or exact
match, instant access ... FILE·IT does the work for
you. Requires one drive. Fully documented. $24.95

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONSTM (415) 592·6633
1313 Laurel St., Suite 15, San Carlos, CA 94070 V' P90

D Please send me TRS·80 FILE·IT
($24.95 each enclosed. Calif. residents add tax).

D Send your catalogs.

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _
TRS·SO is a trademark 01 Tandy Corp. SOM

COVER YOUR INVESTMENT
•Cloth Backed Naugalhyde Vinyl
• Improved Reliability
• Longer Life

• Waterproof & Dustproof
• Three Decorator Colors
Saddle Tan > Electra Blue· Black

TRS·80"

12.95

Set.
Keyboard

APPLE"
Keyboard .. $9.95
Disk 3.95
Set .... 11.95
CENTRONICS
779. $17.95
730 . ... . .. 9.95

OECWRITER
36 '$19.95
120 19.95

INTEGRAL DATA
SYSTEMS

$12.95

Wang Terminal .$18.95
Trendcom 100 9.95
Soroe 10 120 18.95
Pet 15.95
Sorcerer . . 9.95
lRS-BO Disk 4.95
Double Disk 7.95
Pertom Disk 4.95
lobo Disk 6.95
Matchless Disk 5.95
Vista Disk 6.95

22.95
7.95TRS·SO

Keyboard $7.95
Cassette .4.95
Video Display .9.95
Set ., ..... 19.95
Video. Display
with EI.... . .12.95
Selwith EI 22.95
line Printer I .... 17.95
Keyboard and cassette
or 54.95 Disk 10.95
Keyboard and
$6.9S0isk

440

Sendcheckor moneyorder to:
Includes$1.00 for postageand handling.
Overseasorders include $3.00 postage.

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

C!lI:1PUC[JUEP, V' C122
POBox 324 (Dept. A)
Mary Esther. FL 32569
Phone (904)243-5793
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Glenn Foster
585 E. Grand Traverse
Union Lake MI 48085

Single-Drive Diskette Copier

Last month: breakpoints for North Star's monitor. This month: a copier for the Horizon-1.

No experienced designer will
dispute the critical impor-

tance of creating frequent back-
ups of software and data files.
But in a small, single-drive sys-
tem such as my 16K North Star
Horizon-1, there is a sudden and
acute temptation to skip this
step as soon as a file becomes
too large to save and restore in
one step through memory. In the
case of the Horizon, I suddenly

found that instead of referenc-
ing a named file, I was calculat-
ing absolute disk addresses to
step through the file in blocks
that would fit in the available
memory while the diskette was
changed.

In the first place, this is for the
birds. More important, it's dan-
gerous. A miscalculation, an in-
advertently skipped diskette
change or any of several easily

>O~
.GO DSKC PY
FROM OISK ? II-TEXT
INSERT ll-TEXT
TO DISK? 3-TXBKP
FROM FILE (C/R FOR WHOLE DISK)
TO FILE? (C/R FOR SAME)
INSERT 3-TXBKP
INSERT ll-TEXT
INSERT 3-TXBKP

COP IER

.GO DSKCPY

.GO DSKCPY
FROM DISK? II-TEXT
INSERT ll-TEXT
INSERT ll-TEXT
INSERT ll-TEXT
TO DISK? 3-TXBKP
FROM FILE (C/R FOR WHOLE DISK) ? COPIER
TO FILE? (C/R FOR SAME) ? NEWCOPY
INSERT 3-TXBKP
NEW FILE! ASSIGN TO END OF DISK? Y
INSERT ll-TEXT
INSERT 3-TXBKP
·LI
3-TXBKP 0 4 0
ED ITO R 130 16 1 2AOO
PRINTER 14 16 1 2AOO
DATEL 30 100 0
DOS 4 10 0
NEWCOPY 236 39 0
M5600 146 10 I 5600
BRKPNTR 156 40 0
COPIER 196 40 0

Example 1.
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committed sins will result in the
loss of not only the backup, but
the original data as well.

Software Solution

The answer is a modest piece
of software. With the assistance
of a simple utility, the messy
and dangerous job of swapping
diskettes while reading and writ-
ing becomes easy, simple and
much less time-consuming.

Similarly, the program verifies
the existence of both the source
and object files and ensures
that errors do not occur as a re-
sult of different file-size alloca-
tions on the two diskettes. If a
long file is copied to a short file,
the operator is warned and giv-
en the option to truncate the file
or abort the run.

If the destination file is not
found, the program will first

In order for the procedure to warn the operator. Then if al-
work, it is necessary to assign
unique names not only to files
but to entire diskettes as well.
This is accomplished by creat-
ing a four-block file as the first
file on the diskette, with the
name of the diskette, as de-
scribed in the North Star DOS
manual. In effect, this names
the directory.

The operating procedure for
the diskette copier is to first
specify the diskettes involved
("from-disk" and "to-disk"), then
the files involved ("from-file"
and "to-file"). Once the diskette
and file names are entered, the
program takes over and not only
prompts diskette changes but
checks to ensure that the proper
diskette is entered.

The program's ability to
check and insist that the correct
steps have been performed is
absolutely vital. This generates
a solid assurance that no silly
mistake will destroy the hard-
won accomplishments of that
late session with the system.

Note that the program resides
entirely in memory so that
neither the source nor object
disk need contain the copy pro-
gram. In other words, if "from-
disk" is not found on the drive, a
prompt will be issued before
looking any further.

lowed to continue, it will create
a new file of the given name at
the end of the diskette. The
length of the new file will be
either the length of the source
file or the remaining space on
the diskette, if there is not
enough room for the whole file.
In this case, the operator is
warned, just as when copying to
an existing file.

Appropriate defaults are pro-
vided for the entry of a carriage
return (null entry) when either
file name is prompted. The ex-
ample runs should serve to clari-
fy details of operation.

The assembly listing shown is
configured for a 16K North Star
with the application program
origin at 2AOO.The upper limit is
placed at 55FO to protect a de-
bugging monitor that resides
from 5600 to 5FFF. This can be
changed by changing the EQU
at the beginning of the program
(HICOR). The more memory
made available, the more will be
loaded in one disk insertion, and
the faster the operation will pro-
ceed.

For those who wish to adapt
the program to another vendor's
DOS, the entry points and func-
tions used are documented at
the top of the listing .•



002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013oh
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044 2AOO 3lFF55
045 2A03 210426
046 2A06 010001
047 2A09 110000
048 2AOC 67
049 2AOD E042
050 2AOF 13
051 2AI0 F20D2A
052 2A13 IB
053 2A14 ED53F92E
054 2A18 21632D
055 2AIB 010COO
056 2AIE COBB2C
057 2A21 2lB52D
058 2A24 010800
059 2A27 COC52C
050 2A2A 79
061 2A2B FE08
062 2A2D 28E9
063 2A2F CD032D
064 2A32 21B52D
065 2A35 CDI02D
066 2A38 216F1D
067 2A3B 01UAUO
068 2A3E CDBB2C
069 2A41 21BE20
070 2A44 010800
071 2A47 CDC52C
072 2A4A 79
073 2A4B FE08
074 2A4D 28E
075 2A4F CD032D
075 2A52 21792D
077 2A55 012100
078 2ASS CDBB2C
079 2ASB 21C72D
080 2A5E 010800
081 2A61 CDC52C
082 2A64 79
083 2A65 CD032D
084 2AG8 FE08
085 2AEA 2045
086 2A6C 210000
087 2A6F 22D92E
088 2A72 22DD2E
089 2A75 215EOl
090 2A78 220B2E
091 2A76 22DF2E
092 2A7E 21E12E
093 2A81 ED4BF72E
094 2A85 CDBB2C
095 2A88 CDlV20
096 2A8B 47
097 2A8C AF
098 2A8D COOD2U
099 2A90 F680
100 2A92 FED9
101 2A94 C20A2D

••
ORG

HICOR EQU
STKBEG EQU..

REV ISED 24JUN79
:2AOO
:55FF
HICOR-:I00

Program listing .

..
••..••
••..
••.......*....

:200D
•• DOS ENTRY POINTS/ FUNCTIONS/ REGISTERS

CHARACTER OUTPUT
CHARACTER SUPPLIED IN B
DEVICE i SUPPLIED IN A
CHARACTER RETURNED IN A

CHARACTER IS INPUT TO A
DEVICE NUMBER SUPPLIED IN A ON ENTRY

DIRECTORY LOOKUP
DISK UNIT SUPPLIED IN A

(1 FOR SINGLE DRIVE)
POINTER TO FILE NAME SUPPLIED IN HL
RETURN W/ CARRY SET

INDICATES NOT FOUND
IN WHICH CASE FIRST FREE SECTOR IS

IN HL
ON SUCCESS HL POINTS TO 8TH BYTE

OF DI R ENTRY
(WHICH IS STORED INSIDE DOS)

WRITES DIRECTORY ENTRY BACK.
IS USED ONLY AFTER :2019
AND MODIFICATION OF ENTRY IN CORE

DISK READ OR WRITE
I BLOCKS SUPPLIED IN A
READ (I) OR WRITE (O) SUPPLIED IN B
UNIT NUMBER SUPPLIED IN C

(ALWAYS 1 FOR SINGLE)
START OF BUFFER SUPPLIED IN DE
DISK SECTOR SUPPLIED IN HL

..•• DIRECTORY ENTRY FORMAT:
OFFSET 0-7

8-9
10-11
12-15

FILE NAME
SECTOR NUMBER
LENGTH IN SECTORS
SPECIAL FILE TYPE DATA

V Reader Service-see page 227

:2010
:2019

.. :201C

SP,HICOR
H,BUFLEN
B,256
D,O
B COMPUTE BLKS IN BUFR
D
BF LNLP
D
BFBLKS
H,FD PROMPT SOURCE DISK
B,TD-FO
curt,
H,FDNM
8,8
INL
A, C
8
GETFD
CLRBUF
H,FDNM
CHKDSK MOUNT SOURCE DISK (IF NOT UP
H,TD PROMPT DEST DISK
B,FF-TO
OUTL
H,TDNM
B,8
INL
A,C
8
GETTD
CLRBUF
H,FF PROMPT SOURCE FILE
B, TF-FF
OUTL
H,FFNM
8,8
INL
A,C
CLRBUF
8
GETTF
H,O WILL DE WHOLE DISK
SRCBEG
DSTBEG
H,350 LEN OF DISK
SRCLEN
DSTLEN
H,WOWARN WARN OPERATOR
WDWL
OUlL
:2010 GET Y-N
B,A
A
:200D ECHO IT
:80
I Y I

ENllJOB

........ :2022

....

..
LXI
LXI
LXI
LXI
RSC

s BFLNLP DSC
INX
JP
OCX
SDED

GETFO LX I
LXI
CALL
LXI
LXI
CALL
MOV
CPI
8Z
CALL
LX I
CALL

GETTD LXI
LXI
CALL
LXI
LXI
CALL
MOV
CPI
BZ
CALL

GETFF LXI
LXI
CALL
LX I
LXI
CALL
MOV
CALL
CPI
BNZ
LXI
SHLD
SHLD
LXI
SHLD
SHLD
LXI
LOCO
CALL
CALL
I~OV
XRA
CALL
ORI
CPI
JNZ

MicroMint introduces a new wireless
AC remote control interface for the
Sears and BSR X-10 home control
system. Use your present TRS-80
Level II, Apple II or S-lOOcomputer to
provide complete home security through
control of lights, appliances and motors
with.a few simple Basic commands.
Buss compatible with virtually all
microcomputers. Completely assembled
- Just plug in and turn on!

As featured in:
"COMPUTERIZE A HOME"

BYTE, January 1980

BUSYBOXTM
Assembled and tested.
Busy Box $79.95
Cable and connector for TRS-80 14.95
Cable and adapter for Apple II 29.95
Cable and adapter for S-100 34.95
Power Supply (necessary for TRS-8Q) 9.95

NYresidentsadd7% salestax.
To order call (516) 374·6793
or write: The MicroMint Inc.

917 Midway
Woodmere, NY 11598
Dealer inquiries invited.

TRS·80 is trademark of Tandy Corp.
Apple II is trademark of Apple Computer
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102 2A97 CDF62C CALL CRLF
103 2A9A C06C2C CALL RDDSK GET BUFR FROM 0
104 2A9D 21BE2D LXI H, TDNM
105 2AAO 8DI02D CALL CHKDSK PUT UP DEST DISK
106 2AA3 21092D LXI H,DIRBUF
107 2AA6 llFB2E LXI D,BUFR
108 2AA9 010800 LXI 8,8

NORTH STAR--INTERTUBE 109 2AAC EDBO MW+R SRC DIR/DEST NAME
110 2AAE C34C2C JMP CPYRTN START COpy

THINKER TOYS--MICROTEK III 2ABl 219A2D GETTF LXI H,TF PROMPT DEST FILE
112 2AB4 ollB 00 LXI B,FDNM-TF
113 2AB7 CDBB2C CALL Dun

The s.,;,,'artest computers at the smartest price. 114 2ABA 2io02D LXI H, TFN~l
115 2ABD 010800 LXI B,8
116 2ACO CDC52C CALL INL
117 2AC3 79 MOV A,C
118 2AC4 FE08 CPI 8
119 2AC6 2000 BN! CLRTF
120 2AC8 21C720 LXI H,FFNM
121 2ACB 11D02D LXI D, TFNM
122 2ACE 010800 LXI B,8'
iz3 2ADl EDBO $ 14~!+R
124 2AD3 1803 S BRA SETUP
125 2A05 C0032D CLRTF CALL CLRBUF
126 2A08 3EOl SETUP 14VI A,l UNIT 1
127 2ADA 21C72D L~I H, FFN~l

HORIZON QUAD & DOUBLE DENSITY 128 2ADD CDIC20 CALL :201C
wi 2AEO 02072B JNC FFFND

LIST ONLY 130 2AE3 CDF62C CALL CRLF
HORIZON-I-3ZK-D KIT $1999 $1585

131 2AE6 21C72D LXI H, FFN~I
HORizON-Z-3ZI(-D KIT $2399

132 2AE9 010800 LXI B;8
$1905 133 2AEC CDBB2C CALL OIJJL

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $2765 $2195 134 2AEF 2lF B2A LXI H,NFMESS
HORllON-2-32K KIT QUAD $2799 $2225 135 2AF 2 010BOO LXI B, NF~lSGL

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $3215 $2555 136 2AF5 CDBB2C CALL OUH
PASCAL FOR NORTH STAR ON DISK 49 137 2AF8 C30A2D JI4P ENDJOB
POWERFUL NORTH STAR BASIC FREE 138 2AFB AOCECFD4 NnlESS ASC , NOT FOUNO ,
TEl PT 212 COMPUTER 5 MHz 8000 6250 139 2B06 00 NFMSE DATA 0
THINKER TOYS DISCUS/2D A&T 1149 949 140 NFMSGL EQU NFMS[-NF~IESS
DISCUS/2 +2 i,2 MEGABYTES A& T 1549 1299

141 2B07 010400 FFFND LXI B,4
MEASUREMENT S'YSTEM MEMORY A& T 4 MHz 64K 640

142 2BOA 11092E LXI O,SRCBEG
143 2BOD EDBO $ MW+R

GODBOUT MEMORY CALL FOR PRICE 144 2BOF 010400 LXI ~,4 GET TYP
145 2B12 115D2D LXI D, SRCTYP
146 2B15 EDBO MW+R
147 21117 CD6C2C CALL RODSK
148 2BIA 218E20 LXI H, TDNM
149 2B10 CDI02D CALL CHKDSK PUT UP DEST OISK
150 2B20 3EOl MVI A,l
151 2B22 210020 LXI H,TFNM
152 2B25 CD1C20 CALL :201C
153 2B28 02E22B JNC MOVDIR
154 2828 22002E SHLD OSTBEG STORE 'FDR FILE START
155 2B2E 218A2B LXI H,NEWMSG
156 2B31 012400 LXI B,NEWMSL
157 2B34 COBB2C CALL OUTL WARN OPERATOR-NEW FILE!
158 2B 37 CD1020 CALL :2010

INTERTUBE II SMART TERMINAL $995 $745 159 283A 47 MOV B,A
160 283B AF XRA A
161 2B3C COO020 CALL :20GD
162 2B3F F680 ORI :80
163 2B41 FED9 CP I 'Y'
164 2843 C20A20 JNZ ENOJ08
165 2B46 CDF62C CALL CRLF
166 2B49 2AF92E LHLD 8FBLKS
167 2B4C ED5BDB2E LDED SRCLEN
168 2B50 19 DAD D TOTAL LEN
169 2B51 EB XCHG IN DE
170 2852 ED53DF2E SDED OSHEN STORE LEN
171 2B56 2AD02E LHLLJ DSTBEG
172 2B59 19 DAD 0 HI AODR IN flL
173 2B5A 115D01 LXI 0,349
174 2850 B7 RSC

MICROTEK PRINTER 750 675 175 2B5E ED52 OSC D
ANADEX PRINTER 995 875 176 2B60 FA7328 JM NEWENT
FLORIDA DATA PRINTER 600 CPS 4300 CALL FOR PRICE 177 2863 215D01 LXI H,349

178 2B66 E05BLJD2E LOED DSTBEG
Super Software at Reasonable Prices 179 2B6A 87 RSC

180 2B6B ED52 OSC 0
MARYELLEN WORD PROCESSOR YOUR BEST IlUY $38 1&1 2860 22DF2E SHLD DSTLEN
TEXTWRITER III $125 182 2B70 COO12C CALL OVFLMS OOPS! TOO BIG
El-80 TUTORIAL-LEARN MACHINE LANGUAGE $25 183 2B73 2.lCF2D NEWENT LXI H, TFN~1-1 POINT TO BLANK
PDS FOR NORTH STAR-BETHR THAN CPIM $99 184 2B76 3EOI MVI A,l
COMPILER FOR HORIZON-SECRET SUPERFAST COD~

185 2878 CD1C20 CALL :20 1C 'FIND EMPTY ENTRY
186 2B7B D2CU2B JNC EMTFND

$100 187 2B7E 21AF2B LXI H,DIRFUL
10% Off Software Prices with Computers 188 2B81 011000 LXI B,DI RFL

VEf'BATIM THE BEST DISKETTES BOXOF10 $29 189 2B84 CDBB2C CALL OUTL
WHICH COMPUHRS ARE B~S17 BROCHURE, FREE 190 2887 C30A20 JMP ENOJOB

191 2B8A CEC507AO NEWMSG ASC 'NEW FILE ASSIGN TO END OF DISK ?
,

NORTH STAR DOCUMENTATION, REFUNDABLE WITH 192 2BAE Do NEWMSE DATA a
COMPUTER $20 193 NEWi4S L EQU NEWMSE-NEWMSG

194 2BAF C4C9D2C5 DIRFUL ASC 'DIREr.TORY FULL !'195 2B8'!'00 DI RFE DATA 0
AMERICAN KIVET! DR 196 DIRFL EQU DIRFE-DIRFUL

JAMESTOWN NC 197 2BCO 010800 EMTFND LXI 8,8
SOUARE 190 28C3 B7 HSC

COMpUTERS 27282 199 2BC4 ED42 DSC B
vASS (919) 883-1105 200 2BC6 EB XCHG

201 2BC7 21002D LXI H,TFNM
202 28CA ED80 MW+R COPY Iii NAME
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203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
21,7
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
26~
266
<67
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
27,
276
277
278
279
28 b
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303

2BCC
2BCF
2BD2
2BD4
2BD7
28DA
2BDC
2BDF
2BE2
lBE5
2BE8
2BEA
2BED
2BF 1
2BF2
2BF3
2BF 7
2BFB
2BF9
2BFB
2BFE
2C01
2c04
2C07
2COS
2CGC
2COD
2COF
2Cll
2C 14
2 C 18
2CIB
2C IE
2C21
2C22
2C25
2C26
2C27
2C2A
2C2C
2C2E
2C31
2C32
2C4B

2lDD2E
010400
EDBO
215D2U
010400
EDBO
CD IF 20
C34C2C
llDD2E
010400
EDBO
2ADB2E
EDSBF92E
19
EB
ElJ5BDF2E
EB
B7
ED52
F COl2C
C34C2C
2ADF2E
22DB2E
ED5BF92E
EO
B7
ED52
2807
FA182C
ED53F92E
21322C
0.11900
CDBB2C
AF
CD1U20
47
AF
CD,uD20
F680
FED9'
C20A2D
C9
C6CgCCC5
00

1,10VDIR

OVF L~IS

OVBFOK

OVMSG
OVMSE
OVi..ISL

LXI
LXI
MW+R
LXI
LXI
MW+R
CALL
JI~P
LXI
LXI
MW+R
LHLD
LDED
DAD
XCHG
LDED
XCHG
RSC
DSe
CM
JMP
LH LD
SHLD
LDED
XCHG
RSC
DSC
BZ-
JM
SDED
LXI
LXI
CAll
XRA
CALL
I~OV
XRA
CALL
ORIC.PI
JNZ
RET
ASC
DATA
EQU

H,DSTBEG
8,4

COPY START/LEN

:201F UPDATE DIRECTORY
CPYRTN
D,DSTBEG
8,4

H, TDNM
CHKDSK

,WRTDSK
SRC LEN
8,0
B
ENDJOB
II,FDNt~
CHKDSK
RDDSK
CPYRTN
SRCLEN
BFBLKS
B
READIN
SRCLEN
BFBLKS
,I O'
SRC LEN
SRCBEG
B
S RCB EG
SRCBEG
D,BUFR
'A, C
C,l
B,l
:2022
DS TB EG
BF B LKS
D
DSTBEG
D, BUF R
BFBlKS
A,C
C,1
B,O
:2022

BUFR LEN IN HL
DEST LEN IN DE
o OR NEG IS OK

'FILE OVFLO -- TRUNCATE? '
o
OVI4SE-OVMSG

• I,CPYRTN STARTS WITH WRITE
(FIRST BUFR ASSUMED LOADED)

THEN CHANGES DISKS AND READS
THEN CHANGES DISKS AND WRITES

ETC. UNTIL DONE
lXI
CALL
CALL

.LHLD
LXI
RSC
DS'c
JZ
LXI
CALL
CALL
BRA
LHLD
LBCD
RSC
DSC
JP
LBClJ
SBCD
LXI
SHLD
LHLD
DAD
LDED
SHLD
XCHG
LXI
MOV
MVI
MVI
CALL
RET
LDED
LHLD
DAD
SHLD
XCHG
LXI
LBCD
MOV
MVI
MVI
CALL
RET

2C4C
2C4F
2C52
2CS 5
2C58
2C5B
2C5 C
2CSE
2C61
2C64
2CG7
2C6A
2C6C
2C6F
2C73
2C74
2C76
2C79
2C7D
z cs i
2CS'4
2CS7
2CBA
2C8B
2C8F
2C92
2C93
2C96
2C97
2C99
2C9B
2C9E
2C9F
2CA3
2CA6
2CA7
iCAA
2CAB
2CAE
2CB2
2CB3
2CBS
2CB7
2CBA

21BE2D CPYRTN
CDI02D
CD9F2C
2ADB2E
010000
87
ED42
CAOA2D
2lBS2D
CDI02D
ClJ6C2C
18EO
2ADB2E RlJDSK
ED4BF92E
87
ED42
F2842C
ED4BDB2E $
ED43F92E $
210000
22D82E READIN
2AD92E
09
EDSBD92E
22D92E
EB
llFB2E
79
OE01
0601
CD2220
C9
EDSBDD2E $ WRTDSK
2AF92E
19.
22DD2E
EB
llFB2E
ED4BF92E
79
OEOI
0600
CD2220
C9

*

H,SRCTYP
e,4

SRCLEN
BFBLKS
D

DSTLEN

D
OVF L~lS
CPYRTN
DS HEN
SRCLEN
BFBLKS

D
OVBFOK
OVBFOK
BF B LKS
H,OVMSG
B,OVMSL
DUTL
A
:2010
B,A
A
:200D
:80 ;
'Y'
ENDJOB

SHRT BLK AT END

UPDATE LEN

WILL NEED OLD START FOR THIS
AND START
STRT DSK ADDR FOR THIS READ
RAM ADDR TO DE
# B LKS
UNIT 1
READ

UPDATE DEST ADDR
DSK ADDR TO HL
RAt~ ADDR TO DE
# BLOCKS
UN IT 1
WRI TE

* STRING 10' ROUTINES
START OF STRING IN HL

* LENGTH IN BC
DISPLAYS STRING, THEN RETURNS

'V' ReaderService-see page 227

Ih« days of complicatsrl unrllliabls,
dynamic RAM ars gonll:

INTRODUCING

the ultrabyte memory board

$1.99.95 .(comPlete kit )
.with 16Kmemory

Netronics consistently offers innovative products at un-
beatable prices. And here we go again ~with JAWS,
the ultrabvts 64K S100 memory board.ONE CHIP DOES IT ALL
JAWS solves the. ·problems of dynamic RAM with a
state-of-the-art chip from lntelthat does it stt. lntel's
single chip 64K 'dynamic RAM controller eliminates
higb-'current logic parts .. : delay lines. '.. massive
heatsinks ... umeliable trick circuits.REMARKABLE FEATURESOF JAWS
Look what JAWS offers you: Hidden refresh ... fast
performance. . low power consumption latched
data outputs ... 200 NS 4116 RAMs on-board
crystal ... 8K bank selectable ... fullv socketed.
solder mask on both sides of board ... designed for
8080, 8085, and Z80 bus signals ... works in Explorer,
Sol. Horizon, as well as all other well-designed S100
computers.

IGIVE YOURCOMPUTERA BIG BYTE OFMEMORY I
POWER WITH JAWS -.SAVE UP "Jl90 ON
INTROOUCTORY liMITED-OFFER SPECiAl PRICES!·

UNDECIDED? TRY A WIRED 1611 JAWS IN YOUR COMPUTER ON OUR
/a·OAY MOAJEY· fJlJ,CK OFFER (SPECIFY YOUR COMPUTER). .-------------~--------------I CONTINENTAlU.S.A.I:REDITCARDBUYERS OUTSIDEcnNNECTICUTCALl •

: CALL TOLL FREE 800·243·7428 :

!.NIiRONICS~~~~t~~:5E~TDL~~j
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT06776:

Please send the items checked below: I
o JAWS 16K RAM kit, No 6416, $199.95.' :
o JAWS 16K RAM fully assembled,. tested, burned in, I
. No. 6416W, $229.95.' I

[] JAWS 32K RAM kit, No. 6432, (reg price S329.95). :
SPECIAL PRICE $299.95. * , I

o JAWS 32K RAM fully assembled, tested, burned in, '
No. 6432W, (reg. price $3119.95), SPEGIAL PRICE
$339.95,*

o JAWS.48K R~M kit, No. 6448, (reg.' price $459.95),
SPECIAL PRICE $399.95, *

[J JAWS 48K fully assembled, tested, burned in, No.
6448W, (reg. price $509.95), SPECIAL PRICE
$449.95* ..

o JAWS 64K RAM kit. No. 6464, (reg. price $589.95),
SPECIAL PRICE $499.95,*

o 'JAWS 64K RAM fully assembled, tested, burned in,
No. 6464W, (reg. price $649.95), SPECIAL PRICE
$559.95.*

o .Expansion kit, JAWS 16K RAM module, to expand
any of the above in 16K blocks up to64K, No. 16EXP,
$129.95 .•
'AII prices plus $2 poslage and handling. Conneclicur
residents add sales lax.

TOlal enclosed, $, ~ _
o Personal Check 0 Money Older or Cashiers Check
[J VISA 0 MASTER CHARGE (Bank No. J
Acct. No. . Exp. Date __
Siqnature _
Print Name . -'- _
Address ~-------~----
City _
State Zipl ~_
[J Send me more informal ion
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ELF/TRS-80
ELF
• ELF MINI-TREK: Mini-messages

update situation.
ELF TINY BASIC $6.50

• REAL-TIME LUNAR LANDER/SANDMAN:
2 games in TINY BASIC.. .. .. . $6.50

.4 ELF GAMES: Galactica, Slots, Craps,
Blackjack. Machine Language.... $6.50

.4 BASIC MINI-PROGRAMS: Precog,
Defuse, Patterns, Renumber. . . . . . . $6.50

TRS-80 LEVEL II
• STARS/COLONY: 2 games. Destroy
enemy in 3-D space or explore and
colonize new star systems. . . . . . . . . . . . .. $6_50

• SANDMAN/REAL-TIME LUNAR LANDER:
Be Runner or Sandman or land your
shuttle on the moon. . . . . $6.50

• SPACE INVADERS: Arcade game. $6.50
• SINGLE ENTRY BOOKKEEPING:

For small businesses ..
• HOTEL RESERVATIONS ....
• PERSONAL FINANCE & TAX.

..... $44_95

. .... $99.95
. $29.95

Order from this ad or write for complete list-
receive 10% off!

BERINGER & NEEDHAM
4271 EAST BALTIMORE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104

v-B63

New Communications/Control CPU Card

·CPU-Z-80 1K RAM
16 bit interval timer and interrupt
EPROM' 1708 standard (2716 optional)

·Serial Communications-RS-232 interface,
UART Complete MODEM capability,
programmable baud rates, etc.

·Parallell/O-16 bits in (TTL), 16 bits Out (TTL)

·Power-on and external rest
'EPROM not included

$195 assembled, tested, with warranty and docu-
mentation.
Immediate delivery from stock! Vantage Data Products

All orders shipped prepaid ~~?t~;st200 South
Me, VISA, phone orders welcome Provo Utah 84601
Utah residents add 4% sales tax (801) 377.6687 v- V78

MAXELL®A
p OR SCOTCH® BRAND DISKS D
P •••••••••••••••••••••• It
L Some computerists pay less but may not get T
E Shuggart® or IBM® approved disks. A......................
T 8" SINGLE SIDE· DOUBLE DENSITY Q
R Box of 10 FOR $50.00 E

• 8" DOUBLE SIDE· DOUBLE DENSITY N
8 Box of 10 FOR $65.00 :
o 5'/." MINI - Box of 10 FOR $40.00 A

L
I•
M

* * * * * * * *
~ DYSAN@ DISKS
~ * * * * *
5 ';." Mini - Box of 5 for $25.00 -~E

M
E
N
C
o

w * * * * * * * *
A COD $1.00 Additional - Specify (8"-
N Soft or Hard Sector) (5"-Soft or Hard Sector)
Q

CUSTOM
A ELECTRONICS INC.L
T 238 EXCHANGE STREET
A CHICOPEE, MASS. 01013
~ EST.1960 1-413-592·4761 v- C132

HOURS: Tues. to Sat. - 9 to 5
·.ATARI ••• TII88.4.MATELL.·
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P
E
T

304 2CBB AF
305 2CBC 46
306 2CBO C00020
307 2CCO 00
308 2CC1 C8
309 2CC2 23
310 2CC3 18F6
311
312
313
314
315 2CC5 79
316 2CC6 32f42C
317 2CC9 AF
318 2CCA C01020
319 2CCO 77
320 2CCE 47
321 2CCF AF
322 2COO C00020
323 2C03 FEOD
324 2C05 2819
325 2C07 FE08
326 2C09 200A
327 2COB 3AF42C
328 2COE B9
329 2COF 28E8
330 2CEl OC
331 2CE2 2~
332 2CE3 18E4
333 2CE5 FE20
334 2CE7 38EO
335 2CE9 23
336 2CEA 00
337 2CEB CAF02C
338 2CEE 1809
339 2CFO COF62C
340 2CF3 C9
341 2CF4 0000
342 2CF6 0600
343 2CF8 AF
344 2CF9 C00020
345 2CFC 060A
346 2CFE AF
347 2CFF C00020
348 2002 C9
349 2003 00
350 2004 F8
351 2005 3620
352 2007 23
353 2008 18F9
354 200A COF62C
355 2000 C32820
356
357
358
359
360
361 2010 225B2D
362 2013 3E01
363 2015 0601
364 2017 OEOI
365 2019 110920
366 201C 210000
367 201F C02220
368 2022 210920
369 2025 0608
370 2027 002A5B20
371 202B 007EOO.
372 202E BE
373 202F 2006
374 2031 23
37.5 2032 0023
376 2034 10F5
377 2036 C9
378 2037 215220
379 203A E04B5920
380 203E COBB2C
381 2041 2A5B20
382 2044 010800
383 2047 COBB2C
384 204A COI020
385 2040 CDF62C
386 2050 rsc i
387 2052 C9CE03C5
388 2059 0700
389 205B OOUO
390 2050
391 2U61 OOuD
392 2063 C602CFCO
393 206F 04CFAOC4
394 2079 C602CFCO
395 209A 04CFAOC6
396 20B5
397 20BO 20
398 20BE
399 20C6 20
400 20C7
401 20CF 20
402 2000
403 2008 20
404 20LJ9

our i XRA A
MOV B,M
CALL : 2000
OCR C
RZ
INX H
BRA OUTL

* START OF BUFR IN HL
* MAX LEN IN BC
* STOPS ON C/R
* LEFT ARROW TO OEL LAST CHAR
INL MOV A,C

STA INLEN
INLP XRA A

CALL :2010 O~S INP RTN
MOV M,A
I~OV B,A
XRA A
CALL : 2000
CPI :00 CR -- QUIT

$ BEQ INEXIT
CPI :08 BSP ??
BNZ INLNXT
LOA INLEN
CMP C AT START -- IGNORE BSP

$ BZ INlP
INR C
OCX H

s BRA INLP
INLNXT CPI :20

BLS INLP IGNORE CTL CHARS
INX H
OCR C
JZ INEXIT
BRA INLP

INEXIT CALL CRLF
RET

INLEN OBL 0
CRLF MVI B, :00

XRA A
CALL :2000
MV I B, :OA
XRA A
CALL :2000
RET

CLRBUF OCR C CLEAR C BYTES FROM HL
RM
MVI M,:20
INX H
BRA CLRBUF

ENOJOB CALL CRLF
JMP : 2028

• OISKETTE CHANGE RTN
• OESIREO OISK NAME POINTEO BY HL
• REAOS BLK 0 TO CHK - RET WHEN OK
• NOT MOUNTEO -- OSPLY MSG, WAIT FOR ANY KEY
CHKOSK SHLO SAVNAM
CHKOSI MVI A,l 1 BLOCK

MVI B,l REAO
MVI C,l UNIT 1
LXI O,OIRBUF
LXI H,O OSK BLK 0
CALL :2022
LXI H,DIRBUF
~IV I B,8
LXO SAVNAM

CHKCHR LAX 0
CMP M
BNZ CHKI~SG
INX H
INX X
OBNZ CHKCHR
RET

CHKMSG LXI H,MSGOSK
LBCO MSGOL
CALL oun
LHLO SAVNAM
LX I B,8
CALL OUTL
CALL : 2010
CALL CRLF
BRA CHKOS1

MSGOSK· ASC ' INSERT '
MSGOL OBL MSGOL-MSGOSK
SAVNAM OBL 0
SRCTYP RES 4
OBLWK OBL 0
FO ASC 'FROM OISK ? '
TO ASC 'TO OISK ? '
FF ASC 'FROM FILE (C/R FOR WHOLE OISK) ? '
TF ASC 'TO FILE? (C/R FOR SAME) ? '
FONM RES 8

OATA :20
TON~1 RES 8

OATA :20
FFNI4 RES 8

OATA :20
TF NI'~ RES 8

OATA :20
OIRBUF RES 256



405 2ED9 0000 SRCBEG DBl 0
406 ZEDB OOUO SRClEN DBl 0
407 2EDD 0000 DS TB EG DBl 0
408 2EDF 0000 DSTLEN DBl 0
409 2EEl C3CFOOD9 vJDWARN ASC 'COPY All SECTORS ?!? !

,
410 2EF 7 1600 WD\,l DBl WDWl-WDWARN
411 2EF9 0000 SF BlKS DBl 00 PLUGGED AT STRT =BUFlENj256412 2EFB BUFR RES STKBEG-BUFR
413 BUFLEN EQU STKBEG-BUFR
414 54F F END
***************************
*SYr1BOl TAB l E *
***************************

HICOR 55 FF BF IN lP 2AOD GETFD 2A18 GETTD 2A38
GETFF 2A52 GETTF 2AB1 ClRTF 2AD5 SETUP 2ADS
NnlESS 2AFB NFMSE 2806 NFMSGl OOOB FFFND 2B07
NEWENT 2B73 NEWMSG 2BBA NEWr,ISE 2BAE NEWMSl 0024
OIRFUl 2BAF DIRFE 2BBF DIRFl 0010 EMTFND 2BCO
MOVDIR 28E2 OVFl~IS 2C01 OVBFOK 2C 18 OVMSG 2C32
OVMSE 2C4B OVMS l 0019 C PY RTN 2C4C RDDSK 2C6C
READIN 2C84 STK8EG 54FF OUlL 2CBB INl 2CC5
INlP 2CC9 INlNXT 2CE5 INEX IT 2CFO INlEN 2CF4
CRlF 2CF6 ClRBUF 2D03 ENDJOB 2DOA CHKDSK 2D 10
CHKDS1 2013 CHKCHR 2D2B CHK~ISG 2D37 t1SGDS K 2D52
~ISGDl 2D59 SAVNA~1 2D58 SRCTYP 2D5D DBlWK 2061
FO 2063 TO 2D6F FF 2D 79 TF 2D9AFDNI,! 2D85 TDNM 2DBE FFNM 2DC7 TFNM 2DDO
D IRBUF 2DD9 SRCBEG 2ED9 SRC lEN 2EDB DSTBEG 2EDD
DSTLEN 2EDF WDWARN 2EEl vJDvll 2EF7 BFBlKS 2EF9
BUFR 2EFB BUFlEN 2604 vlRTDSK 2C9F

TRS·80 NEEDS
FILLED

™ TRS-SO is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.

"Disk Drives @ P.S.lcase
Shugart 35 or MPI40 track@$319&.Micropolis 77
track@ $550 4-drive cable@$31 5" (bx of 10) disks
@ $26.00 in hrd. case $18.50

'"Printers-Harris Selectric typewriter (refurbished) &..
cables s, TRS232 @ $790-new Centronics-779
tractor@ $940 s, CENT 730@$790-cablefor$31
"Professional business software-mail list &.. Library
100 @ S65-letter secretary or job cost @ $230
ea.-interact inventory control with B.O.M. @ $249-
Osborne interact NR, AlP, s, GlL @ $335-P/R @
$115.

•Power drops &. outages? System boot out? Lose data?
-Get Mayday UPS (uninterruptible power supply)
from S185-write

*MA. residents. add 5% tax" * F.O.B. Tewksbury-
price includes freight if cont. USA. MlC. VISA. or
chec_k_. _

OMNITEK SYSTEMS
v018

24 Marcia Jean Dr., Dept. M
Tewksbury MA 01876

.•••• .Tel. 617·851·3156 "

FOR MINI-COMPUTERS

FREE~~:~:~I
When you order 23 C-l0 cassettes
featuring Precision transport
mechanism and Digital pressure
pad. (In individual, dust-proof,
plastic boxes with labels) for a low
introductory price of $19.95, we
will send you FREE 1 C-l0 cassette
for you to test. If you are not
delighted with its performance you
can return the unused 23 units for
a full refund. Please add $1.05 to
cover postage and handling. N.Y.
Res. add 7%. VISA and Master
Charge accepted.

Write for pricing on larger quantities.

Studio Magnetics Co.,lnc.

Sill vS131

83 Carlough Road

• Bohemia, N.Y. 11716
516-589-4300

THE
SWITCH

OPTO ISOLATED 120 VAC
SOLID STATE SWITCH

• INPUT 5 VDC 2 MA (TTL)
• ISOLATION 1500 VDC
•OUTPUT 6 A 120 V AC 720 W
•SIZE 2 x 2 1 CHANNEL
•SIZE 2 x 8 4 CHANNEL
PRICE KIT TESTED UNIT
1 CH. $9.95 $12.50
4 CH. $34.95 $44.95
ADD 6% SALES TAX IN CALI-
FORNIA AND $1.00 SHIPPING
& HANDLING FOR ORDERS
LESS THAN $20. ADD 4% FOR
VISA OR M.C.

JOHN J.BELL v B61
r.o. BOX 338

REDWOOD CITY, CA 94064
14151367-1137

", Reader Servtce=csee page 227

---------------- ------

SOFTWARE DESIGN OR
LEARNING HOW TO MAKE YOUR

MICROCOMPUTER WORK FOR YOU
Four new books in the famous Blacksburg Series address a major limita-
tion in the application of microcomputers to industrial, business, and
personal data acquisition and device control task-

MASTERING ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING

They include detailed, hands-on experiments.
Z-BO MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING &
INTERF ACINC, BOOK 2
by Nichols, Nichols, & Rony, 494 p, BookNo. 21610 $12.95. Covers in-
terfacing of the Z-80 with PIQ and CTC chips.
BOBOIBOB5 SOFTWARE DESIGN, BOOK 2
by Titus, Larsen, and Titus, 348 p, BookNo. 21615$9.95. Covers asyn-
chronous serial communications, interrupts, data structures, searching,
sorting, look-up tables, command decoders, system monitors, break-
points, and debuggers.
TEA: AN BOBO/BOBS CO-RESIDENT
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
by C. Titus, 2S4 p, Book No. 21628 $8.95. Lists and explains the com-
plete program for the Tychon Editor-Assembler for generating
assembly language for 80BO/8085/Z-80-basedmicrocomputers.
GUIDE TO CMOS BASICS CIRCUITS &
EXPERIMENTS
by Berlin, 221 p, BookNo. 21654 $8.95. Covers CMOS characteristics,
TTL equivalents, and interfacing with other logic families and chips.
Send Check, M.O., VISA, or Master Charge order to:

Group Teehnololl3'. Ltd.
P.O. 80>:878 v G37
Chee". VA %407%

703-651-3153

Add $1.00 shipping and handling for one book, $.50 for each additional
book.
Virginia residents add 4% sales tax.
Write for descriptive brochure on more than 30 books in The Blacksburg
Series.

GEORGIA MAGNETICS OR VERBATIM
Box of 10-8" Diskettes. $35
Box of 10-5'/." Diskettes. $35

CENTRONICS
... $1050

$35
779-2 Tractor Feed Printer
TRS80T0779-2 Printer Cable.

OHIO SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS
$279
$649
$849

Superboard II
C4P.
C8P ..
Discounts on Larger OSI Systems
12 Pin Male or Female MOLEX Connectors
TV Modified for Direct Video Entry

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
Hi Plot Digital Plotter. $960
BKM B-80 Parallellnterfoce to TR580 . $170

HEATHKIT
WH 14 Printer $860

COD'. Accepted
We Pay Shipping

MICRO
SYSTEMS vB58
CORPORATION

Ph: 713/846-8268

3809 Old College Rd., Bryan, Texas 77801

$1
$95

MICROPOLIS
Generalized Accounting Software

The GENERAL LEDGER pro-
vides multiple chart of ac-
counts capability, user de-
fined reporting, multi-level
summarization and many
large mainframe features.
For additional information
on the GENERAL LEDGER
or other accounting soft-
ware, write to:

ManagementInformationSpecialists
4823 South 25th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53221

vM121

Yes!
You Can Have
Your PET" And
Counter Too.

D & R 2nd-Cassette System
FEATURES:
• Sanyo Recorder M2545A.

• Digital Counter.
• Audio Location of

llJlIl~ teature allows you

speerls

• Includes Interface Module and all Plugs & Cables.
• $83.00 Check or Money Order
;\dd $3.00 For Stuppmq And Hauctlmq ClIliHI;l (U.S. Flillds)
$600 S & H MIchigan 4'}{, Tax

JI\. DEALERS WRITE

Personal Computer System
®ATARI800 $895.00ATARI Disc Drive & Printer Available

Write for Illore Illi'!rrlldtIOII dnrillrlces

CREATIVE SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 402K vD71

ST. CLAIR SHORES, MI
48080
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THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER

~L[l~PlJTR[l~ZLS~.N~~ig~~E
MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I & II

SOFTWARE
FOR TRS-80'·

OWNERS

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING. GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
. . . . AND MORE

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
• WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
• LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
• PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
• EXTEND 16DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS-80'· FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS

SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
• NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS-80'·
• PRINTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS-80'·
• A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEM*** ARITHMETIC TEACHER
• COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE

SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
• RANDOM SAMPLlNG***BAR GRAPH
• CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
• LEVEL II UPDA TES***LEVEL II INDEX
• CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
• BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE
• LINE RENUMBERING
• AND CASSETTE TIPS. PROGRAM HINTS. LATEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE. FORTRAN 80. FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE .
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS. MERGE TWO PROGRAMS.
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOTH
ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED). AND

NOTICE
Pursuant to a consent judgement entered in the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts, H & E
Computronics, Inc. hereby gives notice that it is not and has never been an authorized Radio Shack dealer or outlet,
that products or services offered for sale or sold by it are not and were not approved or warranted by Radio Shack or
Tandy Corporation, and that only products or services purchased directly from Radio Shack or its authorized retail
outlets carry the warranty of Radio Shack and Tandy Corporation. If you have placed an order, still outstanding, with
H & E Computronics, Inc., for products or services, in the belief that those products or services were manufactured,
approved or warranted by Radio Shack or Tandy Corporation, you may cancel that order and obtain a full refund of
any money paid or deposited, simply by writing to the address below.

WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk)
For writing letters. text, mailing lists, etc., with each new subscriptions or renewal.

LEVEL II RAM TEST (Cassette or Disk)
Checks random access memory to ensure that all memory locations are working properly.

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (Cassette or Disk) -Complete file management lor your TRS-80'·

SEND FOR OUR 36 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS-SO'· PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTION OR SAMPLE ISSUE.

•....•C114

••..•••••..•••••••.....••.••..................................... ~..............................•••••••••...••

Box 149 New City, New York 10956

HOUR24 ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24 TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48 _
START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE _
NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL _

CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXP. DATE _

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $4 _
(#I·July 1978. #7·January 1979. #12·June 1979. #18·January 1980)

SIGNATURE -,- _
NAME _
ADDRESS _

* TRS_80™IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION

••* ADD $6/YEAR (CANADA. MEXICO)·ADD $12;YEAR AIR MAIL-OUTSIDE OF USA .. CANADA & MEXICO •••
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~n~ilun~®1JDS)~ I1®IT~®~11 ~n1JD~n® Lfrn~D~®~
~®rl~®IT® ! lli1®ITcQJW®IT®~®DDIT~®

WHAT'S NEW!
* * SOFTWARE * *

INVADERSw/sound - Machine Language $14.95
Arcade game! Invaders from outer space are going to take over the world - you are the last line
of defense, can you save the world?

LEVEL80 BASIC - 10K interpreter ThisNovelty $9.95
Program will run you crazy and itwill test your sanity. Everything it does for you isa lie. It responds
Iike no basic interpreter you have ever seen. Great to demo computer to friends. They' IIlaugh for
hours. (This program has no redeeming features or usefulness,' other than to make you
laugh.) Rated G.P.

CREATURETIC·TAC-TOE· / with sound
Fully animated Tic-Tac-Toe with strangecreatures as your pieces.

$9.50

RAM EDIT- © 1979 32K-48K Disk $34.95
If you work with any utilities, you will love this program. Permits modifying memory change
veriables-through whole program~ or just parts. You can change, deleteor insert any test any
place, in the basic program-or specified section of program. Break off a time and give ita new
line number- merge 2 lines as one- put your program all on one line- so much more! Send for
overview.

MAILING LISTER11- model I 48K $79.95
350 per file-unlimited number of files. Sortsfiles in LESSTHAN10 SECONDS.This isan upgrade of
our successful I mailing Lister 1- Comes with program to transfer files from old to new lister.Write
for upgrade infon nation. Complete with client and company list - chain printing.

* * HARDWARE * *

HEATH H14 ADAPTERBOARD $99.95
Converts H14:serial printer to centronics parallel. so it can be attached to TRS-80expansion
interface. No more software to load - has full hand shaking. Runs off expansion lntertoce .

• Product of Tandy Corp.

If you want to see any software operate before you buy,
VISIT OUR STORE!

- SEND FOR OUR FREECATALOG-

LEVEL IV PRODUCTS, INC. vl19

32238 Schoolcraft Rd., Suite F4 •Livonia, Michigan 48185
313-525-6200 - outside Michigan order line - 1-800-521-3305

V'" Reader Service-see page 227 Microcomputing, March 1980 14a



Chesney E. Twombly
15 Storer St.
Kennebunk ME 04043

Cassette Quality Test

The "CONOPS" series continues with a program to test tape quality.

Micro-buffs need no remind-
er that our fascinating

machines are capable of all
kinds of little tricks that test our
patience and intelligence. Some
of these problems are caused by
defective magnetic recording
tape. Naturally, we must be pre-
pared to discover that while a
bad tape may be rare, it will
most likely appear when we
want to get a perfect recording
of something irreplaceable and
irretrievable.

This article describes a cer-
tain, but easy, method for test-
ing a cassette to determine
whether it is fit to use. The pro-
gram listing shown is tailored to
the Heath H8 computer, but can
be adapted to run on any micro.
It is assumed that H8 owners
will be using CONOPS (see
Microcomputing, July 1979, p.
108); if not, a few adjustments
will be required.

Introduction

The inherent redundancy of
the 300 baud Kansas City Stan-
dard cassette system makes it
quite tolerant of minor tape
defects, but tape quality
becomes increasingly critical
when you use higher baud rates.
The Heath H8 cassette system
uses the Kansas City Standard
at 1200 baud, the maximum rate
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possible without loss of com-
patibility. The H8 cassette
system is a gem, being fast and
reliable, but it will fail, as will
any other system, if the tape is
faulty.

My experience has been that
tape defects are not freq uent,
provided that you find a good
brand and stick with it. U.S.
manufacturers, on the whole,
seer.' to do acceptable quality
conn ol of their cassettes. I
learned early in the game that
price is not an infallible guide to
quality. For example, I have had
good results with low-priced,
C-30 Concertape cassettes from
Radio Shack. On the other hand,
two of a total of six purchased
from Heath Company, at $2
each, were unreliable. Scelbi
Computer Consulting (PO Box
133, PP Station, Dept. B, Milford
CT 06460) sells high-quality, 10-
minute cassettes at about $2
each. Micr o setto Co., 777
Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale CA
94086, has good ones at bargain
prices. See their ads in Micro-
computing.

Tape Test

The H8 tape-quality test con-
sists of two programs that are
independent, although they are
shown in adjacent locations.
The first, called DUMP, starts at

nOOOH. It puts a continuous
string of test characters on the
tape. The ASCII character, U, is
used because, in binary, it ap-
pears as 01010101, and the en-
tire length of tape becomes
loaded with an unbroken row of
alternating zero and one bits.
You can start reading the tape
anywhere and will get nothing
but U's if the bit string is un-
impaired. Simple idea, but it
works.

When the end of the tape has

been reached during the record-
ing, you can hit the CANCEL key
on the H8 front panel to stop the
DUMP program and exit to the
monitor. I find it convenient to
write the test bits on both sides
of the cassette and, thereby,
avoid the need for rewinding.

When the tape is ready to be
tested, enter the READ program
at the address 601DH and start
the tape moving. If the cassette-
player volume-control setting is
adjusted to give a lower than

Program listing.

t ~ T C.,£Sr'f if. TuO/'lfli'
I j S II!REf..' S 1'1

,:EtHlEBtlrH flt= ~H~43

APRIL r c , 1979

,
""12
11
I'
15
16
17
16
19
l~
2'
22
23
2'
25
2.
27
28
29
);

31

.~ fH1S PROGRAM FIllS I-! lME (J1TH ~5CII CHARACTER, U.
~ lil1EH HAS A NiCE Allf~'NHTIN[, PATTEN'N, !:ili1101~1 B.

j' TAPE IS THEi'J READ B"( ~ SPECiAL p~OGF:AI'I ~HICH DETECTS
1: AtJY EPr..'Or..: AND SOUrHIS MOWN TO ALEn THE OPERATOR.

OF'i ;;£1'1. NllM6", O~'G 16;,;

oEDli MDNIT EQU t6Eflfi
6ee. 3E e. CIUHf' MVI A,1 TUR~ ON TAPE
60112 II3 F9 OUT 1.f9 TAPE CO~~Ol
6e,4 n~ f!i URITE I~ Fe r'Al' IfJf'IjT PORT
6••6 FE OF c~r i6F CHECI: F"QR CANCEL ;1<"'

6.08 I'~ F9 IN IF9 bE.T i"APE" STATLiS
60eA CA [Iff ot Jl /'ION IT EXIT
6e.[, £6 01 ANI [ TRANSMITTER REACH' IF 1
6e0F CA ,4 6e n URITE NOT REAlty 50 KEEP TRYItwG
6~ 12 3E 11 "VI A, $11 ~ITS TO ENABLE TRANSMITTR
6.14 II3 F' OIJT "9 r 1-,~:tJ ON TRANSMITTER
6~16 "3E 55 .-;vr A, ;55" TEST CHARACTER ··U·
6e 1B [13 FS OUT .FB !JRI rt TEST CHAR ON TAPE
6~ 1A [3 .4 "~!!" JrlP LjRITf FEEP ON IJRITI~G



normal output, it will introduce a
bias toward failure, which is
desirable since we want to
catch any marginal defect. The

practice is to verify the con-
dition of your recorder now and
then by running a short test tape
you know is reliable. A backup

failure of anyone bit to be read recorder is not a bad idea,
will result in an audible beep What got me started on this
signal from the H8, and you can
then stop the tape and jot down
the tape-counter reading to
document the location of the
fault. Advance the tape to a
point beyond the fault and then
reenter the READ program to
continue the test.

Some recording failures are
due to mechanical binding in
the cassette, which may cause
speed irregularities of a degree
that is beyond the maximum the
system will tolerate. Any cas-
settes with that problem should
be rejected, but be sure that the

tape-test project was an adver-
tisement in another magazine
that offered 10-minute cas-
settes at a bargain prlce. When I
examined the batch that was
delivered, I began to doubt the
quality of the tapes. They looked
like factory rejects. I then came
up with this scheme to check
them out. The results were as
follows:
Four passed the test 100 per-
cent.

One was OK on one side-other
side had a bad spot.
Four had an average of two bad

cassette-player drive system is spots on each side.
not at fault. Slipping drive One was rejected for binding.
spindles or fluctuating line
voltage are possible causes of
erratic tape speed. Tapes having
extreme thinness-often found
in 60-minute and longer cas-
settes-are particularly prone
to transport problems. The tape
cassette is not a precision de-
vice, and we are fortunate to find
so many that work OK.

I have found that cassette
tape recorders tend to become
unreliable with use, as a result
of mechanical wear and dirty
heads. Thus, it can happen that
a tape that checks OK today
may not run tomorrow. A good

Conclusion

Those of you who try my tape-
test procedure will find that the
satisfaction of certifying the
quality of your tapes is not with-
out a price. The price is time. A
10-minute cassette requires 20
minutes plus overhead to check.
My personal feeling is that the
value received is well worth the
cost. Even without the aggrava-
tion caused by imperfect re-
cordings, there will be problems
enough, and the market for
aspirin should continue to do
well..
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1802 EPROM Programming

This design implements in-circuit programming for the COSMAC 1802 microprocessor.

Gene Floersch
5723 Portland Avenue South
Minneapolis MN 55417

The erasable programmable
read-only memory (EPROM)

is a memory device that has be-
come popular in many micro-
processor applications. It of-
fers protection of stored pro-
grams and data when power is
turned off, and yet offers flexi-
bility for making program de-
sign changes by erasing with
ultraviolet light and reprogram-
ming.

Recent developments in
EPROMs have made great
strides in increasing the capac-
ity of the devices while re-
ducing the power consumption.
These developments have also
resulted in features that make
in-circuit programming more
practical, eliminating the need
for separate, off-line EPROM
programming equipment.

This article discusses some
of the issues involved in design-
ing for in-circuit programming
and .verifying the 2048-byte 2716
EPROM, and presents a design
for implementing in-circuit pro-
gramming in a COSMAC 1802
microprocessor system.

Design Objectives

My primary objectives in this
design bore significant influ-

ence on the design decisions I
made, where more than one op-
tion was open to me. Foremost
among my design objectives
were:
- Low Power-this is in keep-
ing with my selection of the
COSMAC 1802 microprocessor
in the first place. (I like the op-
tion of being able to operate
from batteries.)
- Flexibility-under program
control, I wanted to be able to
switch from program sequence
to verify sequence.
-In-circuit Programming-I
wanted to be able to program
the EPROM from the erased
state without removing the
component from its socket.
Later, if I wish to implement a
microprocessor-controlled ul-
traviolet (UV) erasing light, I
may do so with the result that I
will have complete micropro-
cessor control over both the
erasing and the programming
of nonvolatile memory.

In keeping with the low-pow-
er constraint, I selected the In-
tel 2716. It should be noted here
that while Intel and Texas In-
struments (TI) both market a
2716, there are drastic differ-
ences between the two devices.

Intel's device requires only a
single 5 volt supply in read
mode, whileTI's requires three
supplies. Intel's device requires
only TTL levels for the program-
ming data inputs, with a TTL-

MODE SEQUENCE PO/PGM CS Vpp OUT IN

READ o u.owi OILOW) 5V DATA .>
NORMAL POWER DOWN I(HIGH) X 5V HI- Z .>

DESELECT X I(HIGH) 5V HI-Z .>
PROGRAM LHJs~ I(HIGH) 25V -> DATA

PROGRAM VERIFY O(LOW) OllOW) 25V DATA .>
INHI BIT O(lOW) I (HIGH) 25V HI-Z .>

X="DON'T CARE"

Table 1. Control signals for the 2716.
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level programming pulse ap-
plied to a separate pin while a
constant 25 volt level is applied
. to yet another·pin. The TI device
also requires only TTL levels for
the programming data inputs
but, in addition, requires a shift
of the + 5 volt supply input to a
+ 12 volt. level before a 26 volt
programming pulse is applied
to a separate pin.

Most significant, the Intel de-
vice has a power-down mode
that reduces the specified max-
imum 5 volt power drain from
105 mA (in the active read mode)
to 30 mA (in the power-down
mode). Specified typical 5 volt
power drain in the power-down
mode is 15 mA. This means I
can probably support 65K bytes
(thirty-two 2716s) of nonvolatile,
alterable memory with less
than 1 Amp of 5 volt power.

I fully recognized that in de-
signing for in-circuit program-
ming and program control of
the program/verify sequence
selection I would be adding to
the component count (and
hence the cost) of implement-
ing the 2716 as a read-only
memory device.

Isolation Is the Key

In order to permit the EPROM
memory system to be pro-
grammed directly from the mi-
croprocessor, the memory ad-
dress lines and the data lines of
the EPROM memory system
must be completely isolated
from the microprocessor's main
memory address bus and data
bus, respectively. This isolation
must be maintained while sepa-
rate mechanisms provide the
memory address and program-
ming data during the program-
ming sequence. An illustration
of this functional arrangement
is provided in Fig. 1..

In normal mode, when thernl-

croprocessor is using data or
instructions previously stored
in the EPROM, functional
switches S2 and S1 provide
conventional connections from
the memory system to the data
and address buses, respective-
ly, of the microprocessor. In the
program mode, however, these
switches interrupt the conven-
tional connections and provide,
instead, connections to the
outputs of latches.

These latches are loaded by
the microprocessor in a man-
ner that treats them as conven-
tional output devices. The elev-
en-bit latch is treated by the
8-bit microprocessor as two
separate latches (one 8-bit and
one 4-bit latch).

Prior to entering the program
sequence (in program mode), a
microprocessor program must
reside in some portion of (a
separate) memory. This may be
a section of random access
readlwrite memory (RAM) or a
separate 2716 EPROM that re-
mains connected to the ad-
dress bus and data bus in the
conventional manner, without
regard to the position of func-
tional switches S1 and S2.

The microprocessor program
must take two address bytes
obtained from some source
designated by the program
(e.g., keyboard or paper tape)
and load them into the 11-bit
latch. The low-order 8 bits of ad-
dress are loaded into the lower
portion of the latch, and the
high-order 3 bits of address are
loaded into the upper portion of
the latch.

The program must then take
a byte of data from some source
designated by the program
(could be the same as, or a
source different from, that for
the address bytes) and load it
into the 8-bit latch. This byte of



MICROPROCESSOR
MEMORY ADDRESS BUS

NORMAL~-- 2716
EPROM

MEMORY
SYSTEM

MICROPROCESSOR
DATA BUS

NORMAL/VERIFY

NORMAL/
VERIFY

PROGRAM

Fig. 1. A functional illustration of the isolation arrangement for address and data lines.

data represents the bit-pattern
to be programmed into the 2716
address, which was previously
loaded into the 11-bit latch.

Then Comes Programming

Now that we have the data
and address lines set up for
programming, what about the
programming control? Three
pins on the 2716 are involved in
setting up' and controlling the
programming sequence. Table
1 illustrates the different condi-
tions on each of these three
pins for both the normal read
sequence and the programming
sequence.

In the.normal mode, + 5 volts
is applied to pin 21 (Vpp) of the
2716. Also, the combination of
signals on pin 18 (PD/PGM) and
pin 20 (CS) determines whether
the 2716 (in a group of.2716s) is
selected for "read". or not. There
are alternative approaches to
implementing these latter two
signals. The approach selected
may be dictated, in part, by the
memory timing scheme of the
microprocessor being used.

Considering the memory tim-
ing scheme of the 1802 at the
speed mine is operating (2.66
MHz crystal), and in light of my
low-power objective, I selected
the following approach.

In the normal mode I'm not
interested in the "Deselect"
state; when not reading data
out of the memory I want the
memory to remain in the "pow-
er-down" state. I therefore main-
tain the CS signal low and the
PD/PGM signal high, except
during the read sequence. Dur-
ing the read sequence I drive
the PD/PGM signal low only for
the 2716 chip selected. All other

2716 chips remain in the power-
down state.

By using this approach I pay
a penalty of up to 330 nanosec-
onds in access time, but in my
1802 system this does not af-
fect operation.

In the program mode, + 25
volts is applied to pin 21 (Vpp)
of the 2716. Again, the combi-
nation of Signals on pin 18
(PD/PGM) and pin 20 (CS) deter-
mines whether the 2716 (in a
group of 2716s) is selected for
"programming" or not.

Unfortunately, the active
state of the PD/PGM signal in
program mode is inverted from
its active state in normal mode.
That is, PD/PGM must be held
low in the program mode, ex-
cept during the interval (nomi-
nal 50 ms) during which the
2716 is selected for program-
ming. (Remember: In normal
mode I hold PD/PGM high to

conserve power and drive it low
to read.)

Also, CS must be held high
during the programming se-
quence. Subsequently, to verify
that the memory location was
successfully programmed, both
PD/PGM and CS must be low
during the verify (read) se-
quence.

Fig.2 provides a functional il-
lustration of the implementa-
tion of the CS and PD/PGM con-
trol signals superimposed on
Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows the logic
state relationships of this im-
plementation.

When S1 (Fig. 2) is in the nor-
mal position, CS is held low. In
Fig. 3, when CS is low, the A2 in-
put to N2 is also low, maintain-
ing J2 high no matter what the
state of the B2 input. The output
of inverter I, is held high with
CS low, maintaining the A, in-
put to N, high. This allows N, to

+25V (Vpp) NORMAL

~:
PROG/ VERIFY I, ....J

I
I
I, -.J

I
I

! NORMAL

"SI I ADOR
I IN •
I PROGRAM/VERIFY
I
I
I
I

MICROPROCESSOR
MEMORY ADDRESS BUS

+5V tvcc!

2>

act as an inverter for the B,
input.

With "chip select" high, the
output of G, then follows the
output of N,. The state of the C
input to the exclusive OR is the
same as the output of I" and
with C high, K follows the state
of the B, input to N,. This acts
to maintain PD/PGM in the high
state except during the.read se-
quence, thus conservinq power.

When S1 is in the program/
verify position, the state of CS
is controlled by the state of the
12th bit of the latch, which is
microprocessor-program con-
trolled. Prior to initiating the
programming sequence and
while loading the data and ad-
dress latches, the microproces-
sor program maintains the 12th
bit of the latch in the low state.

After the data and address
latches are loaded, the micro-
processor program sets the
12th bit of the latch. high and,
within a few instruction times,
initiates the program pulse (ac-
tive low) to the B2 input of N2
(Fig. 3). With CS now high, the
roles of N, and N2 are reversed
and J, is maintained high, inde-
pendent of input B,.

For the chip that is selected
(through address decode) for
programming, the output of G,
now follows the output of N2.
Now, however, C is low and K
follows the inverted state of the
B, input to N2.The microproces-
sor program controls the length
of time that B2 is held low and,

MICROPROCESSOR
DATA BUS

NORMAl/VERIFY

MEMORY
SYSTEM

cs 20

PO/PGM

NORMAL/
VERIFY

16

CHIP SELECT

PROGRAM

Fig. 2. A functional illustration of the control signal implementation.
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after a nominal 50 millisec-
onds, returns B2 to the high
state (and K to the low state).

Now We Verify

Following the programming
sequence just described, I want
to verify that the intended pro-
gramming of the current ad-
dress was successful before
advancing to the next address
to be programmed. Note that
the 2716 is now in the inhibit
state in accordance with Table
1, with PD/PG M low and C8
high.

While doing the design, I
wondered what would happen
if C8 was switched back to the
low state and PD/PGM was sub-
sequently switched to the high
state with Vpp held at 25 volts. I
had noted that in the published
specifications this condition
was not accounted for, as can
be seen in Table 1.

I posed this question to the
Intel applications engineer; to
my delight, he informed me that
even with Vpp at 25 volts, as
long as C8 was held low, fur-
ther programming could not
take place, no matter what the
state of PD/PGM.

With microprocessor-pro-
gram control of C8 through bit
12 of the latch, I can now switch
C8 low in preparation for verify-
ing. When C8 goes low, through
the action of the gating arrange-
ment as shown in Fig. 3, PDI
PGM goes high approximately
one-quarter to one-half micro-
second later. The control sig-
nals C8 and PD/PGM are now
back in the same state as they
would be in normal mode, with
the B, input to N, controlling
the read sequence.

But wait a minute! With
switch 82 (Fig. 2) in the program
position, the output data from
the 2716 is not accessible to
the microprocessor's data bus
and, thus, can't be verified! As
you'll see, I took care of that
problem by controlling the posi-
tion of the functional switch,
82, with the state of CS. When
C8 is high, 82 is in the program
position. When C8 is low, 82 is
in the normal/verify position.

Thus, after completing the
programming sequence and
switching C8 low in prepara-
tion for verifying, a normal read
sequence will make the data
available for verifying by the mi-
croprocessor. Following the
verify sequence, the micropro-
cessor can proceed to setting
the data and address for the
next programming sequence
(or repeat the sequence for the
same data and address if the
first attempt did not "take").

How's It Wired?

Fig. 4 gives a wiring diagram
of my design to implement the
isolation and control mecha-
nisms shown functionally in
Fig. 2. All of the logic chips,
other than the 2716, are CM08
because of their low power re-
quirements.

I might also point out that up
to thirty two 2716s (for 65K
bytes) could be. connected in
parallel on all pins except pin
18. Pin 18 (PD/PGM) on each
2716 must be connected to a
unique exclusive OR gate,
which, in turn, must have as
one input the output from a
unique three-input AND gate
for unique chip selection. Other-
wise, all logic shown is com-

cs

CHIP SELECT

Fig. 3. Logic state relationships of the control Signal implementa-
tion.
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mon to all 2716s.
Pin numbers are not shown

for the microprocessor's data
bus and address bus, since for
each particular case of anyone
wishing to implement this de-
sign on his microprocessor,
these will be different.

Also, in some cases, the par-
ticular microprocessor system
may already provide 16 latched
address lines. In such cases
the 4042s that I used (Fig. 4) to
latch address lines MA8 through
MA15 may be eliminated.

In the 1802, the upper eight
bits of address are multiplexed
out on eight address lines, and
a timing signal (TPA) is provid-
ed for latching these bits exter-
nally. The lower eight bits of ad-
dress are then latched internal-
ly on the same eight address
lines for the remainder of the
machine cycle.

The 40097s (A, B, C and D) are
three-state buffers which, to-
gether with 81 in Fig. 4, satisfy
the functional requirement for
81 in Fig. 1. When 81 in Fig. 4 is
in the normal position, 40097s
A and B are enabled and 40097s
C and D are disabled. This al-
lows the memory address to be
applied to the 2716 in the nor-
mal manner.

Note that this state also al-
lows C8 to be held low through
the 22k resistor tied to pin 20 of
the 2716 and + 5 volts to be ap-
plied to pin 21 of the 2716
through the diode. The specified
tolerance for Vpp (Vpp = Vcc.±
.6 V) permits the diode drop in
normal operation.

When 81 is in the program
position, 40097s C and Dare en-
abled and 40097s A and Bare
disabled. This allows the
latched outputs of the three
40193s to be applied to the ad-
dress inputs of the 2716.

Also, the state of C8 is now
controlled by the microproces-
sor-controlled state of. bit 12 of
the (40193) address latch. This
signal is also applied to the en-
able inputs of 40097 E and one
enable input (E02) of 40097 F.

Before proceeding further I
should explain that the 40097 is
designed with two enable in-
puts: E02 controls the (two) out-
puts on pins11 and 13, and E04
controls the (four) outputs on
pins 3, 5, 7 and 9.

The inverter (I, in Fig. 3, 1/6 of
a 4049 in Fig. 4) inverts C8, and
its output, in addition to its
function in the control signal
implementation, as explained
using Fig. 3, is applied to the
(E04) enable inputs of 40097s G
and F.

The 40097s E, F and G now
operate as the functional equiv-
alent of 82 in Fig. 2, with the
"position" of 82 controlled by
the microprocessor-controlled
state of bit 12 of the 12-bit latch.
When C8 is low (in normal or
when reading to verify), the
data output lines of the 2716
are connected to the micropro-
cessor data bus and the 8-bit
latch (1852) outputs are discon-
nected from the 2716.

When C8 is high (during the
programming sequence), the
data bus is disconnected and
the 1852 latch outputs are con-
nected to the data pins of the
2716.

The 1852 is an inputloutput
port chip designed for use with
the 1802. The TPB and
MRD inputs are timing control
Signals supplied directly from
the 1802 for output sequences.
The CLEAR input is supplied
from my 1802 system logic. The
N = 6 input is a decoded "out-
put device select" signal gener-
ated by an OUT (output) instruc-
tion with device code of N = 6.
For another type of micropro-
cessor, any simple equivalent
output latch implementation
will work. Timing of this latch's
outputs is not critical.

It need not, by the way, be an
output latch dedicated only to
function in programming 2716s,
provided any device sharing
this output port can be disabled
in some manner during pro-
gramming mode. In fact, in my
design both the 1852 and 12-bit
latch made up of 40193s are
multipurpose latches.

The 40193 is a 4-bit binary upl
down counter with parallel-load
inputs. When no "count" inputs
are present, the counter can be
loaded like any other output
latch. The load enable for load-
ing the latch from the micropro-
cessor data bus is derived from
the same timing signals used
for loading the 1852, except
that the "output device select"
will be N = 5 for the lower 8 bits
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1802 which indicates when a
DMA (input or output) memory
reference takes place. The 22k
resistor tied to pin 5 of 40193 A

state is controlled by executing
1802 instructions (SEQ sets Q
high, REQ sets Q low). This
NAND gate is disabled during a

configures the counter to count normal read (and verify) se-
down rather than count up. quence and enabled during a

and the timing of this latch's say, 45 to 55 milliseconds).
outputs are not critical. I in-
cluded the above explanation
of my multipurpose latch de-
sign as an aside for the benefit
of any 1802 owners who may
have an interest in this ap-
proach to DMA implementation.

The last unexplained item in
Fig. 4 concerns the implemen-
tation of the Read and Program
Pulse inputs (shown in Fig. 2)
for the control signal, PD/PGM.
The MRD input to the NAND
gate (1/4 of 4011) is the same
signal used for a timing input to
the 1852.

When "countdown" results in
all 12 bits being zeros, an inter-
rupt is generated, provided in-
terrupts are enabled.

Again, for another type of rnl-
croprocessor system, any sirn-
pie equivalent tz-blt output
latch implementation will work,

During a normal read (and
verify) sequence, this signal
goes low for the memory read
cycle. During a program se-
quence, this gate is disabled.

The "Q" input to the other
NAND gate is a discrete signal
directly from the 1802, whose

program sequence.
During start-up initialization

and prior to switching to pro-
gram mode, this Signal is set
high. Subsequently, in the pro-
gram sequence this Signal is
set low for a nominal 50 milll-
second interval (2716 specs,

The Program Controls
the Time Interval

The interval for which this
signal is set low is controlled by
the number of times a software
program count loop is entered
and the time required for each
loop. Both of these factors 'will
vary with the microprocessor
system used. In my 1802 sys-
tem, a machine cycle requires
three microseconds.

Fig. 5 shows a flow diagram
for controlling the program·
ming pulse, the machine' and
assembly code for the 1802 and
the times associated with the
program instru,ctions. Note
that there are two loops. to
check for COUNT = 0, just as
there are two steps in loading
the count. The loop count is
held in the 16-bit qeneral-pur-

r-- MA8
iT-

MA9 4-16

MAIO DECODER
A
(4514 )

.& I

1
STROBE ~
(TPA) ~

IN~ ~
+ 5V

22K

53 PRO

·1
NOR

2!!
MAil -'f-
MAI2

4-16
IDECODER ,

MAI3 B ,
MAI4

(4514) ,,,,'---- ,
I
1
1
I

INHIBIT
,

~
~

MEMORY ADDRESS
BUS

CHIP SELECTS FOR 8
256 - WORD RAM 5

} NOT U~ED

GRAM

MAL

CHIP SELECTS FOR 15
2716 S

Fig. 6. Modified memory select circuit.

pose register number 9.
, To check the contents of the
16·bit register for zero, the
lower eight bits and upper eight
bits must be loaded separately
into the 1802's D register and
checked. Thus, for every 256
times the lower eight bits are
checked for zero, the upper
eight bits will be checked once,

In calculating the times con-
tributed by the REQ and SEQ in-
structions, only one machine

ABSOLUTE
HEX HEX ASSEMBLY
ADDRESS CODE CODE

OOBO 7A REO

OOBI
0082
OOB3

'8
01
A9

LDI 01

PLO 9

0084
0085
0086

Fa LDI OA
OA
B9 PHI 9

0087 29 LOOP DEe 9

COMMENTS
MACHINE
C rct: ES MICROSECONDS

RESET 0

LOAD 0 WITH
LOWER COUNT BYTE
(D) ....•A(9). 0

LOAD DWITH
UPPEA COUNT BYTE
tol-R(9).1

DECREMENT R9

0088 89 GLQ 9 [R(9).Ol-O
0089 3A BNZ LOOP BRANCH IF NONZERO
008A B7 LOOP ADDRESS

008 B 99 GHI 9 (R(9).I)-D
oose 3A BNZ LOOP BRANCH IF NONZERO
0080 87 LOOP ADDRESS

008E 7B SEa SET Q

*ONLY I MACHINE CYCLE FOR EACH OF THE
REO AND SEe INSTRUCTIONS IS INCLUDED.

Fig, 5. Flow and timing for the program pulse,

~
"

r J

27f<S

!
I
!
1

laf<S x
2758 PASSES

'49.14"'
lOf<S
x II PASSES. 33O}'

cycle (three microseconds) for
each instruction was used,
since the state-chanqe of Q oc-
curs at the same point in the
second machine cycle of each
instruction, The program given
in Fig. 5 provides a time interval
of 50,004 microseconds for the
programming pulse, or four rni-
croseconds more than the nom-
inal 50 milliseconds specified,

Time Out!

At this point I must take time
to explain something I have
done in implementing the "chip
select" signal for the 2716 in
order to "trick" the system and
avoid having separate chip
select circuits while program-
ming,

In my system I use the lower
2048 memory addresses for ad-
dressing RAM memory, It is in
the lower 256 words of this
RAM memory that I load the
software routines that program
the 2716s. The chip select cir-
cuit for this RAM ls shown in
Fig. 6 (decoder A), along with
the chip selects for the 2716s
(decoder B),

Memory address bits 8, 9 and
10 select one of eight 256·word
"chips" of RAM, provided memo
ory address bits 11 through 14
are zero. Memory address bits
11 through 14 select one of flf-
teen 2716s, provided they are
not all zero.
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When memory address bits
11 through 14 are all zero, the
SO output of their decoder is
normally inverted and used to
enable (INHIBIT is low) the se-
lection of RAM_ However, in
program mode, the selection of
RAM is always enabled through
switch S3, regardless of the
state of memory address bits
11 through 14.

During that part of my pro-
gram when I want chip select
(for the 2716 being programmed
or verified) to be active, I ensure
that the upper half of the P (pro-
gram address) register has bits
11 through 14 configured to ac-
tivate the chip select in the
same manner as if I were exe-
cuting a program from that (se-
lected) 2716. In the meantime,
my program will really be exe-
cuting from the 256 lowest ab-
solute RAM addresses.

When programming EPROM
locations 2048 through 4095 (S1
of decoder B in Fig. 6 is active),
for example, the P register, dur-
ing execution of the routine
shown in Fig. 5, will contain
(hex)08XX, whereXX will be one
of the 15 instruction addresses
given. The upper eight bits of ~
(hex 08) will ensure that only
the 2716 whose chip enable
comes from the S1 output (of
decoder B in Fig. 6) will be pro-
grammed. The specific address
programmed in that 2716 will be
determined by the contents of
the 11-bit address latch shown
in Fig. 4.

For those not familiar with
the organization of, and the no-
tation used for, the 1802 micro-
processor, the 1802 has 16 ad-
dressable 16-bit registers, des-
ignated (in hex notation) by R(O)
through R(F). Since the 1802 is
an 8-bit device, manipulation of
data in these registers, except
for incrementing and decre-
menting, must be done in 8-bit
bytes. (Incrementing and decre-
menting operations treat the
contents of the registers as
16-bit quantities.)

To designate the lower half
or upper half of a 16-bit register,
the notation R(N).O and R(N).1,
respectively, is used (N = 0 to F).
One of these 16 registers (R(P),
where P = 0 to F) is used as a
program address register.

Program branch or "JUMP"
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instructions in the 1802 are of
two basic types: (1) short branch
involves changing only the low-
er half of the instruction ad-
dress register and therefore
limits branching to a 256-word
region in memory; (2) long
branch involves changing both
the upper and lower halves of
the instruction address register
and permits branching to any-
where in up to 64K of available
memory. The long branch in-
struction could be used to set
R(P).1 (upper) to select and de-
select the 2716 being pro-
grammed.

Another way of accomplish-
ing the same thing, and the way
I use here, is to switch to an-
other of the 16 registers (at the
appropriate time in the instruc-
tion sequence) for the next in-
struction address. This is done
with an SEP N (set P) instruc-
tion, where N (N = 0 to F) desig-
nates the register to be used for
addressing the next instruction

following SEP N.
Prior to executing SEP N, the

upper half of R(N) must have
been set to hex 08 to select, or
hex 00 to deselect, the chip
being programmed in my exam-
ple. This approach is used in
steps 20 and 28 of the sequence
shown in Fig. 7, which is dis-
cussed next.

Putting It All Together

We've seen how the address
and data lines of the 2716 have
been set up for isolation from
the respective buses of the mi-
croprocessor system and how
the microprocessor s .ttware
controls the programming and
verifying sequence. Now let's
summarize an entire sequence
for initializing the system and
then programming all locations
of a 2716, starting at location
2048. (Table 2 gives other 2716
starting and ending addresses,
corresponding to their respec-
tive chip select signals.)

This sequence assumes that
the source of the initial address
and, subsequently, each byte
of data to be programmed
comes from a hex keyboard
with device address of N = 7. It
also assumes that all data fol-
lowing the initial address is to
be programmed into sequential
addresses, starting with the ini-
tial address.

Fig. 7 gives a flow diagram of
the sequence. Each step in the
flow diagram is numbered to
make it easier to proceed
through the following discus-
sion.

Steps 1 through 4 are pre-
ceded with a program load into
RAM. When reset is performed,
the interrupt is enabled, Q is re-
set to low and all 16-bit regis-
ters except R(O)are left in an in-
determinate state. Thus the
need for the initialization of
registers, interrupt enable and
Q.

The blinking display at step 5

Fig. 7. Program sequence flow diagram.



2716 Chip Starting Ending
Select Address Address

Hex Decimal Hex Decimal

S1 0800 2048 OFFF 4095
S2 1000 4096 17FF 6143
S3 1800 6144 1FFF 8191
S4 2000 8192 27FF 10239
S5 2800 10240 2FFF 12287
S6 3000 12288 37FF 14335
S7 3800 14336 3FFF 16383
S8 4000 16384 47FF 18431
S9 4800 18432 4FFF 20479
S10 5000 20480 57FF 22527
S11 5800 22528 5FFF 24575
S12 6000 24576 67FF 26623
S13 6800 26624 6FFF 28671
S14 7000 28672 77FF 30719
S15 7800 30720 '7FFF 32767

Table 2. Starting and ending addresses of 2716s.

lets the operator know that ini-
tialization is complete and the
program is ready for input of
the address. Step 6 senses an
"input ready" signal. When in-
put is ready, step 7 reads in the
upper half of the starting ad-
dress. (Since the lower half of
the starting address is zero,
there is no need to input a sec-
ond address byte.) The upper
address byte is saved (step 8) in
the upper half of R(A), and R(A)
is subsequently used in steps
29 and 30 to maintain the cur-
rent address to be programmed.

Steps 9 and 10 establish a
value to be used in step 31 to
determine if the last address
has been programmed. The

blinking display at step 11 lets
the operator know that the pro-
gram is ready to proceed with
data input and programming.
At this step the operator selects
the manual switches S1 and S3
for program mode.

Steps 12 and 13 input the cur-
rent byte of data to be pro-
grammed from the keyboard.
Steps 14 and 15 save the data
byte in temporary storage for
use in verifying at steps 26 and
27 and also load the 1852 latch
shown in Fig. 4.

Steps 16 through 19 generate
and output the upper 4 bits of
the 12-bit address-latch con-
tents. Setting (steps 18 and 19)
and clearing (steps 23 and 24)

the 12th bit controls CS and,
therefore, conditions selection
of the 2716 for programming
and verifying, respectively.

Step 20 sets the instruction
address register to select the
2716 to be programmed, as dis-
cussed previously. Step 21 in-
cludes all the steps illustrated
in Fig. 5, which applies a timed
programming pulse to the se-
lected 2716. Step 22 fetches the
same add ress byte (from R(A).1)
as step 16.

Steps 25 through 27 read and
verify that the contents of the
2716 address just programmed
in step 21 are the same as the
data byte previously input at
step 13. If the verify checks OK,
step 28 deselects the 2716. This
step is not absolutely neces-
sary for a debugged program
but is included more as a factor
to increase my confidence that
a 2716 is selected only while ab-
solutely necessary to program
and verify. Another program-
mer may choose to delete this
step and, in addition, shift step
20 to follow step 11, with little
consequence.

Steps 29 and 30 increment
the 2716 address in preparation
for input and programming the
next data byte. Remember: I
previously stated that incre-
menting a 16-bit register in the
1802 treats the register as a
16-bit number. This permits
step 31 to merely check the up-
per half of R(A) with the value
previously stored in R(8).O (at

Subtract
50¢

step 10) in order to determine if
the last 2716 address has been
programmed.

If it has, step 33 signals the
operator that programming the
2716 is complete, and he can
set switches S1 and S3 back to
normal. If it has not, I display
the lower eight address bits
(step 32) as an operator aid and
reminder of the progress in pro-
gramming the 2716. The display
represents the next address (in
a 256-word region) to be pro-
grammed by repeating steps 12
and following.

At step 27, if the verifying
does not check correctly, suc-
ceeding steps (34 through 37)
may be rather arbitrary. I chose
to set a flag and try one more
attempt at programming the
current address with the in-
tended data. If the second at-
tempt fails, the operator is
notified by the blinking display
and can take whatever subse-
quent action he feels necessary.

Conclusion

While the added cost of im-
plementation of in-circuit pro-
gramming of EPROMs may be a
questionable trade-off, it is
clear in my mind that this ap-
proach is far more economical
than the purchase of a sepa-
rate, off-line programmer. The
payoff will come later when
(and if) I arrive at an acceptable
approach to erasing the individ-
ual 2716s under microproces-
sor-program control..

nonprofit newsletter

TRS·BO COM PUTI NG
WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD!! !

12 Issues For $15.00
and now (US)

PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE

I
Find the best price you can in this
magazine on a box of 10, 5%" Verbatim
diskettes and

at popular prices
-Tape 1: 34 Level II or 24 Levell (indicate which you
want) business, home, educational. $7.50

-Tape 2: 77 Level II from "Common Basic Programs"
by Osborne Associates. $7.50
-Tape 3: People's Pascal program development sys-
tem. $15
-rape 4: 21 misc. Level I programs. $7;50
-Tape 5: 24 misc. Level II programs. $7.50
-Tape 6: People's Pascal II. $23.00

Add 50¢ P&H each tape, CA residents add tax.

COMPUTER

.C I aVC1!~F~;:~T~~~
Box 158 San Luis Rey, CA 92068

(Low dIscount prlce-S2B.SO)

THAT'S OUR PRICE

[!J flIJlr.~
IllJif1

vAl01
Sillm~f1
4636 P.rk Gr.n.... 159
Calabasas California
91302 [2131992·1870

'Offer good while supply lasts. Price includes
shipping in the U.S.except lor Alaska and Hawaii.
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TRS-80 INTERFACING
FROMTHE FAMOUSBLACKSBURGSERIES
Learn how to interlace peripheral de-
vices to all Level II TRS·80s lor data
acquisition or reduction, home energy
management, other real-world tasks.
190·page text teaches programming in
BASIC lor device address decoders, in-
put and output ports, synchronization
Signals. Hardware and software given
for AID and DIA converters, programma-
ble interlace chips, data loggers, a traf-
lic light controller, a digital logic tester.
18 hands-on experiments.

TRS·80 Interfacing, Dr. Jon Titus.
Book No. 21633 $8.95 plus $1.00
shipping and handling. VA resi-
dents add 4% tax, VISA and MAS·
TER CHARGE OK. GROUPTECH· \
NOLOGY, LTD., P.O. Box 87B, 8
Check, VA 24072 (703) 651·3153. ee

SPECIAL-Add 52.00 lor Parts List and
Instructions for the TRS·80 breadboard
needed lor the interfacing.
Write for list 01other Blacksburg Series
books.



Comprint 912
Low priced electrostatic matrix
printer. 225 cps.

$535
499

Serlat
G.P. Parallel

Centronics 730
100 cps, parallel, 3-way feed, 80-
character buffer ... the new leader
in small printers. Save $100.

Call for price

Centronics 779
80 to 132 column capability, 5 X 7
matrix, 90 lines/minute (60 cps),
tractors.

Call for price

TI810
Basic 150 cps serial. The industry
leader at a new low price I Save
over $300!

$1589.

Soroc IQ 120
High quality, text-editing terminal.
73-key board, built-in 2K RAM.

$789.
Novation Cat
Acoustic modem with originate or
answer modes for data trans-
mission over phone lines. LED
display, test mode.

Call for price
Texas Instruments
99/4 Computer
Low price includes 13" color moni-
tor, 16-bit CPU, built-in equation
calculator, TI BASIC with 13-digit
precision, and more! Superior
sound, color graphics. Optional
solid state speech available!

Call for price
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LET YOUR TRS-80 HELP YOU FIGHT
THE HIGH COST OF LIVING!!

Inflation is robbing every consumerof the purchasingpower of his dollar.
There is no known way to completely stop this invisible bandit; but now, using
your computer, you can minimize some of the bad effects on your house-hold
budgetwith theComputrexHOMEBREWPRODUCTSPROGRAM!With the in-
formation this cassette software package provides. the average consumer can
save as much as 50 to 90 percent on the. price of cummon domestic products
(from antiperspirant to window cleaner). This is because your microcomputer
can tell you simple, easy ways to make these products from scratch in your
home. Most.products have low-cost ingredients which you can obtain at your
locat qrocer, drugstore, or building supplier. The operation of this program is so
obvious'and straightforward, the documentation so complete and clear, that
anyone can use this program effectively almost as soon as they receive it! No
knowledge of computers is required.

Features:
1) Finds a product's formula or recipe by either the product's name or category

use.
2) It's fast! No long waits for information.
3) Whenasked.theprogramgivesa completelisting of all products for which it

has formulas, and also displays their categories.
4) Special test feature which can check to see if the entire program loaded

properly.
5) More!
The HOMEBREWPRODUCTSPROGRAMis a Computrex exclusive. Y.ou

can't get it from any other company. So show everyone that that computer of
yours is more than just a game-playing toy. Order your copy of this unique soft-
ware packagetoday! Price: S16.95 (requires 16K LEV·II) .

Note: We do. not sell software through dealers and stores because our anti-
plagiarism system will only work effectively with an exclusively msu-
order market.

C.O.D. orders accepted. Phone" in our Oct ad is incorrect. Please
Phone: 1-803-472-2083· use" in this ad to contact Computrex

SendS.A.S.E.10 receiveour producl lisllasler.

6 Mill SI.COill5Ulrex
PO Box 536 Inman SC29349

.GIVE YOUR TRS-SC:rMICROCOMPUTER
WHAT IT DESERVES

All tapes $10.00 each, on cassette.
C.O.D. orders accepted
Choose Level I or II.

A television slat Ion in Florida chose our Bioforecast proqrarn (catalog"
CS·1) to use In a special news broadcast during the November 1978 state-
wide political elections. Many think ours is the best biorhythm program ever
written. And it loads and executes in less ~I

One customer is usrnq our~programs (catalog" CS·2) to help him in
the weather satellite work he.does for the Air Force.

Recreation centers, schools, businesses, doctors. and housewiveS are
using our~ program.~ (Catalog" CS·7) keeps Irack of things
loaned out to people. Its high utility. together with its many features and
ease of use. have made it a best seller.

And speaking of best sellers
Our Turkey Buzzard game (catalog # GT-4) has made an even big·ger

splash than we expected. II is a game that has everything: a detailed
scenario. character animation. and a general arcade style. lts chocked full
of dangers and corruc pitfalls. No wonder there are those who say it may be
the most successful work ever to combine a continually changing plot With
all TRS·80 graphics capabilities. Already it is becoming a classic among
classics.

All of the above programs will execute in less than 4K RAM' You can't get
those oroqr arns from any other company. We invented them and only we
own the rights to them. Sure you can buy one of those cheap "software
tibrary" deals. but most of Ihe programs they feature can be found in bOOkS.
Books you can check out from your public library for nothing.

So for something truly ~ for your computer. look to the ~
software company Send SASE to receive the product list faster.

* .
TRS·80 is 8 tr8demarll of the Radio Shacll tnviston of the Tandy corooreuon with which we are not affiliated.

6 Mill St. Cd'Tl5Ulrex <) .,-CB6

_ PO Box 5361nm~n SC 29349-.

.,-CB6



IsYour Computer
HoldingYou Back?

ltso. ..it's time you
expand your capabilities
with a Vista V-200
double density
minifloppy
disk system ..
Features:
• Storage capacity ranges from 20,oK

bytes to 1.2 megabytes.
• All Lifeboat software is

compatible with the Vista
V-200,

• The Vista Exidy 200 does
not require a S100
expansion box.

• The Vista V-200 is totally
compatible with:
Processor Technology's
SOL-20
North Star's HQrizon
Exidy's Sorcerer
Ismai's 8080 systems.

• Immediate Delivery.
• 120 Day Warranty.
• The complete system is

available for as low as
$695.

random file access; context editing of programs and text;
dynamic debugging of programs; program assembly; batch
processing and much more, With your console, computer and
about 24K bytes of main memory, the V-200 gives you a com-
plete disk-oriented computer system with automatic bootstrap
loading, Just turn on the power, reset, and you're ready to run,

Each V200 Minifloppy Disk System Includes:

V Reader Service-see page 227

• Minifloppy disk drive(s)-includes dc power regulator board, case and internal power supply.• S100 bus controller card-plugs into your
computer and controls up to 3 double-density double-headed disk drives, • I/O cable-connects controller to drive(s) • System software-
Vista CP/M (VOS) Disk Operating System and BASIC-E compiler (CBASIC optional) recorded on 5114" diskettes, • Operating/instruction
manuals-complete hardware software documentation describing your V200 system, • Each 5114" diskette holds up to 400K bytes,

vV20

The Vista Computer Company 1401 Borchard Street. Santa Ana, California 92705.714/953-0523

Complete Systems Approach
If you have a Z-80/8080-based microcomputer with an S100
Bus, our V200 Minifloppy Disk System is everything you need
to expand you computer. Completely software/hardware com-
patible, the V-200 is a double density system capable of run-
ning up to 3 double-density double-headed disk drives.
The fast-access, on line storage of the V200 system gives you
instantaneous program loading and dumping; sequential and

For Further Information Call our Toll Free Number 800-854-8017
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Use TI EPRO'Ms
with Your MP-A2 Board

This money-saving mod lets you plug those 3-voltage 2716s into your SWTP uP board.

Jim Caraway
No. 11 Inwood Circle
AuStin TX 78746

voltages. With about $100 sav-
ings in mind, I decided that it
was worth considerable effort to
see if the SWTP MP-A2 board
could be adapted to enable use
of the TMS 2716EPROMs. My ef-
forts were quite successful, with
only a few minor revisions on
the board being required.The SWTP MP-A2 micropro-

cessor board has socket
provisions for up to four 2K Intel
2716 EPROMs. The Intel 2716 re-
quires only a single + 5 V power
supply, but is nearly twice as
expensive as a functionally
equal TI TMS ,2716, which re-
quires three different supply

Modifications

The Intel 2716 and TMS 2716
EPROMs are functionally
equivalent and pin-for-pin com-
patible except for four pins (18,
19,20 and 21).Table 1shows the

Photo 1. Piggyback adapter.
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pin functions for both ICs. With
reference to the SWTP MP-A2
board, pins 21 of ICs 23, 24, 25
and 26 are connected together
as a group and connect to + 5 V
at only one point at pin 21 of
IC24 on the bottom of the board.
Carefully cut the + 5 V supply
bus loose at IC24, pin 21. Pin 21
will be connected to a - 5 V
source later. Pin 18s of ICs 23,
24,25 and 26 are also connected
together as a group and tie to
ground at pin 18 of IC24 on the
bottom of the board. Again,
carefully cut the ground bus

TMS 2716

DIP socket

All connections are
straight down except
for these three.

DIP plug

Jumper

Existing DIP socket

MP-A2 board

loose at IC24, pin 18. Pin 18 will
be connected to a + 12V source
later.

With reference to Fig. 1, the
rewiring of pins 18, 19 and 20
can best be accomplished by .
using four piggyback adapters,
each consisting of a 24-pin DIP
plug and a 24-pin DIP socket. I
found that the only jumper re-
quired was the connection from
the TMS 2716 socket pin 18 to
DIP socket pin 200n each adapt-
er (see Photo 1). Use of these
socket adapters saves a lot of
cutting and jumpering on the
MP-A2 board.
The SWTP system already

has +12Vand -12Vbuses.My
buses are regulated at the
power supply; therefore, the
+ 12V supply was used without
any further conditioning. IC24,

TMS INTEL PIN PIN INTEL TMS

+5V +5V
A8 A8
A9 A9
-+iv -5V
CS A10
A10 +12 V

PROG cs
D7 D7
D6 D6
D5 D5
D4 D4
D3 D3

A7 A7
A6 A6
A5 A5
A4 A4
A3 A3
A2 A2
A1 A1
AO AO
DO DO
D1 D1
D2 D2

GND GND

1 24
2 23
3 22
4 21
5 20
6 19
7 18
8 17
9 16
10 15
11 14
12 13

Table 1. Pin functions for in-
tel and TMS 2716s.



pin 18, was jumpered directly to
the + 12 V pin. I added a 7905
- 5 V regulator off the -12 V
bus 'to supply - 5 V to IC24, pin
21. There is a small open space
between IC22 and IC17 on the
bottom of the Mp·A2 board in
which I mounted the 7905 - 5 V
regulator (see Photo 2).

If you are fussy about drilling

and cutting your board, then
user-defined lines, UD1 and
UD2, can be used for the extra
+ 12 V and - 5 V supply lines,
with all voltage regulation done
elsewhere off-board. Additional-
ly, as shown in Fig. 2, the + 12 V
and - 5 V connections on the
piggyback adapters could be
left open with power-supply
jumpering being done on the
TMS 2716 sockets only. This
would avoid the necessity of
making any revisions on the
MP-A2 board (except soldering
to the UD1 and UD2 lines) .•

IC25 -5VIC26FOIL CUTS IC23 IC24

-12 V input + 12 V inputNew 7905 - 5 V regulator.
Note: 1.0 ufd capacitor across output.

Photo 2. MP-A2 microprocessor board.

+12V Ala -5V +12V Ala -5V

TMS 2716TMS 2716 21119

1

24 - PIN
DIP SOCKET

24- PIN
DIP SOCKET

TO -5V SUPPLY

{

TO
PIGGYBACK +12V
ADAPTER SUPPLY

~

PIGGYBACK {
ADAPTER
4 REQ'O

24 - PIN
DIP PLUG

24 - PIN
DIP PLUG

TO + 12V

GNQ AID CS +5V

iNTEL 2716
SOCKET ON
MP-A2 BOARD

INTEL 2716
SOCKET ON
MP-A? BOARD

19 20

GNO AID +5V

Fig. 1. Rewiring pins 18, 19 and 20. Fig. 2. Alternate method for + 12 Vand - 5 V supplies to TMS
2716 EPROMs. This leaves the MP-A2 board intact.

L~~55-a
Chess for the Heath H-8/H-89 computers. CHESS-8®
transforms your computer into a challenging chess playing
opponent. MUlti-level play options match CHESS-8® to your
playing ability. Plays full U.S. Chess Federation rules, in-
cluding castling, "en passant" capture and pawn promotion.
Does riot permit nor make illegal moves!
Use your H-9/H-19 terminal to input moves using modified
chess notation or to display board status. Order today and
match your skill against CHESS-8®. Supplied on disk with
complete instructions, requires HDOS with 16K of memory.
Send $24.95 to QC Systems ... Florida residents add 4%
sales tax.QC 1: Quantum Communications Systems"= 13195 - 87th Place North, Largo, Florida 33542

"Q13
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• F(ast) F(ourier) T(ransform)
• Digital Filter Simulation
• Linear and Exponential Curve Fit
• Disk or Cassette Data & Results Flies
• Interactive Graphics
• Having this set of interactive programs in
your hands is a learning experience in digital
signal processing.

• Learn by doing. Documentation includes
multiple examples. Balance your checkbook
with a digital filter (can you believe it?). Plot
daily stock market values and their comput-
ed trend lines. Find the frequency response
of a digital filter. Illustrate Nyquist sampling
theorem. Perform spectral analysis on any
waveform (FFT).

• This sophisticated software, written by a
professor and consultant in the digital pro-
cessing field for use in teaching and
research, is written in basic for ease of user
understanding and modification. Runs in
a minimum 16K cassette system having
expanded capabilities when used with disk
and printer systems.

FFT-80 DISK
FFT -80 CASSETTE

$30.00
$25.00

* Personal Checks
* Payables Checks
* Payroll Checks
* Combination Checks
* Statements
* Invoices
* Small Minimum Orders
* Fast Delivery

~Checks
~ To-Go ~C172

P.O. Box 148, Spring Valley, California 92077 (714) 460-4975

• Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp.

~\'~[T~ ";;'::,,,,"••,
~-,;;; • .,~ Santa Barbara, CA 93105
9YSTEMS Tel (805) 682-1270
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A MILESTONE ~C160

PRINTER OFFER!!!
Ijsed DAISY WHEEL TERMINALS
FeaturingDIABLO 'HYTYPE' PRINTERS

Featuring:

.KSR & Plot Modes

.ASCII RS·232C 1/0
e ] 10.115.300 Baud Input
·Oual Pitch 11O. 121
-Plntter Capability
.Many More Exciting
Features!

These used, cleaned and refurbished Daisy Wheel Terminals
feature the FAMED DIABLO "HYTYPE" Daisy Wheel Printer
with its multitude of capabilities. Includes 1/60" horizon-
tal & 1/48" vertical spacing in th,,: "PLOT" mode.

Limited Offer Special Price

~~:'"$1500!!
WHILE THEY LAST!!!

We also offer many types of

"Selectrlc'" Printers, KSR, RD & More
r------FOR EXAMPLE----~

I/O SELECTRIC Printer/Typewnter: Corresp. code.
15" frame, hvy. dUly 735-745 machine & solenoids. etc.
Data & schematics included. Tested & operational.

Only $450.00 t ence mctuaes cratmg & shlpplfIg wlthm Ihr. I.JS I

·T.M. 01 IBM Corp.

s"\ 13" VIDEO MONITORS: 115 VAC. 60 Hz.J\) •...\\ video input (BNC). READY TO USE.'!!.
\\". ~~y~ Only s99.90!!

Write or CalJ for Our Exclusive

PERIPHERAL FLYER
(603)382-5179

-Mastercharge & ViSA Accepted
«Phone Orders Are Welcome

ePrtces May Not Include Shipping & Handling



•.••05

••• n·",_,,,,,,
KIT INCLUDES • MOS-2428 24-28 CMOS SAFE INSERTER

• MOS-40 36-40 CMOS SAFE INSERTER

~

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION . ~
3455 CONNER ST.,5RONX, N.Y 10475 U.S.A.

PHONE 121219946600 TELEX NO 125091 \

PfUNTEO IN U.S.A, PATENT I"'t~OING

MOS-2428

WK-7 COMPLETE IC INSERTER/EXTRACTOR KIT $29.95

INDIVI DUAL COMPONENTS

MOS-1416 14-16 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
MOS-2428 24-28 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
MOS-40 36-40 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
EX-1 14-16 PIN EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 1.49
EX-2 24-40 PIN CMOS SAFE EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 7.95

MINIMUM BILLING $25.00. ADD SHIPPING CHARGE $2.00. NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD APPLICABLE TAX.

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 3455 CONNER ST., BRONX, N.Y. 10475 (212) 994-6600/TElEX 125091
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Ken Barbier
Borrego Engineering
PO Box 1253
Borrego Springs CA 92004

Memory Map

"Memory Map" is a useful diagnostic for any computer system. In this article a rather com-
plicated system is explained and used for an example to illustrate how the program works.

Afriend of mine, whose name
and credentials are best

not mentioned at this time,
spent an embarrassing length of
time one day futilely attempting
to load BASIC into his Altair.
After all, it had been running the
day before, so there couldn't be
anything wrong with the pro-
cessor. Besides, the monitor
program he had written and

F PROMs

32K RAM

I
BUS SWITCH

8080 CPU

1I
CONTROL
PANEL C PROMs

CRT 1
CRT II

MTU t
MTU II

FLOPPY DISK

SERIAL
lID

placed in EPROMs (erasable,
programmable, read-only
memory) was working fine. After
altogether too many passes
down the tape, he finally gave up
and removed the Altair's cover.

One of his students had "bor-
rowed" a 4K memory board,
right out of the middle of the
RAM (random access read-write
memory) array! At the time this

Fig. 1. A simplified block diagram of the computer system used to il-
lustrate the functioning of the Memory Map program. Two pro-
cessors share a block of memory and 110 resources.
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happened I thought it was rather
funny.

Some time later, while bring-
ing up my multiple-processor
system (you can't do any
serious computing with only
one CPU and less than 64K of
RAM, can you?), I spent an em-
barrassing length of time trying
to print an assembly listing on
my Teletype. After all, it had
been running the day before. I
wasted a lot of time debugging
hardware that was in perfect
shape.

Fig.1 is a simplified block dia-
gram of the multi-CPU system.
The assembly-language soft-
ware runs on the 8080 and uses
the terminal labeled CRT I. But
the printer is accessed through
the shared resources. Some
idiot had left the manual bus
switch in the wrong position!

Of course, these are only a
couple of the kinds of problems
that can cause you to become
prematurely gray. Either prob-
lem could have been caused by
a real hardware failure, a dead
bug or a dirty card-edge connec-
tor. When strange symptoms oc-
cur, what is needed is a quick

check of your computer's re-
sources to point out hardware
failures, borrowers or operator
idiocies.

Since my system was becom-
ing so complicated that I
couldn't even remember to set
all the switches correctly, I
developed the memory resource
checking program described
here. While not an exhaustive
diagnostic program, it serves as
a quick peek at a system's ad-
dress space, and thus will
enable you to quickly detect the
absence or failure of any major
component. Even if your system
is not as complicated as mine,
Memory Map can prove to be a
valuable diagnostic aid.

In order to completely under-
stand the program, we will have
to digress a bit and take a quick
look at how my development
system is organized, since it is
used in the map examples.

The Hardware

Fig. 1 shows the basic
arrangement of the hardware
components. The 8080 system
has been in operation since
1975 and includes a "smart"



control panel, a 24 line by 64
character CRT display and an
audio tape interface (MTU1).
The 8080 bus connects a 32K
byte RAM memory and eight
1702A EPROMs, which contain
the control routines for MTU
1, CRT 1 and the control panel,
as well as the usual utility
routines.

As additions to this system
were built, they were organized
in a separate package connect-
ed to the 8080 bus by ribbon
cable, in anticipation of future
system reconfiqurations. This
group of resources includes a
second CRT display (two pages
of 32 lines by 64 characters and
a 96 by 128 dot matrix graphic
capability), a second mag-tape
interface, a floppy-disk con-
troller, a driver for my Teletype
and a bank of 2708 EPROMs, be-
ginning at address COOO,that
contains the driver routines for
the devices in this group. An
electronic bus switch enables
these devices and their drivers
in the C PROMs to be instant-
ly switched between the old
8080 system bus and the CpU
bus of a second processor, cur- .
rently a Z-80.
The bus switch is shown

schematically as a single-pole,
double-throw, manual switch,
and there is indeed a manual
override switch to control the
bus switch in case the two pro-
cessors start fighting over who
gets to use the shared reo
sources. It was this manual
switch that was left in the wrong
position (could I have done such
a thing?), leaving the 8080 with
no access to the Teletype inter-
face.

The Memory Address Space

Looking now at Fig. 2, we can
see how the address spaces of
both CPUs are organized. Both
CRT display memories are part
of the CPU address space, per-
mitting the displays to be up-
dated much more rapidly than
they could be if connected
through serial access ports. A
4K byte CMOS RAM board with
battery backup and a write pro-
tect switch is used as a "tem-
porary ROM" for program devel-
opment, and so "floats" around
in the memory address space,
being used wherever it is needed

[000 '--_---' I::::1-~_~S_:_E1_Y_-1]EOOO

C PROMs

COOO BFFF r-----,

FFFF,-----.,
F PROMs

F800 f--------1
CRT I
DISPLAY
RAM

FOOO L-- .J

7FFFCJ
,32,K RAM,

0000

48K RAM

8080SYSTEM-+-SHAREO---I---z-ao SYSTEM
RESOURCES

0000'------'

Fig. 2. The memory maps of the two processors. The RAM and ROM
memory segments of the shared resources can appear in the ad-
dress space of either processor, depending on the position of the
bus switch.

at the moment. It is hard to
believe, but when this project
started I thought that this 4K
board would be all the memory
I'd ever need! Oh,my innocence
in the year 1975!

Both CPUs have their own lit-
tle 1K byte RAM dedicated for
the stack and miscellaneous
use. These little blocks of
memory reside at the same ad-
dress on both CPU boards, so
the programs in the C PROMs
can always find them. And being
isolated from the main RAM,
they are protected from pro-
grams such as BASIC that start
off by search ing for the top of
contiguous main memory. All
CPU boards should have this
feature.

But putting these asides
aside, the reason for this dis-
cussion is so you will under-
stand the examples of memory
maps our program will be gen-
erating. Your system does not
have to be all this complicated
for Memory Map to be a useful
part of your system diagnostics.

Using Memory Map

Keeping in mind the complex-
ities of Fig. 2, refer to the maps
generated by this program and

shown in Fig. 3, which shows
the memory space of the 8080
processor when it has control of
the shared resources. Reading
down from the top of Fig. 3a
(from the bottom of memory up),
we see the 32K RAM properly
identified, followed by empty
space (MT) between addresses
8000 and 9FFF in hexadecimal.
The floating RAM board is iden-
tified as ROM, because we have
left its write protect switch in
the PROTECT position, in order
to emulate read-only memory.

There follows more empty
space, and since the CPU that
called Memory Map has the
shared resources, the next item
we see are the C PROMs. In this
case, three 2708 EPROMs are in
their sockets, occupying ad-
dresses COOOthrough CBFF. An
empty socket at CCOOis proper-
ly identified.
The display RAM for CRT II

fills the space from DODO
through DFFF, but immediately
following this is our 1K scratch-
pad RAM, so to the map pro-
gram this all appears (as it
should) as a contiguous block of
RAM starting at DODOand ex-
tending up through address
E3FF.There follows more empty

space, then CRT I's display'RAM
and the F PROMs.

Comparing Fig. 3b with 3a,
the only difference between the
two maps is that the floating
RAM is now identified as. ac-
cessible for writing because we
have changed the setting of the
write protect switch. See what a
convenient program Memory
Map is? If my friend had had it in
his Altair, he could have found
out in seconds that he had an
MT spot in the middle of his
memory. Then maybe his stu-
dent would have gotten off with
a verbal reproof instead of an F.

How the Program Works

Memory Map tests the ad-
dress space in 1K byte incre-
ments from address 0000
through FFFF (if your system
needs to be tested with more
resolution, it is only necessary
to change the number of incre-

z aee 7FFF =i\h.:-1

o0~~9Fff =:-,T
j'd10~ AFfi' =R.l)N
0~il;?' oFFF =i'lT

C03Z GciFF =r.Jt'j

CC0~ CF?F =NT
DI2;t0 E:3 F'F =RAN
E4;!}e SFfF =f'jT

FeZ3 F7ff =HA~":
f32e; FFFi'- =~L)i·i

l:e2J 7fFF =P.A>J

30Z3 ),,-n~" ='IT
A60~ AFff = Hj..;.!"i
J00< 8fFF =l-lT
C0ll C:;ff =KJ:1
ccez CFFF =MT

0000 E3FF =HAt'l

S4~Z EFFF =>;r
?0~~ F7Yf =RA~
,olZ FFfF =HuN

Fig. 3. Maps produced by
the program, showing the ad-
dress space of the 8080 CPU
when it has control of the
shared resources.

ments loaded into register C and
the increment size loaded into
. the 0, E register pair in the first
lines of the program). The
flowchart in Fig. 4 is a lot easier
to follow than the program
listing.

After printing the initial ad-
dress, the program calls the
subroutine TSTLC (TeST LoCa-
tion) to determine if the current:
Iy addressed location is read-
write memory (RAM). It does this
without destroying the memory
contents. The contents are first
saved, then TSTLC sees if it can
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ZERO ADDRESS

CR, Lf

PRINT ADDRESS

DECREMENT ADDRESS

PRINT ADDRESS

PRINT" 'ROM"

DECREMENT ADDRESS

PRINT ADDRESS

PRINT "'MT"

RAMEN

INCREMENT ADDRESS

DECREMENT ADDRESS

PRINT ADDRESS

PRINT "'RAM"

INCREMENT ADDRESS

RETURN

Fig. 4. The flowchart of the Memory Map subroutine, which decides whether a particular memory loca-
tion contains RAM, ROM or is empty.

write all zeros and then all ones
into the memory.' Then the
original contents are returned to
memory.

It should be noted here that if
anyone bit of the memory word
tested is not working, it will not
be identified as RAM. Even
though this program is not a
complete memory diagnostic, it
will detect the presence of any
single dead RAM chip in the
system by deciding that it is not
RAM when we know it should
be.

If the memory location ac-
cepts all zeros and then all ones,
the program will jump to
RAMEN (find RAM ENd) and
continue testing until it finds the
first address that will not accept
the write-read operations. Since
this address is the first non-
RAM location, a decrement of
one is made to the .address
(back to RAM), and this address
is displayed, followed by the
message "= RAM." Then at
MAP2 we re-increment the ad-
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dress and test to see if we have
checked all the memory. If not;
we jump back to MAP1 and start
another line.

Ifno RAM is found at an ad-
dress, the program calis TSTRO
(TeST Ram). Here the program
assumes that the first three
locations of a read-only memory
will not contain .all ones (FF, FF,

FF in hex), since this is not a
meaningful code sequence. If
any other pattern is found, we
will jump to RaMEN and search
for the end of ROM.

A properly terminated data
bus will return all ones (FF)
when a read-memory instruction
is executed at an address that
has no RAM or ROM in it. Our

ADtiS 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 .s 9 A C c u ~ f.•D~:S

0000 0E. 4" 21 00 00 II ~0 04 CD 3) 03 Ci) 1:.6 e~ CD 74 £:0Ji="

~~10 00 CA 40 00 £5 CC 60 00 £1 Ci< 56 00 I, 0D CA 2, aillF
0020 00 CD 74 00 CA 2F 00 £s CO il0 ~v;£.1C2 IC BZ 2B 0~2F

0030 0C CD Ed 00 CO 6A 00 23 00 C2 03 00 CD 39 e0 C9 0it:13F

0040 19 0D CA 43 00 CO 74 00 CA 40 00 23 0C CD E6 ''0 0(!;4F
0050 CO 91 00 C3 37 00 1, 0D CA 69 •.0 CD 74 e0 C,'6, 0J of
0060 00 E5 CD ilil 00 £1 CA 56 it~ 2d BC CD cd 012 CD 98 01.:.61
0070 00 C3 37 00 46 Af 77 d£ C2 7£ 00 3" 77 8E 7< C9 0Z7r
0080 3<: ff BE C0 23 dE C. 23 J::jE C9 £5 21 A3 00 C3 Ole 0~8F
B090 03 E5 21 a~ 00 C3 9C r1~ i::5 21 ';5 ~0 7E F~ 0~ C•• ~~9F
00••0 A9 00 CD 33 C4 23 C3 :Ie ~0 £I C9 3D 52 4F 4D ~e tt0hF
00a0 3D 52 41 4L 00 3D 4D 54 I!J~ 3£ BD CD 33 C4 3E 0" 0~6F

00C0 C3 33 C4 3£ 20 C3 33 C4 7C GD CD 0" 70 FS 1::6 f~ 0.0
0~oe 0f 0F 0F 0F CD DA 0. fI Eo 0F Fi- leH Fh EI 00 C6 ~~Dr
00£0 07 C6 30 E.6 7F C3 33 C4 CD C·o .0 C3 C3 00 CD CU ~~c:.F
00F0 00 C3 C3 00
AD?S ~ I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 , '" c C D - f Ai)I1.S

Fig.5. A hexadecimal dump of the 8080 code of Memory Map. It
is assembled at location 0000 to make it easier to relocate the
code, working from this dump if necessary.

program relies on this fact to de-
cide that such a memory ad-
dress is empty. When this de-
cision is reached, the program
jumps to MTEND to find the end
of the empty space.

If your system includes a
read-only memory that begins'
with the code sequence FF, FF,
FF, you might fool this program,
and you'll make me wonder
what in the world that ROM is
doing!

Putting Memory Map into
Your System

The program as assembled
for the listing and for the object

code dump in Fig. 5 begins at
location 0000 in order to make it
easier for you to relocate it in
your system. You could key it in-
to RAM at location 0000 and use
it as an initial test before
loading your application pro-
gram, but you really should burn
it into a PROM so it will be ready
for those terrible days when
everythirig seems to check, but
nothing works.

The only external reference in
the program is to the console
output routine (CO), which you
must supply. Memory Map calls
co with a 7-bi! ASCII character
in the A register, and expects
the contents of all other regis-
ters to remain unchanged. If
your console output routine
changes any of the other reg-
isters, you will have to save and
restore them at the entry point
and exit from your console out-
put subroutine.

Included at No Extra Cost

Some of the utility routines
beginning at location 00B9 in
the listing may already exist in
your computer's monitor. If not,
they should, if you do much
machine-language or assembly-
language work. For example, a
single CALL ADRSP instruction
will cause the contents of the
H,L register pair to be output to
the console as four hexadec-
imal characters followed by a
space. This is used, for exam-
ple to print the first five posi-
tions on each line of an
assembly listing, as in bur ex-
ample. BYTSP can be called to
print the contents of the accu-
mulator as two hex characters
followed by a space. Calls to



Memory Map program.

s l1EI10RY [1AP SUBilOUTINE

~~00 0E40
0002 210000
0005 110004
0008 COB900
000B COE800
000E CD740e
~~II CA4~00
ae 14 E5
0015 C08000
0018 EI
0019 CA5600
001C 19
0010 0D
001 £ CA2F00
0021 C0740~
0024 CA2F00
0027 E5
0028 C08000
002B EI
002C C21C0~
002F 28
0030 0C
0031 CDE800
~034 C08A00
0037 23
0038 00
0039 C20800
003C COB900
003F C9

0040 19
0041 00
0042 CA4E00
0045 C07400
0048 CA4000
0048 28
004C ec
0040 CDE8~0
0050 CD9100
0053 C33700
0056 19
0057 00
2058 CA6ge0
0053 CC7400
205£ CA6900
0061 E5
0062 CD.::H.H~0
0065 EI
0066 CA5600
0069 29
006A 0C
0068 CDE800
006£ C09800
0071 C33700

0074 46
0075 AF
0076 77
0077 BE
~078 C27E0a
0073 3D
007C 77
007D BE
007E 70
007i' C9
0080 3EFF
0082 BE
0083 C0
0084 23
0085 BE
0086 C0
0087 23
0088 BE
0089 C9

00BA E5
008B 21AB00
008E C39C00
0091 E5
0092 218000
0095 C39C00
009~ E5
0099 21B50C
009C 7E
0090 FE00
009F CAA900
00A2 C033C4
00A5 23
00A6 C39C00
00A9 EI
00AA C9

00AB 3D524f4D ROM
00AF 00
0080 3052414D RAM
0084 00
10B5 304054 NT
0088 00

25 FEB 79

co EQU C433

ORG 0000

:1AP t1VI C.40
LXI tl.0001
LXI 0,,04130

MAPI CALL CCR~r
CALL AOilSP
CALL TSTLC
JZ RAMEN

PUSH H
CALL TSTRO
~OP H
JZ MTEi~D

ROt1EN DAD D
DCil C
.rz MAPII

~OHE.l CALL TSTLC
JZ MAPII
PUSH H
CALL TSTF.G
POP II
JNZ RO..tE;~

."Af-ll DCI. H
I;vk C
CALL AORSF
CALL HOMi1S

~AF2 INX H
OCR C
JNZ 1-1AP1
CALL CCRLF
RET

RAMEN DAO D
DCR C
Jl HAF31

RM1EI CALL TSTLC
Jl RA."iEN

I1AP31 DCX tl
INR C
CALL AORSF
CALL ;:tAMMS
J,tP MAP2

HTEND DAD 0
OCR C
JI:: XA?41

MTENI CALL TSTLC
JZ NAP41
PUSH H
CALL TSTRO
POF- H
JZ NTE.,D

:1AP41 DCX H
INE C
CALL ADHSP
CAL';" HT.1SG
J •.tp .·IAP2

TSTi...C -rov B"M
XHA A

nov M" A
Ci1F M
JNL TSTLI
OCR A
i'JOV M.•A
CdP i1

TSTLI MOV M.•3
REI

TSTRO !1VI A.0FF
CMF M

RNZ
INX H
CiiP M
RNZ
INX d
CMP .1
RET

ROMMS PUSH H
LXI ii. ..•?.OI'·1
JMP i1SG

RA11:1S PUSH H
LX! HI RAM
Jt1P I1SG

;1T115G PUSH 11
LXI H .•MT

:·lSG MOV A ..•M
CPI 00
JZ MSGEN
CALL CO
INX H
Jt1F MSG

NSGE~ POP H
RET

DB
DB
DB
DB
OB
OS

'::;R.0t1'
~0
I :;RJ.\~i'

'=MT'
00

CONSOLE JUT?UT

64 1NCRE.'lENTS
STAR.TING HERi::
I K WCF.EMENT

SHO~ START AODR~SS
. AUY RAM?
YES" FIND E:'JD
.'JO" LOOK FO~
l1Ji1

NONE" F l:JD S0>1E.
FIND ~ND Llr R-Jr-j

UR l::ND OF K.L'1JRY
H,,>JY F.A.-j?

YES" Ei\JO OF r.O:"l

A[\,,¥ EHFT'i?

I~G" STILL kO:/,
SHO •.•.. END Of P.Oh

CORRECT COtl.'>;TE:f-,
. SHOw,' END ACDHE'.SS
LABl.E IT
j~ESTOP.E. H
TIL DONE

FIND END OF RAM

:JR ME;·lORY
STI!..'--RAM?

YES
IliO. SHOo END
CORRECT COL'!";TER
SHOiJ ADDRESS
AND LAbLE

L0GK FOR SOMETHING

0R END OF .1E,1UHY
ANY RAi'l?

OR ,,0.17

T<;ST LuC (H.L)
T1::5T ~'S

NOT HERE
TEST I' 5

NT = FF

.·lESSAGE.S

ADRCO or BYTCO will cause the
contents of H,L or A to print
without the space.

If you want to borrow these
subroutines for use in your sys-
tem, note that ADRCO "falls
through" into the beginning of
BYTCO, which, in turn, falls
through into NYBCO. This is
done to save memory space and
requires that the three subrou-
tines immediately follow each
other in the order shown. Other-
wise, more CALLs _and RETs
will have to be added to the
code.

Notes on the Assembly Listing

The listing was produced by
SCORE, my SCreen-ORiented
Editor, assembler and utility
system. SCORE was optimized
for use on a system intended for
the development of programs
for control systems, rather than
for computational use. For this
reason, all numeric values
entered default to hexadecimal,
rather than the usual decimal,
so you don't have to append a
code character to tell the

system thai it is a hex value.
Working at this level, you will
seldom be using· decimal
numbers anyway.

SCORE is also smart enough
to know that if the first
character on a line is' not a
space, then it is the first
character of a label. No extra
characters need be appended to
labels. As text is input to
SCORE, a single space, rather
than a tab character, will ad-
vance you from the label field to
the operation field; and from the
operation field' to the operand
field, and then onto the com-

ment field. This follows
SCORE's basic philoso-
phy-that no unnecessary
keystroke will ever be required
of the operator.

Why the "$" to designate a
comment line? Well, it had to be
some character that would not
be the first character of a label,
and the "$" on my surplus key-
board is a lowercase character,
saving another keystroke. Be-
sides, it's nice to have some $$$
around .•

$ CARRIAGE RETURN. LINE FEEO TO CONSuLE

CR

$ CONSOLE OUTPUT UTILITY ROUTINES

00;;:1 3E00
000B CD33C4
00BE 3E0A
00C0 C333C4

$ SPACE TO CONSO~E

;'~C3 3E20
Z~C5 C333C4

CCRLF MVI A,,0D
CALL CO
MVI A" lOA

JMP co

SPCCJ MVI A" 2:0
J{"jP CO

LF

s (n" L) AS ".?DD?ESS" FI ELO TJ CONSOLE

0Be6 7C
0ZC9 CDCDee
00CC 7D

AD:':':C0 l'JUV P." H
CALi... "YTC\)
l-IJV A"L

HIGH 0RCl::.H BYT::::
C0NV<:RT ro a s.x
LOW ORDtH. 8YTl:.

s (A) AS "dYTE" F'IELD Tv C0NSJJ...£

~0CD F5
0"C2 0:6F0
00D0 e?
0001 0i--
eeD2 ZF
.0003 ei'
0304 CDOA~0
0007 i'l
r3l2liJ6 ZS(ZF

BYTCO PLSri FSw
A,IJI fr(;;

p.Re
nRC
RRC
ii.;;C
CALL (\l,(BCO
POF P5.
Ai~I ~F

SAVE ( •.•J
MASrl riIG~ U2DEri i~Ib3~E
A:4D S.-iIFT IT T..;
~0~ JED~ri 4 BITS

~HITE IT TJ C0lJSO,--E
GET LD~ ORDER NIBBLE

s (A) AS 4 81 T "NiBBLE" r.; CJNSOL1::

t20D.4 FE0A

00DC FAEI00
00DF C607
';0EI C630
e3<:3 E67F
eeE5 C333C4

,-t"faco CPI \'..k

Ji'J NYB.C 1
ADI e7

:·IYSC I AD! 30
AtJi 7F
Jt1P CO

GREATE.:<' T:i.At~ 10?

NO. F.DD 30 HEX
YES" ADD 7 E.-'<TH;.
CONVERT TO ASCII
~·iAS.r< PARI TY 81 T
AND WRITE IT T0 CJ.JSJ~

00Eb CDC8~0
00£0 C3C300

$ ADDRESS FIE~O AND A SPhC~ TJ C0iJSOLE

ADnSF CALL ADRCa
Jl·lF- sr-cco

~ SYTE. AND A SPACE TO C0.~SJ~h
00EE: COC00e
B0n C3C300

aYTSF CALL BiTCe
JMI' s scco
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HOW TO START YOUR
OWN SYSTEMS HOUSE

A practical guide for the small. EDP entre-
preneur. 213-pagemanual covers all aspects of
starting and successfully operating a Small
Business Computer company. 5th revised edi-
tion June 1979. From the contents:

• The Systems House Industry • Hardware,
Software or Both? Market Selection&
Evaluation. Industry Application Opportunities
•Equipment Selection· Becoming a Distributor
• Product Pricing • Getting Your Advertising
Dollars Worth· The Selling Cycle· Financing
For The customer- Questions YouWill Have To
Answer Before The Customer Buys • Solving
The Service Problem· Protecting Your Product
•How ToWrite A GoodBusiness Plan· Raising
Capital

Send $36.00 (check, VISA or Mastercharge) to:

Essex Publishing Co., Oept 1
285 Bloomfield Avenue
Caldwell, N.J. 07006 vE56

Credit card orders: Sendcard #, date expoAdd
$2.00 for rush, air mail shipping. N.J. residents
add 5% sales tax. For faster shipment on credit
card orders, phone (201) 783-6940.

12" BLACK£, WHITE
LOW COST VIDEO
TERMINAL
Easily interfaced with RadioShackTRS80

$149.00 LIST
Will sell 6 feet coaxial cable $5.00

Add $5 for shipping and handling in Continental U.S.A.

One year
limited warranty
• Ideal for home, personal and business computer systems;
surveillance monitors. 12" diagonlll video monitor - Com-
posite video input • Compatible with many computer
systems • Softd-srete circuitry for a stable f, sharp pic-
ture • Video bandwidth-12 MHzl:t3 DB. Input lm-
pedance-75 Ohms • Resolution-650 lines Minimum IN
Central 80% of CRT; 550 Lines Minimum beyond central 80%
ofCRTrefEIA RS·375 • Dimensions-11.375" high; 16.250"
wide; 11.250' deep (exclude video input
nector) • Weight-6.5 KG(14.3 Ibs) net

Use Master O1argelVisa or-send money order.

Micro Products Unlimitecl
P.O.Box 1525, Arlington, TX 76010

817/461·8043 v M81
Dealer inquiries welcome

22 MHz MONITORS!

12 INCH
GRAPHICS
QUALITY

~

COMPUTER
·Programmers ~
"Operators
"Horne Hobbyist

T-SHIRTS!!!! 1. Programmers Do It
Logically
2. Programming Is A Byte
3. Computers Are People
Too
4. Computer Operators Have
More Fun
5. Let's Get Back To Basic
6. BASIC BASIC BASIC
BASIC
Colors: Navy, Lt. Blue,
White, Red, Yellow.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large,
& Ex. Large

ISpecial orders will print any slogan or D.P. Dept. of
your company with minimum order of 10 shirts.

Cost: $4.95 & 50¢ for postage
Please include 4% sales tax-Ohio residents only.
Specify shirt no., color and size.
Send Cash, Check, or Money Order to: vC181

Compu-Prlnts 6045 Maple Canyon Dr.
, Columbus, Ohio 43229

'68' MICRO
JOURNALTM

* The only ALL 6800 Com-
puter Magazine.

Foreign Orders-Add:

Air Mail $29.00IYear Surface $9.50IYear

1-Year $14.50 2 Years $26.00
3 Years $36.50

OK, PLEASE ENTER MY
SUBSCRIPTION

Bill my: M/C 0 - VISA 0
Card #
Expiration Date

For 0 1-Yr. 0 2 Yrs. o 3 Yrs.
Enclosed: $

Name

Street

City

State Zip ___

'68' MICRO JOURNALTM
3018 Hamill Road
HIXSON, TN 37343 vS74 J

......................................................
TRS-SOclient write-up system.

••~ou 0 •••• ' 0 •••• .>< ••~ •• u ••••• .....~.
- - Complete General L1edger system written by a

C.P.A. In public practice and used in his office tor
over one year. Includes General Ledger,

---
Check Disbursements,

Journal Entries,

Payroll Tax Programs,

Financial Statement,

-
~- and all necessary tile

maintenance programs.

Complete operating_manual turnished. On going
system support available.

_for sam~ output and information, call or write:

- --~-----

Jerry E. Bertram, CPA
25455 Barton Rd. B-209
Loma Linda, CA 92354

..... -~ (714) B25-2736.- ..- ..---- vB62

<, '"'c""NfS ••••~••.•"DC'~ )

NEW

$99
SOLIDSTATE22MHzMONITORS:OEMtabletop style.
B&W P4 CRT. Accepts separate video and TTL level nortz. &
vert. syncs. Any sweep 10-20 KHz. 110 VAG. Simple TRS-BO
hookup. Supurb resolution. bandwidth 10 Hz-22 MHz. With full
maint. manual. timing. schematics. TRS-BO hookup. parts lists.
Used. fully checked. very clean. no burns $77. New. checked . $99

TOUCHTONE DECODERS: 're'ens/Coutns 7640-01. single
12V DIP contains complete analog filtering. Collins digital counter
type 16 tone decoder. Hook up to 12V & 3.58 MHz color burst xtar.
run audio in. get 2 of 8 or 4-bd hex out. Current OEM list price is
$125. Brand neww/crystaJ & full manual. . .. $66

S-100 CORE SALE: Brand new. tested Ampex core. See
article "ITS TIME FOR CORE" (9/79 Kilobaud p 34) which
describes a simple interface between this core and an 5-100
machine. But ignore the prices in the article! Sale priced. including
documentation pkg. and schematics 16K $230 . . ... 8K $99

AMPEX 29 MEGABYTE DISK DRIVES: Brand new
commercial 20 surface disk drives at a fraction of their OEM cost.
Model DM312. full size console type units. 2.5 MHz data rate with
the besl written technical manual we've ever seen. II you enjoy
interface design this is the bargain you've been waiting for $1600

TERMS: UPS included except DM312s. SASE or call for full spec
sheets on any item UPS COD welcome. add $1.25. VISA & Me
+4%. NJ add sales tax. Everything guaranteed. Immediate
shipment or immediate refund. Phone orders and questions are
welcome.

ELECTRAVALUE INDUSTRIAL
p.O. BOX 157-K ~'
MORRIS PLAINS. NJ 07950 •

.J

Phone orders
are welcome

201/267-1117
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DATA-BASE
MANAGEMENT
• INITIALIZATION: of any data base by no. 01
records, no. of fields, name of fields, no. of
characters per field.

• SELECTIVELlSTING: on any field.

• MENU DRIVEN: for easy operation, addition,
lookup, change, delete, list.

• HASHING: for fast operation on large files.

• FREE! APPLICATION: mailing list generator
with multi-key selective listing.

NORTHSTAR:DISK
TRS-80:DISKOR CASSETTE
LISTINGS:FOR ABOVE

Computer Data serVlces~ vC175•
POBox 1626, Melbourne FL32935

~ANNOUNCING-
i,COMfUPR1SM?
CHECK THIS LITTLE
M UTA N T OUT I I
Single board color graphics interface
for 5-100 bus systems.
16K on board memory! !

16 colors always av ailable!
27648 individual picture element5 !
Every eJement programmable in any
color at any ti me !
Sequential memory mapping makes
programming easy!
KIT $240.00 AS SEM BLED $280.00

4 MHz MOD FOR S.D. SYSTEMS
EXPANDORAM $10
16 CHANNEL A-D, 8 CHANNEL D-A
FOR S-100 BUS, BARE BOARD WITH
DOCUMENTATION $ 25

J.E.S. GRAPHICS
P.O. BOX2752

TULSA, OK. 74101
'"
-s
\.

"_(918) 742-7104

MICROPHASE SYSTEMS
Announces

WORDSCRIBE for TRS-80's
LetWORDSCRIBEtransformyour Model I or Model II
TRS-80 into a high quality word processing system.

WOROSCRIBE features incl ude : full screen
editing, margin justification, line insertion,
line deletion, block move, block copy, find,
change, and much much more.

Model II $149.95
req. 1 disk, 64k memo

Model I disk version $ 99.95
req. 1 disk, 48k memo

Documentationonly $ 9.95
(can be applied to later purchase)

STOCKMARKETDATATAPES.for TRS-SDModel I !!
Each tape cassette contains one months data for
the NYSEor AMEXstock of your choice. Data
includes daily high, low, close, and volume
information. Can be read by any level II Basic
program with simple input statements. Available
for Jan. 1979 to present. Please specify month
and stock name.

onemonthsdata $ 5.95
charting program, $49.95

(plots high, low, close and 2 moving avgs.)
M;croPhase Systems

11223E. 45 St. So. #314 vM125
Tulsa, Ok. 74145

$29.95
$29.95
$20.00



Computer Design Labs Z80*DiSk Software
We have acquired the rights to all TDL software (& hardware). TDL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the

industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this super/or tine of quality software. .
. - Carl Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.

All of the software below is available on
any of the following media for operation
with a Z80 CPU using the CP/M* or similar
type disk operating system (such as our
own TPM*).

for TRS-80* CP/M (Model One)
for 8" CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5'1.' CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5'1." North Star CP/M (single density)
for 5'1.' North Star CP/M (double density)

BASIC I
A powerful and fast Z80 Basic interpreter

with EDIT, RENUMBER, TRACE, PRINT
USING, assembly language subroutine
CALL, LOADGO for "chaining", COpy to
move text, EXCHANGE, KILL, LINE INPUT,
error intercept, sequential file handling in
both ASCII and binary formats, and much,
much more. It runs in a little over 12 K and is
ROMable. An excellent choice for games
since the precision was limited to 7 digits in
order to make it one of the fastest around.
$69.95.

BASIC II
Basic I but with 12 digit precision to make

its power available to the business world
with only a slight sacrifice in speed. Still
runs faster than most other Basics (even
those with much less precision). $99.95

BUSINESS BASIC
The most powerful Basic for business

applications. It adds to Basic II with random
or sequential disk files in either fixed or
variable record lengths, simultaneous
access to multiple disk files, PRIVACY
command to prohibit user access to source
code, global editing, added math functions,
and disk file maintenance capability without
leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).
$159.95.

ZEDIT
A character oriented text editor with 26

commands and "macro" capability for
stringing multiple commands together.
Included are bidirectional search with
optional replace and a complete array of
character move, add, delete, and display
functions. $49.95.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing Language - Not just a

text editor. Actually a language which allows
you to edit text and also write, save, and
recall programs which manipulate text.
Commands include conditional branching,
subroutine calls, iteration, block move,
expression evaluation, and much more.
Contains 36 value registers and 10 text
registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with
commands you write using Ztel. $68.95.

TOP
A Z80 Text Output Processor which will

do text formatting for manuals, documents,
and other word processing jobs. Works with
any text editor. Does justification, page
numbering and headings, spacing,
centering, and much more! $68.95
. Z80 is a trademark of Zilog
'TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack

For tech calls:

MACRO I
A macro assembler which will generate

relocateable or absolute code for the 8080
or Z80 using standard Intel mnemonics plus
TDLlZ80 extensions. Functions include 14
conditionals, 161isting controls, 54 pseudo-
ops, 11 arithmetic/logical operations, local
and global symbols, chaining files, linking
capability with optional linker, and
recursive / reiterative macros. This
assembler is so powerful you'll think it is
doing all the work for you. It actually makes
assembly language programming much
less of an effort and more creative. $49.95

MACRO II
Expands upon Macro I's linking

capability (which is useful but somewhat
limited) thereby being able to take full
advantage of the optional Linker. Also a
time and date function has been added and
the listing capability improved. $68.95

LINKER
How many times have you written the

same subroutine in each new program? Top
notch professional programmers compile a
library of these subroutines and use a
Linker to tie them together at assembly
time. Development time is thus drastically
reduced and becomes comparable to
writing in a high level language but with all
the speed of assembly language. So, get the
new CDL Linker and start writing programs
in a fraction of the time it took before. Linker
is compatible with Macro I & II as well as
TDLlXitan assemblers version 2.0 or later.
$68.95

DEBUG I
Many programmers give up on writing in

assembly language even though they know
their programs would be faster and more
powerful. To them assembly language
seems difficult to understand and follow, as
well as being a nightmare to debug. Well,
not with proper tools like Debug I. With
Debug I you can easily follow the flow of any
Z80 or 8080 program. Trace the program
one step at a time or 10 steps or whatever
you like. At each step you will be able to see
the instruction executed and what it did. If
desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. It's all under your
control. You can even skip displaying
a subroutine call and up to seven break-
points can be set during execution. Use of
Debug I can pay for itself many times over
by saving you valuable debugging time.
$69.95.

DEBUG II
This is an expanded debugger which has

all of the features of Debug I plus many
more. You can "trap" (i.e. trace a program
until a set of register, flag, and/or memory
conditions occur). Also, instructions may
be entered and executed immediately. This
makes it easy to learn new instructions by
examining registers/memory before and
after. And a RADIX function allows chang-
ing between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex,
octal, signed decimal, or split octal. All

these features and more add up to give you
a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug I and II must run on a Z80 but will
debug both Z80 and 8080 code. $88.95

ZAPPLE
A Z80 executive and debug monitor.

Capable of search, ASCII put and display.
read and write to I/O ports, hex math, break-
point, execute, move, fill, display, read and
write in Intel or vinary format tape, and
more! Disk $19.95. Also available in 2Kx8
ROM with initialization for the 5MB I or II
(3 ACIA's and 1 PIA) $34.95
5MB II bare board $49.95.
One PIA and four 74LS244's for 5MB II

$12.95
8080 version of Zapple - disk $19.95
on 2516 $49.95

TPM*
A NEW Z80 disk operation system I This

is not CP/M' It's better! You can still run
any program which runs with CP/M' but
unlike CP/M' this operating system was
written specifically for the Z80' and takes
full advantage of its extra powerful instruc-
tion set. In other words its not warmed over
8080 code! Available for TRS-80', Tarbell,
ICOM, Xitan DDDC, SO Sales "VERSA-
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital
(Micro) Systems. $49.95.

PAYROLL
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2
2 disks $74.95 Book $15.00

ACCTS REC/ACCTS PAY
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2 $99.95
Book $15.00.

GENERAL LEDGER
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2 $99.95
Book $15.00

C BASIC 2
Required for Osborene software $99.95
Manual included.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To

order call or write with the following infor-
mation.

1. Name of Product (e.q. Macro I)
2. Media (e.g. 8" CP/M)
3. Price and method of payment (e.g.

C.O.D.) include credit card info. if
applicable.

4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5: For TPM orders only: Indicate if for

TRS 80, Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SD Sales
(5'1,' or 8"), ICOM (5'/,' or 8"), North
Star (single or double density)or Di-
gital (Micro) Systems.

6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

For Phone orders only call toll free
1-800-327-9191 Ext. 676
(Except Florida)
1-800-432-7999 Ext. 676 (Florida)

Computer Design Labs
v'C156342 Columbus Avenue

Trenton, N.J. 08629'TPM is a trademark of Computer Oesrqn Labs. It is not
CP/M' 'CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Dealer inquiries invited.

United Software Applications 609-599-2146 or Otto Electronics 609-448-9165

V"" Reader Service-see page 227 Microcomputing, March 1980 165



GRAPHIC-TREK "2000" - This full graphics, real time game is full of fast, exciting action! Exploding
photon torpedoes and cnasers fill the screen! You must actually navigate the enterprise to dock with the
giant space stations as well as to avoid Klingon torpedoes! Has shields, galactic memory readout, damage
reports, long range sensors, etc! Has 3 levels for beginning, average, or expert players! * INVASION
WORG - Time: 3099, Place: Earth's Solar System Mission: As general of Earth's forces, your job is to
stop the Worg invasion and destroy their outposts on Mars, Venus, Saturn, Neptune, etc t Earth's Forces:
Androids - Space Fighters - Lazer Cannon - Neutrino Blasters! Worg Forces: Robots - Saucers -
Disintegrators - Proton Destroyers! Multi level game lets you advance to a more complicated game as you
get better! * STAR WARS - Manuever your space fighter deep into the nucleus of the Death Star! Drop
your bomb, then escape via the only exit. This graphics game is really fun! May the Force be with
you! * SPACE TARGET - Shoot at enemy Ships with your missiles. If they eject in a parachute,
capture them - or if you're cruel, destroy them! Full graphics, real time game! • SAUCERS - This fast
action graphics game has a time limit! Can you be the commander to win the distinguished cross!
Requires split second timing to win! Watch out!

• • • •.• * •.•.* •.* * * * PACKAGE TWO * * * * * * •.•.•• * * * *
CHECKERS 2.1 - Finally! A checkers program that will challenge everyone! Expert as well as amateur!
Uses 3-ply tree search to find best possible move. Ptcks randomly between equal moves to assure you of
never having identical games.•. POKER FACE - The computer uses psychology as well as logic to try
and beat you at poker , CardS are displayed using TRS·80's full graphics. Computer raises, calls, and
sometimes even folds! Great practice for your Saturday night poker match! (Plays 5 card
draw) .•. PSYCHIC - Tell the computer a little about yourself and he'll predict things about you, you
won't believe! A real mind bender! Great amusement for parties. * TANGLE MANIA - Try and force
your opponent into an immobile oosttton. But watch out, they're doing the same to you! This graphics
game is for 2 people and has been used to end stupid arguments. (And occasionally starts
them!) * WORD SCRAMBLE - This game is for two or more people. One person inputs a word to the
computer while the others look away. The computer scrambles the word, then keeps track of wrong
guesses.

* * * * * * •.* •. * •.•. * PACKAGE THREE * * •.* •.* •.* •.•. * * •.
POETRY - This program lets you choose the subject as welt as the mood of the poem you want. You
give TRS-80 certain nouns or names, then the mood, and it does the rest! It has a 1000-word + vocabulary
of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs! •. ELECTRIC ARTIST - Manual: draw, erase, move as well as,
Auto: draw, erase and move. Uses graphics bits not bytes. Savesdrawing on tape or disK! •. GALACTIC
BATTLE - The Swineus enemy have long range phasers but cannot travel at warp speed! You can, but
only have short range cnesers t Can you blitzKrieg the enemy without getting destroyed! Full graphics-
real time! * WORD MANIA - Can you guess the computer's words using your human intuitive and
logical abilities? You'll need to, to beat the computer! * AIR COMMAND - Battle the KamiKaze pilots.
Requires split second timing. This is a FAST action arcade game.

* •.* * •.•.•.•.* * •.* •.* PACKAGE FOUR * •.•.•.* •.•.* * * •.•. *
LIFE - This Z-80 machine language program uses full graphics! Over 100 generations per minute make it
truly animated! You make your starting pattern, the computer does the rest! Program can be stopped and
changes made! Watch it grow! * SPACE LANDER - This full graphics Simulator lets you plc k what
planet, asteroid or moon you wish to land on! Has 3 sKill levels that make it fun for everyone. * GREED
II - Multi-level game is fun and challenging! Beat the computer at this dice game using your Knowledge of
odds and lucK! Computer Keeps track of his winnings and yours. QuicK fast action. This game is not
easy! •. THE PHARAOH - Rule the ancient city of Alexandria! Buy or sell land. Keep your people from
revolting! Stop the rampaging rats. Requires a true political personality to become good! * ROBOT
HUNTER - A group of renegade robots have escaped and are spotted in an old ghost town on Mars! Your
job as "Robot Hunter" is to destroy the pirate machines before they Kill any more settlers! Exciting!
Challenging! Full graphics!

Designed for your

TRS-80 VISA

The Photopoint ~,~,ht Pen
"a whole new concept in computer applications"
• All you have to do is Point to Play!
• 6 programs included-3 on tape.
• Complete Info sheet on how to write your own

programs •
• Plugs directly into your TRS-80 system (Level II)
• Works with DOS too!
• Voids no Radio Shack warranties!!
• Over 500 sold, , ,
Imagine, direct interaction with the video display,
Now you can eliminate the often confusing
keyboard from your real time
programs.
Order Your Photopoint Today

Micro Matrix
P,O, Box 938
Pacifica, CA 94044

V'M105

The only light pen approved by:
Quality Softwarellnstant SoftiSoftside M~,

* •.* * •.•.•.* * •.* •.* * PACKAGE FIVE •.•. * * •.* •.* •.* * * •.•.
SUPER HORSERACE - MaKe your bets just like at the real racetracK! 8 horses race in this spectacular
graphic display! Up to 9 people can play! Uses real odds but has that element of chance you see in real
ltre! Keeps tr eck of everyone's winnings and losses. This is one of the few computer simulations that can
actually get a room of people cheering! •. MAZE MOUSE - The mouse with a mind! The computer
generates random mazes of whatever size you specify, then searches for a way out! The second time, he'll
always go fastest route! A true display of artificial intelligence! Full graphics, mazes &
mouses! •. AMOEBA KILLER - You command a one man submarine that has been ShrunKen to the size
of bacteria in this exctttnq graphic adventure! Injected into the president's bloodstream, your mission is to
destroy the deadly amoeba infection ravaging his body! * LOGIC - This popular game is based on
Mastermind but utilizes t acttcs that make it more exciting and challenging - has 2 levels of play to make
it fun for everyone .•. SUBMARINER - Shoot torpedoes at the enemy ships to get points. Fast action
graphics, arcade type game is excittnq and fun for everybody!

ALL PROGRAMS GUARANTEED TO LOAD
CASSETTE PACKAGES REQUIRE 16K LEVEL II

PACKAGES ON DISKETTE (32K) $5.00 EXTRA

Send check, Money Order or Bank Card #

TO: SIMUTEK, P.O. BOX 35298
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85740
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Dr. Gordon W. Wolfe
Physics Dept. and
Radiation Research Lab
University of Mississippi
University MS 38677

Plotting Data or Functions

Make use of this program to do it the easy way.

The microcomputer has
opened up new oppor-

tunities in information process-
ing. Those of uswho work in the
physical sciences find it with-
out equal for the inexpensive
acquisition of experimental
data or the analysis of ex-
perimental results.

But computers can be
limiting, too. Altogether too
often, the machine is .used
simply as a number cruncher,
with numbers going in and
numbers coming out. A table of
analysis resuIts that consists
simply of two columns of num-
bers is not always meaningful.
This is like handing a student a
copy of the Chemical Rubber

Handbook, having him open to
the page that gives a table of
four-place logarithms and say-
ing, "See, this is how the log
function behaves." If, on the
other hand, you showed the
same student a graph of log(x)
vs x, the student could see the
behavior of the function.

Seeing Is Believing
The same is true with ex-

perimental data. A table of data
isn't always meaningful; ex-
perimenters tend to make plots
of their results, plotting the
dependent variable against the
independent variable (results
against the experimental pa-
rameter you varied). In this way

you can see the behavior of
your data and can easily com-
pare it qualitatively to the
behavior predicted by your pet
theory.

When computers generate
data or results and we then
take pencil to graph paper, we
are doing work the computer
should be doing; the computer
is making tis do its work.

All this talk of plotting data
and curves is very well, you
might say, but who can afford
$800 for an x-y plotter? Many
people don't even have
graphics on their CRT. It's nice
to have hard copy, too, so you
can take it to the boss and
show him you were right in

predicting the trends.
Most all microcomputer

owners and users have some
method of producing hard copy.
Usually it is a printer or Tele-
type. The subroutine discussed
here is a means of using your
printing mechanism as a very
coarse graphics unit to plot
curves or data.

The Program
Listing 1 is a subroutine writ-

ten in SWTP 8K BASIC version
2.2. It will print the x and yaxes,
with titles, and plot a table of
values. As written, it requires
approximately 2K of memory
above BASIC and a calling
routine, and will plot a 30 x 60

9500
9501
9502
9503
9504
9505
9506
9507
9508
9509
9510
9511
9512
9513
9514
9515
9516
9517
9518
9520
9525
9530
9540
9550
9560
9570
9580
9590
9600
9605
9610
9614
9615
9616
9620

REM PRPLOT
REM PLOTS TABLE TI ON PR40
REM Xl.=X AXIS TITLE (INPUT>
REM Yl.=Y AXIS TITLE (INPUT)
REM T2= NO OF POINTS( INPUT>
REM T3= Y MAX
REM T4= Y MIN
REM T5= X MAX
REM T6= X MIN
REM T7= LENGTH OF X$
REM T8= X STEPSIlE
REM T9= Y STEPSIZE
REM U6= Y PRINT POSITIONS
REM U7= CURRENT X
REM U8= NEXT DATA POINT
REM U9= LETTER OF xs TO PRINT
REM TABLE TI MUST BE SORTED SO
REM THAT TI(I.I) IS IN INCREASING
REM OR DECREASING ORDER
PRINT ;7.TAB(10);Y$
REM FIND MAX AND MIN
T3=-9. E99: T5=T3
T4=9. E99: T6=T4

FOR 11=1 TO T2
IF TI<II.2»T3 THEN T3=T1(I1.2)
IF TI<II.I»T5 THEN T5=TI(I1.I)
IF TI<II.2)<T4 THEN T4=TI(II.2)
IF TI(II. 1l<T6 THEN T6=TI(I1. I)
NEXT II
REM PRINT Y AXIS HEADER
PRINT ;7
01 GI T S= 3
U5= IN T<2. 3*LOG(ABS( T3)))

IF U5<0 THEN DIGITS=A8S(U5)+1
PRIN T .n. TAB( 6); T4; TAB( 31l; T3

Listing 1.

9630
9640
9650
9660
9665
9670
9680
9685
9690
9700
9710
9720
9730
9740
9750
9755
9760
9763
9764
9765
9766
9770
9780
9785
9790
9800
9810
9820
9825
9830
9840
9860
9870
9875
9880

PRHIT ;7;TAB(10);
FOR 11=1 TO 30
PRl:-.JT 117,"-";
NEXT I I
PRINT 17
DIGITS= 3
REM COMPUTE STEPSIZE
U8= I
T8=<T5-T6)/60
T9=( T3-T4)/30

FOR 11=1 TO 60
U9=ASC(X$)

IF U9=0 THEN U9=32
X$=MIDl.(Xl..2)
U7=T 6+ ( I 1- 1)* T8

REM PRINT X AXIS HEADER
PRIN T (17. CHR!f,(U9); CHRl.( 32); U7; CHR$(33);
REM PRINT DATA POINT
IF U8+ 1>=T2 THEN 9766
IF U7>TI(U8+1. I)THEN U8=U8+1
1F 11= 60 THEN 9780
IF U7<TI<U8. I)THEN 9840
U6= 1NT ( ( T 1( U8. 2) - T4) I T9 - •0 I )

1F U6<=0 THEN 9820
FOR 12= 1 TO U6
PRINT '7. CHRl.( 32);
NEXT 12
PRINT ;7.CHR$(42)
U8=U8+ I

GOTO 9860
PRINT .n.CHR$(32)
NEXT I I
PRINT ;7.TAB(3); T5
DIGITS= 0
RETURN
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for x = ° to x = 6 and places
them in T1. The subroutine is
called, and Fig. 1 is the result.
Notice that the routine auto-
matically sets the y-axis range

the equation for a sine wave
that decays exponentially. We
will plot it for z = ° to z = 6.

Listing 2 shows a calling
routine that creates 60 x-y pairs

must be placed into the table in
either increasing 'or decreasing
values of x. T2, the number of
data points to be plotted, must
also be computed in the calling
program. Then all that is re-
quired is a GOSUB 9500, and
the printer begins spewing out
a plot.

Two examples of the use of
the program are presented
here. First, an example of the
plotting of a function is shown.
The particular function is y = 3
exp (- z/3) Cos (4z) + 10.This is

grid. The subroutine begins at
line 9500 (line 9520, if you don't
use the REMARK statements),
so as not to interfere with any
other program you may have.
Most other programs begin at
line 10.

To use the subroutine, Table
T1 must be DIMENSIONed to
(60,2) in the calling routine, and
the x-values to be plotted are
placed in T1 (1,1), while the
y-values are placed in T1 (1,2),
and I is the subscript denoting
the x-y data pair. The data pairs

10 10
15 15
20 20
25 25
30 30
35 35
50 50
80 80

X TITLE? X-AXIS
Y TITLE? Y-AXIS

Y=3 EXP(-Z/3)COS(4Z)+10 Y-AXIS

7.706 12.672 80·00010.000------------------------------
T 0.100 *H 0.198
I 0.296 *
S 0.394 1 *0.493 *I 0.591 *S 0.689 *

0.788 1*
T 0.886 1*
H 0.984 1 *
E 1.083 1 *

1.181 1 *z 1.279 *1.378 *
A 1.476 1 *X 1.574 *I 1.673 *S 1.771 *

1.869 *1.968 *
2.066 1 *2.164 *2.263 *2.361 *2.459 *
2.558 *
2. 6-56 *
2.754 *2.853 1 *2.951 *3.049 *3.148 *
3.246 *3.344 *3·443 *3.541 *3.639 *3.738 *3.836 *3;934 *
4.033 *4.131 1 *
4.229 *4.328 1 *4.426 *4.524 *4.623 1 *4.721 *
4.819 *4.918 *5.016 *
5.114 *5.213 *5.311 *5.409 *
5.508 *5.606 *
5·704 *5.803 *5.901 1 *6.000

X 10.000 1*
- 110166
A 12.333
X 13.499
I 14. 666
S 15.833 *

16.999 1
18.166 1
19.333
20.499 *
21.666 1
22.833
23.999
25.166 *
26·333
27.499
28.666
29.833
30.999 *
3201 66 1
33.333
34. 499
35.666 *
36.833
37.999
39. 166 1
40.333
41.499
42. 666
43.833
44.999
46.166
47.333
48.499
49.666
50.833
51.999
5301 66 1
54. 333
55.499
56.666
57.833 1
58.999
60.166
61.333
62.499
63.666
64.833
65.999
67.166
68. 333
69.499
7fi,. 666
71.833 1
72.999
74. 166
75.333
76.499
77. 666
78.833 1
80.000

*

*

Fig. 2. PRPLOT graph of a set of data points.Fig. 1. PRPLOT graph of a function: y = 3 exp( - z/3)Cos(4z) + 10.
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0005
0010
0020
0030
0039
0040
0050
0060
0080
0090
0100
0110

DIM TI<60,2)
FOP. 1 = I TO 60
TI<1,1)=1/10
Z=I/10
Z I=Z 13
TI< 1,2)=3* EXP<-I.*Z I )*COS<4*Z)+ 10

NEXT I
T2= 60

1:>1PUT "X TI TLE", X$
INPUT "Y TITLE",'Y$
GOSUB 9500
END

to the rnaxlrnum or minimum
values of y. We see an exponen-
tially decaying sine wave. Also
notice that both the x and y
axes are labeled.

The second example is the
plotting of a series of pairs of
data points. Whereas above,
we had exactly one data point
on each print line, now we may
not have data for a given value
of x. Listing 3 is a calling
routine that will accept a
number of data pairs, ter-
minated by a 0,0, place the data
into T1, with a count of the
number of pairs in T2, and call

Listing 2.

the plot routine.
Here, both the x and y axes

are scaled to their respective
maxima and minima. The table
of x and y is also printed by the
calling routine. The table and
plot of a series of eight points
where x = yare shown in Fig. 2.
You can see that the points as
plotted do fall on a straight line,
as expected, and fall very near
the actual values of x and y.

The program is written for a
16K SWTP 6800 with 8K BASIC
version 2.2 and a PR-40 printer
on port 7 as the hard-copy de-
vice. For a printer on another

0005 DIM T Il 60, 2)
00'" T2=0
0020 INPUT X,Y
0030 T2=T2+1
0031 TI<T2,1)=X
0032 T I (T2, 2) =Y
0040 IF X< > 0 THEN 20
0050 IF Y< > 0 THEN 20
0051 T2=T2-1
0055 FOP. I = I TO T2

statements 9690, 9710, 9766
and the dimension statement
should be changed according-
ly.

Most people are visual
learners; we process informa-
tion more rapidly through our
eyes. The old adage, "A picture
is worth a thousand words" cer-
tainly applies to data analysis.
And until an inexpensive x-y
plotter becomes available, this
method will draw' your pic-
tures .•

SPECIAL 10% OFF
ON ALL SOFTWARE
MENTION THIS AD!
THIS MONTH ONLY

0060 PRINT '7,T1(1, l),TI(J,2)
0065 NEXT I
0070 PRINT #7: PP.DlT *7
0080 INPUT "X TlTLE",X$
0090 INPUT "Y TITLE",Y$
0100 GOSUE 9500
0110 END

port, the "PRINT #7,---"
statements will have to be
changed to reflect your port
number. Other BASICs that do
not use the port number in their
print statements must be
modified accordingly. If the
machine to be used has an
80- or 132-column printing,
device, the 30 in statement
9700 should be changed to 70
or 122, respectively. If you
desire more than 60 rows, or 60
values of x, then the 60 in

Listing 3.

SPECIAL 10% OFF
ON ALL SOFTWARE
MENTION THIS AD!
THIS MONTH ONLY

• Adventure International
-' ...~.~ SOFTWARE/HARDWARE V'A122

SOFTWARE BY ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
(Dealers Inquire!)

$7.95
$14.95

effects too. In

Back-40 (rated better than Fastgammon!) $14.95 Tape
Machine language Backgammon allows doubling too!
'SOFTWARE BY 80-US WITH SOUND!
TRS-Opera .
Android Nim
Owl Tree

$9.95 Tape
$14.95 Tape
$9.95 Tape

$14.95 Tape
$9.95 Tape
$9.95 Tape
$9.95 Tape

Beewary.
Great Race.
Lying Chimps
Concentration.
And any others they might have too!
'SOFTWARE BY LANCE MICKLUS
Mean Checkers Machine. $19.95 Tape

$24.95 Disk
$49.95 Tape
$79.95 Disk

. $149.95 Disk
$24.95 Tape
$29.95 Disk

8 different Adventures by the master of Adventure!
For 24K Apple 2 or Apple 2 Plus, 48K Apple Disk,
16K TRS-80, 16K Sorcerer. . $14.95 each
TRS Disk versions available too!
Road Rally.
SPACE INVADERS.
Same as the ARCADE with sound
Machine Language!
3D-Tic-Tac-Toe . $7.95
3 dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe with 3 skiil levels. Takes
lessthan a minute per move! Rated in top ten in first
issue of 80-Software Critique! ST80 - Smart Terminal .
Galactic Empire . . $14.95 ST80D - Smarter Terminal
A real time space game which you will play for hours ST80 III - Smartest Terminal
and hours and (NOT a Star Trek Game! This is the KVP Extender - Line Printer, Crt,
next generation of space games!) RS232 Drivers and much more!
Z-Chess . . $17.95 • GENERAL SOFTWARE
Out performs micro chess, takes only 30 minutes for Z80Zap - Out Zaps super Zap! $29.95 Disk
a full 6 ply look ahead! 6 skill levels!! Easily restores killed files, written entirely in machine
Space Battles $14.95 Tape, a real time star trek type language - fantastic!
game. $19.95 Disk. Taipan - Become a Chinese millionaire. $9.95 Tape
Backgammon . . $7.95 Tape All TSE Software and TBS Software usually stocked
Basic version with structured code and many in line too! We also carry Acorn Software!
comments. Takes 40 seconds for a move and is quite Scotch 3M Diskettes $35/Box, Quantity Discounts
challenging! Available!

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
Order from Adventure International, Box 3435, Longwood, FI 32750 - Visa/MC Call (305) 862-6917. Write for Free Flyer

•For TRS-80 Level 2 16K. (TRS-80 Trademark of Tandy Corp., Apple Trademark, Apple Corp., Sorcerer Trademark, Exidy Corp.)

V Reader Service-see page 227 Microcomputing, March 1980 169
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TRS-BO LEVEL II
SERIAL RS232 110 INTERFACE
Works with either ASCII or Selectric coded devices using appropriate
available software.
HARDWARE
1. Interface fully assembled, tested &: ready to run. Includes all cables,

connectors &: full documentation. Simply plug in. load our software
&: run. $79.95

2. p,e.B. &: documentation only. $19.95
SOFTWARE
3. Selectric print only. Supports upper &: lowercase; works with

8. C. D. or Correspondence coded type balls. $19.95
4. Screen print- plus item 3. $24.95
5. ASCII print only. Supportsupper &: lowercase; odd, even &: no pari-

ty; 1or2stop bits; selectable baud rate (0.9600). $14.95
6. Screenprint" plus item5. $19.95
7. Bidirectional version of item 5. Allows 2 way communication with

terminal or printer. $24.95
8. Screenprlnt' plus item 7. $29.95

•Allcws cunem screen ASCII contents to be printed by calling USR(n) function frum user pro·
grams; useful in Iormetted printing. graphs. histo,ll;r.ms. ete

TRS-80 DISASSEMBLER $19.95
Features: octal or hex number base, screen and/or printer listings,

mnemonics, mnemonics & ASCI[ or ASCII dumps, num-
ber base to/from decimal Conversions, non 8080 instructions
tagged for identification.

Certified check or money order: prices include shipping.

KSK ASSOCIATES. PO BOX 54,
MORRISTON, ONTARIO,
.CANADA. NOB2CO.

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
SOFTWARE

Cassette based Structural Finite Element Program
analyzes plane frames, space trusses, and grid (floor
beam) type structures. Models up to 350 DOF (116
nodes depending on bandwidth) in a 16K Lli machine.
Easy data entry with free form input and tabulated out-
put of global displacements, element forces, and
nodal reactions. Documentation includes theory, .
description of use and examples. $35. ppd.
Above program expanded to include Space (3·0)
Frame $50. ppd.
Truss Force Program is a method of joints solution of
common trusses (fink, howe. fan, modified queen post.
and scissors) with uniform applied loads and equal
panel lengths. Short data entry with tabulated output.
$25 ppd.
Linear Programming (simplex method) optimizes tunc-
tions (max or rrun) having linear constraints. Examples
include cost optimization of blends, assembly lines.
transportation routes, etc. Easy data entry with free
form input handles up to 30 design variables with 30
constraints in a 16K Lli machine. $20. ppd.
All programs listed- above come on cassettes wilh
documentation, ready to run on 16K 1I1 TRS·BO. North
Star disk versions will be forthcoming in the near
. future. Custom software development is available.

Write: Engineering Analysis
Software Consultants

P.O. Box 26206
Fort Worth Texas 76116 v E54

Phone: (817) 738·6282 or (214) 298·1248
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NlJDES
BARE BOARDS? What is the use of the Best Bare

BoardlKit, 1/0 Board if no one knows about it? This
board has everything! 48 lines of parallel 1/0. com-
pletely programable including hand shaking and bidi-
rectional ports. The serial 110 is programable for asyn-
cronous/syncronous/bisyncronous communication.
Included in this Board is probably one of the most
useful and underated l/O components available, a
counter/timer chip. This chip can be used as a pro-
gramable baud rate generator, a real time clock, a
counter, a program able one shot, a programabledivide
by N counter. and several other uses besides!! Incred-
ible as all this may seem, We are not through yet! This
Board has 1K of RAM space and 3K EPROM space. All
this on One Board! The Master 1/0 Board is $39.95
plus $2 shipping & handling: the Complete Kit includ-
ing one 2708 EPROM is $138.95 plus $2 shipping &
handling.' For $49.95 additional we will send you the
complete Zap pie Z-80 Monitor. one of the best debug
monitors available, customized for the Master I/O
Board including 3 EPROMS and documentation.

Order from R.W. Electronics, 3165 N. Clybourn. Chi-
cago. IL 60618. 312/248-2480. Master Charge & Visa
welcome. We ship worldwide. Call or Send for Catalog ..
Circle reader service card no.. Y" R41

Kit rAiIiiIi\l ~ Board'
$138.95 ~ ~ $39.95

Connect your TRS-80. Apple or ANY
other computer to the phone lines.

USR-330 Originate-
Auto-Answer Modem

• 0-300 Baud
• Stand Alarie
• RS232
• 1 Year Warranty

$339 •Crystal Controlled
• Bell 103/113

• State of the Art LSI circuu ry
• 5 stage active fitters

FCC certified for direct
connection to phone lines via
standard exlenslon phone jack

Call or write for free literature

u.s. ROBOTICS, INC.
1035 W. LAKE ST.

CHICAGO, ILL. 60607 .,. U15

(312) 733-0497

STOCKPORTFOLIO-Two programs to help you track your in-
vestments.
• Program #1-Keeps track of your stock purchases and sales. cur-
rent prices. current value of portfolio and your profit/toss from
sales this year

• Program #2-Plots up to 120price changes. Computes the rnov-
ing average of the stock and plots the trend.

• LEVEL II with 16K
Instructions/Program Cassette $19.95
Program listing and Instructions Only $6.95

GREETINGCARD-Create your own personalized greeting cards to
send to your friends. Includes Birthday. Anniversary. Graduation.
Wedding and any special message you want to send.
• LEVEL II with printer
Instructions/Program Cassette $9.95
Program listing and Instructions Only $4.95

PROJECTTRACKING-Lets you know when triose important pro]-
ects are falling behind schedule arid what the impact will be on the
entire project. Two programs.
• Program #l-Critical Path Anatysis computes the critical path 01
the project and produces a listing showing start and completion
dates and slack time. Generales the data for use in the tracking
program.

• Program #2-Project tracking maintains current hours spent on
each task within the project. who is working on that task. Flags
those tasks which are running over the estimated time for corn-
pletton and flags tnose tasks that are overdue. Permits daily or
weekly updating of the data.

• LEVEL II with printer
Instructions/Program Cassette $19.95
Program listing and Instructions Only $6.95

CRITICAL PATH ANALVSIS- The same program used in project
tracking but without the tracking module.
• LEVEL II wilh printer
.lnstructfons'Proqrarn Cassette

CD Program Listing and Instructions Only
~ Send Check or Money Order 10:

':. ;:=C:O:M::PU:T:-A:.:N:O:TE:.:,n:c:.P:.O:.:B:O:':'5:8:,w:a:r:rin:Q:to:n:.:pa:.:'8:9:76==!

$9.95
$4.95

SBASIC
NEWrevision 4.0 of SIlASIC.All the features
af SIlASIC(case structure, procedures, etc.)
plus LINK statement to copy external
source files at compile time, multiple store-
ments per line. and more. Compile time
performance has been improved by 50 per-
cent. Available on CP/M" disk and TRS·60"
diskette for S50, listing SJ5, manual S1O.

~.fJ~rlwriJ~J:J-/lw'~~JriI~
wJ~wJ~JWwJ I

313 Meadow Lane
Hastings, Michigan 49058

(616) 945-5334'
(Dealer inquiries invited)

"CP/M and TRS-80 are trademarks of
Digital Research and Tandy Corp. v U12





An Apple a Day
,

Keeps a Kid Occupied

The sines of the father are visited on the son.

Ron Buszte
Oakwood Dr.
New Fairfield CT 06810

Never did I think, when I
bought my Apple II, that I

would have to fight with my 4%
year-old son for its use. But
that's exactly what has hap-
pened. My son, Jeffrey, who is
still in nursery school, has been
inseparable from that machine
since I bought it last summer.

He doesn't read yet, but he
does recognize some words,
such as Jeff, Mom and Dad. I
wrote his name on a diskette
containing some graphics
games so he could identify it
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when hewanted to play some of
those Apple programs. After the
first couple of times he played
Dragon Maze and Breakout, he
wanted to push the diskette into
the drive by himself.

Henext wanted to start up the
Apple from scratch without any
assistance from me or from my
wife (he's a rather independent
youngster!). I explained that it
wasn't an easy procedure-
you had to turn on the monitor,
press the CTRLkey down and at
the same time press the letter B,
repeat the pressing of CTRLand
B until the prompt c- character
appeared and, finally, type PR#7
to tell the operating system that
the disk was in slot number 7.

I was thoroughly convinced

that I had confused the inner
workings of his little brain and
that he would lose interest and
go back to watching Woody
Woodpecker cartoons. As I sat
down to have myself a good
game of Breakout, I heard him
say, "Could you show me that
again, Daddy?"

He thought he could remem-
ber that whole sequence of
events and turn on the Apple
himself! Realizing he is a very
determined little boy, I didn't
argue; but I proceeded to tell
him again how to communicate
with the Apple. After two or
three more explanations, Jef-
frey had it all but mastered-
turn on the Apple, turn on the
monitor, press CTRL-B twice
and type PR#7. A broad smile
crossed his face when he heard
the pleasing whirr of the disk
drive.

"Now what, Daddy?" he
asked. I told him .that he
couldn't do much more since
he COUldn't read, but that I
would load and run whatever
programs he wanted to play.
Well, after I did that for a while,
naturally he wanted to run the
programs. "R-U-N" I would say
to him to get a program to run.

It didn't take long until he
remembered how to spell RUN
or that CTRL-C would stop a
program and that the backward

arrow would erase a letter that
was pressed by mistake.

After a couple of weeks, Jef-
frey was typing CATALOGfor a
list of all the programs on disk
(more for the joy of hearing the
disk drive run and seeing the
pretty red light flaSh on than for
all the info going to the screen)
and LIST so he could make all
those letters go up the screen.
He learned that while playing
Dragon Maze, typing R,L,Uand
D would move the little squig-
gly character to the right, to the
left, up or down in an effort to
elude the dragon and gain ac-
cess to the doorway he guard-
ed. Just remembering what
those letters represented, I
think, was a great accomplish-
ment and well worth the price
of the Apple.

But the learning process for
Jeffrey and me did not stop
there. While I was learning
BASIC from listing programs
and from reading the Apple
documentation, Jeffrey was
learning to recognize RIGHT,
LEFT, DOWN, LIST, RUN and
CATALOG.

Jeffrey has just turned five
years old, and I expect any time
now that he'll be teaching me
about the SIN and COSINE
functions or how to write a pro-
gram to produce the Fibonacci
sequence.•
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We buy
Computer
programs
for resale
Outright purchase or
licensingagreement

Computer Software
Associates

PO Box 473
Brookline Village, MA 02147

",...C1S7

Professional file access for
the TRS-80· microcomputer!
Introducing INSEQ-80'M (indexed
sequential access method-ISAM)
Finally a professional method of disk
access like those available for big
computers. Access any record in the
file based on a field defined as a key
(e.g. part number in an inventory file)
or read the file in ascending key order.

Access by the field defined as a key
is through an index maintained by
INSEQ-80.'M Average access time is
2 seconds.

INSEQ-80™' contains 4 machine
language programs that can be called
from your BASIC program via USR
functions, plus a reorganization utility
to consolidate files. Includes complete
user's manual with fully documented
example program and test files. Will
run under TRSDOS, NEWDOS, and
VTOS 3.0. $49.95.

",...C1SS

ComputerCitXM
A division of CPU Industries, Inc.
175Main Street, Dept. K-3,Charlestown, MA
02129
To order call Toll Free 1-800-343-6522.
Massachusetts residents call 617/242-3350.
VISA (, Master Charge accepted.

"'TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of
Tandy Corporation.

Y" Reader Service-see page 227

Write and run programs- the
very first night -even if yqu've
never used a computer before!

You're up and running with video graphics for just $99.95-
then use low cost add-ons to create your own personal system
that rivals home computers sold for s-nmes ELF II's low price!

Featuring

RCA1S02
COSMACCPU

Own a powerful home computer system, starting tor just $99.95-a price that
gets you up and running the very first night. .. with your own TV for a video
display. $99.95 ELFII includes RCA 1802 Bbit microprocessor addressable to 64k
bytes with OMA, interrupt, 16 registers, AlU, 256 byte RAM, full hex keyboard,
two digit hex output display, stable crystal clock lor timing purposes, RCA 1861
video IC to display your programs on any video monitor or TV screen and 5·slot
plug·in expansion bus (less connectors) to expand Elf /I into 8 giant!
ELF II Explodes Inlo A GianI!
Master ElF II's $99.95 capabilities, then expand with GIANT BOARD

KLUGE BOARO .•. 4k RAM BOAROS .. TINY BASIC .. ASCII KEYBOARO ..
LIGHT PEN. . ElF·BUG MONITOR. . COLOR GRAPHICS & MUSIC SYSTEM ..
TEXT EOITOR. . ASSEMBLER. . DISASSEMBLER. . VIOEO DISPLAY BOARO

pre-recorded tape cassettes.
ELF II Gives You The Power To Make Things Happen!
Expanded, ElF II can give you more power to make things happen in the real

world than heavily advertised home computers that sell for a lot more money.
Thanks to an ongoing committment to develop the RCA 1802 for home computer
use, the ElF II products-being introduced by Netronics-keep you right on the
outer Iringe of today's small computer technology. It's a perfect computer for
engineeriQg, business, industrial, scientific and personal applications.
Plug in the GIANT BOARD to record and play back programs, edit and

debug programs, communicate with remote devices and make things happen in
the outside world. Add Kluge !prototypingl Board and you can use ELF II to
solve special problems such as operating a complex alarm system or controlling
a printing press. Add 4k RAM BOIrds to write longer programs, store more
information and solve more sophisticated problems.
ElF II add-errsalready include the ELF II Light Pen and the amazing ElF·BUG

Monitor-two extremely recent breakthroughs that have not yet been duplicated
by any other manufacturer.
The ElF·BUG Monilor lets you debug program, with lightening speed because

the key to debugging isto know what's inside Iheregisters of the rnicrcprcces-
sor. And, with the ElF·BUG Monitor, instead of single stepping through your
programs, you can now display the entire contents of the registers on your TV
screen. You find out immediately what's going on and can make any necessary
changes.
The incredible ElF II light Pen lets you write or draw anything you want on a

TV screen with just a wave of the "magic wand." Netronics has also introduced
the ElF II Color Graphics & Music System-more breakthroughs that ELF II
owners wete the first to enjoy!
ELF II Tiny BASIC

. and, another great reason for getting your ElF now-

BREAKTHROUGH!
Netronics proudly announced the release of
the first 1802 FULL BASIC,. wrltte:'O by L.
Sandlin, with a hardware floating pol~t RPN
math package (requires 8k RAM plus ASCii and
video display boards), $79.95 plus $2 p&h. Also
available for RCA VIP and other 1802 systems
(send for details)!

Ultimately, ElF II understands only machine lanquaqe-tthe fundamental coding
MasterThis Computer In A Flash! required by all computers. But, to simplify your relationship with ElF II, we've
Regardless 01 how minimal your computer background is now, you can learn introduced an ELF II Tiny BASIC that makes communicating with ElF II a

to program an ELF II in almost no time at all. Our Short Course On Micropro breeze.
cessor & Computer Programming-written in non-technical language-guides you Now Available! Text Editor, Assembler,
through each of the RCA COSMAC 1801's capabilities. so you'll understand Disassembler And A New Video Display Board!
everything ElF II can do .. and how to get ELF 1110 do it! Don't worry if you've The Text Editor gives you word processing ability and the ability to edit
been Slumped by computer books before. The Short Course represents a major programs or text while it is displayed on your video monitor. lines and charac-
advance in literary clarity in the computer lield. You don't have to be a computer ters may be quickly inserted, deleted sr changed. Add a printer and ElF II can
engineer in order to understand lt. Keyed to ElF II, it's loaded with "hands on" type letters for you-error free-plus print names and addresses from your
illustrations. When you're finished with the Short Course, neither ElF II not the mailing list!
RCA 1802 will hold any mysteries for you. ElF II's Assemb.ler translates assembly language programs into hexidecimal
In fact, not only will you now be able to use a personal computer creatively, machine code for ElF II use. The Assembler features mnemonic abbreviations

you'll also be able to read magazines such as BYTE... INTERFACEAGE... POPU· rather than numerics so that the instructions on your programs are easier to
LAR ELECTRONICSand PERSONAL COMPUTING and fully IJnderstand the read-this is a big help in catching errors.
articles. And, you'll understand hew to expand ELF II to give you the exact ElF II's Disassembler takes machine code programs and produces assembly
capabilities you need! language source listings. This helps you understand the programs you are
If you work with large computers, ElF II and the Short Course will help you working with. . and improve them when required.

understand what they're doing. The new ELF II Video Display BOlrd lets you generate a sharp, professional
Get Started For Just 599.95, Complete! 32 or 64 character by 16 line upper and lower case display on your TV screen or
$99.95 ElF II includes all the hardware and software you need to start writing video monitor-dramatically improving your unexpanded $99.95 ElF II. When you

and running programs at home, displaying video graphics on your TV screen and get into longer programs, the Video Display Board is a real blessing!
designing circuits using a microprocessor-the very first night-even if you've Now Available! --------------;
never used a computer before. 0 A.D/D.A Board Kit includes I channel (expandable to
ElF II connects directly to Ihe video input of your TV set, without any addi 4) D.A, A-D converters, 539.95 plus $2 postage & hand-

tiona I hardware, Or, with an $8.95 RF modulator (see coupon below), you can ling.. -
connect ElF II to your TV's antenna terminals instead. 0 PILOT Language-A new text-oriented language that
ElF II has been designed to play all the video games you want, including a allows you to write educational programs on ELF II with

fascinating new target/missile gun game that was developed specifically for ElF speed and ease! Write .prograrns for games ... unscram-
II. But games are only the icing on the cake. The real value of ElF II is that it bling sentences. . spelling drills ...•• fill in the missing
gives you a chance to write machine language programs-and machine language word" tests, etc.! PILOT is a must for any ELF II owner
is the fundamental language of all computers. Of course, machine language is with children. PILOT Language on cassette tape, only
only a starting point. You can also program ElF II with assembly language and $19.95 postpaid!
tiny BASIC. But ELF ll's machine language capability gives you a chance to 0 Game Package on cassette tape (requires 4k RAM),
develop a working knowledge of computers that you can't get from running only 59.95 plus $2 postage & handling.
- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - Clip Here and Attach to Your Order Below!I Netronics R&DLtd.,Dept. K-3 PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED'

333 litchfield Road,NewMilford, CT06776 Call (203) 354-9375 .
Yes! I want my own computer! Please rush me-

D RCA COSMACElF II language. us a learnmg breakthrough lor enqmeers <100 laymen
kit at $99 95 pius $3 postage ano alike $5 postpaid

haMling (requires 6 3 to 8 volt AC power 0 Deluxe Metal Caomet With piexrqtasdust cover lor ELf II.
$29 95 plus $2_50p&h
o I amalsoenclosingpayment(including postage& handling) lor
the nernscheckedbelowI
D t want my ELF II wired and tested with power sup~. RCA
1802 User's Manual and Sho11Course-all lor just $149.95 plus
S3 p&h.

Iota!Enclosed $ _

(Conn. res. addt3x)

CHARGE IT! Exp. Dale __ •
o Visa 0 MasterCharge

(Bank. )

o PowerSupply trequueot. $4 95 postpaid
ORCA t802 User's Manual.$~ postpaid
o 10m Pillman 5 Short CoorseOn Microprocessor & Computer
Programmingteaches you just about everything there IS to know
about ELF II or any ReA t802 computer Written In non-techmca!
ALSO AVArLABLE FOR ELF" ---------------------------------

Account. .

o GtANT BOAROTMkit With cassette 1/0. RS 232· 26 variablesAL LET. IF/THEN. INPUT.PRtNT.GOTO.
CITIY 110, s-ou PliO decoders lor 14 separate 110 GOSUB. RETURN.END. REM. CLEAR, LIST. RUN.
~;~&~lions and a systemmorutor/eonor $39.95 plus ~~~sP;t~~an~eEficC~~:r~~~~y ~e~~~~nl~ ~~~p;;y

o Kluge lProtolype) Board accepts up 10 36 lC's ~~h:~~i~~~~ ~~~~~!~~s~Irs~~ra~~r~~r.ll~c~~;~np~'~ha
$17.00 plus $1 p&h drawmg gamethat uses ELFII's hell keyboardas a JOY
o 4k Static RAM kit. Addressable10any 4k page to stick 4k memoryrequned $14.95 postpaid
64k $89.95 plus $3 p&h 0 TomPillman's Short Courseon Tiny Basic lor ELFII.
o Goldplateda6-pin connectors(one requiredtor each $5 postpaid.
plug·In board) $5.70 ea . postpaid D ELF.8UGTM Oeluxe System Monitor on cassette
o ExpansionPowerSupply {required when addmg!lk tape, Allows displaYing the contents 01all registers on
RAMI 534.95 plus $2 p&h your tv at any point In your program Also displays 24
o Prolessional ASCII Keyboard kit With 128 ASCII bytes 01memory With lull addresses. bllnkmg cursor
upper/lower case set. 96 printable characters. ontoard and auto scrolling, A must for the seneca programmerI
regulator, parity. logiCselecton and enoree014 nand 514.95pustpald.
Shaking srqnars 10 mate v"lh almost any computer 0 Text Editor on cassette tape gives you the ability to
$64.95 plus $2 p&h osert. deleteor edit hnesandwords trom your programs
o Oeluxemetal cabinet for ASCII Keyboard. $19.95 while Ihey are displayed on your video rnonnor. (Add
plus $2 SOp&h printer and you can use ELF.II to type error-treeletters
.(] Video Display Board kif lets you qenerate a sharp. plus msert namesandaddressesIrom your maihngllsl.) Address
ororessronat32 or 64 cnaracter by 16 line upper and $19.95 ccstcno
lower case(llspl.lYon your tv screenor Videomonnor-> 0 Assembler on cassette tape translates assembly
dramaucanvunprovmq your unexpanced$99 95 ELF II language programs mto texidecmar macnme code 10( City _

tFllS «rsroe ASCII Keyboard cabmer ) $89 95 ELF II use MnemoniCabbrevatons lor Instructions
us $2 p&h (rather than numencsj make programs easer to read State Z" _
o ELFII TmyBAStConcassettetape Com and helppreventerrors $1995 postpac CALL TOLL FREE: 800 243.7428 I
O1a~nc~S~L~~ ..:,lI....£~e~ ~S~I~k!!!!a~ ~ __ DEALER INOUIRIES tNVITED _ --'

programsand producesassembly languagesource nsr
mqstc help youunderstandand Improveyour programs
$19.95 on cassene tape
SAVE$9.90-Texl Editor. Assembter & Disassembler
purchased toqether. only $49.95! (Bequue Video us-
play Boardplus4k memory.)
D ElF Illight ~n. asseroiec & rested. $1.95 plus $1
p&h
o ElF II Color Graphics & Music System 80ard kit
$49.95 plus$2 p&h
D ELF II connectsdirectly to the Videomput 01your tv
set withoutadditional hardware To connect ELF II to
your antenna terminals msteao. order RF Modulator.
sa.95 postpaid
ComingSoon: A·D. D·A Convener. ControllerBoard
andmcre'
Print
Name
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$~59.95
OS[30RNE
[3USINESS

SOFTWARE
General Ledger - $59.95
Accounts Payable &
Accounts ~ceivabre - "
Payroll
All Three- Complere -$159.95

format- 8" single density' CP/M diskette
requires CP/M & CBASIC· 2

manuals· $20. each

VAN DATA
v'V76

17541 slOne avenue n.• seattle, washington 98133

BELTRBNIKS
1. EMM 4200A, 4K Static RAMs, Ceramic
A local memory boards manufacturer
closed. We bought the new memory
boards and took these 4Z00A static
RAMs out. They are tested and 90·day
guaranteed 100% good.
Prime tested 4200A 4K RAMs $5.50 ea.,
321$160.00, 300 pieces or more $4.50
ea.
2. 16K Dynamic RAMs, prime ceramic,
ZOO nS chips at unbelievable prices.
Good for TRS·80, Apple II and Sorcerer.
Set of 8 chips, guaranteed.
Only $64.95 (limited qty)
3. Power SCR's(GEC50A) 100 volt @ 1 10
amps $6.95 ea.
4. Squirrel Cage Fans (Howard)$ 7 .00 ea.
5. Power Diode 1N 1202A, 200 volt @ 12
amp 4 for $1 .00
6. LM 323 5 Volt 3 amps, voltage regu·
lator 4.95 each or 10/45.00.
7. Super Saver, Micro PD41 I, Ceramic 41<
x 1 dynamic RAMs 8 for $ 10.00

-BELTRBNIKS
5151 Buford Highway 1"028

tlanta, GA 30340
(404-458-4690)'-_----1

CONTROL SYSTEM

"0"" _ '<,
~ r : ~""" )~ ~ .lII.....
.~ ~ ~

',,"

Remotecontrol through your existing house wiring. Control
lights and appliances with your BASICprograms Schedule
the coffee pot. TV, radio. wake-up lighting. bathroom
heater. porch lights, etc. with the ease of a carefully
thought out scheduler program. Our ultrasonic transmitter
connects with your AUX plug. and allows your computer
to control the increasinoty popular, high quality, BSRX·10
control system. made by BSR (USA) LTD. Our system
contains everything your computer needs to control up R . 16K L I II $14900to 16 of the switch models listed below. Try the system equlres eve. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
for 14 days and. If not completely satisfied. return It BSR Appliance Module. Lamp Module, or Wall
undamaged for a prompt refund. Switch each $13.95
He·PTR2System includes the BSR Ultrasonic Command Buzzer Alarm - for a programmable alarm
Console. our transmitter. relocatable machine language clock I Plugs into Appliance Module. operates
handler, BASIC demo program. and user manual. Also on house current $13.95
the Timin~ and SChedUletrogram. which ~ives a screen Allsottwareis oncassette.DeductS30ifyoualreadyhave
d· I d d .. I d theUltrasonic CommandConsole.If thetransmitterISPay 0 ay. ate. an time In arge c aracters an malfunctionswithin90daysofpurchase.mailit tous.and
a system for easily setting up and updating a large wewlll repairit freeofcharge.unlessabuseisapparent
schedule of repeating ana special switch ing events. ThereafteranS8flatfeemustbe included.Thefeemaybe
Provisions are included for fast save and reload of ~~~~~~drrr~~~~t;~~~~~t~~%~UA~~§~WfDovidedWitha
the schedule. Arizonaresidentsadd5% for tax.mrrTSOF~~O~;CSCO~~~~~~~ICES: Foreign orders add 10%.

~ LL-U P.o. BOX 1465. MESA, ARIZONA 85201 1"5140
·TRS·80is a trademarkofTandyCorporation.
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Dealer Inquires Invited TRS-SO is <I 'rracernark or tancv Corp.

HAZELTINE 2000
$449
Cleaned, Refurbished, and used
CRT terminals. Working
Guarantee. Quantity Discounts
Available. Shipped from N.Y., N.Y.,
Major Credit Cards Accepted,
Handling $12.00 per terminal.
CALL FOR INFORMATION ON
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT,
COUPLERS, AND SUPPLIES.

(212) 929-4669

1133 Broadway, New York, NY 10010

DAISYWHEEL $1995.00

• QUME RO 45CPS Parallel Printer
• S·100 interface automatically

generates Bi-Di, high speed
spacing

• Designed for ease of use with
CP/M COOS, Northstar. No sott-
ware required

• Includes aft cables, connectors,
board tested and burned in

• 90 Day Warranty
Complete S·100 package w/printer
$2225.00
Printer alone $1995.00

EEA Associates
(408) 423·1337

4575 BRANCIFORTE DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA. 95065

Ship within 5 days of check clearance
insured UPS Postage COD

v'E60



2.98
2.98
2.98
2.98



BASF
6106

5.25"
FLOPPY DISK
DRIVE
•40 Track. single or double
density

• Smaller size. Fit 3. 6106
drives into the space of 2
SA 400 drives

• Requires less power.
generates less heat

• Uses ball bearing friction-
free head positioner

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit!
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!
Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction
AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.
"ISOLATOR (ISO-l A) 3 filter isolated 3·prong sockets;
integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load,
1 KW load any socket $54.95
"ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-pron~ socket banks;
(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression;
1875 W Max load, 1 KW either bank . . . . . .. $54.95

·SUPER ISOLATOR (lS0-31. similar to ISO-1A
except double filtering & Suppression .. .. $79.95

*ISOLATOR (lSO-4), similar to ISO-l A except
unit has 6 individually filtered sockets. .. $93.95

*ISOLATOR (lSO·51. similar to ISO-2 except
unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total .. $76.95

*CIRCUIT BREAKER. any model (add·CB) Add $ 6.00
*CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT any model

(·CBS) Add $11.00
• PHONE ORDERS 1-617-655-1532 •••

~ Electronic Specialists, Inc. -
171 South Main Street. Natick. Mass. 01760 v E36

Dept·KB

•Track to track access
time: 12 MSEC.

• Uses industry standard
interface and power
plugs. and mounting
points.

ALL THEABOVE FEATURESAND MORE FORONLY

$299.00 ea.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

OTTO ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 3066. PRINCETON, NJ 08540

v09 or call 609-448-9165

MC, VISA, COD accepted. NJ residents add 5% sales tax. Shipping and insurance extra.

* A.C. powered no batteries
cassette switch allows man-
ual or computer control of
cassette recorder.•

* Sturdy, attractive
metal case.•4116's Rams

16K x 1
More memory
per dollar!

8 for $75

• *Makes perfect copies of any
tape digitally without using

* Also available without cas-computer, digitized to exact
replica of TRS·80's• sette remote on/off switch

for $54.95• * Get rid of your tape bugs
today for onlj

$59.95
•* The tape digitizer is

pletely compatible with
Level I and II.• pos-

tage paid. Guaranteed to
fix your tape problems or
return in 10 da.•'s for a
full refund!

Add $3.00 for
programming jumpers
for TRS-80 Keyboard

•
•
•

• • • • • •
(707)887- 7237

• •• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •• • • •
Acu-Data
Alphanetics, P. O. Box 597,

Now- 24 hr. PhonevAl11

Forestville, CA 95436
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OHIO
SCIENTIFIC

just released. . .

ATTENTiON
BARGAIN HUNTERS
COMPUTER SHOPPER, the
new buy, sell, and trade
publication, is ready to help
you with the latest mtorrna-

tion on personal, smaIlJIII~I~iIbusiness and large-system
computers, accessories
and software.

EACH MONTHLY ISSUE GIVES YOU:
• Ads from individuals nationwide
• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly
• Large 11 by 14 easy-to-read format
• Low classified ad rates - 10' a word
• Nationwide circulation-20,000 a month

SPECIAL Charter Subscription OFFER Save $5.00
Subscribe now for HALF-PRICE, $5.00 and receive 13
issues/1 year (one free plus 12 regular issues). Money
back guarantee, Bank cards accepted.
BONUS: If you have something to advertise, send in an ad
with your subscription and we'll run it FREE!@ The Nationwide Marketplace for Computer Equipment

~ ~O:-:!!fe_'-!,!s~~F~t!f!;;!~9~~.,C168

Problem Solver:Makes complex decisions based
on your criteria. You can't be
without it.

Cash Flo: Every item can have a six-point
growth curve-All other cash flow
packages are now obsolete.

Numerology: At last. SPD makes this accurate
tool of the occult available to you.
(Source book $10)

The Tool Box: Modules in a series of tools for
specific business problems ...

Real Pak I: Real estate investment property anal-
ysis. Built for pros. Gives you the
"hammer" in any deal.

Baccus I:MDMS compatible or stand alone invoic-
ing and order entry module. We can't be
without it.

$30 Disk $15 Tape (limited versions)
Specify 8" or 5", C'l or C2. Or, Send $2 for full-line
documentation package

•

STRUCTURED PROGRAM DESIGNERS
371 Broome St., NY, NY 10013

.,5128

It's 1980!! Can you still afford
not to have a computer??
Before you answer, consider your
own operation for a minute. Think of
the tons of paperwork, the avalanche
of information you must maintain to
keep your business profitable.
How much time and money can you
save if you could generate a mailing
list or scan your inventory or check
employee productivity records by
pushing a button?
It's not magic, it's technology. That
technology has successfully strip-
ped the computer of its mystery, com-
plexity and expense in order to show
you what it really is - the most pro-
foundly simple and universally
useable business tool since the in-
vention of money.
Complete accounting systems
from only $6,85000, with IDS 440
.printer and matching desk.

the Business Craduetcs'

The M.B.A. 1000
with high speed Word Processing Printer

OEM-DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

P'" Reader Service-see page 227

==
:: INTELLIGENT BUSINESS MACHINES®
=- CORPORATION of AMERICA

1612 East Shields Ave.· Fresno, CA 93704-(209) 222-3302
0/ 154
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MPLOT
The plot thickens-then resolves as each plot is normalized to its peak value.

Terry Mayhugh
11632 Midhurst Dr.
Concord TN 37922

One of the more interesting
applications for my small

computer during the past year
in my graduate EE work has
been studying the time-step
response of various types of
compensated negative feed-
back amplifiers. In order to
compare the effects of various

00
This program has
several features that
make it simple to use
as a called subroutine
by another program.

=====00
compensation schemes on the
structure of the resultant tran-
sient response, it is conve-
nient to plot the data in a stan-
dard format with each plot nor-
malized to its peak value.

I wrote M PLOT to ac-
complish this using a 50 ver-
tical by 100 horizontal. point
Cartesian coordinate system.
This program has several
features that make it simple to
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*(1()10 OI~'J'II:)N BASF:"O
oozo t.r N[ '.~'OO
0030 DIM X?
004() DIM Y''i
00:','/0 II J U1 r \3:::: ~)
'"lOCO F~I.::M MPLU"
9010 RI~M PROGRAM PL()l'S D~TA I~I:~OMX,Y ARRAYS (IN"rOIJN,[T'NOI~MALIZl[1 AXI
9020 REM MAX OF 100 POIN"rS MAY BE PLu-rl'ED ON A 5()Y BY 100X I~L_O'I
9030 REM N9 IS t POINTS "ro BE 1~I_Ol"I'EU
9040 REM X9(I) CON"fAINS X C()ORDINATE Wt1IL.E Y9(1) CON"I"AINS CIJRI~LSPON[IIN(3
9050 REM Y (:OORDINA"rE
9060 REM DA"fA MUS"r BE POSITIVE IN MAGN.[TUDI~
9070 REM I~OIN1'S A"r EX'!'REMA OC(:tJRING IN BORDER ARE NO"r I~L_o"r·rED
9080 REM BOTH HCI~IZDN'rAL ANI:IVERTICAL ARE NORMALIZED BY "1·~iEIR~~EAK VALIJES
9140 G()SUH 9400
9150 LET MY=1 REM: Y AXIS ABSOLUTE MA(iNI·rUD[
9160 LET C9=5 : I~EM: Y AXIS LABELlNG CDtJN·rER
9170 I~EM
(?:l.BO PFUNT
9190 f~RIN·r uNORM. AMF 1.00 .~-
9200 F'RINT ~- - + + .

......+.
......_..+ ..

. ·····1··· . ····_·1·
.-+ . ";

9210 LET C9=C9-1
9220 LET M9'~M9-.02
9230 IF· C9=4 I·HEN 9290
9240 IF C9=0 TI~EN 9330
9250 PR:rNT TAB(118)~"!"
9260 PldNT TAB ( HP ; " ! • ~
9270 GOSUB 9:570
9280 GOTD '/210
9290 PI~IN·r 1·AB(118);M+"
9300 pr';':INTTAB(18),M!";
(r~510 U(]SUB 9::.'i70
9320 GOTD '7':;~10
9330 PRIN1· ·TAB(118);U] H

9340 F~RINT TAB(13)~M9;
9350 PRIN·r ·TAB(18);"+";
9360 IF M9-0 THEN 9650
9370 GOS(JB 9:::;70
9380 LET C9'~':;5
9~90 (JOTC) 9210
9400 REM : AXIS NORMALIZA1·ION SIJBR
?41() LET T9'''O
94;~O LET U9:::0
9430 FOR 1=1 ·TO N9
9440 JF Y9(I»Q9 ·THEN 7460
9450 GO TO (;'470
9460 I...E·rQ9=Y9(I)
9470 IF X9(I»·r9 l·HEN 9490
9480 GeJTU 9::'i00
9490 L_ET ·r9=X9(I)
(/::'iOO NEXT I
9510 FOR 1=1 ·ro N9
9520 LET Y9(I)=Y9(I)/(19
9530 I...E·1·X9(I)=IN·r(100*X9(I)/T9+.5)
9540 NEXT I
9550 !:~ETUI~N
9560 REM : GRAF'H SUBR
9570 FOR 1=1 ·ro N9·-1
9580 IF ABS(YgeI»<=ABS(M9+.01) ·rHEN 9600
9590 GOTO 91.)30

9600 IF ABS(Y9(I»> ABS(M9--.01) '·HEN 9620
96:1.0GOTD 9630
9620 PRIN·r ·rAB(18·~X9(I»;~*";
"'16;30 NEXT I
9640 r:~ETUI:;:N
9c):50 PF~HH rAIl (19) ; " _.- ··············1··.. . +... . _ - ···1· .• _ + - _+" ~
966() PRINT + ···_············1·· *. - ~ +- _ +"
9670 PRIN'r 0.00 0.10 0.2() 0.30 0.40";
968() F'RINl 0.50 0.60 O.l() ().80 0.90 1.00 ";
9690 PRINT NORM. TIME
9700 m:;:INT
9710 pr~INT lABelS); "(.,CTUAI. Y··AXI~:;M,;XIMUM AMP!. ["("I ...IDE ";:0(/;;
9720 PRINT TAB(87)~"ACTI..lAL X·-AXIS MAXIMUM r:[ME ";1·9
'J/30 END
f~AGIC

'.
Program listing.



01<

0100 Ph:INT TAEI(58); -'-UN:n STEP RESPONSE--"
OUO LE') N9"lO()
0120 FOR :[~:1'f'ONY
0130 L.E"J Y9(I)=1.76E:-2*EXP(·-I/IB)*SIN(2*PI*I/2B--PI/1.63)fl.73E'-2
0140 LET X9(1)=lE-9*1
0:1 :~~O NEX-T ]
PUN

NORM. AMP. 1.00 +------ -+---------+---------+---------.---------+---------+-_-------+------- __+ + +
* ***

0.90 + * +
*

* *0.80 + .,
******* "* *** 'I ****,*••*,*.*., •••* *****", ••"t

* '" "" "'"* *'**.

* ,
,

* **• ** ,
****

*

*

()A30 ., *

*O. :1.0

,
,"

0,00 Of - .. - .. ··· •. · •. ·············f

o .oo 0.10
.... ··1

0.20
....· .. ·1· .. · · .. · I
0.30 0.40

· ·1 ·· ·1 ··· ..·· ..····· )
0.50 0.60 0,'0

..... +.. .. ) ..
O.flO O.?O I ,_00 NOr::r1. T IME

Fig. 1.

must be greater than zero.
Negative entries must have
their signs stripped by an ABS
statement, since the program
is capable of plotting magni-
tudes only.

MPLOT internally normalizes
the data before plotting it by
dividing the magnitudes of all
vertical ordinates by the magni-
tude of the greatest vertical or-
dinate, and similarly for the
horizontal axis. The actual
peak vertical and horizontai
amplitudes are 'printed for
reference at the bottom of the
plot. However, since these
points lie in the borders of the
graph, they are not actually
plotted; but in most cases, this
is not important since they are
easily extrapolated.

MPLOT was written in Smoke

use as a called subroutine by
another program, and its out-
put format allows quite a bit of
information to be obtained
from a glance at the result.

The actual program (see
listing) resides between lines
9000 and 9730 so that it can be
easily appended to the end of a
control program. Before calling
this routine, the user or the con-
trol program must define the
number (N9) of points to be
plotted and place the data to be
plotted into two single-
dimension arrays, X9(1) and
Y9(1).The horizcntal coordinate
must be present in the X9(1) ar-
ray, and its corresponding ver-
tical ordinate must reside in the
Y9(1) array.

The only plotting restriction
is that the data in these arrays

Signal Broadcasting BASIC,
version 6.0, on an SWTP 6800/2
operating under SSB's BFD
68/2 disk hardware and DOS
68.31. The output is routed to
an LA36, but any printer with
132-column capability may be
used. In this system this pro-
gram requires less than 2K
bytes for storage plus about
1.3K bytes for variables. A few
statements in the following
listing indigenous to SSB
BASIC may require some ex-
planation.

Line = 200 at the beginning
of the program is required to
maintain full control of the print
head over the entire page and is
not required by many other
BASICs. The DIGITS = 2 state-
ment sets the printing format
so that only two digits to the

right of the decimal will appear
on all printed numerics. A
PRINT USING statement can
be used to accomplish the
same thing. Of course, if this
program is used as a subrou-
tine by another calling pro-
gram, don't forget to replace
the END. statement with RE-
TURN.

The simple example in Fig. 1
shows the format of the output.
Lines 110 through 150 calculate
the elements of arrays X9(1)and
Y9(1). In this case, the X9(1)
represents discrete intervals of
time, while the Y9(1) is the
sinusoidal response of an
underdamped second-order
system. Pertinent quantities
such as rise time, overshoot
and setting time are easily ob-
tained from the final graph .•
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Remex RFD 4000/8"
Floppy Disc Drive
Double the storage!

•Double sided ...
Double density!!.
$525

VOLUME
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLEOffers Quality and features found in drives costing. .

much more! • Single or Double Density. Double-Sided Drive • Door
Lock INCLUDED. Write-Protect INCLUDED. 180 Day Warranty
• Compatible with Shugart 8501851 • Low Power Operation ensures
LONGER LlfE'1 • Model RFD 4001 offers Data and Sector Separator
AVAILABLE OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES .o Dual Drive Power Supply 0Single Drive Power Supply and Cabinet, $119.95
and Cabinet $139.95 0 Interface Manual, $2.95o RFD4000 Manual, $5.95 0Drive Cabinet, $29.95

You get both in the Remex 100081 For only $395 look at what you get: •
8" Floppy Drive. Single or Double Density. Hard or Soft Sectonng •
Media Protection Feature. Single Density Data Separator. 180 Day
Factory Warranty
AVAILABLE OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
D Door Lock, $19.95 D DualDrivePowerSupply.$91.95 D IntertaceManual.$2 95
D Write-Protect, $1995 D SingleDrivePowerSupply.$69.95 D IntertaceAdapter.$t2 95
D Connectors, $9.95 D DriveCabinet,$24,95 (Remexto Snuqart)

SIRIUS80+ r--~.--------------------
The Perfect rnQ A Great I .' SIRIUS ~h~n:~~::':~c~~~:~I~A~~7P~i~~ T I 6t5/577-1072 I
Add-oTRnsfOaro* ~ ~~~ii~g~~Ve! I" SYSTEMS D Check D MoneyOrder DC 0 0 0 MC D VISA0 AE Iyour - I ",,5113 I
• fe~d;;ocgr;;gl,~te ~ , • i;;:~~~~~':s~k I
and run I • Exclusive Pulley- I NA CARD#

• 5ms track to track • 102~ Band Design I I
~-. : ~~~~~~eD?~rWtp~:d~"fag~:m I ADDRESS EXPIRAnON DATE I

SIRIUS80+1 $34995 I
(SingleHead) MPI-51 $259 95 I CITY STATE ZIP CARDHOLDERSSIGNATURE

SIRIUS80+2 (DualHead)$419.95 (SingleHead) I Add$7 00 perOnvefor ShlpplnglHandling Tennesseeres.centsadd6", salestax Foreignorders I
MPI-52 (DualHead) $349.95 U S I .J·mS-80.G Tandy Corp I add 10%(paymentIn currencyonylL... ..,..._ ••• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

MPI-51152
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~ ••• 'NEB*ASSOCIATES---- ••••-----,

TIS-80™ OiliEIS
SAVE "TONS" OF TIME TYPING IN YOUR BASIC PROGRAMS with TSHORTTM;

WEB'S FAMOUS SHORTHAND FOR LEVEL II and DISK BASIC

TRS-80 Keyboard with TSHORT Decals installed.

,* Works with all LEVEL II and Disk Operating Systems including
NEWDOS

* 31 preprogrammed statement keys

* One KUSTOM™key, up to 64 characters - changeable anytime

* 42 key decals (see picture). 10 are different for disk users

* A single, shifted-key entry types entire statement on screen

* Only 580 bytes of machine language in low memory

* Comes on cassette, one side for LEVE L II, the other for DOS

* DOS version loads to and executes from disk via TAPEDISK

* Features self-entering commands, i.e. CONT; GOT01 0; KUSTOM

* TSHORT with four page instruction manual .••.•.. $9.95

TSEL™ - We'll convert your IBM SELECTRIC to a high quality
printer - !1P control - 512 character buffer - special TRS-80
cable with custom control switches - complete and ready to
LPRINT (cleaning and minor service included) . . . . .. $795.00
(Options and shipping extra - call or write for special shipping
instructions)

TLEC™ - EPROM and cable interface kit for your IBM ELEC-
TRONIC 50 or 60 - comes with custom control switches,
installs in minutes , $289.00

TBEEp™ - For LEVEL II and DISK USERS - A self contained
audio alert beeper with a pager-like tone." A simple BASIC pro-
gram commands it to beep, i.e.: OUT 255,1: FOR 1=1 to 300:
NEXT: OUT 255,0. Plugs in-line with" AUX" cable from your
TRS-80 (Requires 9V Battery) $ 19.95

TBUFF™ - For LEVE L II CASSETTE USERS. Eliminates, once
and for all, cassette relay sticking. Plugs in-line with the "REMote"
cable between your TRS-80 and cassette recorder.
(Specify cassette recorder make and model). . . . . . . . $ 9.98

TPAKTM- Pack of 10 C-10 blank tape cassettes with box and blank
labels. (AGFA611 tape, the best money can buy) .... $ 12.95

TO BE RELEASED EARLY 1980:

TBASE™ - A powerful DATA BASE MANAGER program second
to none! A $400.00 value for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 29.95

TCHAIN™ - For LEVEL II USERS - Preserve your variables and
arrays while CLOADing rnul tiple programs, EDITing, or execut-
ing RUN , $ 9.90

Send check or money order to: WEB ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE ORDERS: P.O. BOX 60 KI, MONROVIA, CA 91016

(714) 559-6249 (Calif. residents add 6% tax)

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
...-W20 SORRY - NO C.O.D.'S

FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 20%

DR. DALEY presents
Software jor the PET and the APPLE

Dr. Daley's software is proud to announce
the release of a package of our best selling
programs.

These programs, regularly retailing for over
$400, have been assembled into a single

package for only $69.95 Included is our best
selling TREK3, CHECKBOOK, and a mailing
list, tutorials, games and puzzles for every
member of the family. All attractively
packaged in an album.

50 PROGRAMS ONLY$69.95*
*Disk version $10 extra .

•" ,

.
o

Charge your order to

MC/VISA

Your order will be shipped within four business days from receipt.

DR. DALEY, 425 Grove Avenue, Berrien Springs, Michigan 49103
..--043 Phone (616) 471-5514 Sun. thru Thurs., noon to 9 p.m. eastern time .
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·...."''';;i~~::'~i~;;:~~;ii~:''''1
All MOD II CP/M's are not created equal .
Find out why ours is the Better Business Buy!

Modell CP/M (reI. 1.5) $150.00
Model II CP/M (reI. 2.0) 250.00
APH (Automated Patient History) 175.00
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY ANALYSIS

system 300.00

The Genuine Article:
Osborne & Assoc. CBASIC source programs-

O&A Payroll w/CostAccounting $250.00
O&A Accts. Rec./Accts. Payable 250.00
O&A General Ledger w/Cash Journal. 250.00
O&A CBASIC books for above (each) .... 15.00

Send 30¢ SASE for CP/M Users Group software
list & free "CP/M Primer".

TRS·8D is a registered trademark of Radio Shack. a Tandy company
CPIM is a registered trademark of Digital Research
(BASIC is a registered trademark of Software Systems

~~~~~l~l!--l!-.lSI~ (714) 848·1922
~l! ~

IS
8041 NEWMAN AVENUE· SUITE 20B • HUNTINGTON BEACH. CALIFORNIA 92647

6110660000010160600000000060106010660006600000000000060000600

CURSE the fog as it settles in on the
Norwegian coast.

AGONIZE over whether the Bismarck is heading
west or southwest.

PRAY as the Bismarck ranges in on HMS Hood.

DELIBERATE the risk of using convoy escorts as
search group s .

CHEER as HMS Rodney finally intercepts the
Bismarck.

WONDER just how much damage the Bismarck can
actually take.

ALDERAAN proudly brings you:

MAY 1941
May 1941 is a historical simulation game written by S.N.
Kitzis for the Commodore PET 8K machine. The game
accurately simulates the search for the German battle-
ship Bismarck by the British Royal Navy during World
War II. The simulation includes air reconaissance and
carrier-launched air strikes, the effects of bad weather
and night, surface actions and convoy attacks, accurate
damage assessment for each capital ship, and much more.
A 19-page rules booklet is included which contains not
only playing instructions but also history, ship
characteristics, and strategy notes. The simulation
displays a map of the north Atlantic ocean and the
location and status of each ship on the PET screen.

May 1941 was reviewed in Recreational Computing
SEPT-OCT 1979.

$24.95 pp. (California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

Order direct from:
Dealer inquiries invited.

V'A116
ALDERAAN
P.O. Box 1243
So. Pasadena, Ca. 91030
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KIM ATARI PET

SYM lm~~l;}~ APPLE

AIM 051
The 6502 Journal V'M74

Are you tired of searching through computer
magazines to find articles that relate to your 6502
system? Since 1977 MICRO has been devoted ex-
clusively to 6502 systems. On a regular monthly
basis, MICRO publishes application notes. hardware
and software tutorials, interfacing information and
program descriptions with complete source listings,
a continuing 6502 bibliography, with the same
printed quality as the magazine you are now reading.
In the near future, MICRO plans to add a hardware
catalog, product evaluations, technical data sheets,
and a news section on current 6502 happenings. We
have already published over 20 issues and our world-
wide circulation has been growing with each issue.
MICRO is the complete reference source for all 6502
enthusiasts, and we're prepared to let you see for
yourself. If you haven't seen MICRO yet, write to the
address below for a FREE sample copy. No matter
what computer magazines you have, if you are
serious about 6502, you need MICRO'

You can order twelve issues of MICRO for $15.00 within the
United States, or for $18.00 outside the U.S. Air mail
subscriptions cost $27.00 in Central America, $33.00 in
Europe and South America. and $39.00 in all other countries.

P.O. Box 6502
Chelmsford, MA 01824



PRODUCTS
FOR THE

TRS- 80· BMALL
LFW&~~

",S51 YSTEM

MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
AIR RAID, BARRICADEor RSL-l: - $10.00 each, all 3 for $25.00

Three popuLar machine Language games now at new lower prices!
All ,un on both Level-l and Level-2 and require only 4K of
memory. All may be converted for disk using DCV-1.

AIR RAID: Shoot down high speed aircraft with a steerable
ground based miss; le launcher! Aircraft explode dramatically
when hit, sometimes destroying other nearby pLanes! Score is
tallied for each hit or miss, and the highest score is saved to
be challenged by other players. Provides hours of fun for you,
and ~ super program for entertaining friends!

BARRICADE: "BREAKOUT" for the TRS-80! Break through 5 walls
with high-speed ball and keyboard controlled paddle! Trap the
ball among the walls and watch it destroy the 100 blocks! 96
different options to challenge expert or beginner .• 3 scores
with best of each saved for challenge by other players.

RSL-1: Enter graphic patterns with repeating keyboard! Save
patterns on tape (4 furnished). Play LIFE, a game of birth,
growth and death of a colony of cells. FAST - about 1 second
per generation! Hours of fascinating patterns!

ADVENTURE! $14.95 each, (3 or more, $12.50 each)

Level-II 16K machine language Adventure games.. 7 versions:
1-Adventureland, 2-Pirate's Adventure, 3-Miss;on Impossible,
4-Voodoo Castle, 5-The Count, 6-Strange Odyssey and 7-Mystery
Fun House. Each is a challenge that can take weeks to solve!
Sold on tape; convert to disk with DCV-1.

UTILITIES
RSIt-2:
RSII-2D:

AN ADVANCEDTAPE IIONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - $26.95
THREE IIONITORS FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEI!S - 29.95

MODE L-II TR S -80·

22 commands to control your TRS-80 z-ao processor! Examine
ROM'S, test RAM,_program in machine language, read/write machine
language tapes, and much more! SYMBOLICDUMPwi II disassemble
memory into Z-80 mnemonics! HEX and two ASCII memory dumps;
EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH
memory, read/write SYSTEMtapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with
TRS232 or Centronics, and read/write disk sectors directly!
Radio Shack uses RSM; see page 4-17 of your di sk manua l! RSM-2
tape loads at top of 16K LEVEL I or II; RSM-2D disk includes 3
versions for 16K, 32K and 48K.

RSlt-2 RELOCATOR: PUT RSIt-212D ANYWHEREIN I!EIIORY- 9.95

Loads with the RSM-2/2D "L" tape command, then asks where you
want RSM-2 located. Your answer creates and executes a new
version! Instructions included for saving your new versions.

DCV-l: CONVERTSYSTEI! PROGRAI!STO DISK FILES -$9.95

EOTASM, Adventure, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, or nearly any
SYSTEMtape can be executed from disk, even if it interferes
with TRSDOS! DCV-l loads system tapes into high memory and adds
a block-move routine. TAPEOISK is then used to create a disk
fi lea When accessed from di sk, the program loads into high
memory, moves itself to its correct address, then jumps there
and executes! New version works with TRSDOS 2.3.

BASIC-1P: LEVEL-l BASIC WITH PRINTING! - $19.95

Loads into the top 4K of 16K TRS-80's and uses any LEVEL-I BASIC
program or DATAtape (up to 12K in Length) without conversion!
NEW·commands, LPRINT and LLIST to print with either our TRS232
or the Radio Shack printer! Loads from tape or disk (furnished
on tape). All LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported!

OTHER PRODUCTSFOR THE TRS-80'

ESP-l: $29.95.
LST-1: 8.00.

Assembler, Editor, Monitor (8080 mnemonics)
Listing of LeveL-1 BASIC with some comments

See your dealer or order direct from SmalL System Software!
CALIFORNIA residents please include 6X for state sales tax.

SMAll SYSTEM SOFTWARE P. O.

V'" Reader Service-see page 227

cPtl!·· VERSION 2.0 FOR THE IIODEL-II - $170.00

Latest version from Digital Research. Runs beth single and
double density disks! This "standard" version wi II run nearLy
all existing CP/M software, including Cobol, Fortran, C-Basic,
M-Basic, business and accounting packages, etc. Hundreds of
programs avai lab le from the CP/M user' 5 group!

RSI!II: ENHANCEDVERSION OF RSlt-2D FOR THE IIODEL-II - $39.95

All of the features of RSM-2D (except tape) plus a screen editor
for displaying and modifying either memory or disk sectors in
both Hex and ASCII' Split screen scrolling allows display of 48
lines. Both serial and parallel printing with page formatting.
RSMII comes on a self-booting disk, loads into the top of 32K
then may be relocated anywhere in memory! Instructions incLuded
for saving as a TRSDOS fi le.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
I!ICROSOFT SOFTWAREPACKAGES- $80.00 each, $150.00 for both

ASSEIIBLERPACKAGE: Macro Assembler uses Zilog mnemonics and
produces r-e t oc at ab Le code! IncLudes .linking Loader, Editor and
Cross Reference Utilities. Requires 32K and 1 disk drive ..

FORTRANPACKAGE: Fort ran Compi Ler , Editor and ex tens t ve Fort ran
library. Linking Loader combines Fortran, Assembly and Library
moduLes into one program! Requires 32K and 1 disk drive.

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEI!S - $150.00
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 TAPE SYSTEI!S - 99.95

Write text, delete, insert, or move words, Lines or paragraphs,
save text on tape or disk, print formatted copy with right
justification, page titLing & numbering, etc. Use TRS232,
Centronics, or RS-232-C (disk only). Upper case only, or lower
case with modification. Tape version for leveL-1 or 2 16K.

CP/I!" OPERATINGSYSTEI! FOR THE IIODEL-I - $145.00

The 8080/Z80 "Software Bus for the Model-1 TRS-8Q. Includes
TRS232 and RS-232-C software, lower-case support, debounce,
DCV-2 and other unique utilities. CP/M Editor creates and
modifies all files. Assemble from disk, placing HEX and PRINT
fi les back onto disk! Includes DDT (Dynamic Debugging Tooll,
PIP (PeripheraL Interchange Program), and more!

PRINTER SUPPORT
TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $49.95 (+$2.00 shipping)

Assembled and tested output port for TRS-80 printing. Use
DiabLo, TeLetype, TI Silent or any RS-232 or 20-mil current loop
ASCII printer. Expansion interface not required. Use with
LEVEL-II BASIC, CP/M, BASIC-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2D or
your·own programs! Standard cassette software included, or
order new "FORMATTER" (below) for enhanced printer control.

TRS232 "FORI!ATTER" SOFTWAREPACKAGE- $14.95

Enhanced software for with Level-2 Basic and our TRS232. Page
and line l e nq t h control, form feed function, printer pause,
"smart" line termination, indented continuation lines, keyboard
debounce, echo screen to printer, etc. Includes BASIC cassette
and BASIC and machine language source listings ..

PRINTER CONVERSIONPACKAGES- $9.95 EACH

Many programs do not include provisions for printing with either
our TRS232 or the Radio Shack RS-232-C. We currently offer the
following tapes for adding printing functions:

RSII232:
PEN232:
EDT232:

Adds RS-232-C capabi l ity to RSM-2/2D
RS-232-C for cassette Electric Penci l
TRS232 and RS-232-C for di sk/tape EDTASM

••CP/M tm Digital Research, Inc. • TRS-80 tm Tandy Corp.

BOX 366 •NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320
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Stacking Program

Stacking Apple programs need not be as hard as stacking apples in a market display,

C. B. Putney
1085 Unquowa Road
Fairfield CT 06430

MOSt programs used with
personal computers such

as the Apple II use only a frac-
tion of the total available RAM
memory. For example, a fairly
long "Pong" game program
listed in the Apple II manual oc-
cupies about 14 percent of the
available space in a 16K ma-
chine. Since this is true, why
not use the other 85 percent for
additional game programs? If
this were done, the hassle of
reading in programs from tape
would be reduced severalfold.

The Procedure

For Apple II owners, there is
a way of stacking many pro-
grams into memory and arrang-
ing them so that anyone can be
called with a simple RUN com-
mand. The procedure outlined
below requires some Simple
hexadecimal arithmetic and
close attention to sequence;
however, the sample log sheet
simplifies these bookkeeping
chores.

To learn how the procedure
works, follow these step-by-step
instructions.

1. Load Program A. This pro-
gram will develop into an index
record as the system grows. It
includes TEXT and CLEAR
statements and, for the pur-
pose of demonstration, a tone
generation POKE routine copied
from the Apple II manual. After
it has been loaded, you can
check it by running it and then
entering a CALL 2 command. If
the program is correct, a single
beep tone will be heard.

Now refer to Fig. 1 and follow
along with a blank copy of the
log sheet. First pencil in the
title of Program A, which we
shall call INDEX.

2. Write in the first line num-
ber of the program (0).

3. Write in the last line num-
ber on line 3 (99).

Instructions 4 through 8 do
not apply to this initial pro-
gram; they will be left blank.

9. Press the reset key on
your Apple to get into the
'MONITOR mode and type in
'CB and 'CA with a return after
each and record the contents of
these memory addresses in the
spaces provided. If Program A
is entered exactly as listed, the
contents will be 3F2D.

10. Subtract this number

from 4000'6 to determine the
length of Program A. Note that
4000'6 only applies to a 16K ma-
chine. For a 4K machine, the
subtraction would be from
1000,6' Place the result of this
calculation (0003) in the spaces
provided.

11. Transfer the hex address
on line 9 to line 11 as indicated
by the arrows and, with the
Apple still in the 'MONITOR
mode, tape a machine-language
copy of the program with the
command: '3F2D.3FFFW.

This machine-language copy
is only used when new pro-
grams are added to the master
file, so it can be located some-
where other than at the begin-
ning of a tape. I record this copy
at location 50 on my counter-
equipped recorder.

12. Reenter BASIC mode with
a Control C and SAVE Program
A at the beginning of a tape.
Make a check mark in the space
provided to indicate that this
step has been completed.

Now we are ready to stack
our second program. Since the
first program ended with line
99, the second program can
start at line 100. Push the reset
key and reenter BASIC with a
Control B command, then load
Program B. If the computer
hasn't been turned off since the

first program was entered, a
RUN command will result in a
tuneful(?) rendition of "Under
the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree."

Get out the log sheet copy
and follow the steps below line-
by-line as before. See Fig. 2.

1,2 and 3. Log in the program
name and first and last line
numbers of the program (Pro-
gram B) as done with the previ-
ous program (Program A).

4. Press the reset key to re-
vert to the 'MONITOR mode
and determine the contents of
memory locations 'CB and
'CA. This number is the hex ad-
dress of the bottom of the new
program. Place it in the first
two spaces in line 4. Subtract 1
from this hex number and put
the result in the last two spaces
online4: 3E11,6-1=3E10,6'

5. Transfer the master length
on line 10 of the previous log
sheet to line 5 and subtract this
hex number from the one direct-
ly above and enter the differ-
ence on line 6.

3E11" - 0003,,; 3D3E"

6. Locate the machine-lan-
guage tape of the previous pro-
gram (Program A) and 'read it
into memory with the command:
'3D3E.3E10R.

7. Insert the address of the
bottom end of the combined

1. PROGRAM NAME
2. FIRST LINE NO. -----------------

3. LAST LINE NO.
4. 'CB 'CA -1;
5. LESS MASTER LENGTH 1- 1--
6. 'READ IN MASTER R
7. 'ENTER CB: CA:
8. >INSERT ( ) PRINT"FIRST LINE NO. & PROGRAM NAME"
9. 'CB 'CA (NEW)

10. MASTER LENGTH (NEW) T 1-
4000" - 'CB CA(NEW)

11. 'WRITE NEW MASTER 3FFFW
12. >SAVE NEW MASTER )

1. PROGRAM NAME INDEX
2. FIRST LINE NO. AO-...::.c:::.:::.:...--------------

3. LAST LINE NO. 99
4. 'CB 'CA
5. LESS MASTER LENGTH
6. •READ IN MASTER
7. •ENTER CB: CA:

8. >INSERT ( ) PRINT'FIRST LINE NO. & PROGRAM NAME"
9. 'CB 'CA (NEW) 3F 20

10. MASTER LENGTH (NEW) 1-- 1-
4000" - •CB CA(N EW)

11. 'WRITE NEW MASTER
12. >SAVE NEW MASTER

Fig. 1. Blank program stacking log and completed log for INDEX.

-1;

00 03

3F 20. 3FFFW
(v)
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° TEXT:CALL -936:POKE 0,64:POKE 1,100
97 POKE 2,173:POKE 3,48:POKE 4,192:POKE 5,136:

POKE 6,208:POKE 7,4:POKE 8,198:POKE 9,1:
POKE 10,240

98 POKE 11,8:POKE 12,202:POKE 13,208:POKE 14,246:
POKE 15,166:POKE 16,0:POKE 17,76:POKE 18,2:
POKE 19,0:POKE 20,96

99 END

Program A.

program into memory locations
*CB and *CA as follows:

'CB:3D Return
'CA:3E Return

8. Reenter BASIC mode with
a Control C and insert the fol-
lowing index line:

10 PRINT "100 APPLE TUNE"

Write in the line number of the
foregoing insertion in the space
provided in line 8.

9. Return to *MONITOR
mode by pressing the reset key
and then determine the con-
tents of memory locations *CB
and *CA. Log these numbers on
line 9.

10. Calculate the new mas-
ter program length by subtract-
ing line 9 from 4000,. and log
the result.

4000" - 3D28" = 0208"

11. Make a machine-lan-
guage copy of the master pro-
gram with the command *3028.-
3FFFW just as was done with
the first Program A.

12. Return to BASIC mode
with a Control C and SAVE a
copy of the new master pro-
gram.

Recording steps 11 and 12
can be accomplished by taping
right over the previous program
copies.

If everything has been done
correctly, typing in a RUN com-
mand will clear the screen and

the index and title of the first
operating program in the stack
will appear:

100 APPLE TUNE

It can be accessed by typing in
a RUN 100 command.

This stacking procedure can
be continued until the master
length on line 10 approaches
3800,. (for 16K). Of cou rse,
some space in memory must be
reserved for memory alloca-
tions specified through DIM
statements and for storage of
the values of variables.

Precautionary Remarks

Each new program must start
with a line number larger than
the last line of the prior pro-
gram in the index.

If any changes are made to
programs already in the index,
the length of the master pro-
gram must be recalculated and
a new machine-language copy
made.

It is good practice to have an
END statement on the last line
of each program entered. Use a
GOTO or an IF-THEN statement
on a prior line to merge pro-
grams.

Line numbers of programs
copied from other sources
must be renumbered and all
GOTO and TH EN references
adjusted.

Some advantages of this pro-

100 POKE 0,128: POKE 1,100:CALL 2
105 POKE 0,121:POKE L 100:CALL 2
110 POKE 0,108:POKE 1,200:CALL 2
115 POKE 0,114:POKE 1,200:CALL 2
120 POKE 0,108:POKE 1, 200:CALL 2
125 POKE 0,96:POKE 1,200:CALL 2
130 POKE 0,108:POKE 1,200:CALL 2
135 POKE 0,161:POKE 1, 100:CALL 2
140 POKE 0,128:POKE 1,150:CALL 2:CALL 2
142 FOR K=1 TO 300:NEXT K
145 POKE 0,161:POKE 1,100:CALL 2
150 POKE 0,144:POKE 1,100:CALL 2
155 POKE 0,128:POKE 1,200:CALL 2
160 POKE 0,137:POKE 1,200:CALL 2
165 POKE 0,128: POKE 1,200:CALL 2
170 POKE 0,122: POKE 1,200:CALL 2
175 POKE 0,128:POKE 1,200:CALL 2
180 POKE 0,215:POKE 1,200:CALL 2
185 POKE 0,161:POKE 1,250:CALL 2
190 END

Program B.

100 TEST PROGRAM
110 PLOT DOTS AT CORNERS
130 RANDOM DOTS ON SCREEN
170 ALTERNATING SOLID COLORS
230 DRAWS RANDOM QUILTED SQUARES
300 DIAGONAL X'S
350 APPLE PATTERN
450 PUT A HORSE ON THE SCREEN
550 ROD'S COLOR PATTERN
650 TONE SUBROUTINE
750 COLOR SKETCH (REQUIRES x·y PADDLES)
900 PONG GAME (REQUIRES PADDLES)

1200 STRING EXERCISE
1490 PRIME NUMBER GENERATOR
2000 CLOCK SIMULATION
2100 PRIME FACTORS OF INTEGERS TO 32760

Table 1. Program index.

cedure are that subroutines
like that in Program A in this ex-
ample are accessible to all the
programs in the index (see
Table 1). Similarly, if the com-
puter has not been turned off,
data entered through one pro-
gram is available to others in
the index.

I like to group programs by
type, but it is a good idea to
have one tape with as many dif-
ferent programs as possible for
demonstration purposes. It is a

convenient and impressive way
to show off the tremendous
capability of the Apple II.

The master program that I de-
veloped while working up this
procedure has the index shown
in Table 1. If some of the titles
look familiar, it is because I
was looking for programs to
load, and these were conve-
niently available in Apple ref-
erence manuals. All of this oc-
cupies about 50 percent of
memory .•

1. PROGRAM NAME
2. FIRST LINE NO. ----------------

3. LAST LINE NO.
4. -CB 'CA -1=
5. LESS MASTER LENGTH t --t-
6. 'READ IN MASTER R
7. 'ENTER CB: CA:

8. >INSERT ( ) PRINT"FIRST LINE NO. & PROGRAM NAME"
9. 'CB 'CA (NEW)

10. MASTER LENGTH (NEW) T'T
4000" - 'CB CA(NEW) t

11. 'WRITE NEW MASTER 3FFFW
12. >SAVE NEW MASTER )

1. PROGRAM NAME APPLE TUNE
2. FIRST LINE NO. 100
3. LAST LINE NO. 190
4. 'CB 'CA 3E 11 -1= 3E 10
5. LESS MASTER LENGTH -00 03- T -rR
6. 'READ IN MASTER 3D 3E 3£0
7. 'ENTER CB: G:i\:"
8. >INSERT ( 10 ) PRINT"FIRST LINE NO. & PROGRAM NAME"
9 'CB 'CA (NEW) 3D 28

10. MASTER LENGTH (NEW) -I - T
4000" - 'CB CA(NEW) t

11. 'WRITE NEW MASTER
12. >SAVE NEW MASTER

02 08

3D 28. 3FFFW
(V')

Fig. 2. Blank program log and completed log for Apple Tune,
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The largest family
.of disk drives from
the largest supplier.

drives come
complete with

power supply and
cabinet.

TF-Pertec FD200. 40 track. use both sides
TF-3 Shugart SA400. :35 track. same as tandy
TF-5 MPI B51. 40 track

....... $382
............ $389

$379
$639
$499

TF-70 Mlcropolis. 77 track With 195K uf storage
TDH-1 Dual sided drive. 35 track

*'MAXI DISK
1 10 Megabyte Hard l)lsk With 5 fixed.

~~::n~~~ble With controller .' .

MaXI ulsk 2: 10 Megabyte (fixed)
Winchester Technology ... ·· ".' .....

77 tracks of Storage IncluCjes new [lOS,

*
.$6299
.$5349
.$695

PRINTERS
DP800 Anadex. 80 column. 112cps . . . .. $950
LP779 Centronics 779 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1099
LP730 Centronics 730 . . . . . . . . . . . •. .. $950
LP700 Centronics /UO-1 .....•....•............. $1495
LP701 Centronics 701-1 .• $1759
LP702 Centro ics 702-2 .....•............•....... $1995
SPW-1 Spinwriter-NEC ...........•............... $2495

NEW! LINE.PRINTER
BASE 2 .

Base 2 Printer 80. 132 col.. graphiCS
60 lPM With tractors . $599
* DRIVES FOR ANY MICROCOMPUTER J(o

Does not include power supply & cabinet.
MOD \I DISK DRIVES NOW AVAILABLE

Perfec FD200 .'
Perfec FD250 (dual head) ..
Shugart SA400 (unused)
Shugart SA800 .
MPI651
MPI B52

$282
$399
$286
$479
$279
$349

SOFTWARE
New DOS, with over 200 modifications and

corrections to TRS-DOS .
New DOS, 40 track
AJA Word Processor .
AJA Business Program.
Racet Infinite BaSIC
Disk Drive Alignment Program
Radix Data Bose Program.
Electric Pencil

.... $99
$110
.. $75
$250

. $49.95
$109

...... $99.95
.$150

ALL PRICESCASH DISCOUNTED. FREIGHTFOB/FACTORY

Ii.. ~ri~9-075

c:!..:..\pporot, Inc

vM82

6IdA

otCROCOMUER
TEQK)lOGY
NCORPORATED .

3304 West MacArthur
Santa Ana, CA 92704

(714) 979·9923

7310 E. Princeton Ave.
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275
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14052 EAST FIRESTONE BOULEVARD
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670

(213) 921-2111 • (714) 739-0711

ELECTRONIC CASH DRAWERS W/INTERFACE
FOR_:Rnppla computer or Comodore Pet

by Computer Forum

• 5 Models to choose from
• Not a kit - just plug into 11OV
outlet & plug intfc. onto
computer.

• Software controllable
• Full instructions
• Interface kit separate $50.00
TERMS: Prepaid, we pay shipping
and handling in cont. U.S.A.

Check: Allow 2 weeks extra for
personal checks.

Visa-Me: Shipped immediately.
C.O.D. UPSITruck freight collect.
Calif. Residents add 6% sales tax .

• Dealer inquiries invited.8K Pel as shown - $749.95
without drawer

* MODEL CF2 . . ... Drawer wi interface $139.95. Drawer only $ 99.95
All steel, brown baked enamel finish w/drawer key-lock. Removable plastic
money tray. 4 coin - 3 bill compartment.
Size: 12.6" W x 16.3" Lx 3.9" H.

• MODEL CF3 Drawer wi interface $154.95. Drawer only $114.95
All steel, brown baked enamel finish with drawer key-lock. Remountable plastic
money tray, 5 coin - 5 bill compartment, bill adjustable to 4.
Size: 15.6" W x 16.6" Lx 4.4" H .

• MODEL CF4 Drawer wi interface $169.95
All steel,brown baked enamel finish, w/drawer key-lock and drawer release
key lock. Removable plastic money tray, 5 bill compartment, bill adjustable to 4.
Size: 15.6" W x 19.7" Lx 4.4" H.

• MODEL CFS..... . Drawer wi interface $169.95. Drawer only $129.95
All steel, brown baked enamel finish w/drawer key-lock and drawer release
key-lock. Removable plastic money tray, 5 coin - 5 bill compartment, bill
adjustable to 4.
Size: 16.5" W x 17.7" Lx 4.4" H.

• MODEL CF6 . Drawer wi interface $199.95. Drawer only $159.95
All steel, brown baked enamel finish, with drawer release key-lock. Removable
plastic money tray, 5 coin - 5 bill compartment, coin compartments contoured
for easy change removal.
Size: 17.3" W x 19.7" L x 4.6" H. v-C111

r":,,,',
.,,',,

theULTIMATE in
CHEAP VIDEO

BOOK &KIT
ONLY $42.95

Don Lancaster s "Cheap
unlimited options, including:
* Scrolling· Full performance cursor.* Line/Character formats of 16/32, 24/80, 32/64 ....

or almost anything. .
* Graphics - up to 256X 256 B&W; 96 X 128 COLOR

(requires low-cost option modules) .

* Works with 6502, 6800 and other micros .

SPECIAL OFFER: Buy the Kit (upper case alpha-
numeric option included) &get the Book at 1/2 price.

,-" P9 IDiA ELECTRONICS, 1020 W. WILSHIRE BLVD.. OKLAHOMA·CITY, OK 73116

I'm Sold, PLEASE RUSH ..... ( ) SEND FREE CATALOG
( ) TVT-6518 Kit & Cheap Video Cookbook - $42.95
( ) TVT -65/8 Kit only rbook required for assembly) -$39.95

name: _



PROFESSIONAL B/W MONITORS
Designed for industry ... priced for the home.

video ,aa-SD
The model 80 features an indus-

trial grade metal cabinet with built-
in disk mounting capability and
space for an 11"x 14" PCboard for
custom designed electronics.
The solid state circuitry assures

a sharp, stable, and trouble-free
picture. The front panel controls
include power, contrast, horizon-
tal hold, vertical hold, and bright-
ness. Adjustments for size, video
level, andwidth are located on the
rear panel.

Rugged metal cabinet with disk
space

UNDER $200.00

video '00
The video 100 computer moni-

tors are ideal for all your personal
and business needs. These highly
reliable 12" black and white moni-
tors feature a 12 MHz band width
and 80 character by 24 line display.
Plug-in compatability with Apple,
Atari, Radio Shack, O.S.I., Micro-
Term and Exidy make these the
perfecttext display for almost any
system.

Sturdy,lightweight plasticcabinet

UNDER $150.00

VIDEO 100 AND VIDEO 100-80 SPECIFICATIONS
• 12" diagonal measure display •Convenient front panel controls •Video bandwidth 12MHz ±3 DB

• Input impedance 75 Ohms • 80 character by 24 line display •90° deflection picture tube

•Video 100-80 provides mounting space for mini floppy disk.

• Resolution-Over 700 lines at center horizontally-over 350 lines at center vertically

LEEDEX CORPORATION vL20

2300 East Higgins Road. Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007. (312) 364-1180 •TLX: 25-4786

V Reader Service-see page 227 Microcomputing, March 1980 187



Cablery Isn't Dead

The most sophisticated computer is useless without reliable' interconnecting cables.

James M. Hansen
Methodist Hill
Lebanon NH 03766

It's a strange world. Many
people own computers; a lot

use them; and quite a few can
even program them effectively.
Yet, most computer users
would have trouble making a re-
liable cable to connect their ter-
minal and computer. This harsh
reality is disconcerting, partic-
ularly when we consider that
cables and the technology for
making them have been around
for about a century. Yet our
computers, which were only a
glint in the eyes of Rand Dfolks
10 years ago, and undreamed
of 100 years ago, utterly de-
pend on reliable interconnect-
ing cables to operate.

For most of us, Cinch Jones
D connectors represent a best
buy. These are good quality, re-
liable and easily obtained con-
nectors. They come in a variety
of sizes, ranging from nine pins
to as many as 50.They are prob-

ably most familiar in the 25-pin
configuration where they are
used on acoustic couplers, mo-
dems, terminals and computer
ports using the RS-232 inter-
face standard (also called the
EIA interface). While not the
least expensive connectors
around, they are moderately
priced, especially on a pins/dol-
lar basis. They are easily dam-
aged by poor solder technique,
and herein lies my tale.

For demonstration purposes,
and clear photography, the fol-
lowing illustrations show how a
single wire is soldered onto a
pin. Careful attention to detail
will allow you to soldera whole
cable using the same ap-
proach. It is not difficult, and
anyone with the dexterity of a
tree sloth or better should be
able to make a good, reliable
cable ... if you follow these
guidelines to the letter.

Guidelines

First, you must have the
proper tools. These include a
properly adjusted wire stripper,

Photo 1. After stripping about 3/8 inch of insulation from each
wire, apply an even coating of solder.
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a pair of miniature side cutters,
a soldering iron, a small bench
vice, good light and solder.
Wire strippers may be a good
set of incisors, strong finger-
nails or, as I prefer, a commonly
available plain yellow-handled
tool, which works well, but only
if you take the time to carefully
adjust it so it does not nick the
wire. Miniature side cutters are
preferred, since you will occa-
sionally want to prune around
the connector pins after the
cable is completed. Klein
makes particularly good ones.

Use a small, low-wattage
soldering iron! If you do not
have access to a temperature-
controlled soldering iron or a 15
Watt pencil, you run serious
risks when soldering to these
connectors. It would amazeyou
what a 250-Watt American
Black Beauty can do to an in-
nocent D connector. You do not

need a big iron! Your bench
vice is another key to making
good cables. One with about
two-inch jaws is right.

Also be sure you use a good
grade of solder ... rosin core, if
you please. Use small-diameter
solder such as is sold atelec-
tronics suppliers. Hardware
store varieties tend to have
larger diameters and inconsis-
tent flux content. This makes it
hard to get just the right
amount of solder. If flux is thin,
the solder won't flow properly;
when there is too much flux, it
will run down the connector
pins, possibly contaminating
them, and produce black guck
all over them.

Make sure you have enough
light to see by. A 50-Watt light
bulb ten teet from your bench is
not enough. My preference is a
dual 40-Watt fluorescent shop
light about three feet above the

Photo 2. Clip off the wires, leaving about 1/8 inch of bare wire.
When the wire is inserted into the connector, the insulation should
be flush with the top of the connector pin.



Photo 3. Tin each connector pin to be used. Solder should just fill Photo 4. Insert the wire into the connector. Avoid excessive and
the bottom of the solder pot. prolonged heat to prevent damage to the connector.

bench. You cannot do good
work if you cannot see, or if
there are shadows from your
tools or hands over your work.
Shop lights are inexpensive,
usually $12-$15 on sale, and
easy to install, and they make
life much more livable. Once all
your tools are ready, it is time to
begin.

Soldering the Wire

Our first order of business is
to strip the wires to be con-
nected. You should remove
about 3/8 inch of insulation
from the ends of each wire to be
connected. Be careful not to
disturb the individual strands;
leave them in their tightly
woven form. The reason we
take so much insulation off is
to ensure that there will be
about 1/8 inch of undisturbed
wire near the insulation end.

Next, tin the wire (see Photo
1). Be sure to wipe the tip of
your iron on a damp sponge to
clean it first. Then put a little
dab of solder on its tip to start
heat transfer into the wire as
quickly as possible. Place the
tip on the wire near the insula-
tion end of the wire and run it
out to the end, adding solder as
you go. A properly tinned wire
will have solder throughout the
strands, and no individual
strands will be clearly visible.
There may be a little ball or
whisker at the end where the
iron left the wire. Photo 2 shows
how this ball is removed-we
cut all but 1/8 inch of the tinned
wire off.

After you have prepared all
the wires in your cable as out-
lined above, the next step is to
ready the connector. The body
of the connector is made out of
nylon or some similar material
and is easily damaged by heat.
For this reason, a good safety
precaution is to plug a mating
connector into the one you are
wiring. This helps dissipate
heat and hold the pins in align-
ment if you become a little
heavy-handed with the iron. Put
the connector pair into your
vice.

Photo 3 shows how each con-
nector pin to be wired is tinned.
To do this, you first clean your
iron on a damp sponge as be-
fore, then put a little dab of
solder on its tip. Place the tip
on the inside edge of the con-
nector solder pot and add a lit-
tle solder, just enough to fill the
bottom of the pot. Do not fill the
pot to the top! If you do, the ex-
cess solder will spill when you
insert the wire, making a mess
of things. The pin just to the left
of the iron in Photo 3 is shown
as it should be when properly
tinned.

And now for the coup de
grace: putting the wire into the
connector terminals. This is
where the bench vice really
pays off. Take the correct wire
in one hand and the soldering
iron in the other. Wipe the iron
clean (again) and place it on the
edge of the solder pot, just as
you did when tinning it.

The solder in the connector
will usually make one bubble

when thoroughly melted. This
is your cue to push-in one deft
motion, if possible-the tinned
end of the wire into the connec-
tor at about a 45-60 degree an-
gie, then raise it vertically, gent-
ly pushing it down until the in-
sulation is flush with the top of
the back skirt of the connector.
Remove the soldering iron im-
mediately and hold things still
while the solder hardens. The
insertion of the wire should
take less than a second, the
whole operation no more than
three seconds. Photo 4 shows
the final seconds of the proce-
dure, just before the soldering
iron is removed.

If you are wiring multiple con-
ductors, you will find it useful
to pre-bend each wire to be
soldered so it will go into the
connector with a minimum of
strain.

Final Thoughts

1. If you plan to put a cover
(termed hood) on these connec-
tors, and you are using a multi-
conductor cable, the outer
sheath or insulation should be
cut back from the ends of the
stripped and tinned wires no

CINCH DB-25P-MALE

25 14

SOLDER SIDE

more than about 3/4 inch. If you
cut it back further, the individ-
ual wires will show outside the
hood and look as if some ama-
teur did it. Unless you are really
good, there is no sense in
broadcasting your level of
achievement.

2. Never, ever use solid wire
for your cabling unless it is
stapled to the wall and a con-
nector rigidly mounted to the
wall is used. Solid wire will do
for a while, but it is easily nicked
when stripping, and even when
not damaged, it will eventually
fracture where it meets the
solder. This failure will occur at
an inopportune time. Tele-
phone wire is great for tele-
phones and stereos, but not for
computers.

3. Do you have trouble
counting the pins on these con-
nectors? There is no reason to
if you have good light. Each pin
is labeled on both the front and
back of the connector, and if
you position it and your light
just right, you should have no
trouble reading it. Fig. 1 gives a
pin-out for the solder side
of both the male and female
connectors .•

CINCH DB- 25$- FEMALE

"

SOLDER SIDE

Fig. 1. Pin layout for the 25-pin 0 connector. The covers-usually
called hoods-for these connectors are Cinch DB-
51226-1. The special nuts that are sometimes used on modems and
acoustical couplers to screw the cable connector in place are
called screw lock assemblies, Cinch part number 0-20419.
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Hollywood CA
Largest selection of computer books in the
country. Software for the TRS-80, Apple, PET,
etc. Magazines. Open Monday-Saturday.
9:30-5:30. Opamp Technical Books,1033 No.
Sycamore Ave., Los Angeles CA 90038,
464-4322.

Los Angeles CA
Featuring: PolyMorphic, North Star, Imsai,
Cromemco, Extensys, Speechlab products
and Polv-Bf Users Group software exchange.
All products 10-20% off list. We won't be
undersold! A·A·A·A Discount Computer
How's, 1477 Barrington, Suite 17, Los Angeles
CA 90025, 477-8478.

Mountain View CA
Systems for business, industry and hobbyist.
Five terminals, ten printers and five main-
frames on display. Superbrain, Horizon
Quad, Compucolor II, Equibox and Altos
Computer System with hard disk. Much soft-
ware incl. CP/M, TRS-80 and PET. Digital Deli
Computer Store. 80 W. EI Camino Real, Mt.
View CA 94040, 961-2670.

San Francisco CA
Apple Specialists in business, personal and
custom applications, Full line of peripherals,
supplies and for leisure; sophisticated elec-
tronic games and video games. A.I.D.S., Inc.,
Artifical Intelligence Design Specialists, Inc.,
301 Balboa St., San Francisco CA, 221-8500.

Pompano Beach Fl
Business systems, persona! systems, whatever
the application, we can help. Consulting, pro-
gramming. education and maintenance. Ser-
vice. support and professionalism at afford-
able prices. Computer Age Inc., 1308 N. Fed-
eral Hwy., Pompano Beach FL 33062, 946-
4999,

Venice Fl
Discount prices & professional service: Cro-
memco, Northstar, Vector Graphic, DEC. T1,
Thinker Toys, Intertube, Soroc, Centronics.
NEe. Selectric interfaces, Microdasys. Com-
plete business & medical billing software
available. MicroAge & Serendipity software
discounted. Sate-Tech Electronics, Inc., Com-
puter Division, PO Box 692, Venice FL 33595,
485-3559,

Attention, Hobbyists and Businessmen: This Dealer Directory was created to give exposure to
computer and electronics dealers and to help you find the sources for equipment, components
and services. These dealers are actively looking to supply your needs in the home and business
computer market. Call the one nearest you!

Chicago IL
Computer Hardware/Software Specialists for
home and business. Largest selection of com-
puter books, magazines and copyrighted soft-
ware in Chicago Metro area. Experienced fac-
tory-trained service department. Feature
Apple and Alpha Microsystems and acces-
sories. Data Domain of Schaumburg, 1612 E.
Algonquin Road., Schaumburg Il 60195,
397-8700,

Naperville IL
Computer systems design. programming and
consultation by computer experts. Dealer for
SSM, Integrand, Tarbell, Ithaca Intersystems,
Verbatim, Diablo and others. Discount prices
on many items, Wilcox Enterprises, 25W178-
39th St., Naperville tl60540, 420-8601.

Laurel MD
Apple & Exidy Sorcerer. Authorized dealer for
both. We also sell subscriptions to "The
Source" timeshare service. Plus full line of
ham equipment. The Comm Center, Laurel
Plaza, Rte. 198, laurel MD 20810, 792-0600,

Worcester MA
Computer products for personal and business
systems. Largest selection of software for
TRS-80, Apple, PET. Authorized Apple sales
and service. Computer Packages Unlimited,
Centerwood Terrace, Route 12, West
Boylston MA 01583, 835-3428.

Garden City MI
Complete systems for business, professional
and personal applications. Custom program-
ming available. Apple II, North Star, Vector
Graphic and other lines of microcomputers,
software, books, components. Computer
Center, 28251 Ford Rd., Garden City MI
48135, 422-2570.

Say you saw their ad
in Microcomputing.

St. Louis MO
Experimenters' Paradise. Electronic and
mechanical components. Computer People,
Audio People, Hams, Robot Builders, Experi-
menters. Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-
tronics Corp., 8123-25 Page Blvd., St. Louis
MO &3130, 427-&11&.

Albuquerque NM
Computer Software for business and home.
TRS-80, Apple, North Star. Also Centronics
printers. Discounts available. Legey and
Castillo Associates, 2908 Tahiti Ct. N.E., Albu-
querque NM 87112, 298-5734,

Lynbrook NY
Complete line of business computer hard-
ware, software & service. Design of special
software to suit your business. Specialists in
systems for truck routing & restaurants. Long
Island Computer General Store, Inc., 103
Atlantic Ave., lynbrook NY 11563, 887·1500.

New York NY
Ohio Scientific distributor. Full stock, service
and software. Software for PET, Apple,
TRS-80 and hobbyist accessories (J im Pack).
Aristo-Craft Computers, 314 Fifth Ave., Cor-
ner 32nd Str., New York NY 10001, 349-9034.

New York NY
5-100 New York City systems provided for
business and office applications. We also seek
experienced 5-100 programmers on a part-time
basis. Olcott International & ce., PO Box 3014.
weehawken NJ 07087, 867-5650.

Akron OH
We've got it all. Business systems. Personal
systems. Software packages. Custom pro-
gramming. Terminals. Printers. Service and
books. Easy freeway access. 10 AM to 6 PM
Monday-Saturday. The Basic Computer
Shop, Fairlawn Plaza, 2671 West Market St.,
Akron OH 44313, 867-0808,

Canton OH
Cromemco. Ohio Scientific. Centronics
printers. Hazeltine terminals (CRT). Two-
dimensional plotter software for Cromemco,
as well as three-dimensional plotter software
for Cromemco. Business software. Mon.-Sat.
10-7. The Micro-Shop, 5686 Dressler Rd"
North Canton OH 44720, 497·0847,

Kingston PA
We support level II and Model II. Books,
magazines, programs, parts, accessories,
peripherals, free literature, free seminars,
c:ao;;sPttp.s, floppies. filters, transformers, caps,
chips, CRTs. Artco Electronics, 302 Wyoming
Ave., Kingston PA 18704, 287-1014.

Philadelphia/So. Jersey
North Star, fast delivery possible; Heath ter-
minals, Intertube II, immediate delivery. Free
video terminal comparison, Intertec's Super-
Brain. all Centronics printers, Omnitec data
modems/couplers, NCR terminals. L & S
Distributors, 44 So. Locust, Marlton NJ 08053,
983-7444.

York PA
55-50 Buss Stop. Business & personal systems:
Smoke, SWTP, Gimix, MSI, Exidv, TSC, Com-
puterware, [irn-Pak. ACP, etc. Sales & service
Closed Sunday. G. Y. C. ce., 51 Hamilton
Avenue, York PA 17404, 854·0481.

Houston TX
Experimenters' Paradise! Electronic and me-
chanical components for computer people,
audio people, hams, robot builders, experi-
menters, Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-
Ironies, Inc., 8932 Clarkcrest, Houston TX
77063,978-6575.

Dealers: listings are $15 per month in prepaid
quarterly payments, or one yearly payment of
$150, also prepaid. Ads include 25 words
describing your products and services plus
your company name, address and phone. (No
area codes or merchandise prices, please.)
Call Marcia at 603-924-7138 or write Kilobaud
MICROCOMPUTING, Ad Department, Peter-
borough NH 03458.

REVIEWS

(from page 22)

to the microcomputer field but
aren't sure that they have the
"savvy" to talk their school
boards into it.

Bringing some teaching theory
into her writing, Doerr starts with
good examples and outlines varia-
tions of each theme, As with most
books of this nature, this one
begins with a short history of com-
puters, but gives a relatively well-
balanced discussion of the whys

and, more important, the why
nots of getting into a school com-
puter program. In almost every ex-
ample Doerr gives, she discusses
capabilities, shortcomings and the
variations among systems thai
might affect the topic under dis-
cussion,

She devotes one chapter each to
computer science applications,
problem solving, instructional
simulation, games, CAI and ad-
ministrative uses. In many cases,
she provides PET BASIC program
listings and shows the evolution of
those programs from very simple
to increasingly complex.

The "nuts and bolts" of using
microcomputers in the school en-
vironment are included. Doerr
writes about physical considera-
tions: how to supervise the equip-

ment, what to provide for user
space, how to keep it from being
ripped off, how to deal with
"moss-bound" colleagues and
channeling student enthusiasm,

A useful section in the book is
the suggested course outline for
teaching about microcomputers
and BASIC. Doerr organizes a
course that will spark student in-
terest and take students step-by-
step through a microcomputer sys-
tem, including developing and
evaluating equipment operation
and writing software. A minor
omission is failing to warn
teachers 10 write-protect their
tapes before placing them in
students' hands. The best feature
of the book is the great example
programs for various curricula.

The last sections comprise an-

notated sources for further infor-
mation and a brief description of
some of the systems presently suit-
able for the educational market.

I would have liked to see more
on the disadvantages of various
systems and documentation prob-
lems, especially as they relate to
school use. While many readers of
computer literature know of those
problems in terms of service and
documentation, these topics re-
ceived short shrift in a book that is
likely to be one of the few sources
of guidance to some teachers,

This is a valuable book for edu-
cators-it will open the Doerr for
many who want to get a micro into
the classroom.
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CLAil'IFIEDS
Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to buy, sell or

trade used computer equipment. No commercial ads are accepted.
Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 51ines of about 35 charac-

ters per line, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10 lines.
Minimize use of capital letters to save space. No speclallayouts allowed. Payment is
required in advance with ad copy. We cannot bill or accept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication
(i.e., copy for March issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1). The publisher
reserves the right to refuse questionable or inapplicable advertisements. Mail copy
with payment to: Classifieds, Kilobaud Microcomputing, Peterborough NH 03458.
Do not include any other material with your ad as it may be delayed.

For Sale: Cybernetics 16 x 32 video inter-
face, $85; Shugart 8" disk drive (new), $250;
16K SWTP 6800 computer wlspare chips,
$495; PDP8F mulu-user=-Sg core, $1350;
.5·30 MHz Lafayette rec., $35; Simpson 5"
scope, $65; Ten Tee 570 (100 Watt) xcvr.,
$240; Shure M615 freq. anaz., $185 & SR 107
freq, eq., $125. T. George, 108 Clark SL,
Vestal NY 13850. (607) 785·7085.

Sell-3 yrs of Kilobaud-77-78-79, $100, I
ship. Also other books and mags; Byte, In-
terface Age, etc. Write for list. Andy Thorn-
burg, RR2, Thompsonville IL 62890. Phone
(618) 627·2166.

Sell: Intertec Intertube, latest version, like
new, manual, schematics, $690. Teletype
33KSR also like new set up on 20 mA, $385.
Call Vie, 325 Wilson Ave., Westwood NJ
07675. (201) 664·6833.

viarron 21s for sale (2), robot printer (I).
$500 for 3 units. Also SWTP 6800 and
CTl024, $250. G. Ludwig, Box 408, Rice
Lake WI 54868. Phone (715) 234·2680.

$-100 memory: two Processor Tech 16K
dynamic RAM boards #16KRA for SOL or
any S-IOO system. Transparent refresh. 32K
for $200. Manual. B. Duke, 13526 Pyramid,
Dallas TX 75234.

For Sale: POP 1105, 16K core + 12K
semiconductor memory, DL 11 interface.
Sold to highest bidder before February 15,
1980. Contact: M. F. Johnson, Washington
University School of Medicine Library, 4580
Scott Ave., St. Louis MO 63110. (314)
454·3711.

Digital Group Z·80 w/lOK, 110, TVC·64,
monitor, keyboard plus extras. All in DG
cabinets. $700. Paul Mayo, 2409 Ocean
Pkway, Brooklyn NY 11235. (212) 646·7725.

Wanted: Software for S-IOO. Particularly
specialized for business data bases and
similar applications. Modification program-
ming assistance in NYC metropolitan area is
solicited. (212) 867·5650.

SWTPC 6800, 28K, AC·30, complete
documentation, 8K BASIC tape, 6800 pro-
gramming manual. 1 year old. $695 or best
offer. MM Computer Club, 333·75th Street,
Downers Grove IL 60515.

For Sale: Digital Group system, 50K static,
dual 8" Shugarts, B printer, 9" monitor,
keyboard, PROM disable board, CPIM,
OASIS 5.3, OBASIC, SCRIPT, over 10
diskettes of utilities. All systems boot from a
single PROM. All dress cabinets-$5000.
Ray Martin, 4614 Trail Crest Cir., Austin
TX 78735. (512) 892·0156.

CALENDAR
San Francisco CA

The 5th West Coast Computer Faire will be held in San Fran-
cisco's Civic Auditorium & Brooks Hall, March 14-16. Last year
over 14,000 people took advantage of the over 330 exhibits and
over 100 speakers. For information, contact Computer Faire, 333
Swett Rd, Woodside CA 94062. (415) 851·7075.

Philadelphia PA
The fifth Produx 2000 will be held May 21-23 at the

Philadelphia Civic Center. This is a sales-oriented exposition of
business products and personal and business computers. For in-
formation, contact Produx 2000, Inc. (215) 457·2300.

Moodus CT
A computer camp for youngsters 10 to 17 years of age will be

directed by Dr. Michael Zabinski, Prof. at Fairfield U. The camp is
planned for June 29th to July 4th, and the campers will have
srnall-qroup instruction with hands-on experience with mini and
microcomputers. Recreational facilities will also be available.
For information, contact Michael Zabinski, Ph.D., at (203)
795·9069, or write: Computer Camp, Grand View Lodge, Box 22,
Moodus CT 06469.

CORRECTIONS
The upper chip in Fig. 1 of "The Sorcerer Connection" (August
1979, p, 84) should be labeled C2A74123, not 74125.

The accompanying changes should be made to the "NAVPROG"
program (February 1980, p, 25). The last line before the" Magnetic
Course" heading, and the first line after it, should be changed to
read 1300-1350, not 1300-1400.

01300 REM FIND MAG.CRS,
01310 Vl=(V(I)tVlltl»/2
01320 Vl=FN S6(Vl)
01330 Y(I)-T(I)tVl
01340 IF Y(I»360THEN Y(I).Y(I)-360:GOTO 1500
01350 IF Y(II(-OTHEN YII)-360-Y(I)
01500 REM GET AVG.WIND VEC"f.
01510 IF S(I)~OAND S<I+l)=Ol"HEN R2=O:U(I)""T({)!G010 2010

ETC

01570 X=W4-W3:S1=S3*S3:S2=S4*S4
01580 If~ X=O"fHEN R2==(S3tS4)/2!Q(1)""W3:GI:)I() 20:l0
01590 IF X=180THEN R2=O:UII)=TII):GOTU 2010
01600 X3=0IIF X>180THEN X3=1IX=360-X
01610 1~=SUF~(Sl+S2"-2*S3*f;4*COS(X/lj»
01620 U~(S2+R*R-Sl)/(2*S4*R)
01630 R2""SQR«!~2+(R/2)*(R/2»-"2*~;4*(f~/2)*Q)
01640 X:l=(S2+F~2*R2-"(R/2)*(F~/2»)/(2*S4*r~2)
01650 Xl=ATN(SURll-Xl*Xl)/Xll*U
01660 IF X3=lT~11~N X3"=O:(~(]:)=W4i"Xl:GlJ"f() L611()
01670 Q(I)=W4-Xl:GOTO 2010
01.680 IF (l(U>:360THEN [H ]')=011 1<,(,0
02()10 W"AI<[;(T(I)"PII))

ETC

San Diego CA
The San Diego Computer Society is sponsoring a computer

fair at the Scottish Rite Temple, 1895 Camino Del Rio South, on
Saturday, April 12, 1980. In addition to exhibits, there will be
presentations and an awards dinner with Adam Osborne as fea·
tured speaker. For information, contact Richard Lindberg, PO
Box 81537, San Diego CA 92138, or call (714) 455·1210 evenings.

Trenton NJ
The fifth annual Trenton Computer Festival will run April 19-20

with a 5·acre outdoor flea market and indoor commercial ex·
hibitor area. There will be 30 speakers, user group sessions and
demonstrations. Computer conference sessions and forums will
be held on microcomputers in the home, education, medicine,
amateur radio, music and the arts. There will be a Saturday night
banquet. TCF·80 will be held at Trenton State College, just out-
side of Trenton NJ. For information, contact Dr. Allen Katz, Tren-
ton State College, Hillwood Lakes, PO Box 940, Trenton NJ
08625. (609) 771·2487.

NYC and San Francisco
The spring schedule of the Computer Science Education Ex-

tension is:
"Principles of Database Systems," Prof. J. D. Ullman of Stanford
U., New York City, March 24-27; San Francisco, June 16-18.
"Computer Picture Processinq and Graphics," Prof. T. Pavlidis of
Princeton U., New York City, June 2-4.
"Programming in PASCAL," Drs. V. Ledin and J. Faletti of U. of
C.-Berkeley, San Francisco, March 24-28.
"Principles of Compiler Design," Prof. J. D. Ullman of Stanford
U., New York City, June 25-27.
"Programming in PASCAL," a special two-day course in Los
Angeles, May 18-19, prior to the NCC.
For more information, write to Computer Science Education Ex-
tension, Computer Science Press, lnc., 9125" Fall River Lane,
Potomac MD 20854.
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Hal T. Gordon
University of CA, Berkeley
Berkeley CA 94720

Instruction Sets
Examined and Compared

Ever wonder how the 8080, Z-80, 6800, 6502 and 2650 differ from each other? Some obser-
vations about this question resulted from research that went into the following article.

The capability of a micro-
computer system largely

resides in the instruction set
of its CPU chip, although
support ch ips, peri pherals and
s k il lf u l programming are
needed for the full realization
of this capability. Even users
who program only in high-
level languages ultimately rely
on the power of an instruc-
tion set, since the interpreter
or compiler programs they
need must be written in the
machine language of a spe-
cific microprocessor.

In volume II of h is Intro-
duction to Microcomputers,
Adam Osborne presents de-
tailed summaries of the in-
struction sets of many m icro-
processor designs, and three
articles by Lance Leventhal in
Kilobaud (July, August and
September 1977) contain use-
ful discussion of sets at a
more general level. It seems
to me that none of these ever
quite comes to grips with the
question: What is it that
makes one set more or less
versatile than another?

Although Osborne encodes
a simple benchmark program
in each of many sets, he
rightly stresses that this is not
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an adequate criterion for
overall evaluation. If this
were done for a much larger
and more diverse set of test
programs (includi ng complex
ones), you would have
empirical criteria of capa-
bility: (1) Which instruction
set encodes them (on the
average) with the fewest pro-
gram bytes? (2) Which runs

of CPUs and systems, and the
more-or-Iess educated guesses
of experts (who are not al-
ways in agreement).

This article is a nonexpert
view, based on a long-
s ta nd ing fascination with
instruction sets. I look upon
these as intellectual works of
art that reflect not merely the
technical experience but the

"People have favorite friends, books,
tools and games. Using an instruction
set is very much like playing a game."

fastest? (3) Which requires
the least programming and
debugging time?

Since all these criteria are
highly dependent on pro-
gramming expertise, they
ought to be first measured for
a group of experts (to esti-
mate the true potential of
each set) and then for a group
of amateurs (to estimate per-
formance at the user level). It
is unlikely that this objective
testing will ever be done. All
we shall have to qobv are the
claims of the manufacturers

imagination and personality
of their creators.

Before going on, I should
answer two questions. First,
do the differences between
instruction sets really lead to
significant differences in per-
formance? Unquestionably
they do, but - since per-
formance is a complex con-
cept, and each design has its
unique strengths, and the
instruction set is by no means
the only design element that
determines performance - we
cannot easily rank chips in

order of performance. There
is one exception: The Z-80
will always perform as well as
or better than the 8080.

Second, do I have a per-
sonal bias? Yes, I prefer the
simplicity of the 6502. Th is
does not mean that this set is
the "best" or that I am un-
able to appreciate others (the
Z-80 is certainly more capa-
ble) or that I think everyone
should react as I do. On the
contrary, many users will find
other sets more attractive.
People have favorite friends,
books, tools and games. Using
an instruction set is very
much like playing a game.

Many different designs
exist. All can do everything,
and do it very well. In such
circumstances, the fact that
one may excel the others in
many ways ceases to be an
overriding cons ideration, and
subjective factors (hard to
explain to a computer!) can
enter in. If power were the
sole determi nant, the PDP-8
mini would have vanished
when the PDP-11 was
created, and the Z-80 would
by now have obliterated the
8080. I ex pected th is to
happen, not realizing that if



you have all the capability
you need, why' bother to get
more?

Instruction Op Codes
When the control unit of a

CPU "reads" an instruction
operation code from a pro-
gram, it copies its bit-pattern
into its control register.
There, it triggers a complex
logic-network of gates,
causing specific, planned
modifications of the bit-
pattern in one or more on-
chip registers and/or external
memory locations. On-chip
operations run at lightning
s peed (propagation delays
measured in nanoseconds).
Communication with external
locations, enabl ed by a clock
signal, is slower because the
bus lines have longer paths
and higher capacitances.

Although the number of
possible operations encodable
in logic-networks is extremely
large, there is a practical limit
to the number that can be
fitted into one LSI chip.
Every microprocessor de-
signer gives much thought to
selecting only the ones he
believes will be very useful.

Another design goal is to
have one-byte op codes (of
which, with eight bits, there
can be no more than 256) to
minimize the time involved in
accessing program memory.
Most existing designs do not
use all the 256 possible eight-
bit patterns as op codes (the
8080 uses 244, the 6800 uses
197, the 6502 uses only 151).
However, some of the unused
patterns will be executed by
the control unit of the CPU;
such "illegal" instructions
may yield odd or even useful
results.

There are three fundamen-
tal types of instructions: (1)
those that simply move
(actually, copy) a bit-pattern
from one location into anoth-
er; (2) those I shall refer to as
"thi nking operations" that
modify or analyze bit-pat-
terns; and (3) those that
cause a jump or branch to an
instruction other than the
next one in sequence. Many
types are so useful that all
sets have them (e.q., MOVEs

or logical ANDs between an
on-chip register and any ex-
ternal memory location).
Other types are omitted in
some designs, or in all but
one.

The strength of the Z-80
largely rests on its having the
greatest variety of types,
omitting relatively few of
those present in other designs
and adding many unique
ones. No one will deny that
the Z-80 set is more capable
than that of the 8080, since it
includes all of the 8080 in-
structions and adds to it
many useful others. The in-

both program bytes and exe-
cution time (especially in
loops). Also, if a program is
relocated in memory, every
address has to be altered.

In the sets of the 6800 and
6502, there are only relative
branch-on-condition instruc-
tions, whose op codes require
only one address byte (inter-
preted as a signed binary
number that is added to the
program counter) but are
limited to leaps in the range
of +127 to -128 from the
cur re n t program co unter
address. It is possible (though
not effici ent) for 6800/6502

"The value of relative-branching is proved
by the fact that Z-80 deSigners used

six of their eight new one-byte op codes
to create relative-branch instructions."

elusion of an older set, how-
ever, is not wholly positive
since you retain not only its
strengths but also its weak-
nesses. Also (as Adam Os-
borne has pointed out), the
8080 set uses 244 of the
possible 256 one-byte op
codes.

To enlarge the set, the
Z-80 needs 382 two-byte and
62 three-byte op codes that
load and run more slowly.
This is one reason why the
Z-80 needs a faster clock and
high-speed memory. Four of
the 12 bit-patterns not used
in the 8080 set are used by
the Z-80 as the first byte of
its multibyte op codes, while
the remaining eight are used
as new one-byte op codes.
How the Z-80 designers used
this precious residue of fast
codes is a valuable lesson in
what really enhances a set, as
we shall shortly see.

Strange as it may seem, an
instruction type can be too
powerful. The 8080 set has
eight jump-on-condition in-
structions that allow the pro-
gram to leap to any location
in memory, but require a
two-byte (absolute) address.
Since these are among the
most often-used instructions,
such addressing increases

programs to emulate the long
8080 conditional leaps by
combining a conditional
branch with their uncon-
d itional jump-absolute in-
struction, but in actuality this
is almost never necessary.

For example, the 2K ROM
monitor of the MOS Tech-
nology KIM-1 has 752 in-
structions. Of these, 31 (4.1
percent of the total) are
jump-absolutes, not one of
which is conditional. The
range limit of the 103 rela-
tive-branch instructions (13.7
percent of the total) is easily
handled by careful program
structuring (i.e., locating
every block so that it lies
with in the range of the
branch ings to it).

I f we compare the
687-byte 8080-Simulator Pro-
gram by Lee Stork (Septem-
ber 1977 Kilobaud), we find
that 14 (5 percent) of its 283
instructions are unconditional
jumps and 39 (13.8 percent)
are conditional ones. Of the
latter, 26 are within a ± 127
range, and most (probably
all) of the others could be
brought within this range by
program restructuring (al-
though in an 8080 program
there is no reason to do so).

The value of relative-

branching is proved by the
fact that Z-80 designers used
six of their eight new one-
byte op codes to create rel-
ative-branch instructions. One
of these is unconditional, like
the BRA (BRAnch) of the
6800 set, a fast short-range
replacement for the 8080
JMP. It is interesting that the
6502 - with its vast supply
of unused op codes - did not
include a BRA. It can easily
emulate it (at the cost of one
more byte) by a "forced
branch": clear a flag, then
br a nch-if-flag-clear. Neither
the 6502 nor the Z-80
adopted the 6800 BRS (un-
conditional relative-branch-
to-subroutine). In fact, BRA
and BRS can in no wayelim-
inate their two-byte address
equivalents (JMP and JSR),
the essential long-leap instruc-
tions of the 6800/6502 sets.

Conditional jump (or
branch) instructions occur
frequently in programs be-
cause they are the decision/
switching points. A simple
condition, indicated by a sin-
gle status flag bit, has two
instructions: jump-if-flag-set
(to 1) and jump-if-flag-reset
(to 0). Two or more flag bits
show a complex condition.

Many instructions alter
more than one flag. For ex-
ample, the COMPARE in-
struction, in effect, subtracts
the content of some location
X from the content of the
accumulator A, but alters
only the status register. If A
< X, the carry flag is set by
the 8080, Z-80 and 6800,
while if A ~ X the carry is
cleared (but in the 6502 the
carry status is the exact
opposite). If A = X, the zero
flag is set. Only the 6800 has
single instructions that (by
testing two flags) branch if A
,> X (BHI) or A ~ X (BLS).
The others need a sequence
of two instructions.

For example, to jump to
the address 'HAWAII if A ~
X, the 8080 needs a JC
HAWAII followed by a JZ
HAWAII, while the 6800
needs only a BLS HAWAII.
The Signetics 2650 COM-
PARE does not involve the
carry, but two condition-code
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bits set to 00 if A = X, 01 if
A > X, and 10 if A < X. It
therefore needs two branch
instructions to act on either
A;;;' X or A';;;; X.

It is noteworthy that four
of the six new Z-80 relative-
branch instructions test the
carry and zero flags, allowing
it to react to the most impor-
tant conditions much faster
than the 8080. The other
addition (DJNZ) decrements
the B register and branches if
it is not zero, allowing this
register to efficiently control
loops.

The 8080 set also includes
eight conditional jump-to-
subroutines and eight con-
d itiona I returns. It is hard to
tell how useful these are. All
16 CALLs in the Lee Stork
program referred to above,
and three of its four returns,
are uncond itional. Such
instructions are not indispens-
able since the 6800/6502 get
along well without them.
However, the Signetics 2650
has six conditional subroutine
calls (three absolute and three
relative) and one conditional
return.

All sets have the classic
"thinking instructions": the
logical AND, OR and exclu-
sive 0 R that compare two
bit-patterns on a' bit-by-bit
basis (always eight indepen-
dent comparisons) and the
arithmetic add, subtract and
compare that treat the bit-
pattern as a binary number.
All have some rotate instruc-
tions that allow another kind
of bit analysis and mod ifica-
tion. The 6800 and 6502 also
have arithmetic and logical
shifts. The Z-80 includes
everything, plus two tricky
new ones (R RD and R LD).

I shall not attempt to
explain the varied construc-
tion and use of these opera-
tions. I feel that all sets have
enough power to do the most
imp ortant and often-used
things efficiently, and can, if
necessary, emulate anything
they lack by using a sequence
of instructions.

One problem with all sets
is that some instructions will
rarely or never be used. For
example, how often are the
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seven MOV R,R 8080 instruc-
tions (that move the content
of one of the on-chip registers
into the same reqister l l ever
used in programs? Th is is one
reason the mere number of
instructions is not an, ideal
index of power.

The 6502 has one of the
smallest sets, but even so, 37
(24%) of its 151 instruction
op codes are not used in the
KIM-1 ROM monitor. The
percentage of non-utilization
is likely to be much higher
for the giant Z-80 set,
especially since many of its
new instructions are better
than equivalent ones in its
8080 subset. However, the
statistics of usage frequency
(except for zero usage) are
likely to be misleading.

Some instructions are
essential, even though not
often used, while others may
be frequently used simply

(also for psychological
reasons) not fully exploited,
at least until one programmer
breaks the ice. I recently d is-
covered an example of such a
"programmer mental block"
involving the BIT instruction
(absent in the 8080, present
in different forms in the
6800, 6502 and Z-80). This is
a logical AND between the
primary accumulator (the on-
chip register involved in the
greatest number of instruc-
tions) and another location,
which alters only the status
register (whereas the conven-
tional AND replaces the bit-
pattern in the accumulator by
the ANDed pattern).

Users of AND or BIT
think of one of the two bit-
patterns as a "mask" to clear
or test bits in the other
pattern. For example, if the
bit-pattern being tested is
XOXOXOXO, a mask of

"The 6502 has one of the smallest sets,
but even SO, 37 (24 percent) of its 151

instruction op codes are not used in the
KIM-1 ROMmonitor."

because more effective ones
are not present in the set.
Programmers learn to make
do with whatever is available,
and even tend to adopt a
"mental subset" of instruc-
tions that they like - even
when a task could be pro-
grammed as well or better by
us ing less-favored instruc-
tions.

Experts can recognize pro-
grams written by amateurs,
because they fail to use the
full power of the set, and
may even recogn ize a pro-
gram written by a fellow-
expert by its characteristic
skillful exploitation of some
instruction types. As with
Engl ish writing, each tends to
develop an individual style
because every set is rich
enough to allow one to "say"
the same thing in a great
variety of ways.

Not only do some instruc-
tions get neglected; others are

01010101 will set the zero
flag, thereby revealing that
bits 0, 2, 4 and 6 were all
zero.

The 6800 BIT has both
immediate addressing (ob-
viously to test an unknown
bit-pattern in the accumu-
lator by the mask of the
program operand byte) and
memory addressing (to test
bits in a memory location by
a mask previously loaded into
the accumulator). In the
6502 set the BIT-immediate
is omi tted, creating the fa Ise
impression that BIT can now
only test bits in memory (al-
though BIT logic neither
knows nor cares where the
"mask" is).

As far as I know, the first
violation of this "test only
bits in memory" rule - based
on a mask concept existing
only in the human mind -
was in the 6502 Tracer pro-
gram by Larry Fish (August

1977 Kilobaud), which used
masks preset in' memory loca-
tions to test bits in the
accumulator. Th is is very
useful, though not quite as
fast or convenient as the
6800 BIT-immediate.

BIT is interesting as a
specialized instruction that
can easily be emulated by the
conventional AND (although
not exactly in its enhanced
6502 version, which also sets
the overflow flag equal to bit
6 of the memory location),
but will save some bytes and
time in a program. The de-
signers of the Signetics 2650
did not include BIT in its set.
Ins tead, they added the
unique TMI instruction,
which also nondestructively
compares the bit-pattern in
an on-chip register with an
immediate-operand bit-
pattern.

If all the ones in the
operand are also ones in the
register, "two "condition-
code" bits in a status register
are cleared. TM I is a kind of
"reverse-BIT" that can test
any "internal pattern" of
ones, instead of "internal
patterns" of zeros. It is
harder to emulate with con-
ventional logic, since the
tested pattern must be com-
plemented before being
ANDed with the mask.

A set with both TM I and
BIT would have no peer in its
bit-analysis capability. This
statement may come as a
shock to admirers of the Z-80
who know that it has no less
than 80 distinct BIT instruc-
tions in its arsenal! Although
the Z-80 BIT has the same
name, it is a less powerful
instruction because it can test
only single bits, not internal
patterns of zero bits. The
6800/6502 BIT operates
between two locations. Either
one may contain a mask of
any of the 256 possible eight-
bit patterns. The Z-80 BIT
operates on a single location
without an explicit mask (the
single-bit being tested is
implied in the op code l.a

Next time, we'll continue our
examination of instruction
sets.



NEW PRODUCTS!
Ell II Adapter Kit $24.50
Plugs into Elf II providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin
bus plus S-100 bus expansion (With Super Ex-
pansion). High and low address displays, state
and mode LED's optional $18.00.
1802 16K Dynamic RAM Kit $149.00
1802/S·100 expandable to 32K, Hidden.refresh
wlclocks up to 4 MHz wino wait states Addl. 16K
RAM $79.00.

Super Color s-t 00Video Kit $99.95
Expandable to 256 x 192 high resolution color
graphics. 6847 with all display modes computer
controlled: Memory mapped. lK RAM expanca-
ble to 6K. S·100 bus 1802, 8080, 8085, 180 etc.
Gremlin Color Video Kit $59.95
32 x 16 alpha/numerics and graphics; up to 8
colors with 6847 chip; 1K RAM at EOOO.Plugs
into Super Elf 44 pin bus. Not expandable to high
resolution Graphics.

Quest Super Basic
Ouest, the leader in inexpensive 1802 systems
announces another first. Quest is the first corn-
pany worldwide to ship a full size Basic for 1802
systems. A complete function Super Basic by
Ron Cenker including floating point capability
wiih scientific notation (number range ± .17E"),
'32 bit integer ±2 billion; Multi dim arrays; String
arrays; String manipulation; Cassette 110, Save
and load, Basic, Data and machine language pro-
grams; and over 75 Statements, Functions and
Operators.
Easily adaptable on most 1802 systems. He-

. 12K RAM minimum for Basic and user

programs. Cassette version in stock now. ROM
versions coming soon with exchange privilege
allowing some credit for cassette version.
Super Basic on Cassette $40.00
Tom Pittman's 1802 Tiny Basic Source listing
now available. Find out how Tom Pittman wrote
Tiny Basic and how to get the most out of It.
Never offered before.. $19.00
s-ien 4·Slot Expansion $ 9.95
Super Monitor VI.I Source Listing $15.00
Coming Soon: Assembler, Editor, Disassem·
bier, DAlAD, Super SoundlMuslc, EPROMpru-

RCA Cosmac Super
Compare features before you decide to buy any A 24 key HEX keyboan! includes 16 HEX keys
other computer. There is no other computer on plus toad, reset, run, wait, input, memory pro·
the market today that has all the desirable bene- tect, monitor select and single step. Large, on
fits of the Super Ell lor so little money. The Super board.displays provide output and optional high
Ell is a small Single board computer that does and low address. There is a 44. pin standard
many big things. It is an excellent computer for 'Connector slot for PCcards and a 50 pin connec-
training and for learning programming with its tor slot lor the Quest Super Expansion Board.
machine language and yet it is easily expanded .-Power supply and sockets lor all IC's are in-
with additional memory,. Full BaSic, ASCII .eluded in the price plus a detailed 127pg. lnstruc-
Keyboan!s, video character generation, etc. . tion manual which now includes over 40 pgs. of
Before you buy another small computer: see if it software info. including a series of lessons to
includes the following features: ROM monitor; help get you started and a music program and
State and Mode displays; Single step; Optional graphics target game.
address displays; Power Supply; Audio Amplifier Many schools and universities are using the
and Speaker; Fully socketed for'aIlIC's; Real cost Super Elf as a course of study. OEM's use it for
of in warranty repairs; Full documentation. training and research and development.
The Super Ell includes a ROM monitor lor pro- Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf
gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE leatures at additional cost or not at all. Compare
STEP lor program debugging which is not ln- belore you buy. Super Ell Kit $106.95, H~gh
cluded in others at the same price. With SINGLE address option $8.95, Low address option
STEPyou can seethe microprocessorchip opera- $9.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled
ting with the unique Quest address and data bus plexiglass Iront panel $24.95. Expansicn Cabinet
displays before, during and aHer executing in- With room for 4 S-100 boards $41.00 .. Nlead
structions. Also, CPUmode and instruction cycle Battery Memory Saver Kit $6.95. All kits and
are decoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators. options also completely assembled and tested.
An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to Questdata, a 12 pace monthly software publica-
connect to your own 1V with an inexpensive video non for 1802 computer users IS available by sub-
modulator to do graphics and games. There is a scnptton for $12.00 per year.
speaker system included lor writing your own Tiny Basic Cassette $10.00, on ROM $38.00,
music or using many music programs already original Elf kit board $14.95. 1802 software;
written. The speaker ampl~ier may also be used Moews Video Graphics $3.50. Games and Music
to drive relays lor control purposes. $3.00, Chip 8 Interpreter $5.50.
Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95
This is truly an astounding value! This board has subroutines allowing users to take advantage of
been designed to allow you to decide how you monitor functions simply by calling them up.
want it optioned. The S'Jper Expansion Boan! Improvements and revisions are easily done with
comes wllh 4K of low power RAM lully address- the monitor. II you have the Super Expansion
able anywhere in 64K with bullt-in memory pro- Boan! and Super Monitor the monitor is up and
tect and a cassette Interface. Provisions have running at the push of a button.
been made lor all other options on the same Other on board options include Parallel Input
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet and Output Ports with full handshake. They
alongside the Super Elt: The board includes stots allow easy connection of anASCII keyboard to the
for up to 6K of EPROM (2708, 2758, 2716 or Tl input port. RS-232 and 20 ma Current Loop for
2716) and is fully socketed. EPROM can be used teletype or other device are on board and if you
lor the monilor and Tiny Basic or other purposes. need more memory there are two S·lOo slots for
A fK Super 110MMonitor $19.95 is available as static RAM or video .boards. Also a 1K Super
an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has Monitor version 2 with video driver for full capa-
been preprogrammed with a program loaderl bility display with Tiny Basic and avideo interlace
editor and error checking mutti file cassette board. Parallel I/O Ports $9.85, RS 232 $4.50,
read/write software, (relocatible cassette file) TTY 20 ma IIF $1.95, S·100 $4.50. A 50 pin
another exclusive lrom Quest. It includes register connector set with ribbon cable is available at
save and readout, block move capability and $15.50 for easyconnecuon between the Super
video graphics driver with blinking cursor. Break Ell and the Super Expansion Iloan!.
points can be used with the register save feature Power Supply Kit lor the complete system (see
to isolate program bugs quickly, then follow with Mutti-volt Power Supply).
single . The Super Monitor is written with

P.O. Box 4430S Santa Clara, CA 95054
Same day shipment. First line parts only. will call only: (408) 988-1640
Factory tested. Guaranteed money back. Ave.
Quality IC's and other components at fac-
tory prices.

INTEGRATEDCIRCUITS
7400nl LM323K·5 5.95 C04021 1.25
7400N 17 lM320K·12 1.51) C04022 1.10
7402N .18 LM32DK-IS 1.50 CD4023 28 21L02-1 RESISTORS VI watt 5%
7404N IS l 1.60 CD4024 .75 10perlype.03 1000pertype.012
7409N 23 l 1.60 CQ4025 28 21F02

l '.50 CD40l6 2.00 21tMA-4 3.50 25pertype.{12535Opiecepack
7410N .18 21078-4 100perlype.Dl5 5 per type 6.75
7414N .70 l 1.60 C04D2l .66 3.75
7420N .18 1.15 CD4028 .85 2111-1 3.75 'h Witt 5"10 per type .05

7422N .39 1.S5 CD402e 1.02 2112·2 3.75 KEYBOARDS
7430N 20 1.35 CD4030 .45 2114l-1 8.75 56keyASCilkeyboardkil $67.50
?442N .50 1.35 CQ4035 1.02 2114L-3 8.75 Fully assembled 77.50
7445N .69 "1.35 CD4Q4Q 1.02 4116 2.90 53 key ASCII keyboard kil 60.00
7447N 60 1.35 C04042 .85 25138 2.90 Fullyassembled 70.00 Entlosure 14.S5
7448N .69 1.35 C04043 .55 MM5262

lM340T·5 1.25 C04044 85 MM5280 CONNECTORS LEOS
7450N .18 MM5320 2.50 Rt1lT018 .'5
7414N .35 LM340T·8 1.25 C04(}46 1.67, 30pinedlle
7475N 49 LM340T·12 1.25 C04049 .45 MM5330 44 pin e~ge 2.75 Green, Yellow TOt8 20

7485N 88 lM340T·15 1.25 CD4050 .49 P0411O-3 100 pin edge 4.50 Jumbo Aed 20
7489N" 1.85 lM340T-18 1.25 CD4051 1.13 P04110-4 100 pin edge WW 5.2~ Green, Orange, Yellow Jumbo .25

7490N .43 lM340T-24 1.25 CD4060 1.42 P51D1L cneute LED Mounting Clips 8/$1.25
7492N 43 LM343H 4.50 CD4066 .71 4200' ICSOCKETS (specifyred,amtler, green, yellow,ciearj

7493N .43 lM350 7.50 CD4068 .40 82525 SolderTln low Profile
74,," .69 LM370 1.15 GD4069 .40 91L02A "N 'UP PIN 'UP CONTINENTALSPECIAlTIES In slock
74100N ., lM377 3.00 C04070 .50 HD0165-5 8 .'5 22 30 Complete line 01breadlloard test eQllip
74107N 35' LM379 5.00 C04071 .28 MM57100 14 14 24 .35 MAX-l00 a digit Freq. Ctr. S128.95
74121N 34 LM380N 100 CD4072 .28 16 .16 28 .42

OKWIREWRAp·TOOlSlnslock74123N .59 lM381 1.60 CD4073 28 18 .27 36 58
74125N 45 lM382 1.60 CD4075 .28 20 29 40 .57 Portlble Mulllmete, $18.00
74145N .69 lM703H .40 CD4076 1.45 21ev!l14pinww.20

SPfCIAlPRODUCTS74150N 95 lM709H '.28 CD4078 .40
74151N .69 LM723H/N .50 CD4081 .28 WIREWRAP lEVEL J MM5865 Stopwatch Timer 9.00
74154N 100 lM733N .67 CD4082 .28 a.OCKS PlN PlN PC board 7.50
74157N .69 lM741CH 35 C04116 47 14 .32 24 86 Switches Mom. Pushbutton .27
74161N 87 lM74tN 32 C04490 5.50 MM5314 3.90 16 33 28 1.00 3pos.sllde .25
74162N 87 lM747H1N .75 C04507 1.00 MM5369 2.10 18 57 40 1.23 Encoder HOO165·5 6.95
741S3N .87 lM748N .35 CD4508 4.25 MM5841 14.45 301,II·Unlverlll
74174N .96 lMI3[l3N 1.75 C04510 1.02 MMS865 7.95 CRYSTAlS CounlerBoardKIl
74175N 90 lM1304 1.10 C045t1 94 CT7oo, 5.80 I MHz 4.50 Operates 5-18 Voh OCto 5 MHz
74190N 1.15 lM1305 1.27 C04515 2.52 cmno 8.95 2M"' 4.50 typ .. 125«LEOdisplay 10.SO
74192N 87 lM1307 2.00 C04516 1.10 3." 4 MHz 4.25 ParllronlcllDDALoglc
74193N .85 lMI310 2.75 C04518 1.02 4.90 5 MHz 4.25 Analyzer Kit $224.00
74221N 2.00 LM145B .47 CD4520 1.02 16.50 10 MHz 4.25

MOE~~a~~e~ri~i~er74298N 1.65 lM1800 1.75 C04527 1.51 7.50 16 MHz 3.90 $229.00
74365N .66 LM1812 7.50 CD4528 79 15.95 20 MHz J.90 Model 150 Bus
74366N .66 LMI889 3.00 C04553 3.50 4.95 32 MHz 3.90 Gra~~el Kit S369.00
74367N .66 lM2111 1.75 C04566 2.25 3.75 32768 MHz 4.00 SIntlllr3VaOIail

lM2902 1.50 CD4583 4.50 3.75 1.8432 MHz 4.50 Mulllmeler S59.95
14lS0DTIL lM3900N .60 C04585 1.10 2.50 3.5795 MHz '.20 ClockCllendlrKII $23.95
74LSOON .35 lM3905 1.75 C040192 3.00 2.0100 MHz 1.95 2.5 MHz FrequfncyCounler
74lS02N 35 lM3909N 89 74COO 28 MICROPROCESSOR 2.097152 MHz 4.50 '" $37.50
74lS04N 35 MC1458V 50 74C04 40 2.4576 MHz 4.50 J() MHz Frequency Counter
74LS05N 35 NE540H 3.75 74CIO .28 6800 17.50 3.2768 MHz 4.50 '" $47.75
74lSOSN 35 NE5SON '00 74CI4 2.10 6802 18.75 5.0688 MHz 4.50
74LSIGN .35 NE555V 39 74C20 .28 8080' 8.95 5.185 MHz 4.50 TRANSFORMERS
74LSI3N 55 NE556A .85 74C30 .28 "85 27.00 5.7143 MHz 4.50 6V 300 ma 3.25

74lS14N 1.10 NE565A 1.00 74C48 '95 '80 14.75 6.5536 MHz 4.50 12 Volt 300 ma transformer 1.25
74lS20N 35 NE566V '50 74C74 75 ZeOA. 19.75 14.31818 MHz 4.25 12.6VCl 600 ma 3.75
74lS22N .35 NE567V 1.00 74C76 1.40 8212 2.90 18.432 MHz 4.50 12V250 ma wall plug 2.95
74lS28N .41 NE570B 5.00 74C90 1.15 8214 8.00 22.1184 MHz 4.50 12V CT250 mawall plug 3.50
74LS30N .35 78105 .60 74C93 1.40 8216 2.90 24V CT400 ma 3.95
74LS33N .75 78lOS .60 74CI54 3.00 8224 2.90 KEY8DARDENCODERS 10V 1.2 amp wall plug 4.85
74LS38N .55 78M05 85 74C160 '.44 8228 5.35 AY5·2376 512.50 12V6'amp 12.95
74lS74tl 1.25 751(18 1.75 74C175 1.35 8251 8.50 AY5-J600 17.95 12V500 mawall plug 4.75
74LS75fl '.00 75491CN .50 74C192 1.65 8253 15.00 74C922 550 12V I amp wall plug 6.50
74l .85 75492CN .55 74C221 2.00 8255 9.25 74C923 5.50 12V3ampwall plug 8.50
74l .70 75494CN .89 74C90S 6.00 8257 ,19.50 HOOI65-5 6.95 DISPLAYLEOS
74l 1.10 74C906 .75 8259 19.50 MA.NI CA.2702.901802CP74l 45 AIoDCDNVERTER74C914 1.95

eras 13.95 \lAN3 CC.125 .39
74l .45 80388 4.50 74C922 5.50 MAN12174 CAlCA.3001.oo
74l .35 87GOCJ 13.9574C923 5.50 18020P Ol704 CC.3001.25
7'l 89 870lCN 22.00 74C925 6.95 plas. 17.95 Ol707/0l707R CA.3001.oo
74L '.45 8750CJ 13.9574C926 6.95 1861P 11.50 Ol727(728 CAlCC.5001.90
74l 85 L013D 9.9574C927 6.95 COP1802CD 19.95 Dl7471750 CAlCC.60Ql.95
74l .85 9400CJV/F 7.40 CDP18020 25.00 Dl750 CC.6001.95
74l .85 ICL7103 9.50 INTERFACE COPI8S1 12.95 FND359 CC.357 .70
74l 1.15 ICl7107 14.25 a095 65 6820 9.95 FND500/507 CC/CA.500U5
74l 1.15 8096 .65 6850 12.95 H!ckok3Yt Dlgil lEU fND503/510 CClCA..500 .90
74l 2.00 CMOS 8097 .65 6502 12.50 multlmeler 6!US FN08001807 CClCA.8002.20
74l '.06 0034001 Fair.. 50 8098 .65 6504 16.50 Slopwaldl Kit 26.95 3 digit Bul)ble .60
74l '.95 C04OO0 .16 8T09 1.25 6522 13.60 Auto Clock Kit 17.95 4 digit Butlble .80
74l .57 C04oo1 28 8110 4.50 OG8Fluorescenl 1.75

1.35 C04OO2 .28 8T13 3.00 UART/FIFO
5.50 TRANSISTORS netu nuorescent 1.75

CD4006 1.10 8T20 5.50 AY5·1013 2NI893 40 5digil14plndlsplay 1.00
LINEAR C04OO7 .28 9T23 3.10 AY5·1014 7.50 2N222A 27 NSN699 dlgl\ display .60
CA3045 .90 CD4008 .28 8T24 3.50 3341 S.95 2N2369 .30 7520 uerex pnoreceus .39
CA3046 1.10 C04009 .45 8T25 3.20

PROM 2t12904A .20 TIl311 He~ 9.50
CA3Q6' 1.80 C04010 45 8T26 1.69

3.95 2N2907A .25 MAN3640 CC.30 1.10
CA3<l82 1.90 C04011 .28 8T28 2.75 1702A 2N3053 .40 MA.N4610 CA.40 1.20
CA3089 2.95 C04012 .28 8T97 1.69 2708 10.50 2N3638 .25 MAN4640 CC.40 1.20
lM301ANfAH.35 CD4013 39 8T98 1.69 2116Tl 29.5U 2113643 25 MAN4110 CA.40 .95
lM305H .87 CD4014 1.00 2716 Intel 48.00 2N3!Xl4 .18 MAN4740 CC.40 1.20
LM307N .35 CD4015 '00 MUS/MEMORY 2732 115.00 2N3906 .18 MAN6640 CC.56 2.95
lM308N 69 CD4016 .45 RAM 2758 22.50 2N3G55 .69 MAN6710 CA.60 1.35
lM309K 1.50 CD40t7 1.05 2101-1 3.95 8741A 85.00 2N4400 .25 MAN6740 CC.60 1.35

, lM311HJN .90 C0401B .94 2102-1 .95 8748 75.00 2N4401 .75 MA1002A 8.9SlM317T/K 3.75 C04019 45 2102Al·4 1.25 8748-8 60.00 2N4402 20
lM318 1.35 CD40W 1.02 2102AN-2ll.60 87S5A. 65.GO TIP31 .60 MAIOl2A 8.95
LM320K·5 1.50 N82S23 2.95 TIP33A 1.00 102PJ transformer 2.25

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95
Includes everything except case. 2-PC boards.
6·.50" LED Displays. 5314 clock chip, trans-
former, all components and full instructions.'
Orange displays also avail. Same kit 1'1/.80"
displays. Red only. $21.95. Case $11.75

ROCKWELLAIM 65 Computer
6502 based single board with full ASCII keyboard
and 20 column thermal printer. 20 char. al-
phanumeric display, ROM monitor, fully expand-
able. $375.00. 4K version $450.00. 4K Assem-
bler $85.00, 8K Basic Interpreter $100.00.

Specialsmall power supply for AIM 65 assem. in
frame $49.00. Complete AIM 65 in thin briefcase
with power supply $485.00. Molded plastic
enclosure to mAIM 65 plus power' supply $47.50.

AIM 65/KIMNIM/Super Elf 44 pin expansion
board; 3 female and 1 male bus. Board plus 3
connectors $22.95.

AIM 65/KIMNIM 110 Expansion Kit; 4 parallel
and 2 serial ports plus 2 internal timers $39.00.
PROM programmer for 2716 $150.00.

Digital Temp. Meter Kit .$34.00
Indoor and outdoor. Switches back and forth.
Beautiful. 50"lED readouts. Nothing like it .
available. Needs no additional parts for com-
plete, full operation. Will measure -100° to
+200°F, tenths of a degree, air or liquid.
Beautiful woodgrain case w/bezel $11.75

NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit
Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge
and then charges them up, all in one kit wlfull
parts and instructions. $7.25

S-100 Computer Boards
8K Static RAM Kit
16K Static RAM Kit
24K Static RAM Kit
32K Static RAM Kit
16K Dynamic RAM Kit
32K Dynamic RAM Kit
64K Dynamic RAM Kit
BK/16K Eprom Kit (less PROMS)
Video Interlace Kit
Motherboard $39.

$135.00
265.00
423.00
475.00
199.00
310.00
470.00
$89.00

$129.00
Extender Board $8.99

Multi-volt Computer Power Supply
.sv 5 amp, ±18v .5 amp, 5v ·1.5 amp, -sv
.5 amp, 12v .5 amp, -12 option. ±5v, ±12v
are regulated. Kit $29. 95. Kit with punched frame
$37.45, $4.00 shipping. Woodgrain case
$10.00, $1.50 shipping.

PROM .Eraser
Will 'erase 25 PROMs in 15 minutes. tntra-
violet, assembled $37.50

Video Modulator Kit $8.95
Convert your 1V set into a high quality monitor
without affecting normal usage. Complete kit
with full instructions.60 HzCrystal Time Base Kit $4.40

Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency
to crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy.

791CUpdate Master Manual $35.00
'Complete IC data selector, 2500 pg. master refer-
ence guide. Over 50,000 cross references. Free
update service through 1979. Domestic postage
$3.50. No foreign orders.

I FREE: Send lor your copy of our NEW 1979
QUEST CATALOG. Include 28¢ stamp.

.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 6%tax.
nkAmericard and Master Charge accepted.
ippmg charges will be added on charge cards.

/,' Reader Service-see page 227 Microcomputing, March 1980 195



The Place To Buy Computers
CROMEMCO Z-2H

HARD DISK

• Full ll-megabyte hard disk svstem > fast Z80A
4 MHz processor • two floppy disk drives • 64K
RAM memory • RS~.32special interface • print-
er interface •extensive software available
List $9995 ... OUR PRICE ON LY $8489

CROMEMCO HDD
11/22 megabyte hard disk for use with exist-
ing systems. DMA controller, transfer rate of
5.6 megabytes/sec.
HDD-ll,List$6995 .OURPRICE $5,939
HDD-22, List $11,995 . 10,189

CROMEMCO SYSTEM 3
- NOW DOUBLE THE CAPACITY! -

Features 4 MHz CPU, 64K of RAM, dual-sided
PerSci 299B floppy disk drive (provision for in-
stalling a second 299BI, RS232Cinterface, print-
er interface. All Cromemco systems are assem-
bled and tested, ready to use.
With 64K of RAM, List $6990

OUR PRICE ONL Y $5890

CROMEMCO SYSTEM 2
With 64K of RAM, two minifloppy disk drives,
RS232 interface and printer interface board.
System 2 w/64K RAM, List $3990 . $3390

CROMEMCO 2:-2
Can be rack mounted. Z-80 processor, 21
slots, power supply, front cover panel. ln-
eludes fan and all edge connectors. Assembled
and tested.
Z-2W, Assem., List $995 $845

WRITE FOR FREE CA TALOG

NORTH STAR
HORIZON

HO
16K, Double Density, List $1599
32K, Double Density, List $1849
32K, Quad Density, List $2049

HORIZON 2 KITS -
16K, Double Density, List $1999
32K, Double Density, List $2249
32K, Quad Density, List $2629

$1474
1684
1869

$1824
2034
2359

SUPERBRAIN®
By INTERTEC

Available with 32K, 48K & 64K

Totally self-contained in a single box; 32K,
48K, or 64K Version; Uses two Z-80 CPU's;
Commercial-type terminal with 12" monitor
(like the Intertube); Dual double-density
minifloppies w/360 Kilobytes of storage
capacity; I/O ports included; Expandable (if
needed) with an external S-l 00 bus interface;
Comes with CP/MTM operating system; ex-
tensive software support; with 32K of RAM,
List $2995 ON LY $2685

DYNABYTE

48K and 64K models, single and double
density, dual mini disk (77 track), standard
8" and dual-sided 8" systems. Call or write
for prices.

HEATH

WH-89 - All-in-one computer. Features
two Z-80's, 16K to 48K. Call or write for
prices.

RADIO
SHACK
TRS-80 TM~£__ ~lli.':
10% OFF

Kits incl. 12 edge connectors, 2 serial ports,
parallel port and extra drive cable. (Subject to
availabilitv and price chenqes.l Call or write
for current prices on assembled units.

VECTOR MZ

~---------~---~--~-l
; 0 1:1 II
\[VillOimJ: .~

II

~.-.------

Above prices reflect a 2% cash dis-
cou nt (prepaid prior to sh iprnentl.
Add 2% to these prices for credit
cards, C.O.D., etc. Prices are f.o.b.
shipping poin t. Prices are subject to
change and offers su bject to with-
drawal without notice.

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618 James Street, Syracuse NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-541-0431

Now 64K with Bank Select - Complete
Peachtree Business Software Package

also available - Call for details.

INTER SYSTEMS
(formerly ITHACA AUDIO)

S-100 mainframe, features a 4 MHz Z-80A
CPU and a full feature front panel. 20-slot
actively terminated motherboard, with 25-
amp power supply (50/60 Hz operation, Incl.
68 cfm fan).
DPS-l, List $1145 $1029

SD SYSTEMS
SDS-l00, List $7995.
SDS-200, List $8995 .

ONLY $6795
7645



Try to beat our pricesl
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Upper caseand lower case; 15 baud rates..75
to 19,000 baud; dual intensity; 24 x 80-char.
display, 12 x 10 resolution. Numeric pad.
Programmable reversible video; aux . port;
self-test mode; protect mode; block mode;
tabbing; addressable cursor. Microprocessor
controlled; programmable underline; line and
character insert/delete.

OUR PRICE ONLY $789

OTHER VIDEO TERMINALS
INTERTUBE II, List $995 ONLY $799
PERKIN-ELMER 550, List $997. $799
with anti-glare screen, $1027 $829

HAZELTINE 1400, List $850 $699
1410, List $900 . $749
1420 . $849
1500, List $1225. $989
1500Kit,List$1125 $799
1510, List $1395. . $1089
1520, List $1650: $1389

ADDS R-20, List $995 . $945
R-l00, List $1325 $1295

LEAR SIEGLER ADM3A Kit $775
ADM3A Assembled $849
ADM31, List $1450 . $1295
ADM42. List $1795 . $1595

SOROC 120, List $995 $795
10140, List $1495 $1249

PRINTERS
ANADEX 80-col. dot matrix, $995 $895
INTEGRAL DATA IP-125 NOWONL Y $689
IP-125 w/121 0 option, $838 . NOW $724
IP-225 w/121 0 & 1250 op .. List $988 $834
IP-225wltractor, 1210, 1250.1221
(2K Buffer). 1241 (graphics) NOW $899

IDS-440 PaperTiger, List $995 . . $895
. w/graphics op., incl. buffer. $1194. $1069

CENTRONICS
730-1 parallel interface, List $995 .
779-1, Friction Feed, Ust $1245 ..
779-2 w/Tractor, List $1350 ....
702-2 w/Tractor, VFU, List $2480
703-2 w/Tractor, VFU, List $2975

· $849
. 949
1049

· 1995
· 2395

NORTH STAR HORIZON
NOW DOUBLE & QUAD DENSITY

Complete w/12 edge connectors, 2 SIOs, 1
PIO, and extra drive cable. Assem. & Tested.

HORIZON 1 -
32K, DD, List $2695
32K, OD, List $2995

HORIZON 2-
32K, DD, List $3095
32K, OD, List $3595
48K, DD, List $3590
48K, OD, List $4090
64K, DD, List $3830
64K, OD, List $4330

$2279
$2539

$2619
$3049
$3039
$3469
$3239
$3669

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
MORROW THINKER TOYS® Discus2D,
List$1149 OUR PRICE $979
Discus 2D, dual-drive. List $1948 $1658
Discus 2+2, A&T, List $1549 . '" $1319
Dual Discus 2+2. A&T, List $2748. $2335

MICROMATION Megabox, double-density w/
8"drives, l-megabyte, List $2295 $1949
2-megabyte. List $3095 $2629

MICROPOLIS 1041 MacroFloppy® in
enclosure (power source & regulator board
required), List $695 . $625
1042 MacroFloppy w/case & AC P.S.. $709
1053 Dual MetaFloppy®, List $1895. $1695

VIDEO BOARDS
SD COMPUTER VDB-8024 Video
Display Bd, I/O mapped, kit $370 $299
Assembled, List $470 . . . . . . $399

VECTOR GRAPHICS Flashwriter®
FW-64 memory mapped, A&T, $270 $229
FW-80u/lc 80-char. line, A&T, $368. $313

XITEX SCT-l00K, Kit ONLY $154.95
SCT-l00A Assembled $174.95

SSMVB 1B Memory Mapped Video
Interface, 16x64, Kit, List $155. $132
Assembled & Tested, List $210. . $178

SSMVB2 I/O Mapped Video Interface
Kit,List$169 $144
Assembled & Tested, List $234. $199

INTER SYSTEMS (formerly Ithaca Audio)
Memory Mapped Video Board, 16x64
Assembled & Tested, List $165 .... $149

CONVERT YOUR SELECTRIC
TO A COMPUTER PRINTER!

Power supply & electronics, A& T. You make'
only a simple solenoid installation (or have
the factory do it). Manufactured by ESCON.

S-100 Interface Version, List $496. $445
Universal Types:
Parallel - (Centronics format, for TRS-80,
Sorcerer, Apple, etc.} List $525. .. $469
IEEE-488 (for PET), List $560 ... $499
RS232 Standard Serial, List $549 . $489
TRS 80 Cable. . . . . . .$27

CPU BOARDS
NORTH STAR Z80A ProcessorBoard
A& T (ZPB-A/ A), List $299 . . $254

CROMEMCO 4MHz CPU Card
A&T (ZPU-W), List $395 . . . $335

CROMEMCO 4 MHz Single Card Computer
A&T, List $450. . . $382

VECTOR GRAPHIC Z-80 CPU Board
A&T, List $247.. . $210

ITHACA AUDIO Z-80 CPU Board, 4 MHz
A&T, List $205. . $179
2MHz,A&T,List$175... $155

DELTA Z-80 CPUwith I/O, A&T. $239
SD Single Card Computer (SBC-l00)
Kit, List $295. . . . . . . . . . . .. $250
A& T, List $350. . . . . . . . . . .. $298

MEMORY BOARDS
NORTH STAR 16K Dynamic RAM Board,
A&T (RAM-16-A/A), List $499 ... $420
32K A&T (RAM-32/Al, List $739 .. $620

CROMEMCO RAM Card w/bank select, A&T
16K (16KZ-W1. List $595. . . $495
64K (64KZ-W), List $1795 . $1485

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS & CONTROLS
Guaranteed performance, incl. labor/parts 1 yr

DM6400 64K Board w/all 64K, $795$659
DM4800 with 48K, List $695 $589
DM3200 with 32K, List $595. $'509
DM1600 with 16K, List $495 $429
DMOOOOwith no RAM, $395. $349
THE DMB SERIES-
DMB6400 64K Board w/all 64K
DMB4800 with 48K
DMB3200 with 32K

$859
$789
$709

MORROW SuperRAM, A&T
16K Static Board, 4 MHz or
2 MHz. List $349. . . . .. ..... $299
32K Static Board, 4 MHz, List $699. $629

VECTOR GRAPHIC, 8K Static, A&T . $239
48K Dynamic Board, List $799 ... $679

SD ExpandoRAM w/o RAMS,List $220 $187
INTER SYSTEMS (formerly Ithaca Audio)
8KStatic250ns,A&T,List$195 .. $176

FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLER BOARDS

MORROW Disk Jockey 1. A&T ($213) . $189
Disk Jockey 2D, A&T, List $479. $429

SD Versafloppy I, A&T, List $335, . $233
Versafloppy II, DD Kit, List $430 . . $360
Versafloppy II, DD, A& T, List $350. $278

DELTA double density A& T ($385) . $345
CONDUCTOR. double density A&T. $269
ITHACA AUDIO. A&T, List $175. $155
MICROMATION Doubler, double density
Controller Board, A&T, List $495 $399

TARBELL Floppy Disk Interface, Kit. $169
double density, Kit, List $325 $295
double density, A& T, List $425 $380

SHIPPING, HANDLING & INSURANCE - Add $2 for boards, $5 for Selectric converter, $7.50 for Floppy Disk Systems, $15 for Horizons. Shipped
freight collect: Cromernco Systems, Centronics, DEC, NEC, and T.I. printers. Contact us for shipping information on other terminals and printers.
All prices subject to change and all offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Prices in this ad are for prepaid orders. Slightly higher prices prevail
for other-then-prepeid orders, i.e., C.O.D., credit card, etc.

-WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG - l/Zl
~M'MiniMicroM~rt,Inc. "$0.-

, 1618 James Street, ,Syracuse NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-541-0431



~ELEaTR()Nla~
CENTRONICS MODEL tOt A

L!ElECTR()NIC..r7
1206 S. Napa Street. Philadelphia PA 19146

CHARACTERISTICS
PrintingRate-
Characters
Lines
Transmission
Rate-Serial
Parallel

165 characters per second
200 lines per minute (920·30 Characters).

100 to 9600 baud (with serial option) up to
75,000 characters per second.

e vernce! format control using two channel. paper tape loop (one channel for vertical tab. the
other for form feed control).

• Audio alarm buzzer generates two-second audible tone whenever paper runs out of bell code
(octal 007) is received by printer.

-Elongated boldface characters on a line-by-line. initiated by an octal 016 code.
• Paper runaway inhibit usually set to six seconds which is approximately I III forms.
• Gated strobe pulse (data input) prevents spurious strobe pulses from affecting received data.
• Separate prime line and fault line to interface connector.
• Remote printer select (octet 02 I) and de-select (octal 023).
• raralJel data input up to 75.000 characters per second for data input transmlssf on rate.
• Prlnt s one original copy and up to 4 carbon copies.
• Automatic line feed disabled by jumper for not automatically advancing one line at the end of

each primed line.

• 64-character USASCII code set.
• Fixed vertical spacing of 61ines per inch and fixed horizontal spacing of 10 characters per inch.
• Single manual line feed push-button on operator panel.
• Automatic motor control (eliminates stand-by noise) automatically turns off main motor when

no paper movement of print commands are received by the primer for 9 seconds. and auto-
matically powers-up when one of these commands is received. resulting in no delay time
before printing is initiated.

• Selectable single character elongation so characters can be elongated in the middle of any
line.

Stand for above: $25.00
Complete manual: $25.00

Shpg. Wt. 150 Ibs.
Prlce: $495.00 ea.

Data Input
Character
Structure 9 x 7 dot matrix-I 0 point type equivalent
Input Language USASCII-64 characters primed, lowercase

Parallel (serial option available).

characters recognized and printed as uppercase
equivalent.

Paper Require-
ments Standard sprockered paper. original and up to

four carbon copies.
Ptn feed. adjustable from 4" up to 14-7 /S"
width.

Indicator-Switch On/off, select, top of form. forms

Paper Feed

Controls over ride. line feed.
Indicator raper out
Manual Controls Form thickness. paper advance knob.
Character Buffer I 32 character buffer (I line).
Prlntlng Structure 132 characters per line, 6 lines per inch.
Dimensions 1 1112" high. 20" deep. 21"$/4" wide (weight 118

pounds).
Special Opera-
tions Form feed. buzzer. vertical format control, ex-

panded characters. remote select and de-select.
Special Options Special interfaces to popular computers-com-

munication options.
Temperature Operating: 400 to 1000 F

Storage: - 400 to 1600 F
Humidity (%RH) Operating: 5 to 90% (no condensation)

Storage: 0 to 95%
Electrical
Requirements Standard: 117VAC ~10%.60Hzor 117/234

VAC ± 10%. 50 Hz

KEYBOARDS

REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLIES
MFGS. LAMBDA s, NORTH

VOLTS
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

-AMPS
74
31
16
10
4
13
20

WT.
62#
40
18
18
7
20
30

PRICE
$40.00
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
30.00
35.00

51 key typewriter style keyboard, with case, not en-
coded. Single contact keys
Shpl. WI. 10#
Price: $10.00 ea.

DIGITAL DISPLAY BOARDS
6 digit numeric display boards with 6 FND 507.
Common anode displays and 10 red LED's. With
drivers & logic for multiplexed operation.
Price: $5.00 ea. or 6/$25.00

• Test Equipment
• Power Supply Components
• Power Supplies
eCommunicationEquipment
• Pulse Equipment

•.•••S16

Penna. resident please add 6% sales tax. ALL PRICESARE F.O.B.our warehouse. Phi!a. PA.All merchandise accurate as to
description to the best of our knowledge. Your purchase money refunded if not satisfied. Min. order $10.00.
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ALL ITEMS ARE REMOVED FROM EQUIPMENT

TELEPHONES:
Area Code 215

468-4645
468-7891

WAREHOUSE

1206-18 S. Napa Street
1201-49 S. Patton Street

1207-25 S. Napa Street



No matter what your future computing plans may
be, Level "A "-at $129. 95-is your starting point.

Starting at just $129.95 for a Level HA" operating system,
you can now build the exact computer you want. Explorer/8S
can be your beginner's system, OEM controller, or IBM-
formatted 8" disk small business system ... yet you're never
forced to spend a penny for a component or feature you don 't
want and you can expand in small, affordable steps!.

Now. for just $129.95, you can own the first level of a fully
expandable computer with professional capabilities-a com-
puter which features the advanced Intel 8085 cpu, thereby
giving you immediate access to all software and development
tools that exist for both the 8085 and its 8080A predecessor
(they are 100% software compatible}-a computer which
features onboard S-JOO bus expansion-plus instant conver-
sion to mass storage disk memory with either 5-1/4" diskettes
or standard IBM-formatted 8" disks.

For just $129.95 (plus the cost ofa power supply, keyboard/
terminal and RF modulator, if you don't have them already),
Explorer/85 lets you begin computing on a significant level. ..
applying the principles discussed in leading computer maga-
zines .. developing "state of the art" computer solutions for
both the industrial and leisure environment.
Level "An Specifications
Explorer/85's Level "A" system features the advanced Intel
8085 cpu, an 8355 ROM with 2k deluxe monitor/operating
system, and an 8155 ROM-liD-ail on a single motherboard
with room for RAM/ROM/PROM/EPROM and S-IOO ex-
pansion, plus generous prototyping space.

(Level "A" makes a perfect OEM controller for industrial
applications and is available in a special Hex Version which

. can be programmed using
the Netronics Hex Keypad/
Display.)

PC Board: glass epoxy, plated
through holes with solder mask
• I/O: provisions for 25-pin
(DB25) connector for terminal

Level "A" at $129.95 is a serial I/O, which can also sup-
complete operating system, port a paper tape reader
perfect for beginners, hob- ... provision for 24-pin- DIP
biests, or industrial con- socket for hex keyboard/dis-
troller use. play ... cassette tape recorder in-
put. .. cassette tape recorder output. .. cassette tape control
output. .. speaker output. LED output indicator on SOD
(serial output) line ... printer interface (less drivers) ... total of
four 8-bit plus one 6-bit 110 ports •Crystal Frequency: 6.144
MHz • Control Switches: reset and user (RST 7.5)
interrupt. .. additional provisions for RST 5.5, 6.5 and TRAP
interrupts onboard • Counter/Timer: programmable, 14-bit
binary e System RAM: 256 bytes located at F800, ideal for
smaller systems and for use as an isolated stack area in
expanded systems. . RAM expandable to 64k via S-I00 bus or
4K on motherboard.

System Monitor (Terminal Version): 2k bytes of deluxe
system monitor ROM located at F000 leaving 0000 free for user
RAM/ROM. Features include tape load with labeling ... tape
dump with labeling ... examine/change content: of memory
... insert data ... warm start ... examine and change all
registers ... single step with register display at each break point,
a debugging/training feature ... go to execution address.
move blocks of memory from one location to another ... fill
blocks of memory with a constant display blocks of memory
. , . automatic baud rate selection variable display line length
control (1-255 characters/line) channelized 110 monitor
routine with 8-bit parallel output for high speed printer. ..
serial console in and console out channel so that monitor can
communicate with 110 ports.

System Monitor (Hex Version): Tape load with labeling ..
tape dump with labeling ... examine/change contents of mem- CALL TOLL FREE800-243-7428
~~::.::: .,:arm :t ~x=n:.:.n~h= .: __ To Order From Connecticut Or For Technical

Netronlcs R&D L'rcr.', ftI!!ft.. ASSistance, Etc. Catt (203) 354-9375 - ,
333 Litchfield Road. New Milford, CT 06n6 .~ sonalized disk operating system-just
Please send the items checked below- plus S2 p&h. t~ plug it in and you're up and running!),1
o Explorn/85 Level "A" Kit (ASCII 0 Deluxe Steel Cabinet for ASCII 5699,95 plus $5 p&h.
Version), 5129.95 plus $3 p&h. Keyboard/Terminal, 519.95 plus $2.50 oPower Supply Kit for North Starl
o Explorer/85 Level "A" Kit (Hex p&h. Disk Drive, 539_95 plus $2 p&h.
Version), 5129.95 plus $3 p&h. 0 Power Supply Kit (± 8V @ 5 amps) 0 Deluxe Case for North Star Disk.
o 8k Microsoft BASIC on cassette in deluxe steel cabinet, 539.95 plus $2 Drive, 539.95 plus $2 p&h. I
tape, 564.95 postpaid.. . p&h. 0 Experimenter', Pak (see above),
o 8k Microsoft BASIC In ROM Kit 0 Gold Plated S.IOO Bus Connectors $199.90 postpaid.
~:9~esl Le;;ls ~-:;,,, "D," and "E"), 54.85 each, postpaid. ' 0 Student Pak (see above), 5319.851

. p ~~ "p'. 0 RF Modulator Kit (allows you to postpaid.
o Level B (S·I00) Kit, 549.95 plus use your TV set as a monitor), 58.95 0 Engineering Pak (see abOVe),.
$2 p&h. " " postpaid, 5514.75 postpaid.
o Level C (S·IOO 6..,ard expander) 0 16k RAM Kit (S-IOO Board expands 0 Business Pak (see above) 51599 40I
Kit, 539.95 plus $2 p&h. to 64k), 5199.95 plus $2 p&h. postpaid "
o Level "0" (4k RAM) Kit, 569.95 0 32k RAM Kit 532995 plus $2 p&h TIE'I d s I
plus $2 p&h 0'" ota nc ose
o Level ':E" (EPROM/ROM xu 48K RAM Kit, 5459.95 plus $2 p&h. (Conn. res. add sales tax) By- •
55.95 plus 50¢ p&h. ) I, 0 64k RAM Kit, 5589.95 plus $2 p&h. 0 Personal Check 0 M.O.lCashier's
o Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Ex lorerl 0 16k RAM Expansion Kit (to expand Check 0 VISa 0 Master Charge I
85 549.95 plus $3 p&h prorerz any of the above up to 64k), 5139.95 (Bank # )

• . plus $2 p&h each. ----
o ASCII Keyboard/Computer Ter· 0 Intel 8085 cpu User's Manual 5750 Acct. # I
mlnal Kit (features a full 128 character postpaid ' .
set, upper & lower case, full cursor con- .. Signature xp. Date --I
trol, 75 ohm video output convertible 0 Special Computer Grade Cassette Print
to baudot output, selectable baud rate, Tapes:,S1.90 each or 3 for 55, postpaid. Name. I
RS232-C or 20 ma. t/o. 32 or 64 char- 0 12 Video Monitor (10 MHz band-
acter by 16 line formats, and can be WIdth), 5139.95 plus $5 p&h. Address _
used with either a CRT monitor or a TV 0 North Star Double Density Floppy •
set (if you have an RF modulator) Disk Kit (One Drive) for Explorer/ City _
5149.95 plus $2.50 p&h. ' 85 (includes 3 drive S-IOO controller, •

• i::J Hex Keypad/Display Kit, $69.95 DOS, and extended BASIC with per- State Zip. _ •
••- -- - -- - -- - - - - - 0 Send Me Information __

Start Computing For Just $129.95 With An
8085-Based Professional Computer Kit-

Explorerl85
100% compatible with al/ 8080A and
8085 software & development tools!

V' ReaderService-see page 227

step with register display at each break point
... go to execution address. Level "A" in the Hex Version
makes a perfect controller for industrial applications and can
be programmed using the Netronics Hex Keypad/Display.

Hex Keypad/Display
SpeCifications
Calculator type keypad with 24
system defined and 16 user
defined keys. 6 digit calculator
type display which displays full
address plus data as well as

Hex Keypad/Display. register and status information.

Level "8" Specifications
Level"B" provides the S-IOO signals plus buffers/drivers to
support up to six 5-100 bus boards and includes: address
decoding for onboard 4k RAM expansion select-able in
4k blocks ... address decoding for on board 8k EPROM expan-
sion selectable in 8k blocks ... address and data bus drivers for
onboard expansion ... wait state generator (jumper selectable),
to allow the use of slower memories ... two separate 5 volt
regulators.

Level "C" Specifications
Level "C" expands Explorer's
motherboard with a card cage,
allowing you to plug up to six
S-IOO cards directly into the
motherboard. Both cage and

Explorer/85 with uvet cards are neatly contained inside
lie" card cage. Explorer's deluxe steel cabinet.
Level "C" includes a sheet metal superstructure, a 5-card gold
plated S-IOO extension PC board which plugs into the mother-
board. Just add required number of 5-100 connectors
Level "0" Specifications
Level "0" provides 4k or RAM, power supply regulation,
filtering decoupling components and sockets to expand your
Explorer /85 memory to 4k (plus the original 256 bytes located
in the 8155A). The static RAM can be located anywhere from
0000 to EFFF in 4k blocks.
Level "E" Specifications
Level "E" adds sockets for 8k of EPROM to use the popular
Intel 2716 or the T12516. It includes all sockets, power supply
regulator, heat sink, filtering and decoupling components.
Sockets may also be used for soon to be available RAM Ie's
(allowing for up·to 12k of on board RAM).

Order A Coordinated
Explorer/85 Applications Pakl
Experimenter's Pak (SAVE 512.50)-Buy Level "A" and Hex
Keypad/Display for 5199.90 and get FREE Intel 8085 user's
manual plus FREE postage & handling!
Student Pal< (SAVE 524.45)-Buy Level "A," ASCII Key-
board/Computer Terminal, and Power Supply for 5319.85 and
get FREE RF Modulator plus FREE Intel 8085 user's manual
plus FREE postage & handling!
Engineering Pal< (SAVE 541.00)-Buy Levels "A," "B,"
"C," "D," and "E" with Power Supply, ASCII Keyboard/
Computer Terminal, and six S-IOO Bus Connectors for 5514.75
and get 10 FREE computer grade cassette tapes plus FREE
8085 user's manual plus FREE postage & handling!
Business Pak (SAVE S89.95)-Buy Explorer/85 Levels "A,"
"B," and "C" (with cabinet), Power Supply, ASCII Key-
board/Computer Terminal (with cabinet), 16k RAM, 12"
Video Monitor, North Star 5-1/4" Disk Drive (includes North
Star BASIC) with power supply and cabinet, all for just
51599,40 and get 10 FREE 5-1/4" mlnidiskettes ($49.95 value)
plus FREE 8085 user's manual plus FREE postage & handling!

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut

By Netronlcs

ASCIIIBAUDOT
STANDALONE

C t COMPLETEompu er FORONLY ...

Terminal $14995
The Netronics ASCII/BAUDOT Computer Terminal Kit is a

microprocessor-controlled, stand alone keyboard/terminal
requring no computer memory or software. It allows the use of
either a 64. or 32 character by 16 line professional display for-
mat with selectable baud rate, RS232-C or 20 ma. output, full
cursor control and 75 ohm composite video output.

The keyboard follows the standard typewriter configuration
and generates the entire 128 character ASCII upper/lower case
set with 96 printable characters. Features include on board
regulators, selectable parity, shift lock key, alpha lock jumper,
a drive capability of one TTY load, and the ability to mate
directly with almost any computer, including the new Ex-
plorer/85 and ELF products by Netronies.

The Computer Terminal requires no I/O mapping and
includes lk of memory, character generator, 2 key rollover,
processor controlled cursor control, parallel ASCII/BAUDOT
to serial conversion and serial to video processing-fully
crystal controlled for superb accuracy. PC boards are the
highest quality glass epoxy for the ultimate in reliability and
long life.

VIDEO DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS
The heart of the Netronics Computer Terminal is the micro-

processor-controlled Netronics Video Display Board (VIO)
which allows the terminal to utilize either a parallel ASCII or
BAUDOT signal source. The VIO converts the parallel data to
serial data which is then formatted to either RS232-C or 20 ma.
current loop output, which can be connected to the serial I/O
on your computer or other interface, i.e., Modem.

When connected to a computer, the computer must echo the
character received. This data is received by the VID which
processes the information, converting to data to video suitable
to be displayed on a TV se't '(using an RF modulator) or on a
video monitor. The VID generates the cursor, horizontal and
vertical sync pulses and performs the housekeeping relative to
which character and where it is to be displayed on the screen.
Video Output: 1.5P/Pinto 75 ohm RS-170}. Baud Rate:
110 and 300ASCII. Outputs: mo. current loop
• ASCII Character Set: 128

«JT'E9\~VVlI++QQo,t,02!+~II~
!·ttr~'().+,-./Ol23456789:;<=)1

.,.. •••••iILII (iU . [\1"_
'abcdefghijklftnop\rst,vwx~{:~
;. I I .: , IJ Ii. , ••

RS TV V WX YZ-?: *3$#()., 901415 7;2/
Cursor Modes: Home, Backspace, Horizontal Tab, Line Feed
Vertical Tab, Carriage Return. Two special cursor sequence~
are provided/or absolute and relative X-Y cursor addressing.
Cursor Control: Erase, End 0/ Line, Erase 0/ Screen, Form
~d~~laE:,lete • Monitor Operation: 50 or 60Hz (jumper

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut

CALL TOLL FREE800-243-7428
r- To Order From Connecticut Or For Technical _ .,

Assistance, Etc. Calt (203) 354·9375INetronics R&D Ltd.. Dept, ;<3 I
I333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, {;T 06776 I
Please send the items checked below-

I0 Netronics Stand Alone ASCII Keyboard/Computer I
Terminal Kit, 5149.95 plus $3.00 postage & handling.

•
0 Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Netronics Keyboard/Termi- I

nal In Blue/Black Finish, 519.95 plus $2.50 postage

I and handling.
o Video Display Board Kit alone (less keyboard), S89.95 I
I plus $3 postage & handling.

o 12" Video Monitor (10 MHz bandwidth) fully assem- I
bled and tested, 5139.95 plus $5 postage and handling .•

o RF Modulator Kit (to use your TV set for a monitor),
58.95 postpaid.

o 5 amp Power-SupJlly Kit In Deluxe Steel Cabinet I
(± 8VDC @ 5 amps, 'plus 6-8 VAC), $39.95 plus $2
postage & handling. •

Total Enclosed (Conn. res. add sales tax) $ I
By-
o Personal Check 0 Cashiers Check/Money Order I
o Visa 0 MasterCharge(Bank# )

-------1
Signature xp. Date --- I
Print
Name

Address 11

City _

• State Zip :-: I
_ _ _ 0 Send Me More Information __ ••

Acct. #
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The EXPANDORAM Is available In versions trom 16K
up to 64K, so tor a minimum Investment you can have
a memory system that will grow with your needs. This
~~fr~s~~~~'dlfT ~b~~1!with the Invlsable on·board

• Interfaces with Altair, IMSAI, SOL-8, Cromenco,
SBC-100. and others.

EXPANDO 64 KIT (4116): ~~~t~ect'bl •
• Power avoc, ± 16VDC, 5 Watts

List Price Sale Price tf.=:~o~r~r~·;'~'~AMS
PC Board Is doubled solder masked and has

$239 00 sllk·screen parts layout.
• extensive documentation clearly written

$309 00 Complete Kit Includes all Seckets for 64K
• Memory access time: 375ns, Cycle time: 5OOns.

$379 00 No watt states required.
• 16K bouncrtea and Protection via Dip Switches$449.00 Designed to work with z.so. 8080, 8050 epu's

16K .. $385.00
32K .. $550.00
48K .. $715.00
64K .. $880.00

DISC CONTROLLER
SO "VERSAFLOPPY" KIT
The Versatile Floppy Disk
Controller List Price

$250.00

SHOP & COMPARE SPECIAL

M·XVI
The true

16K Static Ram
module~-.....::::=====:::....----------------t for S·100 bus systems

Assembled& Tested100%Burn In

080.and808S
Unit

- drives
- veetoree Inlellupl Operalion

Optional

- ~~;i~~0~1:7~ ~~~~OSIIC Software

$325.95 -~~~~a~:~~ Operaling system

SALE PRICE

$189.95
GF.NE~AL DESCRIPTION
Versafloppyllis,aflexibledlskdrive
controner that Incorporates a wide
range 01 capabililies inlo one beard. It
operates wi,h double densi,y soft see
torec lormat which provides 985.600
bytes of s,orage on a double Sided 8

~~: :~s~IW:e' ~~:h~~?~s~l,t,~~f::
Versafloppy II directly contrcts many

Include:

~~~
277; and

The M·XVI gives you unbelievable expansion
capability lor your S·IOO bus system -even beyond

~!~dsMa;~~~~~~~~dto !~~h~e,,:!~~~nr~~ry ~':kn~

~~~'r:ards~. aa~1u:~~~;~~I~~~~ot t~;a:ferl~~:
hobbyist and use in practical business or ln-
dustrlalapplicatlons.
FEATURES:
-Fully static
-uses popular 21U statiC RAMS
-+!5 vert operation only
-Sank Select available by bank port
and bank byte

-Phantom linecapabUity
-Addressable in4K blocks
-4K blocks can be addressed any
where within 64K in 4k Increments

-Meets IEEE proposed S·I00 Signal
standards

oLEO Indicators lor board setecnon
and bank selectlon

'FR·. epoxy PC boards
-sorcer masked on both sides
-Silk screen 01 pari number
and part designator

CENTRONICS
730 Dot Matrix Printer

SAVE $150.00
STANDARD FEATURES: • 50 cheractersrseconc e Characters/llne • 10 charactersflnch
_ 3-way paper handUng system - 7 x 7 dot matrix - 96 character ASCII. microprocessor
efectronrce e unfdfrectlon print at 5.0 Ips. high speed return apprQ)dmately 10 ips. 21
Ipm with 80 columns printed. 58 Ipm with 20 columns printed. 80 character buller· 6
Ipl vertical. Centronics Colors and logo

FORMS HANDLING: Roll Paper: 8.5 In. x 5.0 dia. with 1 In. core maximum dimension. 3.5
In. wide wlth.38 in. core minimum dimension. Fan Gold: 9.0 in. 122.9 cm. wide pin to pin
9.5 in./24.1cm wide overall. Up to 3 ply paper with 2 carbons (total thickness not 10 ex-
ceed .012 Inches) Cut Sheet: Maximum WIdth 8.5 Inches.

RIBBON SYSTEM: Continuous ribbon 9/16" (14mm) wide, 20 yards (18.3 meters) long,
Mobius Loop allows printing on upper and lower portion on alternate passes.

OPERATOR CONTROLS: Power onloll. Reset Switch -ancws disabling of printer without
dropping AC.

DATA INPUT: 7 or 8 bit ASCII parallel. TIL levels with strobe. Acknowledge pulse In-
creates thai data was received.

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: Weight: less than 10 Ibs.l5 kg ·Width: 14.5 inchesJ37 cm
-Deptb: 11.0 Inches/28cm ·Helght: 4.89 Inchesl13cm ·Dimensions exclusive of roll paper
holder.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 14 Ibs.

With on-board zao Microprocessor
• S·100 bus Compatible
• Full 80 Characters by 24 Lines Display
• Characters Displayed by High Resolution 7 x 10

Matrix
• Composite or TTl Video Output
• Keyboard Power and Interface
• Forward and Reverse Scrolling Capability
• Blinking, Underlining, Field Reverse,

Field Protect and Combinations
• Full Cursor Control
• 96 Upper and Lower Case Characters
• 32 Special Character Set
• 128 Additional User Programmable Characters

(Optional)
• On- Board Z80 Microprocessor
• 2K Bytes Independent On-Board RAM Memory
• Glitch-Free Display

List Price Sale Price

Programming Board
for PROM Development

NEW
SO SYSTEMS' PROM·100 is a versatile PROM pre
gramming board offering complete EPROM program·
mlng capability. The board operates on the industry
standard S·100 Bus. Support software verifies the
erasure of EPROM and verifies the loaded program.
SO SYSTEMS' PROM·100 otters a support-software
listing with its operations manual.
• S·100 Bus Compatible
• Programs the Following EPROM s: 2708, Intel

2758, 2716, 2732 and Texas Instruments 2516
• Dip Switch Selection of EPROM type
• 25 VDC Programming Pulse Generated On Board
• Maximum Programming time: 16,384 Bits In

100 Seconds
• Power Requirement: + 8VDC at 300 ma.;

+ 16 VDC atr 100 ma.; -16 VDC at 60 ma.
• TTL compatible
• Software Provides for Reading of Object File

from SDOS, CP/M or PROM and Programming
into EPROM

• Program Verification • Verification of Erasure
• Zero Insertion Force Socket

List Price Sale Price

$175.00
800-

423·5633

Sale Priced
...... Reg. $349.95 $279.95
...... Reg. $389.95 $309.95

............. $29.95

With On·Board RAM, PROM, CTC
• S·100 Bus Compatible
• Z80 Central Processing Unit
• 1024 Bytes of Random Access Memory
• 8K Bytes of PROM using 2716
• Parallel Input and Output Ports
• Four Channel CounterlTimer (Z80·CTC)
• Software Programmable Baud Rate Generator
• No Front Panel Required for Operation

List Price

zao STARTER KIT
A Complete Microcomputer On A Board
• Z80 CPU with 158 Instructions
• On-Board Keyboard and Display
• On-Board PROM Programmer for Single

Voltage PROMS (2716, 2758, T12516)
• Kansas City Standard Cassette Interface
• Simple Key Controlled Audio Cassette Load

and Dump
• Expansion Provision for Mounting Two

S·100 Connectors (sockets Not Included)
• Wire Wrap Area for Custom Circuitry
• Single Step through RAM or PROM
• Memory Examine and Change
• Port Examine and Change
• Z80 CPU Register and Change

2K Byte ZBUG Monitor in ROM
• 1K Bytes of RAM (Expandable to 2K Bytes)
• A 4 Channel Hardware Counter/Timer (Z80·CTC)
• Two Bi-Directional 8·Bit I/O Ports (Z80·P10)
• Up to 5 Programmable Breakpoints
• Switch Selectable PROM or Monitor Restart
• Vectored Interrupts provided by Z80·CTC and

List Price

SDS·l8D STARTERKIT $340.00



4 MHZ EXPANDORAM II KIT
The 5·100 Memory Board for the 80's

so SYSTEMS' ExpandoRAM II is a state-of-the-art • S-100 Bus Compatible
dynamic RAM board with capacities from 16K bytes • Up to 4Mhz Operation
(4116) to 256K bytes (4164). It operates on the Industry' Expandable Memory from 16K to'256K
S-100 Bus. The ExpandoRAM II's design allows eight • DIP Switch Selectable Boundaries
boards to operate from the same S-100 Bus. Page' Uses 16K·(4115) or 64K (4164) Memory Devices
mode operation provides the system with the capabil- • Page Mode Operation Allows up to 8 Memory
ity of servicing multiple users without RAM in- Boards on Bus
terference. Invisible refresh and synchronization with • Operates with Z80 CPU's
wait states provide greater reliability, and processing • Phantom Output Disable
speeds up to 4 Mhz. • Invisible Refresh (Synchronized with

Wait States)
The ExpandoRAM II is compatible with most S-100
CPU's based on the zoo microprocessor. When other
SOSYSTEMS 200 series boards are combined with the
ExpandoRAM II, they create a microcomputer with ex-
ceptional capabilities and features.

·~~=~~i-VCT·8803
101'$101' +s. +12. MOTHER

;~ :~n~i~~ds:!~~s.BOARD FOR
• W~ing side shO\lln. Com· S100 BUS

pon.nellde bare epo~y MICRO.
~~~~:~~I~~:~.klngS lor COMPUTERS

• Gl0.poxyQ~ssbo.ardwilh201JrlC~
toppet.soI6erj)llt~lnd.033diime·
lel ,,*s101 Iuds

° Sol<lefll\l.skwilhsolderwindowson
el~he<lclreuiI5'oavoidaccident~$hor1

VCT8800V .
UniversalMicrocomputerfprocessor
plugboard, use with S-100 bus.
Completewith heat sink & hard-
ware, 5.3" x 10" x 1/16"
1-4 5-9 10·24

$19.95 $17.95 $15.96
VCT8801-1

Sameas 8800Vexceptplain. less
powerbuses& heatsink.

1-4 5-9 10-24
$15_22 $13.79 $12.18

16K.
32K .

. $460.00

. $710.00

Plugboards

VCT3677 9.6"x4.5"

$10.90
VCT3677-2 6_5"x4_5"

$9.74
Gen. Purpose D.I-P.
Boardswith Bus Pattern
for Solderor WireWrap.
EpoxyGlass 1/16" 44
pin con. spaced.t 56

VCT3682 9.6"x4.5"
$12.97

VCT3682-2 6.5"x4_5"
$9.81

Hi-Density Dual-In-Une
Plugboardfor WireWrap
with Power& Grd. Bus
EpoxyGlass 1/16" 44
pin. con_spaced.156

VCT3662-2 9.6"x4.5"

$11.45

CARD EXTENDER
Card Extenderhas 100 con-
tacts 50 per side on _125
centers-Attachedconnectoris
compatiblewith S-100 Bus
Systems..... '_"'" .$25.83
VCT3690 6.5"22144 pin...
.156 ctrs.Extenders..$13.17

RS232 and "D" SUB-MINIATURE CONNECTORS'
P=Plug, Male Type - S=Socket, Female Type - C=Cover, Hood 1/16 Vector BOARD

.042 dia holes on
0.1 spacing for Ie'sPART NO. DESCAIPTION

o r :;;,~~O~';i';;:'G
SUL-S100ALT 50/100 cent
.125 ctrs. DIP SOLDER TAIL

S100SEG 50/100 Cont .125 on 140 spaced rows for
ctrs. PIERCED SOLDER ALTAIR motherboards,
EYELET Tails GOLD GOLD plated.

1·9 10-24 25-99 1-9 10-24 25-99
$6.80 $6_10 $5.45 $4.95 $4.45 $3.95

Other Popular Edge Connectors
SUL-D2244-5WWG 22/44 SUL-D2244-5SEG 22/44 Cont
Cont .156 ctrs'wIRE WRAP .156 Ctrs.PIERCED SOLDER
tails GOLD. EYELET tails GOLD plated.

1-9 10-24 25-99 1-9 10-24 25-99
$3.98 $3_50 $3.00 $2.98 $2.90 $2_75

CND-OE9P
CND-OE95
CND-OE9C
CND-OAI5P
CND-OA155
CND-OA15C
CND-OB25P
CND-OB25S
CND-DB51212·'
CND-DB110963·3
CNO·OB1226-1A
CNO·0C37P
CND-0C375
CND-DC37C
CND-0050P
CNO·OD505
CND-005OC
020418·5
CNO-
RS232-8FT

eNO-
57·30360

R5232, OB25P, EIA
class 1 cable
B con. 8 ft.long
Centronics 700 9.00 7.50 6.00
series printer
connector

Phenolic
PART NO_
VCT64P44XXXP
VCT169P44XXXP

SIZE
4.5x6.5"
4.5x17"

PRICE
1-9 10-19
$1.56 $1.40
$3.69 $3.32

Epoxy Glass
VCT64P44
VCT84P44
VCT169P44
VCT169P84

4.5x6.5"
4.5x8.5"
4.5x17"
8.5x17"

3M SCOTCH®
ROCKWELL

AIM-65

3 LEVEL GOLD WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
PRICE·PART

NO.
RNS-08WWG
RNS-14WWG
RNS-16WWG
RNS-18WWG
RNS-20WWG
RNS-22WWG
RNS-24WWG
RNS-28WWG
RNS-40WWG

100-249
.31
.35
.37
.55
.65
.80
.80

1.10
1.25

NOVATION CAT
ACOUSTIC MODEM

* ' '1f:f'

. ~~
•.•~ _ '1

$174.95 Regular
$198.00

• 0·300 Baud
• Bell 103

The Rockwell AIM 65 with 4K
RCK-AIM65-4K 8 Ibs . __. _. _$445.00
The Rockwell AIM 65 with 1K
RCK-AIM651K8Ibs ... _.. _. __. _. _.$395.00
4K Assembled--RCK-AIM65'010_ .. _... __$ 85.00
8K Basic in ROM--RCK-AIM65-020. .. $100.00

MEMORY

ORDER TOLL FREE
-800-423-5633
except CA., AK., HI., CALL

(213) 894-8171••••••••••••••••••••



•.
.. '. 'NE..ECO.....',',. . HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR YOUR PET!

~ 4~ ~ The PET is now a truly sophisticated. ~ ~..t~r&,~ ~~ •.,,~ Business System with the announcement
''J"CbOf'~~0: of these peripherals and software packages .
..•.~...l~~·"'------------"", ~.O~O'i> PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRICE AVAILABILITY

V e-: PET 2001-8KN (LargeKeys) 8K RAM $ 795 IMMEDIATE
~"~.,'\\'D\)'\ PET 2001-8K8K RAM $ 795 IMMEDIATE

PET 2001-16KN(Large Keys)16K RAM* $ 995 IMMEDIATE
PET 2001-32KN(Large Keys)32K RAM $1295 IMMEDIATE
PET 2023 PRINTER ROLL FEED $ 695 IMMEDIATE
PET 2022 PRINTER TRACTOR/ROLL $ 795 IMMEDIATE
ROMRETRO KIT UPDATED O/S $ 90 IMMEDIATE
PET 2040 DUAL FLOPPY* $1295 IMMEDIATE
PET C2N 2nd Cassette $ 95 IMMEDIATE

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE NEWEST

Microcomputer. SyStems Division

NEW

'The·16K132K(largekeyboard)unitsdo not includeacasseUedrive.OrderC2NCasseUe.
2040FloppyDriverequiresa 16Kor 32Kunit.8KRAMRetrofitavailableJuly.

ALL PETSAREFULLYTESTEDBYNEECOBEFORESHIPMENT.NEECOISA FULL
CUSTOMER-ORIENTEDCOMPANY.CALL FOROURFREECATALOG.ALL ORDERS
OVER$795WILL RECEIVEA FREENEECOPETDUSTCOVERAND $100OFSOFT-
WAREFROMOURCATALOG IF YOUMENTIONYOUSAWTHIS AD.

PET~DISKBASED BUSINESS SOFTWARE
AUTHOR

PRO/MICRO

AVAILABILITY

IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE

PRICE

$100
$200
$295'
$295*
$295*
$100
$140
$140
$140
$140
$140

SOFTWARE/APPLICA nON

WORDPRO II / WORD PROCESSING
WORDPRO III/WORD PROCESSING

GENERAL LEDGER
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
MAILING LIST
MICROLEDGER

MICROPAY
MICROREC
MICROINV

MICROPERS

REQUIRES

2040 + 16K PET
2040 + 32K PET

CMS SOFTWARE

COMPUMAX

*The CMS Software (G/L, AIR, AlP) are based on Osborne & Associates trial tested business basic software.
Software is complete with full documentation and user instructions. All packages require a printer for output.
Commodore recommends the NEC Spinwriter (available from NEECO as the output printer for WORDPRO.

PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE TO DEALERS VIA MICROAMERICA DISTRIBUTING (617-449-4310)

FOR WORD PROCESSING
NEelS BEST!

* 55 characters per second output speed
* Changeable thimble for different typestyles
* Less than 1% warranty malfunction rate
* IBM quality letter output
* Dealer inquiries invited

$2995 *Price includes IEEE interface
to PET. IEEE Port is available
for use with 2040 Dual Disk.THE NEG SPINWRITER

MODEL 5530 P (Centronics 1/0 )
- modifiedfor PET

'The NEC 553()-P is the output printer recommended by Commodore for their Word Processing System.

Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30
MasterCharge &
Visa Accepted

MICROAMERICA DISTRIBUTING
"Nationwide distributors of Computer Equipment"
21 Putnam Street
Needham, MA
02194 (617) 449-4310
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low-Power Schottky ICs PCBoard & Ie Breadboard
LX:49¢ . ~~ Sockets

'. .- ~oo Low 299
•100%Prime . mii"l '~. As·
•Guaranteed Specs' '.-

IKIExperlmenter's'pC Board. For permanent circuit designs. 550
connection points. 276-1"70 . . 2.99
Modular socketsinterlock. Std. 0.3" center.
lID Breadboard Socket: 550 connections. 276-174
As Above with'270 connections. 276-175 .
Mini-Socket. 130 connections. 276-176 .

Improved 5-volt logic devices use
Schottky diode technology for min-
imum propagation delay and high
speed at minimum power.

Type Cat. No. ONLY

74LSOO 276·1900 .49
74LS02. 276·1902 .59
74LS04 276·1904 .59
74LS08 276·1908 .49
74LS1Q 276-1910 .59
74LS13 276-1911 .99
74LS20 276·1912 .59
74LS27 276·1913 .69
74LS30 276-1914 .59
74LS32 276-1915 .69
74LS47 276-1916 1.29
74LS51 276·1917 .59
74LS73 276·1918 .69
74LS74 276-1919 .69
74LS75 276·1920 .99
74LS76 276·1921 .79
74LS85 276-1922 1.29
74LS90 276·1923 .99
74LS92 276·1924 .99
74LS93 276·1925 ,99
74LS123 276·1926 1.19
74LS132 276-1927 .99
74LS151 276·1929 .99
74LS157 276-1930 1.19
74LS161 276·1931 1.49
74LS164 276·1932 1.49
74LS175 276-1934 1.19
74LS192 276-1935 1.49
74LS193 276·1936 1.49
74LS194 276·1937 1.49
74LSl96 276-1938 1.59
74LS367 276·1835 1.19
74LS368 276·1836 1.19
74LS373 276-1943 2.39
74LS374 276-1944 2.39

4000-Series CMOS ICs
Type Cat. No. EACH
4001 276-2401 .69
4011 276-2411 .69
4012 276-2412 .79
4013 276-2413 .99
4017 276·24t7 1.69
4020 276·2420 1.69
4021 276-2421 1.69
4023 276-2423 .69
4027 276·2427 .. 99
4028 276-2428 1.29
4046 276·2446 1.89
4511 276-2447 1.69
4049 276-2449 .79
4050 276·2450 .79
4051 276-2451 1.49
4066 276·2466 1.39
4070 276-2470 .79
4518 276-2490 1.49
4543 276-2491 1.99

All Prime from Major Semi-
conductor Manufacturers.
Specs and Pin Out Diagram
Included with Each Device.

9.95
. .. 5.95

.. .... . 3.95

~.".At..DIP Switchesff(I OO§t

Super
Quiet
Operation

Miniature SPST switches for digital or low current switching. Std .
.100x.300" DIP centers. Ideal tor.socket or PC board mounting .
~ 8-Position DIP Switch. Fits 16'pin socket 275-1301 . 1.99
lID 4-Position DIP Switch. 'Fits 8-pin socket 275-1304 . 1.49
[£) 10-Positlon BCD Rotary Switch. Full 0-9 bmary-coded 'outputs
for digital logic circuits. Positive detents. Fits standard 8-pin DIP
socket or mounts on PC board. 275-1310 . . 2.99

V to F/F to V
Converter IC

MC 145533-Digit 299
BCD Counter IC
CMOS chip replaces over 8 separate ICs in
a digital display circuit Input pulse shaping.
Master reset pin. ts-pin DIP. .
276-2498 .. '.. 2.99

RAM Memory ICs
Low As

2102 1024 x 1 Array. Low-cost static memory
Chip. lS-pin DIP. Buy 8 and save!
276-2501 . . ... 2.49 Ea. or 8/14.95
2114L 1024 x 4 Array. NMOS static RAM. lS-pin
DIP. 276·2504 10.99

•High Linearity and Accuracy
•Bi-Polar and CMOS Design

Acceptsan analog' voltaqe and generates linearly propor-
tional output frequency or can provide a voltage output
which depends on input frequency. Operates in either
mode up to 100 kHz. Single or split supply voltages. With
data. 14-pin DIP. 276-1790 . . . . . .. 3.49

Ideal for cooling power supplies, microcomputers, hi-fi
and Ham gear. Delivers up to 70·CFM. Diecast ven-
turi. U.L recognized motor. For 120VAC, 60 Hz .
273-241 12.95

Speaker/Amplifier'
IC Circuit

200mW 1095
Power

Top Octave
Synthesizer IC

699
S50240. PMOS oscillator/frequency divider chip generates 13 equal-
tempered notes from C8to C8to form the heart of any electronic key-
board instrument. CMOS compatible square wave outputs have 50%
duty cycle for driving additional dividers or voice filters. Operates
from single supply from 11 to 16 volts. 16-pin DIP.
276-1780 . ' .. 6.99

Use with mike or phone pickup .
Earphone/extension speaker
jack. Add a probe and it's a signal
tracer. 100·10,000 Hz response.
Volume control with on/off switch.
Requires 9V battery .
2n-l008A .. 10.95

High Sensitivity
Input

Semiconductor
Applications Handbook

Sold Only at
. Radio Shack

Engineer's
Notebook

of IC Circuits

Become your own design engineer! Handy reference
gives applicatiorrs and circuit examples for most pop-
ular linear and digital ICs. Basic building block Circuits
for digital logic includes truth tables and helpful tips.
All circuits have been built and tested. 128 pages.
276-5001 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... 1.99

Books to Increase Your Knowledge of Computers
M51C

©1i)Ifijj)ml®l®~@lID1Ml®@

iirlf
~~==,;:==-

--Ulld!lll_o;IIiq='..Iica
BASIC Computer Games. 102 programmable games designed
for use with TRS-80. From Boxing to Roulette. Requires 16K
Level II. 62-2005 6.95

TRS-80 Assembly/Language Program. Three sections cover-
ing computer hardware, software and microcomputers built
around the TRS-80. 304 pages. 62-2006 -, . . . 3.95

Understanding Digital Electronics. Explains a wide range of
digital electronic devices, circuits-and systems-what they are,
what they do and how they can be used. 62-2010 . • . . . 2.95

WHY WAIT FOR MAil ORDER DELIVERY?
IN STOCK NOW AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU!

BASIC Computer Programming. Gives introduction.to com-
puters, how to write computer programs and dlscussesprotes-
sional computer applications. 62-2015 . . . .... 2.95
BASIC Computer Language. 232 pages of programmed in-
struction and user programs. Teaches you the BASIC computer
language and starts you toward becoming a competent program-
mer. 62-2016 .... 5.95
Understanding Microprocessors. Learn what microprocessors
and microcomputers are, and how they can be used. Written for
easy understanding. Ideal for self study. 62-2017 2.95

ladle IhaeK
V' Reader Service-see page 227

•Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers.
'A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION· FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102

OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES .
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THE FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST
AT FAIR PRICES NOW LOWERS PRICES EVEN FURTHER!

1.Proven Quality Factory tested products only, no re-tests~ g,"~ or fallouts. Guaranteed money back. We stand behind our products.

e to"O~~O+ 1980 CATALOG AVAILABLE SOON•
..,9'fj ,.to'"••.~'"r,O Send $1.00 to reserve your copy of the most complete catalog of computer

5~~~~~~~~..,~~ri!i! products. Amustfor thesenouscomputer user.MICROPROCESSORS STATIC RAM HEADQUARTERS
18000 ,. s CALL
Z·80 14.Sla
Z.SOA 16.95
F'813850! 1695
2650 1695
ccrece 17.95
6080,11, 9 9~
8OS0A·4MHz 19.95
SALE 8085 1g.SlII
8008·1 14 ~5
2901 12,95
290lA 19.95
TMS9900JL 49.95
CPI600 3995
6502 1150
6502A 19.95
11'.16100 2995
6600 .. 13.95
6802P 24.95
803S 19.95
8755.. 4995
8748 6995
6a09 SCAll
8086.. .s CALL

SUPPORT DEVICES

4 MHz $399.00
w/Bank Select)

4 MHz $329.00
& Tested USing Low Power--LOGOSIBK

ASSEMBLED
450 ns. 149.95 KIT 4S0ns. 125.95
250ns. 169.95 250ns. 149.95
Bare PC Board w/Data $21.95
"Special Offer" Buy (4) BK 450n$. Kits $1 17.00

• VISTA V·BO MINIOISK* 23% More Storage
Capacity - 40 Tracks* 40 track patch free

• New Double Density
Expansion Module $239.00.
2 Drive Cable Add $29.95
4 Drive Cable Add $39.95

5-100 ADD-ON DISK
SUBSYSTEM
• VISTAv-tooo FloppyDisk

Subsystem* (2) Shugart 8" Disk Drives* Case with Fan & Power Supply

!~~/1:b:~~'BP~~~~i~~~~~~~e~Card* Fully Factory Assembled & Tested

LOW-COST ADD-ON DISK
SUBSYSTEM KIT* (2) 8" Drives* VISTA Floppy Controller
, Card* Power Supply and Inter-

face Cable* CP/M Disk Operating System* Box of 10 Diskettes

IMS STATIC RAM BOARDS ,...!P* Memory Mapping * Low Power ,.fi* Phantom * Assembled & tested
Recommended by Alphamicrosystems

250 ns. 450 ns.
$209.00 $189.00
$449.00 $399.00
$799.00 $699.00

8K Static
16K Static
32K Static

ANADEX PRINTER
Model DP·BOOOcompact, impact, parallel or

serial. Sprocket feed, 80 cols,
84 unes/mm., bi-dlrectionat
New only ..... $895.00

ACOUSTIC MODEM~
~.~~~T~~uNdCAT'" ~

2~~~~r~ Originale $:

ACOUSTIC COUPLER SPECIAL
AJ MODEL A30
SPECIAL PURCHASE
OF SURPLUS UNITS
AVAILABILITY LIMITED $29.95

MOTOROLA EXORCISER COMPATIBLE
9600 MPU Module w/6802 CPU $495.00
9601 16 Slot Mother Board 175.00

~~g~~a£~o9~~t~;r" ~;!r;l~.~~~.~.~:~.t~ .: 16g:88
9604 Swit.chmode System Power Supply 250.00

~~~gg~~~:kokotrg~t,~~~~.:'.~'.'... . 36.~
962016 ChannerParallet I/O Module .·.·.·295.00

~~~~ ~~r~~~~~r~11e~I'8o~~I~~o .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·295.00
9627 16K Static 450ns.. . 495.00
9630 Card Extender 68.00
9640 Multiple Programmable Timer
(24 Timers) 395.00

9650 8 Channel Ouplex Serial I/O 395.00
9610332/32 I/O Module 275.00
9670232 Point Reed Relay Module 350.00

8800 BARE BOARDS
9620·0. . ..... $45.00 9603-0 ..
9626-0... . •.••. 45.00 !:l!::iUU •....
9650-0 45.00 96103 .
9601-0.. .. 50.00 96702 .
Also AMI EVK System in Stock

DATA BOOKS • COMPUTER
19791C Master ......•. 49.95 tntel MCS 80 Manual ..... 7.95
NSC TIl nata. . .. 3.95 Intel MCS40 Manual. . 4.95
NSC liflear 4,95 AMD 8080A Manual... .5.95
NSC linear App Notes II . 3.95 AMD Schottky Oatabook .4.95
NSC CMOS... . ... 3.95 AMI MOS/LSI Data.. 3.95
NSC Memory.... . .. 3.95 GI MOSILSI Data 4.95
Intel Databook ......•.... 4.95 HarriS Analog Databook. 4.95
mtet MCS 85 M(lr1ual ... 7.50 TI linear ContrOl Data .... 3.95

SALE. OSBORNE BOOKS. SALE

:~:;~:~~;~~~~::?. . .:.:.:~i!gri~
:ggAp~~a~~~';~:::" ~ g~
Z80Programming , ,.. ..!t:sQ 7.75
Vol. II Some Real Microprocessors w/6inder.,.. 3e:QO 27.50
Vol. III Some Real Support Devices w/8Inder... 2O:QQ. 18.50
Intro to Micros Vol. III.. .'2'&.9Q.. 18.50

SALE. DILITHIUM COMPUTER BOOKS. SALE

AM95" Aflth Processor $19500
AM95tl·1300ns" 245.00
AM9517DMAConUoUer 1195
AM9519Unlversalinlerruol 249!l
3881 Il80 PIOI 9.95
3861·414MHzl 14.95
38821Z'80CTCI 9,95
3862·414MHzl 14.95·
3883 StO 29.95
3884 DMA ,," 49.95
82'05174S1380ecOOe, 295
82128blt 110 250
8214 PrIOrity Int 4.50
8216 6u~ Driver 250
8224 Clock Gen 295
8224.414MHzl 975
82266usD"' ..er 395
8126 Bus Dnver '139
8228Sys Cootror 5.95
8'138 svs. Cant 6.25
8251 P'OQ I/O 6,95
82531nt T,mer 1950
8255 P'V9 I/O 5.95
8257 P'og DMA 17.95
8259 Prog Int 17,95
8275 CRT Coni roller 49,95
8279 Prog, Keyboard 16.95
6810'1 128x8 RAM 4.75
6820 PIA 5.95
6821 PIA 8.50
6826 PIIOlltv Int 8.95
6834·1 512 ~ 8 Eo-om 12.95
6850 ACIA 5,95
6852 Senat Adapl'!' 5.95
6845:HD46505CRT(,"ntr 39.95
6860 Modem 8.95
6862 Modulal0r 11 95
6871Al,C.MHzOSC 25.95
6875 825
6?80.8us Ortver 239
MCSSA88............ .19.95
1821 SCD- IK RAM ;>500
1822 SCO 256.4 RAM 1695
1824CD32.8RAM 995
1852C08b,t 110 1095
1854 uan.. 10.95
185S CO 1/0 895
1851 CO liD 895
6520 PIA 750
6522 Mull 92b
6530·002 IS 5U
6530·003 15,50
6530·004 1550
6530{)Q5 1550

DYNAMIC RAMS
418/411616K(16Ptn) 9.95
56t 01 8 '116'5 .. 69,95
41158K(16Pin)...... ...6.95
40504K x 1 (18 Pin)... 4.25
4060 4K. I (22 Pin).. .. ... 4.95
40964Kx 1 (16Pm).... .3.95
21044Kx 1 (16Pinl.. 4.75
4027 4Kx 1 (16Ptn).... 4.95
5261. 1.95 1103 1.95
5262 1,95 400al 4.95
5270 4.95 6605 H.:5
5280 4.95 6604 4.95
5290 1~.45 6002.. . 1.50

PROMS
2708 995
2708·6 1.50
1702A .'l95
2732...... .. ..... 99.00
2716'5V 34.95
2716·5V.12V 2'9.95
27585V 29,95
5203AO 1195
5204AO qq~
68:14·1 1'Z9!>
1M5610 295
SALE 8223 32 • 8 •••••••••• 2.115
82S115512x8(TSI 16.95
82S12332 x 8.... .. 2.50
825126256 x 4 .•.......... 3.50
82S129 256 x 4 ITSI •........ 3.50
82S130512x4(OCI .... · .... 6.5O
NSC OM7578 32 x 8 ....•.. 2.95
8ZS23.... 6,95
8ZS131. .... 14.95
8ZS137. 14.95

CHARACTER GEN
2513{)Ql t5V)upper... 9.50
2513{)Q5 (5V) lower. 10.95
2513·AOM315V) tower.. 14.95
MCM6571 10,75
MCM6571A 10.75
MCM65N 1450
MCM657S \450

UARTSIUSRTS
TR1602B15V, 12VI 395
AY5101315V.l;2VI 495
AY51014A!161215·14VI 695
AY51015NI863!5V, 695
TM5601115V.12Vl 550
IM6402 7.95
IM6403 8.95
2350 USRT 995
16718 AslfOS 2495
SALE TA14728 •.....•..•.•. 11.115

BAUD RATE GEN
MCI4411 11.95
4702 1495
WOl941 995

KEYBOARD ENCODERS
AY5·2376 1375
AY5·3600 1375
HDo'165 9,95
74C922 .9.95
74C923····· 9.95

AID CONVERTERS
8700 8 brl Brnary 13.50
8701 10blt Bmary 220C
87038 brr TS 1350
9400 VoH 10 Free ccov 725
8750 3·112 Dlqll BCD 1395
1408166 bIt 395
1408L88hlt 595
DACO! NO 595

too
.1:

1·24 25·99 ."
21L02450ns >30 '" '" .1.'<

.n
21L02250ns '59 '" ," I;,'

210.? , as '" ''0 ~\,1 ."
2111 '70 '" ,,, .r.' .1~,

211l·1 295 '" 265 "2101-1 290 270 255 II', .I~1

2114l·250ns 1295 1095 9.95 '.1"

2114l·300ns 895 '95 '"2114L-4S0"s. '50 '70 4.75
TEXTOOL ZERO4044/4Q41 300ns 9.95 6i5 z ss

4044/4041 450",. 7.50 '" 4.75 INSERTION FORCE
EMM4200A 97" '" <05 SOCKETS
EMM4402 79:' 725 6.25
EMM48C4 """ 1150 995 16P,,,S 55O 24 Pm 5750

5101C'E •\l~ ,95 ,25 40PlnSl025
u,Jd410142001 1\1'15 1025 92~
AM09140 oil 1\1\J5 IUlb '"AMD91,1O 31 , ~ 90 1'. \:I~ 102:, CONNECTORS
fSC4f.04,,41ti",-CCDOlll, $189b!:..\<II , .'~ OB25P(RS2321 3251101 I 9~ , :~,
P'>I:'5 9J4:!514!,,, ••' 195 l?f> OB25SFemale 375
650811'. I CMOS 795 '95 '" """" , zs

6518 IK, 1 CMOS ,95 795 1:l5 Set w/Hood. S<llt' 5650
74518116'1 lnt Ham 395 .!26 250 22/44 WfW. SIT, KIM 295

81551/0w/Ram 2195 43/66 W/W. SIT. MOT 'CO
2147 Low Power 4K steuc 1495ea 50/100 S'loo l..lllll1,,,,,t,,, wI", 425

501100 5·100 Colllmcior sll 325

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
16K CCO . r"st II",.. "U"It'd F",,,,:I,,ld 4f;0 CCO
16K M••",ory I''')W Y"" ,:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'nl w,lh CCO
le{'ill1lllo..-,ty"t ,I tt';lSo""lll,' pr~;" 17 Pil~/t' Aprlleil'
IKHlIl"' ••~lIll1Jl••.dwllh,'iI('h"'d ••1 Qu(llltllyllrn'ledl

CTS DIPSWITCHES
CIS2CX>-4 51 n-
CIS2oti·~, 51 ,.r, CTS~'OI;'\) SI !l~,
CTS2Qfi·6 51 15 CJS.'f";'IOSI"~
C'S~'O&i $1 ;"$18.95 each (reg. 43.00)

CRYSTALS
NAKED PC BOARD SALE
Z·80 CPU Ilihilca) S:J49!l
S080A CPU :J4 95
8K$tiltrc RAM (Lo<jO>iI 2195
rex sunc RAMI21141 :?995
32K Stauc RAM 121141 <1\19~,
Floppy 110 (TIl'belll 3995
Cassette 110 (Tarhl'li) 29g5
6K Eorom (27061 :;>195
1702 Epror:. Board :lO or
2708J:?716 Eprom 11!har:al .1495
270812716EpromlWMCI 3000
R~illllm,"CIOCk 3495
ACPPrOlo&J !:JMCnlln) 2795
V"""or 8800 Prol" 22.20
vecto- 8803 II slul M6 2995
ACP Exlenr:lu, w/Conn 1b 95
Vldeolnte<1 ••cutSSMl 3195
Paraner lntcrtace 155MI 2795
13 Slot Motht'r800rd (WMCI :J2 95
9$101Molhe,Boa,d(WMCI 29%
8S1oIMolher(e~I"'ndahiel 349~

Microprocessor Timebases TV Game

~:~~~I~ncy
Freque"cy Pri<;e

O;:;~Il!, fiOMII/ s .I~~
·1\1" ·195
',1\:,

"'\lIMII' "!~ ·1!15
'U4il:,.'MH/ 4Yf,
.'·l!"I;MII/ ',W' 1".!Hllll .l4~
.!~, ;'I~,.I!,MIII 1!>O IHIlMt!/ " ~}~)

",eMt!: ·1'A5 ~,<l~
·1 !'-l'-:.I(l.IMII! <1 '-l~
.) ~jI !,~'\lMI jf " '-l~) :,~. 11K·1MH/ !,'-<o
",IIMHr " !l~, ;',UMt!! ""I,,
,')1;1'11> .14!> U;OMII' ~ ~)5
"I·l.!MII.- "5
DISPLAYSfOPTO/LED'S
,., 7 SI!QMENT ,., CALC * CLOCKS ,.,

or 704 (CCI. DL 707 (CA) ,300" Red 99
FNO 357 ,CCI .351" Red....... 99

~~g~~~E~19~:.i~~~E 1~!.,W"A=VE=F-O--R-M------'
FNO 807/810 (CA) ,800" Red 175 GENERATORS
XAN 3062 .500· Green. .. , ,.... I 15
HP5082'7731 (GA) .300" Red 99
9 Digll Bubble Mini Calc. D,splay.. 99
9 Digil PanapleK DIsplay .400" . 99
9 Digit Ptucresceot .300" ... ,' ... 99
MAI003 12V Auto Clock Module 15.95
Bezel for MAI003 wIRed Filter .. ,... 4,95
MA1002A lED 12 hr. Clock Module 10.95* HEX DISPLAYS * ENCODED DISPLAYS,.,
HP 5082·7340 Red Hexidecimal 15.95

~lr~t7.~.~~..~y~~.~ 1::~;
Til 306 Numeric w/toarc . 8,95
Til 306 Number w/Logic... . , .. 8,95
Til 309 Number w/Logic... . 6.95
TIl311 Hexadecimal... 12.95
MAN 2A .32'0· Red Alpha·Numenc.. 5,95
MAN lOA 270' Red Alpha-Numerrc 895

tl().ltlF"",·I,,·ntj,>n
MC·IO..'4 vCO 2 <15
I.M561;VCO 115
·(f;.'.'lltiF""III""(;"",·',II," 515

FLOPPY DISK 1/0
1171'018"& M""lIoppy 21 ~5
uPd3i2 N•••; rl(,npv 49 oJ!,
1781~latFI<'llny 2'9.95
1791 O"al rtoccv 3995

TV INTERFACES
P,xl!!'Ver1er
TV· I V,deo Inlenace B 95
Mll;fovertef 3500
M&R Modulator l~ 00

SPECIAL PURCHASE
(while supply lasts)

21 L02-4(450 ns.) 99
21L02·2(250ns.) 1.15
TMS 4060 (pullouts)

.......... 1.95
P8251 Intel. .4.95
FCM 7001 Clock 5.50
MM5311 Clock 4.50
MM5314 Clock 3.95
MM 2114N 4.49
8085. . .. 17.95

MK 3870 (programmed)
.. 1.50

AM 9060 (4K RAM)
........ 3.95

27S08 (32 x 8) 1.95
75492 . . 75
8080A CPU .... 2/9.95
2716 Eprom .. 2/49.95
76477 Sound ... 2/7.50
16K Rams 200 ns.

.... 100/6.95 ea.

I NOTICE:WE DOCUSTOMPROMPROGRAMMING I
COMPUTER SPECIALS

IPSI 1620 Diable RO 3295. 2695.
Anadex DP 8000 995. 895.
ceruroocs Micro P-l 595. 895
Centronics Micro S'1 595. 525
Scree IQ 120 995. 795.
Teletype Model 43 1349. 1150.
HiPlot Plotter 1085. 899
HiPlot Digitizer 795. 735
Intertube II 895. 785.
SOL 20 1095

LIST SALE
Apple II Plus w/16K 1195 990
PET 2001-16N 995. 895.
Exidy Sorcerer w/8K 895 795
Comcecotor II w/8K 1495 1395.
Cromemeo Sys III 6585. 5475
Hcnzon I w/32K 1849 1559.
TEl P1208 w/32K
dual floppy & CRT
(1 avatl) 4~95. 2495

Pascal Microengme 2995 2395.

,., LED'. * OPTOISOl.ATERS ,.,

LEOS Red. Yellow. Green .185 ..... 5/100
MCT 2 Photo XSTR HFE 250. 30V . . ... 99
4N25 Photo XSTR HFE 250. 30V.. . 1.29
4N33 Photo Dartmqtcn. 1,75

TV CHIPSfSOUND
AY385QO.l 6 Games BNI ... 54.9f
AY38515 Color Converter .•.... 2.95
AY38603'1 Roadrace Game 8.95
AY38605'1 Warlafe Game 9.50
AY38606-1 Wipeout Game, 9,50
AY36607·1 seccuoc Gallery .. ,B.95
AY38910Giminl C••cket Sound
GenelatOl 12.95

SN764U TI Souod Geoeralor 3.95
MM5320/21 TV Synch Gen 9.95
MM53G9PreSCah;!1 3,95
LM1889 RF Modulator,..... 3,95
MM57tOOO NSC Color TV
Game........... . 695

MM57104ClockGen 375
RF Modulator w/Audio,. .. B,95

~~ Shipments FCM or UPS. Orders
under $100,00 add 5%haodling and
pOstage. Orders over Sloo.OO add
2.5% handling & postage. MaSler-
chargel BolA IAmerican ExpresS!
COD accepted w/25% ceccsn.ceu-
tcmta seaoeote add 6%tax, Foreign
OrdOfC add 8% handling. NI part"
prime Iactorv tested guaranleed.
Add .35 cents lor Data
Retail pricing may .very Iron:' Mal!
Order Pricing. All pncing sublect 10
cnerce wnhcct ocuce

MONTHLY IC SPECIALS
lF13508 JFET AnIOQMulh 6 b,1 695
ICM7208 Seven Decade COUnl"r 17 Y5
ICM1207 Osonato- Co"troller 6 95
!CM704S Precrsron SloM'atch TImer '-'29::'
ICL7107 3'" DIgit NO ILEDI 1495
ICL8211 Vol:ageRe!efence 195
LM390 Battery OP. AudIO Amp .1 100
lM 1850 Gfound Faull rc .; 100
lMl800 Phase Lock LOOOfM SI",,,O .1 100
LM I 820 AM RadIO 3,1 00

7520 75 1496L.. .75
7524 •.•.......... 75 D53625 2.25
7525 .•...•....... 75 75322. ...75
140818 4119.95 10147EClRam ... 9.95
1468/1489 2/1.99 LF356HS,Fet .311,99
22 P,n S{T Socket 10/1.00 MCMI4505.. 8,95
8223 P,om 2.95 74S89 '3/1.00
MK5014 Calc ... 211.99 74107N ..... 6/1.99
74141N 3119975452N .. 611.99
95H90.. 9.95 741N-14 1011.99
8281.. . 50 555CN.. 5/1.99

556CN.. 3/1.99



SYM-l, 6502-BASED MICROCOMPUTER
• FULLY-ASSEMBLED AND COMPLETELY INTEGRATED SYSTEM that's

ready-to-use
• ALL LSI Ie'S ARE IN SOCKETS
• 28 DOUBLE-FUNCTION KEYPAD INCLUDING UP TO 24 "SPECIAL"

FUNCTIONS
• EASY-TO-VIEW 6-DIGIT HEX LED DISPLAY
• KIM-1 * HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY

The powerful 6502 8-Bit MICROPROCESSOR whose advanced
architectural features have made it one of the largest selling "micros"
on the market today.

• THREEON-BOARD PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMERS available to
the user, expandable to five on-board.

• 4K BYTEROM RESIDENT MONITOR and Operating Programs.
• Single 5 'Volt power supply is all that is required.
• 1K BYTESOF 2114 STATIC RAM onboard with sockets provided for

immediate expansion to 4K bytes onboard, with total memory expan-
sion to 65, 536 bytes.

• USER PROM/ROM: The system is equipped with 3 PROM/ROM ex- Synertek has enhanced KIM-1 * software as well os the hardware. The
pension sockets for 2316/2332 ROMs or 2716 EPROMs software has simplified the user interface. The basic SYM-1 system is

• ENHANCED SOFTWARE with simplified user interface programmed in machine language. Monitor status is easily accessible,
• STAt'WARD INTERFACES INCLUDE: and the monitor gives the keypad user the same full functional capabili-

-Audio Cassette Recorder Interface with Remote Control (Two ty of the TTY user. The SYM-1 has everything the KIM-1 * has to offer,
modes: 135 Baud KIM-1 * compatible, Hi-Speed 1500 Baud) plus so much more that we cannot begin to tell you here. So, if you want

-Full duplex 20mA Teletype Interface to know more, the SYM-1 User Monual is available, separately.
-System Expansion Bus Interface SYM-1 Complete w/manuals $229.00
-TV Controller Board Interface SYM-1 User Manual Only $7.00
-CRT Compatible Interface (RS-232) SYM-1 Expansion $60.00

• APPLICATION PORT: 15 Bi-directional TTL Lines for user applications ExpanSion includes 3K at 2114 RAM chips and 1-6522 I/O chip.
with expansion capability for added lines SYM-1 Manuals: The well organized documentation pockoge is com-

• EXPANSION PORT FOR ADD-ON MODULES (51 I/O Lines included in plete and easy-to-understand.
the basic system) SYM-1 CAN GROW AS YOU GROW. It's the system to BUILD-ON.

• SEPARATE POWER SUPPLY connector for easy disconnect of the doc Expansion features that are available:
power BAS·1 8K Basic ROM (Microsoft Basic)

• AUDIBLE RESPONSE KEYPAD KTM·2(Complete terminal less monitor)

QUALITY EXPANSION BOARDS DESIGNED SPtCIFICALLY FOR KIM-l, SYM-l & AIM 65

$89.00
$319.00

These boards are set up for use with a regulated power supply such as the one below, but, provisions have been made so that you can add
onboard regulators for use with an unregulated power supply. But, because of unreliability, we do not recommend the use of onboard
regulators. All I.C.'s are socketed for ease af maintenance. All boards carry full 90-day warranty.
All products that we manufacture are designed to meet or exceed industrial standards. All components are first qualtiy and meet full
manufacturer's specifications. All this and an extended burn-in is done to reduce the normal percentage of field failures by up to 75%. To you,
this means the chance of inconvenience and lost time due to a failure is very rare; but, if it should happen, we guarantee a turn-around time of
less than forty-eight hours for repair.
Our money back guarantee: If, for any reason you wish to return any board that you have purchased directly from us within ten (10) days after
receipt, complete, in original condition, and in original shipping carton; we will give you a complete credit or refund less a $10.00 restocking
charge per board.

V AK- 1 8-SLOT MOTHERBOARD
This motherboard uses the KIM-4 * bus structure. It provides eight (8)

expansion board sockets with rigid card cage. Separate jacks for audio
cassette, TTY and power supply are provided. Fully buffered bus.

VAK-! Motherboard $139.00

VAK.2/4 16K STATIC RAM BOARD
This board using 2114 RAMs is configured in two (2) separately

addressable 8K blocks with individual write-protect switches.
VAK-216K RAM Board with only $239_00
8K of RAM (V. populated)

VAK-3 Complete set of chips to $125.00
expand above board to 16K

VAK·4 Fully populated 16K RAM $325.00

VAK-5 2708 EPROM PROGRAMMER
This board requires a + 5 VDC and ± 12 VDC, but has a DC to DC

multiplyer so there is no need for an additional power supply. All
software is resident in on-board ROM, and has a zero-insertion socket.

VAK-5 2708 EPROM Programmer $249.00

VAK-6 EPROM BOARD
This board will hold 8K of 2708 or 2758, or 16K of 2716 or 25i6

EPROMs. EPROMs not incfuded.
VAK-6 EPROM Board $119.00

VAK·7 COMPLETE FLOPPY-DISK SYSTEM $1299.00
________ Use reader service card for details _

VAK-8 PROTYPING BOARD
This board allows you to create your own interfaces to plug into the

motherboard. Etched circuitry is provided for regulators, address and
data bus drivers; with a large area for either wire-wrapped or soldered
IC circuitry.

VAK-8 Protyping Board $39.00

POWER SUPPLIES
ALL POWER SUPPLIESare totally enclosed with grounded enclosures for safety, AC power cord, and carry a full 2-year warranty.

FULL SYSTEM POWER SUPPLY
This power supply will handle a microcomputer and up to 65K of our

VAI(-4 RAM. ADDITIONAL FEATURESARE: Over voltage Protection on 5
volts, fused, AC on/off switch. Equivalent to units selling for $225.00 or

KIM-l * Custom P.S. provides 5 VDC @ 1.2 Amps
and +12 VDC@.1 Amps

KCP-1 Power Supply $39.00
more.
Provides +5 VDC@ 10 Amps & ±.!2 VDC @ 1 Amp SYM-1 Custom P.S. provides 5 VDC @ 1.4 Amps

VAK-EPS Power Supply $119.00 VCP·1 Power Supply $39.00
VAK·EPS/AIM-same as VAK-EPS but w/additional 24 volt *KIM ISa product of MOS Technology ZJ
unregulated (specitlcally for AIM 65) $149.00 Add $2.50 for shipping & handling for all excep.!AIM 65. VIS4

j~[3>-NBEN T E R P R I S ~~::n~:~Ir;~~~~ Avenue ••S E v'R20 (602)265-7564 •
INCORPORATED



Interfaces with most popular S-100 boards
Bank selectable; PHANTOM provision
Draws only 5 watts fully populated
Desiqned to work with Z-80, 8080,and 8085 systems
No wait states required
16K boundaries & protect via dip switches
Kits come with sockets for full 64K
Invisible refresh
MEM-16130K (16K KIT) $239.95
MEM-16130A (16K A&T) ....•........... $289.95
MEM-32131K (32K KIT) $309.95
MEM-32131A (32K A&T) $359.95
MEM-48132K (48K KIT) $379.95
MEM-48132A (48K A& T) $429.95
MEM-64133K (64K KIT) $449.95
MEM-64133A $499.95

S D SYSTEMS

PROM-100
VERSATILE EPROM PROGRAMMER

S-100 bus compatible (note: board height 7")
Dip switch selects 2708, 2716, 2732,2758, or 2516's
25 VDC programming pulse generated on board
Programming time only 100 seconds for 16K bits
Support-software listing provided in manual
Program and erasure verification
Software provides for reading of object file from
CP/M and programming into EPROM
MEM-99520K (KIT) $175.95
MEM-99520A (A& T) , $225,95

D SYSTEMS

EXPANDOPROM

GET THE INSIDE TRACK

JADE DOUBLE-D
DOUBLE DENSITY DISK CONTROLLER

Read/write single or double density, 8"or 5'/."dri
On board Z-80 insures reliable operation
CP/M compatible in either single or double density
Density is software selectable
Up to 4 single or double sided, single or double
density drives may be mixed on the same system
EIA level serial printer interface on board-up to 9600
baud (perfect for despooling operations)
All the hard work of disk access is done by the on
board Z-80A and 2K memory, leaving your host
CPU free for its normal duties
Uses IBM standard formats for proven reliability
THIS BOARD REALL Y WORKS 1/1/1/
100-1200K (DOUBLE-D KIT) $285.00
100-1200A (DOUBLE-D A& T) .......•... $349.00
100-12000 (MANUAL ONLY) $15.00

S D SYSTEMS

VERSAFLOPPY II
DOUBLE DENSITY DISK CONTROLLER

Single or double density floppy disk controller
985600 bytes on 8" double sided diskettes
259840 bytes on double sided 5'1;' diskettes
S-100 bus (IEEE) standard compatible
IBM 3740 format in single density
8" and 5'/." drives controlled simultaneously
Operates with Z-80, 8080, and 8085 CPU's
Controls up to 4 drives
Vectored interrupt operation optional
100-1160K (KIT) $335.95
100-1169A (A& T) $385.95

S D SYSTEMS

VERSAFLOPPY
VERSATILE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

IBM 3740 soft sectored format
S-100 Z-80 or 8080 compatible
Controls up to 4 single or double sided drives
Compatible with all popular disk drives
CP/M compatible
Listings for control software included
100-1150K (KIT) $189.95
100-1150A $239.95

NEW 2 OR 4 MHz REV. C BOARD

THE JADE BIG Z
Z-80 CPU BOARD WITH SERIAL I/O PORT
2 or 4 MHz switchable, on-board 2708, 2716, or 2732
EPROM useable in SHADOW mode (fu1l64K RAM)
Automatic MWRITE generation if no front panel
On-board USART for sync or async RS232
CPU-30201K (KIT) $159.00
CPU-30201A (A & T) $209.00

S D SYSTEMS

EXPANDORAM II
4 MHz RAM BOARD EXPANDABLE TO 256K

S-100 bus compatible, up to 4 MHz operation
Expandable memory from 16K to 256K
Dip switch selectable boundaries
Page-mode allows up to 8 boards on the same bus
Invisible refresh; PHANTOM output disable
Designed to operate in Z-80 based systems
MEM-16631K (16K KIT) $295.95
MEM-16631A (16K A&T) $345.95
MEM-32632K (32K KIT) ....•............ $369.95
MEM-32632A (32K A&T) $419.95
MEM-48632K (48K KIT) $444.95
MEM-48632A (48K A& T) .....•.......... $494.95
MEM-64632K (64K KIT) $519.95
MEM-64632A (64K A&T) .

S D SYSTEMS

VDB-8024
80 X 24 110 MAPPED VIDEO BOARD

80 character by 24 line display, 7 X 10 dot matrix
Composite or seperate TTL video outputs
On-board keyboard interface with power
On-board Z-80 and 2K RAM
Blink, underline, reverse, protect, up/down scroll
Upper/lower case characters, 32 special characters
Optional 128 user-programmable characters
IOV-1020K (KIT) $329.95
IOV-1020A (A&T) . $389.95

S D SYSTEMS

SBC-100/200
2 OR 4 MHz SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

S-100 bus com
1K of on-board RAM
4 EPROM sockets accomodates 2708, 2716, or 2732
One parallel and one serial I/O port
4-channel counter timer chip (Z-80 CTC)
Software programmable serial baud rates
CPC-30100K (2 MHz KIT) $249.95
CPC-30100A (2 MHz A&T) $299.95
CPC-30200K (4 MHz KIT) $289.95
CPC-30200A (4 MHz A&T) $339.95



PRICES SLASHED FOR MARCH!
CALL TOLL-FREE AND SAVE

800-421-5809 CONTINENTAL U.S. 800-262-1710 INSIDE CALIFORNIA

S D SYSTEMS

Z-SO STARTER KIT
COMPLETE Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER

On-board keyboard, display, EPROM programmer,
and cassette interface
On-board S-IQO interface
Wire-wrap area and room for 2 S-100 connectors
Two 8-bit parallel I/O ports, 4-channel CTC, 5
programmable breakpoints
Examine and change memory, I/O ports, or register
CPS-30010K (KIT) . $279.95
CPS-30010A (A&T) . $349.95

CP/M 2.0
Digital Research has done it again! This new release of their
industry standard disk operating system is bound to be an
even bigger hit than the original version. All of the
fundamental file-size restrictions of release 1 have been
eliminated, while maintaining full compatibility with the
earlier versions. This new reiease can be field-configured by
the user for a single mini-disk up through a multiple drive
hard-disk system with t 28 megabyte capacity. Field
configuration can be accomplished easily through use of the
Macro Library (DISKDEF) provided with CP/M 2.0.

A powerful operating system for only ... $150.00

JADE'S NEW MOTHERBOARDS

THE ISO-BUS
WE'RE PROUD OF OUR MOTHER!

6-SLOT
BARE BOARD $24.95
KIT.... . $49.95
ASSEMBLED & TESTED $59.95

12-SLOT
BARE BOARD $39.95
KIT.......... $89.95
ASSEMBLED & TESTED $99.95

18-SLOT
BARE BOARD
KIT ...
ASSEMBLED & TESTED .

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE

ROCKWELL AIM-65

JADE
MEMORY EXPANSION KITS

FOR

TRS-80 APPLE EX/DY
Everything you need to add 16K of memory to your
computer. Your kit comes neatly packaged with
easy to follow Instructions. In just minutes your
computer is ready to tackle more advanced

software. $75.00
AVAILABLE IN FEBRUARY

NEW JADE PIS I/O
PARALLEL/SERIAL/INTERRUPT BOARD

Z-80 SIO/PIO. 2 CTCs. expands to 2 SIOs. 4 CTCs
4 serial ports (async. sync. bisync. SOLC/HOLC)
2 parallel ports with full handshake
Software baud rate generators, interval timers,
counters. and generates 32 vectored interrupts
Designed especially for MP/M multi-user multi-
tasking operating systems. For use with Z-80 only
101-1045B (BARE BOARD) $45.00
101-1045K (KIT) $169.95
101-1045A (A & T) . $224.95

MICROPROCESSORS 6800 PRODUCT
F8 . ............. $16.95 6821P. · $5.25
Z80 (2MHz) . . $10.95 I 6828P . $12.00
Z80A (4MHz) . .. $14.95 6834P . · $16.95
CDP1802CD .. $24.95 I 6850P ....... $4.80
6502 . ........ $11.95 6852P .. $7.50
6800 . .... $12.50 I 6860P ..... $9.25
6802 ... $20.00 6862P. . ... $12.00
8008·1 $15.95 I 6875L $7.30
8035 . ... $24.00 6880P · $2.50
8035·8 . ... $24.00 I CHARACTER GENERATORS
8080·A . $10.00 2513 Upper · $7.95
8085 . $23.00

I
2513 Lower .. ... $6.75

TMS9900TL ......... $49.95 2513 Upper (5 volt) 9.75

8080A SUPPORT DEVICES 2S13 Lower (5 volt) · $13.00

8212 . $5.00 I MCM6571 up scan · $t3.00
MCM6571A down scanS10.958214 . · $4.65 I PROMS8216 . .......... $2.95

d224 (2MHz) ....... $4.30 1702A $5.00

I 2708 . $8.958226 . .. $2.75 2716 $39.958228 $6.40

I 2716 (5v) . · $39.958238 . · $6.40 2758 (5v) . . .. $30.008243 ......... $8.00 DYNAMIC RAMS8251 $7.50 I 4116/4160 8 for $74.958253 . . $20.00 2104/4096 $4.758255 . $6.40 I 2107B·4 $3.958257 $19.95 TMS402714096 · $4.758259 . ..... $19.95 I STATIC RAMS8275 $69.95 21L02 (450ns) . $1.508279 $17.70 I 21 L02 (250ns) . · $1.75USRT 2101-1 ... $2.95S2350 ........ $10.95

I 2111·1 · $3.25UARTS 2112·1 $2.95AY5·1013A . · $5.25

I 2114L (450ns) :: .. $5.75AY5-1014A . ..... $8.25
TR1602B . $5.25 2114L (300ns) . . .. $5.95

TMS6011 $5.95 I TMS4044 (450ns) . $8.00

IM6403 .............. $9.00 TMS4044 (300ns) . · $9.95

BAUD RATE GENERATORS I 4100 (200ns) . .... $9.95

MC14411 .. $10.00 4200A (200ns) . $9.95

Up to 198 CPS
1.75 to 9.5 inch adjustable
tractor and friction feed.
Parallel and serial
interface.
98 character ASCII set.
8010 132 columns.
6 or 8 lines per inch.
Eight software selectable
character sizes. I:....<:~'-- .t...:--J

110, 300, 600, or 1200 baud.
PRM-33440 .
PRM-33441 (with graphics & 2K buffer).

GUARANTEED PREMIUM QUALITY

JADE DISKETTES
MAGNIFICENT MAGNETIC MEDIA I

5'/'" single sided, single density, box of 10
MMD-5110103 (SOFT SECTOR) $29.95
MMD-5111003 (10 SECTOR) $29.95
MMD-5111603 (16 SECTOR) $29.95
5'1'" double sided. double density. box of 10
MMD-5220103 (SOFT SECTOR) . . . . . . $39.95
8" single sided. single density. box of 10
MMD-8110103 (SOFT SECTOR) $34.95
8" single sided. double density. box of 10
MMD-8120103 (SOFT SECTOR) $55.95
8" double sided. double density. box of 10
MMD-8220103 (SOFT SECTOR) $57.95

SPST DIP SWITCHES8ill 0' .of 678910

,......•.•
PART NUMBER
SWD-103
SWD-104
SWD-105
SWD-106
SWD-107
SWD-108
SWD-109
SWD-110

NUMBER OF SWITCHES PRICE
3 $1.00 $.HI!
4 $1.05 ~
5 $1.10 $.l:M
6 $1.15 ~
7 $1.20 $-1-:30
8 $1.25 »:S4
9 $1.30 $.1-.65
10 $1.35 ~

16 PIN ZIp· DIP II $5.50
24 PIN ZIp· DIP II $7.50
40 PIN ZIp· DIP II . . .. 10.25

• ZERO INSERTION PRESSURE

SPECIAL FEBRUARY PRICE I

NOVATION CAT



... $62~
...... $495

$200
... $99

........ $225

........ $595

........ $180
.... $225

.......... $195

Excellent Performance-Looks Great

The TNW-2000
Bi-Directional RS-232 Serial Interface

Interface your PET to printers, modems, CRT ter-
minals. plotters, paper tape readers and punches-or
other computers. The TNW-20OO Serial Intertace lets
you connect your PET to RS-232 serial devices.
Comes assembled and tested with cable to connect
unit to an IEEE Standard or Commodore PET
connector .
TNW Bi.-Dir. RS-232 X-face $229

WE'VE GOT IT!
A Calculator, A System,
A Whole New Standard.

HEWLETT-PACKARD'S HP-41C.
130 built-in functions. Alpha capability.400 lines
expandable up to 2,000 of program
memory-Continuous memory. RPN logic.
"Customize It. Reassign any program or standard
function to any keyboard location you want.
Enhanced programmability, Up to 6 levels of
subroutines; 10 conditionals, 56 internal flags,
specific loop control, indirect addressing, local &
global branching. HP-41C Calc.$288

$499.00

$100 FREE ACCESSORIES
WITH 16K or 32K PET

When you buy a 16K Or 32K PET, apply $100 toward PET
accessories, FREEt Just indicate on your orderthat you have'
reduced the cost of your accessories by $100.

fDEE Terminal Package with 8K PETs
Il See Special Below

11 commOd:~:I~~~~~~~eRIE~ .. $1,295.00
Commodore Printer (friction feed) . $849.00 ~H~a;;;Z;;.;;It;;ln;;.;;..;1.;5~10~-..:$~1.:.19;;5~_.;H.:.a;;Z;;.;;.It;;;ln;;..~15;;2~0~-_$,;,14,;,9;.;9~•

Commodore Printer (tractor leed) $995.00 Lear SI'egler's ADM-3A
Second Cassette-from Commodore. $95.00
Commodore PET Service Kit $30.00
Beeper- Tells when tape is loaded $24.95
Petunia- Play music from PET $29.95
Video Buffer-Attach another CRT $29.95
Combo- Petunia and Video Buffer ... ",. .... $49.95
TNW Bi-Dir, RS-232 printer X-face .. $229,__ iii ••• liioiililllliiiiii.""' __ :.. •• KIM 1 (A Single Board Computer

from Commodore)

SUPER SALE!

1410$749 1500 $995

........... $795
. $995

.. $995
.. $1,295

... $1,295

REG $900 REG $1069

apple II
pIlls

FREE ACCESSOAIES

The ADM-3A is industry's favorite dumb terminal for
some very smart reasons:
• 12 in. diagonal screen
• Full or half duplex operation at 11 selectable data

rates
1920 easy-to-read characters in 24 rows of 80 letters

• Typewriter-style keyboard
• RS-232 C interface extension port
• Direct cursor addressing

SANYO MONITORS

;;""$169 OJ ::~:"$279
Perfect for PET & APPLE Owners.
Sanyo cassette recorder.

ZENITH
VIDEO MONITOR

Zenith's first color video ,display
designed specifically for computers.

This 1:>-mch monitor is Zenith's first color video display
designed specifically for computers. Features include
automatic color level, color processing and degaussing

The new Apple II with Applesoft BASIC buill-in! Elimi-
nates the need for a $200 Firmware Card and includes
new Autostart ROM for easy operation. This combined
with the FREE accessories from NeE could save you up
to $400 on a 48K Apple II system!

16K Apple II Plus-$1195(take$100 in free accessories)
32K Apple II Plus-$1345 (take $150 in free accessories)
48K Apple II Plus-$1495 (take $200 in free accessories)

THE SYSTEM.
Memory Modules. $45 Increase capacity to 319
registers or 2,000 lines.
"Extr. smart" Card Reader. $180 Records programs
& data onto blank mag-caras.
The Printer. $320 Portable, quiet, thermal operation.
Upper & lower case; plotting routines.

Application Modules ($45 ea.) Standard Pac ROM,
Statistics ROM, Math ROM, Finartcial Decisions
ROM, Surveyinq ROM.
NCE/Compumart has the following quality Hewlett-
Packard scientific and business calculators in stock.
Call for complete product info and specs:
HP-31 E-Scientific, $49.95. HP-32E.4dvanced scien-
tific, $66.95. HP-33E-Programmable scientific, $79.95
• HP-37E-Business management, $69.95 • HP-38E-
Advanced financial, $108
CONTINUOUS MEMORY CALCULATORS
HP-33C-$114.95, HP-34C-$144.95, HP-38C-$144.95

PAPER TIGER 440SPE
The Graphics Printer
for Apple /I

HEATH
The AII-In-One Computer

Dual Z-80 Processors· Built-in 102K Disk·
to 48K RAM. 25 x 80 Character Display
Case and Line GraphIcs' 80 Character
Keypad. 8 User-definable Keys· Two
Auto-Scribe Word Processing avallabl •• Can
CP/M
WH89 with 16K RAM
WH89 with 32K RAM
WH89 with 48K RAM
WH17 Second Disk Drive
Dual-port Serial Intertace. . .

~~c~;s~fteB~~7c System
Word Processing .

Now you can print illlj.Strations. block letters, charts,
graphs, and more-all under software control. And
with the expanded buffer, the Paper Tiger can hold the
text from an entire 24-line-by-80-column CRT screen.

194.00

Mass. residents add 5% sales tax; Mich.
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DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214) 494-1505

PROC. TECH. QUITS THE MICROPROCESSOR BUSINESS!

FACTORY CLOSE OUT - SPECIAL PURCHASE!
#16KRA

16K S-100 Dynamic Ram Board
$149.95

We purchased the remaining inveno,... ,. -, U116K Ram

Board whenoP" '~L--.'0 the boatl
The~s - ,"ddytogo.
All a __ ~<Ay limited warranty!' ASSEMBLED AND TESTED' READY TO USE' Over 3 years of design

efforts were required to produce a TRUE S-100 Z80 CPU at a genuinely
Orig. '" 1'2.Page Full Manual. Included Freel

.-------:---::-c::--:c-::-.,-'-,..,---,-...,----.,..--------j bargain pricel BRAN D NEW!
Z-80 PROGRAMMING MANUAL FEATURES* 2 or 4 MHZ Operation. * Generates MWRITE, so no tront panel requrred.

By MOSTEK. or ZILOG. The most detailed explanation ever on the e Jump on reset capability. * 8080 Signals emulated for S-tOO co-npataonttv
working of the Z-80 CPU CHIPS. At least one full page on each of the 158 * Top Ouality PCB. Sttk.Screened Solder Masked Geld Plated Contact Finge"

Z-80 instructions. A must reference manual for any user of the Z-80. 300 G.I. COMPUTER SOUND CHIP
pages. . $12.95•. -1 AY3-8910. As featured in July, 1979 BYTE' A fantastically powerful Sound

& Music Generator. Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microprocessor.
Contains: 3 Tone Channels, Noise Generator. 3 Channels of Amplitude
Control. 16 Bit Envelope Period Control, 2-8 But Parallel 1/0. 3 0 to A
Converters. plus much more' All in one 40 Pin DIP. Super eas.y to interfar e
to the S-100 or other busses.
SPECIAL OFFER: $14.95 each Add $3 for 64 page Date Manual

16K EPROM CARD-S 100 BUSS

$59.95
KIT

8K LOW POWER RAM KIT -S 100 BUSS
SALE PR\CE.

cU1\

21L02
(450 NS RAMS!)

Thousanas of computer systems rely on this rugged. work horse.
RAM board. Designed for E:rror-free, NO HASSLE. systems use.

Blank PC Board w/Dncumentation
$29.95

ASSEMBLED AND FULLY
BURNED IN ADD $30

Low Profile Socket Set.13.50
Support tC's (TTL & Regulators)

$9.75
Bypass CAP's (DIsc & TantalumS)

$4.50

FIRST TIME OFFERED!
BLANK PC BOARD - $28

USES 2708's!

Thousands of personal and business systems around the world
use this board with complete satisfaction. Puts 16K of software
on line at ALL TIMES! Kit features a top quality soldermasked and
silk-screened PC board and first run parts and sockets. Any

number of EPROM locations may be disabled to avoid any
Fully buffered and has WAIT STATE

ASSEMBLED
AND FULLY TESTED

ADD $25

ALL ASSEMBLED BOARDS
ARE TESTED AT 4MHZ.

16K STATIC RAM 55-50 BUSS
PRICE CUT!

FULLY STATIC

AT DYNAMIC

PRICES

KIT FEATURES
1 Addressable on 16K Boundaries
2 USE'S 2114 Static Ram
3 Runs at F',III Speed
4 Double sided PC Board Solder mask
and silk screened layout G )Id flngf'rs
5 /I" Parts and Sockets inc luded
6 Low Powei: Under 1 5 Amps TYPIc-al

BLANK PC BOARD-$26 COMPLETE SOCKET SET -$12
SUPPORT IC'S AND CAPS-$19.95

S-100 Z80 CPU CARD

16K STATIC RAM KIT•.S 100 BUS5
PRICE CUT!

KIT FEATURES'
1. Addressable as four separate 4K Blocks.
2. ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry. re-o- ,
memco Standard'). Allows up to 512K on line! BLANK PC BOARD W/DATA-$33

~•.~~e~~1~~64~~~~~~~~~~i~:~;~TATES LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET-$12
5. Double sided PC Board. with solder mask and SUPPORT IC'S & CAPS-$19.95
silk screened layout. Gold plated contact fingers
6. All address and data lines fully buffered. ASSEMBLED & TESTED-ADD $30
7 Kit includes ALL parts and sockets
8. PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67.
9. LOW POWER: under 15 amps TYPICAL from OUR #1 SELLING
the +8 Volt Buss
10. Blank PC Board can be populated as any RAM BOARD!
multiple of 4K.

LOW POWER - 250NS
2114 RAM SALE!

8 FOR
$55

WIRED!
NOT A KIT!

14MHZI

4K,STATIC RAM'S. MAJOR BRAND. NEW PARTS.
These are the most sought after 2114's, LOW POWER and 250NS FAST.
SPECIAL SALE: $750 ea. or 8 For $55

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (21 494-1505

TERMS: Add $100 pos taqe. we flay balance. Orders under S15 add 7~c
handlinq. No C.O.D. We accept visa and Master Charqe Tex Res add 50'0
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. 90 DR" Money BRCk
Guarantee on all items.

NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA. THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE,



Power Supplies! Power Supplies! Power Supplies! SOLID STATE!! (5)
We gol 'em! Take your pick I

These units are ideal for micro computers. They have been removed from equipment, checked out
and guaranteed.
1-5 volts @ 8 am~s + 1~volts @ 2 amps + 6 volts @ 75MA. Power supply has a 3·wire line cord and fused. Dimensions:

10'12" x 5'12"x 4 '12". Shipping weight: 16Ibs : : : ~ 37.50ea. 2/70.00
2- Model818, 5volts at 15amps + 12volts at 4 amps-12 volts at 2 amps. (with line cord) 35.00ea. 2/65.00
3- + 5volts at 5 amps ±12 volts at 500ma. + 6volts at 25ma. (linecordinciuded) " 32.95ea. 2/60.00
---.......:..:._----------------------_._-_._--------
4---Elexon, multi output. Input: 120/240 AC, +10%, 47-63 hz; output: 1) 12V, 1.5A, DC, OVP; 2) 12V, 1.5A, D.C.,

OVP. New, in box with operating instructions. 31.50
5---Power .Design, Moliel 1210, constant voltage, DC. P.S. input: 105-125.A.C., 55 to 440 hz. Output: 1-12 volts,

0-10 amps, DC. continuously adjustable output voltage and current limiting : 139.00

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS ...
18,000 mfd 10 VDC - 1.25 11,000 mfd 25 VDC 1.50 4,000 mfd 75 VDC 1.75
4,400 mfd 20 VDC 1.00 35,000 mfd 35 VDC 3.50 1,000 mfd 100 VDC 1.00

46,000 mfd 20 VDC 2.50 10,000 mfd 50 VDC 2.50 6,800 mfd 100 VDC 3.50
3,000 mfd 25 VDC 1.00 22,000 mfd 60 VDC 3.75 4,700 mfd 150 VDC 3.75

WIRE-WRAP BOARDS
These boards have been removed from equipment. They're prewired, and very
easy to unwrap for setting up your own boards. Contains mostly 14-pin IC
sockets with individual connections. Each board has VCC and ground planes.

Smaller board measures 6W'x6" and has 40 to 50 sockets. Reduced Price- $7.50 ea. 2/$14.00
Larger board measures 13Yo'!x6" and has 75 to 100 sockets, Reduced Price $12.50 ea•.2/$23.00

HEWLETT-PACKARD MODEL 175A
OSCILLOSCOPESDIABLO System Disc Drive

SERIES 40, MODEL 43
THESESCOPESHAVEA50MHZBANDWIDTHAND f 0- . ....
HAVE 2 PLUG·INS, A 178.1BDELAY GENERATOR " -... .0 ••
AND A MODEL 1755A DUAL TRACE VERTICAL : _ 0 ••

AMPLIFIER. DIMENSIONS: 13" x 17" x 25", i ,. • :: •.
WEIGHT 71 LBS, SHIPPED FREIGHT COLLECT. 5" i

CRT. USED. CHECKED OUT AND OPERATING. 1:: 0 • •..e ••i,.·,-.••_.~
100 tracks per inch, total capacity of 50 mega-
bits, w/Model 429 power supply, sector counter,
24 sectors, 1 fixed disc, 1 removabm disc, aver-
~ge access time 38 ms, PPM:2iOO, dimensions:
105/16" high, fits in standard rack, ~~I~'Plpe~':.:..i::" -;1
with full extension- slides, excellent used
condition. Shipped freight collect.

Clock Crystal Osciliators .."fTL, Vectron,
type CO·231T. Crystal Ireq. 4.9152 mhz.Jn-
put voltage 5 VDC± .Output: Drives 10TTL
Loads LogiC "0": 0.4V max., sink 16ma.
Logic "1" 2.4Vmin source 2 ma. (above 50
mhz drives 2 Schottky TTL loads). Tuning

- adjust. with nominal range of ± 30 ppm
below 25 mhz and 15 ppm above 25 mhz.
R.F.E. 1'j,"x1 'h"x'h" , $13.95

ROTRON
WHISPER FANS

$8.95

TRANSFORMERS
ISOLATION STEP·DOWN TYPE

Primary: 230/115V; 50160

CPS, Secondary: 115volts -$13 .95
output 250 VA. - - EACH

Unused, Model Rotron
MU 3A1, 230V, AC, 14
watts, 50/60 hz, guar-
anteed, 4Yo"x4%"x1Yo"

SG-l32 SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATOR
FREQ: 15 TO 400 MHZ, VHF-UHF

Output: AM & FM: CWoFM deviation: + 1% to + 20% at any frequency.
Crystal markers every 200Khz, 1mhz, 5mhz or +-10B. Frequency accur-
acy :.1:1%. Built-in oscilloscope for-observing --$'329
waveforms. _

TRENDLINEPHONES
Manufactured by I.T.T.

These units have rotary dials. ColorS are: white, black, red,
and green. They are packaged and have 6-foot cord and
installation instrructions. Used, '
but in good oper.ting condition. 34. 50 WALL TYPE

Minimum order $25.00. Items -offered subject to prior sale. FOB, Brockton, Mass. Money order or check w/order. Shipments
and handling add 5%. Shipments by parcel post or UPS. No COOs. Mass. residents add 5% sales tax.

WA L L E N ELECTRONICS CO. INC. Tel: (617) 588-6440-6441
108 SAWTELL AVE., BROCKTON, MA. 02402

ELE~TRONIC COMPONENTS
TEST EQUIPMENT

CONNECTORS --WIRE
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COMPUPROtrn CONTINUES TO
Whether it's memory, motherboards, 1/0 boa2r!u~!~!f!:.' - =::::::::::::::::==

ily of products, CompuPro'm delivers what you want at prices you can afford.
Looklng for memory? Our boards are fully static, low power, run at 4 or 5 MHz,

support a number of popular busses, include a 1 year limited warranty, and gen-
erally come in 3 configurations to suit your exact needs. For lowest cost, choose
an "un kit" with sockets and bypass caps pre-soldered in place for easy assembly .

. When you can't wait to get going, order one of our assembled versions. For critical
systems, specify boards qualified under our Certified System Component (CSC)
high reliability program. These boards are extensively tested, burned in for at least
200 hours, and are immediately replaced in event of failure within 1 year of invoice
date .
. Looking for other peripherals? We mix leading edge technology, design savvy,

and volume buying to deliver the right product at the right price. See our list
below for pricing.

Memory name Buss & Notes Unkit Assm C·SC

8K Econoram* IIA S-100 $149 $179 $239
16K EconoraOl IV S-100 $289 $339 $429
16K Econoram VIIA·16 S:100 $299 $349 $439
24K Econoram VIIA·24 S·100 $419 $499 $605
16K Econoram IX·16 Dig Grp $319 $379· n/a
32K Econoram IX·32 Dig Grp $559 $639 n/a
.32K Econoram X S-100 $549 $669 $789
32K Econoram XI SBC/BLC n/a n/a $1050
16K Econoram XIIIA·16 S-100 (1) $349 $419 $519
24K Econoram XIIIA·24 S·100 (1) $469 $539 $649
32K Econoram XIIIA·32 S·100 (1) $579 $699 $849.
16K Econoram XIV S-100 (2) $299 $359 $459
16K Econoram XV·16 H8 (3) $329 $395 n/a
32K Econorflm XV·32 H8 (3) $599 $729 n/a
•Econoram is a trademark of Godbout Electronics
(1) Compatible with all bank setect systems (Cromemco, Alpha Micro, etc.); addressable on 4K

, boundaries.
(2) Extended aodressinq (24 address lines). Single block addressable on 4K boundaries.
(3) Bank select option for implementing memory systems greater than 64K.

161( DYtiAMiC RAMS
8/$87.20!

Perfect for memory expansion in' a number
of machines (TRS·80·· Model I and Model II,
Exidy Sorcerer, Heath H89, Apple, etc.), and you
can't beat our price: 8 high speed chips for $64!
Add $3 if you'd like 2 dip shunts plus TRS-80"
programming instructions to expand memory.
These are 250 ns (4 M Hz), dynamic RAMs ... but
quantities are limited, so hurry is you want to
take advantage of this super deal.
, 'TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporatlon.

PASCAL/Mtnl +
MEMORY SPECIAL

PASCAL can give a microcomputer with CP/M
more power than many minis. For a limited time
only, you can buy an assembled Econorarn X, plus
our totally standard Wirth PASCALlM,m 8" diskette,
for $799 '(regular combined price, $999). Includes
manual, plus Wirth's definitive book on PASCAL;
specify Z·80 or 8080/8085 version. Diskette is also
available separately for $350.

270SEROM
BOARD $85 unkit

4 independently,addressable4K blocks, with dip-
switch selectable jump start built right into the
board. Includes all support chips and manual, but
does not include EROMs.

THESE PRODUCTS ARE GENERALLY
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL

COMPUTER STORE.

ACTIVE 'TERMINATOR
BOARD $34.50 kit

Plugs into any $-100 motherboard (although ours don't need it) to re-
duce ringing, crosstalk; noise, and other buss-related problems.

THE'GODBOUT .
COMPUTER BOX
$259 desktop, $299 rack mount (introductory price)

The ideal home for your computer, With fan, dual AC outlets and
fuseholder,power switch, heavy-duty line filter, black anodized front
paneliwith textured vinyl painted cover for desk top version); pre-drilled
base accepts our hi.gh-performan.ce motherboards or sirnitar types by
Vector, California, Digital, and others, Rack mount version includes
slides for easy pull-out from rack, This functional, versatile, and hand-
some enclosure does [ustice to the finest computer systems,

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
S;'100 MOTHERBOARDS
6 slot: $ 89 unkit, $129 assm 12 slot: $129 unkit, $169 assm

19 slot: $174 unkit, $214 assm
Un kits have edge connectors and termination resistors pre-soldered

in place for easy assembly, These. boards exceed the latest S·100
specs and will work with 5 to 10 MHz CPUs, Includes true active termi-
nation, groun(led Farady shield between all buss signal lines, and edge
connectors-tor. all slots, ' '--

.(OmpuPro™

S-100 MEMORY $59 unkit

MANAGER BOARD ~~~Oa~~~
Add bank select and extended addressing to older S-100 machines

(Altair, IMSAI, Sol, and others), Use with our new extended addressing
boards, or retrofit our high density Econorams for use with the Memory
Manager to get added memory space for your computer.

MULLEN S-100
EXTENDER BOARD

$49
kit

Includes logic probe and general purpose breadboard sectlon. Ideal
for troubleshooting and analysis, '

3P PLUS S
"Interfacer II"
S-100 1/0 BOARD

$199 unkit
$249 assrn
$324 CSC

Incorporates 1 channel of serial I/O (RS-232 with full handshake),
along with 3 full duplex parallel ports plus a separate status port. The
parallel section uses Tri-State (tm National Semiconductor) octal
latches for latched data, input and output with 24 mA drive current,
attention/enable/strobe bits for each parallel port (with selectable
polarity), interrupts for each input port, and separate connectors with
power for each channel.

2S "Interfacer I"
S-100 1/0 BOARD

Dual RS·232 ports with full handshake; use EIA232C line drivers and
receivers (1488, 1489), or current loop (20 mAl, or ITL signals on both
ports. On-board crystal timebase with independently selectable Baud
rates for each port (up to 19.2 KBaud), Hardware UARTs don't tie up the'
CPU,

$199 unkit
$249 assm
$324 CSC

V"G41

TERMS: Cal res add tax. Allow 5% for ship-
ping, excess refunded. VISA "/Mastercharge"
call our 24 hour order desk at (415) 562·0636.
COD OK with street address for UPS. Prices
good through cover month of magazine.

V ReaderService-see page '227

Bldg, 725, Oakland Airport, CA 94614
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OPTO-ISOLATED
PARALLEL INPUT

BOARD FOR
APPLE II

There are 8 in-
puts that can be dri-
ven from TTL logic or
any 5 volt source'. The
circuit board can be
plugged into any of
the 8 sockets of your
Apple II. It has a 16 pin
socket for standard
dip ribbon cable con-
nection.
Board only $15.00.
Part No. 120. with
parts $69.95. Part
No. 120A.

ASCII KEYBOARD
TTL & DTL compatible' Full 67 key array
•Full 128 character ASCII output> Positive
logic with outputs resting low' Data Strobe
"Five user-definable spare keys' Standard
22 pin dual card edge connector' Requires
+5VDC. 325 mA. Assembled & Tested.
Cherry Pro Part No. P70-05AB. $1:19.95.

COMPUCRUISE
Put a computer in
your car. which gives
you the most effec-
tive and functional
cruise control ever
designed. plus com-
plete trip computing.
fuel management sys-
tems. and a remark-
able accurate quartz
crystal time system.
So simple a child can
operate. the new
CompuCruise com-
bines latest computer
technology with
state-of-the-art re-
liability in a package
which will not likely be
available on new cars
for years to come.
Cruise Control· Time. ASCII KEYBOARD
E.T.. Lap Timer. Alarm 53 Keys popular ASR-33 format. Rugged
•Time. Distance. Fuel 8-10 P.C. Board. Tri-mode MOS encoding
to Arrival • Time. Dis- •Two-Key Rollover' MOSIDTLlTTL Compat-
tance. Fuel to Empty. ible •Upper Case lockout. Data and Strobe
Time. Distance and inversion option • Three User Definable
Fuel on Trip • Current Keys' Low contact bounce' Selectable Par-
or Ave.rage MPG. 1_'::;:::::;:::::"1 ity· Custom Keycaps •George Risk Model
GPH • Fuel Used. Ois- 753. Requires +5. -12 volts. $59.95 Kit.
tance since Fillup. TIDMA t--------------- ...Current and Aver-
age-Vehicle Speed.
Inside. Outside or
Coolant Temperature
• Battery Voltage.
English or Metric
Display. $169.95 .
without cruise con-
trol $129.95.

RS-232/20mA
INTERFACE

This board has two
passive. opto-isote-
ted circuits. One con-
verts RS-232 to
2DmA. the other con-
verts 20mA to RS-
232. All connections
go to a 10 pin edge
connector. Requires
+12 and -12 volts.
Board only $9,95.
part no. 7901, with
parts $14.95 Part
No. 7901A.

REMOVES RECORD-
INGS IN ONE SEC-
OND! The process
eliminates static pos-
itive / negative ions
and maintains original
tone quality with min-
imal tape hiss' To im-
prove tone quality· To
reduce hissing· For
quick and easy to
erase' No battery or
liquid required' Pow-
erful and effective ac-

1
4 tion- Unconditional 2

year guarantee.
ERASER-B $19.95.COMPUCOLOR II

Model 3, 8K $1395,
Model 4. 16K $14 95.
Model 5, 32K $16 95.
Prices include color
monitor, computer,
and one disk drive.

16K RAMS
For the Apple,
TRS-80 or Pet $8
each Part No. 4116/
2117.

FLOPPY DISK
STORAGE BINDER

This black vinyl
three-ring binder
comes with ten
transparent plastic
sleeves which ac-
commodate either
twenty, five-inch or
ten, eight-inch floppy
disks. The plastic
sleeves may be or-
dered separately and
added as needed. A
contents file is in-I ••
cluded with each
sleeve for easy iden-
tification and organiz-
ing. Binder & 10 hol-
ders $14.95 Part No.
8800; Extra holders
95' each. Part No.
800

SYSTEM
MONITOR

8080. 8085, or Z-80
System monitor for use
with the TlOMA board.
There is no need for the

panel. Complete
documentation

16K EPROM

I@JiJI'1 PARALLEL TRIAC
OUTPUT BOARD

,. ,,' FORAPPLE II
This board has 8 trracs capable of

switching 110 volt 6 amp loads (660 watts
per channell or a total of 5280 watts. Board
only $15.00 Part No. 210, with parts;;;;;.ii';;;;;;;j~•••••~.'~$~119.95 Part No. 210A.
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TRS-80E.S.
SERIAL 110
• Can input into basic
• Can use LLiST and
LPRI NT to output, or
output continuously.
RS-232 compatible.
Can be used with or
without the expansion
bus. On board switch
selectable baud rates
of 110,1 50.300.600,
1200, 2400, parity or
no parity odd or even,
5 to 8 data bits, and 1
or 2 stop bits. O.T.R.
line. Requires +5.
-12 VOC • Board only
$19.95 Part No. 8010,
with parts $59.95 Part
No. 801 OA, assembled
$79.95 Part No. 8010
C. No connectors pro-
vided, see

ErA/RS-232 con-
nector Pert No
0B25P $6.00. with
9', 8 conductor
cable$10.95 Part
No.DB25P9. •3' ribbon cable

with attached con-
nectorstofitTRS·
80 and our serial
boerd$19.95 Part
No.3CAB40.

MODEM
• Type 103 • Full or
half duplex. Works up
to 300 baud • Origi-
nate or Answer •. No
coils, only low cost
components. TTL in-
put and output-serial
• Connect 8 n speak-
er and crystal mic.
directly to board •
Uses XR FSK demod-
ulator • Requires +5
volts • Board only
$7.60 Part No. 109,
with parts$29.95Part
NO.109A

RS-232! TTL
INTERFACE

• Converts TTL to RS-
232, and converts RS-
232 to TTL. Two sep-
arate circuits • Re-
q~res -12 and +12
volts. All connections
go to a 10 pin gold
plated edge connector
kit $ 9.95 Part No.
232A 10 Pin edge
connector $3.00 Part
No.10P

Box of 10, 5" $29.95,
8" $39.95.
Plastic box, holds 10
diskettes, 5" - $4.50,
8" -$6.50.

RS·232/nv
INTERFACE

T.V.
TYPEWRITER

TAPE
INTERFACE

APPLE ,,~:.
SERIAL I/O
INTERFACE

• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/line, 16
lines, modifications for
64 char /Iine included
• Parallel ASCII ITTU
input. Video output
• 1K on board memory
• Output for computer
controlled curser.
Auto scroll. Non-
destructive curser •
Curser inputs: up,down,
left, right, home, EOL,
EOS • Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts
at 1.5 amps, and -12
volts at 30 mA • All
7400, TTL chips.
Char. gen. 2513 •••• ••• Upper case only •

Board only $39.00
Part No. 106, with
parts $145.00 Part
NO.106A

Baud rate is continuously adjustable from 0
to 30,000 • Plugs into any peripheral
connector. Low current drain. RS-232 input
and output. On board switch selectable 5 to
8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and parity or no
parity either odd or even. Jumper selectable
address. SOFTWARE. Input and Output
routine from monitor or BASIC to teletype or
other serial printer • Program for using an
Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal.
Also can output in correspondence code to
interface with some selectrics .• Also
watches DTR • Board only $15.00 Part No.
2, with parts $42.00 Part No. 2A, assembled
$62.00 Part No. 2C

UART&
BAUD RATE
GENERATOR

• Play and record Kan-
sas City Standard tapes
• Converts a low cost
tape recorder to a
digital recorder. Works
up to 1200baud. Dig-
ital in and out are TTL-
serial • Output of
board connects to mic.
in of recorder • Ear-
phone of recorder con-
nects to input on board
• No coils. Requires
+5 volts, low power
drain • Board only
$7.60 Part No. 111,
with parts$29.95Part
No. 111A

8K EPROM PIICEON

Saves programs on PROM permanentlyluntil
erased via UV light) up to 8K bytes. Programs
may be directly run from the program saver
such as fixed routines or assemblers .• S-
100 bus compatible. Room for 8K bytes of
EPROM non-volatile memory (2708's) .• On-
board PROM programming • Address
relocation of each 4K of memory to any 4K
boundary within 64K • Power on jump and
reset jump option for "turnkey" systems and
computers without a front panel. Program
saver software available. Solder mask both
sides • Full silkscreen for easy assembly.
Program saver software in 1 2708 EPROM
$25. Bare board $35 including custom coil,
board with parts but no EPROMS $139, with
4 EPROMS $179, with 8 EPROMS $219.

HEX ENCODED
KEYBOARD

E.S.
This HEX keyboard
has 19 keys, 16 encod-
ed with 3 user defin-
able. The encoded TTL
outputs, 8-4-2-1 and
STROBE are debounced
and available in true
and complement form.
Four onboard LEOs
indicate the HEX code
generated for each
key depression. The
board requires a single
+5 volt supply. Board
only $15.00 Part No.
HEX-3, with parts
$49.95 Part No. HEX-
3A. 44 pin edge con-
nector $4.00 Part No.
44P.

S-100 BUS
ACTIVE TERMINATOR

V" Reader Service-see page 227

DC POWER SUPPLY
• Board supplies a regulated +5
volts at 3 amps" +12, -12, and -5
volts at 1 amp .• Power required is
8 volts AC at 3 amps., and 24 volts
AC C.T. at 1.5 amps .• Board only
$12.50 Part No. 6085, with parts
excluding transformers $42.50
Part No. 6085A
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~RadioHut
201 LOCHWOOD MALL. DALLAS, TEXAS 75218

v'R11 ORDERBYPHONE-214·324·5509

PLEASEWRITE FOR CATALOG
PRICESSUI3JEa TO CHANGE

WITHOUT NOTICE

The EXPANDORAM is available in versions
from 16K up to 64K, so for a minimum invest-
ment you can have a memory system that will
grow with your needs, This is a dynamic memo
ory with the invisible on-board refresh, and IT
WORKS!
• Bank Selectable
• Phantom
• Power 8VDC, + 16VDC, 5 Watts
• Lowest Cost Per Bit
• Uses Major Brand 16K RAMS
• PC Board is doubled solder masked and has
silk-screened parts layout
Extensive documentation clearly written

SO'S VDB-8024
VIDEO DISPLAY
BOARD
The VDB·8024 features
its own on-board Z80

microprocessor. This gives the capability of using sort-
ware (included in ROM) to control functions and en-
hancements without interference with the computer's
CPU. Included in the special features: 80 characters
by 24 lines display, keyboard power and interface,
composite and separate video output, 2K on-board
RAM, a total of 256 available characters, full cursor
control, forward and reverse scrolling, underlining,
field reverse, field protect enhancements, proqrarn-
mabie characters. KIT $329.95 A&T $389.95

INTER E
Compatible with Z80 & 8080. S-1 00 Bus. Uses
CPM operating system. Plugs directly into your
IMSAI or ALTAIR. Fastest transfer rate
KIT $190.00 Assembled & Tested $260.00

TARBELL CASSETTE INTERFACE
Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR •
Fastest transfer rate • Extremely reliable •
Phase encoded. 4 extra status & control lines

KIT

SO System's Z80 Starter Kit enables Ihe novice to build a
complete microcomputer on a single board. Featuring the
powertul Z80 rnicroproces-
sor, the Z80 Starter Kit fea·
tures • Keyboard and Dis-
play • Audio Intertace •
PROM Programmer • Ex-
pansion and Wire Wrap
Area • On Board RAM • 4
Channel CounterITimer •
Z·BUG Monitor in PROM.

• S-1 00 Bus Compatible
• Up to 4Mhz Operation
• Expandable Memory from 16K to 256K
• DIP Switch Selectable Boundaries
• Uses 16K (4116) or 64K (4164) Memory

Devices
• Page Mode Operation Allows up to 8 Memory

Boards on Bus
Operates with Z80 CPU's

• Phantom Output Disable
• Invisible Refresh (Synchronized with Wait

States)

SO E'XPANOORAM
• Complete kit includes all Sockets for 64K
• Memory access time: 375ns, Cycle time:

500ns.
• No wait states required
• 16K boundaries and Protection, via Dip
Switches

• Desi~ned to work with Z-80, 8080, 8085
CPUs

EXPANDORAM 64K Kit (16K Ram)
16K $239.95
32K 309.95
48K 379.95
64K 449.95

SO'S
"VERSAFLOPPY I"

KIT

FEATURES: IBM 3740 soft sectored
compatible, S-100 BNS Compatible for Z-80
or 8080. Controls up to 4 drives (single or
double sided). Directly controls the following
drives: Sugart SA400/450 Mini Floppy. Shu-
gart SA800/850 Standard Floppy. PERSCI
70 and 277 • MFE 700/750. CDC 9404/9406

$189.95

SO'S SBC-100
SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER
The SBC·100 provides a
complete micro-computer

on a single board! The zao microprocessor is used as the heart
of the sac·loo. The sac'loo meets all the requirementsof a
Z80 CPU board with the added features of 1/0 ports, counterl
timer channels. on board RAM. provisions for PROM/ROM
and a software programmable baud rategenerator. S-100Bus
compatible, the SBC-IOO features are: 8K bytes of available
PROM, 1024 bytes on-board RAM. Serial 1/0 with both syn-
chronous and asynchronous operation. Parallel 1/0 ports.
Operational vectored Interrupts. and Four Counter/Timer
Channels. SO Monitor available for RS-232 and Video Ter-
minals. Disk based system software also available.

see-roo KIT $249.95_=_=.~ _=_=,~ PB1 2708/2716 Programmer & 4K/8K
,11 ,11 EPROMBoard Kit S,S,7J $124.00

CB2 Z-80 CPU VB3 80 Character • 5-100 bus e 2 separate programming sockets for 2708 or
Board Kit $186.00 Video Board Kit 2716 (5V) EPROMs • Programming voltage generated on

board - no need for an external power supply • Software
Operates at 2 MHZ or 4 MHZ $299.95 control of 2708/2716 programming selection. LED indicator
by DIP SWitch selection and 80 char. per line, up to 51 for programming mode and an on-off switch for programming
Includes two sockets for 2716 • Graphics up to 160 x voltage. 4 sockets for 4K of 2708 or 8K of 2716 EPROMs.
or 2732 EPROMs or TMS 204 rnatnx • Up to 256 Unused EPROM sockets do not enable data bus drive so the
4016 2K RAMs. Jumper definec symbols (optional board is never committed to the full 4K or 8K 01memory •
options generate the new EPROM). Composite video Jumper selectable wait states (0-4) for fast or stowEPROMSIEEE 5·100 Signals.

1042 Parallel/2 Serial 110 Board Kit $126.00
• 5·100 bus. 2 serial I/O ports (2 in & 2 out) • IndependentSYM-1 baud-rate selection from 55 to 9600 baud. Regulated +5V.
+ 12V & - 12V outputs provided on both serial headers. 2

Reg. $269.00 latched parallel 1/0 ports (2 in & 2 out) • Independent DIP
NOW $219.00 switches for setting address. Interrupt capability provided for

on senal and parallel 110 ports. +8V@0.95A, + 16V@0.6A,
• KIM-1 Compatible 1-&=--_1.:..6V--.::@...:8:..:0,.;.m,.;.A.;;ty~p...:ic.:.al..:~~ _

• 4K ROM Monitor VB1B VIDEO BOARD KIT $124.00
1K B t 2114 RAM • 5·100 bus. 64 or 32 characters per line (DIP switch select-

• y es able), 16 lines •Graphics 128x48 rnatnx e Upper case. lower
• 65K Memory case, Greek characters. symbols and numbers. 7x9 dot

Expansion character matrix. Black-on-white or white-on-black • Timmg
60Hz vertical rate, 16.2KHz horizontal rate, Crystal 12.44MHz

• User EPROM 2716 • Parallel and composite video output (US TV signats). sep-
arate video, horizontal and vertical sync :S,iI

SO'S EXPANDORAM II SDSystems'ExpandoRAMllisadynamic
The Randem Access Memory board with capacities from 16K bytes (41

256K bytes (4164). It operates on the
S-1 00 Bus. The design allows 8
erate from the same S-1 00 Bus. The
RAM II is compatible with most S-100 CPU's
based on the Z80 microprocessor.

EXPANDORAM II KIT
16K $295.95
32K 369.95
48K 444.95
64K



WAMECO "W22

THE COMPLETE PC BOARD HOUSE
EVERYTHING FOR THE S-100 BUSS

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
IOB-1 SERIAL/PARALLEL INTERFACE BOARD

* TWO PARALLEL DATA PORTS PROGRAMMABLE USING AN 8255 WITH SEPARATE
HANDSHAKING.

* ONE SERIAL PORT USING AN 8251 WITH PROVISIONS FOR PARITY, STOP BIT AND
CHARACTER LENGTH. BAUD RATES 110 TO 9600 BAUD. OUTPUTS RS232, TTL
AND CURRENT LOOP.

* KANSAS CITY STANDARD CASSETTE INTERFACE, 300 BAUD FOR USE WITH THE
SERIAL INTERFACE.

* STATUS MAY BE POLLING SOFTWARE OR VECTURED INTERRUPTS.
PCSD $31.95
KIT TO BE ANNOUNCED LATER.

FUTURE PRODUCTS: 80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARD.
Z-80 CPU BOARD WITH RAM, ROM AND PROGRAMMABLE VECTOR INTERRUPTS.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED, UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

MOST PRODUCTS FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. NO 4-8 WEEK DELAYS REQUIRED FOR OTHERS.

(W11'1£'/;nc. WAMECO INC.lll GLENN WAY '8, BELMONT. CA 94002 (415) 592-6141

e::I CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
16K RAM BOARD. Fully buffered addressable in 4K
blocks. IEEE standard for bank addressing 2114's.
PCBD $ 26.95 Kit 450 NSEC $249.95
PT-1 PROTO BOARD. Over 2,600 holes 4" regula-
tors. All S-100 buss functions labeled, gold fingers.
PCBD .. $25.95
PT-2 PROTO BOARD. Similar to PT-l except set-
up to handle solder tail sockets. PCBD $25.95
CCS MAIN FRAME. Kit (S-100) .. .. $349.95
APPLE EXTENDER. Kit ..... ..... $22.95

WAMECO INC.
MAR. SPECIAL SALE
ON PREPAID ORDERS

(Charge cards not included on this offer)

108-1 SERIAL/PARALLEL INTERFACE BOARD.
Two parallel ports 6255, one serial port 8251,
one Kansas City standard cassette.
PCBD (Introductory) $25.95

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENT
WITH WAMECO AND CYBERCOM PCBDS
MEM-2 with MIKOS #7 16K ram
with L2114 450 NSEC $249.95
MEM-2 with MIKOS #13 16K ram
with L2114 250 NSEC .. $279.95
MEM-1 with MIKOS #1 450 NSEC 8K
RAM $119.95
CPU-1 with MIKOS #2 8080A CPU $ 94.95
QM-12 with MIKOS #4 13 slot mother
board .. $ 89.95
RTC-1 with MIKOS #5 real time clock $ 54.95
EMP-1 with MIKOS #10 4K 1702 less
EPROMS $ 49.95
EPM-2 with MIKOS #11 16-32K EPROMS
less EPROMS $ 59.95
QM-9 with MIKOS #129 slot mother
board $ 79.95
FPB-1 with MIKOS #14 all parts
for front panel . .. $134.95

MJKOS PARTS ASSORTMENTS ARE ALL FACTORY MARKED
PARTS. KITS INCLUDE ALL PARTS LISTED AS REQUIRED
FOR THE COMPLETE KIT LESS PARTS LISTED. ALL SOCK-
ETS INCLUDED.

FDC-1 FLOPPY CONTROLLER BOARD will drive
shugart, pertek, remic 5" & 8" drives up to 8 drives,
on board PROM with power boot up, will operate
with CPM'· (not included). PCBD $42.95
FPB-1 Front Panel. IMSAI size, hex displays. Byte,
or instruction single step. PCBD $47.50
MEM-1A 8K x 8 fully buffered, S-100, uses 2102
type rams. PCBD .. $25.95
QM-12 MOTHER BOARD, 13 slot, terminated, S-100
board only $34.95
CPU-l 8080A Processor board S-100 with 8 level
vector interrupt. PCBD $26.95
RTC-l Realtime clock board. Two independent in-
terrupts. Software programmable. PCBD $23.95
EPM-l 1702A 4K Eprom card, PCBD $25.95
EPM-2 2708/2716 16K/32K EPROM CARD.
PCSD : $25.95
QM-9 MOTHER BOARD. Short Version of QM-12.
9 Slots. PCBD $30.95
MEM-2 16K x 8 Fully Buffered 2114 Board
PCBD .. $26.95
PTB-1 POWERSUPPLY AND TERMINATOR BOARD
PCBD .. $25.95
8080A $9.95 2708 $9.49
8212 . 2.49 2114 (450 NS) low pwr 5.99
8214 4.49 2114 (200 NS) low pwr 6.99
8224 3.49 2102A-4L 1.20

(415) 592-1800 "M39
P. O. Box 424 • San Carlos, California 94070

Please send for IC, Xistor and Computer parts list

VISA or MASTERCHARG£.Send account number, interbank num-
ber, expiration date and sign your order. Approx. postage will
be added. Check or money order will be sent post paid in U.S.
If you are not a regular customer, please use charge, cashier's
check or postal money order. Otherwise there will be a two-
week delay" for checks to clear. Calif. residents add 6% tax.
Money back 30-day guarantee. We cannot accept returned IC's
that have been soldered to. Prices subject to chanae without
notice. $10 minimum order. $1.50 ••nice cheri. on ord.n
Ius thin $10.00.

APPLE IEEE INSTRUMENTATION INTERFACE
KIT 7490. Kit .. $275.00
ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR FOR APPLE 7811A.
Kit . $350.00
APPLE ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE
7710A. Kit $89.95
APPLE SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE
7712A. Kit $89.95

ALL OTHER CCS PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

S;'7/
PB·1 2708 & 2716 Programming Board with pro-
visions for 4K or 8K EPROM. No' external supplies
require textool sockets. Kit .. $129.95
CB-1A 8080 Processor Board. 2K of PROM 256
BYTE RAM power ani rest Vector Jump Parallel
port with status. Kit $129.95 PCBD $30.95
VB-3 80 x 55 VIDEO BOARD.
Graphic included TBD
10-4 Two serial 1/0 ports with full handshaking
20/60 ma current loop: Two parallel 110 ports.
Kit $130.00 PCBD $26.95
VB-1B 64 x 16 video board, upper lower case Greek
composite and parallel video with software, S-100.
Kit ...........•........$125.00 PCBD . .. $26.95
CB-2 Z80 CPU BOARD. Kit $185.95
AIO APPLE SERIAL/PARALLEL $159.95

ALL OTHER SSM PRODUOTS AVAILABLE

V Reader Service-see page 227 Microcomputing, March 1980 215
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One-Stop Component Center
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORSelectronic components

ALABAMA
Cropwell
Huntsville
Mobile
ALASKA
Anchorage
Anchorage
ARIZONA
Flagstaff
Sierra Vista
Yuma
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Azusa
Bellflower
Berkeley
Br6il
Buena Park
Buena Park
Chula Vista
Cypress
Davis
EI Monte
Fontana
Fresno
Glendale
Harbor City
Hawaiian Gardens
Hollywood
La Habra
Lancaster
Long Beach
Mission Viejo
Modesto
Modesto
Monterey
Morro Bay
National City
Oceanside
Oxnard
Palmdale
Palo Alto
Palo Alto
Pasadena
Paso Robles
Redding
Sacramento
Sacramento
SaUnas
San Carlos
San Diego
San Diego
San Fernando
San Francisco
San Jose
San Jose
San Luis Obispo
San Rafael
San ta Barbara
Santa Cruz
Santa Fe Springs
Santa Maria
Santa Rosa
South Lake Tahoe
Suisun City
Sunnyvale
Torrance
Torrance
Vacaville
Vallejo
Van Nuys
Walnut Creek
Westminster
Whittier
Whittier
COLORADO
Aurora
Colorado Springs
Denver
Denver
CONNECTICUT
Avon
Bridgeport
Milford
New Haven
Westport
DELAWARE
New Castle
FLORIOA
F t. Lauderdale
Gainesville
Hialeah
Lakeland
Miami
Miami
Oakland Park
Orlando
Panama City
Pensacola
Tampa
Tampa

Tucker Bros.
Industrial Electronic Supply
Lafayette Radio Electronics

The Electronic Company
TV Mart

Jim's Audio & Stereo Repair
B & S Electronics
Yuma Electronics

Southern Electronics Company

Heathkit Electronic Center
Amco Electronics
Earl's Hobby Shop

AI Lasher Electronics
Century Electronics

Ford Electronics
S.J. Electronics

Lion Electronics
SCR Electronics

Paradyne Consumer Electronics
Kimball & Stark

Fontana Electronics
Sparky Electronics
Eagle Electronics
eotr« Electronics
Carson Electronics

Pacific Radio Exchange
A.B. C. Electronics

Consumer Electronics
Scott Radio Supply Inc.
Tower Electronics Corp.

Computer Magic
Pacific Radio

Zackit
Coast Electronics

Willy's Electronics
Electronic Center

Dow Radio
Radio Shack A.S.C. Palmdale

U.S. Electronics
Zack Electronics
Dow Radio Inc.

Mission Electronics
Radio Mart

Heathkit Electronic Center
Zackit

Salinas Radio
J&H Outlet Store

Radio Shack A.S.c. Mira Mesa
Byte Shop

San Fernando Electronics
Zack Electronics

Peninsula Electronic Supply Inc.
United Radio & TV Supply

Mid-State Electronic Supply
Electronics Plus

Lombard Electronics
Santa Cruz Electronics
Industrial Electronics

Cap's Communications
Electronics Inc.

CalPine Electronics
Byte Shop

Sunnyvale Electronics
SE Electronics

Torrance Electronics
D. C. Electronics

Zeckit
Thrifty ElectroniCS Supply Inc.

MicroSun Computer Center
JK Electronics

0& S Electronics
Whittier Electronics Company

Aurora Electronics
Centennial Electronics Inc.

Amptec Inc.
Me. Coin Distributing Co.

Heathkit Electronic Center
Bridgeport Computer

Daz Electronics
Customized Computer Systems

Computerworks

Delaware Amateur Supply

Computers For You
Lafayette Radio

Heathkit Electronic Center
Lakeland Specialty Electronics

Herman Electronics
N & G Distributors

Lafayette Radio
Southeast Micro-Data Corp.

Bay-Mar Electronics Inc.
Grice Electronics Inc.

AMF Electronics
Microcomputer Systems

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Atlanta
Columbus
Stone Mountain
HAWAII
Aiea
Honolulu
IDAHO
Boise
Caldwell
ILLINOIS
Carbondale
Decatur
Evanston
Groveland
Mount Prospect
Niles
Normsl
Peoria
Peoria
Rockford

~~~a;:;;burg,.~··._ ..~ ••_mii.~I~rtiliF.P!
Villa Park
INOIANA
East Chicago
Evansville
Gary
IOWA
Ames
Clinton
Davenport
Des Moines
Des Moines
KANSAS
Hutchinson
Kansas City
Mission
Salina
Wichita
KENTUCKY

MICHIGAN (Continued)
Electronic Supply

Main TV Radio Electronics tnc.
Electronic Mart
Bell Electronics

f~:';;;;:;'::~:~~~!:'!J~~;;;':;~C:iryLafayette RadioElectronic Supply

Pontiac
Port Huron

Annapolis
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore ~gZu,:~::~~e/;,
Frederick
Glen Burnie
Hagerstown
La Vale
Rockville
Rockville
Silver Spring
Towson
Towson
Towson
Towson

Adrian
Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor
Bay City
Canton
Clawson
Detroit
East Detroit
East Lansing
Flint
Flint
Garden City
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids
Jackson
Lansing
Livonia
Livonia
Midland
Milan
Muskegon
Niles
Oak Park

Oregon Ham Sales
Norvac Electronics

Zero·Gee Books
Amateur Radio Supply

Miller Electronics
Portland Radio Supply

Comm-Shack
Computer Pathways

Leff Electronics
Sunrise Electronic Distributing

Kass Electronics Distributors
Mr. D's Digital Electronics

Warren Radio
Personal Computer Corporation

PENNSYLVANIA (Continued)
Philadelphia Heathkit Electronic Center
Philadelphia Resco Electronics (Market st.)
Phoenixville Stevens Electronics
Pittsburgh Heathkit Electronic Center
Pittsburgh Tydings Company
Wilkes Barre Hamline Electronics
York G. Y.C. Company
RHODE ISLAND
Cranston
Pawtucket
Warwick
TENNESSEE
Clarksville
Cookeville
Nashville
Knoxville
Memphis
Memphis
Memphis
Nashville
Oakridge
Tullahoma
TEXAS
Beaumont
Dallas
Dallas
Dallas
Fort Worth
Houston
McAllen
McAllen
San Antonio
San Antonio
UTAH
Midvale
Provo
Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City
VERMONT
Essex Junction
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Alexandria
Arlington
Blacksburg
Charlottesville
Colonial Heights
Falls Church
Hampton
McLean
Norfolk
Norfolk
Portsmouth
Richmond
Vienna
Virginia Beach
Warrenton
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Everett
Kennewick
Longview
Moses Lake
Pasco
Richland
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Spokane
Tacoma
Tacoma
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Morgantown
Wheeling
WISCONSIN
WestAlJis

Jabbour Electronics City
Jabbour Electronics City

Heathkit Electronic Center

Masstronics
Wagnon's Stereo Center
Electra Distributing Co.

Shields Electronics Supply Inc.
Bluff City Electronics

Sere-Rose & Spencer Electronics
Warren Radio Company

Eddie Warner's Parts Company
National Electronics

H & H Electronics Co. Inc.

Electro-Hut
CompuShop

Heathkit Electronic Center
Ram Micro Systems

. The Ingenuity Concept
Interactive Computers
Broadway Electronics

Carlos Franco Electronics
Appliance & Equipment Co.

Sherman Electronics Supply Inc.

Heathkit Electronic Center
Alpine Electronic Supply Co.

Best Distributing
Computerland of Salt Lake

Lafayette Radio

Computers Plus Inc.
Heathkit Electronic Center

Arlington Electronic Wholesalers
Scotty's Radio & TV Inc.

Graves Electronics
Southside Radio Comm.

Crossroad Electronics
Electronic Sales Inc.

Tyson's Computer Emporium
Avec Electronics Corp.

Priest Electronics
Electronics Unlimited

Avec Electronics Corp.
Electronic Equipment Bank
Heathkit Electronic Center

Radio Shack

ABC Communications
ABC Communications
C & J Electronics Inc.
Progress Electronics

Ron's Electronics
Riverview Electronics

C & J Electronics
ABC Communications
Amateur Radio Supply

Empire Electronics
Personal Computers

C & G Electronics
Northwest Radio Supply

The Computer Corner
Electro Distributing Co. Inc.

Lafayette Radio Associate Store

Olson Electronics

CANAOA
Alberta:
Calgary CompuShop Alberta Ltd.
British Columbia:
Prince George Elwest Technical Services Ltd.
Vancouver CompuShop
Ontario:
Toronto House of Computers
ENGLAND
Berkshire
GUAM
PANAMA
Panama City
Panama Cltv
SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE
SWEDEN
Stockholm
Umea
WEST INDIES
Port of Spain, Trinidad

NewBear Computing Store
Marianas Electronics

Sonitel, S.A.
Trooetco, S.A.

Applied Digital System
tnter- Trade (PTE.) Ltd.

Sys-Tech

LSI Electronics HB
Interkomponent

For Distributor Information, write or phone JIM-PAK~ 1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, CA 94002 (415) 592-8097

The Hobby Centre
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Quality Kits
--------

--------
- -,

Use Intersil 7205 Chip, Plated
thru double-sided P.C. Board.
Red LED display. Times .to
59 minutes, 59.59 seconds
with auto reset. Quartz crystal
controlled. Three stopwatches
in one: single event, split
(cummulatlve) and taylor (se-
quential timing). Uses3penlite
batteries.

Function Generator Kit Digital Thermometer Kit Digital Stopwatch Kit

Dual sensors - switching control for indoor/outdoor
or dual monitoring. Continuous LED .8" ht. display.
Range: -40°F to 199°F / -40°C to 100°C. Accuracy
±1° nominal. Set for Fahrenheit or Celsius.Simulated
walnut case.AC wall adapter included.
Size: 3%"h x 6-5/8"w x 1-3/8"d.

JE2206B $19.95 JE300 $39.95 JE900

Provides three basic wave-
forms: sine, triangle and
square wave. Frequency
range from 1 Hz to 100K
Hz. Output ampl itude from
o volts to oiler 6 volts (peak
to peak). Usesa12V supply
or a ±6V split supply. In·
eludes chip, P.C. Board,
components & instructions.

Size: 4.5" x 2.15" x .90"

4-Digit Clock Kit
$39.95

6- Digit Clock Kit Jumbo
6-Digit Clock Kit

f ':0::' ;..,'B <

;t, .••..•~".;.r;y

Bright .357" ht. red display. Sequential flashing
colon. 12 or 24 hour operation. Black extruded alu-
minum case. Pressure switches for hours, minutes and
hold functions. Includes all components, case and
wall transformer. Size: 3Xa" x 1'%" x 11A"

Bright .300 ht. common cathode display. UsesMM-
5314 clock chip. Switches for hours, minutes and
hold functions. Hours easily viewable to 20 ft. Simu-
lated walnut case.115VAC operation. 12 or 24 hour
operation. Includes all components, case and wall
transformer. Size: 6%" x 3-1/8" x 1%"

Four .630" ht. and two .300" ht. comm. anode dis-
plays. Uses MM5314 clock chip. Switches for hrs.,
mins., and hold functions. Hours viewable to 30 ft.
Sim. walnut case. 115VAC operation. 12 or 24 hour
operation. Incl. all components, caseand wall trans-
former. Size: 6%" x 3-1/8" x 1%"

JE730 $14.95 JE701 $19.95 JE747 $29.95
Regulated

Power Supply Kit

Uses LM309K. Heat
sink provided. PC
board construction.
Providessolid 1 amp
@ 5 volts. Includes
components, hard-
ware & instructions.
Size: 3)1," x 5" x2"h

Multi-Voltage
Board Kit

JE200 $14.95 JE205

Variable
Power Supply Kit

ADAPTS TO JE200
SUPPLIES ±5V, ±9V and ±12V
Independent load rating at single
terminal. ±12V:160mA, ±9V:200
mA, -5V :250mA. DC/DC convert-
er' with +5V input. Toriodal hi-
speed switching XMFR. Short
circuit protection. PC board con-
struction. Piggy-back to JE200
board. Size: 3)1," x 2" x 9/16"h

Full 1.5 amp @ 5-1OVout-
put. Up to .5 amp @ 15V
output. Heavy dutv trans-
former. Three-terminal I.C.
voltage regulator. Heat sink
provided for cooling effi-
ciency. PC board construc-
tion. 120VAC input.
Size: 3)1," x 5" x 2"h

$12.95 JE210 .. $19.95
62-Key ASCII

Encoded Keyboard Kit
Hexadecimal Encoder Kit

FULL S-BIT LATCH.ED OUTPUT - 19-KEY KEYBOARD
The JE600 ENCODER KEYBOARD provides two separatehexadecimal digits
produced from sequential key entries to allow direct programming for 8·bit
microprocessor or 8-bit memory circuits. Three (3) additional keysare provided
for user operations with one having a bistable output available. The outputs are
latched andmonitored with 9 LED readouts. Also included is a key entry strobe.
Features: Full S-bit latched output for microprocessor use. Three user-define
keyswith one being bistable operation. Debouncecircuit provided for all 19 keys.
9 LED readouts to verify entries. Easy interfacing with standard 16-pin IC con-
nector. Only +5VDC required for operation.

JE600 $59.95

The JE610 ASCII" KEYBOARD KIT can be interfaced into most any computer
system. The JE610 kit comes complete with an industrial grade·keyboard switch
assembly (62-keys), IC's, sockets, connector, electronic components and a double-
sided printed wiring board. The keyboard assembly requires +5V @ 150mA and
-12V @ 10mA for operation. Features: 60 keys generate the full 128 characters,
upper and lower case ASCII set. Fully buffered. Two user-define keys provided
for custom applications. Caps lock for upper case-only alpha characters. Utilizes
a 2376 (40-pin) encoder read-only memory chip. Outputs directly compatible
with TTL/DTL or MOS logic arrays. Easy interfacing with a 16-pin dip or 1S-pin
edge connector.

JE610

V' Reader Service-see page 227

$79.95
(Prices Subject To Change)
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- $14.95
14.95
4.95
14.95
7.95
7.95
6.25

TELEPHONE/KEYBOARD CHIPS
Push Button Telephone oteuer
aecertorv oteuer
CMOS Clock Generator
Keyboard Encoder 188 keyS!
Keyboard Encoder 16keys
Keyboard Encoder (16 keys
Keyboard Encoder (20 keys

Cromemeo
Incorporated

7400.
2

,TTL ~
SN7470N :·111mr
SN7472N .29'

SN7400N .16 $N7473N.35 SN74160N :89 8-~ -~ -- K~=~:=:~: ~=~:~~=:~~=~:~~:1::~ leM CHIPS
SN7404N.18 SN7479N 5.00 SN74154N.89 Bytesaver II ICM7045 CMOS Precision TImer 24.95~:::~~:~~.~~~!:~~:~~~~::~~~~1::~ . 19~~~~~g~c~~t~~~oS~ffo~::Chmmer 1~:~~
SN7407N .29 SN7483N .59 SN74167N 1.95 Memory Capacity: 8K bytes ICM7208 Seven Decade Counter '19.95
SN7408N .20 SN7485N .79 SN74170N 1.59 Memory Type: 2708 PROM or equivalent ICM7209 Clock Generator 6.95~~:~.:~~ :~::~,:~ ~~~:g~t~ =~~t:sc::~~~7:n:~ ~:;~~~ondS =::":':~--;N:;';M:;;O';;S;"::R=EA:::D::';O-::N"'LY""""M::E"'M::O::R"'IE::S:---'-'-;'"
SN7411N.25 5N7490N.45 SN74174N.89 MCM6571 128 X 9 X 7 ASCII Shifted with Greek 13.50
5N7412N .25 5N7491N.59 SN74175N ,79 Cromemco's 8K BYTESAVERiII card provides Wait States at 4MHz: one per machine cycle MCM6574 128 X 9 X 7 Math Svmbol & Pictures 1

1
3
3
..50

505N7413N.40 5N7492N.43 SN74176N .79 a built-in programmer for the popular 2708 Bus: $·100 MCM6575 128 X 9 X 7 Alpha Control Char,Gen~:::~i~:~~ ~~~:~~::; ~~~:g~~1:~~ PROM and has the capacity for a ful18K bytes of Power Requirements: +;~~: g::~ MISCELLANEOUS
~7417N .25 SN7495N .65 SN74180N .79 PROM memory storage. The BYTESAVER® II -18V@0.2A Tl074CN Quad low Noise bi-tet Op Amp 2.49
SN7420N.2O SN7496N .65 5N74181N 1.95 also offers a number of new features including Operating Environment; O-55°C. Tl494CN Switching R~ulator 4.49

~~:i~=:~ ~Z~:~~N 3:: ~~~:~:~~ ,:~~ ~~~ve~~~~es:~~c,~ ~~~~~f~1of :eo~~~y ad~~~~ Assembled 1~g~P 5\~d:i~J~fp~~s~e~ator 1~:~
SN7423N .25 5N74107M .35 5N74185" 1.95 selection. The BYTESAVERiII II is assembled 8KBS W $245 00 95H90 HI-Speed DIVide 10111 Prescaler 11.95

5N7425N.29 SN74109N .59 ;~~:~::~ i:;; tiia~n~d~te~st~ed~(~M~0~deiI8fKiB~S~-W~I,;;fO~r;$2~4~5ii';::==::--r==-=~'~'~'~.~.~~=·=::;-1~NK3530240 ~~otg~:J:~~oQn g~~Oe-~t~l:tor 1~:~~
~=~:~~= :~~ ~~~:~~~~ ':~; 5N74190N 1.25 DISCRETE LEOS I:IS0026CH 5~hz z-pnase MaS clock driver 3.75
SN7429N .39 SN74122N .39 5N74191N 1.25 • TIMEX T1001 Tll308 27" red num display w/lnteg logiC chip 10.95

~~~:~~~ :~~ .~~~:~~;~ ::~ ~=~:~~~ :~~ .200" dla. 5/$1 .125~ dla. LIQUIDC~C:l:~1DISPLAY ~~~§~ ~ Cdl~r~pS~nEog~~n~:'~(speclall 1~:~g
5H7437N.25 SN74126H .49 SN74194N .89 ~~~~ ~er~en 41$1 XC209R red 51$1 FIELD EFFECT lDll0/111 3Y2 Digit AID Converter Set 25.00/sel

~~~:~=:~ ;S~N;':4:,l4~'~N•.;,;, ~S~N;':4:':9,NN '.:,',9 ~g~~~~~~~w ~~~ ~g~rv~~~~ :~~ 8~Sf t- .~I:~ "M"C:.:I44"U':::;R'-PO_N_IX-'I:-"::":_~'-'Ii;,-,i\_A:..:l0-iconverterSN 76417 13.95

;~~::~~:~ SN74142N 2.95 SN74198N 1.49 .200~ dll. .185~ dll. 'r.,! I!! , Photo Transistor Oplo-Isolator SOUND GENERATOR

~.=~::~~ :;~ 5N74143N 2.95 SN74199N 1.49 ~g~~~~~en ~::~ XC526R red 5/$1 ~ ~. + L' C. (Same as MCT 2 or 4N25) ~oe;e;~~:rC~~f~~~~O~~~~

5N7444N .75 ~Z;:~:;~2:;~ ~~~:~~~Z4:~ XC22Y yellow 4/$1 ~g~~g~~~Tr~~:~~~ 4ge each $3.95 each
SN7445N .75 SN74147N UMi SN74279N .79 .170" dl.. XC526C clear 41$1 1 DIGIT .S"' CHARACTERS
5N7446N.69 SN74148N 1.29 SN74283N 2.25 MV10B red 41$1 THREE ENUNCIATORS TV GAME CHIP AND CRYSTAL

!~;E~.~ !~m!Eil ml:: . l: M~~F~7;i:': lE~$1 ~~m~.1ffi~~·· :11 T10';'~~':S:~;~;~~~~~S;.95 tn~I-~d~~~::~i~~;~~ ~~;m~i.1~~ l~~~nc~~a:;c 7.95/set

SN7451N .20 SN74153N .59 SN74366N .69 1!4"x1!4"x1!16~ flat C C I 4/$1 T1001A·Reflective 8.25 XA205 $8.40 EXA R XA2242CP 1.50

~~;1~~~: ~~;::;:~~: ;~;:;:i~::1-__ ~51$!!!.1---~X.::.11~1D~IS;ce;apr::L~A=Y~L"'lE~D~S:=========:;:"'-I ~~m!!~ ~~m~m
SN7459A .25 5N74156N .79 SN74390N 1.95 XR320 1.55 XR2567 2.99

I-S~N~74~6ON__ .~20 ,"~74~"~7N~~.65 __ ~S~N7~43".";..N_.,'.95•••• !J;,' POLARITY HT PflICE ~~6730 POLARITY HT PflICE ~~~55 1:5~ ~~1~KB 1~:~ ~~:1~~:~g
gg,CO'4:002' •.23223, CC04028/MOS.'9 gg:~~~ :~~ MAN2 ~Km7m~~t~:;.: :~~ t:; MAN5740 ~~:~ ~~Oed~~ed~o'.D. :.;5~60 ::: ~~~CP:= ~~~~ t;~ :~:~~t:~

CD4072 .49 MAN3 Common Cathode-red .125 .25 MAN5750 Common cathode-red ± 1 .99 XR567CT 1.25 XR2208 5.20 XA4202 3.60
CD4006 1.19 CD4029 1.19 CD4076 1.39 ~~~ iG Common camooe-red .187 1.95 MAN6750 Common Anooe-teo .560 .99 XR1310P 1.9'5 XR2209 1.75 XR4212 2.05~g:: ::: ~g!~~~1:~: ~g~~:~:~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~:~~~::~;~I~: :~~~. ':~~ ~tl~,6780 ~~~~~ 1~~hdoe~~~e~1 :~~~ ::: ~~~:rsCN ~:~~ ~~~~g~j~ ~~:~~1:{;
CD4011 .23 gg!~~ 1.25 gg:~: 2::: MAN74 ~~~~~~t~:;~~ed :i: l:~ gt~~i ~:~~~~~d~.~~ed :: .: t-"XR",1.;;48;;;9--:~1.,=95=-=:--,X"R;;;22_4_0-;:;3::.4_5,-:::::-;:;,_XR,:4~74_1_~1::::.47:::;-1

gg:~g :~~ gg:: :: ~g~::~~::: ~~~ ~:~~~~:d:~:~OW :~~ .~ gt~~~ go~~:~~:d.%~ed :: ~:i: DIODES ~~~02 v~~sprv~ AMP 1~~I~
CD4014 1.39 C04044 89 MC14411 14.95 MAN3620 Common Anode·orange .300 .49 OL746 Common Anode·red :!: 1 .630 1.49 TYPE VOLTS W PRICE lN4003 200 PIV1 AMP 12/1.00
CD4015 1.1.9 CD4046 1.79 MC14419 4.95 MAN3630 CommonAnode·orange;t 1 .300 .99 DL747 CommonAnode·red .SOO 1.49 lN746 3.3 400m 4/1.00 lN4004 400 PIV1 AMP 12/1.00
C04016 .49 CD4047 2.50 MC14433 19.95 MAN3640 conmcn cemcoe-crance .300 .99 DL749 conmon camode-red ± 1 .630 1.49 lN751 5.1 400m 411,00 lN4005 600 PlY1 AMP 10/1.00
C04017 1.19 CD4048 1.35 MC14506 .75 MAN4610 Common enooe-cranae ,300 .99 DL750 Common Cathode·red .600 1.49 lN752 5.6 400m 411.00 1N4oo5 800 PIV1 AMP 10/1.00
CD4018 .99 CD4049 .49 MC14507 ,99 MAN4640 Common cemcoe-crance .400 .99 OL33B Common camcoe-reo 110 .35 lN753 6.2 400m 4/1.00 lN4007 1000 PIV1 AMP 10/1.00
C04019 .49 CD4050 .49 MC14552 14,50 MAN4710 CommonAnode·red 0400 .99 FN070 Common Cathode 250 .69 lN754 6.8 400m 4/1.00 lN3600 50 200m 6/1.00
CD4020 1.19 C04OS1 1.19 MC14583 3.50 MAN4730 CommonAnode'red :!: 1 .400 .99 FND358 Common Cathode ± 1 .357 .99 lN757 9,0 400m 4/1.00 1N4148 75 10m 1511.00
C04021 1.39 CD4053 1.19 C04508 3.95 MAN4740 Common Cathode·red 0400 .99 FN0359 Common Cathode .357 .75 lN759 12.0 400m 4(1.00' 1N4154 35 10m 12/1.00
C04022 1.19 C04056 2.95 CD4510 1.39 MAN4810 CommonAnode-yellow .400 .99 FN0503 CommonCathode{FND500) .500 .99 1N959 8.2 400m 4/1.00 lN4733 5.1 Iw 28
CD4023 .23 C04059 9.95 C04511 1.29 MAN4840 Common cameoe-vencw 0400 99 FND507 Common Anode (FN0510) .500 .99 lN965 15 400m 4/1,00 lN4734 5.6 lw 28
CD4024 .79 CD4060 f.49 CD4515 2.95 MAN6610 Common Anode·orange·O.D. .560 .99 5082·7730 Common Anode·red 300 99 lN5232 5.6 500m 28 lN4735 5,2 lw 28
CD4025 .23 CD4066 .79 C04S1B 1.29 MAN6630 CommonAnode·orange;t 1 .560 .99 HDSP-340o CommonAnode·red .800 1.50 lN5234 6.2 500m 28 1N4736 6.8 lw 28
C04026 2.25 CD4068 39 CD4520 1.29 MAN6540 Common camcoe-orance-n.n .. 550 .99 HOSP-3403 Common Cathode red .800 1.50 lN5235 6.8 500m 28 lN4738 8.2 lw 28

~C;;;0;;;40;;27_....;.;;;69__ ...;;;CO~470:;649:-C=::O:-:O~.45:...._-:;CO;;;4;;;56;;.6_..;2;;;.2;;.5•• ~:~ :~~ ~:~~:~ ~~::.~~~~g~e:t 1 :;~~ :~ :i:~~~ : ~ ~ ~'i.~11~11~~~~g~ :: ~~::~ ~~~~~ 1~·5 ~~~ ~~ ~~:i:!~~:: ~:
74COO .39 74CI53 2.49 MAtI6680 Common Cathode·orange .560 .99 5082-7304 OverrallgeCharacter (±1) .600 15.00 lN5245 15 500m 28 lN1183 50 PIV35 AMP 1.60
74C02 .39 74CI64 2.49 MAN5710 Common Anode·red·O.D. .560 .99 5082-7340 4 K7 Sgl. Digit-HexadeCimal .600 22.50 lN456 25 40m 611.00 1N1184 100 PIV35 AMP 1.70
74C04 .39 74C85 2.49 74C173 2.60 1--__--,~~..",.-..,..-----...,.---..;....;.....,r_----_I'N458 150 7m 5/1.00 lNl185 150 PIV35 AMP 1.70

~:g~. :~: ~:g:g ~::~ ~:g~~ i::: ReA LINEAR CALCULATOR CLOCK CHIPS MOTOROLA ~~:~5~18~PIV~OA~P ,~:,':gg ~~~~:~ ~~~:~~;:~~ ~:~~
74C14 1.95 74C95 1.95 74C195 2.49 CA3013T 2.15 CA3082N 2.00 CHIPS/DRIVERS MM5309 $4,95 MC1408L7 $4.95
74020 .39 74010' 1.25 74C922 '.95 CA2023T 2.56 CA3OB3N 1.60 MMS725 $2.95 MM5311 '.95 MC1408L' 5.75 SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERSH~J ~::! i:g~~ ~:~ ~:g:~; ::~;~:~~i~:j:~~;~ 3:~; ~~=~:~~~~~! :::;~~~~~~~::~:~ : ::~ ~:(2NI849)

74C73 .89 ~:g~~ i:!; ~~:6 ~:~~ =~~:~:~~i::~~g~:a~ 1:~ ~~~~: ;::; ~~~~74416) ~:~ 2N2328 I.M@300V SCR

t-~~~~~:--~;~~:5~-...:.lL74~CI':::'N61~E~A~2~.4R9~-"';:;:';;,:;:"~",...,,,,;I~:~;: ••=~3:!; ~~~ 1.~~ ~~~8~9seg. .75 ~~:;/1998A ~::; ~~~~~ H~t-:;:~~~~':;:::;-;;:';_""::;;;~~::.i:OO~rN::Vmm!~:i~,:;;:R:;;R:~:;;~;;.::;;:~:;:C:~...:::;,;::::':-1

LMlo6H .99 LM711N .39 ~C;;A3O;;;';.;I;;.N_.;;2'.;;00~CA:;:':;:600:::;N;..",••',..50~C;;:.A~.l;:;EO::..:::-dri:;;"~'M:l':ii'·ii50r.:.C~':17mOO:::'~:::;;'T;:'6_.9-,5,-M_C4_04_4P-1 C10661 .50 TRA ISTORS 2N3904 4f1.0o

t~!~~N/H :~~ t~~~~~~: iji ~~H~~/H ::~ 1.24 25_4~C S~~~!RTAIL - lOW PR FILE (TIN) SOCKETS 1-24 25-49 50·100 ~~~:~ 5/1:~~ ~~~~~5 1:~~ ~Zi: ::~:gg
LM304H 1.00 LM34oT·5 LM741CN/H .35 8 pin LP $17 .16 15 • •••• 22pinLP $ .37 .36 .35 TIS97 5/1.00 2N3392 5/100 2N4013 311 00

LM305H .60 t~~i:~ g~ LM74H4N .39 :::~ t~ :i~ :~~ :~~ ,......,.,...., ~: ~~ t~ :!~ :!~ :~; ~~~89 61~:~~ ~~~~ ~::: ~=:~~; !:~::t~=~~~:~ t~E~~~!Ui t~f;~~:l.:ii ~~ ~:~ t~ :~ :;~ :~ SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN) ~ ::~ ~:~ :~~ :~ :~~~ ::~~ ~Z;: :~~:~;~:!~!~~'.:
LM309K 1.25 LM340T-24 1.25 LMI458CN/H .59 14 pin ST $.27 25 .24 _ _ 28 pin ST $.~ .90 1'~~ ~~~~~9A ~~~:~ ~~~;~~~A ~~~:~~ ~~::~~ ::~:ggt~!~~;~~!l~l~ ffi!m~ :i! l::::till !l !! SOLOERTAIL STAN~A~~ (GO~~::: ~i:59 ::: 130 !~llll~PI'SliC n: ~?i,~i4 ~i* l~~~ lit*
lM318CNfrI 150 LM380N 25 MC1741SCP 3,00 8 pin SG $.30 .27 .24 _ _ 24 pin SG $ .70 .53 .57 2N2359A 4/1.00 MPS37Q5 511.00 2N5087 4/1.00t~!~h2i~ t=::;~ ~llii: i~11:~~r,!l!l . .." *:::5 U! l~ :~ r~7::r lii!! F!,~;'06 ~t::l~!: m~
lM320K-12 1.35 NE501N 8.00 LM3065N 1.49 8 pin WW $,39 .38 .31 WIRE WRAP SOCKETS 2N2907 5/1.00 2N3711 5/1.00 PN5134 5/1.00

t~~~~~:~~~:~~ ~~~~~!:~~ ~~~~~~(3401~':!~ ~~ :I~~ :j~ .j~ .;~ (GOLO) LEVEL #3 ~~ ~\~ t:1S,:: ::~ :~; ~~~:~~Plastic ~;~:~~ ~~~~~~~ ,:~~ ;~~~i:~~/~:~
LM32oK-24 1.35 NE531HN 3.95 LM3909N 1.25 16pinWW.43 42 .41 •• _ 28plnWW 1.40 1.25 1.10 MJE2955 1.25 2N3772 2.25 2N5210
LM320T'5 1.25 NES36T 6.00 MC5558V .59 1$\pin WW.75 .68 .62 36 pin WW 1.59 1.45 1.30 2N3053 2/U)0 2N3823 1.00 2N5449 3/1.00
t=~~~~~.2 ~:~ ~i~~~!:: 80386 4.95 2J pin WW.85 .79 .72 40 pin WW 1.75 1.55 1.40 2N3903 51.00 2N5 1 31.00

t~;~i::; :;; ~i;~~'l: ;~r:{rll1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS _ 5% APACI!Ol! ~gp~~~:b'i~C~~~~~
LM320T-18 1.25 NE556N .99 75453CN .39 10 OHM 12 OHM 15 OHM 18 OHM 22 OHM 10 pI .05 .04 .03 .001",F .05 .04 .035
t~~i~~:~4 ~:~; ~~;~~~ ;:~ I ~~~~g~:~; ASST. 1 5 ea. 27 OHM 33 OHM 39 OHM 47 OHM 55 OHM 50 pcs $1. 75 ~~~1 :~:g: :~~ :~!rF :~~:&: :~~;
t~~~~ 1::: ~~:~~ ~:~; ~~~~N ::~ ASST. 2 5 ea. 1:~ ~~: 2:~ ~~: ;~ g~~ ;~~~~: ~~~~~ 50 pcs 1. 75 ~~~: :~:g: :~~ .~~:~ ::::~ :g:
t~~~~~~ ~:~ =~~~H 4:~ ~~~~N ,::~ J700HM 5600HM 6800HM 8200HM lK 470 er 'OS100V~LT~~RFi~ttcAPAaTORS .12 .09 .075
LM340K·8 1.35 LM703CN/H .69 RC4151 3.95 ASST. 3 5 ea 1.2K 1.~K 1.8K 2.2K 2.7K 50 res 1.75 .OOlmf .12 .10 ,07 .022mf .13.11.08
LM340K·12 1.35 LM709N/H .29 RC4194 4,95 3.3K 3.9K 4.7K 5.6K 6.81< 0022 12 .10 .07 .047mf .21.17 .13
LM34oK·15 1.35 RC4195 4.49 ASST. 4 5 ea. 8.2K 10K 12K 15K 18K 50 pes 1. 75 :~~~ml :g :l~:~~:J~~f .~~ :~~ :g
74LSOO .29 74LSOOTIL 74LS138 221< 271< 331< 391< ~71< +20% OIPPEOTANTALUM5{SOLIDICAPACITORS

~:t~~ :~ 74LS47 .89 ~:~~;~ ASST. 5 5 ea. 561< 6BK 821< lOOK 1201< 50 pcs 1. 75 :l~~~v :~: :~~ :H J:~:~ :jg:~ j~
74LS03 .29 74lS51 .29 74LS155 150K 180K 220K 270K 3301< .22/35V .28 .23 ,17 3.3/25V .35 .31 .27

i:~~ :~ ~:~~~:~ ~~~~~ ASST. 6 5 ea. 39~~ ~~;~ ~~~ ~:~ :~;: 50 pcs 1. 75 ~~~~~ :~: :~~ :l~ ::K~~~ :~:~:~
74LS08 .29 74LS73 .45 74LS161 ASST. 7 5 ea. 2.7M 3.3M 3.9M OM 5.6M 50 pes 1. 75 .68r~V .~: .~~ .1~ 15/25V 'i~ .~~.~
;:t~~g :~ ~:t~~: :;~ ~:t~:~~· ASST. 8R Includes Resistor Assortments 1-7 (350 rcs.: $9 95 ea 1.0/5 MINIATUREALUMi~UMEL:;t:~LYTIC CAP~CITORS .

~:t~g .~~ ~:t~~: ::~ ~:t~~~~ $10.00 Min. Order _ U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets _ 25; • • .471SOV AllalL~;d .13 .10 A7!2SV Rad,i,BJLa8.d'3 .10

74LS14 1:25 74LS83 .89 74LS181 Calif. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax 1980 Catalog Available - Send 41 t! stamp ~:~:~~ :1~: ~~ :~ i~~m~::~:lj :lJ~:t;~ :~ ~:t: ':;; ~:~~~ Postage-Add 5%plus$1Insurance (if desired) ~o%tV :~; :l~' ::~ t~:~:1~ :1: :n
74L521 .35 74LS90 .59 74LS192 J'~~!1!1~!!!!III!!J~I!!!!~PHONE 10/50V .16 .14 .12 4.7/15V .15 .13 .1074LS22 .35 74LS92 .75 74LS193 III!!! 22/25V ,17 .15 .12 4.7/25V .15 .13 .10
74L526 .35 74LS93 .75 74LS194 ameco ORDERS 22/50V .24 .20 .18 4,7/50V .16.14 .11

~:t~~~:~; ~:t~:~,:~~ i:~~~~~ WELCOME :~j~~ :~~.g :~~ :~~~~~ ::;:g :~5
74LS3o .29 74LS107 .45 74LS257 (415) 592-8097 l00/25V .24 ,20 ,18 10/50V .16 .14 .12
74LS32 .35 74LS109.45 74L5258 100/SOV .35.30.28 47J50V .24 .21 .19
74LS37 AS 74LS112 .45 74LS260 2ZO/25V .32 .28 ,25 l00/16V .19 .15 .14

i:~~ :~ HtiH~ 1:~ H~ 1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 ~~g~~~ :i~Ji :~ r~~~:~i:~:~i
7415136 .:: 74LS670 ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU MARCH ;l~n:~ '0.62.55 470/25V .31.28 2

AY-5-9100
AY-S-9200
AY-5·9500
AY-5·2376
HD0165
74C922
74C923

$1.95
1.95
.50
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"", Continuity Tester and Flashlight
Convenient versatile tool for quickfv
checking continuity of dead circuits,
switches, appliances, cords, fuses,
motors, control equipment, coils
and panel boards. Also tests cir-
cuits for low-resistance shorts and
helps identify wires in multi-wire
cables. Dozens of other uses. Plus
the added convenience of a handy.
durable flashlight. Uses two AA size
penlight batteries (not furnished).
Insulated clip prevents accidental
shorting to case, Alligator clip has
48" lead with plug. $

RT300 7.95=$ = CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES

---8080A/803DASUPPORT DEVICES---
8000A CPU $7.95 M-zeo User Manual
8212 8·&llnpuUOutput 3.25 M·COP1802 User Manual
8214 Priority Interrupt Control 5.95 M·2650 User Manual8216 Bi·Dlrectional Bus Driver 3.49
8224 Clock Generator/Driver 3.95 ROM'S
8226 Bus Driver 3.49

2513(2140) Character Generator(upper case)
8228 sysem Controller/Bus Driver 4.9S
6236 SyslemConlroller 5.95 2513(3021) Clmacter Generator(Iower case)

2516 Character Generator8251 Prog. Comm. I/O (USARn 7.95 MM5230N 2048-Bit Read Only Memory6253 Prog.lnlervalTimer 14.95
8255 Proll. Periph. 1/0 (PPI) 9.9S RAM'S
8257 Prog.OMAContrOI 19.95 1101 256Xl Static SI.49
6259 Prog.lnlerruplControl 19.95 1103 1024Xt Oynamic .99---6800[6800 SUPPORTDEVICES--- 2101(6101) 256X4 Static 3.95
MC6800 MPU $14.95 2102 1024Xl SIalic 1.75
MC6602CP MPUwith Clock and Ram 24.95 21L02 1024Xt Static 1.95
MC681QAPI 128X8 Static Ram 5.95 2111(8111) 256X4 Static 3.95
MC6821 Periph. Inter. Adapt (MC6820) 7.49 2112 256X4 SlalicMOS 4.95
MC6826 Priority Interrupl Conlroller 12.95 2114 1024X4 Statlc4SOns 7.95•MC6830l8 1024X8 Bit ROM (MC68A30-6) 14.95 2114L 1024X4 5talic 450ns low power 10.95
MC6BSO Asynchronous Comm. Adapter 7.95 2114-3 t024X4 Static300ns 10.95MC6652 Synchronous Serial Data Adapt. 9.95 2114L-3 1024X4 Sialic 300ns low power 11.95
MC6660 0-600 bps Digital MODEM 12.95 5101 256X4 Static 7.95MC6862 2400bjlsModulator 14.95 5280/2107 4096Xl Dynamic 4.9SMC6880A Quad3-5tale Bus. Trans. (MC8TZ6) 2.25 7489 16X4 Static 1.75
-- MICROPROCESSORCHIPS-MISCELLANEOUS- 745200 256Xl SlatlcTristate 4.95
Z60(780C) CPU $14.95 93421 256Xl Static 2.95
l80A(780-1) CPU 16.95 UP0414 4K Dynamic 16 pin 4.95
CDPI802 CPO 19.95 (MK4027)
2650 MPU 19.95 UPD416 16K Dynamic lapin 250ns 9.95
6502 CPU 11.95 (MK4116)
8035- 8-Bil MPU w(clock. RAM. 1/0 eres 19.95 TMS4044- 4K Static 14.95psoas CPU 19.95 45NL
TMS9900Jl 16-Bit MPU w/hardware. multiply TMS4045 1024X4 Static 14.95

& divide 49.95 2117 16.384Xl Dynamic 350ns 9.95
SHIFT REGISTERS (house marked)

MM500H Dual 25 Bit Dynamic S.50 MM5262 2KX1 Dynamic 4(1.00
MM503H Dual 50BII Oynamlr. .50 PROM'SMM504H Dual 16 BitSlatic .50
MM506H Dual 100 Bit Stallc .50 1702A 2048 FAMOS $5.95
MM510ti Dual 64 Bit Accumulator .50 2716INTEl 16K' EPROM 59.95
MMSOI6H 500/512 Bit Oynamic .89 TMS2516 16K' EPROM 49.95
2504T 1024 Dynamic 3.95 (2716) 'fleQuiresslnGle +5V power supply
2518 Hex 32 Bit Static 4.95 TMS2532 4KXB EPROM 89.95
2522 Dual 132 Bit Static 2.95 2708 8K EPROM 10.95
2524 512 Static 99 2716T.1 16K" EPROM 29.95
2525 1024 Dynamic 2.95 "ReQuires 3 vcneces. -5V. +5V. + 12V
2527 Dual 256 Bit stenc 2.95 5203 2048 FAMOS 14.95
2528 Dual 250 Static 4.00 6301-1(7611)1024 rrtsute aincrar 3.49
2529 Dual 240 Bi1 Static 4.00 6330-1(7602)256 Open C Bipolar 2.9S
2532 Quad 80 sn stanc 2.95 82S23 32X8 Open Collector 3.95
3341 RIo 6.95 625115 4096 Sipolar 19.95
74lS670 4X4ReGisterFile{TriState) 2.49 82S123 32X8 Tristate 3.95

74186 512 TTl Open Collector 9.9S
2SO TTLOpen Collector 3.95
1024 stanc 2.95

DIGITAL
THERMOMETER KIT

precessor use
.3 User Define keys with one being bi·

stable operation
• Debounce circuit provided lor all 19

><y,
• lED readout to verily entries,-_-===",. Easy Interfacing with standard 16 pin
tc ccnoectcr

• Ontv +5VDCreQulred for oeerancns
fULL S SIT LATCHED DUTPUT-19 KEYBOARD

TheJE600 Encoder Keylloard provides two separate hexadecimal
diGits produced from sequential key entries to allow direct prog·
ramming lor 8 bit mcronrccesscr or 6 bit memory cncets. Three
(3)addi!ional keys are provided for lISeroperationswithonehaving
a bislable output available. The outputs are latched and monitored
with LED readouts. Also included is a kev entry strobe.

JE600 $59.95
Hexadecimal Keypad only. .. $14_95

....• FreQuency-Shift Keying. full-duplex (haJI-duplex
selectable).

Maximum Data Rale •.•••..... 300Saud.
Data format. ••....• AsynchrOl\ousSerial (return to mark level reQuired

between each character). .
Raceive Chlnnal fraqulncles ..• 2025 Hzfor space: 2225 Hz for mark.
rransmn Channel fraquencles .•Switch selectable: low (normal) '" 1070 space.

1270 mark; Hioh = 025 space. 2225 mark.
Receh'e SenslUvlly.. . .• _••-46dbmaccousticallycoupled •
Tr.nsmilleni •...••..••..••. -15 !Ibm nominal. Adjustable from -6 dbm

to -20 dbrn ..
RacalvefraquencyToferanca .. Frequency reference automatically adjusts to

allow for operalion between 1800 Hland 2400 Hz.
Digital Dala inlertan ..••..••. EIA AS-232C or 20 mA current loop [receiver is

optclsctaiee enc non-ponn.
Power ReQulramen·ts ..••.••.• 120 VAC. single phase. 10 Watts.
Physical AII components mounl on a single 5" by 9"

. printedcircuitboard.AI!componentsindud~.
•AudiD Oscillator. FteQuencvC·ounler and/or Oscilloscope to align.

Kit
Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K_
Kit comes complete with:
* 8 each UPD416-1 (16K Dynamic Rams) 2S0NS
1< Doclimentation for conversion

iRS-16K $75.00

~
JUST WRAP"

-----~- ---

- "-

e ,02S" square posts
•Built-in cut off
•Includes SOft, wire

or slitting required-

. Wit.~
Blue
White
Yellow
Red

Price
$14.95
14.95
14.95
14:95

_Duol sensors-switching control for in-
door/outdoor or dual monitoring
«Contfnucus LED .8" ht. display
:~~~~~~c::O;:1J~~~T~~I/-40OC to 1000C ..- ~ _:__---'-I
eSet for Fahrenheit or Celsius reading
:~i~·~~~~?4\~a:~ __5t8C:·w~l~ ~~/S.~b'inct. t-----------~------I
JE300 $39.95

Logic Monitor

""

62-Key ASCII Encoded Keyboard Kit..
, n

-I;; :.' ~.~! ~J:I:._\.

l - (j WE$! 1" Y 1.1 r e pl. ,a-
1 .••• ::;:- '" S 0 F G K J I( L •• ! _ ""'
•.I I - l ~ C' V IJ OJ M •. " J __ • -;

TheJE61062-Key ASCII Encoded Keyboard
Kit can be interfaced into most any com-
puter system, The JE610 Kit comes com-
plete with an industrial grade keyboard
switch assembly (62 keys), IC's, sockets,
connector, electronic components and a
double-sided printed wiring beard. The
keyboard assembly requires +5V @ 150mA
and -12V@ 10mA for operation .

Vacuum Vise
FEATURES:
.60 Keys generate the full 128 char-
acters, upper and lower case ASCII
set

• Fully buffered
.2 user-define keys provided for
custom applications

• Caps lock for upper case only
alpha characters

• Utilizes a 2376 (40 pin) encoder
read only memory chip

• Outputs directly compatible with
TTl/DTL or MOS logic arrays

• Easy interfacing with a 16-pin dip
or 18-pin edge connector.

Vacuum-based light-duty
vise for small components
and assemblies. ABS con-
struction .. 1Ya" jaws, 1%"
travel.Can be permanently
installed.

o
e Two Sizes: 6" and 10"
.Professional Quality
.Chrome Vanadium Steel

JE610 ..... $79.95
62-Key Keyboard only .. $34.95

6"- AW-6 .. $4.95 '10"- AW-10 .. $6.95

JOYSTICK
VIDEO CONTROLLER

HICKOK LX303 Portable LCDDigital Multimeter

The Logic Moni·
tor allows you to
check logrc levels
on all 16 pins of
any DTL, HTL,
TTL, or CMOS
device. It has a typ-
ical input impedance of
100K ohms and weighs a
mere 3 oz. (85 grams). It has
an mput volt. range of 4V to 15V
and draws a max. of 100mA@10V

LM-1 : $70.00

I"JJI{ Proto Clips/f!IIfl.:
Proto Boards

14·PINCUP PC·14 $ 4.50
16·PINCUP PC·16 $ 4.75
24·PINCUP PC·24 $10.00
40·PINCUP PC·40 $16.00

Jumbo 6-0igit Clock Kit
* Four .630"ht. and two _300"ht.
common anode displays

* Uses MM5314clock chIp
* Switches for hours. mInutes and hold functions
* Hours easily viewable to 30 feet
* Simulated walnut case
* 115VAC cperatjcn
* 12 or 24 hour operation
* Includes all components, case and wall transformer
* Size: 6l{4 x 3lta x H,

JE747 $29.95

JE701

e uses clock chip
e swrtcnes for hours, minutes
and hold modes

• Hrs. easily viewable to 20 ft.
.Simulated walnut case
.115 VAC operation
.12 or 24 hr. operation
e tnct. all components, case &
wall transformer

•Size: 6%" x 3-1/8" x 1%"

6-Digit Clock Kit $19.95
-Big y, ",ch high. 3% Oig1l liquid Crvml Diwlav *O,.r 200 HOUf$ 01 operation with .9V battery

:~~~~;;~~':f~~::I,!f~:y!r;::;;~.~~~:f!3~;;;~~~~V~;I:~:~~:::;!!V'fl:::~:~~.ccurac~
.FulloM~urwa"anlV.

SPEr.1FIC/IoTIONS, or. '0'" (& '"_." o.,,,,vto ,ooov.A«:"".,,, 10.510 '<19 "-0.5% <., .. '"""" -.-u lo~n;
M". ,,'p",'kV ••oop' 5()QV 0" ,OOmV"nif~::~':~1f3~::l;~!:~E~:~~·o""io~aYA~~~~<IiI:g5~:;g~O~~:;""'il·:.~~>j,~ :'iIl~~,~~~~
DCCu" •••'16,_.1l:01n/lo,ol00m/lo.Ac.u'KY"-1.~"'II10.~' .•

~~"';~';~~~::-h" 5-7/8··.3·3/8··. ,-31'··. 8 '" . POW~A 9V bo".,.•.("'" .nel"".dlor >j,<l<ok/IoC .doo'''·

LX303
P/IoRTNO.

AC·3
CC·3
VP·10
VP40
CS·1

Digital Multimeter $74.95
DESCRIPTION"

115VAC ADAPTER.
PADDED CARRYING CASE.
X10 DC PROBE ADAPTER tuc tc 10K) .
40kV DC PROSE.
10 Amp DC Curren! Shunt.

PRICE

7.50
7.50

14.95
35.00
14.95

PHONE
ORDERS

WELCOME
(415) 592-8097

-IDEAL FOR ALL VIDEO GAMES OR REMOTE CON·
TROL PROJECTS

• SMALL CASE SIZE, 1-1/2"H X 2·3/S"W X 4·5/16"L
•2 MINIATURE POTENTIOMETERS-40K OHM EACHJameco

ELECTRONICS •SPST PUSH BUTTON CONTROL
•5-WIRE CONNECTION CABLE - 5 FEET LONG

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT. CA 94002

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU MARCH

•RUGGED PLASTIC CASE

JVC-40 $4.95 each

Uses LM309K. Heat sink .~
provided. PC board con- -
structlon. Provides a sol id --
1 amp @ 5 volts. Can supply up
to ±5V, ±9V and ± 12V with
JE205 Adapter. Includes cornpo-
nents, hardware and instructions.
Size: 3W' x 5" x 2"H

JE200 $14.95

ADAPTER BOARD
-Adapts to JE200-
±5V, ±9V and ±12V

DC/DC converter with +5V input. Toriodal hi-
speed switching XMFR. Short circuit protection.
PC board construction. Piqqv-baek to JE 200
board. Size: 3)\" X 2" x 9/16"H

JE205 $12.95

,., Reader Service-see page 227 Microcompuling, March 1980 219



kb microcomputing book nook

• HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!-BK7322-lf you want to
come up to speed on how computers work ... hardware and soft-
ware ... this is an excellent book. It starts with the fundamentals
and explains the circuits, the basics of programming, along with a
couple of TVT construction projects, ASCII-Baudot, etc. This book
has the highest recommendations as a teaching aid for
newcomers. $4.95.*
• THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS-BK7340- This book takes it
from where Hobby Computers Are Here! leaves off, with chapters
on Large Scale Integration, how to choose a microprocessor chip,
an introduction to programming, low cost I/O for a computer, com-
puter arithmetic, checking memory boards, a Baudot monitor/edi-
tor system, an audible logic probe for finding those tough prob-
lems, a ham's computer, a computer QSO machine ... and much,
much more! $4.95*
• KB MICROCOMPUTING BACK ISSUES - KBOOOO- A limited
supply, from $3 to $10 per copy. Send for free descriptive back
issue catalog .

• BASIC NEW 2ND EDITION-BK1081-by Bob Albrecht. Self-teaching guide to the computer language you will need to know
for use with your microcomputer. This is one of the easiest ways to learn computer programming. $5.95.*
.SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTRUMENT'S BASIC SOFTWARE LIBRARY is a complete do-it-yourself kit, written in everybody's
BASIC, immediately executable in ANY computer with 8K; no other peripherals needed. Volume I contains business and recrea-
tional programs and is 300 pages. Volume II is 260 pages and contains math, engineering, statistics and plotting programs.
Volume III contains money managing, advanced business programs such as billing, A/R, inventory, payroll, etc. Volume IV con-
tains general purpose programs such as loans, rates, retirement, plus games: Poker, Enterprise (take charge while Capt. Kirk is
away), Football and more! Volume V is filled with experimenters' programs, including games, pictures and misc. problems such
as "logic." Volume VI is a miniature business system; and Volume VII contains professional programs. Volume 1- LB1002- &
Volume II-LB1003-$24.95* each, Volume III-LB1004-$39.95*, Volume IV-LB1005-& Volume V-LB1006-$9.95* each,
Volume VI-LB1007-$49.95*, Volume VII-LB1008-39.95.*
• MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES-BK1037-by Austin Lesea & Rodnay Zaks will teach you how to inter-
connect a-complete system and interface it to all the usual peripherals. It covers hardware and software skills and techniques,
including the use and design of model buses such as the IEEE 488 or S100. $13.95.*

• TTL COOKBOOK - BK1063 - by Donald Lancaster. Explains
what TTL is, how it works, and how to use it. Discusses practical
applications, such as a digital counter and display system, events
counter, electronic stopwatch, digital voltmeter and a digital tach-
ometer. $9.50.
• CMOS COOKBOOK - BK1011 - by Don Lancaster. Details the
application of CMOS, the low power logic family suitable for most
applications presently dominated by TTL. Required reading for
every serious digital experimenter! $10.50.*
.TVT COOKBOOK-BK1064-by Don Lancaster. Describes the
use of a standard television receiver as a microprocessor CRT ter-
minal. Explains and describes character generation, cursor con-
trol and interface information in typical, easy-to-understand Lan-
caster style. $9.95.*

.HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS-In 10 information-
packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes more than 30 computer-
related, money-making, high profit, low capital investment oppor-
tunities. $15.00.* (BK1003)

• BASIC COMPUTER GAMES-BK1074-0kay, so once you get your computer and are running in BASIC, then what? Then you
need some programs in BASIC, that's what. This book has 101 games for you from very simple to real buggers. You get the
games, a description of the games, the listing to put in your computer and a sample run to show you how they work. Fun. Any
one game will be worth more than the price of the book for the fun you and your family will have with it. $7.50.*
• WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN-BK1071-PCC's first book of computer games ... 48 different computer games
you can play in BASIC ... programs, descriptions, many illustrations. Lunar Landing, Hammurabi, King, Civel 2, Qubic 5, Tax-
man, Star Trek, Crash, Market, etc. $10.95.*
• MICROCOMPUTING CODING SHEETS Microcomputing's dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to work without these
handy scratch pads, which help prevent the little errors that can cost hours and hours of programming time. Available for pro-
gramming is Assembly/Machine Language (PD1001),which has columns for address, instruction (3 bytes), source code (label,
op code, operand) and comments; and for BASIC (PD1002) which Is 72 columns wide. 50 sheets to a pad. $2.39.*

'Use the order card In the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:
Kilobaud Microcomputing Book Department. Peterborough NH 03458.Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders, add $1.00handling.

FORTOLLFREEORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473



kb microcomputing book nook
• PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-BK1140-by Peter Grogono. The
computer programming language PASCAL was the first language
to embody in a coherent way the concepts of structured program-
ming, which has been defined by Edsger Dijkstra and C.A.R.
Hoare. As such, it is a landmark in the development of program-
ming languages. PASCAL was developed by Niklaus Wirth in
Zurich; it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but is more
powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is now widely accepted as a
useful language that can be efficiently implemented, and as an ex-
cellent teaching tool. It does not assume. knowledge of any other
programming language; it is therefore suitable for an introductory
course. $9.95.'

• 8080 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK - BK1102
-If you have been spending too much time developing simple
routines for your 8080, try this new book by Scelbi Computing and
Robert Findley. Describes sorting, searching, and many other
routines for the 8080 user. $10.95.'

.6800 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1075- Like its culinary cousin, The 8080 Gourmet Guide, this
new book by Scelbl Computing and Robert Findley describes sort-
ing, searching and other routines - this time for the 6800 user.
$10.95 .•

• LOW-COST, PERSONAL COMPUTER·BASED INVESTMENT DE·
CISION SYSTEMS-BK1101-Use this guidebook by Man-
Computer Systems, Inc.'s president, Jerry Felsen, to develop inex-
pensive personal computer systems that can help you make better
investment decisions. $15.00.'

• HOW TO SELL ANYTHING TO ANYBODY - According to The Guiness Book of World Records, the author, Joe Girard, is "the
world's greatest salesman." This book reveals how he made a fortune - and how you can, too. $2.25.' (BK7306)

• MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY-BK1034- This microcomputer dictionary fills the need to become quickly acquainted
with the terminology and nomenclature of the revolution in computers. There is also a comprehensive electronics/computer
abbreviations and acronyms section. $15.95.'

.PROGRAMMING THE 6502-BK1005-Rodnay Zaks has de-
signed a self-contained text to learn programming, using the 6502.
It can be used by a person who has never programmed before, and
should be of value to anyone using the 6502. The many exercises
will allow you to test yourself and practice the concepts
presented. $11.95 *

.6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK - BK1006- Rodnay Zaks presents
practical-application techniques for the 6502 microprocessor,
assuming an elementary knowledge of microprocessor program-
ming. You will build and design your own domestic-use systems
and peripherals. Self-test exercises included. $12.95'
• HOW TO BUILD A MICROCOMPUTER-AND REALLY UNDER-
STAND IT -BK7325-by Sam Creason. The electronics hobbyist
who wants to build his own microcomputer system now has a prac-
tical "How-To" guidebook. This book is a combination technical
manual and programming guide that takes the hobbyist step-by-
step through the design, construction, testing and debugging of a
complete microcomputer system. Must reading for anyone desir-
ing a true understanding of small computer systems. $9.95.'
THE BASIC HANDBOOK-BK1174-by David Lien. This book is
unique. It is a virtual ENCYCLOPEDIA of BASIC. While not favoring
one computer over another, it explains over 250 BASIC words, how
to use them and alternate strategies. If a computer does not
possess the-capabtlltles of a needed or specified word, there are
often ways to accomplish the same function by using another
word or combination of words. That's where the HANDBOOK
comes in. It helps you get the most from your computer, be it a
"bottom-of-the-line" micro or an oversized monster. $14.95.'

• SIXTY CHALLENGING PROBLEMS WITH BASIC SOLUTIONS (2nd Edition) - BK1 073 - by Donald Spencer, provides the serious
student of BASIC programming with interesting problems and solutions. No knowledge of math above algebra required. Includes
a number of game programs, as well as programs for financial interest, conversions and numeric manipulations. $6.95.'

• PIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - Learn how to unleash the power of a personal computer for
your own benefit in this ready-to-use data-base management program. $9.95.' (BK1009)

• GALAXY GAME FOR THE 8080-BK1047 -Match your wits against the logic of the 8080. Search for and destroy alien space
ships as you race against time, fuel, ammunition, and the possibility of running out of the galaxy. This book is a complete game
with flow charts and illustration. $9.95.'

"Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:
Kilobaud Microcomputing Book Department. Peterborough NH 03458.Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders, add $1.00handling.

FORCUSTOMER SERVICE CALL603-924-7298



kb microcomputing book nook

"Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:
Kilobaud Mlcrocomputlng Book Department. Peterborough NH 03458.Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders, add $1.00handling.

• AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOM-
PUTERS, VOL. O-BK1130-The Begin-
ner's Book-Written, for readers who know
nothing about computers-for those who
have an interest in how to use computers
-and for everyone else who must live with
computers and should know a little about
them, The first in a series of 4 volumes, this
book will explain how computers work and
what they can do. Computers have be-
come an integral part 01 life and society,
During any given day you are affected by
computers, so start learning more about
them with Volume 0, $7,95. *
.VOL. I-BK1030-Dedicated to the
basic concepts of microcomputers and
hardware theory. The purpose of Volume I
is to give you a thorough understanding 01
what 'microcomputers are. From basic
concepts (which are covered in detail),
Volume I builds the necessary compo-
nents of a microcomputer system. This
book highlights the difference between
minicomputers and microcomputers.
$8.50. *
• VOL. II-BK1031 (loose leal)-$25.00*;
BK1040 (with binder)-$30,00* -Contains
descriptions of individual microproces-
sors and support devices used only with
the parent microprocessor. Volume II
describes all available chips,
• VOL. III-BK1132 (loose leaf)-$15.00*;
BK1133 (with binder)-$20.00. * Contains
descriptions of all support devices that
can be used with any microprocessor.

TOLL FREE ORDERING
CALL 1-800-258-5473

.ADVANCED BASIC- BK1000-Applica-
tions and problems by James Coan is for
those who want to extend their expertise
with BASIC. Offers advanced techniques
and applications. $15.00. *

.PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING-
IN BASIC - BK1001 - by L. Poole & M.
Borchers, includes program listings with
remarks, descriptions, discussions of the
principle behind each program, file
layouts, and a complete user's manual
with step-by-step instructions, flowcharts,
and simple reports and CRT displays.
Payroll and cost accounting features in-
clude separate payrolls for up to 10 com-
panies, time-tested interactive data entry,
easy correction of data entry errors, job
costing (labor distribution), check printing
with full deduction and pay detail, and 16
different printed reports, including W-2
and 941. $15.00. *
• SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS-
BK1053-published by Adam Osborne &
ASSOCiates, Inc. Perfect for non-technical
computerists requiring ready-to-use pro-
grams. Business programs, plus miscel-
laneous programs. Invaluable for the user
who is not an experienced programmer. All
will operate in the stand-alone mode. $9.50
paperback, *

--

1.977 KILOBAUD:
the COMPLETE COLLECTION

lor $20
That's right, we're liquidating the last issues of Kilobaud we

have been saving ... these are COLLECTOR'S COPIES ... with
several of the individual copies worth more than we're asking
for the complete year.

This includes the very hard-to-get #1 issue which has been
going for as much as $25 at auctions ... and a library shelf
box ... the whole works, complete. When these rare copies are
gone, that will be the end of it. This is your last chance to get a
complete collection of Kilobaud ... starting from the first issue.

During this first year Kilobaud had 224 feature articles, in-
cluding 85 with complete program listings. Just as a source of
programs this is a bargain.

The $20 price includes the library shelf box and shipping
charges within the USA. You can call our toll free number and
order this special: (800) 258-5473. Have your credit card handy.

Please
specify
#KB1977
when
ordering,
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$395
2 for 5775

The best drive available today!
Complete and ready to use, with
free 2-drive cable! Free software
for speeding up your access time
from 3Sms to 12rns! Optional
software for increasing data
storage from SSK to 67.8K on
your first drive, and to 89K on
your second drive! Full 120 day
money back guarantee!

1396

1938

1147

LEEDEXVIDEO 100 12" MONITOR
• Compatible with TRS-IJO,Apple, and most small computers!
• High resolution!
Low cost, yet high resolution (650 RF modulator is needed an ex-
line). Compares favorably with tremely sharp and stable picture is
monitors costing twice as much. achieved. The video bandwidth is
Because of the fact that standard 12MHz + /·3db with a 750hm input
composite video input is utilized no impedance.

Cat No. 1204 Leedex Monitor, $139 $139
181bs.

Cat No. 1937TRS-80ILeedex Cable
kit, 6 oz $3

CRYSTALS Order by Cat No. 1150 and value
3.2768 4.9152 8.0000 20.0000
3.3300 4.9562 10.0000 22.1184
3.579545 5.0000 11.43000 23.4000
3.59532 5.0688 12.0000 23.6840
3.6864 5.1850 12.4400 25.0000
4.0000 5.5850 13.5168 27.0000
4.1943045.5870 14.31818 32.0000
4.0240 5.7143 15.0000 32.0000
4.4340 5.9904 18.0000 36.0000
4.4400 6.0000 18.4320 100.0000
4.5500 6.1440 19.3540
4.7500 6.5536 19.6608

Your
Choice
$3.50 1.0000 2.097152

1.0250 2.4576
1.8432 2.5000
2.0000 3.0000
2.0120

Your Choice
$4.00

$-100 TYPEEDGE CONNECTORS
• Imsai and Altair type spacing! Cat No. Description Sale
• Gold plated contacts 1376 Imsai type,
• Top U5A makers' soldertail $2.95

Order by Cat No.
1428 Imsai type,

wirewrap $4.25

as low as $2.95 1388 Altair type,
soldertail $4.00

DIRECT
CONNECT MODEM

Novation

• Answer/Originate!
• 300 Baud!
• Designed specifically for personal computers!

Model 41038, the top of the line in "r-Plug". Low profile design com-
reliability, economy, convenience! pliments the appearance of all com-
Usable on either dial-up or leased puter systems. May be:mounted on
telephone lines, the 41038 is Bell either wall or desk. Front panel has
103A or 1138 compatible. Operates LED indicating RS232 interface
at the highest standards of ·9dBm status. Compact power pak plugs
for transmit level, and ·5OdBm see- directly into wall socket, reduces
sltlvltv. Meets all FCC requirements heat and shock hazard.
for direct line hookup, all units sup' Weight: 1 Ib $395
plies with standard new modular Cat No. 2214*

Novation "Cat"
Acoustic Modem
The first quality compact modem
designed specifically for the small
computer user. Designed to
transmit data over standard
telephone lines, the Cat has. many
uses for business and hobbyist.
Allows one terminal or computer to
interact with others, permitting one
access to data from remote lcca-
tions. Hobbyists can exchange data
and programs. Compatible with any
Bell 103 modem and, of course, all

other Cats! Also perfectly compatl-
ble with the new Radio Shack
modem (it's the same unit). Data ex-
change can occur at any speed up
to 30 char/sec. Low profile case
features switches for mode selec-
tion and operation, also for LED's
displaying unit status. Acoustic selt-
test is standard. Complete and
ready-to-use. Requires 110 VAC,
60Hz. $169Cat No. 1480

TRANSFORMERS
• Order by Catalog Number

Cat No. Description wt Sale
1339 9V @ 3A, 15V @ 5OOmA,

metal encased 21bs $4.00
1471 20V @ 6A, dual primary,

open frame 41bs $4.50
1007 12V @ 300mA, open frame,

PC lugs 40z $ .75
1398 24VCT @ 8OOmA,metal

encased 1% Ibs $2.50
12.6V @ 750mA, with 6'
line cord

V Reader Service-see page 227

$395.

49.

10.

533

• Protects disks and diskettes from wear!
• Repairs damaged disks!

Now you can save those "ruined" slip a protector ring onto the preci-
disks with simple insertion of our sion tool, then slip on the disk! No
DISK PROTECTOR! Inserting a pro- glueing, no drying time, no heat!
tector on a new disk will increase its One tool lasts indefinately, each
life times over! Easy to install, just disk requires one protector ring.

Cat No. Description WI. Price
2073 5 1,4" diskette tool 2 oz. $4.95
2074 51A" diskette protector rings 3 oz. SO for 59.95
2075 8" disk tool 3 oz. $6.95
2076 8" disk protector rings 4 02. 50 for $13.95

51/4" DRIVE ENCLOSURES
• Fits Shugart, MPI, Pertec, and more!

Single enclosure is two-piece metal Cat No. 2055 Dual 11f2 lbs $59
construction, beige-tone. Dual Cat No. 2245 Single 21bs $25

:~a~tk~~har~oal;::~i7i~~Sh.molded as low as 525

2N3904/3906 STYLE
SWITCHING TRANSISTORS

Similar in characteristics to
2N3904f3906 family, perfect for
lOO's of switching applications!
Cat No. 1139 NPN (sim to 2N3904)
Cat No. 1140 PNP (sim to 2N3906)

COLOR CODED
RIBBON CABLE
Flat style, rainbow colored.
Separates like zip-cord. 28 gage, 20
conductors per inch wide.
Order by Cat No. 2147 and
conductors

Cond 3 ft. 10 it. 25 ft.
14 S2.10 5 5.60 $10.50
16 52.40 5 6.40 $12.00
20 $3.00 5 8.00 515.00
26 53.90 $10.40 $19.50
34 $5.10 $13.60 $25.50
40 $6.00 516.00 $30.00
50 57.50 $20.00 $37.50

TRS·80
DUST COVERS
Keeps dust from sensitive com-
ponents. Custom designed for
the TRS-SO.
Cat No. Description Price
1553 Keyboard $8.50
1554 Video 9.95
1552 Cassette 7.00
1551 Disk 7.00
Buy any 3, tak.e 10% off!

TV
MODULATOR
(kit) tn~~!II/!~s~7n~~~tes,
Accepts composite video output
from computers, TV games, etc. Re-
quires 6VOC, operates on any stan-
dard B&WTV, channel 2 or 3. Com-
pletely shielded. Not to be used
where prohibited by law. Wt 4 oz.
Cat No. 1975 $43 for 510

S-100 PC CARD
GUIDES-6 for $1
For standard PC cards, holds firmly
in place. 4%" long, with 3/1center
snap in lugs. Nylon. Wt 2 oz.
Cat No. 1306

HOW TO ORDER
Pay by check, Mastercharge,
Visa, or COD. Charge orders
please include expiration date.
Foreign pay in U.S. funds. Order
by phone or mail, or at our retail.
MINIMUM ORDER $10. please
include phone number and mag-
azine/issue you are ordering
from. Prices valid thru last day of
cover date. SHIPPING: USA:
add $2.00 for the first 2 lbs. For

v-H2S

8 for $1

IC·SOCKETS
SALE

PENNY-A-PIN!!
• Soldertail
• Limited quantities!

Order by Cat No. 1117 and pins
Pins Reg Sale
8 15¢ 8¢
14 19¢ 14(
16 2Ot: 1M
18 28¢ 18¢
20 34( 20¢
22 3M 22¢
24 38¢ 24¢
28 44¢ 28¢
40 61¢ 40¢

SARGON II
Hayden
The latest, updated version of
Sargon. Features seven levels of
play, and many exciting new addi-
tions.
Cat No. Description Price
2082 TRS-80, L2, 16K

2083
cass
Apple II, 16K
cass $29.95
TRS-80, disk $39.95
Apple II, disk $39.95

DIP SWITCH
SALE!
• Highest quality contacts!

Cat No. Pes.
1289 4
1290
1291

Reg Sale
$1.10 791t,.
51.40 891!"
51.60 991!"

C-l0 DATA
CASSETTES
Highest quality. Spooled with
Scotch-Brand tape. WI. 2 oz.

$1.25
12 for 510

Cat No. 1142

ground add 35¢ for addfl Ib. For
air add 75¢ for addt'l lb. FOR-
EIGN: surface: add $3.00 for first
2 lbs, 60< per addt'I lb. Air: add
$11.00 for firsl 2 lbs, $5 for each
addt'I lb. COOs $1 addt'L Guar-
anteed satisfaction for 120 days
or your money back! Not re-
sponsible for typographical
errors. Some items subject to
prior sale. We reserve the right
to limit Quantities.

529.95

Verbatim
51/4 DISKETTES
The most popular diskette intheworld!
$29/box of 10
2 for 555
Cat No. Type Description
1147 525·01 Soft, TRS-80
1148 525·1010 hole hard,

Apple, North-
star, H8

1149 525·16 16 hole hard,
Micropolis

8" Disks
$37 box of 10

• J8M compatible
: T~'l,Jrdi:n:i~ertjfied

Cat No.1145 Type 32-1000
Description
32 sector holes, 't-lndex hole

Cat No. 1146 Type 34-1000
Interchangeable with IBM32,
3740, 3770, 3790, etc.

VERBATIM
CERTIFIED
CASSETTES
Certified specifically for personal
computers such as the TRS-80,
Apple, Pet, etc. Splice-free,
leaderless, with folding recording
tabs.
Cat No. 1945

DISK/ DISKETTE
LIBRARY CASES
Perfect for storage and mailing! Hi-
impact plastic case, holds up to 10
disks.
Cat No. 1484 5W'

diskettes 8 oz.
Cat No. 1936 8" disk 10 oz.

DISKETTE 1DISK
BINDERS

Organizes and protects your data
files! 5 1,4" disks fit two per insert,
8" fit one per insert. Binders i~
dudes 10 inserts.
Cat No. Description
1650 SIJ~" binder
1651 8" binder
1653 extra 8" inserts
1652 extra 5'A" inserts

16K MEMORY
ADD-ON
S75 2 for 5140
For TRS-80, Apple, Exidy
Installs in minutes, no special
tools required. Complete with
detailed instructions. Wt 4 02.
Cat No. Description
1156 For TRs-ao keyboard

unit
1156A TRS-80 without buf-

fered cable
1156B TRS·SOwith buffered

cable
1156C For Apple
1156D For Exldv Sorcerer

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
FEATURING:

Computers and accessories, disk
drives, printers, integrated cir-
cuits, LEOs, semiconductors,
books, software, connectors,
plus more and more! The widest
selection at the lowest prices!
Circle our reader service number
or phone/write today for your
copy!
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WORD PROC'ESSING SYSTEM

F
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o
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R
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A
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o
G

eTRS-80* 48K W/TWO DISK DRIVES
e NEC SPINWRITER LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

• ELECTRICPENCIL WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE
• AUTO INSERTION MAILING LIST

Please enclose 2% to cover shipping.
Excess will be refunded. Illinois
residents include 6% sales tax. $2.50
minimum shipping.

TRS-80*
DISK DRIVES

$320.00
Reg $379.

SAVE 59.00
40 TRACK CAPABILITY
5MS AUTOEJECT
90-DAY WARRANTY HIGH Resolution monitor

connects to most computers
Cable extra

16K MEMORY KITS 12U VIDEO MONITOR
For TRS-80' Apple. Sorcerer
with instructions

$119.95LIFETIME GUARANTEE SMALL BUSINESS

SYSTEM VERBATIM DISKETTES$70.00 $ 3.00
box 10 $29.00eTRS-80* 48K W/THREE DISK DRIVES

FOR PROGRAMMING e CENTRONICS 119 TRACTOR PRINTER W/CABLE
JUMPERS ADD e INTERACTIVE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM BY SBSG

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, PAYABLE, GENERAL LEDGER
elNVENTORY II BY SBSG

1000 ITEMS PER DISK. COMPLETE II SELECTED LISTING

WE ALSO CARRY:
APPLE, SORCERER

S.D. SALES, TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS, NORTH
STAR, ELECTRONICS
SPECIALIST, OYSAN
NO MUCH MORE!!

2.50
per pair

Reg~ 1a~\4499.00 com~lete
·TRS·SO © TANDY CORP. I I PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM
Readers Note: Our apologies for the absence of M.W.P. phone number last month.
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kilobaud .

A88
A121
A119
A38
A122
A116
A101
A111
A66
A120
A118
A115
A117
A71
B58
B62
B61
B63
B50
B33
B44
C160
C157
C186
C128
C172
C185
C193
C122
C179
C181
C155
C109
C189
C192
C108
C167
C64
C175
C156
C111
C191
C104
C94
C168
C187

A B Computers 46
Aardvark Technical Services 103
K. Adams 114
Advanced Compo Products 204
Adventure International. 169
Alderaan Production 182
Alpha Byte Storage 153
Alphanetics ' 176
American Square Computers 138
ArKay Engravers, Inc 114
Arkon Electronics 18
Audio Video Systems ; 102
Aurora Software Associates 40
Automated Simulations 116
BKM Micro Systems 141
Jerry E. Bartram, CPA 164
John J. Bell. 141
Beringer & Needham 140
Bluebird's Inc 47
The Bottom Shelf, Inc 48,49
The Bottom Shelf, Inc 17
CFR Associates 158
C & S Electronics Mart, Ud 149
California Computer Systems 18
Cecdat,lnc 60,145
Checks To Go 158
Cognitive Products 24
Compleat Systems 59
CompuCover 135
CompuMart. 208
Cornpu-Prtnts 164
CompuServe 31
CompuSoft Publishing 149
Comput·A-Note, Inc 170
Computer Case Company 114
Computer City 99,119,173
Computer Concepts 128
Computer Corner of N.J 45
Computer Data Services 164
Computer Design Labs 165
Computer Forum 186
Computer Group 174
Computer Information Exchg 153
The Computerist. 182
Computer Shopper 177
Computer Software Associates
.............................. 173
The Computer Shop 52
Computrex 154
Computronics 142
Comrec Systems Corp 118
Cuddly Software 47
Custom Electronics, Inc 140
Cybernetics, Inc 182
0& R Creative 141
OAR Sales 45
DC Software & Compo Prod 54
DG Electronic Parts 60
Dr. Daley 181
Delta Systems 158
Deltroniks 174
Designco 149
Digital Marketing 59
Digital Research Computers 209
Digital Research Parts 52
Digital Technology, Inc 123
Digital Video Systems , 80
Dwo Quong Fok Lok Sow 54
E.E.A. Associates 174
Ecosoft. 122
Electravalue Industrial. 164
Electronic Specialists, Inc 176
Electronic Systems 212-213
Engineering Analysis Software
Cons 170
Essex Publishing Co 164
Exatron 77, 115
Fuller Softare 118
GW. Computers Ud 53
Gimix, Inc , 226

G4
G37
G38
H52
H25
H45

Godbout Electronics 211
Group Technology, Ud 141
Group Technology, Ud 153
Hewlett Packard Co 15
Hobby World Electronics 223
Houston Micro-Cornputer Tech.
................................ 91
Ian Electonics 80
Innovative Technology 128
Instant Software 81-83
Integrand 87
Integrated Service Systems 174
Intelligent Business Machines
.............................. 177
Interactive Microware, Inc 41
International Product Develop-
ment, Inc.. .... . . .. 16
Interactive Structures, Inc 18
Intertec Data Systems 3
Ithaca Intersystems 25, 158
J.E.S. Graphics 164
J.P.C. Products 135
Jade Computer Prod 206, 207
Jameco Electronics 216-219
Jini Microsystems 135
KSK Associates.. . . 170
Kernco, Ud 129
Key Electronics 47
LOS Electronics 40
LNW Research 16
Dr. Lee 128
Leedex Corporation 187
Level IV Products, Inc 143
Lifeboat Associates 71
Manhattan Software, Inc 17
Management Information Spec.
.............................. 141
Man-Computer Sys., Inc 118
Maranatha Software 103
Med Systems Software 45
Micro 182
Micro Computer Devices 130, 131
Microcomputer Tech.lApparat
.............................. 188
Micro Data Base Systems 17
Micro Discount Service 80
Micromail. 171
Micro Management Systems 145
Micro Mart. 80
Micro Matrix 166
Micromint 137
MicroPhase Systems 164
Micro Products Unltd 164
Microsette Co 40
Microsette Co 40
Microtek, Inc 17
Micro Technology Unltd 35
MicroWorld 154
Mid East Micro 89
Midwest Compo Peripherals 224
Midwest Scientific CIV
Mikos 215
Miller Microcomputer Serv 46
Milton Bradley Co 41
Mini Micro Mart, Inc 196, 197
Mountain Hardware, Inc 16
MOM's 72, 73
Mullen Computer Products 87
Multl-Business Computer
Systems 98
Mumford Micro Systems 92
National Radio Institute 65
NEECO 202
Netronics R & 0 Ud 139, 173, 199
North Star Computers 4
Ohio Scientific 10-13
OK Machine & Tool. 159,175,180
Olensky Bros., Inc 40
Omnitek Systems 141
Optimal Technology, Inc 87

09 Otto Electronics 176
P9 PAIA..... .. 186
P66 Pacific Exchange. . 70
P88 PEEK (65) 40
P7 Percom Data CII
P82 Percom Data 19
P67-69 Percom Data 20
P70, 71, 73, 82 Percom Data 21
P52 The Peripheral People. . . .. . 70
P39 Personal Software 14
P90 Practical Applications 135
P21 Priority One. . . . 200, 201
P48 Programma International. 55
Q8 Quant Systems. . . . . 46
Q13 Quantum Communications

Sy~ems.............. . .. 157
Q9 Quasar Data Products. . . . . . .. 98
Q3 Quest Electronics.. . . 195
R23 RCV Consultants 80
R20 RNB Enterprises 205
R41 R.W. Electronics... ..170
R24 Racet Computes... . . 113
R11 Radio Hut.. .. .... 214

Radio Shack....... . .. 203
R34 Radio Shack Authorized Sales

Center 54
Rainbow Computing 18,92

R8 Ramsey Electronics.. . 114
R33 Realty Software Company 59

The Recreational Programmer
.............................. 1~

R7 Rondure Company 109
S133 SC Digital. 102
S132 Sansoft Pius 41
S1 Scelbi Publications 36, 37
S16 Selectronics 198
S121 Simutek 166
S113 Sirius Systems 180
S74 68 Micro Journal. 164
S111 Small Systems Services 92
S51 Small System Software 183
S46 Smoke Signal Broadcasting 15
S140 Softronics Computer Services

.............................. 1U
S136 The Software Store 15
S131 Software, Etc 102
S108 Solid State Music ' 24
S142 The Source 127
S137 Structured System Group 17
S128 Structured Program Designers

.............................. 177
S134 Studio MagnetiCS Co., Inc 141
S138 Sturdivant & Dunn, Inc 114
S61 Supersoft 54
T78 Tab Books 61
T57 Taranto & Assoc 93
T26 Telecommunications Serv 47
T79 Telecompute Integrated 59

Tora Systems Limited 60
T41 Total Information Services 103
U14 UHF Associates CIII
U15 U.S. Robotics, Inc 170
U12 Ultimate Computer Sys 170
V28 VR Data Corp 53
V76 Vandata 174
V78 Vantage Data Products 140
V8 Vector Electronic Co 18
V20 Vista Computer 155

Wallen Electronics 210
W22 Wameco 215
W20 WEB Assoc 181
W29 West Side Electronics. . . . 98
W16 World Wide Electronics 80
X4 Xitex 170
From Kilobaud 67,90,108,220-222,225
From "80" MICROCOMPUTING 103

•ReaderService inquiries not honored. Please contact
advertiser directly.

C147
C86
C114
C180
C123
C132

071
077
072
070
043
061
028
047
063

074
060
067
E60
E34
E18
E36
E21
E54

E56
E48
F20
G35
G28

147
124
132
113
153
154

150
152

149
121

J13
J12
J6
J1
J16
K21
K22
K14
L29
L26
L3
L20
L19

M137
M121

M130
M119
M74
M30
M82

M138
M116
M73
M95
M134
M140
M126
M125
M81
M67
M132
M139
M44
M141
M94
M106
M70
M39
M114
M141
M6
M34
M136
M32
M83

N12

N9
013
05
017
018
010
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WANT TO BE KING' OF THE HILL?
TREAT YOURSELF ROYALLY WITH GIMIX UNIQUE AND INCOMPARABLE

BOARDSAND SYSTEMS ... DIP-switch Versatility for use with
both SS50 (6800) and SS50C (6809) Systems (SWTP. etc.)

THE FIRST AND ONLY 32K STATIC RAM BOARD ...
Designed for use with: * Existing SS50 System's* SS50C ~xtended Address Systems

FEATURES:
• Decoding for 4 Extended Address Lines
(allows memory decoding up to 1 megabyte)

• DIP-switch to set extended addresstnq or
disable it

• 4 separate 8K blocks, addressable to any
8K boundary by DIP-switch

• Each 8K block may be individually disabled
•Write protect either of two 16K sections
• Low power consumption - uses 2114L low
power RAMS - (2 amps typical for 32K)

• Fully Socketed
•Gold Bus Connectors.
Assembled, Burned In and Tested at 2MHz.

16K $328.12 24K $438.14
16K and 24K Versions are socketed for 32K and require only additional 2114S for expansion.

32K $548.15

FACTORY PRIME
STATIC RAMS

2114L 450 ns $5.90 200 ns $6.90
4044450 ns $5.90 250 ns $6.90

ADD $5.00 HANDLING ON ORDERS UNDER $200.00

THE UNIQUE GIMIX 80 X 24 VIDEO BOARD·. .* Upper and Lower Case with Descenders * Hardware Scrolling* Contiguous 8x10 Character Cells * X-V Addressable Hardware Cursor
It is the ONLYVideo Board that gives you:-• A user programmable RAM character generator. Custom character sets, up to 128
characters each, can be stored and loaded into the board under software control,
from disk, tape, etc.

• The ability to choose, under software control, 256 displayable characters from 384
available in the 3 on board (2 EPR,OMand 1 RAM) character generators.

Fully decoded, occupies only 2K of address
space.
Fully socketed - Gold bus connectors.
Assembled, Burned in, and Tested at 2MHz.
DeluxeVersionwith RAM
CharacterGenerator, $458.76
WithoutRAM Character

• The ability to divide the 256 displayable characters into 8 groups, according to both Generator ' $398.74
ASCII Code and bit 8; lets your program determine how each group is displayed, AlsoAvailable,, .
(Which character generator to use, and whether it will be normal or inverse 64or32x 16VideoBoard .. $198.71
video, full or reduced intensity or a combination of these.) ( . .

• GHOSTability: to place multiple boards at the same address and access . e~ .
them individually without affecting the display of the other boards. t1

•The ability to control all these features, on the fly, through software.

THE CLASSY CHASSISPhone, write, or see your dealer for details and
prices on our broad range of Boards and
Systems for the SS50/SS50C bus and our AC
Power Control Products for all computers,E:lmIXlnc. ~G28

1337 WEST 37th PLACE, CHICAGO, IL 60609
(312) 927-5510 • TWX 910·221-4055

The Company that delivers.
Quality Electronic products since 1975.

GINlIX® and GHOST"
are Registered Trademarks of GIMIX INC.

226 Microcompufing, March 1980

With Baud Rate Generator $828 19
on Mother Board . • . . • . • • • • • • • •

32K SYSTEM Incomparable Features ~ I
at a Comparable Price! $1,594.59
Includes: Chassis, 6800 CPU, 32K RAM Board, Choice of 110 Card.

16K Version ofabove $1,374.49
• Ferro-Resonant Power Supply (+ 8V at 25 Amps, + and - 16V at.s Amps each.)
• 6800/6809 Mother Board, has fifteen 50 pin plus 8 DIP-switch addressable 30 pin
slots, fully decoded to 4, 8 or 16 addresses - Gold Plated Pins.

• Heavy Weight aluminum cabinet with fan and provisions for 1 or 2,5 inch disk drives.



The Product. Only high quality, prime, burned-in and
tested 4116 16K dynamic RAM s. Don't be caught
unaware! All TRS-80 memory expansion kits are not the
same. UHF Associates' memory expansion gives you high
quality coupled with outstanding performance. And with
their fast 200 NS minimum access time (less CPU wait
states) UHF's 4116 16K dynamic RAMs provide both
storage and speed that won't disappoint you later down the
road.

The Price. 16K Memory Expansion Kit for either
computer (pre-programmed DIP shunts included) or
expansion interface, $95. More? 32K Kit for expansion
Interface, $180. Most? 48K Kit for computer and expansion
interface, $265.

..The Promise. "Thou 'shalt'not wait, wo'~~yor·f~et."
You'll get immediate post-paid delivery from in-stock
inventory. You'll get a full 12 month warranty.' That's about
four times the warranty others offer. And for installation
you'll get UHF's "goof-proof" instructions. All you'll nee'd is
a screwdriver and about 10 minutes.
TRS-80 is a registered trade mark of Tandy Corporation.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

r------------------------o 16K Kit with shunts (for computer) $ 95 ,o 16K Kit (for expansion interface) $ 95o 32K Kit (for expansion interface) ,$180o 48K Kit (for computer and expansion interface) $265
California residents please add appropriate sales tax

Name (print)
Street
City State Zip _
o I've enclosed a check or money order for $

payable to UHF Associates.
We honor: 0 Master Charge 0 VISA/BankAmericard

Account #
Expiration Date _
Signature ...., ..... . ...,..

L (required for charge card purchases) I------------------------~
""U14 fA1;tV/lif;ft UHF

ASSOCIATES

90 Transport Avenue, #4
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
Call 707/584· 78~4



Inventory Problems?
Are you having trouble keeping the right nuts

and bolts in stock?Sinceeven a simple mistake can
cost you time and money, a good inventory system
should do more than just count parts. It should tell
you exactly what you need, when you need it,
where to get it, and how much it will cost.

The MSI Inventory System Seven enables you to
maintain a versatile data base for controlling
inventory. It lists part number, description, quantity
on hand, vendor, cost; seiling price; optional
pricing, usage levels for previous month, present
month, and year-to-date, and much more.

When quantity on hand items reach minimum
levels, the System Seven compiles an automatic
reorder list. This list can be generated by spe-
cific vendor as well as a complete listing of
all materials to be ordered.

In addition to the item listing, the In-
ventory System Seven "bill of materials"
provides you with a complete inventory
of items used in the manufacture of subassemblies
and complete products. It also contains other cost
items such as labor costs, total raw materials costs,
and miscellaneous costs.

The MSI Inventory System Seven is built around
the versatile MSI 6800A Computer with 56K of
RAM. An integral dual mini-floppy memory gives
you an additional 630K of memory and makes

inventory control fast and efficient. The System
Seven will interface with any industry standard CRT,
and you have the option of both a "daisy wheel"
word processor for high quality document prepa-
ration and a dot matrix printer for high speed
production.
.The System Seven can be expanded to handle

all your data processing. needs or you can select
one of nine other MSI systems now available
.fo( business. industrial, SCientifiC,·educationat ·and
personal applications.

If you need more than just a nuts and bolts
inventory system, we have more informa-

tion about how the Inventory
System Seven can solve your pro
blems economically.

Inventory SystemSeven

m.dwes1 Sc.en1.f.c
220W. Cedar, Olathe, Kansas 66061, (913) 764-3273
TWX910 749 6403 (MSIOLAT),TELEX42525 (MSIA OLAT)

.: ~'!


